Whangarei District Growth Strategy
Implementation Plan

Whangarei District Council adopted the Whangarei District Growth Strategy: Sustainable Futures 30/50
in September 2010 to manage future growth in the district sustainably. The strategy outlines a long term,
integrated, strategic policy framework and spatial plan which will assist the sustainable development of
the district over the next 50 years.
To be effective, the policy framework and spatial plan outlined in the Growth Strategy relies upon a
rigorous and consistent implementation process. That process is outlined in this Implementation Plan.
The programme outlined in the Implementation Plan provides a suite of actions designed to manage
future growth in the district in a sustainable and integrated manner. The Implementation Plan contains
key actions, timeframes, and costings, together with how they will be monitored and reviewed.
The Implementation Plan is intentionally comprehensive. It provides a blueprint for development of
the district over a 30/50 year time frame. It also addresses all aspects of development – economic,
environmental, social and cultural – so as to provide an integrated and holistic approach to managing
growth in the district based upon sustainability principles. Implementing the full range of actions
contained in the Implementation plan is a long term task that will be phased over time to coincide with
successive Long Term Plans. A separate document containing those actions relating to a particular
Long Term Plan will be produced at the beginning of each Long Term Plan period (i.e. 3/10 years). In
this way, the full suite of implementation actions will be implemented over time through successive Long
Term Plans.
A range of methods will be necessary to implement the Growth Strategy. Methods include statutory and
non-statutory approaches.
Three main statutes are relevant to the implementation of the Growth Strategy. These are the Resource
Management Act 1991, Local Government Act 2002, and Land Transport Management Act 2003. Each
statute prescribes a range of policy documents that are essential to implementing the Growth Strategy.
The most important of these are the Whangarei District Plan, Northland Regional Policy Statement,
Regional Land Transport Strategy, and the district and regional Long Term Plans.
The District Plan is the main statutory mechanism for implementing the future settlement pattern outlined
in the Growth Strategy. The District Plan must contain strong provisions to support a consolidated
settlement pattern, limit sprawl and sporadic development around the urban fringes, restrict widely
scattered rural residential development in the rural areas, limit ribbon development along the coast and
transport corridors, and prevent fragmented commercial and business development in the urban areas.
Moreover, the District Plan must structure its objectives, policies and rules so that they are able to be
implemented rigorously, consistently and withstand challenge.
A variety of non-statutory methods are available to assist implementation of the Growth Strategy.
These include: National Policy Documents, Guidelines and Protocols; Strategies, Structure Plans,
Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans; Infrastructure Provision and Asset/
Activity Management Plans; Development Contributions, Financial Contributions, Rating; Partnership
Agreements and Protocols; and Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration.
The provision of infrastructure and services, and the timing, sequencing and costing of infrastructure
and services in asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans, is a crucial mechanism
for implementing the Growth Strategy. This includes both hard and soft infrastructure. Provision of
infrastructure should be proactive rather then reactive so that infrastructure provision precedes
development rather than responding to development pressure. To ensure this, land development needs
to be integrated with infrastructure provision. Integration between transport infrastructure and land use
planning is particularly important for implementing the Growth Strategy, as transport infrastructure has a
major effect on land use and visa versa. Other hard infrastructure, such as water provision, wastewater
and stormwater disposal, solid waste management, parks and reserves all have important roles in
implementing the Growth Strategy and in growth management generally.

Similarly for soft infrastructure such as libraries, community halls, health and education facilities,
social services, policing and public safety, arts cultural and civic amenities, entertainment, sports and
recreational venues, and many others. Sense of place initiatives, including CBD/Town Basin and nodal
revitalisation projects, are also critical elements in implementing the Growth Strategy as are community
projects that improve neighbourhood amenity and develop local character in individual nodes. And
economic initiatives aimed at securing a stable and resilient economy and on-going improvements in
socio-economic well being are an integral component of the Growth Strategy.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Executive Summary

The following represent high priority implementation actions from the Implementation Plan:
• Provisions in the Northland Regional Policy Statement and Whangarei District Plan to implement the
consolidated settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy.
• Structure plan for Whangarei City and comprehensive development plan for inner city, including
improvements to urban amenity and the night time and weekend economy.
• Sense of place/urban design improvements for CBD/Town Basin and selected nodes.
• Revitalisation catalyst projects such as the proposed Hundertwasser Art Centre, Hihiaua Maori
Cultural Centre, and inner city hotel development.
• Economic Development Strategy for Whangarei District to improve local economy.
• Whangarei Community Development Strategy to rationalise community intitiatives.
• Community village plans for Parua Bay and Otangarei as a trial for extending to other nodes in the
district, recognising that Onerahi and Kamo have existing community plans.
• Whangarei Harbour integrated management strategy to enhance harbour management.
• Parks, reserves and recreational projects, including inner city open space/blue-green corridors, Pohe
Island development, and walking and cycling initiatives.
• Development of arts, culture, heritage and civic amenities, including enhancement of heritage
precincts at Forum North, Whangarei museum/heritage park and Town Basin.
• Collaboration with tangata whenua to improve economic, environmental, social and cultural well
being, including an iconic Maori cultural centre to act as a catalyst for renaissance of Maori art, culture
and performance, and support for socio-economic development initiatives as Treaty settlements are
reached.
• Staged infrastructure provision to support the consolidated settlement pattern outlined in the Growth
Strategy and ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet projected demand from
population and economic growth in the district.
The structure of the Implementation Plan follows that of the Growth Strategy itself. It is divided into an
introduction and three parts: Part A - Sustainable District - contains actions necessary to implement the
Growth Strategy on a district-wide basis. Part B - Sustainable Future 30/50 - contains those actions
necessary to implement the preferred settlement pattern (spatial plan) outlined in the Growth Strategy.
And Part C - Monitoring and Review - outlines how the Implementation Plan and the Growth Strategy
will be monitored and reviewed over time. A review of the Growth Strategy and the Implementation Plan
will be undertaken at regular intervals. The Implementation Plan will be reviewed every three years to
coincide with preparation of new Long Term Plans and the Growth Strategy reviewed every five years
to coincide with new census data.
Implementation of the Growth Strategy relies upon a collaborative approach between Council, tangata
whenua, central government agencies, local government, business and community groups, ratepayer
associations, developers, producer groups, property owners and the general public. On-going
engagement with all parties is essential to ensure commitment to the Growth Strategy over time and
participation in the implementation phase. A governance arrangement is also necessary to oversee
implementation of the Growth Strategy, ensure commitment to the implementation programme
beyond the triennium election cycle, and to review progress on implementing actions outlined in the
Implementation Plan.
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1. Implementation Process

Legislation

The Whangarei District Council recently produced a strategic spatial planning document – the
Whangarei District Growth Strategy: Sustainable Futures 30/50 – in response to significant growth
over the period 2001 - 2008. To manage future growth in the district sustainably, the Strategy sought
to identify economic drivers of development, assess future growth potential, determine existing and
potential land use patterns, and assess and plan for infrastructural requirements for the district over
a 30/50 year time frame. Environmental, social and cultural constraints on, and consequences of,
anticipated development were identified and assessed. This research and analysis enabled a long
term, integrated, strategic policy framework and spatial plan, based upon sustainability principles, to
be developed which will assist the sustainable development of the district over the next 50 years (see
Whangarei District Growth Strategy: Sustainable Futures 30/50).
The effectiveness of the policy framework and spatial plan outlined in the Growth Strategy relies
upon a rigorous and consistent implementation process. The policy prescriptions and geography of
development articulated in the Growth Strategy need to be translated into concrete actions on the
ground. The implementation programme outlined in the Implementation Plan will provide a suite of
actions designed to manage future growth in the district in a sustainable and integrated manner. The
Implementation Plan will use information provided in the Growth Strategy to ensure the integrated
management of land use activities, the orderly and efficient provision of infrastructure, and the control of
long term cumulative environmental effects. The Implementation Plan will detail key actions, timeframes,
and costings, together with how they will be monitored and reviewed.

Local
Government
Act 2002

The Implementation Plan is intentionally comprehensive. It provides a blueprint for development of
the district over a 30/50 year time frame. It also addresses all aspects of development – economic,
environmental, social and cultural – so as to provide an integrated and holistic approach to managing
growth in the district to better ensure sustainable development over the long term. Implementing the full
range of actions contained in the Implementation plan is a long term task that will be phased over time
to coincide with successive Long Term Plans. A separate document containing those actions relating to
a particular Long Term Plan will be produced at the beginning of each Long Term Plan period (i.e. 3/10
years) and will inform the contents of the Long Term Plan.
A range of methods and actions will be necessary to implement the Growth Strategy. Methods include
statutory and non-statutory approaches. Some methodological tools and documents have already been
prepared, but may require amendment, whereas others may represent new initiatives. The following
sections give an overview of the methods used in implementing the Growth Strategy.

1.1

Statutory Implementation Methods

Three main statutes are relevant to the implementation of the Growth Strategy. These are the Resource
Management Act 1991, Local Government Act 2002, and Land Transport Management Act 2003. Each
statute prescribes a range of policy documents that are essential to implementing the Growth Strategy.
Table 1 includes a summary of documents that are prepared under each statute and have a role in the
implementation process.
Table 1: Relevant Legislation for Implementation Process
Legislation

Documents

Lead Agency

Key Aspects/Implications

Resource
Management

District Plan

Whangarei
District Council

• Key planning document prepared by territorial authorities
• Provides policy direction for sustainable management of district
resources
• Identifies key issues, objectives, policies and methods
• Whangarei District Plan subject to rolling review with provisions
reviewed over a 10 year cycle

Act 1991
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Land Transport
Management
Act 2003

Documents

Lead Agency

Key Aspects/Implications

Regional Policy Northland
Statement
Regional
(RPS)
Council

• Key planning document for regional authorities
• Provides policy direction for sustainable management of regional
resources
• Reviewed every ten years
• Northland Regional Policy Statement currently being reviewed

Regional Plans

• Identify key issues and methods for sustainable management of
regional resources
• Focus on managing activities and their effects
• Reviewed every 10 years

Northland
Regional
Council

National Policy Central
Statements/ NZ Government
Coastal Policy
Statement

• Key planning documents prepared by Central Government
• A potential National Policy Statement on Urban Design may be an
outcome from the second round of RMA reforms
• The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2011 is particularly
important for the coastal environment and contains provisions
relating to strategic spatial land use planning along the coast

Whangarei
District LTP

Whangarei
District Council

• Provides district vision and community outcomes
• Outlines key priorities for territorial authority activities and spending
over 10 year period to address the vision and community outcomes
• Infrastructure is a key element of LTP
• Contains a Development Contributions Policy
• Asset management plans for infrastructure will be guided by the
Growth Strategy
• Reviewed every three years
• Next LTP due 2012 for period 2012-2022

Northland
Regional LTP

Northland
Regional
Council

• Provides regional vision and community outcomes
• Outlines key priorities for regional authority activities and spending
over 10 year period
• Regional infrastructure an increasingly important part of the
document
• Reviewed every three years
• Next LTP due 2012 for period 2012-2022

Government
Policy
Statement on
Land Transport
Funding

Central
Government

• Outlines Central Government funding priorities and outcomes
sought from National Land Transport Fund over 10 year period
• Reviewed every six years
• Next statement in 2012 for period 2012-2022

New Zealand
Transport
Strategy

Central
Government

• Outlines broad range of outcomes and targets to be met by the
transport sector
• 30 year planning horizon
• Reviewed every three years

National Land
Transport
Programme

Central
Government

• Outlines the transport activities to be funded from the National Land
Transport Fund
• Outlines main activities, timing and funding
• Addresses the outcomes and actions sought in the Government
Policy Statement

Regional Land
Transport
Strategy
(RLTS)

Northland
Regional
Council

• Outlines the regional vision for transport
• Develops the strategy for the regional transport network and key
actions over 30 year horizon
• Reviewed every six years

Regional Land
Transport
Programme
(RLTP)

Northland
Regional
Council

• Outlines regional transport activities including priority, timing and
cost.
• 10 year planning horizon
• Reviewed every three years

The activities undertaken by local government are mandated by provisions in the Local Government
Act. A key purpose of the Act is to ensure local government enables democratic decision making and
promotes social, economic, environmental, and cultural well being of communities taking a sustainable
development approach. Sections 11 and 12 of the Act also confer wide powers of general competence
on regional and territorial authorities.

District Plan
The District Plan is the key document prepared by territorial authorities (including Whangarei District
Council) to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources to enable people
and communities to provide for their well being whilst sustaining the potential of resources to meet the
needs of future generations, maintaining the life supporting capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems,
and avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects of activities on the environment. The District
Plan contains objectives, policies and methods to determine the spatial arrangement of land uses and
manage the environmental effects of such land use. District plans need to give effect to national and
regional policy statements and take into account other planning documents, including iwi management
plans.
The Whangarei District Plan is subject to a rolling review, in which each provision is reviewed at some
point within ten years of the District Plan being made operative, rather than a single review of the
entire plan. The rolling review will allow for regular amendments to the District Plan, which, in turn,
provides on-going opportunities to undertake the various requirements needed to implement the
Whangarei Growth Strategy. Potential amendments range from urban design proposals through to the
implementation of structure plans.

Regional Policy Statement
The Northland Regional Policy Statement was first made operative in 1999, and contains chapters on air,
water quality, water quantity, outstanding natural features and outstanding landscapes, soil conservation
and land management, natural hazards, coastal management, ecosystems and biodiversity, heritage
protection, waste management, hazardous substances, minerals, energy, and transport. The Northland
Regional Policy Statement is currently being reviewed.
The Regional Policy Statement is considered an important implementation tool for the Growth Strategy.
This is because some aspects of the Growth Strategy are more appropriately addressed at a regional
level. Potential provisions in the Regional Policy Statement include urban form and design, infrastructure
integration and sequencing, land use and transportation planning, environmental protection measures,
key principles for development, natural hazards avoidance and/or mitigation, energy and minerals
management, the provision of open space, and so on.

INTRODUCTION:
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The main purpose of the Resource Management Act is to promote the sustainable management of
natural and physical resources. To enable sustainable management, national, regional and territorial
authorities all have obligations under the Act, including the preparation of policy statements and plans.
These obligations can be found in Part 4 of the Act. Section 30 outlines the functions of regional
authorities whilst section 31 outlines the functions of territorial authorities. These functions include
preparing regional policy statements and district plans. Under section 30 (1) (gb) regional councils
have a role in the strategic integration of infrastructure with land use which is important from a growth
management perspective.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Resource Management Act 1991

The Act contains several mechanisms that are useful to Growth Strategy implementation, including:
triennial agreements between different authorities; Long Term Plans prepared by both regional and
territorial authorities, community outcomes, activity and asset management plans, funding and financial
policies (including development contributions policy). Other mechanisms can also include strategies for
managing various assets held by regional and territorial authorities. The Act provides the mechanisms
for raising revenue for growth related infrastructure, especially through development contributions and
associated policy at the territorial authority level. The Act also allows for policies on incentives for
development that meet Growth Strategy goals (e.g. development contributions and rating relief), should
these options be selected.

Long Term Plan
Of the available tools under the Local Government Act the most important in regard to implementing the
Growth Strategy is the Whangarei Long Term Plan. The Act requires that regional and territorial authorities
prepare a Long Term Plan that details council activities, community outcomes, and how council activities
will progress the community outcomes. The future sequencing of infrastructure provision, maintenance
and replacement will have an influence on development pattern across the district. Information in the
Growth Strategy projects future growth demand, and will help prioritise sequencing of infrastructure
within asset management plans in a more efficient and cost effective manner. The Long Term Plan can
help integrate growth management policies that help meet community outcomes.
The Northland Regional Long Term Plan will also be important in regard to the provision and management
of regionally significant infrastructure as well as natural hazard management, land use and transport
integration, soil and water management, air quality control and coastal management. Coordination
of regional and territorial authority activities is facilitated by triennial agreements, and may be a key
component to facilitating changes to the Regional Policy Statement. Both documents are due to be
reviewed within the next 12 months. These reviews present an opportunity to introduce provisions into
both documents that assist in implementing the Growth Strategy.

Land Transport Management Act 2003
The purpose of this Act is to achieve an affordable, integrated, safe, responsive and sustainable land
transport system. As noted in Table 1, transport planning in New Zealand is integrated across several
different policy documents. These documents outline planning needs, funding options, and outcomes
at various scales of governance. The five core requirements of the Act which permeate through these
documents are:

Any changes to the Regional Policy Statement will require consultation under the Resource Management
Act, and will need to follow the process set down by the Act. Cooperation between the Northland
Regional Council and Whangarei District Council will thus be needed for effective implementation of the
Growth Strategy. The Growth Strategy will provide background information for changes to the Regional
Policy Statement, with consultation required by the Resource Management Act allowing for further
public input.

• Assisting economic development.

As well as the Regional Policy Statement, there are other regional plans prepared by Northland
Regional Council such as the Soil and Water Plan, Coastal Plan, and Air Quality Plan. Whilst these are
also of importance in regard to implementing the Growth Strategy, they are of secondary importance in
comparison to the Regional Policy Statement.

The Regional Land Transport Strategy is a key document under this Act. Of importance to growth
management are the requirements for a Regional Land Transport Strategy to:

• Assisting safety and personal security.
• Improving access and mobility.
• Protecting and promoting public health.
• Ensuring environmental sustainability.

• Be consistent with a regional policy statement under the Resource Management Act;
• Take account of regional council functions under section 30(1)(gb) of the Resource Management Act
to strategically integrate transport infrastructure with land use;
Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan
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• Contain a statement of any relevant land use considerations and the likely funding of any land
transport infrastructure associated with those considerations.
The 2008 amendments to the Land Transport Management Act have introduced stronger linkages
between the Land Transport Management Act and the Resource Management Act. The amendments
provide an explicit link between transport planning under the Land Transport Management Act
(government policy statements, regional land transport strategies, and regional land transport
programmes) and land use planning under the Resource Management Act (national policy statements,
regional policy statements, and regional and district plans).

Government Policy Statement on Transport Funding
The Government Policy Statement on Transport Funding was released in 2009, and details the
Government’s desired outcomes and funding priorities across the transport sector. It covers the period
2009 to 2019, with detailed outcomes for 2009-2015, and more indicative outcomes for 2015-2019.
The Government Policy Statement guides the National Land Transport Programme, which in turn,
guides regional land transport programmes and Long Term Plans. The Government Policy Statement
outlines how transport funding is managed, initiates an infrastructure unit, identifies roads of national
significance, details how the transport network contributes to economic growth and productivity, outlines
activity funding, and generally adopts and encourages an integrated approach to transport planning and
provision.
The Puhoi to Wellsford State Highway 1 upgrade is recognised as a project of national significance
and will have a profound impact on growth in Whangarei District. Whangarei District Council is already
involved in the preliminary planning for this route.

Northland Regional Land Transport Strategy
The 30 Year Regional Land Transport Strategy was approved in May 2010, and states the following:
“The purpose of this Strategy is to set the direction for the region’s transport system over the next 30
years. The Strategy identifies what is needed to achieve an affordable, integrated, safe, responsive,
and sustainable transport system.” Key regional priorities have been identified in the Regional Land
Transport Strategy, as well as how they are connected to national outcomes. To achieve the purpose of
the Regional Land Transport Strategy, several initiatives have been proposed. These include studies on
infrastructure requirements for key corridors that increase productivity, the promotion of rail options, and
the encouragement and promotion of tourism through upgrades to transport routes. These initiatives
are all key considerations in the preparation and implementation of the Whangarei Growth Strategy.
The Whangarei Growth Strategy will help to inform the Northland Regional Land Transport Strategy
when it is next reviewed.

Regional Land Transport Programme
The Regional Land Transport Programme outlines the expected regional transport activities over the
next three years, indicates preferred activities over a further three years, and provides a ten year
financial forecast for transportation programmes. Many of the key activities and programmes in the 2009
Regional Land Transport Programme are of strategic importance to the Whangarei District. Activities
include many that are already being undertaken including roading improvements in Whangarei, the
Kamo Bypass extension, the second harbour crossing, and so on. When the present programme is
reviewed in 2012, material from the Growth Strategy will be used to help provide direction to, and
priorities for, different transportation options.
Integration between the various statutes and associated strategies, plans and policies is very important.
Integration between the Whangarei Growth Strategy, the Northland Regional Policy Statement, the
Regional Land Transport Strategy, regional and district plans, and the regional and district long term
plans is critical to the successful implemental of the Growth Strategy. Integration between local, regional
and national government is also crucial. Local and regional government in Northland must work
collaboratively with central government agencies involved in infrastructure planning and provision and
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provision of social services so that a combined approach to growth management becomes the norm.
Protocols and heads of agreements should be sought for joint approaches wherever possible.

1.2

Non-statutory Implementation Methods

A variety of non-statutory methods are available to assist implementation of the Growth Strategy.
Implementation may include a number of these methods, but the selection of a specific tool or mix of
tools will be dependant on what is considered to be appropriate for the purpose. Non-statutory methods
may also be combined with statutory methods – for example structure plans and land use strategies,
such as coastal, urban or rural management strategies, can be used to inform changes to the District
Plan, which in turn may necessitate provisions in the Long Term Plan. The non-statutory methods
include, but are not limited to:

National Policy Documents, Guidelines and Protocols
Central Government recognises that non-statutory tools are an important component of growth
management initiatives. The Government’s Approach to Sustainable Development’ was released in
2002 and Sustainable Development for New Zealand: Programme of Action was produced in 2003.
Central Government also launched ‘Sustainable Cities’, one of the four priority areas identified in the
Sustainable Development Programme of Action. The goal of the sustainable cities initiative is to ensure
cities are healthy, safe and attractive places where business, social and cultural life can flourish. To
support this, an Urban Design Protocol has been initiated by the Ministry for the Environment to promote
good urban design. Whilst there is no statutory weight placed on the Protocol, it is seen as the guiding
document for urban design in New Zealand. Whangarei District Council has signed the Protocol and
has initiated an Urban Design Strategy, Urban Design Guidelines and an Urban Design Panel to assist
good urban design in the district.

Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
There are a range of non-statutory strategies and plans that can be used as tools to implement the
Growth Strategy. For example, Whangarei District Council has a Coastal Management Strategy, Urban
Growth Strategy, Urban Form and Development Report, Open Space Strategy, 20/20 Plus Central
City Development Plan, Urban Design Strategy, and a range of structure plans for coastal and urban
nodes. A Rural Development Strategy is currently being produced. In addition, Council has a number
of strategies and plans relating to infrastructure and services, including wastewater, stormwater, solid
waste, water provision, roading and cycling and walking. There is also a Positive Aging Strategy,
Youth Policy, Youth Strategy and Youth Action Plan, CitySafe Programme, Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design reports, an Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy, and many others. New initiatives,
such as an Economic Development Strategy, Community Development Strategy, and a range of
Community Plans have been proposed in the Implementation Plan. All of these strategies and plans
can be used to implement the Growth Strategy.

Infrastructure Provision and Asset/Activity Management Plans
The provision of infrastructure and services, and the timing, sequencing and costing of infrastructure
and services in asset/activity management plans, is a crucial mechanism for implementing the Growth
Strategy. This includes both hard and soft infrastructure. Provision of infrastructure should be proactive
rather then reactive so that infrastructure provision precedes development rather than responding to
development pressure. To ensure this, land development needs to be integrated with infrastructure
provision. The integration between the provision of transport infrastructure and land use planning is
particularly important for implementing the Growth Strategy, as transport infrastructure has a major
effect on land use and visa versa. Other hard infrastructure, such as water provision, wastewater
and stormwater disposal, solid waste management, parks and reserves all have important roles in
implementing the Growth Strategy and in growth management generally. Similarly for soft infrastructure
such as libraries, health and education facilities, social services, arts cultural and civic amenities,
entertainment, sports and recreational venues, and many others. Sense of place initiatives, including

The provision of hard and soft infrastructure and social, cultural and civic amenities need to be funded
and there are various sources of funding available to Council. The main sources are rates, user charges,
development/financial contributions and borrowing. A prudent balance between the sources is required
to implement the Growth Strategy. The Local Government Act provides for development contributions to
be taken to fund growth related infrastructure and services while the Resource Management Act allows
for financial contributions to mitigate environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/
financial contributions should be appropriated from developers to cover the costs of new development
whilst a mix of rating, user charges and borrowing is required for maintenance, replacement and
operational expenditure as well as sense of place and social, cultural and amenity improvements.

Economic Instruments and Financial Incentives
There are various economic instruments and financial incentives available to Council that may assist
in the implementation of the Growth Strategy. Financial incentives may be in the form of direct (full
or partial) funding for initiatives judged to be beneficial to the district or community. They may be in
the form of (full or partial) provision of goods or services, including land or buildings. Or they could
involve rates relief for activities judged beneficial to the district, economically, environmentally, socially
or culturally. Other methods include additional development rights for environmental, social or cultural
enhancement or agreements concerning infrastructure provision.

Partnership Agreements and Protocols
Partnerships between local authorities and other service providers such as Central Government,
government agencies, community groups, education providers, health providers, iwi/hapu organisations,
and private enterprise provide another tool to implement the Growth Strategy. The use of partnership
approaches is becoming more common in New Zealand and is encouraged by the present Government.
Joint ventures, collaborative initiatives, and possible service sharing arrangements between local
authorities in Northland are other methods of implementation. As Treaty settlements are reached in
Northland, partnership agreements and protocols are likely between iwi/hapu and local government in
relation to a range of initiatives.
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CBD/Town Basin and nodal revitalisation projects, are also critical elements in implementing the Growth
Strategy as are community projects that improve neighbourhood amenity and develop local character
in individual nodes. All activities need to be included in asset/activity management plans and Long Term
Plans.

The Implementation Plan is comprised of a programme of specific actions to implement the strategic
policy framework and spatial plan contained within the Whangarei Growth Strategy. These actions
are implemented through the various implementation methods outlined in the previous section. The
methods and actions are listed at the beginning of each section of the Implementation Plan. The first
digit in each action number relates to a particular implementation method. Following these listings is
the action plan for each section. The action plan is comprised of a number of action tables, each table
relating to a specific action.

2.1

Format of Action Table

The action table contains information relating to that particular action, associated implementation
method(s), priority and timing of implementation, lead and support agencies involved in implementing
the action, cost implications of the action, and links to other actions or other parts of the Implementation
Plan. The format of each action table is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Format of Action Table
Action
Explanation
Priority/
Timing

2.2

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Explanation of Components

Actions
Actions are the specific tasks that need to be carried out to implement the Strategy. Actions fall into
different types. Some actions are generally one-off or occur over a period of time within specific time
frames. They may include research or policy development, for example producing strategies, plans or
policies. Others may be actions to anchor strategy implementation or physical development including
services and infrastructure. A third type of action may be about process and working collaboratively over
the longer term with relevant stakeholders and agencies to address particular issues. Actions relating to
tangata whenua are also part of the action plan.

Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Explanation

Information, education, advocacy and collaboration all have a role in implementing the Growth Strategy.
Many of the actions in the Implementation Plan rely upon collaborative approaches between Council and
other parties, including government departments or agencies, other local authorities, community and
environment groups, business associations, resident/ratepayer groups, developers, land owners, iwi
and hapu groups, and the public generally. The Growth Strategy can also be used as an advocacy tool
to raise the district’s profile and assist in accessing Government services and funding. The relationship
between Council and tangata whenua is particularly important for successfully implementing the Growth
Strategy. It is vital that Council works collaboratively with iwi and hapu to ensure future development in
the district is mutually beneficial.

The explanation contains information about why the particular action is being undertaken and how it
may be best carried out. It contains further relevant detail relating to the action itself, associated actions,
and preferred timing. It may also identify parties or agencies relevant to that action.

Priority/Timing
The priority/timing indicates when the action should be implemented. Each action is assigned a number.
Each number refers to a three year period. Each three year period coincides with a Long Term Plan.
For example, priority ‘1’ means the action needs to be implemented in 1 – 3 years; in effect, between
2012 – 2015, coinciding with the next Long Term Plan. Priority 2 actions should be implemented in years
4, 5 and 6, coinciding with the 2015 – 2018 Long Term Plan. Priority 3 actions should be implemented
in years 7, 8 and 9, coinciding with the 2018 – 2021 Long Term Plan. Some actions are assessed as
‘on-going’. These are actions that continue over time. Table 3 shows the relationship between priorities,
time periods and Long Term Plans.
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Table 3: Priority/Timing
Priority

Years

LTP

10 Year Period

1

1-3

2012-2015

2022

2

4-6

2015-2018

2025

3

7-9

2018-2021

2028

4

10-12

2021-2024

2031

5

13-15

2024-2027

2034

6

16-18

2027-2030

2037

7

19-21

2030-2033

2040

8

22-24

2033-2036

2043

9

25-27

2036-2039

2046

10

28-30

2039-2042

2049

10+

30+

2042+

or being covered from current resources. Four cost groupings are used for the action tables: current
resources, low, medium, and high. The criteria for these groupings are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Cost Implication Range
Current Resources Normal in-house work programmes within current resourcing

Lead Agency
The lead agency is the organisation responsible for initiating and leading implementation of the relevant
action. It may be the Whangarei District Council or an external agency. For the majority of actions the
lead agency is the Whangarei District Council. The department within Council which is responsible for
leading the action is also identified (abbreviated within square brackets). The relevant abbreviations are
shown in Table 4.

Support Agencies
The support agency can be one or more organisations that will assist the lead agency deliver the action.
Lead agencies and support agencies should work collaboratively wherever possible.
Table 4: Whangarei District Council Departments
LT

Economic Growth

EG

Economic Development

ED

District Living

DL

Property (Town Basin)

P

Policy and Monitoring

PM

Maori Relationships

MR

Resource Consents

RC

Venues and Events

VE

Community Services

CS

Regulatory Services

RS

Infrastructure and Services

IS

Building Compliance

BC

Waste and Drainage

WD

Roading

R

Support Services

SS

Water Services

WS

Governance

G

Parks and Recreation

PR

Finance

F

Libraries

L

Revenue

RE

Infrastructure Projects

IP

Cost Implications
This is an estimate of the cost to Council to implement the action. If Council is a support agency, it is
the cost to Council to support that action. Costs are not necessarily additional costs to Council as there
may be a change of priorities within Council to carry out actions. Often actions are already committed
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Extra to normal in-house work programmes, i.e. use of consultants or external experts and
infrastructure provision at low cost (up to $100,000)

Medium

Extra to normal in-house work programmes, i.e. use of consultants or external experts and
infrastructure provision at medium cost (between $100,000 and $500,000)

High

Major infrastructure projects (hard or soft) and/or acquisitions at high cost (over $500,000)

Implementation Method

For each Long Term Plan a separate document will be produced containing those actions relating to the
time period for that Long Term Plan (i.e. 3/10 years). For example, implementation actions for the 2012
- 2022 Long Term Plan will include priority actions 1, 2 and 3, with an emphasis on priority 1 actions. In
this way, the action programme outlined in the Implementation Plan will be implemented in a phased
manner coinciding with successive Long Term Plans.

Leadership Team

Low

These are the mechanisms or tools used to implement the actions. The various methods are listed at
the beginning of each section of the Implementation Plan. The first digit in each action number relates
to a particular implementation method from that list.

Linked Actions/Linked Nodes
Actions in Part A are linked to specific nodes or types of nodes within Part B when the action has
significant consequences for the identified node or type of node(s). The nodes, or node types, are
abbreviated to the first letter(s) of the relevant name(s). Actions in Part B are linked to other actions
within that particular node. Some actions may be grouped together to be undertaken at the same time,
whereas other actions may require precursor action(s) or be timed to follow another action or actions.
The links are designed to assist implementation of the actions.

Implementation of the Growth Strategy relies upon a collaborative approach between Council, tangata
whenua, central government agencies, local government, business and community groups, ratepayer
associations, developers, producer groups, property owners and the general public. On-going
engagement with all parties is essential to ensure commitment to the Growth Strategy over time
and participation in the implementation phase. Central government engagement is very important
and developing lasting relationships with central government and government agencies is critical in
influencing government policy and funding decisions regarding issues of importance for implementing
the Strategy. This is particularly so in relation to transport infrastructure and social services provision.

Part A: Sustainable District
Part A contains those actions necessary to implement the Growth Strategy on a district-wide basis. It is
structured similarly to Part B of the Growth Strategy with actions grouped under the four sustainability
criteria comprising the concept of sustainable development - economy, environment, society, and
culture – along with infrastructure. Under each criterion, a range of actions address those issues
identified in the background reports produced for the Growth Strategy and summarised in Part B of
the Strategy. Section 2 outlines actions to develop a sustainable economy; section 3 outlines actions
to maintain a sustainable environment; section 4 outlines actions to develop a sustainable society;
section 5 outlines actions to enhance a sustainable culture; and section 6 outlines actions to provide
sustainable infrastructure. All provide a comprehensive programme of actions to enable the sustainable
development of the district over the next 50 years.

Part B: Sustainable Future 30/50
Part B contains those actions necessary to implement the preferred settlement pattern (spatial plan)
outlined in the Growth Strategy. Following the approach in the Growth Strategy, this part of the
Implementation Plan will first outline actions for implementing the settlement pattern at a broad level
(encompassing general development principles) and then examine actions required at a nodal level
within that broad overview. This will encompass actions relating to Whangarei City; the urban villages of
Kamo, Maunu, Otaika, Onerahi and Tikipunga; the satellite town at Marsden Point/Ruakaka; the growth
nodes at Hikurangi, Parua Bay and Waipu, the rural villages of Maungatapere and Maungakaramea;
and the coastal villages from Oakura in the north to Waipu Cove/Langs Beach in the south. At the
nodal level, actions are, once again, focussed on the four sustainability criteria and the provision of
sustainable infrastructure.

Part C: Monitoring and Review
Part C outlines how the Implementation Plan and the Growth Strategy will be monitored and reviewed
over time. Monitoring encompasses the measurement of different outcomes and achievements, and a
suite of indicators that can be used to measure and promote progress to a sustainable future have been
developed. Review, on the other hand, assesses the effectiveness of the Growth Strategy in achieving
its purpose, and whether parts of the Strategy need to be amended to address changing circumstances.
The Implementation Plan itself will be monitored to ensure that identified actions (outputs) have been
undertaken and the implementation programme is progressing in a timely and effective manner. A
review of the Growth Strategy and the Implementation Plan will be undertaken at regular intervals. The
Implementation Plan will be reviewed every three years to coincide with preparation of new Long Term
Plans and the Growth Strategy reviewed every five years to coincide with new census data.

INTRODUCTION:

4. Governance, Collaboration and Engagement

The structure of the Implementation Plan follows that of the Growth Strategy itself. It is divided into an
introduction and three parts: Part A: Sustainable District; Part B: Sustainable Future 30/50; and Part C:
Monitoring and Review. Appendices follow Part C.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

3. Implementation Plan

Engagement and collaboration with other local government authorities is also important in implementing
the Growth Strategy, especially the Northland Regional Council, neighbouring territorial authorities,
the Auckland Council, and other councils comprising the ‘Northern Crescent’. The Northland Regional
Council is critical in relation to supporting the Growth Strategy in regional planning documents and
integrating infrastructure provision (particularly transport) with land use planning. The Regional Policy
Statement is important in anchoring the spatial plan in a regional context and addressing the provision
of regionally significant infrastructure. There are cross boundary issues that will need to be addressed
with neighbouring territorial authorities, and engagement with other councils in the ‘Northern Crescent’
or proposed Upper North Island Strategic Alliance will become increasingly important.
On-going engagement and partnership arrangements with tangata whenua are essential for successful
implementation of the Growth Strategy, as is effective engagement with the community. Both are
important for ensuring on-going support of, and commitment to, the implementation programme. It is
important that the community has opportunities to participate and provide input to actions outlined in the
implementation programme. This is particularly so in regard to developing community plans, structure
plans, development plans, and local sense of place initiatives. It is also essential that a partnership
is developed and maintained with tangata whenua throughout the implementation phase. On-going
input from iwi and hapu will be required for many of the actions identified in the Implementation Plan
and collaborative management arrangements are likely to emerge over time, particularly as Treaty
settlements are reached.
Engagement with business organisations, developers, producer groups, tourism operators, landowners,
and other stakeholders involved in land use and economic development is also important. This includes
the need to promote awareness and understanding of growth management issues and sustainable
development amongst business and development groups as a platform for achieving agreement and
commitment to the Growth Strategy and implementation process. Acceptance of the need for a growth
management strategy for the district, and agreement with the broad principles outlined in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy, can lead to a collaborative, sustainable approach to economic development in the
district to the long term benefit of all.
It is important adequate resources are made available to enable implementation of the Growth Strategy
over the long term. This includes funding growth related infrastructure, sense of place initiatives, parks
and reserves, arts, culture and civic amenities, community development projects, along with the many
policies and plans required to implement the Strategy. Adequate resourcing needs to be agreed and
included in asset/activity management plans, annual plans and Long Term Plans.
A governance arrangement is necessary to oversee implementation of the Growth Strategy and ensure
commitment to the implementation programme beyond the triennium election cycle. Governance
should be by way of managerial staff from the District Living Group, with the Leadership Team providing
oversight and coordination between different departments of Council and with Central Government.
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

1.

Introduction

The Whangarei District Growth Strategy was structured using a sustainable development approach. It
integrates the four sustainability criteria contained within this concept – sustainable economy, sustainable
environment, sustainable society and sustainable culture. This is in recognition that if development is to
be beneficial to the district over the long term it must be founded upon enduring economic growth that
is cognisant of its natural, social and cultural environment. In other words, economic growth must not
be at the expense of the natural environment, it must enhance social well being, and it must recognise
and respect cultural diversity, in particular the cultural traditions and aspirations of tangata whenua.
To ensure the sustainable development of the district requires integrated and coordinated planning
across all sectors of our social economy. Firstly, the district must plan for enduring economic outcomes
that benefit the district over the long term. Sustainable economic growth is based upon resilient and
diversified long term development initiatives. Historically, the Northland and Whangarei economies
have been subject to boom and bust trajectories. There is much potential to avoid such trajectories
in the future. Tourism, aquaculture and marine engineering all have significant potential to grow as
do horticulture/viticulture and forestry/wood processing. Improved transport infrastructure linked to the
Marsden Point Port and adjacent industrial land will assist manufacturing industries. The rail link to
the Port and the Puhoi to Wellsford state highway extension are particularly important. Marsden Point/
Ruakaka has the potential to become a development hub for the Northland Region.
To assist economic development, land use planning must be coordinated with infrastructure planning.
Asset management planning for transport infrastructure is particularly important, as is solid waste,
wastewater and stormwater disposal along with adequate and reliable water supply. This essential
infrastructure must be provided in a proactive, planned and efficient manner that precedes development
rather than reacting to development pressures. Land use planning and infrastructure provision must
be aware of, and take into account, natural hazards and risks, such as coastal erosion, flooding, land
instability, contaminated sites, climate change, and so on. With the predicted change in climate these
hazards are likely to increase and we need to prepare for more extreme weather events and possible
sea level rise.
A sustainable society implies an ongoing improvement in social well being - for present and future
generations. Social well being is comprised of a range of factors including health, education,
employment, financial security, leisure, physical environment, social environment, and personal safety.
A sustainable society is also resilient in the face of challenge and changing circumstances. To achieve
a sustainable society all of the above indicators need to be positive or improving over time. Social
planning must provide for the timely and affordable provision of social infrastructure, such as health
care, education, civic amenities, arts and cultural assets, open space, and entertainment/recreational
facilities. To ensure a well balanced and sustainable population we must provide an appealing social
infrastructure to attract and retain all age groups to our district.
Integrated planning requires cultural and historic heritage to be recognised and provided for. Our unique
historic heritage and manifold archaeological history needs careful and enduring protection. The
traditions and aspirations of tangata whenua are an integral component. The relationship of Maori to
ancestral lands and access to valued taonga must be ensured and enhanced. The Treaty of Waitangi is
recognised as our founding document and a lasting expression of partnership between two peoples. A
sustainable culture is one that respects and enhances freedom to retain, interpret, and express different
arts, history, heritage and traditions, and encourages participation in recreation, creative, and cultural
activities. A sustainable culture embraces different cultures and their aspirations, and integrates them
into the fabric of everyday life.
And most importantly, economic development, to be sustainable, must be in harmony with, the ecological
systems within which it operates and upon which it depends. Water, air, coast, harbours, biodiversity,
and soils all provide essential ecosystem services critical to our well being. Our economic system
and social/cultural welfare depend ultimately on the ecosystem services and resilience of our natural
environment. Past development in the district was founded upon natural and physical resources. The
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major wealth producing sectors of the present economy remain dependent upon these same resources,
as will future prosperity. Agriculture, forestry, fishing, aquaculture, mining, and tourism are all dependent
upon sustainably managed natural resources.
All of the above – a thriving, resilient economy: a healthy, educated, safe and prosperous society; a
diverse culture that celebrates its unique historic heritage and traditions; and an appealing natural
and built environment – contribute to what is often referred to as ‘sense of place’. Sense of place
is an important, multifaceted concept that attracts, retains and enriches communities in relation to a
particular locality. Developing a strong sense of place will enhance the district and its varied settlements
(from Whangarei City to coastal villages) as places to live, work and play. A sense of place also
serves to attract visitors and tourists thereby contributing in economic terms to employment and social
development. A strong sense of place contributes to economic well being, and economic prosperity
contributes in turn to a positive sense of place. Both contribute to the sustainable development of the
district over the long term.
The concept of sustainable development as a policy initiative has been embraced by successive New
Zealand Governments. The Government’s Approach to Sustainable Development was released in
2002 as was Monitoring progress Towards a Sustainable New Zealand. In 2003 Central Government
produced Sustainable Development for New Zealand: A Programme of Action which specifically targeted
the issues of water quality and allocation; energy; sustainable cities; and child and youth development.
Sustainability principles are embodied within New Zealand’s environmental, resource management,
local government, and transport legislation along with a range of other related statutes, strategies and
programmes. For example, The Resource Management Act 1991 has as its purpose the sustainable
management of natural and physical resources so as to enable people to provide for their social,
economic, and cultural well being while sustaining the potential of those resources to meet the needs
of future generations; safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosystems; and
avoiding, remedying, or mitigating adverse effects of activities on the environment (section 5).
The Local Government Act 2002 provides for local authorities to play a broad role in promoting the
social, economic, environmental and cultural well being of their communities, taking a sustainable
development approach. For example, one of the stated purposes of local government is to promote
the social, economic, environmental and cultural well being of communities in the present and for the
future (section 10). The Act also includes as one of its overarching principles a sustainable development
approach which includes the social, economic, and cultural well being of the community, the need to
maintain and enhance the quality of the environment, and the needs of future generations (section 14).
The Local Government Act requires local and regional authorities to have in place at all times a Long
Term Plan which sets out what the council will do over the following ten years (or more) to promote the
social, economic, environmental and cultural well being of the community. The Act also requires councils
to base the ten year programme outlined in the Long Term Plan on a set of community outcomes,
negotiated with the residents of the district or region, that together represent common aspirations
of both the council and community. Council’s activities are required to contribute to furthering those
community outcomes, and progress towards achieving the outcomes must be monitored and reported
back to the community periodically.
The Whangarei District Council has adopted a set of six community outcomes after extensive consultation
with its community and these are included in its 2009-2019 Long Term Plan. These outcomes provide,
in general terms, a set of goals for the council and community as to how they would like the district
to develop in the future. They all relate to one or more of the four sustainability criteria or well beings
encompassed within the concept of sustainable development. The Growth Strategy, by adopting a
sustainable development approach, will better align with, and support the community outcomes outlined
in the Long Term Plan. The community outcomes are as follows:
• A sustainable, environmentally responsible district which values its natural uniqueness,
• A district which is safe and crime free,

• A community which is healthy and educated,

• A community which values its culture and heritage.
In keeping with this approach, background research for the Growth Strategy has been structured
around the four sustainability criteria comprising the concept of sustainable development. These
sustainability criteria have been aligned with the community outcomes identified in the Whangarei
District Council Long Term Plan. A number of background research reports have been produced under
each of the sustainability criteria. These examine issues that have been identified as important to the
long term development of the district. These reports are summarised in Part B of the Growth Strategy
– Sustainable District – which provides a comprehensive study of the district from both a current
perspective and looking out 50 years into the future. This constitutes the background information upon
which a future development path was formulated. The implementation of the development path –
sustainable future 30/50 – is examined in Part B of the Implementation Plan. This is structured mainly
at a nodal (settlement) level.
This part of the Implementation Plan for the Growth Strategy will outline actions that need to be
implemented to ensure the sustainable development of the district as a whole as outlined in the Growth
Strategy. These actions are grouped under the four sustainability criteria and relate specifically to issues
identified in background reports produced for the Growth Strategy. They are in the main district wide
actions. Section 2 outlines actions to assist development of a sustainable economy. It looks at the
economic profile/development of the district, development strategies to improve the economy, and
specifically at minerals and aggregates and energy resources. Section 3 outlines actions to maintain
a sustainable environment. These include actions relating to land use, natural hazards, biodiversity,
landscapes/natural character, air quality, water resources, contaminated land, climate change and
ecosystem services.
Section 4 outlines actions to develop a sustainable society. These include actions relating to
demographics, socio-economic indicators, health services, education/training, public safety and sense
of place/urban design. Section 5 outlines actions to enhance a sustainable culture. These include actions
relating to community development/ethnic diversity/settlement support, historic/cultural heritage, arts/
culture/civic amenities, and tangata whenua. Lastly, section 6 outlines actions to ensure sustainable
infrastructure. These include actions relating to land transport, Whangarei Airport, Whangarei Ports,
telecommunications and Council infrastructure and services.
All of the above provide a comprehensive action plan for the district over the next 30/50 years to ensure
future development takes into account the four sustainability criteria examined in the Whangarei District
Growth Strategy along with the community outcomes identified in the Whangarei District Council Long
Term Plan. In effect, it is a blueprint of actions intended to ensure the sustainable development of the
district over the next 50 years.

Sustainable Economy

2.1

Economic Profile and Development

PART A:

• A district with community programmes and facilities for all,

2.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

• A vibrant and growing local economy,

Northland’s economy is among the smallest of the 16 regional economies in New Zealand. Northland’s
gross domestic product (GDP) was $4,470 million in the year to March 2008 (in current prices) which
accounted for approximately 2.5% of New Zealand’s total GDP. Whangarei District is the largest
contributor to Northland’s GDP, accounting for more than half (54.0%) of the region’s value added, whilst
Far North District contributes slightly more than a third (34.6%) and Kaipara contributes about 11%. In
the year to 2008, the New Zealand GDP was around $172 billion, which equates to around $40,400 per
person. Northlands GDP, by contrast, equates to around $29,000 per person, which is one of the lowest
per capita figures for any region. Northland’s economy has also grown more slowly (3% per annum) than
the national economy over the past ten years (3.3% per annum), and Whangarei economy expanded
even more slowly at an average of 2.8% per annum. Economic well being in Whangarei District is still
on a downward trend compared to the national situation, thus attention to economic development is a
key component in implementing the Whangarei Growth Strategy and enhancing community well being.
Northland Regional Council and Whangarei District Council commissioned a series of reports from
Infometrics Ltd on the past, present, and possible future states of the regional and district economies
respectively. This information has been used to derive some of the actions listed in the action plan.
Overall, the contribution of primary industries (agriculture, farming, forestry etc) to Whangarei’s GDP is
8.2%, which is reasonably close to the national contribution of 7%. Secondary industries (manufacturing
and infrastructure) contribute 27% to local GDP, which is high compared with the national contribution
of 20.5%. The contribution of manufacturing in Whangarei is substantial, with 20% of production in
Whangarei coming from manufacturing activities. However, a large component of manufacturing in
Whangarei is related to activities at Marsden Point Oil Refinery, which has a 10% contribution to the
local GDP. The contribution of tertiary industries (services industry including retail, business service,
health, education etc) to local GDP is 53.7%, which is substantially less than the contribution of tertiary
industries nationally at 63.2%. However, as Whangarei District increasingly diversifies, this proportion
would likely increase.
In terms of industry scale, the largest contributor to Whangarei GDP is Oil and Gas, due to the presence
of the Marsden Point Oil Refinery. Manufacturing represents approximately 10% of the local GDP
with wood product manufacturing the largest manufacturing contributor at 2.3%. Other industries that
contribute 5% or more to the Whangarei GDP include retail trade, other health and community services,
other business services, tourism and real estate. Of primary industries, dairy and cattle farming are
the biggest contributors to GDP at 3.0%. The fastest growing industries, over the past ten years, were
services to finance and insurance (11.8% per annum, and includes insurance and investment broking),
local government administration (9.9% per annum), wood product manufacturing (8.0% per annum),
other health and community services (8.0% per annum), machinery and other equipment manufacturing
(7.2% per annum), other construction (6.7% per annum), including non-residential construction and
road and bridge building), and real estate (6.7% per annum).
In looking to future growth, different prospects emerge within the primary, secondary and tertiary
industries. For example, despite being the base for the development of secondary and tertiary
industries, primary production may not necessarily grow strongly as a proportion of the GDP, although
its value should increase if more value-added and niche primary production (other farming) activities
eventuate. Amongst secondary industries, many types of manufacturing, as well as infrastructure
construction all have good prospects in terms of growth. Manufacturing types range from wood and
paper manufacturing through to structural, sheet, and fabricated metal manufacturing. The tertiary
sector also holds prospects in terms of growth, especially in terms of finance and insurance, cultural
and recreational services, tourism, and personal services.
Another important measure of the local economy is employment trends. In Northland, there were
approximately 63,000 jobs, with Whangarei District providing approximately 55% of this total (or 34,650).
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Data from various sources indicates that that overall employment numbers have fallen, with different
industries suffering more than others. Industries or sectors that have a large number of employees (over
3,000 in the sector) include retail trade, construction, business services, other health and community
services, and manufacturing. Other industries with high numbers of employees (more than 1,000)
include education, hospitals, wholesale trade, and central government administration. Important labour
intensive industries in Whangarei are the retail trade, health services, education, construction, and
business services. Notably, many of these types of industry (service orientated) will likely increase
in prominence over time, especially with an aging population. The tourism industry was estimated to
provide 8.6% of local jobs, which makes it a large contributor to Whangarei’s labour market. Industries
that employ 5% or more of employees in Whangarei District include retail trade, other health and
community services, other construction, other business services, pre-school, primary and secondary
education, and tourism.
As well as individual industrial types, clusters of important industries can be identified, whether by share
of GDP or employment. In terms of productivity (GDP), key industry clusters are finance and business
services (contributing 12% of GDP and 13.2% of employment), mining, mineral processing (including
cement production), and oil refining (11.3% of GDP but only 2.1% of employment), accommodation,
retail and wholesale trade (10.6% of GDP and 20.5% of employment) and construction and real estate
services (10.5% of GDP and 12.6% of employment). The agriculture, fishing and food processing sector
represents about 7.1% of employment and 8.9% of Whangarei GDP. Tourism is estimated at 8.6% share
of employment and 5.2% contribution to GDP. Surprisingly, forestry, wood and paper manufacturing is
a small industry cluster in both Whangarei and Northland (4% of employment and 4.2% of GDP).
However, this industry cluster has been one of the biggest contributors in terms of growth in both
Whangarei (at 15.7% per annum). As a result, it may become may become a much larger cluster.
Whilst these figures represent the present state of the economy, it is possible to identify trends in
productivity or employment growth (or decline) and project which industries may become more
important to the district over time. Infometrics produced a report on key drivers of the economy. This
research included the identification of key indictors of growth or decline in the local economy, multiplier
effects and spill-over effects. In doing so, the report identified which industries tended to have a large
positive ripple effect (by purchasing goods and services locally and retaining profits locally) within the
local economy, and which industries had a small ripple effect as goods, services and profits left the
local economy. This information was then combined with the historical data set to produce a range
of scenarios that tested the impact of growth in key industries on the economy of Whangarei and
Northland. This information was then be used to identify some key actions or industries that should be
subject to further investigation in terms of their growth potential, and how they perform under different
economic climates (scenarios).
The key industries that were selected for further analysis include tourism, engineering, primary product
processing, mineral resources, business services, and science/information technology. Tourism and
primary processing appeared to have the highest growth prospects at least risk, and could be the
highest prospects for economic development. The next best strategies were business services and
engineering, which also had high growth prospects but at an increased risk level. Science/ information
technology and mineral resources were regarded as having relatively high risks for reduced benefits
to the economy as a whole. Of note is that most prospective industries have a requirement for skilled
labour, with the possible exception of tourism. However, as the tourism industry evolves and matures,
skill requirements are likely to rise. Further analysis of these prospective industries, and achieving
growth, is required as part of an economic development strategy.
Further Information: Infometrics, 2009, Historical Performance of the Northland Economy; Infometrics,
2009; Economic Growth in the Regional Economy; Infometrics, 2009, Scenario Development Northland
Regional Strategy Economic Futures

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan
4. Infrastructure Provision, Asset/Activity Management Plans
5. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions, Rating
6. Long Term Plan
7. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
8. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Following completion of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), assess the implications
of any new provisions in regard to economic development, and give effect to these in the Whangarei
Economic Development Strategy, the District Plan and Long Term Plan (LTP) if necessary.
2.1 Prepare an Economic Development Strategy for Whangarei District to assist development of a
resilient and diversified economy. The strategy should identify initiatives to support existing businesses
and attract new and different types of businesses to the district. The Strategy should take into account
actions 2.4-2.7.
2.2 Prepare a district wide business land strategy to rationalise and optimise the provision of business
land in the district. This could refine broad business land environments, both industrial and commercial,
into more targeted land use zones. Evaluate the potential of business parks as an option in terms of
business land provision in identified areas.
2.3 Examine the specific role of telecommunications and telecommuting in economic development
within Whangarei District, in order to promote and leverage opportunities that arise from the roll out of
ultra fast broadband.
2.4 Examine the potential impacts of the aged sector on local business opportunities and identify
opportunities for growth. Support the development of a specialised health/care industry that caters to
older age cohorts and their needs.
2.5 Explore options in regard to tourism development and ensure specialised infrastructure is provided
that supports tourism opportunities. This is especially important in regard to development of regional or
district catalyst projects, such as the Hundertwasser Art Centre and Maori Cultural Centre, along with
the provision of high quality hotel accommodation.
2.6 Explore opportunities resulting from potential changes of land and water use, including productive
farmland, Maori land, marginal land, and fresh/marine water resources. Take into account the constraints
and opportunities imposed by climate change.
3.1 Undertake changes to the District Plan, when and as required, to rationalise and optimise the
provision of business land in the district following completion of the business land strategy, including
industrial, commercial and mixed land uses.
4.1 Make provision for strategic investment in infrastructure to support economic development in
the district. Take into account the proposed Northland Regional Council Investment Fund should it
eventuate.
5.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development.
6.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the economic development strategy and development initiatives
are included in asset/activity management plans and future Long Term Plans along with budgetary
commitments and funding sources.
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Prepare an Economic Development Strategy for Whangarei District to assist development of a
resilient and diversified economy. The strategy should identify initiatives to support existing
businesses and attract new and different types of businesses to the district. The Strategy should
take into account actions 2.4-2.7.

Explanation

An Economic Development Strategy for Northland was prepared by Enterprise Northland, with the last
update being in 2007. However, it is recognised that the needs of Whangarei District can differ markedly
compared with neighbouring councils. An economic development strategy focussed on Whangarei is
useful because it will develop a common understanding of the economic drivers for the district, align key
players, improve linkages between and within sectors, align to regional priorities and national needs,
and build a framework for evaluating success. A economic development strategy should incorporate
projections (in terms of present and future usage) and outcomes for addressing different economic
factors such as telecommunications, minerals and aggregates, energy, labour force requirements,
projections of different business land needs, and skill needs as well as the infrastructural requirements
of different industries. The strategy should consider export opportunities in terms of good and services,
or risks associated with public events support by local authorities, better sharing of information between
local government and local businesses, and act as a platform for organising more regular and open
discussions on economic development. The strategy should also coordinate economic monitoring across
the region with emphasis on local improvements and distribute information to all participants, whilst
allowing for different views or outcomes sought by the different community partners. The strategy could
also provide a plan to implement actions outlined in the Infometrics reports.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC, CoC,
Business
Groups

Low/Medium

Strategies,
Plans

7.3 Promote sustainability approaches within the business community, through support of a local chapter
of the Sustainable Business Network or, alternatively, working with Northland Chamber of Commerce
to tailor a specific local approach.
7.4 Collaborate with education and training providers, business groups and community representatives
to improve employment skills training, including a skills gap analysis that identifies local skill needs and
methods to address those needs.
7.5 Maintain and enhance relationships with central government over the needs of Northland and
Whangarei District and ensure that Northland and Whangarei are taking advantage of opportunities
that result from partnerships with, and initiatives from, central government.
7.6 Liaise and collaborate with local authorities in Auckland, Hamilton, and Tauranga regarding interrelationships between councils in the Upper North Island Strategic Alliance (UNISA). Investigate
mutually beneficial strategies and initiatives within the mega-region regarding infrastructure and
economic development.
8.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to economic
development, particularly development on Maori land.
8.2 Review the economic development strategy in line with Treaty of Waitangi Settlements, and update
the strategy as necessary.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Following completion of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), assess the
implications of any new provisions in regard to economic development, and give effect to these
in the Whangarei Economic Development Strategy, the District Plan and Long Term Plan (LTP) if
necessary.

Explanation

During the current review of the RPS, the promotion of economic well being has emerged as a key
regional issue. A range of provisions relating to economic development are likely to emerge. Assessment
of their impacts will be necessary, and will likely influence the development of objectives, policies and
methods (including rules) in the District Plan, and the identification of important projects in the Long Term
Plan. Some of these initiatives may need to be included in the Whangarei District Economic Development
Strategy.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC, EN

Low

RPS

[ED]
Action 2.2

Prepare a district wide business land strategy to rationalise and optimise the provision of
business land in the district. This could refine broad business land environments, both industrial
and commercial, into more targeted land use zones. Evaluate the potential of business parks as
an option in terms of business land provision in identified areas.

Explanation

The Whangarei Growth Strategy outlines the broad future demand for business land across key nodes.
However the strategy did not undertake an assessment of preferred business land types for different
users. There are substantial differences in the availability and types of business land and office space
throughout the district. Whilst the district as a whole has an abundant supply of business land, within
individual nodes there may be undersupply or oversupply. A business land survey will better project
requirements based upon assessing the expansion or contraction of different industries, and the resultant
impact of this dynamic on the type of office/building/storage space required. As well as overall industry
requirements, there will be quite differing business land needs within nodes. For example, the growth
nodes may require a broad selection of business land types, whilst the urban villages may specialise
in particular types of business activity e.g. Otaika and light industrial land, Maunu and health provision
space, commercial centre in Tikipunga, and commercial land in Onerahi, etc. Specific needs, however,
will not be determined until the economic development strategy is completed. Should the result of the
survey reveal a need for different business zoning, plan changes may need to be contemplated. An initial
estimate could be made by using employment by industry projections contained in economic research/
modelling prepared by Infometrics, especially projections around the structure and dynamics of the
workforce in 2030. These overall projections around space would then need to be allocated across each
node. For example, an increase in the numbers of health workers would increase the need for medical
office space. Much of this would be expected in localities such as Maunu and around Kensington, but
may also be relevant in locations such as Parua Bay, Hikurangi and Waipu. Changes in labour force
numbers will need to be significant to warrant major changes. The strategy would also look at the role
of business parks. Few business parks are visible in the local economy, although developments are
emerging at Marsden Point /Ruakaka and Kamo. Business park development discussions tend to focus
on light industrial areas. Business parks are not limited to light industrial parks, but can also include office
parks in new areas or growing nodes.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC, CoC,
Business
Groups

Low/Medium

Strategies,
Plans

[ED]

[PM, ED]

PART A:

7.2 Collaborate with business and community representatives to establish a Whangarei Economic
Development Forum to assist local economic development.

Action 2.1

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

7.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc.) in regard to economic development and
employment growth.

All
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 2.3

Examine the specific role of telecommunications and telecommuting in economic development
within Whangarei District, in order to promote and leverage opportunities that arise from the roll
out of ultra fast broadband.

Explanation

Whangarei City will be one of the first places in New Zealand to benefit from the installation of ultra fast
broadband (UFB), and the opportunities that may arise. However, at the present time, there has been
little local debate upon how realistic these opportunities are, and what can be done to stimulate demand
to leverage off UFB. Council needs to work with industry providers to identify possibilities in terms of
economic development, and the role that Whangarei District Council could play in taking advantage of
these opportunities. Such options could include promoting/supporting freelancing options (as per internet
sites such as O-Desk or Freelancer.co.nz), developing good conditions for business networking in the
CBD, and the development of business lounges. An important part of the study is to identify options which
would still allow for continued lifestyle development in various nodes around the district, especially the
growth nodes.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC

Telecom
Providers,
NRC, EN

Low

Strategies,
Plans

[ED]

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC, EN

High

Strategies,
Plans

[ED, PM, IS,
LT]

All

Action 2.6

Explore opportunities resulting from potential changes of land and water use, including
productive farmland, Maori land, marginal land, and fresh/marine water resources. Take into
account the constraints and opportunities imposed by climate change.

Explanation

As well as constraints, new opportunities may arise from climate change. As part of these opportunities,
new crop and services development may occur, whether via new crops, new tastes, and there is a chance
to better leverage food processing within the district. There is a need to assess potential for alternate
crops/products that suit local growing conditions, whether under present or future climatic parameters,
and help build resilience in the local productive sector. It may be useful to commission research to assess
alternative potential land uses (costs/benefits) and circulate to communities and landowners. Research
components would be similar to that undertaken in the South Hokianga/North Kaipara areas of Kaipara
District and Far North District respectively. This information could also be the foundation for investment
in new food processing/manufacturing activities over time. Research should be tailored to specific
catchment areas, and take account of changing preferences in food products (and resultant changes to
market demand) locally and internationally. Whilst this action point is directed primarily at land uses, it is
also recognised that marine activities also have potential, especially but not limited to aquaculture, and
require more research.

All

Action 2.4

Examine the potential impacts of the aged sector on local business opportunities and identify
opportunities for growth. Support the development of a specialised health/care industry that
caters to older age cohorts and their needs.

Explanation

An aging population provides opportunities and challenges to the local economy, whether in terms of
labour force, business succession, and provisions of goods and services. Given demographic trends
and a moderate climate, servicing an aged population is likely to be a growing industry irrespective of
economic development actions that Council takes. For example, the health industry has been a growing
industry in Whangarei District and, commensurate with an aging population, the industry would expect
further growth to occur. Whilst the Development Strategies Background Report indicates some challenges
relating to an aging population, more in-depth research is required, and needs to gauge Whangarei’s
relative potential compared with other centres in New Zealand, and to a lesser extent Australia. Growth
in this industry will mean opportunities for specialised facilities and niche industries. This may also mean
that locations that presently offer health services are likely to see more local growth if there is room for
expansion in the node.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3/On-going

WDC

CRI, NRC,
MED, Primary
Production
Organisations

Medium

Strategies,
Plans

Action 3.1

Undertake changes to the District Plan, when and as required, to rationalise and optimise the
provision of business land in the district following completion of the business land strategy,
including industrial, commercial and mixed land uses.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Explanation

3

WDC

NDHB,
Manaia PHO,
Private Health
Providers

Low

Strategies,
Plans

When the business land survey is completed, it will be necessary to prepare a programme and framework
for the roll-out of business land zoning and facilities, using various mechanisms such as the District
Plan, LTP, and so on. This would also take into account the Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan.
For example, some locations could benefit from mixed used development. Potential locations have
been identified in structure plan exercises, and these should be reviewed for their appropriateness and
possible identification in the District Plan by way of a plan change and appropriate provisions inserted.
As yet no mixed use zoning has yet been implemented in the District Plan, although the Marsden Town
Centre Industrial Area will make provision for mixed use as part of the Master Plan. This action point
includes the preparation of objectives, polices and rules for a plan change to implement mixed use
zoning or other types of business land for the District, and inserting them in previously identified locations
such as in Kamo, Marsden Point and the CBD. An integrated policy framework will ensure that both the
infrastructural funding and the District Plan provisions are aligned, similar to the work carried out in terms
of the residential land requirements in the Growth Strategy.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC

NRC

Low

District Plan

[ED]

All (esp. WC, K, M)

Action 2.5

Explore options in regard to tourism development and ensure specialised infrastructure
is provided that supports tourism opportunities. This is especially important in regard to
development of regional or district catalyst projects, such as the Hundertwasser Art Centre and
Maori Cultural Centre, along with the provision of high quality hotel accommodation.

Explanation

Tourism is seen as an important economic development option in Northland and Whangarei District.
There is a need to ensure that public access is maintained to a wide selection of activities beyond
the sea and surf, and ensure larger proportions of visitor spend is spent on local goods and services.
Infrastructure can help develop the tourism industry, and includes parks and reserves, bridges or walks
that connect important features, and good transport access to a variety of features. Other developments
important in this regard include district catalyst projects such as the proposed Hundertwasser Art Centre,
the proposed Hihiaua Cultural Centre, the proposed Marine National Park, the Multi-sport venue proposal
in Hikurangi, and the private national park at Whangarei Heads. These projects can serve as a catalyst
(or catalysts) for other tourism ventures and the hospitality industry to leverage off. The provision of high
quality hotel accommodation is also important in this regard. The development of a wider walking network
using unformed roads is also an important future consideration. Whilst it is the subject of research and
promotion by the Walking Access Commission, local engagement in the process would be an important
factor in extending the network to benefit economic development. This action point would also require
development of supporting material such as a brochure/trail guide to the stone walls (in association with
the recent book) or other geological features, and other less known features of the Whangarei District.
Projects that provide linkages to the national cycling network could also provide opportunities for tourism
development. These will need to be linked to wider asset/activity management processes.
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[ED, PM, MR]

[PM]

All (esp. WC, UV, GN, MP/R)

Explanation

Council’s role in the management and provision of local infrastructure can have an impact on local
economic development, especially in the wider sense of the term. Much of the Growth Strategy was
initially targeted at meeting residential population needs, but future business needs may require strategic
investment in specialised infrastructure (e.g. trade waste). Asset/activity management plans and LTPs will
be the key document supporting this action, but it is also connected to proposals outlined in the Northland
Regional Council Annual Plan 2011/2012 (and any future Regional LTP) in which investment in regionally
significant infrastructure may be promoted as a part of economic development actions.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Medium

Infrastructure
Provision,
AMPs, LTP

[ED, PM, IS,
LT]

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, MED,
CoC, EN

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[ED]

All

Action 7.2

Collaborate with business and community representatives to establish a Whangarei Economic
Development Forum to assist local economic development.

Explanation

The formation of a Whangarei Economic Development Forum is important to identify proposals and
options in the economic development strategy. It is important to promote the use of a regular economic
forum that will work with a range of economic partners, including representatives from various industry
sectors, and governmental partners such as New Zealand Trade and Enterprise. Whilst Northland
Chamber of Commerce meetings often include Council representatives, there is a need to broaden
the scope to include central government, attendees from the Northland Intersectoral Forum, and
other national and regional representatives. Across provincial cities in New Zealand, developing local
entrepreneurship and leadership is critical to future economic success, especially where there are fewer
ready-made migration drivers in the form of tertiary institutions or large enterprises.

Action 5.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Explanation

The Local Government Act provides for development contributions to be taken to fund the provision of
infrastructure and services relating to new development and the RMA provides for financial contributions
to address environment effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should
be included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services. Ensure that funding is made available to access economic opportunities, and that
infrastructure implementation keeps pace with population growth and economic development.

2

WDC

NRC, CoC,
NIF, EN

Low

Information,
Collaboration

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

[RC, IP, IS]]

[ED]
Action 7.3

Promote sustainability approaches within the business community, through support of a local
chapter of the Sustainable Business Network or, alternatively, working with Northland Chamber of
Commerce to tailor a specific local approach.

Explanation

There is little local representation within the national Sustainable Business Network, and in general,
businesses from Northland are clumped together with Auckland in the Northern Region. Whilst the
Northland Chamber of Commerce does touch on some issues around sustainability, it may not be far
ranging enough to develop a more sustainability focussed local industry that builds up local capacity or
supports smaller niche businesses. Business sustainability programmes could be developed, including
energy saving programmes. Council may need to be connected to an energy efficiency or reduction
programme as part of its participation in developing sustainable business. This action will be of enhanced
importance if niche export options emerge as a preferred component of the economic development
strategy.

Action 6.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the economic development strategy and development initiatives
are included in asset/activity management plans and future Long Term Plans along with budgetary
commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

The economic development strategy will identify new opportunities for economic growth. Some of these
activities may require either direction in terms of asset/activity management or require resources such
as funding or staff. These should be recognised in the asset/activity management plans for departments
within Council. Whilst much of this work will be addressed by the Economic Development Team, there will
be implications for other groups within Council. The Economic Development Team will need to co-ordinate
activities across Council.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

NRC, EN, CoC

WDC

Low

Information,
Collaboration

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Action 7.4

On-going

WDC

Collaborate with education and training providers, business groups and community
representatives to improve employment skills training, including a skills gap analysis that
identifies local skill needs and methods to address those needs.

Explanation

Changes to local economic activity (and respective industries) have been outlined in national and local
projections. These projections can be used as an indicator or early warning of where skills are being
lost and to understand which future skills may need to be attracted or developed in the district. This
information can then be drawn into the preparation of a local report that analyses present and future
skills shortages in the Whangarei District, and canvasses the options needed to alleviate or rectify skill
deficiencies. This can then be used to develop programmes to attract people to the district or target
training opportunities provided by Northland Polytechnic and other local education providers. This
could be used in the development of an active skills attraction programme and be used to influence the
migrant preferred listing skill at central government level. To some extent this is occurring between some
businesses and education providers, but a wider forum of participants is needed to take full advantage of
the opportunities.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

2

Northtech, DoL, WDC, NRC
CoC, Training
[ED]
Providers

[G, F, Re]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

Action 7.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc.) in regard to economic development and
employment growth.

Explanation

Organisations and agencies outside Council can assist in the formulation and implementation of
the economic development strategy, including the roll-out of economic development actions, and in
exploring new economic development initiatives. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies,
provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure
optimal outcomes. Liaising with other agencies with economic development responsibilities regarding
Northland and Whangarei is essential. Of note is the role of stakeholder groups representing individual
nodes in developing a stronger sense of place within their localities, and the influence on local economic
development.

[ED]

Support
Agencies

PART A:

Make provision for strategic investment in infrastructure to support economic development in the
district. Take into account the proposed Northland Regional Council Investment Fund should it
eventuate.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 4.1

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

Information,
Education,
Collaboration

All (esp. WC, OT)
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 7.5

Maintain and enhance relationships with central government over the needs of Northland
and Whangarei District and ensure that Northland and Whangarei are taking advantage of
opportunities that result from partnerships with, and initiatives from, central government.

Explanation

The Whangarei Growth Strategy provides a strong platform to develop opportunities and relationships
with central government, and build these relationships. The Growth Strategy can be used to provide
common understanding of issues, and target appropriate interventions to the benefit of all parties.
This relationship needs to be encouraged and widened, especially in light of developments around
Auckland (the reorganisation of Auckland councils and the development of the Auckland Spatial Plan)
and the rebuild of Christchurch, especially the potential for these two regions to take up a greater part
of governmental time and resources. This focus on Auckland and Canterbury regions has been further
cemented in the recent National Infrastructure Plan.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[ED, LT]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Government
Agencies,
Minsters, NRC

Low

Information,
Collaboration

Action 7.6

Liaise and collaborate with local authorities in Auckland, Hamilton, and Tauranga regarding interrelationships between councils in the Upper North Island Alliance (UNISA). Investigate mutually
beneficial strategies and initiatives within the mega-region regarding infrastructure and economic
development.

Explanation

The Whangarei Growth Strategy provides a strong platform to develop opportunities and relationships
with other local authorities, and build these relationships. The Growth Strategy can be used to provide
common understanding of the issues, and then target appropriate interventions for all parties. This
relationship needs to be encouraged and widened, especially in light of developments around Auckland
(the reorganisation of Auckland councils and the development of the Auckland Spatial Plan) and
the rebuild of Christchurch, especially the potential for these two regions to take up a greater part of
governmental time and resources. A key concern is the rationalisation of ports, transport (road, rail)
connections, airports, supply and use of business land, etc in order to obtain efficiencies in the northern
triangle.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Local Govt,
Central Govt

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[PM, ED, LT]
Action 8.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to economic
development, particularly development on Maori land.

Explanation

Areas of Maori land are found within the district, with much of it located in relatively isolated areas in the
northwest and northeast, around Whangarei City, and in various locations along the coast. Much of the
land is located in relatively marginal landscapes (Land Use Capability) and options for future use may
need to be innovative. Maori land also has a number of financial constraints attached to it, and may be
difficult to develop. However, future treaty settlements, and papakainga development opportunities may
allow more innovative uses to be found, and new approaches may need to be fostered. Iwi and hapu
management plans and strategies will often contain provisions in regard to economic development and
will provide a firm basis for further discussions.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu, NRC

Low

Tangata
Whenua

[ED, MR]
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All

Action 8.2

Review the economic development strategy in line with Treaty of Waitangi Settlements, and
update the strategy as necessary.

Explanation

Many Northland iwi and hapu are yet to settle with the Crown, and it is envisaged that any settlement
process will provide a boost to the local and regional economy. Possibilities for partnership between
businesses, local government and Iwi may occur over time. It is important to work with business,
education providers and Iwi to promote skilled development for Maori. This can be connected to the
establishment of a local development forum in regard to Waitangi Treaty settlements. Whangarei District
Council needs to enhance the relationship with Maori in terms of economic innovation and development
opportunities over time.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu, NRC, Low
OTS

[ED, MR]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method
Tangata
Whenua

All

2.2

Development Strategies

Understanding the motivation of skilled labour when choosing jobs has been the subject of research,
especially in the United States, and four main theories are currently the focus of much attention,
these being creative class, amenity-led development, business improvement districts, and cluster
development. Not surprisingly, these theories have one feature in common: the availability or potential
access to a wide set of amenities, whether biophysical or socio-cultural. Places offering a wide set of
attributes and amenities are increasingly seen as important factors in local economic development,
whether in marketing the diversity and vitality of a central business district or in leveraging off amenities
and environmental attributes to attract skilled labour.
The creative class theory is based on work from the United States, which suggested that urban
economies are increasingly driven by a so-called ‘creative class’. According to the theory, productive
processes have shifted from being mainly dependent on access to raw materials to productive processes
based more on non-tangible elements, such as knowledge and creativity. This has resulted in changes
from the classic model of employment where people followed jobs to one in which some jobs start to
follow talented people. The rise of internet based businesses has also enabled some freedom of choice
in where to live. Under this model, it becomes important to attract talent. Those localities that promoted
wider community diversity, had a reputation for tolerance and safety, and had a range of potential leisure
and recreational activities tended to attract more creative people. These would, in turn, give more
strength to the local economy where they may act as attractants for more entrepreneurs. Favoured
locations generally have ethnic and racial diversity, have walkable, vibrant, mixed-use central business
districts, a variety of cultural and historical amenities, and outdoor recreational opportunities. The night
time economy can also be important in developing opportunities to attract skilled and educated younger
age groups.
The enhancement of the Whangarei inner city area would appear to be critical under this scenario.
Proposals such as the Whangarei 20/20 redevelopment plan, the proposed Hundertwasser Museum, the
Hatea River walkway and Victoria Bridge market, the proposed cultural centre at Hihiaua, development
of the William Fraser Reserve on Pohe Island and so on have the capacity to improve the amenity
of the central urban area and increase the attractiveness of Whangarei District. An improved night
time economy, including a greater range of entertainment and recreation, would complement these
proposals and serve as an attractor to younger age cohorts.

PART A:

Three main methods are often used when trying to improve local economies. These include the
attraction of new businesses to the district, ongoing support and development of existing enterprises,
and the growth in key population cohorts that lead to other opportunities for economic development.
These three methods have in common a requirement for a skilled, readily available workforce. Given
the ageing population and presently low skill base in Whangarei District, there may be difficulties in
generating high quality local employment opportunities under current conditions. Therefore, it will be
necessary to develop strategies that increase local skills through education and training or through
attracting skilled labour to the district. Both are critical to the success of small to medium businesses
and growing the local economy.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

The Sustainable Futures 30/50 Demographic Profile Report notes the increasing aging of the district’s
population and the ongoing loss of younger population cohorts in the 18-35 year range, particularly
skilled young people or those developing skills elsewhere. Serious thought needs to be given as to
how Whangarei might retain more young people in the district and attract skilled workers to the district.
Whilst the availability of land and infrastructure are key factors in decisions made by firms, local labour
skills availability, quality of life attributes, and potential to attract suitable staff increasingly play a role
in business relocation, establishment, or expansion decisions. Historically, New Zealand workers are
relatively mobile and are prepared to migrate for the right job. However, with an ageing population, both
nationally and globally, attracting skilled labour may be more difficult than in the past. In the event of
continued mobility but fewer skilled workers, there may be competition between cities, with those that
offer higher wages and/or higher quality of life experiences having an edge over areas offering lower
wages or lesser experiences.

Amenity-led theory is seen as more applicable to rural and coastal areas than creative class theories.
It is founded on the concept that amenity, where the scenic, recreational, experiential values of an
area are high, can also lead to changes in migration patterns. ‘Sea-change’ and ‘tree-change’ are
terms coined in Australia for those communities that have seen rising levels of migration as people
move from the larger cities to smaller communities located on the coast, near forests, and near the
alpine districts. The theory developed as an alternative to the prevailing view that rural areas are simply
places of commodity production. According to the theory, rural landscapes have the capacity to draw
in other skills, especially where farming has become increasingly mechanised with a corresponding
decline in local labour opportunities. Some skills can be geared towards opportunities such as tourism
ventures, but other employment may simply be remote work using the internet. A key part of amenity-led
development is to ensure a high level of easy public access to a wide variety of experiences, including
environmental based activities.
Amenity-led migration strategies are typically used to broaden the skill base in some rural and coastal
areas or have led to more entrepreneurs moving into the area, who may create opportunities for local
employment. Notably, amenity-led development is seen as complementing traditional industries, not
replacing them. Amenity-led development is likely to be important to the future prospects of the growth
nodes of Hikurangi, Parua Bay, and Waipu, and to a lesser extent Marsden Point/Ruakaka. All three
locations have particular amenity characteristics, and these need to be maintained or enhanced,
dependant upon the character of the settlement. Developing town centres with a defined core and
strong sense of place will also be beneficial to amenity-led development strategies.
The focus of the business improvement district theory is on developing stronger core business areas
within a district or city, ranging from the CBD to local suburban shopping areas as “delightful, clean and
safe” that in turn attract more businesses and more variety in local services. The basic premise is that,
with majority agreement between businesses within a defined area, a targeted rate will be levied by
the local council on behalf of an incorporated association. The monies raised will be used to develop
projects, events, and ideas to promote the business district. The targeted rate can be struck over all
businesses meeting certain criteria in an area, meaning that costs are distributed widely, especially if all
benefits are likewise widely distributed widely. Actual projects are chosen by the association, and can
range from graffiti control through to beautification projects and business recruiting. In New Zealand,
business improvement districts have been set up mainly within the wider Auckland Region. The most
applicable locations in Whangarei District for such a strategy are the urban villages of Kamo, Tikipunga,
Onerahi and Otaika, especially those with core business areas that can be further enhanced. Hikurangi
may also be an option in the future.
Cluster development theory implies that developing a cluster of related and supporting industries will
lead to local sophistication and diversification of services, which combined with demanding customers,
would drive local innovation processes. This would, in turn, enable more competitive advantages
to accrue locally. Whilst business improvement districts are primarily used for the promotion of an
established business community, cluster development strategies concentrate on attracting a more
targeted set of industries and businesses, particularly those that have complementary relationships.
For example, the development of a private health business cluster would seek to attract a selection
of businesses in the health industry, including pharmacies, private hospitals, rest homes, dentists,
physiotherapists, and alternative health practitioners. Alternatively, a cluster development focussing on
food manufacturing would seek to develop links between producers, manufacturers, promoters, and
marketers in producing a holistic approach to development. In Whangarei, a marine industries cluster
may assist existing marine industries and attract new marine industries.
Of the nodes, Whangarei City, and Marsden Point/Ruakaka are the places where cluster development
is most relevant. Whangarei City has the advantage of a wide pool of resources, individuals and
businesses, to draw on, whilst Marsden Point/Ruakaka has a relatively blank slate to start from.
Marsden Point/Ruakaka may be a good location for a wood processing cluster.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Development Strategies Report.
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statements, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. Asset/Activity Management Plans, Long Term Plan
4. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input
to ensure the RPS contains provisions that assist development of good urban form and design,
improve rural and urban amenity, and maintain and enhance sense of place.

Explanation

During the current review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains strong provisions with
regard to developing more vibrant communities, and acknowledging the role that sense of place can play
in economic development, and the role that regional urban form plays in connecting these vibrant places
and enhancing economic development potential.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

5. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains provisions that assist development of good urban form and design, improve
rural and urban amenity, and maintain and enhance sense of place.
2.1 Examine further, and report upon, particular development strategies that may be applicable in the
Whangarei District, including creative class, amenity-led development, business improvement districts,
and cluster development theories.
2.2 Continue improvements to the Whangarei inner city area to provide a vibrant, high amenity, people
friendly, mixed use living, working and entertainment environment so as to attract new businesses,
creative professionals, entrepreneurs, skilled workers and innovative developers.
2.3 Protect, enhance, celebrate and promote environmental and amenity values in the district, and
ensure on-going access to a variety of high quality environmental experiences so as to attract new
businesses, professionals, and skilled labour from other parts of New Zealand and internationally.
2.4 Investigate the creation of Business Improvement Districts in commercial or industrial centres
throughout the district, in collaboration with local business groups and associations. These would
include existing associations in Kamo, Onerahi, Hikurangi, and the CBD as well as others that may
emerge over time.
2.5 Assist in the creation of cluster development initiatives and provide infrastructure that can facilitate
different business cluster options, such as those identified in recent economic analysis. Develop
alternative industry networks around clustering programmes, similar to that being undertaken by the
marine industry, and progress a forum for this development.

[PM]
Action 2.1

Examine further, and report upon, particular development strategies that may be applicable in the
Whangarei District, including creative class, amenity-led development, business improvement
districts, and cluster development theories.

Explanation

The development strategies background report introduced various theories on how to enhance
economic development within the district. Whilst the report outlined the various approaches and
the theoretical background for them, further work is required to make use of this information by the
Economic Development Unit at Whangarei District Council. This is especially relevant in terms of nodal
development, and is connected to the village planning approach. It also requires further research on how
to develop social amenity attributes and tolerance for diversity within the wider community.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC

NRC, CoC, EN

Low

Strategies,
Plans

[ED]
Action 2.2

Continue improvements to the Whangarei inner city area to provide a vibrant, high amenity,
people friendly, mixed use living, working and entertainment environment so as to attract new
businesses, creative professionals, entrepreneurs, skilled workers and innovative developers.

Explanation

In recent years, WDC has embarked on an ambitious programme of works in and around the inner city
area. This includes the development of the Hub in the Town Basin, the revamped Victoria Bridge open
space, the Lower Hatea River Crossing, the creation of arts and heritage trails, a proposed walkway
around the Hatea River, the Hundertwasser Art Museum proposal, reserves development at William
Fraser Memorial Reserve on Pohe Island, improvements around the CBD, and the Hihiaua Cultural
Centre proposal. When combined with existing assets, including art galleries, museum, marina, arts
shops, swimming pool, and walkways to Parihaka, the inner city area of Whangarei has the capacity to
be an area appealing to a wide range of people and tastes, and an all-weather destination for visitors
and residents alike. Council will also need to enable further development in terms of mixed use zoning,
residential uses, improvements in the CBD including the night-time economy and other innovative
development in the area to take advantage of its former and current investment.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC, CoC

NRC, EN

High

[PM, IS, ED,
P, LT]

CHART

Strategies/
Plans/

3.1 Ensure that actions relating to economic development strategies are included within asset /activity
management plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs), along with budgetary commitments and funding
sources if necessary, particularly with respect to council initiated actions.
4.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
industries, environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc.) to assist in development of strategies
and actions to improve economic development in Whangarei District.
4.2 Work with Whangarei Heads communities to investigate further the private national park concept or
biosphere reserve option for the Whangarei Heads area.
5.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu groups in regard to development
strategies for tangata whenua.
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Infrastructure

WC, ON

Action 2.3

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[PM, PR, ED,
LT]

Action 2.4

Explanation

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

NRC, DoC,
CoC, EN

High

Strategies,
Plans

Investigate the creation of Business Improvement Districts in commercial or industrial centres
throughout the district, in collaboration with local business groups and associations. These
would include existing associations in Kamo, Onerahi, Hikurangi, and the CBD as well as others
that may emerge over time.
Support could be through the approval of business improvement districts, where Council undertakes
the administration of funding mechanisms, but the local associations determine preferred options and
outcomes that improve local amenity. Whilst the focus of attention will be on Whangarei CBD, Kamo, and
Onerahi, over time other centres may wish for more support from council. Kamo is the obvious first choice
in supporting WDC plans around the zoning of the area. A pilot programme in Kamo in association with
other initiatives in the area would be an appropriate starting point. BID may also be important for growth
nodes with present businesses.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4/On-going

Business
Groups

WDC, NRC,
CoC, EN

Medium

Strategies,
Plans

WC, UV, GN, MP/R

[ED]
Action 2.5

Assist in the creation of cluster development initiatives and provide infrastructure that can
facilitate different business cluster options, such as those identified in recent economic analysis.
Develop alternative industry networks around clustering programmes, similar to that being
undertaken by the marine industry, and progress a forum for this development.

Explanation

To identify possibilities for new business clusters, and take advantage of aggregation, there is a need to
bring together industry leaders, business associations and government agencies within a local economic
forum. This forum should include representatives of local industries such as horticulture, pastoral and
others including local manufacturing leaders. Whilst the marine industry is the main industrial cluster
associated with Whangarei, other business clusters may develop over time. The Infometrics Scenario
Report investigated several options and identified potential alternatives for clustering works including
primary processing, engineering, tourism and the provision of business services. Whilst many of these
clusters will be targeted towards Whangarei City or Marsden Point/Ruakaka, other clusters may fit
within other nodes. If particular business clusters are identified, there will be a need to ensure that the
infrastructure is available to support these clusters. Some of this will be infrastructure supplied by Council,
but some of it is more related to the infrastructure supplied by energy or telecommunications companies.
The continuing roll-out of fast broad band may be useful in this respect, but other types of clusters
may require more specialised infrastructure. Signalling this need at an early stage will help facilitate
implementation and roll-out of key infrastructure.

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

4/On-going

WDC, Business NRC, CoC, EN
Groups [ED]

Action 3.1

Ensure that actions relating to economic development strategies are included within asset/activity
management plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs), along with budgetary commitments and
funding sources if necessary, particularly with respect to council initiated actions.

Explanation

Council’s role in the provision of local infrastructure and the initiation of activities can have an impact on
local economic development. It is important to ensure that funding is made available for these activities
and the provision of strategic infrastructure. The Economic Development Team will need to coordinate
actions and activities across Council.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[ED, G, F, Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Medium

Strategies,
Plans

WC, OT, MP/R

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

Action 4.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
industries, environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc.) to assist in development of
strategies and actions to improve economic development in Whangarei District.

Explanation

Organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the implementation of the Growth Strategy,
including the protection and enhancement of amenity values, the roll-out of economic development
actions, and in exploring new economic development strategies. It is important that WDC liaises with
these bodies, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required
to ensure optimal outcomes. Liaising with other agencies with economic development responsibilities is
essential. Of note is the role of stakeholder groups representing individual nodes in developing a stronger
sense of place within their localities.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, CoC,
MED, EN

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[ED]

PART A:

Developing ‘sense of place’ in many of the district’s communities is emerging as an important contributor
to future economic development. There needs to be an increased focus on the value of amenities,
especially in terms of highlighting and enhancing ‘sense of place’ especially within the nodes. This would
aid in the attraction of skilled workers and their families, which are important to the overall well being of
the district. Whangarei District has environmental qualities which can be highly attractive to migrants from
Europe and other parts of the world, but requires more effort in terms of sense of place projects. The main
focal point of amenity value enhancement will differ from place to place, according to valued amenity
characteristics. This could include potential purchases in regard to parks, reserves, public artworks,
sports-fields, children’s park equipment, exercise equipment, and wider street planting programmes
across the different nodes, especially the growth nodes. Such enhancement is not limited to residential
areas, but can be useful in the development of business areas, as research indicates that pleasant
working spaces reduce stress and improve productivity.

Priority/
Timing

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Explanation

Protect, enhance, celebrate and promote environmental and amenity values in the district,
and ensure on-going access to a variety of high quality environmental experiences so as to
attract new businesses, professionals, and skilled labour from other parts of New Zealand and
internationally.

All

Action 4.2

Work with Whangarei Heads communities to investigate further the private national park concept
or Biosphere Reserve option for the Whangarei Heads area.

Explanation

A concept that has been raised is the Whangarei Heads community and landowners voluntarily agreeing
to some criteria for the protection and management of local indigenous flora and flora, and creating what
the local promoters have termed “a private national park”. This private national park status could generate
higher numbers of visitors and other economic development opportunities in the Whangarei Heads area.
The concept is based upon a different model of a national park, not normally found in New Zealand. In
some countries like the United Kingdom most National Parks are created on private land but have a
special series of rules governing land use within them. This proposal differs from the UK model in that the
conditions have been developed locally by the community rather than government. Local management
may be considered to complement district objectives and management. This proposal would also include
the possibility of investigating biosphere reserve status that would form an attractant to visitors and boost
local industries. Other localities in New Zealand seeking similar status include Waiheke Island and Otago
Peninsula and a national network may be formed in the future.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

Whangarei
Heads
Community
Groups

WDC, NRC,
DoC

Medium

Information,
Collaboration

PB, MB/R, T/UB, P

[PM, ED]
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 5.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, iwi and hapu groups in regard to development
strategies for tangata whenua.

Explanation

Council may have a role in assisting and facilitating development strategies for iwi and hapu. Assistance
can range from providing support for economic development of Maori land, supporting tourism initiatives,
as well as supporting new opportunities that may be derived from utilising traditional Maori resources.
Other possibilities include a cultural industry cluster associated with the proposed Hihiaua Cultural Centre
and other related cultural initiatives.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Low

Tangata
Whenua

[MR]

All

2.3

Minerals and Aggregates

The Whangarei District has some history of high value mineral extraction, but most recent mining activity
has been in bulk commodity aggregates, limestone and sand extraction. Some of this quarrying activity
supports the cement manufacturing works located at Portland, which exports to markets nation-wide.
Other quarrying activity is significant in terms of providing the material for construction of infrastructure,
such as roads, and buildings that support growth. Aggregates and minerals are finite and fixed location
resources. Therefore identifying and protecting future resources is important. Any constraints on access,
such as tenure of the land and/or conflicting land uses, may affect future availability of resources.
In 2005, mineral production contributed around $22 million to the Whangarei economy. Mining and
quarrying directly employed 41 people and cement production employed 407 people in the year to
March 2008. As the single largest employer in mining and cement manufacture, Golden Bay Cement,
which operates the Portland Cement Works and the Portland Quarry, employs 141 staff. It is estimated
that this generates another 293 jobs in the Whangarei District. In monetary terms the operation adds
approximately $60 million per annum in value to the district economy and $243 million to the gross
output of the district.
The mining and quarrying sector as a whole is not currently a major contributor to GDP in Whangarei.
However, as the population of the Whangarei District and the Northland Region continues to grow, so
too will the demand for these resources. We may also see demand for resources in the Whangarei
District increase as the Auckland Region continues its northwards expansion and pressure is put on its
resource stocks.
Bulk commodity resources in the area include: aggregate, dimension stone, limestone, sand, and coal.
Aggregate production is a significant industry within the Whangarei District. Almost all of the mineral
production within the Whangarei District (with the exception of decorative stone) is aggregate, sand or
limestone primarily used for building or infrastructure. The Otaika Quarry is one of only two quarries
within Northland that produce more than 500,000 tonnes of rock aggregate per year. Two quarries in
Otaika and Waipu produce between 100,000 and 500,000 tonnes of rock aggregate annually, and
there are a large number of small (<50,000 tonnes per year) aggregate quarries, worked intermittently.
Several quarries produce concrete aggregate, sealing chip and other high quality aggregates. Small
quantities of building and dimension stone are currently quarried in the Whangarei District including
scoria at Kamo. Sand for construction is currently mined in Bream Bay.
The Whangarei District produced 1,024,684 tonnes of limestone in 2005 (990,880 tonnes used for
marl and cement, and 33,804 tonnes for use in agriculture). The district has two main limestone
units – crystalline Whangarei Limestone and argillaceous Mahurangi Limestone. Both are used in the
manufacture of cement at the Golden Bay cement plant at Portland. Whangarei Limestone is quarried
at Wilsonville, 20km north of Whangarei, and other smaller sites and quarries are spread across the
district. Mahurangi Limestone is quarried at Tikorangi Hill at Portland, and supplies 75% of cement raw
kiln feed. It is also used as a road aggregate, and lime is used for binding unsealed road, in stabilisation
of road aggregates, and in the manufacture of agricultural fertilisers.
There are no active coal mines in the Whangarei District, but over two million tonnes were produced
at the coalfields of Hikurangi, Kamo, Kiripaka and Whareora between 1865 and 1982. Even though
some coal may remain in local fields, high sulphur content, and large national resources make future
extraction unlikely. Peat deposits occur in the Hikurangi area although no assessment has been made
of their potential future value.
Minerals generally have a high value and there is potential for export out of the region (and New
Zealand). Metals, in most cases, have large international markets so if any quantity can be produced in
the Whangarei District it could be readily sold. Industrial (including non-metallic) minerals may require
the identification of markets and therefore production quantity may be limited. Metallic and non-metallic
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minerals occur in the Whangarei District and have been extracted in the past. Opportunities for future
extraction have also been identified.

Implementation Methods

Past and possible future extractions include: mercury (mined at Puhipuhi between 1917 and 1945); gold
mineralisation (there has been no mining of gold from Northland, although a large number of hot-spring
gold-silver prospects are known); copper (deposits are recorded at Pakotai, Parakao and Purua); bog
iron (mined intermittently in the past from a deposit near Kamo); manganese (several small deposits are
present in the district); zinc and lead (deposits are present near Kauri Mountain); clay and kaolinite clay
(recorded at Ocean Beach and McLeod Bay and a known bentonite clay deposit is located at Puhipuhi);
feldspar sand (deposits along the east coast contain large resources of glass grade alumina).

2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans

Two key concerns related to resource management issues associated with the extraction of minerals
and aggregates are: managing the environmental effects of extraction, and planning for the future of
the resources so they are not ‘sterilised’ (locked up) by other development and surrounding land uses.
Managing the environmental effects of extraction is addressed in district and regional plans prepared
under the Resource Management Act, and include water quality, air discharges, noise from operations
and associated traffic, ecological and landscape impacts, and reverse sensitivity issues. Whilst these
issues might appear complex, many can be avoided and managed by proactive spatial planning and
through the resource consent process.
In the Whangarei District, planning for the future extraction of minerals and aggregates is partly
addressed by using mineral extraction area zoning in the District Plan. This provides for the operation
and expansion of existing quarrying activities and the use of buffers to separate mining from surrounding
land uses. However, this does not protect future aggregate resources. Aggregates and minerals are
finite and location-fixed. Other activities may expand into places where minerals are located, making
it harder to obtain consent to undertake mining. Potential future resources need to be identified and
protected from being sterilised, particularly if they have the potential to contribute to the district’s future
economic well being.
Identifying and protecting future resources is a complex process. At present, a regional wide aerial survey
of mineral resources is being undertaken with funding from the Ministry of Economic Development,
Northland Regional Council and Far North District Council. This will provide information of the extent
and location of mineral resources in Northland and Whangarei District. Protecting the resources for
future use involves existing property rights and is not straightforward. Different methods will need to
be examined, and included in a regional or district minerals and aggregates strategy and management
plan.

PART A:

Christie and Barker (2007) analysed potential future production of mineral and aggregate resources in
the Northland Region. In the Whangarei District, annual production could increase an estimated 467%
($125,304,811 from $22,090,134 in 2005). The production scenario is a combination of expanding
existing production, primarily in aggregates, limestone and sand, and new mining operations for several
metallic and non-metallic minerals. Walton (2007) utilised this scenario to determine the potential
economy-wide impacts. In this case, Whangarei District’s GDP would be lifted by nearly $98 million, of
which over $50 million of this would be in sectors other than mining and quarrying.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

The future of the mining industry in Whangarei District is likely to mainly involve an increase in
production of aggregates and limestone, particularly as the population and economy continue to grow.
Demand for aggregate in Northland has correlated well with population growth in the past five to six
years, according with the hypothesis that an expanding population requires additional housing and
infrastructural assets, thus creating demand for building materials, including aggregate. Demand for
aggregate and limestone is also linked to wider economic and population growth beyond the district.
The continued urban expansion of the Auckland Region could promote demand for exporting aggregate
resources available in the Whangarei District, particularly as those in Auckland become scarcer, or are
sterilised by surrounding development.

1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
3. District Plan
4. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
5. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input
to ensure the RPS contains provisions relating to the extraction and processing of minerals and
aggregates, and the corridors used to access them.
2.1 Prepare a long term minerals and aggregates strategy and management plan if the results from the
Ministry of Economic Development’s aerial survey of mineral resources in Northland reveals significant
potential in the Whangarei District.
2.2 When developing new structure plans, and reviewing existing structure plans, map the location of
known mineral resources and take these into account when determining the future spatial arrangement
of land uses so as to protect resources where possible and prevent reverse sensitivity issues.
3.1 Review the current provisions on mineral extraction in the District Plan, and ensure that the provisions
address present challenges around mineral extraction and avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on
the environment and minimise reverse sensitivity issues.
3.2 Map the location of significant mineral and aggregate resources in the district and consider including
these areas on the resource area maps in the District Plan. This includes resources that are currently
mined and those not mined.
3.3 Consider including provisions in the District Plan to protect areas of significant mineral and aggregate
resources (currently mined and not mined) from sterilization and ensure that rural residential and urban
development does not encroach on these areas.
4.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations, mining
companies, environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc.) in regard to mineral and aggregate
extraction and processing.
5.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to mineral and
aggregate extraction and processing, particularly if near or on Maori land.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input
to ensure the RPS contains provisions relating to the extraction and processing of minerals and
aggregates, and the corridors used to access them.

Explanation

During the current review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains strong provisions
with regard to the protection of minerals and aggregates, and reverse sensitivity issues. Recent reports
suggest there is substantial potential for a minerals based industry in Northland. Protecting potential
resources, and transport corridors used to access these resources, is important. Reverse sensitivity is
likewise a regional issue and would benefit from a regional approach to managing the problem.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM]

Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Minerals and Aggregates Report
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SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 2.1

Prepare a long term minerals and aggregates strategy and management plan if the results from
the Ministry of Economic Development’s aerial survey of mineral resources in Northland reveals
significant potential in the Whangarei District.

Action 3.2

Map the location of significant mineral and aggregate resources in the district and consider
including these areas on the resource area maps in the District Plan. This includes resources that
are currently mined and those not mined.

Explanation

The Ministry of Economic Development, in concert with the Northland Regional Council and Far North
District Council, agreed to fund further survey work on mineral potential in Northland. As results from the
survey become available, its content and implications will need to be reviewed. A review would assess the
availability of resources to commercial enterprises, the impact on local communities, the impact on the
environment in the localised areas and along transport routes, the impact on the development of local nodes,
and an assessment of local business capacity to uptake any opportunities that may emerge. The review of
this material will need to consider the viability and cost of infrastructure investment required to access and
exploit possible resources (and who bears these costs) against potential returns and the main beneficiaries.
Based upon early investigations, locations in the northern part of Whangarei District appear to have potential
for mineral extraction, whilst areas to the south of Whangarei District may be more suitable for aggregates.
Earlier investigations signalled even higher mineral potential in Far North District, which may lead to higher
rates of activity compared with Whangarei District. With this in mind, processing facilities for minerals may
be located in Far North District, close to the areas where the greatest potential for mineral deposits exists.
Aggregates, and any processing facilities, are more likely to be feasible in southern parts of Whangarei
District. As well as the mineral supply issue, energy supply is also important in the development of
processing facilities. Information will then need to be incorporated within a long term minerals and aggregate
strategy and management plan. This could be done on a regional or district basis.

Explanation

Consideration needs to be given to determining the location of mineral and aggregate resources and then
including these areas on the resource area maps in the District Plan so that this information is readily
available to council staff, developers and land owners. Information contained in various geological surveys
and maps are a good starting point but may need to be supplemented with more detailed localised
information. The NRC should be approached to assist in providing such supplementary information, as well
as the results from the aerial mapping exercise currently taking place. Whilst emphasis will be given to the
protection of presently known sources, future reviews and mapping exercises may reveal further sources
which may need to be protected.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

Linked Nodes

4

WDC
[PM]

NRC

Low

All

Action 3.3

Consider including provisions in the District Plan to protect areas of significant mineral and
aggregate resources (currently mined and not mined) from sterilization and ensure that rural
residential and urban development does not encroach on these areas.

Explanation

This action point is focussed on dealing with potential areas of mineral extraction as well as expansion
of presently mined areas. The District Plan contains provision that protect mined mineral zones, but the
aerial survey may reveal other opportunities. A plan change may be required to give a level of protection
to potential resources, but less protection than already mined locations. For example, a plan change may
seek to exclude rural residential development from those areas with high mineral potential. However, such a
plan change should only be processed if options prove feasible in light of the minerals review and the costs
and benefits of developing the resource. This action point would also need to consider the desire by central
government to exploit opportunities found in conservation areas outside of National Parks.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

Linked Nodes

4

WDC

NRC

Low

All

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

Linked Nodes

2

WDC, NRC
[PM, ED]

FNDC, MED,
KDC

Low

All

Action 2.2

When developing new structure plans, and reviewing existing structure plans, map the location
of known mineral resources and take these into account when determining the future spatial
arrangement of land uses so as to protect resources where possible and prevent reverse sensitivity
issues.

Explanation

Any proposed or reviewed structure plans should address the location and extent of mineral resources,
including access and transportation. For example, a structure plan for Hikurangi has been proposed. An
important quarry is located within the boundaries of Hikurangi node and protecting this resource will be
necessary. The existing structure plans require updating to take into account the requirements of the Growth
Strategy. Any review of existing structure plans should address mineral resources, with an emphasis on
nodes such as Otaika, Kamo, Tikipunga, and Tutukaka.

Strategies, Plans

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

Linked Nodes

On-going

WDC
[PM]

NRC

Current
Resources

All (esp. K, OT, T, TU)

Action 3.1

Review the current provisions on mineral extraction in the District Plan, and ensure that the
provisions address present challenges around mineral extraction and avoid, remedy or mitigate
adverse effects on the environment and minimise reverse sensitivity issues.

Explanation

As part of the rolling review of the District Plan, issues surrounding mineral extraction areas will need to
be reviewed, including both the geographical scope of mineral extraction areas as well as the wider policy
framework. Take into account any new provisions that emerge in the proposed RPS and other documents
that may be promulgated by central government.

Structure Plans

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

4

WDC
[PM]

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

District Plan

[PM]
Action 4.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
mining companies, environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc.) in regard to mineral and
aggregate extraction and processing.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the protection and
enhancement of mineral resource options. It is important that Council liaises with these bodies and the
community, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to
ensure optimal outcomes. Emphasis may need to be given to be collaboration with other Councils, especially
Far North District Council in terms of managing the effects of new minerals and aggregates extraction,
transport, and processing.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

Linked Nodes

On-going

WDC

NRC, Mining
Industries, MED,
DoC

Current
Resources

All

[PM]

Linked Nodes

Information,
Collaboration

Action 5.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to mineral and
aggregate extraction and processing, particularly if near or on Maori land.

Explanation

Consultation with potentially affected iwi and hapu, in terms of potential extraction, transport and processing
of minerals, is also very important when understanding the potential of mineral development. This aspect will
need to be considered in concert with the wider discussion over mineral and aggregate extraction as part of
a minerals strategy. In addition, iwi management plans need to be taken into account as part of the District
Plan, including plan changes. Iwi management plans often contain provisions in terms of mining, in terms of
the appropriateness of the activity as well as the environmental effects of the activity.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

Linked Nodes

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

All

[MR]
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District Plan

Tangata Whenua

2.4

Energy Resources

In 2007, the total energy consumption in the Whangarei District (excluding the oil refinery) was
approximately 8 petajoules, around 48% of the total energy used in Northland. The New Zealand
Oil Refinery uses around 15 petajoules per annum which is roughly equal to the energy used by
all of Northland. The refinery uses a mix of electricity, natural gas and oil, of which oil is the largest
component. Marsden Point Oil Refinery is the only oil refinery in New Zealand. In 2008, the refinery
supplied approximately 85% of New Zealand’s oil consumer energy and approximately 92% of the
Auckland Region’s petroleum and aviation fuel needs. The Refining Company also owns and operates
the high pressure petroleum pipeline that runs from Marsden Point to the Wiri Oil Services Terminal in
South Auckland. The ongoing efficient and effective functioning of the refinery is of critical importance
to the national and regional economies.
In the electricity sector, the stability and security of supply to Northland is a significant issue for
Whangarei and the Northland Region. Northland does not currently generate significant electricity.
Current electricity generation in Northland is made up of Ngawha Geothermal (25 MW) and Wairua
River Hydro (between 5 MW and 11 MW). Forecasted peak electricity demand in Northland in 2010
was approximately 875 MW. Therefore, Northland is currently able to generate less than 5% of its
peak electricity demands and therefore gets the majority of its electricity supply from the National Grid.
There are concerns at the capacity and reliability of the current cross-Auckland transmission system
arrangements. At present, Northland is supplied from the south by the 220kV double circuit Henderson
to Marsden A transmission line and the 110kV Henderson to Maungatapere A line. Any disruption to
transmission from Henderson to Marsden Point puts security of supply at risk for much of Northland,
including Whangarei.
Currently there is no oil or gas production in Northland. The Northland Basin is considered to be one
of New Zealand’s most prospective exploration theatres. Any discovery of new oil and gas could bring
substantial economic benefits at both regional and national scales. Despite coal being mined at the
coalfields of Hikurangi, Kamo, Kiripaka and Whareora between 1865 and 1982, coal mining is an
unlikely prospect for Whangarei or Northland as a source of energy. More likely over the longer term,
although not an immediate prospect, is the potential for a coal, oil or gas fired power plant at Marsden
Point/Ruakaka. Such a facility has been proposed a number of times in the past and future proposals
cannot be ruled out.
Renewable energy plays a significant role in New Zealand’s primary energy supply with over 30% of
New Zealand’s total primary energy supply coming from renewable sources. In terms of renewable
energy resources in Whangarei District, hydro potential is considered to be limited. Modernisation and
upgrading of the water turbines and generators at the existing Wairua Falls hydropower scheme can
realise an increase in additional energy of around 5 MW. Otherwise, there is potential for one or two
small hydroelectric power stations, one at Titoki Bridge on the Mangakahia River and one on the Wairua
River between the Parua and Wairoa Bridges, each of a similar capacity of about 5 – 10 MW. However,

PART A:

The era of near total reliance on cheap and abundant fossil fuels is drawing to a close. However, it is
likely that fossil fuels will continue to be the primary source of energy over the medium term. Petrol
and diesel will continue to provide most of our transportation fuels. It is predicted that oil production
will peak in the next 10-20 years, and oil prices could be rising substantially by around 2030. Efforts to
find alternative transport fuels, and more efficient and cleaner ways to use oil, will intensify. Natural gas
supplies from New Zealand fields might not meet demand beyond 2015 and prices are rising and will
continue to do so.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

New Zealand’s energy consumption is growing by around 2% per annum. Demand growth is strongest
in the industry and transport sectors. In 2008 around one third of New Zealand’s total primary energy
supply was secured from renewable energy sources, one third from imported oil products and the
remaining third from indigenous natural gas and a mix of local and imported coal. Like the rest of New
Zealand, Whangarei and Northland will need a broad mix of energy sources, technological advances
and efficiency improvements to meet growing energy needs.

the amount of hydro electricity they can generate into the future is not great and is likely to depend on
future rainfall particularly in relation to climate change.
The transport sector in New Zealand runs almost entirely on oil. It will be necessary to move from oil
to alternative fuels for transport to increase supply security. In addition, renewable fuels may be more
affordable than oil in the long term. There is potential for production of both transport fuels and energy
from biomass in Northland. The use of woody biomass in the wood processing industry is expected to
grow. Forestry and wood processing residues have potential to deliver more than 100 million litres of
ethanol per year or 430 GWh/year of electrical energy in the Northland Region. Production could be
substantially increased by using other industrial by-products and wastes that contain sugar and starch.
Solar energy is the most abundant form of renewable energy. Whangarei and the Northland Region
have reasonably high sunshine hours of around 2,200 per annum. There is potential for solar thermal
systems (hot water) to be installed in new buildings and to promote passive solar energy use through
building design. Over time, it may become economic to retrofit buildings with solar thermal systems and
possibly, if costs are reduced, with photovoltaic systems. Over the longer term, there is considerable
potential in Northland and Whangarei to increase the use of solar energy for both domestic and
commercial use.
In terms of wind energy, Whangarei District is not considered to have good potential, but Far North
District and the west coast south of Dargaville in the Kaipara District are more promising. The prospects
at Ahipara and Glinks Gully are reported to be in the 20-50 MW range, whereas Rototuna and Pouto are
in the 200-300 MW range. If these projects were to go ahead, there could be a significant contribution
to the security of supply of electricity to the Northland Region and to the national electricity network.
In addition to such substantial developments, small scale wind turbines (<10 kW), which are used for
remote power supply, can successfully be operated in areas with lower wind speeds.
Geothermal is already used as an energy resource in the Northland Region, with the Ngawha
geothermal system generating 10 MW of electrical power since 1998, and further expansion in 2008
increasing output to 25 MW. However, there appears to be little further capacity for geothermal power
generation in the region.
In regard to marine power (wave and tidal), it is unlikely that Whangarei District will generate power from
this source given the offshore conditions. The potential for marine energy is more promising along the
western coast of Northland, particularly the Hokianga and Kaipara Harbours. In the Kaipara Harbour
resource consents have been granted to a project involving 200 submerged marine turbines at the
mouth of the harbour, although these consents are currently under appeal. This scheme if completed
would have a maximum generating capacity of around 200 MW (electricity for approximately 250,000
homes). This could greatly increase energy security in the Northland Region.
Overall, combined generation over the next 50 years for the Northland Region from biomass, hydro,
solar, wind, tidal, and geothermal (especially solar, wind and tidal energy) has the potential to supply
most or all of Northland’s electricity needs. Not only could Northland be self-sufficient in electricity over
the next 50 years, part of its liquid fuel needs could be met by production of biofuels. Moreover, the
supply of both electricity and biofuels would be from renewable sources – mainly solar, wind, marine
and biomass. To assist planning for and managing energy generation and transmission in Northland,
a regional sustainable energy strategy for Northland should be developed. The Northland Regional
Council should be the lead agent in developing such a strategy in collaboration with Whangarei District
Council, Far North District Council, and Kaipara District Council and relevant government agencies.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Energy Resources Report.

Implementation Methods
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
District Plan
Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
Tangata Whenua
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SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains provisions relating to energy resources, including the protection of important
sources of energy generation (particularly in regard to renewable energy), ensuring security of energy
supply and the corridors used to transport energy, and increasing energy efficiency.
2.1 Contribute to the preparation of a long term regional sustainable energy strategy for Northland
that would have the end goals of protecting sources of energy generation (particularly in regard to
renewable energy), ensuring security of energy supply and the corridors used to transport energy, and
increasing energy efficiency.
2.2 Review the energy use and energy efficiency of Whangarei District Council. Prepare and implement
an energy action plan to reduce energy consumption of Council buildings and activities, and the impacts
of Council actions on the energy usage of district wide activities.
2.3 Increase efficient energy use through good urban form, urban design, and energy efficient buildings
and infrastructure. Promote transition to a multi-modal energy efficient transport system that utilises all
modes of transport. This would include actions that improve road traffic flows, support and implement
walking and cycling strategies, encourages public transport, car-sharing options, ferry potential, and
other modes of transport.
3.1 Review existing provisions and insert objectives, policies, rules and other methods in the District
Plan to protect future energy sources and transport corridors and to implement the National Policy
Statement on Renewable Electricity Generation.
3.2 Map the location of present and future energy supply and transportation networks in the district and
upgrade the location of these areas on the resource area maps in the District Plan. Consider mapping
potentially important future corridors in the District Plan.
4.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
industries, environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc.) to assist in ensuring security of
energy supply, protection of sources of energy and corridors to transport energy, and increase energy
efficiency.
4.2 Promote the use of energy efficient building methods that reduce energy consumption in residential
dwellings, commercial buildings, and infrastructure facilities. Promote the retrofitting of older dwellings
to increase energy efficiency.
5.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to energy resources
and transport corridors, particularly those relating to Maori land or co-managed resources.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input
to ensure the RPS contains provisions relating to energy resources, including the protection of
important sources of energy generation (particularly in regard to renewable energy), ensuring
security of energy supply and the corridors used to transport energy, and increasing energy
efficiency.

Explanation

During the current review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains strong provisions with
regard to the protection of energy generation and supply. The protection of infrastructure and resources
relating to the effective and efficient generation and supply of energy is a significant regional issue that
should be addressed in the RPS. Whilst it is envisaged that the present transmission routes will continue
to be the main lines over the short to medium term, increased generation capacity across the region may
reveal new challenges or alternative corridors that need to be secured. This includes potential industrial
plant that may be used to produce biofuels, or new transportation (physical or lines) routes that are used
to carry renewable or non-renewable energy. Reverse sensitivity, and the impacts of growth on energy, is
likewise a regional issue and would benefit from a regional approach to managing the problem.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM, ED]
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Action 2.1

Contribute to the preparation of a long term regional sustainable energy strategy for Northland
that would have the end goals of protecting sources of energy generation (particularly in regard to
renewable energy), ensuring security of energy supply and the corridors used to transport energy,
and increasing energy efficiency.

Explanation

As energy demand grows, and costs associated with energy supply increase, more effort will be needed
to reduce overall energy consumption and increase energy efficiency in Northland. To date, neither
energy consumption nor energy efficiency have been major considerations in Whangarei District.
However, given the substantial rural component of Whangarei’s population, the impact of energy cost
increases, especially in terms of fuel, will arguably be higher in a district like Whangarei. Whilst this may
be incentive enough to begin the development of a strategy, the recent release of the NPS on Renewable
Electricity Generation, as well as directives found in National Energy Strategies makes the development
of a strategy imperative. A regional approach is the best approach. A sustainable energy strategy will be
important in understanding the impact of energy costs, and mitigating these costs over time. This action
point is connected to the regional work undertaken by the Northland Energy Forum, an organisation that
is still in formation, and which needs on-going support from Council.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

NRC

WDC

Low

Strategies,
Plans

[ED, PM]

All

Action 2.2

Review the energy use and energy efficiency of Whangarei District Council. Prepare and
implement an energy action plan to reduce energy consumption of Council buildings and
activities, and the impacts of Council actions on the energy usage of district wide activities.

Explanation

Council is a major user of energy, relative to the district as a whole, and can also influence development
and activities, which, in turn, will influence the consumption of energy in the district and future needs for
infrastructure to supply those energy needs. With electricity and fuels projected to increase in cost over
time, and taking into account higher costs to establish new generation, Council needs to reduce its own
energy use, whilst also promoting development that will reduce energy use in the district, preferably by
increasing energy efficiency. In order to meet the objectives of this action point, one of the first steps
is to undertake an energy efficiency audit to identify actions that will reduce costs of council buildings,
infrastructure, and activities over time. The next steps would be to ensure that energy usage is taken into
account as part of future development and planning. This is strongly connected to action points 2.3 and
2.4.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

NRC, EECA

Low

Strategies,
Plans

[ED, IS]
Action 2.3

Increase efficient energy use through good urban form, urban design, and energy efficient
buildings and infrastructure. Promote transition to a multi-modal energy efficient transport system
that utilises all modes of transport. This would include actions that improve road traffic flows,
support and implement walking and cycling strategies, encourages public transport, car-sharing
options, ferry potential, and other modes of transport.

Explanation

Consideration of the impact of settlement patterns on energy use and reliability should be examined
in more detail. Transport energy use is a key component of the overall energy usage in the district.
A more consolidated settlement pattern will allow for more planning around public transport, whilst
expansion of walking and cycling opportunities will provide opportunities for multi-modal transport
planning that reduces energy usage. Promotion activities include planning strategies, financial incentives,
and infrastructure development. It will also require attractive alternative routes, more consideration
of supportive infrastructure (including signage, road marking, and seating for walkers), and more
collaborative promotion in association with partners. Likewise, future infrastructure development decisions
need to take into account the total energy costs (including installation, maintenance, upgrading, and
removal) during decision-making. For example, some infrastructure installation may be relatively low in
terms of present energy use, but may be costly (in energy and monetary terms) to maintain or upgrade
over time. This could include the installation, replacement and potential upgrade of pipelines for various
aspects of Council infrastructure. If the build is too small, then new pipes may be needed, if the build is
too large then this may lead to wasted energy. The use and promotion of green infrastructure, which uses
more natural environmental systems, may also be important in reducing overall energy use in council
infrastructure.

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3/On-going

WDC

NRC, EECA

Low

Strategies,
Plans

On-going

WDC

NRC, FNDC,
KDC, Energy
Suppliers

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[PM, BC, IS,
ED]

All

[PM, ED]

Action 3.1

Review existing provisions and insert objectives, policies, rules and other methods in the District
Plan to protect future energy sources and transport corridors and to implement the National
Policy Statement on Renewable Electricity Generation.

Explanation

The operative District Plan contains inadequate provisions regarding the protection of the generation and
supply of energy, especially renewable energy generation. Stronger provisions are needed in the District
Plan to protect important generation and supply corridors. Local authorities will need to give effect to the
NPS on Renewable Electricity Generation. A series of plan change will need to be prepared to give effect
to the provisions of the NPS. Based upon previous research, Whangarei District Council does not appear
to have large scale renewable electricity generation potential with the possible exception of biomass
energy generated from waste wood but then converted into electricity, which is the main focus of the
NPS. However, the NPS also covers small scale generation activities as well as the transmission of the
resultant renewable electricity. Small scale electricity generation and transmission of renewable electricity
are likely to be the main subject of changes to the District Plan.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

WDC

NRC, EECA

Low

District Plan

[PM]
Action 3.2

Explanation

Map the location of present and future energy supply and transportation networks in the district
and upgrade the location of these areas on the resource area maps in the District Plan. Consider
mapping potentially important future corridors in the District Plan.
Council presently maps known energy supply corridors in the District Plan, and makes this information
available to the public. Consideration needs to be given to determining the location of future energy
generation and supply activities and corridors in the district and include these areas on the resource area
maps in the District Plan so that this information is readily available to council staff, developers and land
owners. Ongoing development of renewable energy generation in Northland may have an impact on the
sites and routes used to transport and supply energy in Northland. The NRC and major energy resource
providers should be approached to assist in providing such supplementary information.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

WDC

NRC, Energy
Suppliers

Low

District Plan

[PM, ED]
Action 4.1

Explanation

Promote the use of energy efficient building methods that reduce energy consumption in
residential dwellings, commercial buildings, and infrastructure facilities. Promote the retrofitting
of older dwellings to increase energy efficiency.

Explanation

Successive governments have promoted the development of more energy efficient buildings. This
has resulted in an increased focus on building materials and design, as well as paying more attention
to local environmental conditions when siting new constructions. There has been some research and
development in terms of smart systems, where buildings automatically adjust for changes in light and
temperature, but the consideration of passive design in new developments will also be useful. Passive
design is when the building is designed to local environmental conditions, with siting and materials used
in construction fit-to-purpose according to those conditions. Such an approach could be incorporated into
standards used in Council documents. Successive governments have also promoted the retro-fit of older
buildings to improve energy efficiency. Council also needs to monitor the local uptake of governmental
schemes and identify whether local communities are taking full advantage of any such schemes. Whilst
funding of this retrofitting is a role of central government, Council needs to ensure that its present
regulations, and future reviews, do not act as an unnecessary impediment or deterrent to increasing
energy efficiency or weather proofing of residential or commercial properties. If a review of present plans
or standards reveal this to be a major issue for retrofitting buildings, there will be a need to take the
necessary steps to remove the impediment.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, EECA,
BRANZ

Current
Resources

Information,
Advocacy

Action 5.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to energy resources
and transport corridors, particularly those relating to Maori land or co-managed resources.

Explanation

With the increased national focus on renewable energy, and as new technology becomes available,
a wide range of generation sources are being investigated for their potential capacity. Many potential
sources (or waste materials from forestry activities for second generation biofuels) are located on Maori
land, Maori owned forestry land or in locations that may be potentially co-managed such as harbours,
rivers, geothermal fields, coastal waters, etc as Treaty claims are settled. Council needs to engage with
Maori on energy generation initiatives. Facilitating energy efficiency in Maori developments such as
papakainga housing is also important.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,

All (esp. WC, M, OT, MP/R, MT)

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
industries, environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc.) to assist in ensuring security
of energy supply, protection of sources of energy and corridors to transport energy, and increase
energy efficiency.

All

Action 4.2

[BC, PM, ED]

[MR]

PART A:
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SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Priority/
Timing

All

Advocacy

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the protection and
enhancement of energy resources and energy efficiency. It is important that Council liaises with these
bodies and the community, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them
when required to ensure optimal outcomes. Emphasis may need to be given to be collaboration with other
councils, especially Kaipara District Council in terms of managing the effects of new energy generation
and the transport of energy. Particular emphasis should be given addressing security of supply issues.
Some of this concern is related to the use of a single transmission supply line that transmits the bulk
of electricity to Northland, and the potential risk that this poses. Whilst there are steps, at least in the
Auckland Region, to have better alternates for energy supply, this concern will likely linger until alternative
forms of energy generation are available in Northland. There is substantial capacity for renewable
electricity generation in Northland, with various proposals for wind farms at Pouto and Ahipara, and the
recently consented Crest Energy Tidal Proposal. Should any of these projects proceed in full, Council
should undertake activities to reduce the public and business perception of energy supply security issues,
and reduce this as a perceived risk to doing business in Northland, and should be communicated widely.
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SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

3.

Sustainable Environment

3.1

Land Use

nature of this land there are few limitations as to what crops can be grown. In affluent markets, which
are becoming increasingly discernible in regard to food safety and quality, there is significant potential
for high quality, high return products. Demand for organic food is predicted to grow and this land is well
suited to organic production.

The Whangarei District has a wide range of primary land uses. These include pastoral farming, dairying,
forestry, cropping, horticulture and viticulture. Pastoral (37%), dairying (21%), production forestry (21%),
built land (10%) and lifestyle (10%) are the major land uses. The district is well endowed with Class
4 and 6 land suitable to dairying and pastoral use. However, good arable land suitable for intensive
cropping and/or horticulture/orcharding is limited. Around 10% of the district is Class 1, 2 or 3 land.

Rural residential development in productive farming areas results in increased reverse sensitivity issues
with established farming activities, which in turn may limit the use of productive farmland. Common
areas of conflict are spray drift from farmers affecting intensive operations, spray drift from horticultural
operations affecting neighbours, noise from agricultural machinery, traffic and dust nuisances and
odours.

Pastoralism is the most widespread land use in the district, with approximately 37% or 104,767ha of the
land area used for grazing stock. Pastoral land use is spread through most suitable areas of the district.
There appears to be some potential for intensification of use but this is probably limited. There is more
potential for diversification or change of livestock produced. However, this is largely determined by the
profitability of different commodities on the global market at particular times.

Whangarei District Council is a founding member of the Inter-council Working Party on Genetically
Modified Organism (GMO) Risk Evaluation and Management Options. The Working Party was
established in 2003 in response to on-going lobbying by the community to investigate the risks posed
from GMOs and options to manage those risks. The Council’s preference is to work collaboratively with
other councils on the Inter-council Working Party to advance such a work stream to ensure a consistent
policy response for Northland/Auckland regions and enable joint funding arrangements to share the
costs of such a policy response.

There appears to be limited potential for the expansion of dairying in the district. There may be some
potential for increased stocking rates but this too is probably limited due to potential effects on the
environment, including soil and water quality. Once again, the profitability of dairying is strongly
influenced by world commodity prices and the output from dairying will remain related to returns gained
on the world market.
The total production forest area for all purposes (both native and exotic) covers 59,648ha or 21% of the
district area. Most of the areas attributed to native production forestry are historical rather than being
actively harvested at present. These areas of native forest are now used for conservation or catchment
protection purposes. Most forestry blocks are found around the boundary of the district particularly
in the north, west and south. There is a large forest at Glenbervie and small areas of forest blocks
scattered across the district, particularly in Maungatapere, Ngunguru and Pataua. Some Crown Land
reserves are located within the district and have been left under native vegetation.
Whilst we recognise there is considerable potential for expansion in forestry production in the district
(e.g. an increase in land area planted under forestry is not limited by suitable land but instead by
competing, more profitable land uses), because of the potential for forestry activities to cause adverse
effects to the environment (i.e. water bodies, soil conditions and ecosystems) and infrastructure,
particularly roading, it must be carefully managed. At present in the Whangarei District Plan forestry is a
permitted activity throughout most of our Countryside and Coastal Countryside Environments, with few
controls in place. Forestry activities should be subject to robust scrutiny to ensure that management of
its activities or environmental factors unique to the Whangarei District, have been taken into account.
The recently proposed National Environment Standard on Plantation Forestry intends to establish
forestry as a permitted activity, subject to district and regional conditions which will have to be written
into plans and monitored by local authorities. The National Environment Standard provides local
authorities with specific circumstances where they are able to impose more stringent rules in a plan, or
more stringent conditions on a resource consent, or specify conditions for permitted activities in their
plans relating to effects that are not dealt with in the National Environment Standard. Depending on the
outcome of the National Environment Standard, it may be appropriate for Council to review the status
and management of forestry activities in the District Plan.
The district also possesses some highly fertile and versatile land but it is extremely limited in area. This
land is often of volcanic origin (e.g. Maunu, Maungatapere, Maungakaramea, Three Mile bush Road
and Glenbervie areas), although there is some highly productive alluvial land in Bream Bay. There are
approximately 5,000ha (or 2%) of highly productive land within the Whangarei District. Horticulture and
orcharding (and possibly viticulture) hold the most promise for increased primary production in the district
over the long term. At present, only around half of this highly productive land is used for horticulture
and orcharding. There is considerable potential for increasing economic returns to the district over
the long term, together with increased employment opportunities for the community. Because of the
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Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Land Use Background Report

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan
4. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains provisions where appropriate relating to the protection of productive farmland
and reverse sensitivity issues.
1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Water and Soil Plan (RWSP) for Northland, provide input
to ensure the RWSP contains provisions where appropriate relating to the protection of productive
farmland and reverse sensitivity issues.
2.1 Complete the Whangarei Rural Development Strategy to reflect the requirements of the Whangarei
Growth Strategy in relation to rural residential development, reverse sensitivity, and the protection of
productive farmland.
2.2 Include in future structure plans (i.e. Maungakaramea, Maungatapere) or structure plan reviews (i.e.
Kamo, Tikipunga, Maunu), provisions relating to rural residential development, reverse sensitivity, and
the protection of productive farmland. Identify the location of highly productive farmland in the structure
plan.
3.1 Insert provisions in the District Plan to protect productive farmland where appropriate and address
reverse sensitivity issues.
3.2 Map the location of highly productive farmland in the district and consider including these areas on
the resource area maps in the District Plan.
3.3 Review the status and management of forestry activities in the District Plan after the proposed
National Environment Standard on Plantation Forestry is adopted.
4.1 Provide information to communities, land owners, developers and agents on the value of preserving
productive farmland, and avoiding reverse sensitivity issues.

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC

NRC

Low

Structure Plans

K, M, T, W, MK, MT

[PM]
Action 3.1

Insert provisions in the District Plan to protect productive farmland where appropriate and
address reverse sensitivity issues.

Explanation

During the current review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains provisions with
regard to the protection of productive farm land, and reverse sensitivity issues. Productive farmland is
regional resource and its protection is a significant regional issue that should be addressed in the RPS.
Reverse sensitivity is likewise a regional issue and would benefit from a regional approach to managing
the problem.

The operative District Plan contains inadequate provisions regarding the protection of productive
farmland. This will result in continued loss of productive farmland over time. This does not accord with
good resource management practice nor sustainable economic development. Stronger provisions in the
District Plan to minimise the loss of productive farmland are required as soon as practicably possible. This
should be a priority for policy planners.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1

NRC

Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains provisions where appropriate relating to the protection of productive
farmland, and reverse sensitivity issues.

Explanation

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM]

[PM]
Action 3.2

Map the location of highly productive farmland in the district and consider including these areas
on the resource area maps in the District Plan.

Explanation

Consideration needs to be given to determining the location of highly productive farmland in the district
and including these areas on the resource area maps in the District Plan so that this information is readily
available to council staff, developers and land owners. The Land Use Capability classes and maps are a
good starting point but may need to be supplemented with more detailed localised information. The NRC
should be approached to assist in providing such supplementary information.

Action 1.2

During future reviews of the Regional Water and Soil Plan (RWSP) for Northland, provide input to
ensure the RWSP contains provisions where appropriate relating to the protection of productive
farmland and reverse sensitivity issues.

Explanation

The RWSP should have an important role in protecting productive farmland and reducing reverse
sensitivity problems in the region. Strong provisions are required to ensure this. It would be beneficial if
the RSWP identified and mapped the location of highly productive land in the region at a level of detail
that would be useful to local authorities.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

1

WDC

NRC

Low

District Plan

On-going

NRC

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

WDC

Current
Resources

RWSP

[PM]
Action 2.1

Complete the Whangarei Rural Development Strategy to reflect the requirements of the Whangarei
Growth Strategy in relation to rural residential development, reverse sensitivity and the protection
of productive farmland.

Explanation

Widespread development in the rural and coastal areas of the district has created problems in regard
to infrastructure provision, protecting productive farmland, controlling reverse sensitivity, and managing
cumulative environmental effects. WDC has initiated a Rural Development Strategy to address these
issues (amongst others). The Rural Development Strategy will need to examine techniques to restrict
scattered rural residential development, address reverse sensitivity and protect productive farm land.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Low

Strategies/Plans

H, MK, MT

[PM]
Action 2.2

Include in future structure plans (i.e. Maungakaramea, Maungatapere) or structure plan reviews
(i.e. Kamo, Tikipunga, Maunu), provisions relating to rural residential development, reverse
sensitivity, and the protection of productive farmland. Identify the location of highly productive
farmland in the structure plan.

Explanation

Maungakaramea and Maungatapere do not have existing structure plans. They were identified in the
Growth Strategy as priority areas for structure plans to be produced. The proposed structure plans should
address rural residential development, reverse sensitivity, and the protection of productive farmland. The
existing structure plans require updating to take into account the requirements of the Growth Strategy.
The review of the structure plans should address rural residential development, reverse sensitivity, and
the protection of productive farmland. The Kamo, Tikipunga and Maunu structure plans in particular
contain significant areas of highly productive farmland and are locations of extensive rural residential
development.

PART A:

Action Plan

Priority/
Timing

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

4.2 Continue investigating, in conjunction with other councils on the Inter-council Working Party on
GMO Risk Evaluation and Management Options, a regulatory option under the Resource Management
Act in regard to GMOs, including the development of specific objectives, policies and rules, and section
32 analysis, for a change to the District Plan.

K, M, T, W, MK, MT

[PM]
Action 3.3

Review the status and management of forestry activities in the District Plan after the proposed
National Environment Standard on Plantation Forestry is adopted.

Explanation

The operative District Plan allows forestry (including harvesting) as a permitted activity throughout
most of the Countryside and Coastal Countryside Environments with few controls in place. By allowing
forestry to operate as a permitted activity it is difficult to address effects on the environment and impacts
on infrastructure such as roading. The recently proposed National Environment Standard (NES) on
Plantation Forestry intends to establish forestry as a permitted activity, subject to district and regional
conditions which will have to be written into plans and monitored by local authorities. The proposed NES
provides local authorities with specific circumstances where they are able to impose more stringent rules
in a plan, or more stringent conditions on a resource consent, or specify conditions for permitted activities
in their plans relating to effects that are not dealt with in the NES. Depending on the outcome of the NES,
it may be appropriate for Council to review the status and management of forestry activities in the District
Plan.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 4.1

Provide information to communities, land owners, developers and agents on the value of
preserving productive farmland, and avoiding reverse sensitivity issues.

Explanation

Informing and educating the public, land owners, developers and agents to raise awareness of the
importance of protecting productive farmland and avoiding reverse sensitivity problems is one method to
engender support for retaining such land in primary production and minimising constraints on production.
The long term economic benefits to the district resulting from retaining and enhancing primary production,
including horticulture and orcharding on the limited highly productive land in the district, should be
emphasised.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Education

[PM, ED]
Action 4.2

Continue investigating, in conjunction with other councils on the Inter-council Working Party
on GMO Risk Evaluation and Management Options, a regulatory option under the Resource
Management Act in regard to GMOs, including the development of specific objectives, policies
and rules, and section 32 analysis, for a change to the District Plan.

Explanation

WDC is a founding member of the Inter-council Working Party on GMO Risk Evaluation and Management
Options. The Working Party was established in 2003 in response to on-going lobbying by the community
to investigate the risks posed from GMOs and options to manage those risks. The Council’s preference
is to work collaboratively with other councils on the Inter-council Working Party to advance such a work
stream to ensure a consistent policy response for Northland/Auckland regions and enable joint funding
arrangements to share the costs of such a policy response.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

FNDC, KDC,
NRC, AC

Low

Information/

[PM]

Collaboration

3.2

Natural Hazards

Established communities and households are already located within areas that experience natural
hazard events such as flooding or coastal erosion/inundation, and people live in areas of moderate or
high instability risk. This pattern has emerged for historical reasons, such as access to water, transport,
and agricultural production, or lack of suitable alternatives in the vicinity of important resources.
However, recent patterns of development are still occurring in at-risk areas within Whangarei District
due to the quality of natural features such as coast, views, and water making these popular residential
localities. A substantial number of lots were created in flood susceptible and unstable areas over the
past ten years. The number of building consents issued for flood susceptible and unstable areas over
the same time period was smaller than the numbers of lots created. This may indicate preferences for
building away from potentially risky areas over time.
Key natural hazard constraints for Whangarei District include flood hazards, extreme weather events,
coastal hazards, droughts, biological hazards, volcanic hazards, land instability, mine subsidence,
erosion prone land, and wildfire hazards. Northland-wide, the highest natural hazard risks are
associated with flooding, coastal storm surges, ex-tropical cyclones, land instability, and biological risks
such as pest and animal disease and the possibility of human epidemics. Northland is a long peninsula
subjected to regular extreme weather events generated in the North Tasman Sea or in the Tropics. Most
extreme events within Whangarei District arise from unstable weather patterns that generate heavy
rain, thunderstorms and squally conditions. An ex-tropical cyclone travels within 500km of Northland
every year, whereas the North Tasman Sea generated depressions that can form so-called weather
bombs, such as the Waikato Weather Bomb in 2002, are more frequent and can affect the Whangarei
District.
Flooding is generally accepted as having the highest risk potential within Whangarei District. Whangarei
District often experiences high and intense rainfall events, with a modelled 1/50 year return period of
a 24 hour rainfall of 200-250mm occurring within the Whangarei District. The greater part of the flood
susceptible areas in Whangarei District are found within the Hikurangi Swamp Basin and within the
catchment of the Mangakahia River. Other substantial flood susceptible areas can be found in the
catchments around Marsden Point/Ruakaka, including Waipapa Stream and Ruakaka River. There are
also considerable flood susceptible areas near the main urban areas, including Whangarei’s central
business district and the industrial area in the vicinity of the old port.
The second natural hazard important to future strategic planning is land instability. Many settlements in
the district are located on, or contain, substantial areas of land subject to high or medium land instability
risk. Northland has a complex geology with a wide variety of soft rocks susceptible to movement,
including those on gentle slopes. The main trigger is intense or prolonged rainfall. Whangarei District
has experienced several episodes of rainfall-induced landslide hazards. A recent example of a landslide
having a lasting impact on the district include Helena Bay Hill Road, which impacted strongly on the
community dependant on this transport link.
Given the maritime nature of Whangarei District, and the preference to live in the coastal environment,
it is not surprising that coastal hazards are a major risk. Coastal erosion is probably the most common
issue, but some low lying areas of the district also face some coastal inundation. Given the number of
extreme weather events in the past, and increased numbers of people in the coastal environment, this
issue ranks high in priorities listed in the Northland Civil Defence Emergency Management Group Plan.
Coastal erosion refers to the wearing away of land (including sandy beaches and dunes) by water
(waves generated by various sources or drainage) and, in some cases, wind. Coastal erosion may
be mitigated or exacerbated by sediment supply to beaches, artificial and natural structures (although
the presence of artificial structures can magnify the impact of erosion elsewhere), and sea and wave
conditions (and the energy contained within them). Coastal inundation normally occurs during large
storms, and may be a combination of factors including high water tables, overflow paths from the land,
high tides and tsunami. Both types of hazard are driven by processes such as storm surges, tides, and
wave action, as well as impacts from land development, such as the removal of vegetation.
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Coal was mined at various locations throughout the district, including Hikurangi, Kamo, and Ruatangata,
with 1.6 million tonnes produced, and the last coal mine closing in 1955. Subsidence has occurred in
some places such as Kamo (mainly between Kamo Road and the railway line), which led to further
assessment of the hazard, and, in turn, to provisions being included in the Whangarei District Plan. All
investigations to date acknowledge that there may be additional areas of workings that are unrecorded,
but in general, the bulk of the mining hazards are identified on the District Plan maps (for Kamo and
Hikurangi) and the provisions in the District Plan appear to be adequate to address the risks involved.

3.1 Examine and review the effectiveness of natural hazards provisions (objectives, policies, and
methods including rules) in the District Plan and improve existing provisions as necessary.

Northland and Whangarei must consider its options on how to best manage natural hazards in the face
of continuing development pressure. Overall, careful land use planning, taking into account natural
hazard risk, is required when determining the future land uses in the district. Natural hazard constraints
are not absolute constraints and development may occur on areas facing flood susceptibility or land
instability following localised investigations and site specific solutions. However, there will be areas
where development should be avoided and/or restricted to avoid an increase in hazard risk, particularly
flooding, coastal erosion, and land instability. It is preferable to avoid such locations when feasible to
do so.

2.3 When releasing land from an existing structure plan into the District Plan, ensure that areas with
significant natural hazard risks are avoided.
2.4. Investigate options for managing existing risk in developed areas that already have substantial
natural hazard constraints, including developing community response plans for vulnerable locations
and mitigation of natural hazard risk during the development process.

4.1 Ensure that the identification and management of natural hazard risk is included within asset /
activity management plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs), along with budgetary commitments and
funding sources.
5.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with property owners, developers,
external bodies, stakeholders, other councils, and the public on the risks associated with natural
hazards, together with management options.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains strong provisions relating to the management and reduction of natural
hazard risk.

Explanation

Over and above determining the macro scale of the most risk-free settlement pattern for the district,
careful (and more detailed) local analyses are required during structure planning of identified growth
areas within the district. These structure plans should identify and direct development away from high
risk areas towards areas of lesser risk. Structure plan directions then need to be incorporated into
District Plan provisions and resource consent processes. In addition, strong leadership in managing
risks associated with natural hazards will continue to be necessary at the regional level, especially as
many of the local risks results from similar patterns regionally. Whilst there are initiatives at the regional
level, there is still a need to strengthen these to direct settlement away from hazardous areas.

During the current review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains strong provisions
with regard to the management and reduction of natural hazard risk, including clear direction on methods
to avoid, remedy and mitigate natural hazard risk. Northland is subject to a wide range of natural hazard
risks, some of which may be exacerbated by the projected impacts of climate change and recent
settlement patterns within areas of known natural hazard risk. It is essential that the NRC take a lead
regional role in addressing risks from natural hazards.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2009, Natural Hazard Constraints Report

Action 1.2

During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP), provide input to ensure the RCP
contains strong provisions relating to the identification and management of natural hazard risk.

Implementation Methods

Explanation

During future reviews of the RCP it is important to ensure that the RCP contains strong provisions with
regard to the management and reduction of natural hazard risk, including clear direction on methods to
avoid, remedy and mitigate natural hazard risk. Northland is subject to a wide range of natural hazard
risks, some of which may be exacerbated by the projected impacts of climate change and recent
settlement patterns within areas of known natural hazard risk. The NZCPS contains specific provisions
relating to the identification of coastal hazards and managing the risk associated with coastal hazards.
It also contains a requirement to adopt a 100 year planning framework in regard to coastal hazards. The
NRC needs to incorporate these requirements into the RCP as soon as practicable.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RCP

[PM]

1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan
4. Asset/Activity Management Plans, Long Term Plan
5. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains strong provisions relating to the management and reduction of natural hazard
risk.

PART A:

2.2 During development of new structure plans, and reviews of existing structure plans, ensure that
natural hazard risks are identified and avoided, mitigated or remedied.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

The other main coastal hazard is that of tsunami. Until recently, tsunamis were generally regarded as
a low hazard risk, but this view has changed in recent years. A tsunami is an abnormal wave (or series
of waves) generated by an unusual event. A tsunami is created when a large volume of water is rapidly
displaced by underwater landslides, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and so on. When tsunamis reach
coastal areas, they can travel quickly, picking up debris, and even travelling up streams. Northland, as
a whole, can be impacted by tsunamis generated from a wide variety of source locations, both local and
very distant on the Pacific Rim. Historically, most tsunami events occur on the eastern coasts facing
major generation sources, especially when the ocean floor topography funnels events.

[PM]

MP/R, W, PB, CV

1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP), provide input to ensure the RCP contains
strong provisions relating to the identification and management of natural hazard risk.
2.1 Develop a long term coastal hazard strategy and management plan for Whangarei District that
undertakes a comprehensive evaluation of coastal hazard risks and management options.
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 2.1

Develop a long term coastal hazard strategy and management plan for Whangarei District that
undertakes a comprehensive evaluation of coastal hazard risks and management options.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Explanation

Coastal hazards are an important consideration for many coastal settlements in Whangarei, especially
near beaches and estuaries. Coastal hazards can include coastal erosion and coastal inundation. In
terms of climate change effect, the main specific consideration for the coast is potential sea level rise
and whether this will have a significant impact on coastal erosion or inundation. Much of Whangarei’s
coastline is identified in the District Plan as coastal hazard areas and any future review of hazard risk and
management options needs to take these into account. The development of a long term coastal hazard
strategy and management plan for Whangarei is identified as a district wide action. WDC should work
collaboratively with the NRC when developing the long term coastal hazard strategy and management
plan for Whangarei. Particular attention should be made to the provision relating to coastal hazards in the
NZCPS 2010.

3

NRC

WDC

Low

Strategies,
Plans

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Low/Medium

Strategies,
Plans

[PM]

During development of new structure plans, and reviews of existing structure plans, ensure that
natural hazard risks are identified and avoided, mitigated or remedied.

Explanation

To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy. In determining the suitability of land for different purposes in these documents, the
presence of natural hazard risk should be taken into account. Areas of high risk from natural hazards
should be avoided when determining the spatial distribution of land uses.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

When releasing land from existing structure plans into the District Plan, ensure that areas with
significant natural hazard risks are avoided.

Explanation

Some areas identified in the structure plans for future residential growth have substantial natural hazard
risk. Should a District Plan change be required to release land from a structure plan into the District Plan,
natural hazard constraints should be used to evaluate the preferred location of land to accommodate
growth whilst avoiding an increase in natural hazard risk. This would also include avoidance of significant
indigenous vegetation that provides a range of ecosystem services which mitigate natural hazard risks.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

Examine and review the effectiveness of natural hazards provisions (objectives, policies, and
methods including rules) in the District Plan and improve existing provisions as necessary.

Explanation

As information and knowledge about natural hazards and risks is generated, then this will need to be
incorporated within the District Plan by way of plan changes. In addition, the RPS is expected to provide
new direction in the management of natural hazard risk, and provide new tools to mitigate risk. When
these are combined with the new provisions on coastal hazards found in the NZCPS, it is expected that
plan changes will be necessary to give effect to both these documents. A specific area of concern is the
desirability of including land instability provisions into the District Plan. A series of maps for urban and
coastal areas that are subject to land instability risk have been prepared. These maps identified the risk
associated with instability in many parts of the district. As yet they have not been included as part of the
District Plan, although reference is made as part of the Environmental Engineering Standards that are
incorporated by reference into the District Plan. Maps of instability risk are available publicly, including
online maps. To ensure consistency in their usage, a stand-alone plan change may be required to
incorporate the maps into the District Plan and develop provisions for their use.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]
Action 4.1

Ensure that the identification and management of natural hazard risk is included within
asset /activity management plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs), along with budgetary
commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

All activities that require Council resources (financial or otherwise) need to be incorporated within the
budgeting functions of the LTP. Consideration of an additional development contribution policy or targeted
rate within the LTP may be necessary to undertake actions (including the installation of soft infrastructure)
to reduce natural hazard risk. Resources could be made available to undertake council initiated
complementary works that would effectively ‘boost’ actions required of new development activities.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

All

Action 2.3

All

Action 2.4

Investigate options for managing existing risk in developed areas that already have substantial
natural hazard constraints, including developing community response plans for vulnerable
locations and mitigation of natural hazard risk during the development process.

Explanation

In recent years, Council has facilitated the development of community response plans in several coastal
communities. Community response plans should be extended to other parts of the district facing natural
hazard risk. During assessment ensure that planning (including civil defence) takes vulnerability (physical,
social, and economic) into account in the development of action plans. Locations which may appear to
be especially economically vulnerable (based upon deprivation statistics) to natural hazard risk are found
around Oakura, parts of the Mangakahia Valley, and around Whananaki. In addition, present and future
aged populations in other areas may also be vulnerable. Waipu, Parua Bay and Whangarei City are all
potential risk areas for populations over 65, and this needs to be taken into account during civil defence
planning and in the development of community response plans.

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G,
F, Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

Action 5.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with property owners,
developers, external bodies, stakeholders, other councils, and the public on the risks associated
with natural hazards, together with management options.

Explanation

The use of information, education and advocacy could encourage voluntary behaviours to reduce natural
hazard risk in general. Of special note are the efforts that Council has made in reducing risk in several key
places, including the support given to developing Community Response Plans, especially in relation to
tsunami risk, as well as initiatives and media releases by Council on preparedness for local communities.
However, given the levels of population churn noted in the Demographic Background Report, awareness
of potential risks may not be widespread. On-going campaigns to outline potential risk will always be
needed. For example, the recent instalment of the tsunami sirens and signage in some coastal nodes
is useful, but visitors and new migrants to these areas may be unaware of their significance. There is a
specific need to implement a public awareness campaign for new migrants to Whangarei District that
ensures natural hazard risks are understood and planned for. Potential avenues of communication would
include using the services of the Migrant Settlement Support Office to communicate risk.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Information

[PM, IS]

/Education/
Collaboration
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All

Action 3.1

MP/R, W, PB, CV

Action 2.2

[PM]

[PM, CS]

All

3.3

Biodiversity

The district also contains 62,323ha of acutely and chronically threatened environments (23%).
Approximately 12% of the land area of the district is categorised as ‘acutely threatened’, meaning that
less than 10% of indigenous vegetation remains. In addition 11% is classified as ‘chronically threatened’
signalling that less than 20% of indigenous vegetation remains. These areas correlate to National
Priority 1 in the Statement of National Priorities for Protection and Policy 2 in the Proposed National
Policy Statement on Indigenous Biodiversity. Areas of vegetation associated with land environments
that have 20% or less remaining in indigenous vegetation cover are specified as a matter of national
importance under the Resource Management Act. In the years from 1997 – 2002, 284ha (0.4%) of
indigenous land cover such as fernland, grey scrub, broadleaved indigenous hardwoods, and manuka/
kanuka was lost from the district. Additionally, 16% of new lots created from 1996 – 2009, and 12% of
land use consents were located or partly located within a significant natural area identified as part of
the Protected Natural Areas Programme. Twenty-six percent of new lots and 25% of land use consents
were granted within North Island brown kiwi habitat (1996 – 2009). Pressures such as these are
contributing to biodiversity loss locally and nationally, as national and regional state of the environment
reports indicate a continuing loss of biodiversity.
There is a range of legislation and national policy that addresses the need to protect biodiversity in New
Zealand. These include: Reserves Act 1977, which provides for reserves and conservation covenants to
be established; Conservation Act 1987, which established the Department of Conservation; Resource
Management Act 1991, which includes protection of significant indigenous vegetation and significant
habitats of indigenous fauna as a matter of national importance and the maintenance of indigenous
biodiversity as a function of local and regional authorities; Treaty of Waitangi responsibilities under
various statutes; the New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy 2000, which established a framework for the
conservation and management of biodiversity, and the recently proposed National Policy Statement
on Indigenous biodiversity, which aims to set a baseline for what is considered significant indigenous
vegetation, and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, require that these areas be taken into account
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However, the sustainability of our natural environment is under pressure from many threats facing
biodiversity, including habitat destruction, introduced pests, weeds and pollution. National and regional
state of the environment reports indicate a continuing loss of biodiversity due to these threats. Ecosystem
degradation and habitat loss occurs as humans expand their activities and alter land uses. There are
205 at risk and threatened species present within the district, all of which are subject to pressures of
one form or another. Forty five are described as ‘threatened’ and 160 as ‘at risk’. Of the total, 117 are
animals such as the New Zealand fairy tern, brown teal (Pateke), North Island brown kiwi and longtailed bat. Eighty-eight of the species are plants such as Kakabeak and the royal fern. Between the
2002 and 2005 update of the New Zealand Threat Classification System, species present within the
district that were considered to have genuinely worsened in threat status included: grey duck (serious
decline to nationally endangered), ornate skink (not threatened to gradual decline) and forest ringlet
butterfly (gradual decline to serious decline).

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

The natural environment of the Whangarei District contains many and varied landscapes, providing a
diverse range of habitats and promoting a high level of biodiversity. Habitats vary from the extensive
lowlands of the Hikurangi Swamp, to some 270km of coastline - with the harbour supporting over 10,000
waterbirds - rolling pasture land, volcanic scoria cones supporting volcanic broadleaf forests, and 17
major river catchments. Indigenous forest covers 22% of the district, and the district is also home to
populations and breeding sites of North Island brown kiwi, Pateke (brown teal), Hochstetter’s frog, and
the New Zealand fairy tern. Whangarei District is also home to 220 regionally significant species such
as the New Zealand scaup, kukupa (native wood pigeon), and banded kokopu. The natural environment
plays an important role in defining the character of the district. It has been shown that one of the main
reasons people move to Northland is the quality of the environment, and the main reason for staying,
is again the environment. Development such as tourism, agriculture, forestry, fishing, aquaculture, and
mining are all dependent upon sustained and managed natural resources including biodiversity. Thus,
a sustainable economy is also dependent upon a sustainable natural environment.

in resource management decisions and that they be included in resource management planning
documents.
In terms of formal protection, only a small proportion of land in the Whangarei District is protected for
biodiversity values - approximately 9% of land area. This includes public conservation land (Department
of Conservation), Whangarei District Council reserves and conservation covenants, Northland Regional
Council Community Pest Control Areas, Queen Elizabeth II open space covenants, Nga Whenua Rahui
kawenata (covenants on Maori land), Fish and game wetlands and a New Zealand Forest Restoration
Trust reserve.
Other conservation measures in the district include animal and plant pest control programmes undertaken
by the Northland Regional Council as part of their pest management strategies; they also provide
funding to private landowners to restore and protect biodiversity. The Department of conservation runs
captive breeding, release and translocation programmes for threatened and endangered species and
Whangarei District Council establishes conservation covenants as conditions of subdivision consent
and has provided funding to the Queen Elizabeth II National Trust for establishing further covenants. In
addition there are numerous community initiatives in the district to protect biodiversity, including 25 land
care groups, eight coast care and four weedbuster groups. Other organisations such as the Biodiversity
Northland Forum, New Zealand Kiwi Foundation and Fish and Game New Zealand are involved in
protecting biodiversity. Many farmers and landowners are also undertaking valuable biodiversity
conservation and enhancement initiatives on private land.
Despite a statutory framework for biodiversity protection, formal protection of biodiversity and the
many good initiatives undertaken by community groups, indicator data suggests that statutory
objectives relating to indigenous biodiversity in the district such as ‘protection of areas of significant
indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna from inappropriate subdivision,
use and development’ are not being met. As the population in the district increases in future, along
with increased development activity, pressures on biodiversity will increase, making it more difficult to
achieve biodiversity objectives. Future development and growth will continue to threaten biodiversity
in the Whangarei District. While it is recognised that this growth is necessary, much can be done to
reduce its impact on biodiversity. By consolidating growth and intensifying development in already
compromised areas, the effects on biodiversity can be reduced. However, there will be an ongoing
need for more formal protection of critically threatened areas to protect them from potential impacts
associated with further development, along with increased efforts to protect existing biodiversity from
current and potential threats. These methods, along with others over the next 30/50 years are outlined
in this section on implementing the Growth Strategy in order to enable sustainable growth and provide
for biodiversity.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Biodiversity Background Report

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan, Resource Consents
4. Economic/Financial Instruments
5. Activity/Asset Management Plans, Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure that
biodiversity issues in the Whangarei District are addressed, and that a statutory framework for protecting
indigenous biodiversity values, and managing threats to biodiversity, is identified and implemented at
a regional level.
Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan
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1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP) and Regional Water and Soil Plan
(RWSP), provide input to ensure strong provisions for protecting biodiversity values and managing
threats to biodiversity are included.
2.1 Develop a long term biodiversity strategy and management plan which identifies and prioritises
areas of significant biodiversity values and provides a management framework for the protection of
biodiversity in the Whangarei District.

Action 1.2

During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP) and Regional Water and Soil Plan
(RWSP), provide input to ensure strong provisions for protecting biodiversity values, and
managing threats to biodiversity, are included.

Explanation

It is now a statutory requirement of the NZCPS to identify areas where the protection of natural features
and natural landscapes, and preserving natural character, requires objectives, policies and rules in
the coastal environment, and include those provisions. In addition, the proposed NPS on Indigenous
Biodiversity will require areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous
fauna to be identified on planning maps. These areas will have to be included in the RCP, RWSP, and
also translated into the District Plan. Strong rules and provisions to protect biodiversity in these areas
should also be included in order to achieve statutory objectives relating to biodiversity. Other methods in
plans should also be retained/strengthened to control activities that can indirectly impact on indigenous
biodiversity, such as land clearance and drainage.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

NRC

WDC, DoC

Current
Resources

RCP, RWSP

2.2 During development of new structure plans and reviews of existing structure plans, ensure that
information on biodiversity is included and taken into account, including areas identified for protection.
3.1 Implement the requirements of national strategies and national policy statements relating to
indigenous biodiversity and undertake changes to the District Plan when required.
3.2 Include effective provisions in the District Plan to protect areas of significant indigenous vegetation
and significant habitats of indigenous fauna e.g. no cat/dog covenants. Identify on the planning maps
areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna.
3.3 Adopt a strategic approach that takes cumulative effects of development on indigenous biodiversity
into account when assessing resource consents in areas of significant indigenous vegetation and
significant habitats of indigenous fauna. Also ensure conditions on consents are adequate to protect
indigenous biodiversity, particularly on consents close to areas of significant indigenous vegetation and
significant habitats of indigenous fauna.

[PM, WS]
Action 2.1

Develop a long term biodiversity strategy and management plan which identifies and prioritises
areas of significant biodiversity values and provides a management framework for the protection
of biodiversity in the Whangarei District.

Explanation

A long term, strategic approach is needed to address the maintenance and enhancement of biodiversity
in the district. A biodiversity strategy will help to identify and prioritise areas of significant indigenous
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna, identify and provide tools to address the main
threats to biodiversity, prioritise areas where biodiversity is most susceptible to these threats and identify
actions and methods to help restore degraded areas. As part of the strategy, remnant indigenous
vegetation, serving as ecological linkages should be identified and a policy developed for obtaining these
through reserves and esplanade reserves and/or strips when the opportunity arises. Priority locations
could include esplanade priority areas, and riparian margins in areas of significant indigenous vegetation,
significant habitats of indigenous fauna, or in an integral part of a catchment. The proposed biodiversity
strategy will complement the existing reserves strategy, future rural strategy and proposed landscape
strategy.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC, DoC

Low

Strategies,
Plans

4.1 Consider the use of economic instruments, including financial incentives for protection of biodiversity
to assist and advise landowners in protecting biodiversity on private land.
5.1 Include biodiversity protection and enhancement initiatives in asset/activity management plans
and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) when appropriate, along with budgetary commitments and funding
sources.
6.1 Promote and consider initiating formal protection mechanisms for areas of significant indigenous
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna where they are not protected already, e.g.
purchasing land for reserves, open space covenants, regional parks and Nga Whenua Rahui kawenata.
6.2 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, landcare/coastcare groups) to promote integrated
management of natural resources and protection and enhancement of biodiversity.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in decisions regarding biodiversity
management in the Whangarei District.

[PM]
Action 2.2

During development of new structure plans and reviews of existing structure plans, ensure that
information on biodiversity is included and taken into account, including areas identified for
protection.

Explanation

To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy. In determining the suitability of land for different purposes, the presence of areas
of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna should be taken into
account and identified for protection.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC,

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure that
biodiversity issues in the Whangarei District are addressed, and that a statutory framework for
protecting indigenous biodiversity values and managing threats to biodiversity is identified and
implemented at a regional level.

Explanation

The protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous
fauna is a matter of national importance under section 6 of the RMA. In addition, a specific function of
regional councils is the establishment, implementation and review of objectives, policies and methods
for maintaining indigenous biological diversity (section 30). The RPS for Northland provides the overall
direction for resource management issues in the region. It is important to have a robust framework for
biodiversity protection in place at the regional level, whilst incorporating the ability for district-specific
issues to be addressed.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC, DoC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM]
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Action 4.1

Consider the use of economic instruments, including financial incentives for protection of
biodiversity to assist and advise landowners in protecting biodiversity on private land.

Explanation

In line with the New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy, 2000, the Government has sought to respond to the
identified decline in biodiversity. Several national policy statements have been released or are proposed
that address biodiversity in some way, including the NZCPS, NPS on Freshwater Management, and the
proposed NPS on Indigenous Biodiversity. The proposed NPS on Indigenous Biodiversity will require
certain areas to be regarded as significant indigenous vegetation or significant habitats of indigenous
fauna under s.6 of the RMA. The criteria for identifying these areas will have to be included in regional
policy statements, and the areas taken into account in resource management decisions, and included in
resource management planning documents. The NZCPS has also made it mandatory to identify areas
of natural character and outstanding landscapes (which include biodiversity elements) in the coastal
environment. By undertaking these actions, more information will be available in order to take biodiversity
into account by resource management decision makers.

Explanation

Providing financial incentives to landowners for biodiversity enhancement can assist in restoring
and maintaining indigenous biodiversity on private land – where a significant proportion of remaining
indigenous biodiversity is located. Financial incentives may be in the form of direct funding for restoration
and enhancement works, or additional development rights or rates relief for the protection of areas of
significant indigenous vegetation, or significant habitats of indigenous fauna. In the past, council utilised
an environmental enhancement fund to assist landowners to improve biodiversity on private land, and
this may be considered in future. Funding can also enhance relationships between council and the
community.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC

DoC, NRC

Low

Economic
Instruments

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

Low/Medium

District Plan

[PM]
Action 3.2

Include effective provisions in the District Plan to protect areas of significant indigenous
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna e.g. no cat/dog covenants. Identify on the
planning maps areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous
fauna.

Explanation

There are existing policies and methods in the District Plan relating to protecting biodiversity, such as
indigenous vegetation clearance rules, esplanade reserve provisions avoiding the introduction of plant
and animal pests, and recognising that dogs, cats and mustelids are a significant threat to kiwi. However,
these provisions are not proving effective in achieving statutory objectives relating to biodiversity
protection. There need to be specific policies targeted towards areas of significant indigenous vegetation
and significant habitats of indigenous fauna to direct resource management planning and decision-making
to consider biodiversity issues, rather than it being only one of the considerations at consent stage. To
achieve this action, areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna
need to be identified and included in the District Plan, as outlined in the proposed NPS on Indigenous
Biodiversity.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC

NRC, DoC

Low

District Plan

All

[PM]
Action 5.1

Include biodiversity protection and enhancement initiatives in asset/activity management plans
and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) when appropriate, along with budgetary commitments and
funding sources.

Explanation

Specific actions relating to protecting biodiversity will need to be undertaken over the lifetime of the
Growth Strategy. Such actions could include negotiating covenants, purchasing land for reserves, or
undertaking restoration and enhancement of natural areas, particularly in Whangarei City. These actions
can be prioritised and included in a timely manner into asset and activity management plans and the LTP
where appropriate. Any budgetary commitments and funding sources should also be included in these
documents.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Adopt a strategic approach that takes cumulative effects of development on indigenous
biodiversity into account when assessing resource consents in areas of significant indigenous
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna. Also ensure conditions on consents are
adequate to protect indigenous biodiversity, particularly on consents close to areas of significant
indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna.

Explanation

Planning for the protection of biodiversity should be pro-active. While considering biodiversity issues
at consents stage is beneficial, leaving it until this stage allows the potential for long-term biodiversity
protection to be compromised by the cumulative effects of development. Having a biodiversity strategy
in place will help to assess resource consents in terms of where they may impact upon areas of
significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna cumulatively. Strong rules
and provisions to protect biodiversity in these areas should also be included in the District Plan in order
to achieve statutory objectives relating to biodiversity. Measures could include imposing mitigation
measures to minimise any impact to the environment associated with resource consents applications,
e.g. management plans specifying fencing, exclusion of stock, animal and plant pest control, restrictions
on pest animals and plants able to be kept, no cat/dog covenants, re-vegetation, payment of a bond to
ensure measures are carried out, and monitoring of consent conditions for up to five years. To achieve
this action, areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna need to
be identified and included in the District Plan, as outlined in the proposed NPS on Indigenous Biodiversity.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2/On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Resource
Consents

[PM, RC]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Medium

AMPs, LTP

[PM, G, F, Re]
Action 6.1

Promote and consider initiating formal protection mechanisms for areas of significant indigenous
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna where they are not protected already,
e.g. purchasing land for reserves, open space covenants, regional parks and Nga Whenua Rahui
kawenata.

Explanation

Further protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous
fauna is an effective way to increase protection of biodiversity values. From time to time the opportunity
arises to acquire land that would benefit from the protection of biodiversity values. In these cases,
the creation of regional parks, formal reserves, or other protection mechanisms should be considered
when the opportunity arises. Protection could be targeted towards areas of significant indigenous
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna that are as yet unprotected, e.g. Brynderwyns.
Creation of formally protected areas come at a high cost however, and may only be possible in the long
term. Voluntary protection mechanisms for biodiversity also exist for private landowners in the form of
conservation covenants, or QEII open space covenants. Some funding is already provided to the QEII
Trust for the creation of QEII covenants in the district, and this should be continued.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

Medium/High

Advocacy,
Infrastructure,
AMPs, LTPs

[PM]
Action 3.3

Support
Agencies

PART A:

Implement the requirements of national strategies and national policy statements relating to
indigenous biodiversity and undertake changes to the District Plan when required.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 3.1

[PM, PR, MR]

All
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Action 6.2

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, landcare/coastcare groups) to promote
integrated management of natural resources and protection and enhancement of biodiversity.

Explanation

Inter-agency collaboration is crucial in securing outcomes for biodiversity. It also ensures the most
efficient use of resources possible, in a typically underfunded sector. Collaboration efforts could include
undertaking joint management strategies where areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant
habitats of indigenous fauna cross boundaries, e.g. Brynderwyns. The community also places importance
on biodiversity and environmental values, but may be unaware of the scale of pressures and threats
facing these. Promoting awareness of these pressures and methods of protection/mitigation will enhance
the importance of biodiversity values in the district, and create public support for their protection. It
is important that WDC liaises with other agencies, provides information when necessary, and works
collaboratively when required to ensure optimal outcomes for biodiversity.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC, BN, Low
Land/Coast
Care Groups

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method
Education/
Advocacy/
Collaboration

All

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in decisions regarding biodiversity
management in the Whangarei District.

Explanation

Maori have a long historical association with the Whangarei District. Many sites of significance and
important resources of Maori association are included within the district boundaries. A significant amount
of land in Whangarei District is classified as Maori land. Future settlements of Treaty claims may return
more land to Maori and/or co-management arrangements for assets or resources. Production of iwi
and hapu management plans such as the Te Iwi o Ngatiwai Iwi Environmental Policy Document (2007),
Patuharakeke Te iwi Trust Board (Inc.) Environmental Plan (2007) and Ngati Hine Iwi Environmental
Management Plan (2008) has also brought resource management issues of Maori to light. It is essential
that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to
biodiversity and natural resource management in the district.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources/
Low

Tangata
Whenua

[PM, MR]

All

3.4

Landscape/Natural Character

The Whangarei District has a wide range of landscapes. These include rural lifestyle, pastoral land,
forestry, bush clad hills, river-scapes, and diverse coastal landscapes. Landscapes are in part comprised
of the natural features of the land – the combination of landforms, coast, rivers, and wetlands and the
vegetation that grows on the land’s surface, ranging from naturally occurring bush to cultivated pasture.
These are further defined by the way buildings, roads and other structures, including those of cultural
significance, are set amongst them. Landscapes are also perceptual, in that they can mean different
things to different people. The district is well endowed with landscapes of high scenic values, coastal
areas of high natural character and a unique geology forming significant natural features. Additionally
a high proportion of the district is regarded as having aesthetically pleasing qualities (amenity) within
which to live, work and play. These natural characteristics give the district a special sense of place and
make the district unique.
Landscapes are an important aspect of the district. In a study by the Ministry for Culture and
Heritage (2008), landscape and the environment were regarded as the most important contributors
to New Zealand’s sense of identity, over and above history, culture, sport, or science and technology.
Landscapes contribute to health and well being, enjoyment, and quality of life values. They are the
setting in which we live, work and play. Landscapes also contribute to peoples ‘sense of place’, which
describes the essence of a place that people gain through experience and knowledge of an area.
Landscapes are also important for economic reasons. In the Whangarei District, our landscapes are
particularly important, as the naturalness and beauty they contain are the reason many people live in,
and visit the area. One of the main reasons people move to Northland is the quality of the environment,
and the main reason for staying is again, the environment. Tourism is an important contributor to the
local economy, and landscape is a strong attractor for visitors to the Northland Region and Whangarei
District. Thus the identification and protection of significant landscapes is vital for a sustainable
economy, as well as environment.
The statutory framework for landscape management and protection is established by the RMA. This
requires councils to protect the natural character of the coastal environment, wetlands, lakes and rivers
and their margins, and to protect outstanding natural features and landscapes from inappropriate
subdivision, use and development as matters of national importance (section 6). The Resource
Management Act Amendment Act 2003 added further emphasis to the concept of ‘cultural landscapes’
in protecting historic heritage as a matter of national importance, by extending the definition of historic
heritage to include “surroundings associated with natural and physical resources”. Heritage is sometimes
imbedded in the land rather than in individual items or sites, and certain landscapes are imbued with
cultural and spiritual significance, in particular for Maori. Councils are also required to have particular
regard to the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values, the quality of the environment (of which
landscape is a subset), and the finite characteristics of natural and physical resources (section 7). The
Local Government Act 2002 also requires councils to act in accordance with a sustainable development
approach, including the need to enhance the quality of the environment (section 14).
Other documents formulated under the RMA, including the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement,
Regional Policy Statement, Regional Coastal Plan for Northland, Regional Water and Soil Plan for
Northland and the Whangarei District Plan are all required to address landscape protection. The mandate
for landscape protection set out in the RMA is passed down through these documents, each addressing
particular aspects and scales of protection, at national, regional and local levels. The New Zealand
Coastal Policy Statement makes the protection of the natural character of the coast and the protection
of landscapes, seascapes and landforms national priorities. In terms of subdivision, use or development
in areas of the coastal environment, the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement prescribes that activities
on the coast should not have significant adverse effects on the coastal environment or amenity values.
It directs policy statements and plans to identify landscape features that are important to the region
or district, give them adequate protection from inappropriate subdivision, use and development, and
define what appropriate uses might be. It also directs them to recognise how open space is an important
contributor to the coastal environment.
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It is necessary first to define or classify landscapes and natural features in order to protect them, as
required under the RMA. There also need to be appropriate policies and methods to protect identified
landscapes from ‘inappropriate subdivision, use and development’ in regional and district plans. To this
end, a landscape assessment of the Northland Region, including the Whangarei District was carried
out in 1995 by LA4 Landscape Architects. The report recommended that certain areas be classified
as ‘outstanding’ in accordance with the provisions of the RMA while other areas were deemed to be
‘significant’ at the district level. The Northland Regional Council adopted the areas of outstanding
landscape in the LA4 recommendation. A map of these areas is available for use on their GIS domain,
but the data is not included in the Regional Policy Statement, even though this document contains
policies regarding outstanding landscapes and outstanding natural features. The recommendations
of the LA4 study applied to the three Northland districts of Whangarei, Kaipara and the Far North.
However, the approach and translation into district plans adopted by each territorial authority in using
the landscape assessment was different, resulting in differing standards across Northland, rather than
a coherent, consistent regional approach.

Implementation Methods

The highly valued landscapes in Whangarei District are under threat from development pressure.
Historically, there has been a high level of subdivision and development activity in the district outside
of the main urban centres. Subdivision trends within the district occurring over the last 15 years
indicate much subdivision occurring within identified outstanding and notable landscapes, and high
amenity areas. During the period 1995-2009, 14.5% of all land use consents were granted in identified
‘significant’ or ‘outstanding’ landscape areas as classified according to the LA4 landscape assessment.
Also, 38% of building consents and 43% of new lots created from subdivision occurred within these
areas. Approximately 22% of significant landscapes (category 5), and 20% of outstanding landscapes
(categories 6 and 7) have already been altered by subdivision. In addition, important landscapes in the
district continue to be threatened with loss of natural character. This is particularly evident in coastal
areas such as Langs beach, and increasingly on the Tutukaka Coast.

1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP) provide input to ensure strong provisions
for protecting natural features and landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating areas of natural
character in the coastal environment, are included.

PART A:

Currently, regulatory and other provisions in place to protect outstanding natural features and landscapes,
and preserve natural character of the coast, are not working as they should. Areas where we need to
protect landscapes and natural character from the pressures of development need to be agreed upon,
and measures put in place to ensure this protection occurs. Whangarei is a district which places a heavy
emphasis on its natural environment, coastline and recreational attributes in promoting itself as a visitor
destination, and place to relocate. Despite strong statutory requirements, and the obvious benefits to
the district of protecting our iconic landscapes, they continue to be under threat from inappropriate
subdivision, use and development. The cumulative effects of (mainly) residential development in these
landscapes are adversely affecting the very values that make them, and our district, unique, and give it
its distinctive ‘sense of place’. If this continues, the natural legacy left to subsequent generations will be
much poorer than that inherited from previous generations.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

The landscapes in our district need to be protected from development of a type and scale that
threatens to overwhelm the very attributes that make them special. For this to happen a clear,
consistent methodology in identifying outstanding and significant landscapes needs to be developed
and provisions need to be established to ensure protection. Moreover, a collaborative approach is
needed to classify landscapes and ensure better consistency in applying the findings of landscape
assessments. There also needs to be better integrated management between terrestrial landscapes
and those in the coastal marine area, and vice versa. This requires co-ordination between regional and
territorial authorities. Landscape protection, including the identification, classification and regulation
of outstanding and significant landscapes should be undertaken on a Northland-wide basis, so that
a coherent and consistent approach is adopted at a regional level. For this to happen, the Northland
Regional Council must take a leading role, and a collaborative approach amongst all local authorities
on the Northland peninsula is necessary. In the meantime, however, Whangarei District Council must
ensure landscape protection is effective within the Whangarei District.

1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan, Resource Consents
4. Asset/Activity Management Plans, Long Term Plan
5. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
6. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure a
statutory framework for protecting natural features and landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating
areas of natural character in the coastal environment, is identified and implemented at a regional level.

2.1 Develop a long term landscape strategy and management plan which identifies and classifies
existing landscapes and natural features and areas of natural character, and provides a management
framework to protect and enhance landscape and natural character within the district.
2.2 During development of new structure plans and reviews of existing structure plans, identify for
protection outstanding landscapes and/or features and areas of high natural character in the coastal
environment.
3.1 Include effective provisions in the District Plan to protect outstanding natural landscapes and
features and areas of high natural character from inappropriate subdivision, use and development.
Identify on the planning maps areas of outstanding landscape value and high natural character.
3.2 Adopt a strategic approach that takes cumulative effects of development on landscapes and natural
character into account when assessing resource consents in sensitive landscape areas. Also ensure
conditions on consents are adequate to protect landscape and natural character values, particularly in
growth areas.
4.1 Include protecting natural features and landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating areas of
natural character in the coastal environment, in asset/activity management plans and future Long Term
Plans (LTPs) when appropriate along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
5.1 Promote, and consider using where appropriate, formal protection mechanisms for areas with high
landscape and natural character values where they are not protected already, e.g. purchasing land for
reserves, open space covenants, regional parks and Nga Whenua Rahui kawenata.
5.2 Provide information to, liaise with and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies, property owners, developers, government agencies, other councils, environmental groups,
resident/ratepayers groups and the public on the identification and protection of natural features and
landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating areas of natural character in the coastal environment.
6.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in decisions over identifying and
protecting natural features and landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating areas of natural character
in the coastal environment.
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Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure
a statutory framework for protecting natural features and landscapes, and preserving and
rehabilitating areas of natural character in the coastal environment, is identified and implemented
at a regional level.

Explanation

Landscape protection, particularly the protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from
inappropriate subdivision, use and development is a matter of national importance under section 6 of
the RMA. The identification, classification and regulation of these should be undertaken on a regionwide basis. This is important to ensure a consistent, coherent approach in protecting landscapes and
ensures integrated management of important natural resources that span district boundaries. The RPS
for Northland provides the overall direction for resource management issues in the region. It is important
to have a robust framework for landscape protection in place at the regional level, whilst incorporating the
ability for district-specific issues to be addressed.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC, DoC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM]
Action 1.2

During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP) provide input to ensure strong
provisions for protecting natural features and landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating areas
of natural character in the coastal environment, are included.

Explanation

There needs to be better integrated management between terrestrial landscapes and those in the coastal
marine area, including acknowledgement that land based activities have impacts on landscapes in
the coastal marine area and vice versa. This will require co-ordination between regional and territorial
authorities, and the relevant planning documents. In addition, it is now a statutory requirement of the
NZCPS to identify areas where the protection of natural features and natural landscapes, and preserving
natural character, requires objectives, policies and rules in the coastal environment, and include those
provisions. It is important and now mandatory that the RPS and RCP identify outstanding landscapes and
natural features and areas of high natural character in the coastal environment and include methods for
their protection.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

NRC

WDC, DoC

Current
Resources

RCP

[PM]

ON, WC, MP/R, PB, W, CV

During development of new structure plans and reviews of existing structure plans, identify for
protection outstanding landscapes and features and/or areas of high natural character in the
coastal environment.

Explanation

To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the
Growth Strategy. In determining the suitability of land for different purposes, the presence of outstanding
natural landscapes and features and areas of high natural character in the coastal environment should be
taken into account. Identified areas of outstanding landscape and features and/or areas of high natural
character should be avoided for future residential or industrial use.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

All

Action 3.1

Include effective provisions in the District Plan to protect outstanding natural landscapes
and features and areas of high natural character from inappropriate subdivision, use and
development. Identify on the planning maps areas of outstanding landscape value and high
natural character.

Explanation

There are existing restrictions on development in outstanding and notable landscapes in the District Plan,
such as indigenous vegetation clearance and earthworks rules. However, the underlying environment
subdivision rules still apply in outstanding landscapes (i.e. countryside, coastal countryside). These
provisions are not proving effective in achieving the objective and statutory requirement of preserving
outstanding landscapes and natural features and natural character of the coastal environment in some
areas. Consideration could be made to develop specific subdivision criteria in outstanding landscapes
and features. There also need to be rules relating to location of buildings in relation to ridgelines and
prominent headlands. The relevant outcome of any future landscape assessments (e.g. outstanding
landscapes, areas of high natural character in the coastal environment) should be identified on District
Plan maps. In addition, the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement will also require specific methods
relating to the protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes and preservation of natural
character in the coastal environment.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

NRC, DoC

Low

District Plan

[PM]

Action 2.1

Develop a long term landscape strategy and management plan which identifies and classifies
existing landscapes and natural features and areas of natural character, and provides a
management framework to protect and enhance landscape and natural character values within the
district.

Explanation

A crucial part of a long term landscape strategy is the identification and classification of landscapes in
the district. Identifying outstanding natural landscapes and features and areas of high natural character
on the coast is critical to ensuring that their values will be protected. Currently there are no nationally
agreed assessment criteria (i.e. there is no national policy statement) as yet, so the criteria used to
assess landscape and natural features need to be well-defined and consistently applied at the outset of
the assessment. An original assessment of the district from 1995 will likely require updating. It is also now
a legal requirement of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement to identify areas where the protection
of natural features and natural landscapes, and preserving natural character in the coastal environment
requires objectives, policies and rules in planning documents. The identification of these areas will likely
form part of an overall assessment undertaken as part of the strategy. The outcome of this assessment
can be used when identifying landscapes values and protection in structure plans and the District Plan.
A management framework should also form a part of the strategy to prioritise areas for protection and
actions relating to protecting natural features and landscapes and preserving and rehabilitating areas
of natural character in the coastal environment. The strategy should be based on a regional framework
established by NRC to ensure a consistent approach across all of Northland. However, if NRC does not
set up such a framework WDC needs to proceed on a district basis.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC, KDC,
FNDC, DoC

Low/

Strategies,
Plans

[PM]

Action 2.2

Medium
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Action 3.2

Adopt a strategic approach that takes cumulative effects of development on landscapes and
natural character into account when assessing resource consents in sensitive landscape areas.
Also ensure conditions on consents are adequate to protect landscape and natural character
values, particularly in growth areas.

Explanation

Addressing landscape issues at the consents stage, has the potential for long-term landscape protection
to be compromised by cumulative effects of development, if these are not properly considered. Having
a strategy in place to assess resource consents in terms of where they may impact landscape values
cumulatively, will help to ensure decisions are made with regard to protecting these values. Utilising
conditions on consents can minimise any localised impacts to landscape values associated with resource
consents applications, e.g. adhering to landscape guidelines, restrictions on building height, colour.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Resource
Consents

[RC, PM]

Action 6.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in decisions over identifying and
protecting natural features and landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating areas of natural
character in the coastal environment.

Explanation

Specific actions relating to protecting natural features and landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating
areas of natural character in the coastal environment, will need to be undertaken over the course of the
Growth Strategy. These actions can be prioritised and included in a timely manner into asset and activity
management plans and the LTP where appropriate. Any budgetary commitments and funding sources
should also be included in these documents.

Explanation

Maori have a long historical association with the Whangarei District. Many historic and cultural
landscapes of Maori association are included within the district boundaries and a significant amount of
land in Whangarei District is classified as Maori land. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu
groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to natural features and landscapes,
and preserving and rehabilitating areas of natural character in the coastal environment is assured.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC/DoC

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[PM, G, F, Re]

[MR]

Action 5.1

Promote, and consider using where appropriate, formal protection mechanisms for areas with
high landscape and natural character values where they are not protected already, e.g. purchasing
land for reserves, open space covenants, regional parks and Nga Whenua Rahui kawenata.

Explanation

Formal protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes, and areas of high natural character,
will give certainty to their long-term security. From time to time the opportunity arises to acquire land
that would benefit from the protection of landscape and natural character values. The creation of
regional parks, formal reserves, or other protection mechanisms in these areas will increase protection
for landscape values, and should be considered when the opportunity arises. These could be targeted
towards areas of high landscape value that are as yet unprotected, e.g. Ngunguru sandspit. Creation
of formally protected areas come at a high cost however, and may only be possible in the long term.
Voluntary protection mechanisms for landscape protection also exist for private landowners in the form
of conservation covenants, or QEII open space covenants. Some funding is already provided to the QEII
trust for the creation of QEII covenants in the district, and this should be continued. Nga Whenua Rahui
kawenata are covenants on Maori land which can also contribute to the protection of landscape and
natural character values.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC, Iwi/
Hapu

Medium/High

Information/
Advocacy,
AMPs/LTPs

[PM, PR]
Action 5.2

Provide information to, liaise with and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies, property owners, developers, government agencies, other councils, environmental
groups, resident/ratepayers groups and the public on the identification and protection of natural
features and landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating areas of natural character in the
coastal environment.

Explanation

Organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the implementation of the Growth Strategy,
including the protection of natural features and landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating areas
of natural character in the coastal environment. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies,
provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure
optimal outcomes. The community also places importance on landscape values, however people may be
unaware of the scale of pressures and threats facing these. Promoting awareness of these pressures and
methods of protection/mitigation (e.g. landscape guidelines) will enhance the importance of landscape
values in the district, and create public support for their protection. Liaising with other agencies with
responsibilities regarding landscape and natural character protection, such as NRC, DoC and other
Northland Councils is essential.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, FNDC,
KDC, DoC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[PM]

PART A:

Include protecting natural features and landscapes, and preserving and rehabilitating areas of
natural character in the coastal environment in asset/activity management plans and future Long
Term Plans (LTPs) when appropriate along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 4.1

All

All
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3.5

Air Quality

The overall standard of air quality in the Whangarei District is high. However, the topography around
Whangarei City creates conditions that could lead to high levels of air pollution at certain times. There is
concern that air quality is affected by emissions from vehicles and home heating, agriculture, industry,
dust, odour and spray drift. These threats are partly offset by prevailing south-westerly winds that
disperse pollutants, but also the absence of much heavy industry, the relatively low level of emissions
and a low and relatively dispersed population base. However, it is important to keep air clean and
pollutant free as possible, as poor air quality can seriously affect people’s health, plant life, the economy
(tourism, agriculture), and potentially inhibit development.
The Northland Regional Council and the Whangarei District Council are charged with the management
of air quality in the Whangarei District. The regional council controls point sources of emission, through
rules in the Regional Air Quality Plan, and conditions on air discharge consents. The district council’s
role is to manage the effects of land use and development on air quality, which it does through such
mechanisms as land use zoning and rules in the District Plan.
Under national legislation, regional councils were required to identify areas under their jurisdiction
where air quality may be an issue at times. These areas (airsheds) are now subject to the National
Environmental Standard s for Air Quality. The National Environmental Standards for Air Quality outline
acceptable threshold values for five air pollutants including: fine particles (PM10), sulphur dioxide (SO2),
carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and Ozone (O3). As part of this process, the Northland
Regional Council identified two airsheds in the Whangarei District – one covering Whangarei City, and
one at Marsden Point. In most cases, airsheds represent areas where the PM10 standard is known to
have been, or likely to be exceeded (however Marsden Point airshed was gazetted on the basis of
SO2). Originally, if levels of a pollutant exceeded the acceptable limits in the airsheds after 2013, no
new discharge permits could be issued. Under new changes in 2011, offsetting arrangements will allow
new emitters to operate, as long as the emissions are offset elsewhere in the airshed, resulting in no
net increase in emissions. Although this frees the market up somewhat, there is still the potential to
constrain development in airsheds over the next 30/50 years. Increases in domestic air emissions in
general can be expected with an increase in population and development activity over the next 30/50
years, leading to possible constraints on development, particularly within the identified airsheds.
The Marsden Point Airshed is characterised by the presence of heavy industry operations, plus the
potential for more industry to establish on the large amount of land zoned ‘Business 4’, but currently
under-utilised. In the Marsden Point Airshed, future constraints appear to be complex, given the
potential for a large increase in both population and industry. Given the potential for both significant
residential and industrial development in this airshed, air quality may well become a serious constraint
here, particularly in relation to PM10 and SO2. In the Whangarei Airshed under certain circumstances,
such as during winter night-time inversion conditions the Whangarei Airshed approaches the National
Environmental Standard for PM10. Issues such as increases in vehicle emissions and the burning of
fuel for home heating purposes may need to be considered as limiting factors in this airshed. Over a
time span of 30/50 years, additional development within the Whangarei urban area could mean that
standards are exceeded more frequently. Careful management of air emissions will be required in both
airsheds over the longer term.
As the population in the Whangarei District grows, managing the air quality, particularly within the
identified airsheds will become more and more crucial. The cumulative impact of several sources of
one contaminant, or a combination of different contaminants, may pose limits on the type and size
of development that can take place in various locations and limit sustainable growth in the district.
Methods to promote sustainable growth with regards to air quality over the next 30/50 years include
regulating emissions through statutory instruments, and also reducing emissions through such means
as using alternative energies, alternative transport, and cleaner technologies.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Air Quality Background Report
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Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan
4. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input
to ensure a statutory framework remains in place to control air quality in the Northland Region and
Whangarei District.
1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Air Quality Plan (RAQP), provide input to ensure that air
quality issues in the Whangarei District are addressed. This is critical in the two identified airsheds in
Whangarei City and Marsden Point.
2.1 When developing new structure plans and reviewing existing structure plans, take into account land
use and air quality issues, when planning the spatial arrangement of land uses and transport options,
particularly in the identified airsheds in Whangarei City and Marsden Point.
3.1 Consider applying buffer zones around land use activities with the potential to cause adverse effects
on air quality, e.g. major transport routes and industrial developments.
3.2 Consider the cumulative effects on air quality of increased concentration in domestic and industrial
activity when applying land use zoning and resource consent criteria.
4.1 Promote energy conservation, efficient use of energy and renewable energy to reduce reliance on
fossil fuels and discharges to air.
4.2 Promote alternative transport and increase options for public transport to reduce reliance on fossil
fuels and discharges to air.
4.3 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies, property owners, developers, government agencies, other councils, external groups, business
associations, resident/ratepayer groups, and the public on land use and air quality issues.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure a statutory framework remains in place to control air quality in the Northland Region and
Whangarei District.

Explanation

The Regional Policy Statement for Northland already contains and provides direction on resource
management issues in the region including air quality. It is essential to have a robust framework for air
quality management in place at a regional level.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM]
Action 1.2

During future reviews of the Regional Air Quality Plan (RAQP), provide input to ensure that
air quality issues in the Whangarei District are addressed. This is critical in the two identified
airsheds in Whangarei City and Marsden Point.

Explanation

The Regional Policy Statement and Regional Air Quality Plan for Northland provides the statutory
framework for air quality resource management in the Whangarei District. It is vital that these documents
include the right mix of policy and methods to ensure air is kept clean and healthy, including recognising
the potential of cumulative effects to impinge on air quality. In the Whangarei District, particular regard
should be taken with the two identified airsheds in Whangarei City and Marsden Point to manage
discharges and land use within these to ensure compliance with the National Environmental Standards for
Air Quality (NESAQ).

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RAQP

On-going

NRC, WDC

EECA

Low

Education,
Advocacy

[PM]

[PM, ED, IS]

Action 2.1

When developing new structure plans and reviewing existing structure plans, take into account
land use and air quality issues, when planning the spatial arrangement of land uses and transport
options, particularly in the identified airsheds in Whangarei City and Marsden Point.

Explanation

To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy. In determining the suitability of land for different purposes in these documents, the
effects of land use on air quality, and reverse sensitivity effects should be taken into account. This is
particularly important in the identified airshed in Whangarei City and Marsden Point where emissions of
some pollutants are approaching capacity under the National Environmental Standards for Air Quality.
Pro-active structure planning will also reduce reliance on private vehicle use by utilising more live/work/
play relationships within nodes, and also providing increased options for public transport and alternative
transport within nodes.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

Consider applying buffer zones around land use activities with the potential to cause adverse
effects on air quality, e.g. major transport routes and industrial developments.

Explanation

Buffer zones can mitigate adverse effects of air pollution beyond on-site mitigation by imposing an
appropriate physical distance between contaminating activities (e.g. industry) and ‘sensitive’ activities
(e.g. residential areas and schools). Land use planning under the District Plan needs to separate
potentially conflicting activities and maintain adequate buffer zones around activities with the potential
to cause adverse effects on neighbouring land uses. When processing resource consent applications,
conditions relating to buffer zones need to be considered.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

WC, MP/R, OT, K

Action 3.2

Consider the cumulative effects on air quality of increased concentration in domestic and
industrial activity when applying land use zoning and resource consent criteria.

Explanation

A long-term increase in population concentration in certain areas will increase pollution effects. There
may be development thresholds within identified airsheds, above which the NESAQ are likely to be
exceeded. There is already future development potential in the form of existing-zoned land within both
the Whangarei and Marsden point airshed that may contribute to increased PM10 emissions. Over the
long term this may constrain development, as increased emissions may lead to exceedances of the PM10
threshold of the NESAQ. The Marsden point airshed is also at capacity for SO2 emissions and the likely
cumulative effects of further development on the NESAQ in this airshed also need to be considered in any
future re-zoning, and during the consenting process.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

NRC, WDC
[PM, RC]

Support
Agencies

Promote alternative transport and increase options for public transport to reduce reliance on
fossil fuels and discharges to air.

Explanation

Whangarei District has a high reliance on private vehicles for transport. With an increasing population
over the next 30/50 years, continuance of this trend will lead to a high level of emissions from fossil fuels.
Increasing the profile of public transport, and offering more services and infrastructure will increase the
convenience of this option, and make it an easier choice for travellers. More use of alternative forms of
transport such as walking, cycling and public transport will also help to offset the increase in emissions
from private cars of a growing population and also help to offset the impacts of climate change. In
addition, consolidating growth as outlined in the long term settlement pattern will provide services in
closer proximity, reducing the need for travel throughout the district.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

NRC, WDC

Public
Transport
Providers

Medium

Education,
Advocacy

[PM, R]

WC, MP/R

Action 3.1

[RC, PM]

Action 4.2

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

District Plan,
Resource
Consents

Action 4.1

Promote energy conservation, efficient use of energy and renewable energy to reduce reliance on
fossil fuels and discharges to air.

Explanation

Reducing energy use, increasing energy efficiency, and using renewable energy will reduce fossil fuel
emissions, and therefore improve air quality. This will become increasingly important as increased
development in the district over the next 30/50 years has the potential to increase emissions, affecting air
quality, the environment and human health. Such a reduction in fossil fuel use is also important in regard
to addressing climate change.

WC, UV, GN, MP/R

Action 4.3

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies, property owners, developers, government agencies, other councils, external groups,
business associations, resident/ratepayer groups, and the public on land use and air quality
issues.

Explanation

NRC has a lead role with regard to identifying and disseminating information on air quality issues. WDC
has a supporting role, relating to the effects of subdivision and land use on air quality. Collaboration with
other agencies such as NRC and the Ministry for the Environment regarding air quality management is
also essential for the sustainable development of the district over the next 30/50 years.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

On-going

[PM]

PART A:

Lead Agency

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Priority/
Timing

All
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3.6

Water Resources

Sustainable water resources are vital to environmental, economic, social and cultural well-being. Water
is used for drinking, recreation and domestic purposes. It is used extensively in industry, agriculture, and
horticulture, and is the foundation for aquaculture and water–based tourism. Rivers, streams, lakes and
wetlands provide important ecosystem services such as water storage, groundwater recharge, flood
attenuation, recycling nutrients, trapping sediments and filtering pollution, and provide habitat for many
important indigenous species. Water also has high cultural and spiritual value to Maori as a life-giving
force, a habitat for species, and source of materials.
The Resource Management Act 1991 is the key legislation governing the management of freshwater and
coastal water resources in New Zealand. Under the Act, regional and unitary authorities are responsible
for making decisions on the allocation and use of water within their boundaries and for managing water
quality. District councils are responsible for the effects of land use on physical resources, including
water and, specifically, controlling any actual or potential effect of activities in relation to the surface
water in rivers and lakes.
The Government has issued a National Policy Statement on Freshwater Management, and a draft
National Environmental Standard on Ecological Flows and Water Levels. The National Policy Statement
creates objectives and policies regarding the management of freshwater as a matter of national
significance. These have to be given effect to in regional and district plans, thus influencing water
management at all levels. The National Environmental Standard is intended to impose limits and set
methodology for assessing the minimum amount of water required in rivers and streams to maintain
flow for social, cultural and environmental reasons.
Although the district generally receives significant rainfall, much of this water is quickly transferred
to the sea due to rivers characteristically being short and catchments relatively small. Droughts
occur periodically. These factors reinforce the fact that water availability for human use is sometimes
constrained, and at times, severely constrained. Surface and groundwater resources may already be
over-allocated in some locations, and constraints on use could worsen with future effects of climate
change (such as increased evaporation, increased droughts, lowering of water tables and sea water
intrusion of coastal aquifers). Only 5% of wetlands remain in the district and these are vulnerable to
further changes in hydrological regimes.
As a result, future development in some locations may be constrained by water availability, and
planning for such development needs to take these constraints into account. Particular concern arises
around horticultural development on the highly productive land in the Whangarei District which have
potential for increased food production with associated potential for expanding exports and necessary
employment. Aquifers underlying these soils are already under stress through over-allocation, and will
become increasingly so in the future. In particular, the Maunu, Maungatapere, Maungakaramea, Three
Mile Bush and Glenbervie aquifers are all considered ‘at risk’ due to high actual or potential demand.
At present, water of a certain volume is able to be taken as a permitted activity i.e. without resource
consent. These takes are not monitored, and so the total amount of water taken from a catchment or
aquifer is not known. The cumulative effects could add up to a significant quantity of water that is not
taken into account when making management decisions about allocation of remaining water. These
takes should be monitored so that, once minimum flows have been set, the amount of water remaining
for use can be assessed against what is already being taken. A proactive catchment-wide approach is
needed to water management, taking into account the amount of available water, existing and potential
land uses, current abstractions and accurate future allocation.
For residential, agricultural and industrial development over the next 30/50 years, water availability
needs to be factored into planning. The provision of water to areas identified for residential and
industrial development needs to be planned for by Whangarei District Council in a proactive manner to
ensure adequate water supply over the long term. The use of surface and groundwater for agricultural
(and other) activities is controlled by the Northland Regional Council. Monitoring indicates that some
catchments (particularly Wairua) and aquifers are over allocated.
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Water quality of both fresh water resources and some coastal waters in Northland and the Whangarei
District is not good. Surface fresh water is overall of poor quality and is deteriorating further. Water in
many streams and rivers is often not considered suitable for stock, or for recreational uses. Where
monitoring has occurred, water quality of lakes in the district has also been shown to be poor.
Groundwater is generally of better quality, although there needs to be more monitoring to improve data.
Coastal water in certain locations is of poor quality at particular times of the year, and on occasions
is not safe for recreational bathing or shellfish gathering. Results of monitoring indicate that water is
contaminated with human viruses and bacteria at some beaches along the Whangarei coast. In the
harbour, results indicate that there are high levels of faecal coliform in the upper reaches, and significant
concentrations of heavy metals in upper harbour sediments close to urban areas. There are numerous
contributors to poor water quality, but the four main ones appear to be agricultural practices (particularly
dairying); sedimentation due to land development; sewage discharges, both from reticulated system
overflows as well as seepage from individual on-site systems; and urban stormwater/industrial
discharges. All four sources require serious attention if our water quality is not to deteriorate further.
Agricultural activities need to take a much more proactive approach to reducing point and non-point
discharges to waterways. It is a function of the Northland Regional Council to ensure this approach
is implemented, and compliance with discharge consents is achieved. The recently published yearly
‘snapshot of progress’ relating to the Dairying and Clean Streams Accord showed that, nationwide,
the level of non-compliance with resource consents for discharge of dairy farm effluent is the highest
in the Northland Region, amounting to 27% of the total number of farms assessed. Sedimentation
from land development also requires better controls to ensure sediment is prevented from reaching
waterways. Both the Northland Regional Council and Whangarei District Council have a responsibility
to better control earthworks. In addition, fencing off riparian margins to exclude stock from waterways,
together with riparian plantings, would decrease sedimentation from farmed land. Better controls on
forest harvesting are also required to prevent sediment escape.
It is essential that discharges of sewage into waterways are reduced, both from reticulated and nonreticulated systems. To this end, the Whangarei District Council has initiated a major upgrade of the
Whangarei wastewater system to reduce overflows into the upper harbour and the reticulated system
is being extended to un-reticulated areas. These are positive moves that should improve water quality
in the harbour and along the coast. Further analysis of stormwater and industrial discharges is needed
to determine how best to reduce chemical contamination of waterways, particularly from urban areas.
Overall, water is not managed well in Northland. Reticulated urban supply is proactively planned for
over a 30/50 year period, but allocation of surface water and aquifers does not appear to be adequately
managed. Many catchments and aquifers are already over allocated (or there is insufficient information
to determine this) and future water demands for agriculture may not be met. The quality of freshwater
resources, given the population of Northland, is sub-standard compared to other regions. The quality
of some coastal water is poor. Whilst many landowners and land/coast care groups are undertaking
tremendous efforts to improve water quality, much more needs to be done. Future development
throughout the district must be planned so that water quality is not adversely affected and, over time,
existing water quality of both fresh and coastal water must be improved to the point where all water is
safe for recreational use and food gathering. Only by achieving this can development be considered
suitable over the long-term.
Further information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Water Resources Background Report

Implementation Methods
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
District Plan, Resource Consents
Protection, Restoration and Enhancement
Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
Tangata Whenua

Actions

2.1 During development of new structure plans and reviews of existing structure plans, ensure that
information on water quality and quantity is included and taken into account.
2.2 Develop a Whangarei Harbour Integrated Management Strategy (WHIMS) to provide a long-term
management framework to protect and enhance the harbour and ensure its ecological, social, cultural
and economic values are sustainably managed.

During future reviews of the Regional Water and Soil Plan (RWSP) and the Regional Coastal Plan
(RCP), provide input to ensure that water quality and allocation issues in the Whangarei District
are addressed.

Explanation

The Regional Water and Soil Plan for Northland provides the statutory framework for water resource
management in the Whangarei District. It is vital that these include the right mix of policy and methods to
ensure water is kept clean and healthy, and that there remains enough for environmental, social, cultural,
and economic needs.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RWSP

[PM, WS]
Action 2.1

3.1 Undertake resource management decisions with a catchment based approach, taking into account
the resilience of the catchment as a whole. Consider the cumulative effects of subdivision and
development near water bodies (e.g. onsite wastewater disposal/stormwater, sediment runoff) when
creating/reviewing subdivision and land use policies and methods/rules in the District Plan and granting
resource consents.

During development of new structure plans and reviews of existing structure plans, ensure that
information on water quality and quantity is included and taken into account.

Explanation

To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy. In determining the suitability of land for different purposes, information on catchment
resilience, water abstraction and water quality within the nodes should be taken into account.
Lead Agency

3.2 Undertake a review of the provisions in the District Plan relating to riparian and coastal margins
and water bodies to ensure that riparian reserves or strips are established when subdivision occurs,
particularly in esplanade priority areas.

Priority/
Timing

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

3.3 Assist in implementing the requirements of the National Policy Statement on Freshwater
Management and National Standards on Ecological Flows and Water Levels when they come into
effect, and undertake changes to the District Plan if required.

[PM]

5.1 Provide information to, liaise with and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies, property owners, developers, government agencies, other councils, environmental groups,
resident/ratepayers groups and the public on water resource management.
6.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in decisions regarding water quality
management and water allocation.

Develop a Whangarei Harbour Integrated Management Strategy (WHIMS) to provide a long-term
management framework to protect and enhance the harbour and ensure its ecological, social,
cultural and economic values are sustainably managed.

Explanation

The Whangarei Harbour is a paramount resource in the Whangarei District. Having a strategy for the
Harbour will prioritise and identify specific actions for the future-proofing of this resource. To facilitate
implementation of the strategy, a forum on harbour management within the Whangarei District should be
considered. Integrated management is key in the protection of water resources. Water is highly mobile
and actions in one area will likely affect those in another. Joint management and collaboration ensures
that people are aware of all issues and options in the area.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC, NRC

DoC, Iwi/Hapu

Medium

Strategies,
Plans

[PM]

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure a
statutory framework for water quality management and water allocation is established at a
regional level.

Explanation

There are many factors that contribute to water quality and quantity issues. A strategic and co-ordinated
approach is needed at a regional level to address these. The current review of the RPS is a pertinent
time to set out a policy framework to address the factors contributing to poor water quality and water
quantity management in Northland, including the Whangarei District. Currently, Northland has some of the
poorest freshwater quality in New Zealand. Many of its rivers and streams are unfit for recreational use.
In addition, many catchments are over allocated or there is insufficient information to determine optimal
allocation. These are serious issues that require a concerted regional approach. The NRC must take a
robust and consistent method to improving water quality and allocation across Northland.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM, WS]

WC, UV, PB, MP/R, MB/R, T/UB

Action 3.1

Undertake resource management decisions with a catchment based approach, taking into account
the resilience of the catchment as a whole. Consider the cumulative effects of subdivision and
development near water bodies (e.g. onsite wastewater disposal/stormwater, sediment runoff)
when creating/reviewing subdivision and land use policies and methods/rules in the District Plan
and granting resource consents.

Explanation

Certain effects of development activity, such as sediment or nutrient runoff during heavy rain can combine
to reduce the quality of the receiving environment. Residential density, particularly in areas with onsite
services should be considered, particularly in coastal settlements and those close to water resources.
A catchment-wide approach should also be considered, because water is a mobile resource, and
adverse effects on water in one part of a catchment will likely accumulate and flow on to other parts.
Additionally, the individual characteristics of each catchment mean that some are more resilient and able
to absorb change better than others. What is appropriate in one catchment, may not be so for another.
Understanding the effects of activities within a catchment when making resource management decisions
will avoid detrimental activities or cumulative effects from threatening catchment health.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Low

District Plan/
Resource
Consents/RPS/
Strategies

Action Plan
Action 1.1

All

Action 2.2

4.1 Undertake restoration/rehabilitation of water quality and riparian margins in Whangarei City to
provide blue/green corridors through the urban area. Also promote the naturalisation of waterways within
growth strategy nodes, especially the larger urban and urbanising nodes to develop the connections
between riparian and terrestrial habitats.

[PM, WD]

PART A:

1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Water and Soil Plan (RWSP) and the Regional Coastal Plan
(RCP), provide input to ensure that water quality and allocation issues in the Whangarei District are
addressed.

Action 1.2

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure a statutory
framework for water quality management and water allocation is established at a regional level.

All
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 3.2

Undertake a review of the provisions in the District Plan relating to riparian and coastal margins
and water bodies to ensure that, wherever appropriate, riparian reserves or strips are established
when subdivision occurs, particularly in esplanade priority areas.

Action 5.1

Provide information to, liaise with and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies, property owners, developers, government agencies, other councils, environmental
groups, resident/ratepayers groups and the public on water resource management.

Explanation

Recent studies by NIWA and MfE have shown that freshwater quality in New Zealand is deteriorating.
Poor water quality has significant cultural, social and economic implications, including compromising the
safety of recreational swimming and food gathering. Methods can be utilised through the District Plan
to contribute to improved water quality, including creating riparian reserves or strips where appropriate.
While these can improve water quality and ecological health of riparian margins by maintaining a buffer
between land use activities and water resources, Section 229 of the Act recognises that esplanades can
be for either conservation values or public access with recreational use appropriate where it does not
compromise either of these values. The Act also recognises that in some instances the provision of an
esplanade may not be appropriate, providing discretion for reduction or waiver. Review of District Plan
provisions relating to riparian and coastal margins and water bodies could include consideration of rules
providing for esplanades where subdivision adjoining a qualifying waterway creates an allotment 4ha or
greater and/or direction on criteria to be applied when considering reduction or waiver of an esplanade.

Explanation

NRC has a lead role with regard to identifying and disseminating information on water quality and quantity
management. WDC has a supporting role, relating to managing the effects of subdivision and land use
on water resources. It is important to support NRC efforts in education and information on sustainable
land use management across the rural productivity sector and on water management issues. Education
and information allow water users to be informed of obligations and best practice regarding water use.
Collaboration with other agencies regarding water quality and quantity management is also essential for
the sustainable development of the district over the next 30/50 years.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

-

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM, PR]
Action 3.3

Assist in implementing the requirements of the National Policy Statement on Freshwater
Management and National Standards on Ecological Flows and Water Levels when they come into
effect, and undertake changes to the District Plan if required.

Explanation

The National Policy Statement on Freshwater Management will set direction for local authorities (in
particular regional councils) around the management of freshwater, including setting water quality
limits and implementing methods to achieve these within a required timeframe. The proposed National
Environmental Standards on Ecological Flows and Water Levels will also become important for water
quantity management, as water resources will be required to maintain minimum flows for the purposes
of environmental and cultural health. These form part of the ‘fresh start for freshwater’ initiative by
Government in a bid to improve the nation’s water quality and approach to water management.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

NRC, WDC

MfE

Low

District Plan

[PM, WD]
Action 4.1

Undertake restoration/rehabilitation of water quality and riparian margins in Whangarei City
to provide blue/green corridors through the urban area. Also promote the naturalisation of
waterways within growth strategy nodes, especially the larger urban and urbanising nodes to
develop the connections between riparian and terrestrial habitats.

Explanation

There is much potential to rehabilitate and revitalise waterways in urban environments, particularly in
Whangarei City. These areas can be used to promote beautification of the city, establish ecological
corridors for wildlife in surrounding rural areas and provide important habitat in urban areas. Restoration
work will also bring about visible increases in water ecosystem health, although it is costly and may only
be viable over the longer term. Efforts could be directed towards priority water resources at first. As
part of this restoration work, options for treating contaminated stormwater runoff, particularly from urban
areas could be investigated. These works should be undertaken within the framework of a catchment
management plan.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2/On-going

WDC

NRC

High

Strategies,
Plans

[PM, WD, PR]
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WC, UV

[PM]

All

Action 6.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in decisions regarding water quality
management and water allocation.

Explanation

Maori have a long historical association with the Whangarei District. Many historic and cultural
landscapes of Maori association are included within the district boundaries and a significant amount of
land in Whangarei District is classified as Maori land. Water is of special significance to Maori; it is seen
as a sacred resource and central to existence. Therefore it is essential that consultation with iwi and
hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori is facilitated in decisions relating water resource
management.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC/NRC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[MR]

All

3.7

Contaminated Land

The Resource Management Act is the core piece of legislation for controlling the effects of contaminated
land on the environment and people. It also sets out the roles and responsibilities of local government
in regard to managing contaminated land. Regional councils must identify and monitor land that is
contaminated within their region. District and city councils have the responsibility of managing the
effects of land use and subdivision of contaminated land, including the potential for land contamination.
Because district and regional plans are prepared separately, there is a certain amount of variability in
terms of how they address contaminated land and hazardous substances. Also, the effectiveness of the
Whangarei District Council to control the effects of land uses in regard to contaminated sites is limited
by the lack of information on the number and location of such sites. Until this information is available, the
council is constrained in its statutory role, both in regard to disseminating information on, and managing
the effects of contaminated land.
With the likely future increase in residential development in the district, it will be critical to identify
potentially contaminated sites and carry out investigations to ensure that the land is safe for human
habitation. For growth to be sustainable we have to ensure that our waste and by-products will not
affect our ability to live and work safely in the district. Primary production also relies on a healthy natural
environment, and therefore so does a sustainable economy. Contaminants can reduce the productivity
of land, and affect the quality of food. Contaminants in the soil can stay present for long periods of
time, and therefore prevention in the first place is far more desirable than subsequent remediation.
Contaminants can also accumulate over time, so a relatively harmless amount from an activity now,
may be very harmful in 30 years.
Although land contamination has not to date received much attention or publicity in the district, with an
increasing population it is likely that more potentially contaminating activities will take place, e.g. more
waste to landfill, new industry and on-going agriculture and horticulture activities. There is also more
chance for people to come into contact with previously unidentified contaminated sites. The Northland
Regional Council maintains the Hazardous Activities and Industry List for the region, including the
Whangarei District. This lists all industries and sites that use hazardous substances on a daily basis
as part of their manufacturing process. The sites either have been contaminated, or are at risk of
contamination because of past or present land use. Being listed on the register does not necessarily
mean that the site is contaminated, and all contaminated sites are not necessarily listed either. Identified
contaminated sites are mainly in urban areas. However, there are potentially many more unidentified
sites in rural areas given the historical use of pesticides, herbicides and other chemicals associated with
agriculture and horticulture. The fact that we do not know about these sites can potentially have serious
consequences on future development. Future land use and subdivision may occur on unidentified
contaminated sites, causing concern, particularly if the future land use is of a more sensitive nature (i.e.

PART A:

Contaminants become a problem when the hazardous substances are at a concentration and
in a location where they have, or are likely to have, an adverse effect on human health and/or the
environment. Contaminants are a greater problem in environments where food is grown or in close
proximity to buildings, people, water bodies and important habitats. Contamination is not always limited
to a specific site - hazardous substances may seep through the soils into groundwater, or be carried to
nearby land and waterways in rainwater, or when attached to dust. Hazardous gases can also pollute
the air.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

New Zealand has a legacy of land contamination due to historic use, storage and disposal of chemicals
utilised in industry, agriculture and horticulture, the storage and use of hazardous substances and the
disposal of hazardous wastes. Activities that have caused, or have the potential to cause contamination
in the district include: landfills, industrial production, use and storage of petroleum products, timber
treatment at sawmills and timber treatment plants, manufacture and use of pesticides, production of
gas and coal products, historic mining, quarries, wastewater treatment plants, fertiliser works, and some
agricultural and horticultural activities. Many of these activities were not known to be hazardous at the
time, and environmental precautions were often minimal.

residential). The potential presence of contaminated land, along with development constraints, should
be taken into account when planning the future spatial distribution of land uses.
The Proposed National Environmental Standards for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil
(2010) may go some way to alleviating risks for contaminated land. It proposes to set a standard at which
land is considered safe for human habitation and aims to ensure that land affected by contaminants in
soil is appropriately identified and assessed at the time of being developed to make it safe for human
use. Regional and district plans will have to incorporate the standard when it comes into effect, and
thus it will have effect at regional and district levels. Proposals for future development and growth in
the district will have to be cognisant of the latent dangers and prospective costs associated with the
identification, mitigation, remediation and/or management of potentially contaminated land.
Further information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Contaminated Land in the Whangarei District.

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan/Resource Consents
4. National Standards
5. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure a statutory
framework for addressing hazardous substances and contaminated land is identified and implemented
at a regional level.
2.1 When developing new structure plans and reviewing existing structure plans, ensure that all
information on known and likely contaminated land is taken into account.
3.1 Take into account known or likely contaminated land when zoning land uses in the District Plan,
particularly for sensitive activities such as residential use.
3.2 Consider the cumulative effects of discharge from land use activities, both spatially and temporally
when considering resource consent applications. Also consider buffer zones around land use activity
applications potentially causing contamination to reduce reverse sensitivity effects.
4.1 Ensure adherence to, and consistency with, the National Environmental Standard for Assessing
and Managing Contaminants in Soil when it is adopted, along with the various guidelines relating to
hazardous substances and contaminated sites, e.g. Guidelines for Contaminated Site Management
(Ministry for the Environment).
5.1 Provide information to, liaise with and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies, property owners, developers, government agencies, other councils, environmental groups,
resident/ratepayers groups and the public on the identification and management of contaminated land
and use of hazardous substances.
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure a
statutory framework for addressing hazardous substances and contaminated land is identified
and implemented at a regional level.

Explanation

The Regional Policy Statement for Northland provides the overall direction for resource management
issues in the region. It is important to have a robust framework for hazardous substance and
contaminated land management in place at a regional level.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM]
Action 2.1

When developing new structure plans and reviewing existing structure plans, ensure that all
information on known and likely contaminated land is taken into account.

Explanation

To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy. In determining the suitability of land for different purposes in these documents, the
presence of contaminated land should be taken into account. However, the effectiveness of the WDC to
control land uses in regard to contaminated sites is limited by the lack of information on the number and
location of such sites. Until this information is available, the council is constrained in its statutory role, both
in regard to disseminating information on, and managing the effects of contaminated land.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

All

Action 3.1

Take into account known or likely contaminated land when zoning land uses in the District Plan,
particularly for sensitive activities such as residential use.

Explanation

Land contamination has the potential to affect human health when people come into contact with
hazardous substances. This is more likely if contaminated areas are where people live. To avoid this
possibility, land with identified contamination or potential contamination should not be designated
as suitable for residential use. When new information on contaminated sites in the district comes to
light, this should be taken into account. There is already policy included in the District Plan to identify
contaminated sites that present a risk to human health and safety (20.4.1), and to avoid subdivision, use
or development of contaminated land that presents a risk to health, safety of the environment, unless
contamination is remedied or mitigated to acceptable environmental levels (20.4.2). Refer to Hazardous
Activities and Industry List at NRC.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

All

Action 3.2

Consider the cumulative effects of discharge from land use activities, both spatially and
temporally when considering resource consent applications. Also consider buffer zones around
land use activity applications potentially causing contamination to reduce reverse sensitivity
effects.

Explanation

Contamination from land use activities has the potential to increase contaminants cumulatively over time.
This should be taken into account when granting resource consents with the potential for discharges
to combine to create adverse effects on the environment. Buffer zones can mitigate reverse sensitivity
effects beyond on-site mitigation measures by imposing an appropriate physical distance between
contaminating activities and ‘sensitive’ activities.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC, NRC

-

Current
Resources

Resource
Consents

[PM, RC]
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Action 4.1

Ensure adherence to, and consistency with, the National Environmental Standard for Assessing
and Managing Contaminants in Soil when it is adopted, along with the various guidelines
relating to hazardous substances and contaminated sites, e.g. Guidelines for Contaminated Site
Management (Ministry for the Environment).

Explanation

The proposed NES for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil was released by MfE in 2010. The
focus of the proposed NES is on District Council functions under s.31 of the RMA, and is intended to
provide a nationally consistent methodology for identifying, assessing and managing the risks to human
health posed by contaminated land prior to development. It proposes to set a standard at which land
is considered safe for human habitation, and aims to ensure that land affected by contaminants in soil
is appropriately identified and assessed at the time of being developed to make it safe for human use.
Where a site is not indicated as being contaminated, activities will be permitted. Where land is potentially
contaminated, as indicated by its presence on the Hazardous Activities and Industries List (HAIL) or
previous land use, it will signal a requirement for investigation and the results of this being provided to
Council. If the assessment rules out contamination, or it is of acceptable levels for the proposed land
use, the activity will then be permitted. If contamination is detected then the activity becomes restricted
discretionary, and evidence of remediation plans and management plans provided before the proposed
activity or land use change is approved.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC, MfE

Low

National
Standards

[PM, RC]
Action 5.1

Provide information to, liaise with and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies, property owners, developers, government agencies, other councils, environmental
groups, resident/ratepayers groups and the public on the identification and management of
contaminated land and use of hazardous substances.

Explanation

NRC has a lead role with regard to identifying and disseminating information on contaminated sites.
WDC has a supporting role, and information, education and advocacy methods relating to contaminated
sites are already included in the District Plan. These include: dissemination of available information on
the location and associated hazards from contaminated sites throughout the district through PIM and
LIM reports, liaison with the NRC, and promote and support appropriate voluntary, self-regulating codes
of practice, e.g. Guidelines for Contaminated Sites Management (MfE), Health and Environmental
Guidelines for selected Timber Treatment Chemicals (MfE, MoH). Collaboration with other agencies such
as NRC and the MfE regarding identifying and remedying contaminated sites and appropriate uses of
sites is also essential for the sustainable development of the district over the next 30/50 years.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC, NRC

MoH, MfE

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[PM]

All

3.8

Climate Change

The overall prospect for Whangarei District is for reduced precipitation annually, but especially in winter
and spring seasons. Whilst future changes in temperature are roughly comparable across the whole
district and much of the region, the precipitation projections have more geographic variability, according
to the season, with an overall decline in precipitation. In terms of seasonal changes, major decreases
are likely in winter and spring precipitation, and very small changes (and possible increases) in summer
and autumn around the eastern hills north of Whangarei Harbour, but an overall decline south and west
of Whangarei City. Despite these projected reductions in precipitation, rainfall intensity is projected to
increase, as are the frequency of extreme weather events.
A changing climate will have an impact on infrastructure in Whangarei District, with larger peak flows
in stormwater systems, potential water supply problems, effects on wastewater disposal, damage to
roading infrastructure, and changes in the coastline all being of importance. In recent years, the cost
of storm damage to roading infrastructure in Whangarei has been high and any changes in storm
frequency or intensity is likely to have further impact on the roading network, and the subsequent
resources required for repairs, especially in areas that already have risks associated with high land
instability. The settlements located in areas already exposed to natural hazards such as flooding or
coastal erosion/inundation are likely to have additional costs imposed due to climatic damage. Future
subdivision and development in the coastal area will need to take into account increased risks from
climate change and sea level rise. The NZCPS contains specific provision relating to coastal hazards
and the need to adopt a 100 year timeframe when assessing coastal hazards and sea level rise.
Climate projections suggest that Northland is likely to have sub-optimal conditions for the production of
many of its ‘traditional’ primary products, with subsequent loss of productivity in many years. Two types
of impacts on primary production are expected from climatic changes; these being long run changes
on the overall climatic conditions for production growth, and the short-medium term impacts of extreme
weather conditions. Adaptation measures may provide viable alternatives to present methods or inputs,
with changes in farming technique, investigations into alternative feed crops, and a re-evaluation of
some land uses expected to occur over time. Climate change projections especially point to an overall
reduction in water availability in Whangarei District, especially as there are no alpine fed rivers available
to reduce water vulnerability. Climatic changes will likely impact on capacity for agricultural production
in some areas in the District.

PART A:

In New Zealand, mean air temperature increased by approximately 1.0°C from 1855 – 2004 with a
rise of 0.4°C occurring since 1950. On the coasts around New Zealand, local sea surface temperature
has risen by 0.7°C since 1871. Relative sea level rise has averaged 1.6 +/-0.2 mm per year since
1900. Similar to the international context, temperatures in New Zealand are expected to increase
along with changes in amount/distribution of rainfall over New Zealand. Overall, annual temperatures
are projected to increase by 0.9°C by 2040, and 2.1°C by 2090. However, there could be substantial
seasonal differences. Whilst 1 or 2°C mean temperature increase may not sound like a large change, it
can have a very significant influence on the occurrence of ‘extreme weather’. Under projected climate
change, the number of hot days could double by 2040, and increase by 40 - 50 extra days per annum
by 2090 within Whangarei District if the mean annual temperature is 2.3°C above present. This would
change the frequency of hot days from the equivalent of three weeks per annum to almost ten weeks
per annum.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

As global temperature rises, climate change is projected to have an impact on the habitable ranges
of flora and fauna, increase natural hazard risk, impact on traditional methods and areas of food
production, increase infrastructure costs, and impact on many other areas of human life. Higher global
temperatures can also affect the global biogeochemical cycles by changing various rates of reaction at
massive scales. It is also generally recognised that future temperature changes will not necessarily rise
in a relatively predictable linear fashion, but instead will consist of tipping points, in which one action
causes further reactions across the board that either speed up or slow down the rate of temperature
increase. Temperature changes are predicted to cause other changes to weather patterns (precipitation,
drought, floods, sea level change, etc).

Climate change will exacerbate the impacts of threats to biodiversity such as habitat fragmentation,
resource availability, competition from other species, and pest/weed invasion. Northland is significant in
terms of biological diversity in New Zealand. Conversely, it also has the highest number of threatened
species across all regions, and much remaining productive lowland forests are heavily fragmented. The
favourable climate has also led to Northland having one of the highest invasion and naturalization rates
of invasive species for any region in New Zealand, in both terrestrial and aquatic environments. Climate
change is expected to exacerbate this pest/weed invasion. Fragmented forests, especially in lowland
areas are also vulnerable to drying out, with an expected increase in fire hazard risks. Specialist
species of biota are expected to suffer major reductions in their ranges or may be outcompeted by
exotic species as resource availability changes the environment. Extreme weather events such as
drought have already been implicated in the decline or disappearance of species historically found in,
or close to, Whangarei District, such as Weka, Pateke, and kiwi. Research has indicated that drought
was a major driver in the replacement of native dune grasses by marram grass, which can cope with
much drier conditions for longer periods.
Streams, and their corresponding biota, are highly susceptible to the impacts of climate change, with
higher water temperatures, shifting sedimentation patterns, and changes to the invertebrate communities
being expected. Should in-stream water levels drop markedly, there can be resultant decreased water
quality as the stream water temperature rises, which, in turn, allows better growing conditions for some
algae. In addition, if smaller flows are not accompanied by a decreased shift in external inputs to the
stream, water quality will reduce as the receiving waters are less able to cope with inputs.
Whangarei District is at risk from a large variety of biological invaders, including diseases associated
with warmer climates, which have an impact on human health. This is because the more benign climate
can allow the presence of invertebrates that transmit disease that would have otherwise have been
killed off during winter periods. Extreme weather can also have health impacts. For example, higher
incidences of flooding can impact on infrastructure such as water supply, which in turn can increase the
risk from waterborne disease. Extreme heat waves such as those experienced in Europe recently have
been linked to increased mortality and social distress.
As extreme weather events increase in intensity, more damage to council property and assets is likely.
Long term damage to local iconic features, such as increasing landslide risk for some natural features
within the district, washing out of some popular beaches, and drying out of bush, may occur. Overall,
climate change and associated sea level rise is a serious issue that needs to be taken into account
when planning the future spatial arrangement of land uses along with infrastructure provision. Costs
to existing land uses and to Council are likely to rise over time as a result of climate change and these
increased costs need to be factored into planning processes.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2009, Climate Change Report

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan
4. Activity/Asset Management Plans, Long Term Plan
5. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains strong provisions relating to the management and reduction of climate change
impacts, particularly around adaptation.
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1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP), Regional Water and Soil Plan (RSWP)
and Regional Air Quality Plan (RAQP), provide input to ensure these plans contain strong provisions
relating to the management of the effects of climate change.
2.1 Ensure that Council is kept up-to-date and remains cognisant of any liability issues in terms of
its climate change responsibilities and takes steps to mitigate any risks that emerge. This includes
regulatory responsibilities in terms of the district, and internal operations responsibilities.
2.2 Assess the impact of the Emission Trading Scheme (and any potential changes to the mechanisms
of the scheme structure) on activities in Whangarei District, especially as global environmental and
financial conditions change. Particular regard should be made to the impact on Whangarei District
Council’s operations and costs.
3.1 Review the most recent assessments of the impacts of climate change produced by Government,
and include objectives, policies, rules and other methods in the District Plan as necessary.
4.1 Ensure costs of maintaining council roads, buildings, reserves and other infrastructure in the face of
increased extreme weather events are accounted for within asset management plans, and future Long
Term Plans (LTPs), along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
5.1 Develop agreed scenarios with regional leadership partners in order to future proof Whangarei
District against the impact of climate change and ensure adequate mitigation and adaptation.
5.2 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate with external bodies, government agencies, other
councils, stakeholders, developers, land owners and the public on the management of climate change
and impacts on society.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains strong provisions relating to the management and reduction of climate
change impacts, especially around adaptation.

Explanation

During the current review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains strong provisions
with regard to the management and reduction of climate change, including clear direction on methods to
avoid, remedy and mitigate natural hazard risks, water quality, water quantity, indigenous biodiversity and
impacts on infrastructure planning and management. Climate change is listed as a specific concern within
the preamble of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement, Objective 4 in terms of coastal processes,
Objective 5 in terms of natural hazards, Policy 3 in terms of a precautionary approach, Policy 4 in terms of
integration, and in Policy 24 in terms of the identification of natural hazard risks over a 100 year horizon.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM]
Action 1.2

During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP), Regional Water and Soil Plan (RSWP)
and Regional Air Quality Plan (RAQP), provide input to ensure these plans contain strong
provisions relating to the management of the effects of climate change.

Explanation

During future reviews of the RCP, RSWP and RAQP, it is important to ensure that they contains strong
provisions with regard to the management and reduction of climate change, including clear direction on
methods to avoid, remedy and mitigate natural hazard risks, water quality, water quantity, indigenous
biodiversity, air quality, and impacts on infrastructure planning and management.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RCP, RSWP,
RAQP

[PM]
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Action 2.1

Ensure that Council is kept up-to-date and remains cognisant of any liability issues in terms of its
climate change responsibilities and takes steps to mitigate any risks that emerge. This includes
regulatory responsibilities in terms of the district, and internal operations responsibilities.

Explanation

At present, Whangarei District Council has no particular potential liabilities in regard to climate change.
However, as impacts of climate change become clearer, new liabilities and responsibilities, including
insurance, in regard to climate change may emerge. Whangarei District Council will need to ensure that
structures and mechanisms are in place to reduce any potential for liability risk on the part of Council.
Regularly review health and safety legislation for potential impacts on working conditions. This is a low
priority item at present but may be more evident over time if a series of weather related issues emerge.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Crown Law,
LGNZ, NRC

Low

Strategies/Plans

[PM]
Action 2.2

Assess the impact of the Emission Trading Scheme (and any potential changes to the
mechanisms of the scheme structure) on activities in Whangarei District, especially as global
environmental and financial conditions change. Particular regard should be made to the impact on
Whangarei District Council’s operations and costs.

Explanation

The Emission Trading Scheme is the primary tool (economic instrument) used by central government to
mitigate and reduce the emissions of climate change gases. Whilst the pricing structure is regarded as
relatively modest at present, there is a risk that the cost per emissions tonne will rise substantially over
time. This may lead to reasonably high costs over time, with a corresponding change in business and
consumer behaviour, and perhaps in the popularity of carbon sink development. These costs will have an
impact on Whangarei District Council operations.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

WDC

MfE, NRC,
LGNZ

Low

Strategies/Plans

[PM]
Action 3.1

Review the most recent assessments of the impacts of climate change produced by Government,
and include objectives, policies, rules and other methods in the District Plan as necessary.

Explanation

Under climate change scenarios, Whangarei District is likely to receive more intense weather events
that are capable of producing high levels of damage. The operative District Plan will be increasingly
inadequate or out-of-date in terms of its provisions regarding the management of climate change impacts,
especially around adaption actions. It is noted that provisions around natural hazards that may be
exacerbated by climate change will need to be regularly monitored for their effectiveness, but stronger
provisions are needed in the District Plan to implement adaptation activities. For example, increased
stormwater pipe size may be required when existing pipes reach the end of their useful life to provide the
equivalent of the present level of service, and should be included within the Environmental Engineering
section of the District Plan.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4/On-going

WDC

MfE, NRC,
LGNZ

Low

District Plan

[PM]
Action 4.1

Ensure costs of maintaining council roads, buildings, reserves and other infrastructure in the
face of increased extreme weather events are accounted for within asset management plans, and
future Long Term Plans (LTPs), along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Council has a wide range of infrastructure that may be damaged by changing climatic conditions. Whilst
a level of depreciation is already factored into budgets, exacerbated depreciation of assets through
changes in climatic conditions may also need to be factored into decision making. This is most relevant
to roading infrastructure in the short term, but will need to be factored into building budgets, etc over the
longer term. In addition, many parks and reserves are located close to water, and therefore impacts may
be higher in these areas over time. As coastal reserves are an important contributor to our communities’
well being, efforts should be undertaken to ensure that the reserve system is resilient to climate related
shocks and sea-level changes.

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Medium

AMPs, LTP

All

[IS, G, F, Re]
Action 5.1

Develop agreed scenarios with regional leadership partners in order to future proof Whangarei
District against the impact of climate change and ensure adequate mitigation and adaptation.

Explanation

Northland Regional Council needs to take the lead on this process, in collaboration with other partners.
An agreed scenario can be used to undertake risk assessment of all agency assets in regard to weatherrelated impacts of climate change, and assess projections of costs over time. These assets include built
infrastructure and financial/investment assets.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

NRC

WDC, FNDC,
KDC, MfE

Low

Information,
Collaboration

All

[PM]
Action 5.2

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate with external bodies, government agencies,
other councils, stakeholders, developers, land owners and the public on the management of
climate change and impacts on society.

Explanation

Informing and educating the public, land owners, developers and agents to raise awareness of the
importance of climate change in Whangarei District is essential. However, climate change is an issue
that crosses across many sectors, and further collaboration between regional leaders is required. For
example, collaborate with Northland District Health Board (or future alternative) to ensure that heat-waves
or other health impacts on population wellness throughout the district are addressed. This may result in
a localised health climate change strategy which will address specific concerns in Whangarei District and
local expertise and information. Projections of climate change suggest an increase in so-called hot days
over time (over 25 degrees Celsius). This increase in hot days may lead to greater risk of heat waves and
perhaps conditions in which certain pathogens can thrive. Another example is collaboration with partners
in rural productivity sectors to assess impacts of drying conditions or other changes in environmental
conditions in different parts of the district over time. The purpose of this is to improve resilience in regard
to climate change impacts, in terms of farm management and ability to seek off-farm incomes, and the
main routes used to ensure off-farm incomes. This would include an assessment of alternative forms of
economic development or indeed primary crops to promote a level of diversity in income, and increased
resilience. Opportunities to supply new products to Auckland (and its changing ethnic communities) may
also arise with respect to sub-tropical products.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, FNDC,
KDC, NDHB

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[PM]

All

3.9

Ecosystem Services
PART A:

Lead Agency

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Priority/
Timing

Ecosystem services refer to the many goods and services emanating from the functioning of ecosystems.
People benefit through a variety of different ecological functions, from water purification services within
water bodies through to wild pollination and pest control. Many of these beneficial services are simply
by-products of natural processes and functions within ecosystems, but as environmental pressures
increase, more attention is focussed globally on benefits derived from these historically ‘free’ services.
Some products of ecosystem functions, including commodities like timber, food production, and fibre,
are actively traded and provide the foundation to much of New Zealand’s original and ongoing wealth.
In urban areas, ecosystem services such as the water filtration properties of vegetation that reduce
run off, the presence of invertebrates in people’s gardens that pollinate plants or remove waste, or the
air purification properties of trees are all examples of ecosystem services important for urban living.
Research has shown that the presence of vegetation within urban areas also provides mental and
physical health benefits and can enhance economic productivity.
Ecosystem services are produced in all landscapes, whether indigenous or modified, but the types
and range of services provided can differ markedly, even within the same industry as different patterns
of land management can increase or decrease levels of service delivery. The supply of ecosystem
services from modified landscapes is dependant upon the way the land is managed, with methods
such as low input farming, integrated farming or organic farming tending to increase the supply of other
ecosystem services beyond food and fibre provision and having less impact on water bodies. The
sources, and delivery, of ecosystem services are not limited to rural areas or bush, but also occur within
cities and other urban areas.
The key areas of interest in terms of ecosystem services and future development include: food and
fibre production (dairying, pastoral, horticulture, forestry); freshwater provision (drinking and potential
irrigation); air quality regulation (especially, but not limited to, urban areas); local climate regulation
(especially in built up urban areas); global climate regulation; water quality regulation (especially run off,
flooding, and aquifer recharge); erosion regulation; water purification and waste treatment (especially
around settlements); pest plants and animal regulation; pollination; natural hazard regulation (reducing
damage from natural hazard events such as storms, or retaining enough moisture to reduce fire
risk); recreation and ecotourism opportunities; nutrient cycling (efficiency of soil micro-organisms in
processing and making available nutrients); and soil formation. These ecosystem services are important
because they can have an influence on community well being, especially as they are not easy or are
costly to replace.
Taking an ecosystem services delivery approach expands the focus beyond understanding how
development affects ecosystems to include understanding about how development is dependant on
ecosystem services and how it is affected by changes in ecosystem services supply. In other words,
the relationship between development and environment is not unidirectional but is, in fact, bi-directional.
Development is dependent on the environment just as the environment is affected by development.
Without ecosystem services much development would be difficult, or less productive.
The delivery of many ecosystem services often requires well functioning ecosystems, and overall quality
of function requires major contributions from biological diversity. Higher levels of biological diversity and
complexity are generally associated within higher levels of overall productivity within an ecosystem.
Future planning revolves around the best use of different resources, whether for environmental, financial,
efficiency, or other reasons. Some ecosystems can be very far removed from their original state, but are
quite capable of providing a range of services, whether it is agricultural land or urban land. However, if
one activity using a particular suite of ecosystem services is promoted, e.g. horticulture, then another
suite of ecosystem services in the same area will likely decline, unless trade-offs are managed. If the
ecosystem service that declines is common, easily replaceable, not highly valued, or it does not play
a critical role in local well being, then this can be a worthwhile trade-off for both individuals and their
community. However, should this activity expand excessively, and disrupt the delivery of other suites of
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ecosystem services, all of which are highly critical in one way or another, this may not necessarily be
a worthwhile trade-off for the individual or the community. For example, increasing food production to
extreme levels compared with the relative fertility of the land can lead to decline in water quality or loss of
habitat for predatory insects. In more developed countries, this loss of other ecosystem services is often
buffered by increased dependence on external inputs such as fertilizers for increased soil productivity,
chemically based pest control means, or mono-cultural crops for simple harvesting methods.
Planning for ecosystem service delivery tries to ensure that the trade-offs between the provision of
these different ecosystem services are worthwhile, in that oversupply of one service does not lead
to undersupply of another. Using ecosystem services as a framework can aid the identification of the
wider set of beneficiaries of high environmental quality across communities. For example, settlements
downstream of farmlands may benefit from the flood attenuation effect of vegetation located on up-river
farms or reserves. The farms themselves may benefit from upper bush clad catchments in terms of
their available water quality or quantity for irrigation, or, in some cases, benefit from wild pollination of
some crops or forage material like clover. Local fisheries will benefit from riparian vegetation within a
catchment intended to reduce sedimentation of a river.
Agriculture has been, and continues to be, of high importance to New Zealand’s and Whangarei’s
economic, social and cultural well being. Agriculture extends over half of New Zealand’s terrestrial
land area, dominating the land use of most middle and lower catchments of freshwater systems.
Whangarei has a highly modified landscape, especially when compared with New Zealand as a whole.
Production land across New Zealand covers approximately 58% of the land area, whilst in Whangarei
District it is closer to 74%, with a further 9.7% classified as lifestyle. In some locations, almost complete
replacement of native species has occurred, with an overall general trend for intensification (in terms
of present production land). Modified landscapes supply ecosystem services as well, irrespective of
whether it is forestry, pastoral landscape, or dairying. In the course of fulfilling the primary functions of
food and fibre production, secondary services will also occur. However, agricultural production tends
to simplify landscapes and biodiversity, which generally reduces capacity for secondary ecosystem
services. There is now much research into building more complexity into the agricultural ecosystem,
with the ultimate goal of creating multi-functional landscapes that provide a wide range of ecosystem
services.
Whangarei District faces the challenge of melding an increasing population with continued reliance
on natural resources for its well being, whether for food and fibre production, recreational and tourism
activities for residents and visitors, and so on. Apart from the economic benefits, ecosystem services
play a critical role in maintaining a quality of life for all our communities through natural hazard mitigation,
the provision of water, or the aesthetic values that attract people and businesses to this district. A
healthy environment has more resilient ecosystems that ensure the delivery of ecosystem services
which can allow for more development opportunities. This, in turn, can improve economic, social,
cultural and environmental well being over the longer term. Future planning should take into account
the provision of ecosystem services, and evaluate the trade-offs involved when undertaking spatial land
use planning and infrastructure provision, ensuring that the oversupply of one service does not lead to
the undersupply of another suite of services, especially if the lost services are hard to replace. People
often connect with environmental issues by virtue of benefits and disadvantages, and the ecosystem
services platform looks primarily at this.

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure that the RPS contains provisions that recognise the value of ecosystem services, and gives
support to the maintenance and enhancement of ecosystem services.
1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Water and Soil Plan (RWSP), the Regional Coastal Plan
(RCP) and the Regional Air Quality Plan (RAQP), provide input to ensure that these documents contain
provisions that recognise the value of ecosystem services and give support to the maintenance and
enhancement of ecosystem services.
2.1 Prepare and apply an ecosystem services management framework to identify important ecosystem
services in the district at a catchment scale, especially within strategically important and fast growing
nodes, and use this framework to manage the maintenance and enhancement of ecosystem services.
2.2 Take into account and promote the development of green infrastructure within the urban areas of the
district. Increase the quality of green space in the urban fabric, in order to promote the resilient provision
of ecosystem services. This is important in both residential areas and business areas.
2.3 Take into account and promote the maintenance and enhancement of important sites of ecosystem
service provision that surround population nodes, especially within, but not limited to, urban villages and
growth nodes. Many of these are often sites of significant indigenous biodiversity.
3.1 Include objectives and polices within the District Plan that promote the consideration of ecosystem
services and take them into account during the resource consent process. This can be done using a
catchment based approach similar to the provisions in Coastal Policy Areas in the District Plan.
3.2 Map the location of areas in the district that are important ecosystem providers and consider
including these areas in the District Plan. Ensure areas are identified that play a role in increasing the
connectivity of areas with high ecosystem service production values to other locations, and facilitate a
less impeded flow of services.
4.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations, other
councils, business associations, land owners, developers, environmental groups, resident/ratepayer
groups and the public on the value of maintaining and enhancing the provision of ecosystem services,
irrespective of whether the location is urban, rural or coastal.
5.1 Develop partnerships with tangata whenua that explore sustainable use and enhancement of
biodiversity in terms of ecosystem services. This includes the restoration of kai moana, kai wai Maori,
rongoa and other materials gathering sites.
5.2 Work with iwi and hapu to identify sites and locations with highly regarded mauri that may be the
subject of restoration, maintenance or enhancement in terms of the provision of ecosystem services.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input
to ensure that the RPS contains provisions that recognise the value of ecosystem services, and
gives support to the maintenance and enhancement of ecosystem services.

Explanation

During the review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains provisions with regard to
ecosystem services. These can be important regional resources. Provisions should recognise the role
that biodiversity has in maintaining a flow of ecosystem services important to local well being. Provisions
should acknowledge that efforts to improve biodiversity can also promote the wider provision of other
services that have both private and public benefits, at local, regional and national scales. An objective
relating to this has been proposed in the review of the RPS, but further attention to the final form of the
objectives, policies and methods is required.

3. District Plan

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Ecosystem Services Report

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans

5. Tangata Whenua
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Action 1.2

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RWSP, RCP,
RAQP

[PM]
Action 2.1

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Nodes

4

WDC

NRC, DoC

Low/Medium

Strategies

All

[PM]
Action 2.2

Take into account and promote the development of green infrastructure within the urban areas
of the district. Increase the quality of green space in the urban fabric, in order to promote the
resilient provision of ecosystem services. This is important in both residential areas and business
areas.

Explanation

Whilst the provision of ecosystem services is often associated with rural or coastal areas, urban areas
also provide a range of ecosystem services. Urban areas are also important beneficiaries and consumers
of ecosystem services that are produced outside of built-up areas. Various actions can improve the
provision of ecosystem services inside urban areas, including the development of green infrastructure.
Green infrastructure includes such things as the provision of trees to reduce heat build-up or clean air
within urban areas, using natural water bodies to manage stormwater, and using parks as a mean of
providing a wide range of ecosystem services that benefit local communities. Research and international
trends indicate that green infrastructure will be an important component of the development of urban
areas over time. Most of the focus in developing green space tends to be near residential areas, but
research has also shown that quality green space (not necessarily quantity) can be also useful in
increasing productivity in businesses, and reducing work stress amongst employees. This action needs to
be linked to wider asset/activity management processes.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

NRC, DoC

Medium

Strategies/
Plans/ AMPs

Prepare and apply an ecosystem services management framework to identify important ecosystem
services in the district at a catchment scale, especially within strategically important and fast growing
nodes, and use this framework to manage the maintenance and enhancement of ecosystem services.

Explanation Given the breadth of activities that will be considered when assessing the trade-offs between provision
of different ecosystem services, a wider framework need to be developed that simplifies the process and
makes it available to local authorities, resource managers and local communities. The most applicable unit of
measurement for the assessment of ecosystem services, and the development of a management framework,
is a catchment. A possible ecosystem services management framework would probably require the use of
a decision framework in order to simplify the process and make the programme more manageable. It also
recognises that assessing trade-offs between the provision of multiple ecosystem services can be overly
complex, and there may need to be a rationalisation of the key ecosystem services within a given catchment
or sub-catchment if applicable. Such a process could include the following:
• Identify primary preferred ecosystem service (food production, water quantity, water quality, tourism
landscapes) within a catchment or sub-catchment. This is based upon discussions with major stakeholders
within the catchment (or sub-catchment).
• Identify secondary preferred ecosystem services. This may be related to the primary preferred ecosystem
service but may be of more relevance to a different set of stakeholders.
• Identify any tertiary services that are some importance.
• Identify any connections and linkages between the various services
• Undertake valuation of ecosystem services in order to assess trade-offs
• Is the provision of the preferred ecosystem services localised in provision, or is it of regional, national, or
global significance.
• Is the demand for the preferred ecosystem service(s) local, regional, national in scale? Is the main provider
of the service based upon indigenous ecosystems or modified ecosystems?
• Consider the best governing agency for managing the long term provision of the identified service. This
agency would then undertake the rest of the process.
• Identify the impacts of land use and land use change on preferred ecosystem services within the catchment
or different parts of the catchment
• Understand whether the preferred ecosystem service needs to be resilient or stable in provisioning over
space and time.
This evaluation would then drive the rest of the management framework. At regional or district levels, it
could involve the development of objective, polices, and methods (including rules) within the catchment
or sub-catchment. It may enable various levels of resource support to the maintenance and enhancement
of preferred ecosystem services within a given catchment. For example, in a catchment that is centred
on agriculture production, then weighting would give primacy to objectives and polices that support food
production. However, given other preferred ecosystem services, another set of objectives, policies and
methods (including rules) could be given to maintaining and enhancing other services, such as pollination,
water quality or natural pest control, for example, in a catchment dependant upon clover or is horticultural
in nature. Policies that promote natural pest control or pollination services (and perhaps smaller clumps of
vegetation for wild pollinators) would be used. This series of principles/questions may also be important in the
way that local authorities manage their respective reserve networks. For example, in some locations where
recreational needs are very high, then the land is managed with this in mind, but in other locations whether
recreational need is not so high, perhaps water quality may be more important in terms of the sub-catchment.
then parks and reserves management may be more targeted towards the enhancement of water quality.

PART A:

The RWSP, RCP, and RAQP should have important roles in maintaining and enhancing the production
of ecosystem services. Provisions should recognise the role that biodiversity has in maintaining a flow of
ecosystem services important to local well being. Provisions should acknowledge that efforts to improve
biodiversity can also promote the wider provision of other services that have both private and public
benefits, at local, regional and national scales. It would be beneficial if each of these documents include
processes to identify and map locations of important ecosystem providers at a level of detail that would be
useful to local authorities.

Priority/
Timing

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Explanation

During future reviews of the Regional Water and Soil Plan (RWSP), the Regional Coastal Plan
(RCP) and the Regional Air Quality Plan (RAQP), provide input to ensure that these documents
contain provisions that recognise the value of ecosystem services and give support to the
maintenance and enhancement of ecosystem services.

[PM, IS]

All

Action 2.3

Take into account and promote the maintenance and enhancement of important sites of
ecosystem service provision that surround population nodes, especially within, but not limited
to, urban villages and growth nodes. Many of these are often sites of significant indigenous
biodiversity.

Explanation

Many of the growth nodes and urban villages identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy have 15-20%
of the nodal area in significant indigenous vegetation that are important to local supplies of ecosystem
services. These services include water provision, natural hazard attenuation, air quality, food production
and so on. Of major importance are those services which will have a positive effect on the health of
the Whangarei and Kaipara Harbours. More widely, the development of pollination services and pest
control, and nutrient cycling services may prove invaluable over time, especially in supporting low input
horticulture and agriculture production that are located on highly productive land.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Low

Strategies/
Plans

[PM]

WC, UV, GN, MP/R

Action 3.1

Include objectives and polices within the District Plan that promote the consideration of ecosystem
services and take them into account during the resource consent process. This can be done using a
catchment based approach similar to the provisions in Coastal Policy Areas in the District Plan.

Explanation

The District Plan contains no provisions regarding the maintenance and enhancement of ecosystem
services. Ecosystem services are an important platform for considering trade-offs that may need to be made
in undertaking sustainable management and decision-making. It is noted that this concept is still evolving,
and provisions will also evolve over time. Many of the Coastal Policy Areas have objectives and policies
relating to the improvement of water quality, which is an example of an ecosystem service based approach.
By using catchments, and sub-catchments, as the unit of application, it may be possible to use objectives
and policies to promote primary and secondary ecosystem services within a sub-catchment, whether food
and fibre provision, recreation, or water quality and quantity. The ongoing provision of important ecosystem
services can be dependant upon ensuring the flow of biodiversity between important sites. Therefore there
is a need to consider ecological processes and corridors that promote this flow. Waterways are an important
corridor. Many waterways near the nodes have little remaining riparian indigenous vegetation or have
substantial levels of fragmentation of the existing vegetation that will impede the flow of services. Other
waterways have significant weed problems that impede the flow of preferred services.
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Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

6

WDC

NRC, DoC

Low

District Plan

All

[PM]
Action 3.2

Map the location of areas in the district that are important ecosystem providers and consider
including these areas in the District Plan. Ensure areas are identified that play a role in increasing
the connectivity of areas with high ecosystem service production values to other locations, and
facilitate a less impeded flow of services.

Explanation

Consideration needs to be given to determining the location of important areas of ecosystem service
provision in the district and including these areas on the resource area maps in the District Plan so
that this information is readily available to council staff, developers and land owners. A variety of GIS
packages and tools are a good starting point but may need to be layered and synthesised. The NRC
should be approached to assist in providing such supplementary information. More work is needed
to develop corridors that link the larger areas of bush with other areas, thus ensuring that the flow of
ecosystem services is not impeded. In terms of Whangarei City, connecting the different reserves and
small streams would be important in terms of biological diversity and maintaining the resilience of the flow
of ecosystem services. Higher levels of indigenous biological diversity would also mean more resilience
to shocks over space and time in terms of supply of key ecosystem services, especially with the projected
impacts of climate change.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Low

District Plan

All

[PM]
Action 4.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations,
other councils, business associations, land owners, developers, environmental groups, resident/
ratepayer groups and the public on the value of maintaining and enhancing the provision of
ecosystem services, irrespective of whether the location is urban, rural or coastal.

Explanation

Informing and educating the public, land owners, developers and agents to raise awareness of the
importance of protecting ecosystem services is one method to engender support for maintaining and
enhancing important ecosystem service provision. The long term economic benefit and increased
resilience of the district, resulting from retaining and enhancing ecosystem services, should be
emphasised.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Information,
Education

[PM]

All

Action 5.1

Develop partnerships with tangata whenua that explore sustainable use and enhancement of
biodiversity in terms of ecosystem services. This includes the restoration of kai moana, kai wai
Maori, rongoa and other materials gathering sites.

Explanation

Buffering the provision of ecosystem services of importance to Maori is an important factor in the long
term management of ecosystems, and ensuring that kaitiakitanga expectation are being met. Whilst
many of the preferred services will tend to be related to food gathering, the collection of materials for
weaving and healing, or the maintenance of mana, and other services will be of high importance, such as
upholding the integrity of a water body.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Low/Medium

Tangata
Whenua

[PM, MR]
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All

Action 5.2

Work with iwi and hapu to identify sites and locations with highly regarded mauri that may be
the subject of restoration, maintenance or enhancement in terms of the provision of ecosystem
services.

Explanation

Much of the Whangarei District is a cultural landscape for local iwi and hapu, with stories and place
names often indicating the importance of location of a given site for the provision of important ecosystem
services to the iwi or hapu. Thus stories and place-names represent an important resource for the
identification of locations that, historically, would have been very important providers of ecosystem
services, although such sites may be heavily modified today. The use of place names and stories could
be useful in identifying areas for ecological restoration that will have major impact on the mauri of a water
body or given site. Such activities could include the improvement of the state of taonga such as tuna,
koura, inanga, harakeke, or coastal resources such as pingao. This would also increase provision of other
services in the immediate area, in order to buffer the preferred service, but may also have wider benefits
for iwi and hapu.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Low/Medium

Tangata
Whenua

[PM, MR]

All

4.1

Demographic Profile

The Whangarei District experienced significant growth over the period 2001 to 2008. Although growth is
slowing in line with global and national trends, future growth for the district is projected to continue and
in some parts of the district, particularly the Marsden Point/Ruakaka area, around the urban fringe and
along the coast, has the potential to be substantial. The Whangarei District is New Zealand’s thirteenth
most populated district, with around 74,430 residents in 2006, increasing to 80,000 people in 2010.
Around 60% of the district’s resident population live urban areas (compared to 86% for New Zealand).
Of the rest, 13% live on the coast and 27% in rural areas.
Changes in population size are driven by two factors: natural increase (births minus deaths) and net
migration. Historically, natural increase has been a significant component of population growth in the
Whangarei District, but its contribution is set to decline as the population ages and fertility remains
stable. Between 2001 and 2006, 70% of the district’s population increase was from net migration,
with the remaining 30% from natural increase. Between 2001 and 2006, there were 4,958 births and
3,068 deaths (a gain of 1,890), 15,202 people moved into the district and 10,599 people moved out
of the district (a gain of 4,603), equating to a total population increase of 6,493 people (Statistics New
Zealand, 2006).

1991 was 0.5%, increasing to 10.4% between 1991 and 1996. Growth between 1996 and 2001 was
6.8%, increasing to 9.8% between 2001 and 2006. The average growth rate over the last 20 years was
1.51% per annum, compared with the national growth rate of 1.75% over the same period.
Growth in unoccupied dwellings has been much faster than for occupied dwellings over the last 10
years. The number of holiday homes increased by 47% (4.7% per annum) between 1996 and 2006.
This compares to a growth rate for occupied dwellings of 1.7% per annum over the same period. Much
of the increase in holiday homes has been along the coast resulting in large numbers of unoccupied
dwellings in many coastal settlements. For example, in 2006, 37% of coastal dwellings were unoccupied
for part of the year. Over half of dwellings in Oakura, Waipu Cove/Langs Beach, Matapouri and Pataua
were unoccupied for part of 2006.
The number of occupied dwellings in the Whangarei District is projected to increase from 27,993 in
2006 to around 42,000 in 2041, and to around 50,000 in 2061 - an extra 22,000 occupied dwellings in
total. This represents an average annual increase of 1.42% or 400 additional occupied dwellings per
annum. The number of unoccupied dwellings/holiday homes in the Whangarei District is projected to
increase from 4,404 in 2006 to around 6,500 in 2041, and to around 8,000 in 2061 – an extra 3,500
unoccupied dwellings/holiday homes in total. This represents an average annual increase of 1.42% or
60 additional unoccupied dwellings/holiday homes per annum, and a total of 460 additional dwellings
(occupied and holiday homes) per year.

The population increased by 20% between 1986 and 2006, reaching the 2006 population of 74,430
from 61,929 in 1986. Growth between 1986 and 1991 was 0.44%, increasing to 7.22% between 1991
and 1996. Growth between 1996 and 2001 was 2.12%, increasing to 9.35% between 2001 and 2006.
The average growth rate for the last 20 years was 1.01% per annum, compared with the national growth
rate of 1.17% per annum over the same period.

The coastal areas of the Whangarei District are a popular holiday destination, particularly in summer.
The population of the coastal area increases from around 7,000 people up to 32,000 people during
the peak holiday season (Christmas and New Year). This represents a 450% population increase in
the coastal area. Household occupancy increases from 2.5 people per household off-peak, to an
average of 5.5 people per household during the peak period. Maximum household occupancy occurs at
Matapouri and Pataua, with around seven people per household.

Rural and coastal areas experienced higher growth than urban areas over the last 15 years. Around
40% of the population growth occurred in urban Whangarei or around the urban fringes whilst around
60% occurred in rural and coastal areas. Rates of growth were highest along the coast, particularly
in Parua Bay, Matapouri, Ngunguru, Pataua, Waipu Cove and Langs Beach, and in the rural areas
including rural villages such as Maungakaramea and Maungatapere. The average annual growth rate
for the rural area was around 3% per annum (over 4% for Maungakaramea and Maungatapere) whilst
along the coast it averaged around 2%. This compares with an average annual growth rate of around
0.5% in urban Whangarei.

The large summer increase in coastal population is a significant demographic characteristic of the
Whangarei District, and has important implications for the provision of services and infrastructure in
coastal areas. Areas that experience the highest peak populations are either unserviced, e.g. Matapouri
and Pataua, or partly serviced, e.g. Tutukaka, Oakura, and Taurikura/Urquharts Bay. The large increase
in population over summer often places stress on on-site provision of water and waste water disposal.
This can lead to adverse effects on the environment including reduced water quality and increased soil
contamination risk. It also increases demand and expectations from the community for the provision
of reticulated services in areas that would not benefit based solely on permanent population figures.

The population of the Whangarei District is projected to increase from 74,430 in 2006 to around 110,000
in 2041 and to around 130,000 in 2061. This represents an average annual increase of 1.35% or 1,000
additional people per annum, and a total increase in population of around 55,000.

Marsden Point/Ruakaka has been identified as an area with significant growth potential. The oil
refinery, the recent development of the deep water port and a large expanse of flat, easily developed
land adjacent to the port is unique in New Zealand. The proposed rail link to the port adds to the
area’s attraction as a major industrial/residential development node. In recognition of this potential, a
comprehensive structure plan has been prepared for the area which has capacity for the development
of a city of 40,000 people together with around 840ha of industrial land and 200ha of commercial land.
The structure plan was adopted by Whangarei District Council in 2009.

Compared to New Zealand as a whole, Whangarei District has an ageing population. Currently, the
median age is 38.4 years for people in the Whangarei District. For New Zealand as a whole, the median
age is 35.9 years. The median age for the Whangarei District is projected to be 43.6 years in the year
2041, and could be over 46 years by 2061. The projected population by age shows a continuing ageing
trend. Currently 15% of people in the Whangarei District are aged 65 years and over. By 2041 this
could increase to 28%, and to 33% in 2061. At present, 23% of people are aged less than 15 years of
age in the Whangarei District. By 2041 this could reduce to 19%, and again in 2061 to 18%. There is
a continuing imbalance in the population age structure due to an increasingly ageing population and an
on-going shortage of population in the 20-35 age cohorts. At present 20-35 year olds make up only 15%
of the population. This is projected to decrease to 14% in 2041 and to 13% by 2061.
At the time of the 2006 census, the Whangarei District contained 32,202 dwellings, of which 27,993
were occupied and 4,209 (13%) were unoccupied (i.e. holiday homes). The proportion of holiday homes
is greatest in the coastal areas (37%), while the majority of dwellings in the urban area are permanent
residences. The number of occupied dwellings increased by 30% between 1986 and 2006, reaching
the current number of occupied dwellings of 27,993 from 21,510 in 1986. Growth between 1986 and
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There is no doubt that the Marsden Point/Ruakaka area has considerable potential for significant
development in the future. However, projecting the timing and quantum of that development is
extremely difficult because of the complex mix of potential drivers involved, together with a very low
existing population and industrial base to project out from. Because of the uncertainties surrounding
such projections for this area, the Growth Strategy has included two sets of growth projections, a
lower growth scenario (based upon the Whangarei District Council Growth Model) and a higher growth
scenario based on the Whangarei District Council Marsden Point/Ruakaka Development Model
(formulated specifically for the area).
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Demographic Profile Report
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Implementation Methods
1. Research, Reports, Growth Model
2. District Plan, Activity/Asset Management Plans, Long Term Plan

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

Stats NZ

Current
Resources

Reports, Growth
Model

[PM]

3. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

All

Actions

Action 1.3

Update housing data including: household size; household composition; household ownership;
housing prices and affordability. Input data into five yearly demographic/housing report.

1.1 Update population and household growth trends, including: temporal changes and spatial distribution
(urban, rural and coastal areas along with nodal analysis); peak coastal population; and net migration
trends. Input data into a five yearly demographic/housing report, and Growth Model.

Explanation

On-going research on housing trends is essential to enable continuous review and improvement of growth
management strategies. Changes over time and spatially (in particular, the distribution between urban,
rural and coastal areas), in regard to household size, composition, ownership and affordability trends,
are all important factors that need to be monitored and reported upon. A five yearly demographic/housing
report will be produced to record this data. The demographic/housing report and will coincide with new
data from the NZ Census.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

Stats NZ

Current
Resources

Reports, Growth
Model

1.2 Update population structure data including: age; gender; ethnicity; Maori population; (changes over
time and spatial distribution where relevant); and population mobility data. Input data into a five yearly
demographic/housing report.
1.3 Update housing data including: household size; household composition; household ownership;
housing prices and affordability. Input data into a five yearly demographic/housing report.
1.4 Undertake five yearly surveys of coastal peak population, and input data into a five yearly
demographic/housing report.

[PM]
Action 1.4

Undertake a five yearly survey of coastal peak population, and input data into five yearly
demographic/housing report.

Explanation

3.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the collection, analysis and reporting of demographic and housing data,
including business associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, government
agencies, service providers, other councils, Northland Intersectoral Forum (NIF), and the public
generally.

Council undertook a survey of coastal peak population in 2007/2008 to measure the population increase
over the peak holiday period. This survey needs to be undertaken every five years to monitor trends over
time to assist infrastructure planning and growth management strategies. A five yearly demographic/
housing report will be produced to record this data. The demographic/housing report and coastal peak
population survey will coincide with new data from the NZ Census.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

Stats NZ

Current
Resources

Research,
Reports

Action Plan

Action 2.1

Use updated data in periodic demographic/housing reports and Whangarei District Council
Growth Model to inform changes to the Growth Strategy, the District Plan, infrastructure
provision, development contributions, revenue and financial planning, Long Term Plan (LTP) and
annual plans.

Explanation

Data on population, households and peak population is essential to inform changes to the Growth
Strategy, District Plan, infrastructure provision, development contributions, revenue and financial
planning, LTP and annual plans. This data will be collected and reported in a demographic/housing report
that coincides with new data from the five yearly NZ census.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Stats NZ

Current
Resources

AMPs/LTPs/

2.1 Use updated data in periodic demographic/housing reports and Whangarei District Council Growth
Model to inform changes to the Growth Strategy, structure plans, the District Plan, infrastructure
provision, development contributions, revenue and financial planning, Long Term Plan (LTP) and annual
plans.

Action 1.1

Explanation

Update population and household growth trends, including: temporal changes and spatial
distribution (urban, rural and coastal areas along with nodal analysis); peak coastal population;
and net migration trends. Input data into five yearly demographic/housing report, and Whangarei
District Council Growth Model.
On-going research on population and household growth trends is essential to enable continuous review
and improvement of growth management strategies. Changes over time and spatially (in particular, the
distribution between urban, rural and coastal areas), as well as peak coastal population and net migration
trends, are all important factors that need to be monitored and reported upon. A five yearly demographic/
housing report will be produced to record this data. This data also needs to be inputted to the WDC
Growth Model. The demographic/housing report and the update of the Growth Model will coincide with
new data from the NZ Census, at five yearly intervals.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

Stats NZ

Current
Resources

Reports, Growth
Model

[PM]

[PM]

Update population structure data including: age; gender; ethnicity; Maori population; (changes
over time and spatial distribution where relevant), and population mobility data. Input into five
yearly demographic/housing report.

Explanation

On-going research on population structure is essential to enable continuous review and improvement
of growth management strategies. Changes over time and spatially (in particular, age/sex composition,
ethnicity and population mobility) are important factors that need to be monitored and reported upon. A
five yearly demographic/housing report will be produced to record this data. The demographic/housing
report will coincide with new data from the NZ Census.

PB, W, MP/R, CV

All

District Plan

Action 3.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the collection, analysis and reporting of demographic and housing
data, including business associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups,
government agencies, service providers, other councils, Northland Intersectoral Forum (NIF), and
the public generally.

Explanation

It is important to disseminate information on demographics and housing to external and bodies and
stakeholders, including business associations, chamber of commerce, NIF, other councils, government
agencies, service providers and the public generally. It is also important to liaise, and collaborate when
required, with government data collection agencies, particularly Statistics NZ.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Stats NZ, NIF

Current
Resources

Information/

All

Action 1.2
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Collaboration

All

4.2

Socio-economic Profile

The rate of premature death in Northland is higher than New Zealand as a whole, with 47% of deaths
in Northland occurring before the age of 75 years, compared with 39% for New Zealand. Premature
death is higher for males in the Northland region with 52% of deaths occurring before the age of 75
years, compared with 41% of females. These figures are also higher than for New Zealand where
47% of deaths in males occur before the age of 75 years, compared with 31% for females. Overall,
the avoidable mortality rate was significantly higher in Northland than the national rate. Males had
significantly higher avoidable mortality rates than females in Northland, as did Maori and Pacific people.

Over the period 2000-2008, unemployment levels fell to historic lows (from 10.7% in 2000 to 4.1% in
2008). However, unemployment rates are now increasing under the present economic downturn (8.3%
in Northland for the year ending March 2009). This compared to 5.8% for New Zealand as a whole, and
is the highest unemployment rate in New Zealand. Unemployment is highest amongst Pacific people
(16% in 2006) and Maori (14% in 2006), compared to European (5% in 2006). Unemployment is highest
amongst the younger cohorts (21.2% in 2006 for 15-19 year olds), with 15-19 year old Pacific people
(41% in 2006) and 15-19 year old Maori (31% in 2006) the highest.

The incidence of poverty related diseases in Northland are among the highest in New Zealand. Out of the
21 district health boards in New Zealand, Northland has the second highest rate of hospitalisations from
meningococcal disease, third highest rate of acute rheumatic fever, sixth highest rate of hospitalisations
from pneumonia, fifth highest rate from bronchiectasis, the highest rate of teeth removal and the fourth
highest rate of having never seen an oral health care worker, the third (for children ages less than 14
years) and fifth (for people between 15 and 24 years) highest rate of hospitalisations from serious skin
infections, and the second highest rate of hospitalisations from serious bacterial infections.

The Whangarei District has a higher proportion of residents with no qualifications (30%) compared with
New Zealand as a whole (25%). The district also has fewer residents with university qualifications (10%)
compared to the rest of New Zealand (16%). Maori (43%) and Pacific people (36%) have significantly
higher proportions of population with no qualifications than European (28%), Asian (15%) and Middle
Eastern/Latin American/African (13%). Maori (5%) and Pacific people (7%) also have significantly
lower numbers with university qualifications than European (10%) and Asian and Middle Eastern/Latin
America/African (both 26%).

New Zealand child well being is one of the lowest in the OECD, and Northland is even worse than
New Zealand as a whole. Infant mortality in Northland is 8.1/1,000 births, compared to 5.4/1,000 births
for New Zealand as a whole. New Zealand is 11 out of 30 countries in the OECD in terms of child
income poverty (behind Turkey, Mexico, and Poland). Northland is worse than New Zealand as a whole.
Leading causes of hospitalisation for children are: respiratory infections, ear, nose and throat infections,
dental conditions, and disorders related to length of gestation and foetal growth.

There is a strong link between educational attainment and income, i.e. higher education achievement
translates to increased income. Median income (personal, family and household) is lower in the
Whangarei District ($22,500, $51,200 and $43,900 compared with $24,400, $59,000 and $51,400 for
New Zealand as a whole). Around 63% of Whangarei residents earn less than $30,000 per annum,
while only 15% earn more than $50,000 per annum (compared to 58% and 18% respectively for New
Zealand as a whole). Maori, Pacific people, Asian and other ethnic minorities are more likely to earn
less than Europeans, i.e. 70% of Maori and Pacific people earn less than $30,000 per annum, while only
10% earn more than $50,000 per annum.
A higher proportion of the Whangarei District population (22%) live below the 60% disposable income
net-of-housing-cost threshold than New Zealand as a whole (18%). Maori, Asian and Pacific ethnic
groups are over represented in the lower income brackets, with 30% of Maori and Asian, and 26% of
Pacific people on low incomes. A higher proportion of dependent children in the Whangarei District
live in households with low incomes (27%) than New Zealand as a whole (16%). A higher proportion
of people in the Whangarei District are receiving benefits (13%) than the rest of New Zealand (10%)
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Life expectancy in Northland and the Whangarei District is lower than for New Zealand as a whole:
81.2 years for Northland females and 81.6 years for females in the Whangarei District, compared to
82.2 years for New Zealand; 76.3 years for Northland males and 77.3 years for males in the Whangarei
District compared to 78 years for New Zealand. Life expectancy for Maori in Northland and Whangarei
is even lower: 70.3 years for females and 64.2 years for males in Northland; and 69.8 years for females
and 68.6 for males in Whangarei.

Employment/unemployment levels tend to match fluctuations in economic activity. Whangarei District’s
economy has historically been subject to strong fluctuations (boom and bust). The period 2000-2008
experienced strong economic growth (around 3.4% per annum). However, growth was volatile, ranging
from 5.4% in 2001 and 5.2% in 2006 to -1.4% in 2003 and -3.3% in 2009. Historically Northland and
Whangarei have had similar and much higher rates of unemployment than the national average (9.25%
compared to 6.28% over the last 20 years). During the recession of the early 1990s, unemployment in
Northland and Whangarei reached 15%.

Young people in Whangarei are more likely to leave school without qualifications (20%) than New
Zealand as a whole (18%), but this has reduced sharply over the last 5-6 years (from 31% in 2003).
Completion of upper secondary education (Years 12 and 13) is associated with higher level of skills and
knowledge required for effective participation in our knowledge-based society. Retention rates for 17.5
year-olds have been gradually increasing since 2002, however retention rates in the Whangarei District
(45.6%) are poor compared with New Zealand as a whole (62.3%). Maori have even lower retention
rates (34.6%). Asian students have the highest at 82.8%.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

The socio-economic profile looks at the relationship between employment, income, education, health,
deprivation, and social well being. All indicators are inter-related. Health and deprivation is largely
determined by income, which is affected by employment opportunity, which in turn is determined by
educational achievement. The main factor determining social well being is secure, paid employment.
As well as providing income, employment enhances social status, improves self esteem, and increases
social engagement. Conversely, unemployment results in poor physical and mental health, low self
esteem, disengagement from society, increased crime, and undermines individual potential.

and a higher proportion of people are receiving income support (17%) compared with the rest of New
Zealand (14%).

Socio-economic conditions are a major determinant of the health of the population. Socially
disadvantaged and marginalised groups generally have poorer health, greater exposure to health
risks, and lesser access to health services than more advantaged sections of society. Around 57%
of Northland and 48% of Whangarei residents are classified as more deprived, where their Index of
Deprivation scores range from 7-10 deciles, compared to 40% for New Zealand as a whole. The more
deprived areas in the Whangarei District are in the far west and far north of the district. In Whangarei
City, the areas of deprivation are greatest in Otangarei, Raumanga, and Morningside.
Overall, Northland and Whangarei do not compare well with the rest of New Zealand with regard to
most, if not all, socio-economic indicators, including educational achievement, income levels, health
status, and deprivation levels. Deprivation and ill health are best lowered by increasing income levels,
which in turn are linked to improved education achievements and increased employment opportunities.
If Northland and Whangarei are to close the gap with the rest of New Zealand, a concerted effort is
required by Central Government, local government in Northland, tangata whenua, business groups and
economic agencies, along with other stakeholders and social service providers, to improve all socioeconomic indicators.
The Northland Intersectoral Forum is a collaborative group made up of regional leaders from central and
local government agencies. Northland Intersectoral Forum seeks to reduce socio-economic and health
inequality by addressing the underlying causes and removing barriers to community development. By
working together at a regional level, Northland Intersectoral Forum members collaboratively support
social and economic development in communities to improve living standards for individuals and
families which contribute to the well being of the community.
Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan
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To increase the standard of living in our community economic development must provide a diversified,
resilient local economy, rich in secure jobs, both skilled and less skilled, that are not at the mercy of
boom and bust business cycles. In particular, the economy needs to provide jobs for young people, and
for Maori and other ethnicities. Specific attention needs to be applied to education and training for young
people, particularly Maori and Pacific people. Training for trades and other employment-oriented skills
needs to be widely available, and young people need to be encouraged to participate. Apprenticeships/
trades training, particularly in industries, such as engineering, marine engineering, forestry, aquaculture,
tourism, etc. hold out much promise.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

WDC

Stats NZ, MED, Current
MoH, MSD
Resources

[PM, ED]

3. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Actions

2.1 Use updated data in periodic socio-economic reports to inform changes to the Growth Strategy, the
District Plan, structure plans, infrastructure provision, development contributions, revenue and financial
planning, Long Term Plan (LTP) and annual plans.

It is important to disseminate socio-economic information to external bodies and stakeholders, including
business associations, chamber of commerce, NIF, other councils, government agencies, service
providers and the public generally. It is also important to liaise, and collaborate when required, with
government data collection agencies, particularly Statistics NZ.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

External
Organisations/
NIF

Current
Resources

Information/

Collaborate with government agencies, service providers, social support groups, tangata whenua,
other councils, and NIF to improve socio-economic indicators for Northland and Whangarei
District.

Explanation

Overall, Northland and Whangarei do not compare well with the rest of New Zealand with regard to most,
if not all, socio-economic indicators, including educational achievement, income levels, health status,
and deprivation levels. If Northland and Whangarei are to close the gap with the rest of New Zealand,
a concerted effort is required by Central Government, local government in Northland, tangata whenua,
business groups and economic agencies, along with other stakeholders and social service providers, to
improve all socio-economic indicators. Specific attention needs to be applied to education and training for
young people, particularly Maori and Pacific people. Training for trades and other employment-oriented
skills needs to be widely available, and young people need to be encouraged to participate. Improved
education and training leads to increased employment opportunities, which lead to higher income levels,
which lead to better standards of living and improved health.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

External
Organisations

Low

Information/

3.2 Collaborate with government agencies, service providers, social support groups, tangata whenua,
other councils, and NIF to improve socio-economic indicators for Northland and Whangarei District.

Action 1.1

Update socio-economic trends, including: employment and unemployment; education and
income; and health and deprivation. Input into a five yearly socio-economic report.

Explanation

On-going research on socio-economic trends is essential to enable continuous review and improvement
of growth management strategies. Changes over time and spatially in regard to employment, education,
income, health and deprivation, are all important factors that need to be monitored and reported upon.
A five yearly socio-economic report will be produced to record this data. The socio-economic report will
coincide with new data from the NZ Census.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

Stats NZ, MEd,
MoH, MSD,
NIF

Current
Resources

Research,
Reports

[PM, ED]
Action 2.1

Use updated data in periodic socio-economic reports and Whangarei District Council Growth
Model to inform changes to the Growth Strategy, structure plans, the District Plan, infrastructure
provision, development contributions, revenue and financial planning, Long Term Plan (LTP) and
annual plans.

Explanation

Socio-economic data such as employment trends, education and income, and health and deprivation are
essential to inform changes to the Growth Strategy, District Plan, social infrastructure provision, revenue
and financial planning, LTP and annual plans. This data will be collected and reported in a five yearly
socio-economic report that coincides with new data from the NZ census.
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All

Collaboration

Action 3.2

3.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the collection, analysis and reporting of socio-economic data, including
business associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, government agencies,
service providers, other councils, Northland Intersectoral Forum (NIF) and the public generally.

Action Plan

All

Explanation

[PM, ED]

1.1 Update socio-economic trends, including: employment and unemployment; education and income;
and health and deprivation. Input data into a five yearly socio-economic report.

District Plan,
AMPs, LTP

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the collection, analysis and reporting of socio-economic data, including
business associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, government
agencies, service providers, other councils, Northland Intersectoral Forum (NIF) and the public
generally.

1. Research, Reports, Growth Model
2. District Plan, Activity/Asset Management Plans, Long Term Plan

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Action 3.1

Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2009, Socio-economic Profile of the Whangarei District

Implementation Methods

Cost
Implication

[PM, ED]

Collaboration

4.3

Health Services

The Northland District health Board is responsible for the provision of public health services across
Northland. The Northland District Health Board funds Manaia Health which is the Primary Health
Organisation operating within the Whangarei District. Primary Health Organisations bring together
doctors, nurses and other health professionals to provide primary health care for their communities.
The vision of the NDHB’s Tai Tokerau Strategic Public Health Plan 2008-2011 is to create a healthier
Northland.
Current health infrastructure in the district includes eight certified hospital providers – both public and
private, the Whangarei Hospital being the largest of these and the main regional hospital for Northland.
The hospital is currently planned for expansion over a 20 year period to cope with increased demand
from demographic growth.
There are the standard range of health professionals working in the Whangarei District and the number
of health professionals per head of population appears to be comparable with figures for the rest of New
Zealand (although New Zealand as a whole does not compare well with other developed countries). In
2008 the Whangarei District had more than the average full time equivalent GPs per 100,000 people.
The main St John ambulance station is based in Whangarei and a smaller station is located in Bream
Bay, with another small station due to be built on the Tutukaka Coast. There are currently 23 full time
equivalent ambulance officers at the Whangarei station and 2 full time equivalent at the Bream Bay
station. In addition there are 12 volunteer ambulance officers in Whangarei, 16 at Bream Bay and 6 on
the Tutukaka Coast.
The number of people in the 65 year and over age group is expected to increase significantly over the
next 30/50 years. By 2061, it is projected that over 30% of the Whangarei District’s population will be
over 65 years old. The ageing population will place additional demands on health care services and it is
likely that the demand for rest home, hospital and dementia beds will increase substantially in the future.
Planning for this situation is critical.
The Government is currently working with District Health Boards to establish Integrated Family Health
Centres to provide comprehensive primary care in one location. These centres would provide services
from a range of health professionals, including GPs, primary care nurses, visiting specialists, midwives,
pharmacists, podiatrists, oral health professionals, etc. Clinics run by nurse practitioners are another
possibility, particularly as the number of chronic conditions increases with the ageing population.
Additional services may be provided such as small lab facilities, radiology, day-stay surgery, counselling
and budgetary advice.

PART A:

The three major chronic diseases in Northland are diabetes, cardiovascular disease and cancer. The
hospitalisation rates due to these conditions, as well as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease are
significantly higher in Northland compared to the rest of the country. Compared with national rates,
Northland had significantly higher rates of infant mortality and child asthma hospitalisation, and lower
rates of up-to-date immunisation in children. The suicide rate in Northland is significantly higher than
the national rate, particularly in males aged 15-24. Avoidable mortality and hospitalisation rates were
higher among Maori and Pacific people than European/Other in Northland; the rate of infectious disease
mortality and ischaemic heat disease was also significantly higher among Maori. The elderly also have
a higher prevalence of chronic conditions, a higher mortality from most causes, a higher prevalence of
disability, unintentional injury, and higher rates of hospitalisation.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

In terms of socio-economic indicators (education, income, health, deprivation, well-being) Whangarei
District does not compare well with the rest of New Zealand. If social well being is to improve over the
next 30/50 years all of these indicators need to be positive and improving over time. The timely provision
of social infrastructure, such as health care is essential to ensure future social well-being.

additional 20 full time equivalent GPs than at present. Given the additional medical care required by an
ageing population this estimate is probably conservative. Also, an increase in the Maori population is
likely to create a greater demand for Maori Health Providers.
For a projected population of 15,000 by 2061 at Marsden Point/Ruakaka, it is estimated that around
10 or 11 GPs would be needed, and there is likely to be demand for an after-hours emergency service,
which would also provide emergency care for Waipu and other surrounding areas. As the suburban
nodes at Kamo, Tikipunga, Onerahi, Maunu and Otaika grow to around 10,000 people each, there will
be an increase in demand for medical care in these areas. If the growth nodes at Waipu, Hikurangi and
Parua Bay grow to around 5,000 people each, approximately four GPs would be required, more if they
were to service surrounding rural or coastal villages. As coastal and rural villages grow to around 2,000
people, they will likely require a GP to be based here at some stage in the future, but this will depend
on a range of factors such as proximity to other medical services.
Planning for future provision of health care is essential, and Council needs to take an active part
in planning health related infrastructure. With an increasing population, and an increasingly aged
population, there is likely to be a need for more facilities for aged care, including residential care.
Council can assist with optimal location of such facilities. There may also be a need for specialist health
precincts within the urban areas. These too need to be suitably located.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Health, Education and Safety Report

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Activity/Asset Management Plans, Long Term Plan
4. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
5. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During development of new structure plans, and reviews of existing structure plans, and when
developing community plans, take into account future provision of health infrastructure (if required) over
a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan as and when necessary to implement structure plans and/or
community plans with regard to health infrastructure. Consider the need for health precincts in identified
locations, for example Kensington, Rust Avenue, Maunu Road.
3.1 Include provision of health infrastructure in structure plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) when
appropriate.
4.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the provision of health infrastructure and services, including business
associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, government agencies, service
providers, other councils, Northland Intersectoral Forum (NIF) and the public generally.
4.2 Liaise and consult with relevant health and emergency service providers about the strategic
provision of health infrastructure and services over the next 30/50 years.
5.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in relation to the provision of health
infrastructure and health services to tangata whenua.

Whangarei District is projected to grow to approximately 130,000 by 2061. Using the current minimum
ratio of 1 GP per 1,400 people, the district would need at least 93 full time equivalent GPs, which is an
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SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During development of new structure plans, and reviews of existing structure plans, and when
developing community plans, take into account future provision of health infrastructure (if
required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon population projections
in the Growth Strategy. In determining the suitability of land for different purposes, it is important to
ensure that sufficient local health infrastructure and services are available or can be provided before
development occurs.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

MoH, NIF,
NDHB, Manaia
Health

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

All

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan as and when necessary to implement structure plans and/or
community plans with regard to health infrastructure. Consider the need for health precincts in
identified locations, for example Kensington, Rust Avenue, Maunu Road.

Explanation

Implementing structure plans will necessitate changes to the District Plan over the next 30/50 years in
a staged and orderly manner. These changes may include new provisions or removal or alteration of
existing provisions and/or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the
programme of plan changes and processed as resources permit. There may also be a need to facilitate
clusters of health services in identified locations – ‘health precincts’. These are already appearing in
areas such as Kensington, Maunu, and Rust Avenue, and should provided for and kept in mind in future
planning decisions.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2/On-going

WDC

NDHB, NIF,
Manaia Health

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]
Action 3.1

Liaise and consult with relevant health and emergency service providers about the strategic
provision of health infrastructure and services over the next 30/50 years.

Explanation

It is important to combine health infrastructure provision knowledge and population growth estimates
to enable the strategic provision of health infrastructure where it is most needed in the district over the
next 30/50 years. In particular, the Northland District Health Board (NDHB) is responsible for provision
of public health services across Northland, and creating Strategic Public Health Plans. The NDHB has
also undertaken extensive modelling work to plan for the future use and development of the Whangarei
Hospital. Given the projected population growth and demographic changes, the NDHB is planning ahead
to ensure the appropriate services will be in place to cope with increased and changing demands. It is
essential that the WDC liaise with NDHB and other health providers to ensure that these changes are
facilitated over the next 30/50 years.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2/On-going

WDC

Community
Health, NDHB,
Manaia Health

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[CS, ED]
Action 5.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in relation to the provision of health
infrastructure and health services to tangata whenua.

Explanation

The iwi/hapu background report to the strategy clearly identified the desire of tangata whenua to improve
Maori social well-being in the district, and to be involved in doing so. A concerted effort is required from
local government in Northland, in partnership with Maori and health service providers to achieve this
improvement over the next 30/50 years. To assist with this, the Ministry of Health has produced He
Korowai Oranga: Maori Health Strategy to set a direction for Maori in the health and disability sector. The
overall aim is whanau ora – Maori families supported to achieve health and well-being. Whanau Ora is
a strategic programme for the health and disability sector to assist them to work together with iwi, Maori
providers and Maori communities and whanau to increase the life span of Maori, improve their health and
quality of life, and reduce disparities with other New Zealanders.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Low

Tangata
Whenua

All (esp. WC, K, OT)

Include provision of health infrastructure in structure plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs)
when appropriate.

Explanation

Whilst it is deemed to be an unlikely occurrence at present, specific actions regarding health infrastructure
and service provision may need to be undertaken over the course of the Growth Strategy. These actions
can be prioritised and included in a timely manner into asset and activity management plans and the LTP
where appropriate. Any budgetary commitments and funding sources should also be included in these
documents.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

-

Low

AMPs, LTP

[ED, G, F, Re]
Action 4.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the provision of health infrastructure and services, including business
associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, government agencies, service
providers, other councils, Northland Intersectoral Forum (NIF) and the public generally.

Explanation

It is important that WDC liaises with relevant bodies, provides information when necessary, and
works collaboratively when required to ensure optimal outcomes for health infrastructure and services
in Whangarei District over the next 30/50 years. One such way to do this is through the Northland
Intersectoral Forum (NIF). NIF is a collaborative group made up of regional leaders from central and local
government agencies. NIF seeks to reduce socio-economic barriers and health inequality by addressing
the underlying causes and removing barriers to community development. NIF members collaboratively
support social and economic development in communities to improve living standards for individuals and
families and community well being.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC, MoH
[PM, ED]

Health
Providers

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration
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Action 4.2

All

[ED, MR]

All

4.4

Education/Training

Whangarei District has a range of education providers, from early education to tertiary and trades
training centres. There are 14 free kindergartens; 12 Te Kohanga Reo, 18 play centres, 8 communitybased childcare centres, 24 private childcare centres and 54 primary and secondary schools. Tertiary
facilities include Rural Tec, Regent Training Centre, Northland Polytechnic, the University of Auckland’s
Tai Tokerau campus and a Te Wanaga O Aotearoa campus. There are also a range of private training
facilities aimed at increasing vocational skills.
Northland Polytech is the region’s largest provider of tertiary education, with campuses and learning
centres in Whangarei and throughout Northland. Northland Polytech is the only Northland based tertiary
education institute that provides programmes from foundation to degree level. Degrees currently
offered are: Bachelor of Business Management, Bachelor of Applied Information Systems, Bachelor
of Nursing, Bachelor of Applied Social Service, Bachelor of Applied Arts and Bachelor of Sport and
Recreation. Twenty per cent of students at the Northland Polytech are currently undertaking tradesrelated programmes. The Future Trades campus opened in July 2009 and is a purpose-built campus
based in Whangarei’s industrial centre. It is closely linked with local industry, and can cater for over
1,000 students each year.
The University of Auckland established its Tai Tokerau campus in Whangarei in 1992. It is the Northland
site for teacher education programmes offered by the University. Student numbers in 2010 totalled 180
full time equivalents. Auckland University Business School is now offering a Diploma in Maori Business
Development at the Whangarei campus and the Medical School teaches year 5 of their Bachelor of
Medicine at Whangarei Hospital. Te Wananga O Aotearoa offers a wide range of programmes including
certificates (Levels 1-4), diplomas (Levels 5-6), and bachelor degrees (Level 7). At the Whangarei
campus, courses are available in Te Reo and Tikanga Maori, social services, computing and business.
Te Wananga O Raukawa and Te Whare Wananga O Awanuiarangi also have students in Northland.
Extramural study is offered by the Open Polytechnic of New Zealand and Massey University, plus a few
private education providers.
Over the next 30/50 years the district is likely to need more education facilities to accommodate a
growing population and more training facilities to up-skill existing population. The provision of this
infrastructure needs to be carefully managed, to ensure appropriate sites are set aside for these
purposes. Draft projections from the Ministry of Education indicate that generally the existing schools
in Whangarei have sufficient capacity to cope with the predicted increase in population over the next
20 years. However, due to popularity of certain schools and population growth in some areas, some
schools are close to or exceeding their allocated capacity. The Council needs to liaise with the Ministry

PART A:

In addition, many school leavers elect to leave the Whangarei District to study at universities and
polytechnics around the country. Many of these graduates do not return to the district due to the lack
of career opportunities and lower pay rates compared to the larger cities. The significant net outflow
of people aged 15-24 in the past is contributing to the shortage of the 20-35 year age-group in the
district’s population. Retaining the knowledge and new skills acquired at University will be of value to
the district only if our graduates return/stay in the district and contribute to the professional work force.
Encouraging this will remain a challenge over the next 30/50 years.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

There is a strong link between educational achievement, employment, income, and socio-economic
well being. Whangarei District has a higher proportion of people with no formal qualifications compared
to New Zealand as a whole. It also has fewer residents with tertiary qualifications compared to the rest
of New Zealand. Young people are more likely to leave with no qualifications than the rest of the country.
The percentage of students in the Whangarei District that left school with little or no formal qualifications
was 16%, compared with the national average of 15%. A high proportion of young people in Whangarei
District are not currently engaged in employment, education or training (NEET). In 2006, 16% of 15-19
year olds and 21% of 20-24 year olds were categorised as NEET. To raise living standards and increase
social well being, educational achievement must be improved.

of Education on a regular basis to monitor the situation and to enable efficient future planning for
educational facilities over the next 30/50 years.
Although further education opportunities will encourage higher education and retention of graduates
in Whangarei, it is unlikely that the Government will view Whangarei as a viable location for a new
university with Auckland being in such close proximity. However this will provide an opportunity for
other tertiary providers to expand, and to respond to the changing needs of the population over
time. Depending on demand, more bachelor and post-graduate degrees may be able to be offered
by Northland Polytech, the University of Auckland, Massey University, Te Wananga O Aotearoa, and
extramurally. In addition, there may be more opportunities for Northland Polytech to teach Year 1 of a
degree, with the subsequent years being completed at a university.
It is unlikely that new schools will be required within the Whangarei City node over the next 50 years.
There will possibly be a need for a further secondary school at Onerahi or Parua Bay if population grows
to projected levels in these areas and along the Whangarei Heads. In the medium term, it is expected
growth can be accommodated by existing schools in Marsden Point/Ruakaka. However, if there is
significant growth as signalled in the Growth Strategy, it is likely that further capacity will be required
over 50 years. Growth nodes will possibly require secondary schools at some stage over the next 50
years to cope with further population increases in these areas. Ngunguru, Tutukaka and Matapouri are
expected to double in size under the preferred growth scenario. Given the lack of capacity at Ngunguru
School to meet future projected growth demand, further educational facilities could be needed on the
Tutukaka Coast. In addition, more pre-schools and kohanga reo will be required throughout the district
as population increases.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Health, Education and Safety Report

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3.

Asset/Activity Management Plans, Long Term Plan

4.

Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

5. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During development of new structure plans, and reviews of existing structure plans, and when
developing community plans, take into account future provision of education and training facilities (if
required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.
1.2 Investigate, facilitate and strategise options for increasing youth engagement in education and
training to improve employment skills and to attract and retain such skills in the district.
1.3 Investigate, facilitate and strategise opportunities for increased/expanded tertiary education and
training facilities in the district to help attract and retain a professional/skilled work force.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan as and when necessary to implement structure plans and/or
community plans with regard to education and training facilities. Consider the need for new facilities or
expansion of existing facilities.
3.1 Include provision of education and training facilities in asset/activity management plans and future
Long Term Plan (LTPs) when appropriate, along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
4.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the provision of education and training facilities including business associations,
chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, government agencies, service providers, other
councils, NIF and the public generally.
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SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

4.2 Liaise and consult with relevant government agencies, e.g. Ministry of Education, Te Puni Kōkiri
regarding the strategic provision of education and training facilities over the next 30/50 years.

Action 2.1

5.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in relation to the provision of education
and training facilities for tangata whenua.

Make changes to the District Plan as and when necessary to implement structure plans and/
or community plans with regard to education and training facilities. Consider the need for new
facilities or expansion of existing facilities.

Explanation

Implementing structure plans will necessitate changes to the District Plan over the next 30/50 years in
a staged and orderly manner. These changes may include new provisions or removal or alteration of
existing provisions and/or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the
programme of plan changes and processed as resources permit.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3/On-going

WDC

Education/
Training
Providers

Current
Resources

District Plan

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Explanation

During development of new structure plans, and reviews of existing structure plans, and when
developing community plans, take into account future provision of education and training
facilities (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth
Strategy.
To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon population projections in
the Growth Strategy. In determining the suitability of land for different purposes, it is important to ensure
that sufficient local education facilities are available or can be provided before development occurs. The
minimum land area required for primary schools is approximately four hectares (which allows for sports
fields) and for secondary schools approximately 10 hectares is needed. In addition, schools ideally need
to be situated near main public transport routes and safe walking/cycling networks. They are best located
adjacent to the main open space in a community and well away from industrial areas. Suitable areas of
land need to be identified and set aside in advance of further development/growth to ensure that schools
are optimally located.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Education/
Training
Providers

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

All (esp. WC, OT)

Action 1.2

Investigate, facilitate and strategise options for increasing youth engagement in education and
training to improve employment skills and to attract and retain such skills in the district.

Explanation

In 2006, 16% of 15-19 year olds and 21% of 20-34 year olds in the Whangarei District were categorised
as NEET (Not engaged in Employment, Education or Training). Those who are idle for extended periods
have a higher risk of poor outcomes such as unemployment, lower earnings, long-term reliance on
benefits, criminal offending, substance abuse, teenage pregnancy, suicide, homelessness and mental/
physical illness. In order to improve outcomes for the district in future, it is necessary to reduce the rate of
youth that are NEET by providing appropriate training and education opportunities. In addition, increasing
training and employment opportunities will help to reduce the many school leavers who elect to leave the
Whangarei district to study at universities around the country each year.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3/On-going

MSD, MEd,
Education
Providers

WDC, NIF,
NRC

Low

Strategies,
Plans

[PM]
Action 3.1

Include provision of education and training facilities in asset/activity management plans and
future Long Term Plans (LTPs) when appropriate, along with budgetary commitments and funding
sources.

Explanation

Specific actions regarding education infrastructure provision will need to be undertaken over the course
of the Growth Strategy. These actions can be prioritised and included in a timely manner into asset and
activity management plans and the LTP where appropriate. Any budgetary commitments and funding
sources should also be included in these documents.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Investigate, facilitate and strategise opportunities for increased/expanded tertiary education and
training facilities in the district to help attract and retain a professional/skilled work force.

Explanation

The significant net outflows of people aged 15-24 over the past ten years is contributing to a shortage of
the 20-35 year age group in the population. While the knowledge and new skills acquired at University
is beneficial to the individual, they are only of value to the Whangarei District if graduates return here to
work and contribute to the professional workforce. Recruiting suitable employees has been difficult for
many Northland employers. The roles most difficult to fill have been identified as those requiring a higher
level of specified skills, e.g. skilled trades people, professional/technical, and management roles. To fill
this skill gap and attract students from other parts of New Zealand and overseas, top-class facilities and
sought-after courses are needed, the provision of which should be actively planned for. With the shortage
of the 20-35 year age group in the district, attracting young people to the area should be one of the main
areas of focus for the future.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

3/On-going

WDC, Tertiary
Providers [ED]

DoL, TEC, MEd Low

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method
Strategies/Plans
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All (esp. WC, OT, MP/R)

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

AMPs, LTP

All (esp. WC, OT, MP/R)

[PM, G, F, Re]
Action 4.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the provision of education and training facilities including business
associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, government agencies, service
providers, other councils, NIF and the public generally.

Explanation

Organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the implementation of the Growth Strategy,
including the provision of education facilities in strategic locations, to service the district over the next
30/50 years. It is important that WDC liaises with relevant bodies, provides information when necessary,
and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal outcomes.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

DoL

Current
Resources

Information,

[PM, ED]

All

Collaboration

Action 4.2

Liaise and consult with relevant government agencies, e.g. Ministry of Education and Te Puni
Kōkiri, regarding the strategic provision of education and training facilities over the next 30/50
years.

Explanation

It is important to combine education and infrastructure provision knowledge and population growth
estimates to enable the strategic provision of education facilities where they are most needed in the
district over the next 30/50 years. The minimum land area required for primary schools is approximately
four hectares (which allows for sports fields) and for secondary schools approximately 10 hectares
is needed. In addition, schools ideally need to be situated near main public transport routes and safe
walking/cycling networks. They are best located adjacent to the main open space in a community and well
away from industrial areas. Suitable areas of land need to be identified and set aside in advance of further
development/growth to ensure that schools are optimally located.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

WDC

Education
Low
Providers, TPK,
MEd

[ED]

Action 1.3

All (esp. WC, K, OT, T, MP/R)

[ED, PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method
Information,
Collaboration

Explanation

The iwi/hapu background report to the strategy clearly identified the desire of tangata whenua to improve
Maori social well-being in the district, and to be involved in doing so. A concerted effort is required
from local government in Northland, in partnership with Maori and education providers to achieve this
improvement over the next 30/50 years. The Ministry of Education has also produced Ka Hikitia-Managing
for Success: The Maori Education Strategy 2008-2012 which can assist with the strategic provision of
education and training facilities for Maori in the district.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu, TPK

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[MR]

All

4.5

Public Safety
PART A:

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in relation to the provision of
education and training facilities for tangata whenua.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 5.1

People need to feel safe and secure in their homes and communities, particularly the more vulnerable
members of society such as children and the elderly. The effects of crime can be far reaching, not only
to the victim, but to family and friends, and sometimes the whole community may be affected. Safety
and crime were issues frequently raised during consultation on the Long Term Council Community Plan
2009-2019. One of the six community outcomes identified in the Plan was: “A district that is safe and
crime-free.”
The fear of crime, although not always linked to the actual risk of crime, can also cause distress and
seriously affect the quality of people’s lives. A recent New Zealand Police survey showed that only
40% of Northlanders feel safe in their city or town centre after dark. In their own neighbourhood 91%
of respondents felt safe during the day, but after dark only 67% felt safe. It’s a disturbing indictment on
our present society when 60% of citizens feel their safety is threatened when they visit their town centre
after dark. This not only affects quality of life but can lead to people avoiding the CBD at night, which
in turn can have negative effects on local businesses, urban amenity, access to entertainment, and
general sense of community well being.
The Whangarei Community Report 2008 reports on criminal offences for the Whangarei District for
the period 2003-2007. Dishonesty offences were the most common, making up just over half of all
offences (52%). Of these offences, theft had the highest incidence, followed by burglary, car conversion
and fraud. Drugs and anti-social offences accounted for 18% of the offences. Disorder and cannabis
offences were the most common in this category. Violent crime made up 14% of the total offences, with
serious assaults being most common, followed by intimidation/threats, minor assaults and grievous
assaults. Property damage accounted for 9% of total offences, property abuse 4%, administrative
offences 3%, and sexual offences 1%.
The New Zealand Police Northland District Business Plan 2009/10 highlights several major issues
for Northland. These range from organised crime, drug use and alcohol. Organised crime groups are
well established in Northland, and are associated with youth gang recruitment and a range of criminal
activities. The impact of organised crime, in particular the supply and manufacture of illicit drugs can
have serious effects on communities. Along with illicit drug use, the misuse of alcohol is strongly linked
to criminal behaviour in Northland. The police report that almost half of our recorded crime has alcohol
as a contributing factor. Northland also has one of the highest proportions (20%) of vehicle crashes
involving alcohol as a contributing factor.
Crime and safety are issues for the whole of society to address. Central Government, government
agencies and service providers, social welfare agencies, churches, the police force, the justice systems,
communities, schools, families and individuals all have a role to play, as does local government. Much
crime is linked to alcohol consumption and gambling, both of which Council has a direct influence over
through its regulatory functions. Council can also assist in making the built environment safer through
planning and building for safer urban spaces with improved lighting, better surveillance and other crime
prevention practices. Public safety programmes such as ‘City Safe’ and ‘Neighbourhood Support’ can
also assist, along with providing alternative activities for disaffected youth and young people to engage
in.
The ‘City Safe’ programme was designed to increase awareness of what is going on in the community to
identify trouble quickly and to clear up problems before they escalate. It involves partnerships between
various official agencies e.g. police, councils, NDHB, community groups, businesses and individuals
who are present in the community every day. In addition to an upgraded surveillance network, ‘City
Safe’ logos have been placed around Whangarei City, particularly in potential or known trouble spots,
to show that people are keeping an eye on these areas. A 24 hour call centre has been set up to report
any incidents.
In terms of public safety infrastructure, the district has six police stations located at Kamo, Onerahi,
Hikurangi, Ruakaka, Waipu and the central City. In addition, the Community Safety Team has dedicated
premises in Otangerei, and Maori wardens are working with police to patrol known ‘hot spot’ areas. In
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terms of fire safety, the main fire station is located in the central city. There are also eight unattended
stations in Ngunguru, Hikurangi, Kamo, Onerahi, Whangarei heads, Portland, Ruakaka and Waipu
and these are operated by volunteer fire-fighters. The district also has three volunteer rural fire forces
located at Oakura/Whangaruru, Whananaki and Maungakaramea.
It is difficult to determine future infrastructure needs for police, fire and safety infrastructure, but in general
there will be an increased need for these services with an increasing population. Central Whangarei
has a new Police Station, completed in 2009. This facility should be adequate for a 30/50 year period
although it seems likely that there would be a need for increased staffing levels over time. The number
of police officers/support staff required for Marsden Point/Ruakaka would increase significantly if the
population approaches 15,000. A larger police station is likely to be required at Ruakaka. In addition, the
fire and ambulance stations will probably need expanding at Marsden Point/Ruakaka if the population
increased to 15,000.
The number of police officers/support staff required at Kamo Police Station is likely to increase over the
30/50 year time period given the projected increase in population for the locality. An expanded police
station may also become necessary. If the population at Hikurangi reaches 5,000, the number of police
officers/support staff required at Hikurangi Police Station will increase. In addition, extra police officers/
support staff might be needed if the northern coastal villages reach a population of 2,000 each. Waipu
Police Station would need extra police officers/support staff if the population at Waipu reaches 5,000,
plus a further 2,000 people at Waipu Cove/Langs Beach.
Onerahi Police Station is likely to require extra police officers/support staff by 2061 to provide cover
for the increased population at Onerahi and along the north harbour coast. The establishment of a
police station at Parua Bay might need to be considered if the population in this area reaches 5,000
with a further 2,000 people at both McLeod Bay/Reotahi and Taurikura/Urquharts Bay. The Matapouri/
Tutukaka/Ngunguru area might also require a police presence if each of these coastal settlements
grows to a population of 2,000 people. It may be that this presence is only required during summer
months when the populations are at their peak. But over the 50 year time period, establishment of a
police station on this part of the coast will probably become necessary.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Health, Education and Safety Report

2.1 Make changes to the District Plan as and when necessary to implement structure plans and/or
community plans with regard to the provision of safety and fire services, and/or improving public safety
through CPTED.
3.1 Include provision of safety and fire services in asset/activity management plans and future Long
Term Plans (LTPs) when appropriate, along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
4.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the provision of safety and fire services, including business associations,
chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, government agencies, service providers, other
councils, NIF and the public generally.
4.2 Liaise and consult with the New Zealand Police and the New Zealand Fire Service regarding the
strategic provision of safety and fire services over the next 30/50 years.
4.3 Continue to collaborate with and support community safety groups and public safety programmes
in the district.
5.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in decisions over the provision of
safety and fire services.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During development of new structure plans, and reviews of existing structure plans, and when
developing community plans, take into account future provision of safety and fire services (if
required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon population projections in
the Growth Strategy. In determining the suitability of land for different purposes, it is important to ensure
that sufficient local safety infrastructure and services are available or can be provided before development
occurs.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NZ Police, NZ
Fire Service,
NDHB

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan, Regulation

Action 1.2

Incorporate the safety design qualities and objectives outlined in the Whangarei Urban Design
Strategy and utilise the national guidelines for ‘Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design’
(CPTED) when developing policies, plans and strategies and/or undertaking or regulating
development in urban areas.

Explanation

For a sustainable future, it is important that the built environment has safe, clean, lively, tidy, active,
attractive and comfortable streets and public spaces. The Whangarei Urban Design Strategy outlines
principles and objectives with regards to achieving safety through urban design. The principles and
guidelines for Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design also provide guidance for the creation of
safer public spaces through pro-active planning. These principles, objectives and guidelines should be
incorporated into planning documents and development of urban areas to facilitate safer public spaces
and urban areas over the next 30/50 years.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

Building
Companies,
Developers

Low

Strategies/Plans

3. Asset/Activity Management Plans, Long Term Plan
4. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
5. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During development of new structure plans, and reviews of existing structure plans, and when
developing community plans, take into account future provision of safety and fire services (if required)
over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.
1.2 Incorporate the safety design qualities and objectives outlined in the Whangarei Urban Design
Strategy and utilise the national guidelines for ‘Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design’
(CPTED) when developing policies, plans and strategies and/or undertaking or regulating development
in urban areas.
1.3 Take into account public health and safety when reviewing liquor licensing and gambling policies in
the district. Adopt a precautionary approach in regard to hours of operation for licensed premises and/
or numbers of gaming machines.
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All

[PM, CS]

All

Explanation

Much crime is linked to alcohol consumption and gambling, both of which Council have a direct influence
over through its regulatory functions such as liquor licensing and gambling policies. In order to create
and promote a safe and crime-free district, policies relating to liquor licensing and gambling should take
a precautionary approach to matters such as hours of operation for licensed premises and numbers of
gambling machines to reduce the risk of alcohol and gambling related crime.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NZ Police,
Gambling
Commission

Current
Resources

Strategies/Plans

[RS]
Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan as and when necessary to implement structure plans and/or
community plans with regard to the provision of safety and fire services, and/or improving public
safety through CPTED.

Explanation

Implementing structure plans will necessitate changes to the District Plan over the next 30/50 years in
a staged and orderly manner. These changes may include new provisions or removal or alteration of
existing provisions and/or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the
programme of plan changes and processed as resources permit.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3/On-going

WDC

-

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]
Action 3.1

Include provision of safety and fire services in asset/activity management plans and future Long
Term Plans (LTPs) when appropriate, along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Specific actions regarding safety infrastructure and service provision will need to be undertaken over the
course of the Growth Strategy. These actions can be prioritised and included in a timely manner into asset
and activity management plans and the LTP where appropriate. Any budgetary commitments and funding
sources should also be included in these documents.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

-

Low

AMPs, LTP

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NZ Police, NZ
Fire Service

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[RS, CS]

PART A:

Take into account public health and safety when reviewing liquor licensing and gambling policies
in the district. Adopt a precautionary approach in regard to hours of operation for licensed
premises and/or numbers of gaming machines.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 1.3

All

Action 4.3

Continue to collaborate with and support community safety groups and public safety programmes
in the district.

Explanation

Community Safety Groups provide invaluable assistance in keeping communities safe in our district and it
is important to ensure that their contributions are valued and continue to assist planning in the future.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC, NZ
Police

Community
Groups

Low

Information,
Collaboration

All

[RS, CS]
Action 5.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in decisions over the provision of
safety and fire services.

Explanation

The iwi/hapu background report to the strategy clearly identified the desire of tangata whenua to improve
Maori social well-being in the district in future, and to be involved in doing so. A concerted effort is
required from local government in Northland, in partnership with Maori and safety service providers to
achieve this improvement over the next 30/50 years.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[MR]

All

[PM, G, F, Re]
Action 4.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies
and stakeholders to assist in the provision of safety and fire services, including business
associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, government agencies, service
providers, other councils, NIF and the public generally.

Explanation

Organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the implementation of the Growth Strategy,
including the provision of safety infrastructure and services in strategic locations, to service the district
over the next 30/50 years. It is important that WDC liaises with relevant bodies, provides information
when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal outcomes.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC,

Low

Information,

[RS]

NZ Police, NZ
Fire Service

All

Collaboration

Action 4.2

Liaise and consult with the New Zealand Police and the New Zealand Fire Service regarding the
strategic provision of safety and fire services over the next 30/50 years.

Explanation

It is important to combine safety infrastructure provision knowledge and population growth estimates to
enable the strategic provision of safety infrastructure where it is most needed in the district over the next
30/50years.
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4.6

Sense of Place/Urban Design

Sense of place is an important, multifaceted concept that attracts, retains and enriches communities in
relation to a particular locality. A sense of place emerges through knowledge of the history, geography
and sociology of an area, its natural and cultural heritage, the stories and myths associated with a
place, and the relationships of communities with the land. Sense of place comprises two essential
elements: the ‘community’ or those people who feel attachment or a sense of belonging to a place; and
the physical and intangible elements of a place that contribute to its special character or ‘familiarity’.
A sense of place helps people identify with where they live and with each other. It can attract people and
businesses to a place and help retain them there. It can also attract visitors and make them return to
a particular place. It can assist in the promotion and ‘branding’ of a city or district. Sustainable tourism
relies upon a continuing sense of place. A strong sense of place can lead to more sensitive stewardship
of historic/cultural and natural heritage. And an enduring sense of place assists social cohesion and
social engagement. Thus, sense of place contributes to environmental, economic, social and cultural
well being.
A number of aspects contribute to a sense of place and can be improved to enhance that sense of
place. These include historic and cultural heritage, natural heritage and landscape, land uses, gathering
places and focal points, views and gateways, and the built environment encompassing such aspects as
local character and amenity, neighbourhood identity, and urban design. All these elements contribute
to sense of place and can be protected and improved to enhance a sense of place. This is referred
to as ‘place-making’, and is increasingly recognised as an important part of environmental, social and
economic planning.
Urban design is the practice of shaping human settlements – to create practical, comfortable and
pleasant places for people to live, work and play. Urban design describes the physical features that
define the character or image of a street, neighbourhood, community, city, or the district as a whole.
Urban design is the visual and sensory relationship between people and the built environment. The
built environment includes not only buildings and streets, but also the natural environments which are
incorporated into the urban framework. Good urban design can create a sense of place where there
was none, and will build on the assets of an inherently well located site. Mixed use, higher density,
walkable neighbourhoods encourage local services and community interaction, making safer, healthier,
more attractive places to live, work, play and visit.
Improved connectivity in and between urban areas is an important aspect of urban design. Connectivity
may be in the form of improved transport routes, particularly public transport and alternative modes of
transport such as walking, cycling, and car pooling. Connectivity also relates to environmental elements
such as green spaces, rivers, streams and harbours. Whangarei has many such attributes but does not
make best use of them. Better connectivity between these elements, such as ‘green’ or ‘blue’ corridors,
holds much potential for increasing urban amenity and improved ecological outcomes. Green spaces
connected by ‘green’ or ‘blue’ corridors can provide ecological networks that benefit urban biodiversity.
New Urbanism is an urban design movement the goals of which are to address the environmental
issues associated with urban sprawl, demands for new infrastructure, increased traffic flows, inefficient
energy use, and the continuing loss of rural areas with significant natural values. New Urbanism is
based on principles of planning and architecture that work together to create compact human-scale,
walkable communities. The key principles of New Urbanism are increased housing density with a mix
of detached, semidetached and terrace housing and apartments; the creation and enhancement of
parks, squares, and public space for people to gather and interact; and elaborate design and planning
controls to enhance buildings and streetscapes. Urban design and New Urbanism share many common
elements.
Local character is an important element of good urban design. It is the distinctive identity of a particular
place that results from the interaction of many factors – built environment, land use patterns, landscape,
style and era of architectures, open spaces, people and their activities. Character can be distinguished
from the individual attributes that constitute it. While each of these qualities may be advantageous in its
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own way, ‘character’ describes the additional benefit that results when such qualities combine to create
an easily recognisable identity. An inner-city suburb, an older, well-established suburb and a seaside
village all have their own, quite distinct local character. Local character may be the character of a single
neighbourhood.
Neighbourhood identity is important because urban neighbourhoods, as well as being functional units,
provide an important source of ‘identity’ or ‘meaning’ for their residents. More specifically, the location
and quality of buildings, streetscapes, public facilities and pedestrian infrastructure are elements of
urban form that determine identity within the neighbourhood. It is the cumulative impact of all these
contributions that establishes neighbourhood identity and creates the impression that a place is
interesting, safe and attractive. Whangarei’s distinctive neighbourhoods are a great asset to the City.
Some neighbourhoods date back to the early days of Whangarei’s history while some of the buildings
and precincts are still emerging, but each has elements that set it apart from the others and establish
its identity.
Cultural and historic heritage provides an important source of character. Heritage is about identity. It
gives us a sense of place and informs us about who we are and how our society has developed over
time. Its scope is much broader than ‘place’; it includes intangible as well as tangible heritage – facets
of our past and present that have special significance to us, spiritual and social connections, as well as
physical structure and natural features. Our shared heritage can help us understand the richness and
complexity of our identity, as well as that of our own local communities. Whangarei’s historic buildings
and structures make a significant contribution to the character, diversity and sense of identity of our
urban areas, including the CBD, city suburbs, and towns and villages throughout the district.
Urban design is increasingly recognised as an important facet of urban planning, but has only recently
achieved widespread attention in New Zealand. Although the Resource Management Act currently does
not contain any specific reference to urban design, matters such as amenity values, and the maintenance
and enhancement of the quality of the environment generally relate to urban design outcomes. A New
Zealand Urban Design Protocol was instigated by the Ministry for the Environment in 2005 as part of
the Government’s Sustainable Development Programme of Action. While there is no statutory weight
placed on the Protocol it is seen as the guiding document for urban design in New Zealand. Whangarei
District Council signed up to the Protocol and is committed to improving urban design across the district.
Council is currently developing a series of documents called the Urban Design Guides to assist
with resolving Whangarei’s urban design issues and to provide a working framework for individuals
and developers who are looking to invest in projects within the urban centres of Whangarei. These
documents consist of: Urban Design Strategy, Urban Design Guidelines, Urban Design Frameworks
and Urban Design Demonstration Projects.
The Urban Design Strategy, “Making Great Places to Shape our Futures”, was adopted by Council in
2011. The Strategy recognises urban design issues that constrain Whangarei’s full growth potential. It
sets out, through the promotion of high quality urban design, the vision and the means for addressing
those issues. The Strategy outlines the direction Council wishes to take regarding the future of our built
environment and uses quality urban design as the main instrument for achieving this vision. The Urban
Design Frameworks will define the character and role of specific urban centres or areas, building on
existing initiatives such as the 20/20 Inner City Redevelopment Plan and urban structure plans. Council
is currently developing an urban design framework to revitalise the City centre. The Urban Design
Guidelines will demonstrate how elements of building and design such as colour, materials, and façade
can best give effect to the Strategy and Frameworks. In terms of Urban Design Demonstration Projects,
Council will be launching a number of urban design demonstration projects to increase community
awareness and put the design guides into action. The first project will be a ring of walkways around the
inner harbour, to complement the construction of the second harbour crossing.
In addition to the Urban Design Guides, an Urban Design Panel has been set up to provide free urban
design advice and recommendations to individuals and developers on the urban design aspects of
their proposals at the earliest stage of a development. The Panel includes people with expertise in

Action 1.1

Complete the Urban Design Framework, Urban Design Guidelines and Urban Design
Demonstration Projects to establish good urban design principles and practices, and to protect
and enhance the sense of place in urban centres throughout the district.

Explanation

Whangarei District Council is a signatory to the New Zealand Urban Design Protocol. It aims to foster
improvements in the way our towns and cities are designed and developed. Council is currently
developing a series of documents called the Urban Design Guides to assist with resolving Whangarei’s
urban design issues and to provide a working framework for individuals and developers who are looking
to invest in projects within the urban centres of Whangarei. These documents consist of: Urban Design
Strategy, Urban Design Guidelines, Urban Design Frameworks and Urban Design Demonstration
Projects. The Urban Design Frameworks will define the character and role of specific urban centres
or areas, building on existing initiatives such as the 20/20 Inner City Redevelopment Plan and urban
structure plans. Council is currently developing an urban design framework to revitalise the City centre.
The Urban Design Guidelines will demonstrate how elements of building and design such as colour,
materials, and façade can best give effect to the Strategy and Frameworks. In terms of Urban Design
Demonstration Projects, Council will be launching a number of urban demonstration projects to increase
community awareness and put the design guides into action. The first project will be a ring of walkways
around the inner harbour, to complement the construction of the second harbour crossing.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Low

Urban Design
Plans

Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Sense of Place/Urban Design Report

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan/Resource Consents
3. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
4. Asset/Activity Management Plan, Long Term Plan

[PM]

5. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
6. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Complete the Urban Design Framework, Urban Design Guidelines and Urban Design Demonstration
Projects to establish good urban design principles and practices, and to protect and enhance the sense
of place in urban centres throughout the district.
1.2 Incorporate strong urban design and sense of place provisions in all new structure plans (i.e.
Whangarei City, Hikurangi, Maungakaramea and Maungatapere) and when reviewing existing structure
plans. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
1.3 Incorporate strong urban design and sense of place provisions when developing community village
plans. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
2.1 Ensure strong urban design provisions are included in the District Plan. These provisions need to be
consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the District Plan so that a high quality
of urban design is achieved. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles.

4.1 Ensure that urban design and sense of place initiatives are included in asset/activity management
plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
5.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with individuals and developers,
external bodies and stakeholders, and the public when undertaking urban development proposals that
have the potential to influence urban design and sense of place.

All

Action 1.2

Incorporate strong urban design and sense of place provisions in all new structure plans (i.e.
Whangarei City, Hikurangi, Maungakaramea and Maungatapere) and when reviewing existing
structure plans. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Many of the urban areas in the Whangarei District suffer from past lack of good urban design. At the
same time most urban areas have strong local character and identity, elements of historic and cultural
heritage, and imposing natural heritage which, if combined with good urban design practices can protect
and enhance the strong sense of place in the district’s urban environments. When structure plans are
prepared for Whangarei City, Hikurangi, Maungakaramea and Maungatapere and existing structure plans
are reviewed strong urban design principles need to be included to ensure these nodes develop their own
unique sense of place.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Low

Structure Plans

All (esp. WC, H, MK, MT)

[PM]
Action 1.3

Incorporate strong urban design and sense of place provisions when developing community
village plans. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is important to
incorporate strong urban design and sense of place provisions when developing village plans and that the
CPTED principles be taken into account.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Low

Strategies,
Plans

2.2 Take into account the Urban Design Strategy, Urban Design Framework and Urban Design
Guidelines when processing consent applications. Encourage use of the Urban Design Panel whenever
possible.
3.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund urban
design and sense of place initiatives where appropriate.

PART A:

Overall, development of the district must, if it is to contribute to making Whangarei and its urban
environments attractive, desirable places to visit, live and work, be informed by good urban design,
the principles of New Urbanism, and build upon existing heritage, local character and sense of place.
There is much potential across the district to use urban design and New Urbanism principles to create
an attractive, highly sought after place to live, work, raise a family and start a business. The district has
an uncommon combination of natural, historic and cultural heritage that lends itself to innovative and
creative urban design and planning solutions to create a unique and long lasting sense of place.

Action Plan
SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

urban design, architecture, property development, planning, landscape architecture, environmental
policy, resource and building consents. The purpose of the Panel is to help improve the design and
viability of projects, assist with the consent application process, and at the same time contribute to the
enhancement of Whangarei’s urban environment.

[PM]

All

6.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to urban design
and sense of place.
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Action 2.1

Ensure strong urban design provisions are included in the District Plan. These provisions need
to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the District Plan so that a
high quality of urban design is achieved. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Strong urban design provisions need to be included in the District Plan to ensure that good urban design
principles are included in development proposals for the district. These provisions may at first be in the
form of guidelines but if these are not successful in improving urban design stronger provisions may be
required. These provisions need to be applied consistently and rigorously when administering the District
Plan to ensure a high quality urban environment and an enhanced sense of place. Adherence to CPTED
principles will be of much value in some areas that do suffer from a lack of good urban design.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2/On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]
Action 2.2

Take into account the Urban Design Strategy, Urban Design Frameworks and Urban Design
Guidelines when processing consent applications. Encourage use of the Urban Design Panel
whenever possible.

Explanation

It is essential when processing consent applications to take into account the Urban Design Strategy,
Urban Design Frameworks and Urban Design Guidelines. These documents provide planners
administering the District Plan with guidelines as to good urban design practices. Development proposal
in the urban environment need to be assessed against these guidelines to ensure god urban development
outcomes. Council’s Urban Design Panel provides free urban design advice and recommendations
to individuals and developers on the urban design aspects of their proposals at the earliest stage of a
development. The purpose of the Panel is to help improve the design and viability of projects, assist with
the consent application process, and at the same time contribute to the enhancement of Whangarei’s
urban environment.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Resource
Consents

[RC]
Action 3.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund urban
design and sense of place initiatives where appropriate.

Explanation

The Local Government Act provides for development contributions to be taken and the RMA provides
for financial contributions to address environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/
financial contributions should be included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost
of urban design and sense of place initiatives where appropriate.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F, PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

Action 4.1

Ensure that urban design and sense of place initiatives are included in asset/activity management
plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and funding
sources.

Explanation

Urban design and sense of place initiatives need to be included in asset/activity management plans and
future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources when necessary, particularly in
regard to council initiated projects. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management plans and LTPs
will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

AMPs, LTP

[PM, G, F, Re]
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Action 5.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with individuals and developers,
external bodies and stakeholders, and the public when undertaking urban development proposals
that have the potential to influence urban design and sense of place.

Explanation

The use of information, education and advocacy can provide assistance to developers, land owners,
investors and design professionals as to good urban design practice. Liaison and collaboration with
develops, land owners, and design professionals will assist in good urban design outcomes. Informing the
public on how urban design can contribute to improving the district’s urban structure, form and sense of
place can assist in engendering support for urban design and sense of place initiatives.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[PM, RC]

All

Action 6.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to urban
design and sense of place.

Explanation

Iwi and hapu have a long association with Whangarei District. Many sites of significance and
archaeological sites of Maori association are included within the district. More sites are likely to be
identified in the future. Many of these cultural elements can be incorporated into urban design practices
to enhance sense of place. Future settlements of Treaty claims may return more land to Maori and/or
co-management arrangements for assets or resources. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu
groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions about urban design and sense of place is
ensured.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[MR]

All

5.1

Community Development/Ethnic Diversity/Settlement
Support

Community development is a structured intervention that gives communities greater control over
the conditions that affect their lives. Community development works at the level of local groups
and organisations. Community development seeks to develop structures which enable the active
involvement of people from local groups and organisations, in particular people from minority ethnic,
disadvantaged, aged and youth groupings. The Council Community Services Team assists in building
strong communities where people feel safe, can participate, and feel part of the community. The team
does this through the provision of pensioner housing, promoting youth activities, managing community
halls, assisting community organisations and providing community funding, helping support events and
festivals, working in the disability services sector, providing public safety programmes, and assisting
new immigrants from a variety of different cultures.
Whangarei District has low ethnic diversity compared with similar sized districts in New Zealand. The
district also has the second lowest index of language diversity and cuisine diversity amongst these
districts. The European ethnic group is the largest of the major ethnic groupings in the Whangarei
District (72%), followed by the Maori ethnic group (25%). Twelve percent of Whangarei residents
identify as other (which includes the category New Zealander). The Pacific, Asian, and Middle Eastern/
Latin American/African ethnic groups total 4.3% of the population in Whangarei District. Thus,
Whangarei’s population is largely a bicultural European/Maori mix, with a small (but increasing) mix of
other ethnicities.
Whangarei’s ethnic diversity can be expected to grow over the next 30-50 years, although it is difficult to
predict at what rate. Given the high rate of increase of Asian and Middle Eastern/Latin American/African
people over the last 10-15 years, it is likely (given national immigration trends together with increased
internal migration from Auckland’s growing ethnic populations) that there will be an increase in these
ethnic groups over the next 30/50 years. There may well be an increase in Pacific people over those
time frames as well, as climate change and associated sea level rise increasingly affect Pacific nations.
This will necessitate a greater mix of social and cultural infrastructure, such as religious and cultural
facilities, and assistance for new migrants.
In terms of ethnic diversity, one of the biggest benefits of ethnic diversity comes from the diversity and
dynamism that foreigners bring to society. New immigrants tend to work hard and are often determined
to succeed in their new homeland. They may also see opportunities as newcomers that others don’t
see, and bring a wide variety of skills and expertise with them. This can result in increased innovation,
more entrepreneurial activity, increased business development, greater diversity of business activities,
and increased employment opportunities. At the same time, ethnic diversity acts as a magnet for
talent. Talented people and entrepreneurs tend to be attracted to places with a diverse, cosmopolitan
social structure. They are viewed as more exciting and stimulating places, particularly to the younger
age groups. As a result, diversity tends to result in further diversity, and the meeting and melding of
different cultures tends to lead to continuous innovation in many fields: social, economic, cultural and
environmental.
The Council assists new migrants to the district by supporting and facilitating Settlement Support
Whangarei, an office of Settlement Support New Zealand (SSNZ) a nation wide support system for
migrants funded by the Department of Labour. The service assists migrants by providing information
and advice, conducting seminars, and providing links to other social and cultural services and support
networks. The Whangarei office produces a ‘New Settlers Guide’, a ‘Welcome Information Pack’, and
a monthly newsletter to provide information to new settlers and assist them and their families to settle
and live in Whangarei.

Compared to New Zealand as a whole, Whangarei District has an ageing population. Currently, the
median age is 38.4 years for people in the Whangarei District. For New Zealand as a whole, the median
age is 35.9 years. The projected population shows a continuing ageing trend. The median age for the
Whangarei District is projected to be 43 years in the year 2041, and could be over 46 years by 2061.
Currently 15% of people in the Whangarei District are aged 65 years and over. By 2041 this could
increase to 28%, and to 33% in 2061. The aging population has major implications for the provision of
goods and services both from central government, such as health and safety, and local government
and the private sector, such as housing, transportation, leisure and recreational facilities, and access to
shopping and business services.
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In response to the aging population nationally, the Government released the New Zealand Positive
Ageing Strategy in 2001. Council produced its own Positive Ageing Strategy - “Ageing in Our Place” - in
2005. The Strategy reflects the key themes of the New Zealand Positive Ageing Strategy and Council’s
long term vision for the district. Council resolved to establish a Positive Ageing Advisory Group in order
to provide an appropriate district wide structure to assist Council with the implementation of its Strategy.
The Positive Ageing Advisory Group provides advice on issues affecting older people in the community.
The role of Council is to plan, prioritise, and co-ordinate delivery of positive ageing initiatives across
the district in so far as financial resources allow, while balancing the total needs of the community. In
terms of housing assistance for the aged, Council owns 165 pensioner units located at 16 separate
sites throughout the district in Hikurangi, Kamo, Tikipunga, Kensington, Onerahi, central Whangarei
and Maunu. These units are solely for the purpose of providing safe, affordable housing for pension
aged citizens.
On the other hand, the Census shows that almost 12,000 (or 16% of the total population in the Whangarei
District) are in the 10-19 years age group. While this percentage is close to that of the national average, it
disguises the fact that the Whangarei District, in common with the Far North and Kaipara Districts, loses
a significant proportion of its young people every year to larger metropolitan areas such as Auckland.
Most migrating youth are looking for big city lifestyles and wider social, employment and tertiary study
opportunities. At present 20-35 year olds make up only 15% of the population. This is projected to
decrease to 14% in 2041 and to 13% by 2061. Thus, there is a continuing imbalance in the population
age structure due to an increasingly ageing population and an on-going shortage of population in the
20-35 age cohorts. This is a serious issue for the district, and one that Council needs to address. Every
effort needs to be made to retain, or attract the younger age groups by providing incentives for them to
remain in or return to the district.
Council adopted a Youth Policy in 2001. The Policy provides guidelines for the setting of priorities, and
the development of plans with regard to youth, and has been developed around the following objective
– “Recognise the special place of youth in the community; take a proactive role in supporting community
youth initiatives, and acting in a manner sensitive to the needs of our youth in whom the future of
the Whangarei District rests”. The Policy contains a number of goals and objectives to support the
young people of the district and to promote positive links between them and the community. Following
adoption of the Youth Policy, a Youth Strategy was developed and adopted by Council in 2004. The
Strategy provides a planning framework for future youth initiatives for the Whangarei District in line with
Council’s Youth Policy. A Youth Policy has also been developed and it’s intended to support the work
of Council in providing a better quality of life and direction for the district’s youth. It assists effective
planning and collaboration between Council and the community on youth-related issues, and also allow
identification of potential alignments and synergies between the Youth Policy and the work of local youth
organisations and government agencies with responsibilities for youth.
Council is committed to community safety and has adopted “a community which is safe and crime
free” as a community outcome in its Long Term Plan. To assist such an outcome, Council has initiated
a ‘CitySafe’ programme, a project to promote a safe district and bring down the incidence of crime
through community collaboration. It involves the Police and the Whangarei Chamber of Commerce
engaging with other government and non-government organisations to ensure a safer CBD and urban
environment. Some of the initiatives of CitySafe are: a 24-hour Call Centre on Freephone; a CCTV
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network; and a Community Safety Officer to oversee the CitySafe project and graffiti response Initiatives.
Other initiatives of the CitySafe programme include: cops on bikes; reporting graffiti and truancy; further
improving the technology in the monitored CCTV camera network; and, ensuring a wider network of
staff in and around the CBD as eyes and ears for public safety. The Community Services Team also
produced Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) reports in Onerahi, Tikipunga,
Otaika and Kamo.
In the disability sector, Council has a Sector Liaison Officer who works closely with disability groups
and reports back to Council on their behalf. The Sector Liaison Officer’s role is to raise awareness of
disability issues, advise Council on accessibility issues, trends and funding priorities, and offer support
and information to community organisations and people affected by disability issues. The Community
Services Team is also involved with the establishment of access for people with disabilities, the
provision of disability car parks around the city, and organised sailing workshops for young people with
disabilities. In addition, Council adopted terms of reference for the establishment of a Disability Sector
Reference Group in 2005. The Disability Sector Reference Group acts as a point of reference for the
Council to the disability sector. The group has made significant progress in highlighting and addressing
matters which directly affect the disabled community.
Council supports the work carried out by the voluntary sector in the district by contributing to community
organisations through community funding. The funding covers a wide range of community development
projects, capital development projects, social service and programme delivery. The Community Funding
Policy sets out the purpose of Council’s community funding, what type of community funding is available
from Council, who and what is eligible for it and how the funding is to be administered. The Policy
makes clear Council’s role in supporting the community and allows the flexibility to respond to extraordinary circumstances if required. The Community Funding Guide provides specific guidelines to
community organisations on how support and assistance can be obtained from Council and what form
the assistance may take.
Council also supports district halls and works with local communities to provide facilities for residents
of the Whangarei District. With the adoption of a Community Halls Strategy in 2007, the Strategy
acknowledges district halls as important community assets and outlines Council’s role in ensuring
their ongoing viability. Council believes these facilities play a critical community role in the district. The
Strategy contains information that can be used to develop a five to ten year work plan for community
hall support and maintenance.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2009, Ethnic Diversity of the Whangarei District

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans

1.4 Implement, and review when necessary, the Youth Policy and Youth Strategy to support a range of
community actions aimed at providing for the needs of youth in Whangarei District.
1.5 Support, and review when necessary, the terms of reference and functions of the Disability Sector
Reference Group.
2.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund community
development initiatives where appropriate.
3.1 Ensure that community development initiatives are included in asset/activity management plans and
future Long Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
4.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with individuals, community
groups, ethnic groups, other stakeholders, and the public generally when undertaking community
development initiatives that have the potential to help build strong communities.
4.2 Continue to collaborate with Settlement Support New Zealand to provide information and advice to
new migrants and promote and encourage ethnic diversity in the Whangarei District.
5.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu groups in initiatives relating to
community development.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Formulate a Community Development Strategy to provide an operational framework for Council’s
role in community development and delivery of community services, particularly focused on
youth, age and accessibility.

Explanation

“A District with community programmes and facilities for all” is one of the community outcomes identified
in the Long Term Plan. In order to achieve this goal, Council must engage proactively with the community
on community development initiatives. The Community Development Strategy will be an essential
positioning document that shows how Council will deliver on key points of the community vision and
expectations. The Community Development Strategy should encompass a wide range of activities that
outlines Council and community involvement in initiatives that improve social, cultural, economic and
environmental aspects of everyday life. The Community Development Strategy should encompass a wide
range of initiatives and provide an overall framework for Council’s role in community development and
delivery of community services.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Low

Strategies,
Plans

[CS]
Action 1.2

Implement, and review when necessary, the CitySafe Programme and the Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) reports, and investigate other community safety
initiatives.

Explanation

Communities depend on networking groups that are well supported and focused on supporting community
safety initiatives (such as CCTV Strategy, Graffiti Policy, Safety Strategy) targeting crime reduction
and improving the co-ordination of services. The CitySafe project is investigating the improvement and
re-siting of many of the surveillance cameras around the district to improve the capture of data in its crime
prevention role. This initiative includes collaboration with NZ Police to re-establish and enhance the CCTV
capability in the district. It is necessary to promote, provide and protect individual and community safety
through these community safety initiatives.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NZ Police,
NRC

Low

Strategies,
Plans

2. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
3. Asset Management Plans, Long Term Plan
4. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
5. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Formulate a Community Development Strategy to provide an operational framework for Council’s
role in community development and delivery of community services, particularly focused on youth, age
and accessibility.
1.2 Implement, and review when necessary, the CitySafe Programme and the Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) reports, and investigate other community safety initiatives.
1.3 Implement, and review when necessary, the Positive Ageing Strategy to ensure the needs of older
people are taken into account in planning and delivering services and infrastructure.
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All

[CS, PM]

All (esp. WC, UV)

Action 3.1

Ensure that community development initiatives are included in asset/activity management plans
and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

The Positive Ageing Strategy “Ageing in Our Place” was adopted by Council in 2005. In keeping with the
expected growth in the older population and their needs, and the rapid rate of other changes – including
development of best practice guidelines over a range of disciplines, it is important to review the Strategy
so as to ensure the abovementioned factors are taken into account in current and future planning of
services to older people.

Explanation

Community development initiatives need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future
LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources when necessary, particularly in regard
to council initiated projects. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management plans and LTPs will
depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

1

WDC

PAAG, Age
Concern,
Manaia PHO,
DHB

Current
Resources

Strategies,
Plans

On-going

WDC

[CS]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

AMPs, LTP

[CS, G, F, Re]
Action 4.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with individuals, community
groups, ethnic groups, other stakeholders, and the public generally when undertaking community
development initiatives that have the potential to help build strong communities.

Action 1.4

Implement, and review when necessary, the Youth Policy and Youth Strategy to support a range of
community actions aimed at providing for the needs of youth in Whangarei District.

Explanation

Explanation

Council adopted the Youth Policy in 2001. Following adoption of the Youth Policy, a Youth Strategy was
developed and adopted by Council in 2004. It is essential to ensure both Policy and Strategy are up
to date so as to reflect the changing needs of youth in Whangarei. A Youth Action Plan has also been
developed in 2007. The Plan built on the Council’s Youth Policy and Youth Strategy and was intended to
support the work of Council towards providing a better quality of life and direction for the district’s youth.
However, the Plan has yet to be finalised. Once the Plan is finalised and adopted by Council, actions can
be implemented.

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of
community initiatives in the Whangarei District. It is important that Council liaises with these bodies,
provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure
optimal outcomes.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC,
Community
Groups

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NZ Police,
NRC

Current
Resources

Strategies,
Plans

[CS]
Action 1.5

Support, and review when necessary, the terms of reference and functions of the Disability Sector
Reference Group.

Explanation

Council has a Sector Liaison Officer who works closely with disability groups and reports back to Council
on their behalf. The Sector Liaison Officer’s role is to raise awareness of disability issues, advise Council
on accessibility issues, trends and funding priorities, and offer support and information to community
organisations and people affected by disability. Council adopted the terms of reference for the Disability
Sector Reference Group (DSRG) in August 2005. The Group acts as a point of reference for the Council
to the disability sector. It is important to support, and review the terms of reference and functions of the
DSRG when necessary.

[CS]

All

Action 4.2

Continue to collaborate with Settlement Support New Zealand to provide information and advice
to new migrants and promote and encourage ethnic diversity in the Whangarei District.

Explanation

Settlement Support New Zealand (SSNZ) is a nation wide support system for migrants funded by the
Department of Labour. The service assists migrants by providing information and advice, conducting
seminars, and providing links to other social and cultural services and support networks. It is important
for Council to continue collaboration with SSNZ to provide support to new migrants and promote and
encourage ethnic diversity in the district.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

Settlement
Support

WDC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[ED]

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Action 5.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu groups in initiatives relating to
community development.

2

WDC

Manaia Health,
NDHB

Current
Resources

Strategies,
Plans

Explanation

The Maori ethnic group is the second largest of the major ethnic groupings in the Whangarei District
(25%). Maori whanau, hapu, iwi and Maori community development should be a priority for the Whangarei
District. Developing a partnership with tangata whenua and widespread engagement with iwi and hapu
are seen as essential to the success of managing community issues in relation to tangata whenua,
particularly in dealing with youth issues. It is important that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is
undertaken and participation of Maori in decision about community development is ensured.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[CS]
Action 2.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund
community development initiatives where appropriate.

Explanation

The Local Government Act provides for development contributions to be taken and the RMA provides
for financial contributions to help manage adverse effects of developments. Sufficient development/
financial contributions should be included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost
of community development initiatives when appropriate.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[IP, RC, F, CS]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

PART A:

Implement, and review when necessary, the Positive Ageing Strategy to ensure the needs of older
people are taken into account in planning and delivering services and infrastructure.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 1.3

[CS, MR]

All
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5.2

Historic/Cultural Heritage

Historic and cultural resources contribute to the distinctive qualities, amenity and character of the district.
The Whangarei District contains much historic and cultural heritage from both Maori and European
settlement of the district. The physical remains of early settlement are reflected in the landscape.
The influence of early architecture and land development patterns on the landscape makes a strong
contribution to our ‘sense of place’. The heritage of our district and the special character of it is a
significant factor in attracting both residents and visitors to the district.
Historic and cultural heritage can also play a significant role in economic development as an integral
part of tourism. Historic and cultural heritage attractions are an essential element to growing Northland’s
tourism industry. The history and culture of Northland is unique and has considerable potential for further
development as a tourist attraction. Maori cultural tourism in Northland, likewise, has high potential to
increase the economic and social well being of tangata whenua. Northland’s unique history and culture,
together with its outstanding natural and physical environment, can play an increasingly important role
in the long term sustainable development of Northland and Whangarei District.
Historic heritage is identified as a matter of national importance under the Resource Management
Act 1991 and the Council has a duty to protect heritage through the provisions of the District Plan.
The Local Government Act 2002 provides for local authorities to play a broad role in promoting the
social, economic, environmental and cultural well being of their communities. This includes historic and
cultural heritage. The Department of Conservation is responsible for the management and protection of
historic heritage on public conservation land. However a large portion of historic heritage is in private
ownership. The effort and goodwill of private owners is relied upon to sustain the district’s heritage
resources. It is vital therefore that Council and communities (including tangata whenua) work together
with the owners of that historic heritage to retain and conserve it.
The New Zealand Historic Places Trust (NZHTP) established in 1955 promotes the conservation of
the nation’s national heritage and historic places. The Historic Places Trust administers the Historic
Places Act 1993. The Act is specifically aimed at the identification and protection of historic and cultural
heritage, including Maori heritage. Under the Act, the Trust has the responsibility to establish and
maintain a register of historic places, historic areas, wahi tapu, wahi tapu areas and archaeological
sites. The register assists in the protection of historic and cultural heritage by notifying property owners,
councils and the public of the location and significance of items or areas on the register. Also, any
person wishing to modify or destroy an archaeological site must first obtain authority from the Trust to
do so.
The Whangarei District Plan identifies: (a) heritage buildings, sites and objects; (b) heritage trees; and
(c) sites of significance to Maori. It also contains provisions to assist in their protection. The schedules of
the District Plan contain 68 heritage buildings, sites and objects, including all those on the New Zealand
Historic Places Trust Register. There are over 290 heritage trees or groups of heritage trees located on
157 sites. And there are 86 sites of significance to Maori identified. These are all listed in the District
Plan Appendices and marked on the planning maps. A unique feature of the Whangarei District are the
stone walls which exist in the rural areas and on the fringe of the Whangarei urban area. The stone walls
illustrate a history of occupation and agricultural systems over many years and add a distinctive feature
to Whangarei’s historic and cultural identity.
Overall, despite their immense value to our natural and cultural landscapes, many of the district’s
heritage places and objects are under threat from land development pressures, building redevelopment,
natural hazards, climate change and associated sea level rise, and lack of maintenance or heritage
decay. In the Whangarei District, the threats to historic heritage arise in those areas most subject to
development pressure, i.e. along the coast and in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka area, around the urban
fringe and in the rural area, particularly in areas such as Maunu/Maungatapere, Three Mile Bush Road,
Glenbervie, Maungakaramea, Whatitiri and Ruatangata. The main risks are to stone walls on the urban
fringe and to archaeological sites and sites of significance to Maori along the coast and in the Marsden
Point/Ruakaka area.
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In the urban areas, the risks from redevelopment have not been great over the past decade or so,
but can be expected to increase over the next 30/50 years as redevelopment takes place. In the
meantime, risks from lack of maintenance, restoration, and neglect may result in the gradual decay
and loss of some heritage items. Pressure to redevelop the central City will increase as the population
of the district grows. Any redevelopment of the central City area, including the Town Basin, must take
into account existing heritage buildings, sites and objects and try to incorporate existing heritage into
redevelopment plans. The historic theme of the Town Basin needs to be retained and enhanced in any
future development.
There has been little recent redevelopment in the urban nodes, (i.e. Kamo, Tikipunga, Onerahi,
Otaika and Maunu) except for residential development on the fringes. Any future redevelopment in
these suburban centres needs to be cognisant of existing heritage and to retain and enhance heritage
wherever possible. Historic heritage, if retained, can contribute to aesthetic and amenity values in the
urban nodes and can contribute positively to a sense of place and local character. In the rural townships
of Waipu and Hikurangi there is considerable historic and cultural heritage and future development of
these centres needs to recognise the heritage that exists and incorporate it into development plans and
strategies.
The main mechanism for protecting heritage items by territorial authorities is through the provisions
of the District Plan. This is achieved by identifying heritage items in the District Plan, and attaching
objectives, policies and methods (including rules) to these items aimed at protecting them. At present
the District Plan contains only a relatively small number of heritage items. Many sites of significance to
Maori, for example, are not included. Not all historic buildings, places or heritage trees are identified in
the District Plan and shown on the planning maps. Thus, there are sites of significance to Maori, historic
buildings, places, and heritage trees unprotected by the District Plan. The provisions contained in the
District Plan also require updating to be more effective in protecting historic heritage that is identified.
The appropriateness of ‘heritage’ or ‘cultural landscapes’ as a concept for addressing heritage, and how
these should relate to planning provisions aimed at the protection of historic and cultural heritage needs
to be examined. Heritage is sometimes embedded in the land rather than in individual items or sites,
and certain landscapes are imbued with cultural and spiritual significance, in particular, for Maori. How
to identify these concepts of heritage landscapes and provide protection for them is a challenge that the
Whangarei District Plan does not address. It is, however, an aspect of historic and cultural heritage that
will require consideration in the future.
The use of heritage orders, heritage covenants, and conservation covenants to protect historic heritage
needs to be further investigated. In particular, conservation covenants for protecting heritage items
requires further attention, and holds considerable potential for improvements to heritage protection.
Most covenants at present are aimed at protecting natural heritage. The use of covenants for protecting
historic and cultural heritage needs to be reassessed with a view to increasing the use of this mechanism
in the future.
Non-regulatory approaches, such as information, education and advocacy and the use of both
economic instruments and non-financial incentives need to be considered and, in some instances,
actioned. Financial incentives, heritage grants, subsidies, rates relief, waiving of consent fees, or use
of development contributions all have the potential to supplement regulatory approaches. The use of
information, education and advocacy could encourage voluntary protection. For example, the council
could encourage the community to liaise with the New Zealand Historic Places Trust regarding protection
of heritage items. Information on how to carry out maintenance in a manner that is sensitive to the
values of the heritage resource could be provided by suitably qualified persons facilitated by Council.
To assist in the sustainable management of the district’s historic and cultural heritage a heritage strategy
could be developed that undertakes a comprehensive re-evaluation of historic and cultural heritage and
how it is managed in the district. This strategy should include consultation with the community as to
what the community values in regard to historic and cultural heritage and how they wish to protect and
enhance it and incorporate it into future development of the district. With, or without, such a strategy,

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS sets the direction for historic and cultural heritage protection and management in
the Northland Region.

Explanation

The RPS for Northland acknowledges the significance of heritage resources within the region,
particularly as they contribute to a unique regional sense of identity, not only from a cultural and historical
perspective, but also from an economic one in terms of potential tourism. However, as the RPS for
Northland was prepared in 1999, the existing provision of heritage protection does not adequately reflect
the new requirements to “recognise and provide” for the protection of historic heritage from inappropriate
subdivision, use and development as a matter of national important under section 6(f) of the RMA. As a
result the RPS takes a broader view of heritage, although enabling to a degree, but with little guidance
for the management of heritage and particularly what constitutes inappropriate subdivision, use and
development. It is essential that the new RPS takes into account the amended section 6(f) of the RMA
and sets the direction for historic and cultural heritage management and heritage policy development for
the Northland Region.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

3. District Plan
4. Financial Instruments, Economic Incentives
5. Asset/Activity Management Plans, Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS sets the direction for historic and cultural heritage protection and management in the
Northland Region.
1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP), provide input to ensure that the RCP
identifies historic and cultural heritage in the coastal environment and provides objectives, policies,
rules and other methods to project heritage.

[PM]
Action 1.2

During future review of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP), provide input to ensure that the RCP
identifies historic and cultural heritage in the coastal environment and provides objectives,
policies, rules and other methods to project heritage.

Explanation

The 2010 New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) has enhanced provisions in relation to historic
heritage, reflecting the elevation of the protection of historic heritage to a matter of national importance
under the RMA Amendment 2003. The RPC will need to be reviewed to incorporate the requirements of
the 2010 NZCPS. During this review, the RCP must ensure adequate protection for historic heritage in the
coastal environment and all activities involving historic heritage in the coastal marine area require careful
management.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3.1 Review the effectiveness of existing District Plan provisions in relation to the protection and
enhancement of historic and cultural heritage, and improve existing provisions where necessary. The
use of cultural or heritage landscapes should be investigated.

On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RCP

3.2 Ensure all heritage items are contained in the District Plan schedules and on the planning maps
(except if tangata whenua wish this information to remain confidential).

Action 2.1

Develop a historic and cultural heritage strategy for the Whangarei District that undertakes
a comprehensive re-evaluation of historic and cultural heritage and how it is managed in the
district. A heritage inventory, describing the heritage resources of the district, should be included.

3.3 Investigate the use of heritage protection orders, heritage covenants and conservation covenants
for protecting historic and cultural heritage through provisions in the District Plan.

Explanation

To assist in the sustainable management of the district’s historic and cultural heritage a heritage strategy
could be developed that undertakes a comprehensive re-evaluation of historic and cultural heritage and
how it is managed in the district. This strategy should include consultation with the community as to what
the community values in regard to historic and cultural heritage and how they wish to protect and enhance
it and incorporate it into future development of the district. A heritage inventory should be included as part
of the strategy. The inventory could also be used as a basis for monitoring changes to heritage resources,
or value associated with heritage resources.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

WDC

NRC, NZHPT,
DoC, NZAA,
Iwi/Hapu

Low

Strategies,
Plans

2.1 Develop a Historic and Cultural Heritage Strategy for the Whangarei District that undertakes a
comprehensive re-evaluation of historic and cultural heritage and how it is managed in the district. A
heritage inventory, describing the heritage resources of the district, should be included.
2.2 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into structure plans, development plans, urban
design plans, and community village plans, and ensure that historic and cultural themes are utilized in
all plans to maintain and enhance sense of place.

[PM]

4.1 Investigate the use of financial incentives such as heritage grants, subsidies, rates relief, waving
of consent fees, or use of financial contributions to supplement regulatory approaches to protecting
heritage.
5.1 Include protection and enhancement of historic and cultural heritage in asset/activity management
plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) when appropriate, along with budgetary commitments and
funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders on the protection and enhancement of historic and cultural heritage, including individuals,
developers, business associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, environment
groups, Department of Conservation, New Zealand Historic Places Trust, Northland Regional Council,
and the public generally.

PART A:

Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2009, Historic/Cultural Heritage Report

7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the protection
and enhancement of historic and cultural heritage.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

planning through the Sub-regional Growth Strategy, Urban Growth Strategy, Coastal Management
Strategy, Rural Strategy, structure planning and land use planning under the District Plan should take
into account the preservation and enhancement of historic and cultural heritage.

[PM]

PB, W, MP/R, CV

All
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 2.2

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into structure plans, development plans, urban
design plans, and community village plans, and ensure that historic and cultural themes are
utilised in all plans to maintain and enhance sense of place.

Explanation

Whangarei has a unique historic and cultural heritage that is not always recognised nor fully celebrated.
This includes both early Maori occupation and later European settlement. To better utilise existing historic
and cultural heritage and maintain and enhance the special sense of place that exists in Whangarei, the
structure plans, development plans, urban design plans, and community village plans need to contain
strong heritage themes and strong land use planning and urban design provisions aimed at protecting
and enhancing Whangarei’s unique historic and cultural heritage.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC,
NZHPT, Iwi/
Hapu

Current
Resources

Strategies,
Plans

[PM]
Action 3.1

Explanation

Investigate the use of heritage protection orders, heritage covenants and conservation covenants
for protecting historic and cultural heritage through provisions in the District Plan.

Explanation

A heritage order is a provision in a district plan to protect the heritage qualities of a particular place or
structure. A heritage order is similar in effect and has a similar process to a designation because it is a
provision in a district plan that affects how a place can be used. Where a heritage order is included in a
district plan, no one, without the prior consent of the heritage protection authority, can do anything that
would compromise the effect of the heritage order. Heritage covenants are registered against the titles of
properties and place conditions or restrictions on its use. A covenant involves an agreement between the
NZHPT and a property owner and once signed is permanently attached to a property’s title. It therefore
binds all subsequent owners and any breach of this covenant is an offence under the HPA. The use of
conservation covenants for protecting heritage items holds considerable potential for improvements to
historic and cultural heritage protection in Whangarei District. Most covenants at present are aimed at
protecting natural heritage. The use of covenants for protecting historic and cultural heritage needs to be
reassessed with a view to increasing the use of this mechanism in the future.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

WDC

NRC, NZPT,
DoC, Iwi/Hapu

Low/Medium

District Plan

All (esp. WC, K, H, W, MT)

Review the effectiveness of existing District Plan provisions in relation to the protection and
enhancement of historic and cultural heritage, and improve existing provisions where necessary.
The use of cultural or heritage landscapes should be investigated.
The District plan already contains a list of heritage items and there are rules and policies associated
with activities in the district that may impact on the identified historic and cultural heritage. These rules
allow the council to use the consenting process to control effects on know heritage items. A review of
the effectiveness of existing District Plan provisions in relation to the protection and enhancement of
historic and cultural heritage will assess whether the existing rules are too permissive or too restrictive
in relation to activities affecting historic heritage. The appropriateness of ‘historic’ or ‘cultural landscapes’
as a concept for addressing heritage, and how these should relate to planning provisions aimed at the
protection of historic and cultural heritage needs to be examined. Heritage is sometimes embedded in the
land rather than in individual items or sites, and certain landscapes are imbued with cultural and spiritual
significance, in particular, for Maori. How to identify these concepts of heritage landscapes and provide
protection for them is a challenge that the Whangarei District Plan does not address. It is, however, an
aspect of historic and cultural heritage that will require consideration in the future.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC

NRC, NZHPT,
DoC, Iwi/Hapu

Low

District Plan

[PM]

Action 3.3

[PM]
Action 4.1

Investigate the use of financial incentives such as heritage grants, subsidies, rates relief, waving
of consent fees, or use of financial contributions to supplement regulatory approaches to
protecting heritage.

Explanation

Incentives can be one of the most successful ways to protect heritage resources. The various economic
instruments available need to be considered. Financial incentives, heritage grants, subsidies, rates
relief, waiving of consent fees, or use of development contributions all have the potential to supplement
regulatory approaches.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

NRC, DoC,
NZHPT, Iwi/
Hapu

Low/Medium

Financial
Incentives

[PM]
Action 5.1

Include protection and enhancement of historic and cultural heritage in asset/activity management
plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) when appropriate, along with budgetary commitments
and funding sources.

Action 3.2

Ensure all heritage items are contained in the District Plan schedules and on the planning maps
(except if tangata whenua wish this information to remain confidential).

Explanation

Explanation

The council should ensure all heritage items contained in the District Plan schedules and planning maps
are updated on a regular basis to include recently registered historic places, historic areas, wahi tapu
and wahi tapu areas recognised under the HPA 1993. Furthermore, a comprehensive review of heritage
within the district, including archaeological sites, and historic features and places, sites of significance to
Maori, and heritage trees, can provide a basis for formulating a Heritage Strategy. Such a strategy should
include a heritage inventory which will assist in identifying heritage items for inclusion in the District Plan.

The protection and enhancement of historic and cultural heritage that imposes a cost on Council needs to
be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and
funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management plans and LTPs will depend upon
the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC

NRC, NZHPT,
DoC, Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]
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All

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

AMPs, LTP

[PM, G, F, Re]
Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders on the protection and enhancement of historic and cultural heritage, including
individuals, developers, business associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community
groups, environment groups, Department of Conservation, New Zealand Historic Places Trust,
Northland Regional Council, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the protection and
enhancement of historic and cultural heritage. It is important that Council liaises with these bodies and
the community, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required
to ensure optimal outcomes. The use of information, education and advocacy could encourage voluntary
protection. For example, the council could encourage the community to liaise with the NZHPT regarding
protection of heritage items. Information on how to carry out maintenance in a manner that is sensitive to
the values of the heritage resource could be provided by suitably qualified persons facilitated by Council.

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC,
NZHPT, Iwi/
Hapu

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[PM]

All

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
protection and enhancement of historic and cultural heritage.

Explanation

Iwi and hapu have a long association with Whangarei District. Many sites of significance and
archaeological sites of Maori association are included within the district. Further sites of significance to
Maori and archaeological sites of Maori association may be identified in the future. It is essential that
consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to the
protection and enhancement of historic and cultural heritage is assured.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Low

Tangata
Whenua

[MR]

All

5.3

Arts/Culture/Civic Amenities
PART A:

Lead Agency

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Priority/
Timing

Culture, arts and entertainment are important to peoples’ quality of life and it is essential that a district
of Whangarei’s size offers a level of cultural amenities and entertainment facilities that meets the needs
of its growing population, and the wider needs of the region. Whangarei increasingly acts as an arts
and cultural hub for the Northland Region and this regional role is likely to increase in importance over
the next 30/50 years.
The arts – and broader cultural resources, amenities and facilities are coming to be seen as an
important community asset and they have an essential and strategic role to play in society. The arts,
culture, heritage and creative industries sector plays an important role in creating a vibrant, diverse and
interesting community for residents and visitors alike. It is also assists in the creation of a unique ‘sense
of place’ for Whangarei. It is important to make Whangarei District an attractive place to live, work and
play and encourage visitors to stay in Whangarei rather than just pass through. To ensure this we need
to have a diverse range of cultural attractions of high quality for both local residents and visitors.
The sector also plays an important role in economic development of the district (and region). Arts, cultural,
heritage and civic amenities assist economic development by offering employment opportunities. They
help in attracting other businesses to the area, and attracting and retaining residents in the district.
Not only do they assist in economic development directly in creative industries, they boost tourism by
increasing domestic and international visitor numbers to the district/region. Arts, culture, heritage and
civic amenities contribute to the economic, cultural, environmental and social well being of the district.
To secure our economic future, our district must be successful in attracting and retaining young people,
especially the knowledge-based young talented workforce. Young people tend to look for a package
of services and amenities that make up a comprehensive ‘scene’ that they enjoy and can participate
in. They are usually drawn to the arts, culture, and nightlife offered in urban centres. Because of this, it
is important that Whangarei offers these urban style amenities such as a thriving nightlife and cultural
and entertainment facilities to help make the district more attractive to young people as a place to live
and work.
Arts, cultural and civic amenities in Whangarei District comprise facilities such as libraries, arts galleries,
cultural centres, conference venues, museums, theatres and cinemas, sport fields, recreation facilities,
nightlife, entertainment and music facilities. A number of organisations, venues and events promote arts
at community level, such as the Northland Arts Society at Reyburn House, Northland Craft Trust at the
Quarry Arts Centre, Te Kowhai Print Trust, the Paper Mill, summer schools, an artisans fair, community
craft markets, the biennial Collaborationz event and art competitions. In terms of the performing arts,
current clubs and organisations in this sector include Whangarei Theatre Company, Octagon Theatre
Company, Holee Cow (drama), Opera North, Jazz Society, Hardcore Dance, Northland Ballet Company,
and Northland Amateur Film Society and Festival. Theatre and music events include: the Subway Stage
Challenge, Rockquest, Jazz Festival, Waipu Highland Games, Opera in the Garden and others. There
are also recording studios in the district.
There are also a variety of ethnic groups and cultural organisations in the district. Cultural organisations
like New Zealand Celtic Trust, Pacific Islands Charitable Trust, Caledonian Society, and Tibetan
Monastery are examples of cultural communities addressing their individual needs. There are also a
number of migrant community groups, such as Whangarei Korean Group, Northland Indian Association,
Whangarei Filipino Society, Whangarei Chinese Association and WINGS – Women’s International
Newcomers Group Social. There are a number of organisations supporting Maori arts. Whangarei
Art Museum plays a significant role in presenting work by Maori artists. Whangarei Museum has an
important collection and a strong Maori advisory committee. Arts Promotion Trust has a commitment
to working with Maori practitioners. Northland Polytech is playing a significant role in ongoing Maori
arts education; and, schools and Maori organisations play a key role, including the kapa haka regional
competitions. Destination Northland, Tai Tokerau Tourism and Arts Promotion Trust are helping to
develop Matariki celebrations.
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Entertainment and night time activities play an important role in cities around the world. Cities that offer
diverse and enjoyable options for nocturnal entertainment are often viewed as attractive places to live or
to visit. Night time attractions include restaurants, bars, taverns, hotels, nightclubs, theatres, cinemas,
shops and other culture and entertainment facilities, which appeal to different gender, age and cultural
groups. These are central to a night time economy. Developing and managing the night time economy,
is a key imperative for any city that is looking to integrate the various dimensions of working, domestic
and leisure life.
At present Whangarei has a limited night time economy. The spatial organisation of the nightlife precinct
is predominantly organised around Vine and Bank Streets and Quality Lane in the CBD. This means
that there are many areas within the CBD which become abandoned at night. There is an absence of a
coherent and integrated night specific place-making strategy. A night life precinct as a uniquely branded
and unified leisure site has yet to be established. Civic spaces, such as the Cameron Street Mall and
Cafler Park, mainly become thoroughfares at night, with people seeking to pass through them rather
than spending time within them.
The role of sport and recreational facilities in enhancing community well-being is widely accepted and
their contribution towards achieving desired outcomes is widely recognised by local government in New
Zealand and overseas. The main benefits include improved health, community development, attracting
visitors and new residents, economic development, and contributing to the social and cultural well-being
of the community. Providing a wide range of sporting and recreational facilities assists in attracting and
retaining residents in the district. They make it easier for local businesses and service providers to
attract skilled workers by offering the kinds of facilities people have come to expect in a modern urban
centre.
Sporting and recreational facilities can be a major economic asset to the district. Such facilities attract
visitors to the district through competitions, events and expos. Visitors attracted by sports facilities
and events spend money locally on accommodation, food and other services. For example, major
sport events attract many visitors to Whangarei and inject substantial amounts of money into the local
economy. It is important to recognise the role sport and recreational facilities play in the economic
development of the district as visitor/tourism attractors, and by making the district an attractive place
to live.
Whangarei District Council has been a supporting partner to the Northland Sport and Physical Activity
Strategy since its inception in 2006. This Strategy was developed by a partnership of organisations
including Sport Northland, the Northland District Health Board, Te Tai Tokerau MAPO Trust, regional
and local councils, and schools. Council is represented on the Strategy Partner Advisory Group which
fulfils a governance and key decision making role to support and guide Sport Northland and other
organisations working to implement the Strategy. Council supports various community organisations,
clubs and groups through the Creative Communities Scheme. As part of that support, the Council’s
Creative Communities Assessment Committee is convened for the purpose of allocating Creative New
Zealand funds to groups, organisations or individuals who demonstrate their project’s eligibility and are
considered by the Committee to meet the criteria established by Creative New Zealand.

the old library building (former Arts Promotion Trust), the Capitaine Bougainville Theatre, the Exhibition
Hall and the Whangarei Art Museum building. Whangarei Museum and Heritage Park would form a
‘heritage and culture recreational/experience precinct’ using the Maunu site for a more ‘hands-on’
recreational/cultural experience. The Town Basin would develop as a ‘heritage and culture experience
precinct’, acting as a culture and leisure cluster encompassing the existing Clapham’s Clock Museum
and Reyburn House, the heritage art walkway and artisan market on Victoria Bridge currently under
construction. There is a proposal to develop a Hundertwasser Museum to act as an anchor attraction
along with a Maori Cultural Centre on the Hihiaua Peninsula to display, demonstrate and promote Maori
culture and art.
By adopting such an approach, each precinct could further develop its particular theme and together
would comprise a diverse and compelling arts, culture and civic amenity sector that would assist
Whangarei’s arts and cultural renaissance and ensure its development as a regional arts, heritage and
cultural hub for the whole of Northland.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Sense of Place – Urban Design, Amenity, Local
Character and Heritage

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
4. Asset/Activity Management Plans, Long Term Plan
5. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
6. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Ensure that the Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy is supported, and reviewed when necessary, to
ensure it provides the framework for the development of arts, culture, heritage and creative industries
in the Whangarei District, and supports the development of arts/cultural ‘precincts’ at Forum North,
Whangarei Museum/Heritage Park, and the Town Basin.
1.2 Complete the Winter Field Strategy to provide strategic, long term integrated planning in relation to
winter sports fields in the district.
1.3 Incorporate arts, culture, recreational and civic amenity elements in the new structure plans (i.e.
Whangarei City, Hikurangi, Maungakaramea and Maungatapere) and existing structure plans when
reviewed, to ensure that the arts, culture and civic amenity themes are utilised in structure plans to
support arts, culture and heritage values in the district.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan as and when required to implement the Arts, Culture and Heritage
Policy and the Field Facilities Strategy, when completed, in a staged and orderly manner.

In addition, CHART (Culture, Heritage, Arts Resource Trust) has been set up to enable the arts
community to develop and progress long term visions to support and build capacity in the sector.
The objectives of CHART are to deliver, through collaborative programming of key infrastructure and
development projects, a ten year plan for the sector, including a timeline for major (and minor) projects,
and assist implementation of those projects by supporting each organisation with funding applications,
governance and management support, key relationship development and community liaison. Tapapa
Toi – The Cultural Seedbed – Heritage, Culture, Arts and Creative Industries Strategy for Whangarei
District was developed jointly by Council and the Whangarei Arts Museum, and used as a backdrop for
Council’s Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy.

3.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund arts,
cultural, recreational and civic amenities where appropriate.

The Policy advocates development of a number of arts/cultural ‘precincts’ in different parts of the City,
including Forum North as a ‘heritage and cultural generator precinct’ encompassing the central library,

6.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to arts, culture
and civic amenity in the Whangarei District.
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4.1 Ensure that arts, cultural, recreational and civic amenities are included in asset/activity management
plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs), along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
5.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of arts, cultural, recreational and civic amenities in the
Whangarei District, including CHART, Sport Northland, community groups, ethnic groups, arts and
cultural organisations, individual artists, clubs, and the public generally.

Action Plan

The arts, culture, heritage and creative industries sector plays an important role in creating a vibrant,
diverse and interesting community for residents and visitors alike. As well as enriching the experiences
of our daily life, the sector plays an important role in our economic development through employment,
entertainment and tourism. Council has developed a co-ordinated approach to combine resources rather
than compete for them so that organisations in the creative sector are able to plan for the future. The
result of this co-ordinated approach is the Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy which was adopted by Council
in 2009. It is necessary to ensure that the Policy is supported, and reviewed when necessary, to ensure
it provides the framework for the development of arts, culture, heritage and creative industries in the
Whangarei District. Tapapa Toi – The Cultural Seedbed Heritage, Culture, Arts and Creative Industries
Strategy for Whangarei District should also be referred to, and the concept of arts/cultural ‘precincts’ at
Forum North, Whangarei Museum/Heritage Park, and the Town Basin should be supported.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2/On-going

WDC

NRC, CHART

Low

Strategies,
Plans

[CS, PM]

All (esp. WC, M)

Action 1.2

Complete the Winter Field Strategy to provide strategic, long term integrated planning in relation
to winter sports fields in the district.

Explanation

With on going population growth, some areas in the Whangarei District are experiencing pressure on the
demand for sports fields. Whilst this is more pronounced in some areas than others, continued population
growth and changing participation trends are likely to result in increased pressure for field space in future
years. The aim of the Field Facilities Strategy is to identify and assess sport facility initiatives required by
the community and to provide a strategy for the effective use of funds. On completion the Field Facilities
Strategy will provide strategic, long term, integrated planning in relation to sports and recreation facilities
in the district, in keeping with the expected growth in population and changing needs.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC, Sport
Northland

Current
Resources

Strategies,
Plans

[PR]
Action 1.3

Explanation

Incorporate arts, culture, recreational and civic amenity elements in the new structure plans (i.e.
Whangarei City, Hikurangi, Maungakaramea and Maungatapere) and existing structure plans when
reviewed, to ensure that the arts, culture and civic amenity themes are utilised in structure plans
to support arts, culture and heritage values in the district.
Whangarei is the arts and cultural hub for the Northland Region and this regional role is likely to increase
in importance over the next 30/50 years. The Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy advocates development
of a number of arts/cultural ‘precincts’ in different parts of the city including Forum North as a ‘heritage
and cultural generator precinct’ encompassing the central library, the old library building, the Capitaine
Bougainville Theatre, the Exhibition Hall and the Whangarei Art Museum building; Whangarei Museum
and Heritage Park would form a ‘heritage and culture recreational/experience precinct’ using the
Maunu site for a more ‘in-depth’ recreational experience; and the Town Basin as a ‘heritage and culture
experience precinct’ encompassing the existing Clapham’s Clocks Museum, Reyburn House, the
relocated Whangarei Art Gallery, and the proposed Hundertwasser Museum and Maori Cultural Centre
on the Hihiaua Peninsula. In addition, Hikurangi has been identified as the location for a proposed
motorsport and outdoor recreational park. Waipu has art galleries and a small museum. Other nodes
possess a variety of attributes, cultural and recreational. These elements need to be incorporated into
structure plans to ensure support for arts, cultural, heritage and recreational values across the district.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC, CHART

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan as and when required to implement the Arts, Culture and
Heritage Policy and the Field Facilities Strategy, when completed, in a staged and orderly manner.

Explanation

Aspects of the Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy and the Field Facilities Strategy will require changes to
the District Plan. These may include new provisions or removal or alteration of existing provisions and/
or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the programme of plan changes
and processed as and when resources permit. In particular the development of arts/cultural ‘precincts’ at
Forum North, Whangarei Museum/Historic Park, and the Town Basin may require changes to the District
Plan to facilitate the establishment of these precincts.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

Action 3.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund arts,
cultural, recreational and civic amenities where appropriate.

Explanation

The Local Government Act provides for development contributions to be taken and the RMA provides
for financial contributions to address environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/
financial contributions should be included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost
of arts, cultural, recreational and civic amenities where appropriate.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, G, CS]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Current
Resources

Development/
Financial
Contributions

Action 4.1

Ensure that arts, cultural, recreational and civic amenities are included in asset/activity
management plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs), along with budgetary commitments and
funding sources.

Explanation

Arts, cultural, recreational and civic amenities need to be included in asset/activity management plans
and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources when necessary, particularly in
regard to council initiated projects. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management plans and LTPs
will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

AMPs, LTP

PART A:

Explanation

Ensure that the Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy is supported, and reviewed when necessary,
to ensure it provides the framework for the development of arts, culture, heritage and creative
industries in the Whangarei District, and supports the development of arts/cultural ‘precincts’ at
Forum North, Whangarei Museum/Heritage Park, and the Town Basin.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 1.1

[G, F, Re, CS]
Action 5.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of arts, cultural, recreational and civic amenities in the
Whangarei District, including CHART, Sport Northland, community groups, ethnic groups, arts
and cultural organisations, individual artists, clubs, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of arts,
cultural, recreational and civic amenities in the Whangarei District. It is important that WDC liaises with
these bodies, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required
to ensure optimal outcomes. This is particularly important in respect to CHART which is the pre-eminent
organisation for fostering arts, culture and heritage industries in the Whangarei District.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

WDC

CHART, NRC,
Low
Sport Northland

[CS, PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method
Information/
Collaboration

All

All (esp. WC, H, MK, MT)
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Action 6.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to arts, culture
and civic amenity in the Whangarei District.

Explanation

There are a number of organisations supporting Maori arts. Whangarei Art Museum plays a significant
role in presenting work by Maori artists. Whangarei Museum has an important collection and a
strong Maori advisory committee. CHART has a commitment to working with Maori practitioners.
Northland Polytech is playing a significant role in ongoing Maori arts education, and schools and Maori
organisations play a key role, including the kapa haka regional competitions. Destination Northland, Tai
Tokerau Tourism and the Arts Promotion Trust are helping to develop Matariki celebrations. There is also
a proposal for a Maori Cultural Centre on the Hihiaua Peninsula to display and promote Maori culture and
arts. Therefore, it is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of
Maori in decisions about arts, culture and civic amenity is ensured.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Low

Tangata
Whenua

[MR]

All

5.4

Tangata Whenua

Northland (including Whangarei) was one of the first major settlement areas for Maori, and remains rich
in historic sites and cultural meaning. It is also home to a great number of Maori (around a third of the
population of Northland identify as Maori) comprising numerous iwi and hapu. Maori are a significant
proportion of the Whangarei District’s population, and demographic trends suggest that this will grow
over time. In 2006 17,604 people (25% of the district’s population) identified as Maori. The proportion
is expected to continue to increase over time as the Maori population grows at a projected 2.9% per
annum to reach a total of 25,000 by 2021, making up around 30% of the district’s population.
Maori are also an important component of the population by virtue of their status as tangata whenua
and co-signatories (with the Crown) of the Treaty of Waitangi. The Treaty of Waitangi is now enshrined
in much of New Zealand’s legislation, and of particular relevance to the Whangarei District Growth
Strategy are the references to the principles of the Treaty in the Resource Management Act 1991 and
the Local Government Act 2002.
Developing a partnership with tangata whenua and widespread engagement with iwi and hapu were
seen as essential to the success of the Growth Strategy. Direct input of tangata whenua concerns into
the Growth Strategy was also seen as critical. To enable this, an engagement process was established
with iwi and hapu within the district to provide specific tangata whenua input to the Growth Strategy.
These iwi and hapu included: Ngapuhi, Ngatiwai, Ngati Hine, Patuharakeke, Ngati Kahu Ki Torongare,
Te Parawhau, Te Waiariki, Ngati Korora, Taiharuru, Ngati Hau, and Ngati Te Rino. A number of hui were
held around the district and an Iwi/Hapu Report produced.
The report represents a collaborative effort by iwi and hapu to present an agreed position (as far as
possible) on iwi and hapu input to the Growth Strategy. The report provides a vision for the Whangarei
District for the next 50 years from an iwi and hapu perspective. It identifies the issues that are important
to iwi and hapu over the next 50 years and how these issues can be addressed to assist the sustainable
development of the district. The report is structured around the four sustainability criteria: sustainable
culture, society, environment and economy.
Regarding sustainable culture, there is a strong message from tangata whenua that the Whangarei
District does not celebrate its cultural diversity nor its cultural identity. This is seen as both a dereliction
of Treaty obligations and a failure to recognise and capitalise on a unique historical and cultural heritage.
In many ways, the community turns its back on its history and its cultural heritage and thus does itself a
disservice. More than this, there is a perception (and at times a reality) that the district’s cultural heritage
has been denigrated and that for too long Maori and Pakeha cultures have worked against each other
rather than collaboratively.
As Northland moves from a ‘grievance’ socio-cultural milieu to a ‘post-settlement’ era there is a unique
opportunity to move to a new way of thinking about our historical and cultural identity. In this view, a
thriving Maori culture has a vital role to play in creating a culturally vibrant, spirited and unique district,
proud of its history and cultural heritage. This view would recognise and respect the special ‘sense of
place’ that Maori culture and values can contribute to creating the unique identity of the Whangarei
District.
One such initiative, and one that could act as a catalyst for a renaissance of Maori art, culture and
performance in the district, would be the development of an iconic cultural centre at a prominent location
in central Whangarei. This is seen as an essential initiative in terms of enhancing and supporting
Maori cultural practices, assisting Maori economic development and adding value to the district as a
whole by encouraging tourism and associated business development. Both international and domestic
visitors have a strong desire to experience Maori culture and learn about local history, and there is
a real opportunity for the community and Council to assist in providing a unique historic and cultural
experience in Whangarei.
A cultural centre at Hihiaua in the Town Basin has been proposed to provide a landmark cultural
experience which contributes to Maori economic development, assists in keeping young people in the
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The protection of wahi tapu and sites of cultural significance to Maori has been an on-going concern of
Maori throughout the district for many years. Maori have highlighted the cultural importance of preserving
and respecting wahi tapu and sites of significance to Maori and have articulated their deep concern over
the continuing degradation of both over time. It is clear that this will continue to be a key issue impacting
future development within the district. The District Plan contains policies and rules to protect sites of
significance to Maori. However, many sites of significance and wahi tapu are not identified in the District
Plan, and the provisions relating to protection need re-assessing as to their effectiveness. The Council
has recognised these short-comings and is in the process (working collaboratively with iwi and hapu)
of examining the issue of identifying and protecting sites of significance and wahi tapu throughout the
district. This initiative should provide a basis for better protection of these taonga in the future. Other
sites of significance and wahi tapu will be identified in iwi/hapu environmental management plans.
In addition, there is an issue concerning the aerial extent of a site of significance or wahi tapu. For Maori,
meaning is often embedded in the land rather than in individual items or sites. Certain landscapes are
imbued with cultural and spiritual significance. Unseen, but in many ways the root of cultural significance,
the histories, stories and myths embedded in the landscape provide the richness of association with
the land, and are often fundamental to a sense of belonging, or attachment to a particular place. How
to identify these concepts of heritage or cultural landscapes is a challenge that Council, in collaboration
with iwi and hapu, needs to address.
Sites of cultural significance to Maori and cultural landscapes are often associated with meanings
articulated through stories and myths along with actual histories of past events. These stories, myths
and histories are part of the history and culture of the district and should be an aspect of our historical
and cultural heritage that is more widely recognised and celebrated. It is an essential part of the ‘sense
of place’ that makes Whangarei District special and unique. It also makes the district a much more
interesting place to residents and visitors alike. It must be recognised of course that some sites of
significance to Maori and wahi tapu are of a nature that prevents public access and in some instances
public knowledge. But there are many others that add to the richness of the district’s historic and cultural
heritage and the public would benefit from wider recognition and knowledge of them.
Protecting and enhancing the environment together with the sustainable management of natural and
physical resources has been a major concern of tangata whenua in the past and continues to be so.
Traditional Maori culture and values are closely linked to the environment. Maori view the environment
in a holistic manner encompassing both physical and spiritual dimensions. The Maori world view has
much to offer in regard to environmental planning and resource management. It needs to be recognised
as a legitimate approach to the sustainable management of natural and physical resources in the district

PART A:

There are many other opportunities along similar lines that could be developed over time to benefit
both Maori and the wider community. These include cultural tourism ventures, cultural performances,
celebrations of cultural and historic events, cultural arts, crafts and music, concerts, conferences and
many more. Cultural tourism could be integrated with eco-tourism ventures. Whangarei has the potential
to become a major ‘destination’ for visitors seeking cultural experiences. In addition, the Whangarei
District could become an integral part of a Northland wide historic and cultural experience for visitors. As
the ‘birth place’ of the nation, Northland, with its natural and historic/cultural heritage could in time rival
Rotorua and Taupo as a cultural tourism destination. This would have manifold benefits to the region
and the district over the long term by increasing cultural, social, and economic well being for Maori and
the wider community.

if Maori aspirations are to be realised. Indeed, tangata whenua insist it be incorporated into resource
management and development processes and that their role as kaitiaki be recognised and provided for.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

district by providing employment opportunities, supports Maori arts, culture and entertainment, provides
a memorable experience for tourists, and contributes to the general economy of the Whangarei District.
Such a centre could be part of a wider heritage and cultural experience precinct in the Whangarei Town
Basin that would act as a cultural and heritage hub or cluster. Such a precinct could provide a significant
boost to local culture and heritage and a major attraction for visitors to the district.

There is a strong desire amongst tangata whenua to develop meaningful, workable iwi and hapu
management plans to assist in resource management and environmental planning in the district. At
present there are three such documents. These are: Te Iwi O Ngatiwai Environmental Policy Document
(2007), Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board Environmental Plan (2007), and Ngati Hine Iwi Environmental
Management Plan (2008). Each plan is comprehensive and covers a range of issues of importance to
the particular iwi. The plans contain statements of identity and whakapapa and identify the rohe over
which mana whenua (and mana moana) are held. The cultural and spiritual values associated with
the role of kaitiaki over resources within their rohe are articulated. These resources are identified, the
cultural values associated with each described, and management options outlined.
There is a perception amongst tangata whenua that the existing iwi planning documents are not being
taken into account by Council as required under the Resource Management Act. There is a strong
feeling that tangata whenua are not recognised as kaitiaki of resources in their rohe and that the issues,
cultural values and management options included in iwi/hapu management plans are not incorporated
into district planning documents. There is also an often expressed desire by tangata whenua for
assistance from local authorities, including financial assistance, to enable further development of iwi/
hapu environmental management plans in the district.
According to almost all social indicators Maori in Northland and the Whangarei District are disadvantaged
compared to other ethnic groupings and to the New Zealand population as a whole. Maori die younger,
they suffer greater ill health, they have lower achievement levels in education, lower employment rates,
lower income levels, higher crime rates, higher numbers of prison inmates, and they figure more often
in deprivation measures than most other ethnic groupings and the rest of New Zealand as a whole. If
Maori are to improve their social well being (as they must if they are to take a full and productive part in
future development of the district) it is necessary to address these disparities.
The Iwi/Hapu Report clearly identified the desire of tangata whenua to improve Maori social well being
in the district and to be involved in doing so. Iwi and hapu expressed the need to be intimately part
of developing solutions to the social issues affecting Maori. One suggested method was to develop
marae as centres for the provision of a range of social, health, educational, recreational and cultural
services along with economic initiatives and the provision of papakainga housing. There was a general
recognition that some marae need re-vitalisation and that marae could be used for wider community use
including community services such as a library, resource centre, archives, arts and cultural centre and
markets. There is a strong desire to provide employment for Maori on marae and housing for kaumatua.
Whangarei District Council needs to work collaboratively with iwi and hapu agencies, other local
authorities in Northland, Te Puni Kokiri, Ministry of Social Development, Ministry of Health, Ministry of
Education, Ministry of Justice, Housing New Zealand, Department of Building and Housing, Department
of Labour, Work and Income New Zealand, Northland District Health Board, and other relevant
organisations to address the social issues facing Maori in Northland and Whangarei so as to enable
tangata whenua in our region and district to enjoy healthy and long lives, reach their full potential, and
fully participate in the development of the district over the next 50 years. Most importantly, Maori must
enjoy the benefits of that development rather than continue to be excluded.
Deprivation and ill health are best lowered by increasing income levels, improved housing conditions,
which in turn are linked to improved educational achievements and increased employment opportunities.
All are inter-related and cannot be addressed in isolation. A common concern emerging from tangata
whenua through consultation on the Growth Strategy is the need to address these issues if the
development of the district over the next 50 years is to result in sustainable social development for
Maori. Although much responsibility lies with Central Government to address these socio-economic
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inequalities, a concerted effort is required from local government in Northland in partnership with Maori
and education and health service providers to improve the social well being of tangata whenua
High rates of unemployment amongst Maori, particularly young Maori, need to be reduced through
training and education. Educational attainment amongst Maori needs to be encouraged and improved.
Higher qualifications equate to better employment opportunities and increased income levels over
time. Retention rates for Maori students at secondary schools need to be improved. The number of
Maori attending tertiary institutions and gaining tertiary qualifications need to be increased. Training for
trades and other employment oriented skills needs to be widely available, and young people need to
be encouraged to participate. Apprenticeships/trades training, particularly in targeted industries, such
as engineering, marine industries, forestry, aquaculture, tourism, etc. needs to be encouraged. The
development of marketable employment skills amongst young Maori must be a priority.
In Northland and Whangarei District, as Treaty claims are settled, there should be considerable
opportunity for economic development that benefits iwi, hapu and whanau. This ‘post-settlement’ era
should be a time of economic, social and cultural renaissance for Northland and Whangarei Maori.
As Treaty settlements are reached significant capital will become available to invest in development
initiatives and associated infrastructure, such as cultural/ecotourism ventures, fishing, forestry,
agriculture, aquaculture, and many others. Over time, iwi and hapu organisations are likely to become
major economic players in the Northland/Whangarei economies. Opportunities for joint ventures
between iwi/hapu and other agencies and organisations will likely open up. Council may have the
opportunity to work collaboratively with Maori to ensure that adequate infrastructure is in place to
facilitate such development and that maximum benefit accrues to the district.
Feedback from Maori on the Growth Strategy emphasised the need to create employment and business
opportunities at iwi and hapu level to support tangata whenua returning to their turangawaewae. The
need for self sustaining forms of economic development was identified including ‘green’ industries, such
as organic farming/horticultural clusters, ecotourism, eco-cultural tourism and aquaculture. The need for
tangata whenua to develop the skills and capacity to develop, manage and sustain their own economic
opportunities was emphasised. Local business networks were identified as a method of promoting
development capacity amongst iwi and hapu in Northland and Whangarei. Developing a culture of
innovation and creativity to enhance economic development was also considered important for the
future well being of tangata whenua.
The development of Maori land and provision of papakainga housing was also an issue of importance
identified by tangata whenua in the Iwi/Hapu Report. The current use of Maori land was recognised as
not always optimal for the social, cultural, environmental and economic well being of tangata whenua
over the long term. The difficulties of developing Maori land and providing housing for tangata whenua
on Maori land were often raised as an issue. Obtaining finance and capital for development using
Maori land as collateral was one such difficulty identified. The tenure arrangements relating to Maori
land are often complicated and multiple ownership creates a range of difficulties both in regard to
securing agreement from all owners to a development proposal and in obtaining capital to finance such
development.
The Whangarei District Council is collaborating with tangata whenua, the Maori Land Court, Te
Puni Kokiri, Housing New Zealand and other local authorities in Northland to provide a consistent
approach to facilitating papakainga housing on Maori land across Northland. The focus is on developing
provisions in district planning documents to enable papakainga housing in a manner that supports
further development including community facilities, marae improvements, and other small business
developments such as tourism ventures, visitor accommodation, recreational opportunities, eel farms,
markets for arts and crafts, and ventures relating to historic places and events. This work is innovative
and holds much potential for facilitating the use of Maori land for housing and economic development.
Developing effective Treaty-based relationships between tangata whenua and Council so as to improve
Maori input to, and participation in, Council decision making processes was often mentioned as the
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most important issue for advancing Maori aspirations in the district. The legislative requirements of both
the Local Government Act and the Resource Management Act, together with the Treaty of Waitangi,
were seen as mandating a more substantive and effective Maori input to Council decision making
processes and to strategic policy development. There was also acknowledgement of past efforts to
improve the relationship between Council and Maori, and the establishment of the Maori Liaison Unit
and the Te Karearea - Maori Liaison Committee within Council was seen as a significant improvement.
There is much to gain from developing stronger relationships and more effective and productive
communication with Maori as envisaged under the Local Government Act and the Resource
Management Act. Maori make up a large and increasing percentage of the population of Northland and
the Whangarei District. Many iwi and hapu in Northland are moving closer to settling historic claims
relating to the Treaty of Waitangi. It is critical for Council to engage with Maori effectively as Northland
and Whangarei move into a ‘post-settlement’ environment. Effective engagement has the potential
to bring cultural, social, environmental and economic benefits to the district - both for Maori and the
community as a whole.
Further Information: Repo Consultancy Ltd., 2009. Iwi/Hapu Report

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan, Resource Management
4. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans, Long Term Plan
5. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
6. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure that issues of significance to Maori are addressed within the RPS.
1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP) provide input to ensure that issues
of significance to Maori are included within the RCP, along with objectives, policies, rules and other
methods to address those issues.
2.1 When developing structure plans, community plans, development plans, and urban design plans,
or reviewing existing plans, ensure that iwi/hapu management plans, cultural values, and issues of
significance to Maori are identified and taken into account.
2.2 Include a tangata whenua section in the proposed historic and cultural heritage strategy for
Whangarei District if considered appropriate.
3.1 Review the effectiveness of existing District Plan provisions in relation to tangata whenua, and
improve provisions where necessary.
3.2 Review the effectiveness of existing District Plan provisions in relation to sites of significance to
Maori and wahi tapu in the District Plan, and improve provisions where necessary.
3.3 Collaborate with iwi and hapu regarding the concept of heritage or cultural landscapes and the
feasibility of including these in the District Plan.
3.4 Have regard to recognised iwi/hapu management plans when formulating policies, strategies and
plans, including District Plan provisions. Recognise tangata whenua as kaitiaki of resources in their
rohe and that issues, cultural values and management options identified in iwi/hapu management plans
are incorporated into district planning documents, where appropriate.

Action Plan
During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure that issues of significance to Maori are addressed within the RPS.

Explanation

Recognising and providing for the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
land, water, sites, wahi tapu and other taonga is a matter of national importance under the RMA. Regional
councils are required to consult with tangata whenua when preparing or changing RPSs and to engage
with iwi and hapu in other resource management decision making processes in order to fulfil their
responsibilities under the Act. It is necessary to assess whether the existing issues relating to tangata
whenua contained in the RPS are still relevant and whether the objectives and policies address those
issues appropriately.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC
[PM, MR]

Current
Resources

RPS

Action 1.2

During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP) provide input to ensure that issues of
significance to Maori are included within the RCP, along with objectives, policies, rules and other
methods to address those issues.

Explanation

Historic and cultural values, including those of tangata whenua, are an important aspect of the coastal
environment. The Whangarei Coast has a long history of settlement, both Maori and European. Evidence
of Maori occupation remains in the numerous archaeological sites, sites of significance to Maori such as
pa sites, pits and terraces, middens and ovens and many wahi tapu sites including urupa, battlegrounds,
and others. Many iwi and hapu have rohe along the Whangarei coastline. Many stories, myths and
legends are embedded in places and landscapes. It is essential that during future reviews of the RCP
council provides input to ensure these taonga are protected and issues of significant to Maori are included
within the RCP, along with objectives, policies, rules and other methods to address those issues. The
provisions of the NZCPS (2010) will need to be taken into account when reviewing the RCP.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

5.2 Collaborate with iwi and hapu agencies, other local authorities in Northland, Te Pui Kokiri,
Department of Labour, Work and Income New Zealand, Chamber of Commerce, Northland Intersectoral
Forum, Ministry of Education, Northland Polytechnic, and other education and training providers to
improve education and training for Maori, particularly young Maori, to enhance marketable skills and
employment opportunities.

On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RCP

Action 2.1

When developing structure plans, community plans, development plans, and urban design plans,
or reviewing existing plans, ensure that iwi/hapu management plans, cultural values, and issues
of significance to Maori are identified and taken into account.

6.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in council initiatives relating to Maori,
including improving consultation processes, institutional arrangements and decision making procedures
in regard to tangata whenua.

Explanation

Maori are a significant proportion of the Whangarei District’s population, and many different iwi and hapu
have rohe which take in parts of the Whangarei District. Tangata whenua are recognised as kaitiaki
of resources in their rohe. When developing structure plans, community plans, development plans,
and urban design plans, or reviewing existing structures plans, it is essential to ensure that iwi/hapu
management plans, cultural values, and issues of significance to Maori are identified and taken into
account. Currently there are three recognised iwi environmental management plans. These are: Te Iwi O
Ngatiwai Environmental Policy Document (2007), Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board Environmental Plan
(2007), and Ngati Hine Iwi Environmental Management Plan (2008).

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC, Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Strategies,
Plans

3.6 Ensure protection of, and access to, those natural and physical resources of special value to Maori,
including mahinga kai, mahinga mataitai (food resource from sea), taonga raranga (plants used for
weaving), ancestral lands and food gathering sites, and that planning processes take into account the
cultural significance of these resources.
3.7 Protect and enhance water resources through sustainable water management, including the
maintenance of adequate fresh water levels and quality of freshwater and coastal water so as to ensure
that the mauri of water resources is not degraded, particularly by human sewage discharges and
pollution from agricultural and urban land uses.
4.1 Assist in the development of an iconic cultural centre in Whangarei to provide a unique historic and
cultural experience, and act as a catalyst for a renaissance of Maori art, culture and performance in the
district.
4.2 Assist in the development and promotion of other cultural initiatives, including cultural performances,
cultural arts, crafts and music, concerts, conferences, celebrations of cultural and historic events, and
cultural tourism ventures.
4.3 Include initiatives relating to tangata whenua in asset/activity management plans and future Long
Term Plans (LTPs) when appropriate, along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
5.1 Collaborate with iwi and hapu agencies, other local authorities in Northland, Te Puni Kokiri, Ministry
of Social Development, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Justice, Housing New
Zealand, Department of Building and Housing, Department of Labour, Work and Income New Zealand,
Northland District Health Board, Northland Intersectoral Forum, and other relevant organisations to
improve socio-economic outcomes for Maori.

[PM, MR]

6.2 Collaborate with iwi and hapu to develop marae as centres of environmental, economic, social and
cultural development.
6.3 Collaborate with iwi and hapu to establish, support and encourage development of Papakainga and
the productive utilisation of Maori land.
6.4 Collaborate with iwi and hapu to establish economic opportunities which encourage the return of
tangata whenua to their turangawaewae, including sustainable industries such as organic farming/
horticultural clusters, indigenous forestry, eco-tourism, cultural tourism, and aquaculture.
6.5 Collaborate with iwi and hapu to assist in economic development as Treaty claims are settled,
particularly by working in concert with Maori to ensure that adequate infrastructure is in place to facilitate
future development.

[PM, MR]

PART A:

Action 1.1

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

3.5 Recognise and provide for Matauranga Maori (traditional or cultural knowledge) in the sustainable
management of natural and physical resources in the district, and incorporate its use in resource
management processes, where appropriate.

PB, W, MP/R, CV

All

Action 2.2

Include a tangata whenua section in the proposed historic and cultural heritage strategy for
Whangarei District if considered appropriate.

Explanation

The proposed historic and cultural heritage strategy will undertake a comprehensive re-evaluation of historic
and cultural heritage and how it is managed in the district. Tangata whenua, as kaitiaki of their historical
and cultural heritage, should be invited to participate in the identification, preservation and management of
heritage of significance to them. A section on tangata whenua in the proposed historic and cultural heritage
strategy for Whangarei District should be included if considered appropriate.
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SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

4

WDC

NRC, Iwi/Hapu

Low

Linked Nodes

Strategies, Plans

Action 3.3

Collaborate with iwi and hapu regarding the concept of heritage or cultural landscapes, precincts or
alert layers and the feasibility of including these in the District Plan.

Explanation

For Maori, meaning is often embedded in the land rather than in individual items or sites. Certain
landscapes are imbued with cultural and spiritual significance. Sites of cultural significance to Maori and
cultural landscapes are often associated with meanings articulated through stories and myths along with
actual histories of past events. These stories, myths and histories are part of the history and culture of the
district and should be an aspect of our historical and cultural heritage that is more widely recognised and
celebrated. It is an essential part of the ‘sense of place’ that makes Whangarei District special and unique.
Related to this issue are heritage precincts or alert layers which can serve a similar function of recognising
and protecting the district’s historic and cultural heritage. How to utilise these concepts of heritage or
cultural landscapes, heritage precincts, or heritage, historical or archaeological alert layers as a resource
management tool is a challenge that Council, in collaboration with iwi and hapu, needs to address. The
protection of historic heritage is a matter of national importance under the RMA and the definition of historic
heritage contains reference to heritage ‘areas’ and ‘surroundings’. Moreover, the NZCPS (2010) contains
specific references to cultural and historic landscapes and the need to identify and protect them from
inappropriate subdivision, use and development.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

Linked Nodes

2

WDC

NRC, Iwi/Hapu

Medium

All

[PM, MR]
Action 3.1

Review the effectiveness of existing District Plan provisions in relation to tangata whenua, and
improve provisions where necessary.

Explanation

The Resource Management Act 1991 requires District plans among other things to:
• Recognise and provide for the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
lands, water, sites, waahi tapu and other taonga as a matter of national importance (section 6(e));
• To have particular regard to kaitiakitanga (section 7(a));
• Take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi) (section 8);
• To have regard to recognised relevant iwi planning documents, the New Zealand Historic Places Trust
Register, and regulations relating to taiapure and mahinga mataitai (section 74(2)(b)).
The Whangarei District Plan contains a specific policy section relating to tangata whenua and contains
provisions relating to tangata whenua in other policy sections of the District Plan. There are rules in various
sections of the Environment and Resource Area Rules, and a specific rules section relating to sites of
significance to Maori. It is necessary to review the effectiveness of existing provisions over time, particularly
in response to changes to legislation and new national or regional directives by way of policy statements or
plans.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

2

WDC

NRC, Iwi/Hapu

Low

Linked Nodes

Action 3.2

Review the effectiveness of existing District Plan provisions in relation to sites of significance to
Maori and wahi tapu in the District Plan, and improve provisions where necessary.

Explanation

The protection of wahi tapu and sites of cultural significance to Maori has been an on-going concern of
Maori throughout the district for many years. Maori have highlighted the cultural importance of preserving
and respecting wahi tapu and sites of significance to Maori and have articulated their concern over the
continuing degradation of both over time. It is clear that this will continue to be a key issue impacting future
development within the district. The District Plan contains policies and rules to protect sites of significance
to Maori. However, many sites of significance and wahi tapu are not identified in the District Plan, and the
provisions relating to protection need re-assessing as to their effectiveness. The Council has recognised
these short-comings and is in the process (working collaboratively with iwi and hapu) of examining the issue
of identifying and protecting sites of significance and wahi tapu throughout the district. This initiative should
provide a basis for better protection of these taonga in the future. It must be recognised of course that
some sites of significance to Maori and wahi tapu are of a nature that prevents public access and in some
instances public knowledge.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication Implementation
Method

1

WDC

NRC, Iwi/Hapu

Low/Medium

[PM, MR]
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Action 3.4

Have regard to recognised iwi/hapu management plans when formulating policies, strategies
and plans, including District Plan provisions. Recognise tangata whenua as kaitiaki of resources
in their rohe and that issues, cultural values and management options identified in iwi/hapu
management plans are incorporated into district planning documents, where appropriate.

Explanation

There is a strong desire amongst tangata whenua to develop meaningful, workable iwi and hapu
management plans to assist in resource management and environmental planning in the district. At
present there are three such documents. These are: Te Iwi O Ngatiwai Environmental Policy Document
(2007), Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board Environmental Plan (2007), and Ngati Hine Iwi Environmental
Management Plan (2008). Each plan is comprehensive and covers a range of issues of importance to the
particular iwi. The plans contain statements of identity and whakapapa and identify the rohe over which
mana whenua (and mana moana) are held. The cultural and spiritual values associated with the role
of kaitiaki over resources within their rohe are articulated. It is important that these cultural values and
management options included in iwi/hapu management plans are taken into account when formulating
policies, strategies and plans and incorporated into district planning documents where appropriate.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC

NRC, Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

District Plan,
Resource
Management

District Plan

[PM, MR]

Linked Nodes

District Plan

[PM, MR]

[PM, MR]

All

Action 3.5

Recognise and provide for Matauranga Maori (traditional or cultural knowledge) in the sustainable
management of natural and physical resources in the district, and incorporate its use in resource
management processes, where appropriate.

Explanation

Protecting and enhancing the environment together with the sustainable management of natural and
physical resources has been a major concern of tangata whenua in the past and continues to be so.
Traditional Maori culture and values are closely linked to the environment. Maori view the environment
in a holistic manner encompassing both physical and spiritual dimensions. The Maori world view has
much to offer in regard to environmental planning and resource management. It needs to be recognised
as a legitimate approach to the sustainable management of natural and physical resources in the district
if Maori aspirations are to be realised. Traditional Maori knowledge (matauranga Maori) about natural
and physical resources needs to be recognised as an important source of knowledge. Its recognition,
and utilization, is central to effective Maori participation in the sustainable management of natural and
physical resources in the district. This includes Maori cultural and spiritual values and tikanga. Concepts
of wairua, mauri, tapu, mana, wehi, karakia, whanaungatanga and manaakitanga need to be understood
and incorporated into resource management processes. It is essential to recognise and respect the role
of matauranga Maori and incorporate its use in resource management processes, where appropriate.
Incorporating matauranga Maori into sustainable management practices is specifically mentioned in the
NZCPS (2010).

District Plan

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, Iwi/Hapu

Low

District Plan,
Resource
Management

[PM, MR]

All

Action 3.6

Ensure protection of, and access to, those natural and physical resources of special value
to Maori, including mahinga kai, mahinga mataitai (food resource from sea), taonga raranga
(plants used for weaving), ancestral lands and traditional food gathering sites, and that planning
processes take into account the cultural significance of these resources.

Explanation

Indigenous biodiversity, flora, fauna and habitats are considered taonga by Maori and as such require
careful protection from the effects of land development and the intrusion of exotic weeds and pests.
The protection of indigenous biodiversity, flora, fauna and habitats remain important to Maori and the
continued loss of biodiversity and modification of indigenous habitat an on-going concern of Maori.
The loss of wetlands is of particular concern to many iwi and hapu. Repo are of particular cultural and
spiritual significance to Maori. They may be an abode of taniwha, a burial place, or a source of resources.
Swamps and wetlands contain kai (tuna, taro, watercress), dyes (paru – black mud for dying fax fibre)
and weaving materials (raupo, harakeke, korari, kuta). General concerns of tangata whenua relate to the
maintenance and restoration of indigenous species, habitats and ecosystems; the protection of endemic
and endangered indigenous species and habitat; the recognition and protection of the mauri of indigenous
flora, fauna and habitat; the enhancement of the life-supporting capacity of indigenous ecosystems
including the intrinsic values of ecosystems; and the use of matauranga Maori in managing indigenous
flora, fauna and habitat.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, Iwi/Hapu

Low/Medium

District Plan,
Resource
Management

[PM, MR]

Assist in the development of an iconic cultural centre in Whangarei to provide a unique historic
and cultural experience, and act as a catalyst for a renaissance of Maori art, culture and
performance in the district.

Explanation

There is a strong message from tangata whenua that the Whangarei District does not celebrate the
cultural diversity nor its cultural identity. A thriving Maori culture has a vital role to play in creating a
culturally vibrant, spirited and unique district. One such initiative, and one that could act as a catalyst for
a renaissance of Maori art, culture and performance in the district, would be the development of an iconic
cultural centre at a prominent location in central Whangarei. This is seen as an essential initiative in terms
of enhancing and supporting Maori cultural practices, assisting Maori economic development and adding
value to the district as a whole by encouraging tourism and associated business development. Such a
centre could also be part of a wider heritage and cultural experience precinct in the Whangarei Town
Basin that would act as a cultural and heritage hub or cluster. Such a precinct could provide a significant
boost to local culture and heritage and a major attraction for visitors to the district.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

½

WDC

NRC, Iwi/
Hapu, Hihiaua
Cultural Centre
Trust

Medium

Infrastructure
Provision,

[LT, ED, PM,
MR]

Protect and enhance water resources through sustainable water management, including the
maintenance of adequate fresh water levels and quality of freshwater and coastal water so as
to ensure that the mauri of water resources is not degraded, particularly by human sewage
discharges and pollution from agricultural and urban land uses.

Explanation

Water bodies are of social, cultural and spiritual value to Maori and contain resources important for their
well being. Water bodies are areas of mahinga kai, which provide an important source of the traditional
food of the Maori, such as the tuna (eel) and kewai (freshwater cray-fish). These traditional food sources
are central to economic, spiritual and cultural well being. The mauri of water needs to be respected and
protected from degradation due to human discharges. It is of particular importance to Maori to ensure
discharges of human waste to coastal, harbour and fresh water bodies are reduced and preferably
replaced with other methods of disposal. Traditional food resources of the district are degraded due to
past destruction of habitat, degradation of water quality, discharges from land development activities,
water extraction for farming and horticultural purposes, the damming and drainage of the waterways and
the introduction of predators. It is therefore important that waters and wetlands are sustainably managed
for protection and enhancement of those mahinga kai areas, and the food resources therein, and that
access to these traditional food resources for tangata whenua is maintained.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, Iwi/Hapu

Low/Medium

District Plan,
Resource
Management

All

WC

AMPs, LTP

Action 4.2

Assist in the development and promotion of other cultural initiatives, including cultural
performances, cultural arts, crafts and music, concerts, conferences, celebrations of cultural and
historic events, and cultural tourism ventures.

Explanation

A thriving Maori culture has a vital role to play in creating a culturally vibrant, spirited and unique district,
proud of its history and cultural heritage. This means recognising and respecting the special ‘sense
of place’ that Maori culture and values can contribute to creating the unique identity of the Whangarei
District. There are many opportunities that could be developed, over time, to benefit both Maori and the
wider community. These include cultural tourism ventures, cultural performances, celebrations of cultural
and historic events, cultural arts, crafts and music, concerts, conferences and many more. Cultural
tourism could be integrated with eco-tourism ventures. Whangarei has the potential to become a major
‘destination’ for visitors seeking cultural experiences. In addition, the Whangarei District could become
an integral part of a Northland wide historic and cultural experience for visitors. As the ‘birth place’ of the
nation, Northland, with its natural and historic/cultural heritage could in time rival Rotorua and Taupo as a
cultural tourism destination. This would have manifold benefits to the region and the district over the long
term by increasing cultural, social, and economic well being for Maori and the wider community.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

1/On-going

WDC

NRC, Iwi/Hapu, Medium
CHART

All

Action 3.7

[PM, MR]

Action 4.1

[ED, MR, PM]

PART A:

Lead Agency

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Priority/
Timing

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method
Infrastructure
Provision,

All

AMPs, LTP

Action 4.3

Include initiatives relating to tangata whenua in asset/activity management plans and future Long
Term Plans (LTPs) when appropriate, along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Initiatives relating to tangata whenua that impose a cost on Council needs to be included in asset/activity
management plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing
of inclusion into asset/activity management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each
initiative.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

AMPs, LTP

[PM, MR, G,
F, Re]
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SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 5.1

Collaborate with iwi and hapu agencies, other local authorities in Northland, Te Puni Kokiri,
Ministry of Social Development, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Justice,
Housing New Zealand, Department of Building and Housing, Department of Labour, Work and
Income New Zealand, Northland District Health Board, Northland Intersectoral Forum, and other
relevant organisations to improve socio-economic outcomes for Maori.

Explanation

According to almost all social indicators Maori in Northland and the Whangarei District are disadvantaged
compared to other ethnic groupings and to the New Zealand population as a whole. Maori die younger,
they suffer greater ill health, they have lower achievement levels in education, lower employment rates,
lower income levels, higher crime rates, higher numbers of prison inmates, and they figure more often
in deprivation measures than most other ethnic groupings and the rest of New Zealand as a whole. If
Maori are to improve their social well being (as they must if they are to take a full and productive part in
future development of the district) it is necessary to know what the issues are in order to address them.
The Iwi/Hapu Report clearly identified the desire of tangata whenua to improve Maori social well being
in the district and to be involved in doing so. Iwi and hapu expressed the need to be intimately part of
developing solutions to the social issues affecting Maori. Whangarei District Council needs to work
collaboratively with iwi and hapu agencies, other local authorities in Northland, Te Puni Kokiri, Ministry of
Social Development, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Justice, Housing New Zealand,
Department of Building and Housing, Department of Labour, Work and Income New Zealand, Northland
District Health Board, and other relevant organisations to address the social issues facing Maori in
Northland and Whangarei so as to enable tangata whenua in the region and district to enjoy healthy and
long lives, reach their full potential, and fully participate in the development of the district over the next
50 years. Most importantly, Maori must enjoy the benefits of that development rather than continue to be
excluded.

Action 6.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in council initiatives relating to
Maori, including improving consultation processes, institutional arrangements and decision
making procedures in regard to tangata whenua.

Explanation

Developing effective Treaty-based relationships between tangata whenua and Council so as to improve
Maori input to, and participation in, Council decision making processes was often mentioned as the most
important issue for advancing Maori aspirations in the district. The legislative requirements of both the
Local Government Act and the Resource Management Act, together with the Treaty of Waitangi, were
seen as mandating a more substantive and effective Maori input to Council decision making processes
and to strategic policy development. There was also acknowledgement of past efforts to improve the
relationship between Council and Maori, and the establishment of the Maori Liaison Unit and the Te
Karearea - Maori Liaison Committee within Council was seen as a significant improvement. There is much
to gain from developing stronger relationships and more effective and productive communication with
Maori as envisaged under the Local Government Act and the Resource Management Act. Maori make
up a large and increasing percentage of the population of Northland and the Whangarei District. Many
iwi and hapu in Northland are moving closer to settling historic claims relating to the Treaty of Waitangi.
It is critical for Council to engage with Maori effectively as Northland and Whangarei move into a ‘postsettlement’ environment. Effective engagement has the potential to bring cultural, social, environmental
and economic benefits to the district - both for Maori and the community as a whole.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Low

Tangata
Whenua

[LT, MR]

All

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Action 6.2

On-going

Govt Agencies,
NIF, Iwi/Hapu

WDC

Low/Medium

Information/
Collaboration

Collaborate with iwi and hapu to develop marae as centres of environmental, economic, social
and cultural development.

Explanation

The Iwi/Hapu Report identified the desire of tangata whenua to improve Maori social well being in the
district and to be involved in doing so. One suggested method was to develop marae as centres for the
provision of a range of social, health, educational, recreational and cultural services along with economic
initiatives and the provision of papakainga housing. There was a general recognition that some marae
need re-vitalisation and that marae could be used for wider community use including community services
such as a library, resource centre, archives, arts and cultural centre and markets. There is a strong
desire to provide employment for Maori on marae and housing for kaumatua. It is important for Council to
collaborate with iwi and hapu on assisting marae development.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

Iwi/Hapu

WDC, NRC

Low/Medium

Tangata
Whenua

[ED, PM, MR]

All

Action 5.2

Collaborate with iwi and hapu agencies, other local authorities in Northland, Te Pui Kokiri,
Department of Labour, Work and Income New Zealand, Chamber of Commerce, Northland
Intersectoral Forum, Ministry of Education, Northland Polytechnic, and other education and
training providers to improve education and training for Maori, particularly young Maori, to
enhance marketable skills and employment opportunities.

Explanation

Educational achievement has a direct relationship to employment opportunities, future income levels,
housing, health status, mental well being and many other socio-economic indicators. Maori do not
compare well with the rest of the population for educational achievement. High rates of unemployment
amongst Maori, particularly young Maori, need to be reduced through training and education. Educational
attainment amongst Maori needs to be encouraged and improved. Higher qualifications equate to better
employment opportunities and increased income levels over time. Retention rates for Maori students at
secondary schools need to be improved. The number of Maori attending tertiary institutions and gaining
tertiary qualifications need to be increased. Training for trades and other employment oriented skills
needs to be widely available, and young people need to be encouraged to participate. Apprenticeships/
trades training, particularly in targeted industries, such as engineering, marine industries, forestry,
aquaculture, tourism, etc. needs to be encouraged. The development of marketable employment skills
amongst young Maori must be a priority. It is important that the Council collaborates with iwi and hapu
agencies, other local authorities in Northland, Te Puni Kokiri, Department of Labour, Work and Income
New Zealand, Chamber of Commerce, Northland Intersectoral Forum, Ministry of Education, Northland
Polytechnic, and other education and training providers to improve education and training for Maori,
particularly young Maori, to enhance marketable skills and employment opportunities.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

Govt Agencies, WDC
NIF, Iwi/Hapu
[ED, PM, MR]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low/Medium

Information/
Collaboration
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[ED, PM, MR]

All

Action 6.3

Collaborate with iwi and hapu to establish, support and encourage development of Papakainga
and the productive utilisation of Maori land.

Explanation

The development of Maori land and provision of papakainga housing was also an issue of importance
identified by tangata whenua in the Iwi/Hapu Report. The current use of Maori land was recognised as
not always optimal for the social, cultural, environmental and economic well being of tangata whenua
over the long term. The difficulties of developing Maori land and providing housing for tangata whenua on
Maori land were often raised as an issue. Obtaining finance and capital for development using Maori land
as collateral was one such difficulty identified. The tenure arrangements relating to Maori land are often
complicated and multiple ownership creates a range of difficulties both in regard to securing agreement
from all owners to a development proposal and in obtaining capital to finance such development. The
Whangarei District Council is collaborating with tangata whenua, the Maori Land Court, Te Puni Kokiri,
Housing New Zealand and other local authorities in Northland to provide a consistent approach to
facilitating papakainga housing on Maori land across Northland. The focus is on developing provisions in
district planning documents to enable papakainga housing in a manner that supports further development
including community facilities, marae improvements, and other small business developments such as
tourism ventures, visitor accommodation, recreational opportunities, eel farms, markets for arts and crafts,
and ventures relating to historic places and events. This work is innovative and holds much potential for
facilitating the use of Maori land for housing and economic development.

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

6.

Sustainable Infrastructure

1

Iwi/Hapu

WDC, NRC,
TPK,
Maori Land
Court
[PM, MR]

Low/Medium

Tangata
Whenua

6.1

Land Transport

Action 6.4

Collaborate with iwi and hapu to establish economic opportunities which encourage the return
of tangata whenua to their turangawaewae, including sustainable industries such as organic
farming/horticultural clusters, indigenous forestry, eco-tourism, cultural tourism, and aquaculture.

Explanation

Feedback from Maori on the Growth Strategy emphasised the need to create employment and business
opportunities at iwi and hapu level to support tangata whenua returning to their turangawaewae. The need
for self sustaining forms of economic development was identified from Maori on the Growth Strategy,
including ‘green’ industries such as organic farming/horticultural clusters, ecotourism, eco-cultural tourism
and aquaculture. The need for tangata whenua to develop the skills and capacity to develop, manage
and sustain their own economic opportunities was emphasised. Local business networks were identified
as a method of promoting development capacity amongst iwi and hapu in Northland and Whangarei.
Developing a culture of innovation and creativity to enhance economic development was also considered
important for the future well being of tangata whenua.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

Iwi/Hapu

WDC, TPK,
NRC

Low/Medium

Tangata
Whenua

[ED, PM, MR]
Action 6.5

Collaborate with iwi and hapu to assist in economic development as Treaty claims are settled,
particularly by working in concert with Maori to ensure that adequate infrastructure is in place to
facilitate future development.

Explanation

In Northland and Whangarei District, as Treaty claims are settled, there should be considerable
opportunity for economic development that benefits iwi, hapu and whanau. This ‘post-settlement’ era
should be a time of economic, social and cultural renaissance for Northland and Whangarei Maori.
As Treaty settlements are reached significant capital will become available to invest in development
initiatives and associated infrastructure, such as cultural/ecotourism ventures, fishing, forestry, agriculture,
aquaculture, and many others. Over time, iwi and hapu organisations are likely to become major
economic players in the Northland/Whangarei economies. Opportunities for joint ventures between iwi/
hapu and other agencies and organisations will likely open up. Council may have the opportunity to work
collaboratively with Maori to ensure that adequate infrastructure is in place to facilitate such development
and that maximum benefit accrues to the district.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

Iwi/Hapu

WDC, TPK,
NRC

Low/Medium

Tangata
Whenua

[ED, PM, IS,
MR]

PART A:

Lead Agency

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Priority/
Timing

As the population in the Whangarei District and neighbouring region (Auckland) increases over the
next 50 years, so too will the number of vehicle owners and users of the road network. Subdivision
and land development creates demand for both new roading, and the upgrading of existing roads. It
is difficult to plan for new roads and upgrades if the location of future subdivision and development is
unknown. Understanding how land use activity changes over time is crucial to understanding how traffic
will change. The need for integrating transport infrastructure with land use planning is identified in the
New Zealand Land Transport Strategy, the Regional Land Transport Strategy, the Government Policy
Statement on Land Transport Funding, the Land Transport Management Act 2003 and the Resource
Management Act 1991. The Land Transport Management Act 2003 has strong links with the Resource
Management Act in order to achieve greater consistency between land use planning and transport.
Under the Land Transport Management Act 2003 a regional land transport strategy is required to include
land use considerations. Section 30(1)(gb) of the Resource Management Act, contains “the strategic
integration of infrastructure with land use through objectives, policies and methods” as a regional
council function. The Land Transport Management Act 2003 also contains links to this section of the
Resource Management Act. Integration of transport infrastructure provision needs to be addressed
in regional planning documents, particularly the Regional Policy Statement and the Regional Land
Transport Strategy, and in district planning documents including structure plans, asset management
plans, and the District Plan.
The Land Transport Management Act 2003, including the Land Transport Management Amendment Act
2008, governs the way land transport is developed, managed and funded in New Zealand. The purpose
of the Act is to provide a framework for achieving an affordable, integrated, safe, responsive, and
sustainable land transport system. The Land Transport Management Amendment Act 2008 requires
the preparation of a Government Policy Statement on land transport funding, Regional Land Transport
Strategies, and Regional Land Transport Programmes.
Regional Transport Committees prepare a Regional Land Transport Strategies and Regional Land
Transport Programmes for their regions (on behalf of regional councils). A Regional Land Transport
Strategies must be prepared every six years, and cover a period of at least 30 years. A Regional Land
Transport Strategies has been prepared for the Northland Region by the Northland Regional Land
Transport Committee, and the 30 Year Transport Strategy for Northland ‘incorporating’ the Regional
Land Transport Strategies became operative in May 2010. The Regional Land Transport Programmes
implements the Regional Land Transport Strategies and is essentially a programme of works through
which organisations overseeing the management of roading resources bid for funding from the National
Land Transport Fund. These funds can only be allocated to activities listed in an Regional Land
Transport Programmes. This makes the preparation of this document, and the inclusion of all major
projects, very important, particularly for small rural areas without a significant rates base to rely on for
transport funding, as in the Whangarei District.
The roading network in the Whangarei District is comprised of three state highways (State Highway 1
running from north to south, State Highway 14 west into the Kaipara District, and State Highway 15A
which links State Highway 1 to Marsden Point), as well as a network of local roads, both urban (234km)
and rural (1,499km). The percentage of sealed local urban and rural roads in the Whangarei District is
60%, comparable with the national average of 61%. The main rail line through Northland originates in
west Auckland, passes through Whangarei and terminates in Otiria, west of Kawakawa in the Far North.
There are two branch lines – one originating at Waiotira in the Whangarei District, serving Dargaville,
and another from Kawakawa to Opua operating as a tourist rail service.
The road network is Whangarei’s primary transport mode for both domestic and freight users; it is
particularly significant for connecting tourist hubs and freight distribution hubs in the region. Council
is the road controlling authority for the district and is responsible for planning, creating, operating,
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maintaining and rehabilitating all roads, except state highways in Whangarei District, in a financially
responsible manner. The Land Transport Management Act 2003 has as its purpose the aim of achieving
an affordable, integrated, safe, responsive and sustainable land transport system. The Long Term
Council Community Plan sets out all the transport projects, funding and projected timeframes, and
levels of service committed to over the period of the plan. This is core information for informing both the
Regional Land Transport Strategy and the Regional Land Transport Programme.
A geographically dispersed and high rural population has resulted in the region (including Whangarei
District) having a high dependency on private vehicles - the rate of vehicle ownership in the district in
2006 was 6% higher than the national average. Although increasing fuels costs, the higher price of
alternative technologies, and increased use of public transport may act to slow vehicle growth over
the next 50 years, vehicle ownership, traffic volumes, and users of the road network are still likely to
increase. Predictions of future vehicle numbers estimate they will grow from 44,117 in 2006, to 57,991
in 2021 and 62,690 by 2031. This is an increase of 31%, and 42% respectively from 2006 levels. In
addition, the number of vehicles per household is expected to increase from 1.6 to 1.8 in 2021, and 1.8
in 2031, an increase of nearly 15% in 25 years.
The current road network in Whangarei is considered deficient; there are severe under-capacity and
congestion issues, particularly in the CBD area, and along State Highway 1 as it passes through the
City. Increased traffic counts on all parts of the roading network are putting additional strain on the
urban network, particularly during busy holiday periods. These deficiencies not only impact on the local
community, but also impact on the wider economy, as the Whangarei urban area is a major bottleneck
for through traffic to the east and west coast communities of the region and to destinations north and
south of Whangarei. To improve some network deficiencies, a programme of major projects is planned
for the near future to improve traffic flow.
Reliability of access from Auckland to Whangarei is critical for sustainable economic development.
State Highway 1 through Whangarei is not only a strategic access way between Auckland and the
Far North, but it is also the only economically viable route. The Puhoi to Wellsford section of State
Highway 1 has been identified as a Road of National Significance (RoNS) in the Government Policy
Statement on Land Transport Funding. An upgrade to this section of road is planned by the NZTA, with
the aim to improve connectivity, reliability, safety, and the movement of freight and people between
the Auckland and Northland Regions. Construction is anticipated to start in 2014 and be completed by
2022. Extension of the Northern Motorway is supported as an important economic driver for Whangarei
District.
Rail network efficiency in the region is hampered by inadequate infrastructure, lack of components
(wagons, locomotives) and speed restrictions north of Auckland. The rail network is of reduced
significance compared with the roading network, with less than 2% of total freight volume in Northland
(12.36 million tonnes) being moved by rail in 2006/07. There are typically two return freight trains per
weekday between Whangarei and Auckland, one for logs and one for general freight. It is recognised
that there is additional capacity to accommodate more movement of freight by rail, although rail tunnels
will have to be enlarged to accommodate the new larger containers increasingly being used. Rail has
the potential to provide a more fuel efficient and environmentally sustainable alternative to road freight.
The relocation of port facilities to Marsden Point significantly reduced log transport by rail, and thus
had a significant impact on the road network. Many tonnes of products are now being transported by
road instead of rail, increasing the pressure on this network and placing the rail network at some risk of
closure. A proposal to link the Port at Marsden Point with existing rail lines would reduce pressure on the
roading network and is a strategic priority in the 30 Year Transport Strategy for Northland. Of concern
are recent comments by KiwiRail concerning the possible closure of the North Auckland line. The North
Auckland line is one of four lines KiwiRail is reviewing as indicated in the KiwiRail Turnaround Plan in
response to directive by the Government to focus capital investment in high revenue producing areas.
Local government in Northland needs to make a convincing case for the Government and KiwiRail to
take a long-term strategic view and retain rail for the future benefit of Northland.
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Although there are limited options for public transport in the district, Whangarei City is served by a local
bus service subsidised by the Northland Regional Council and provided by private operators. In the
City area, 97% of the population are located within 500m of a bus stop. Since 2000, when the service
was introduced, patronage has been steadily increasing, and is proving to be an important alternative
to private car transport. It is anticipated that the service will continue to grow in both patronage and
coverage of the City in the future. Although the current bus service serves the City well, given future
population growth in the district, intra-district public transport services may be required. In particular,
linking Marsden Point/Ruakaka, and growth nodes (Parua Bay, Hikurangi and Waipu) with Whangarei
City will be an important step to decreasing dependency on private vehicles in the district. It will also
improve access to important services for the elderly and other members of the population with limited
mobility.
In addition, other forms of public transport may be utilised to connect nodes in future. Ferry services,
including a car ferry, may again become viable between the Whangarei Heads and Ruakaka/Marsden
Point areas, and possibly between Parua Bay and Ruakaka/Marsden Point. These services could
transport commuters and school pupils from either side, providing an important transport link, as both of
these areas are expected to grow significantly over the next 50 years. If a car ferry is included, it could
also service the tourist industry.
A corresponding trend to increased motor vehicle ownership, has been subsequent decline in walking
and cycling as modes of transport. Encouraging greater use of cycling and walking options will
generate environmental benefits, reduce consumption of oil and petrol, reduce traffic congestion, and
lead to improved health. The difficulty comes in providing safe facilities and incentives for people to
change behaviours. It is expected that people will walk and cycle more often if the right conditions
exist. Pedestrian and cyclist safety is a key issue influencing peoples’ decision to walk or bike. Limited
facilities for cycling also influences the low number of users of this form of transport.
Council prepared the Whangarei District Walking and Cycling Strategy, which aligns with Central
Government’s National Walking and Cycling Strategy, and is presently reviewing this strategy. However,
Council’s current LTCCP indicates that the Walking and Cycling Strategy cannot be fully implemented
because of savings in the roading budget. A strategic area where walking and cycling can be advanced
and is identified in the 30 Year Transport Strategy for Northland is the Whangarei Town Basin area,
including the City centre. The proposed walkway/cycleway around the Town Basin incorporating the
Lower Hatea River crossing is a step in this direction. Integrating land use and transport will assist in
increased use of walking and cycling as transport modes, by incorporating footpaths, cycle lanes and
bus stops.
It is expected that people will walk and cycle more often if the right conditions exist. Pedestrian and
cyclist safety is a key issue influencing peoples’ decision to walk or bike. Fifty-three percent of residents
consider that riding a bike in Whangarei is unsafe. There are a growing number of cycling tourists in the
district. However, it is indicated that there are a number of issues that discourage cycling in the district,
including high traffic levels between Auckland and Whangarei, high numbers of logging trucks, and
narrow roads and bridges. On a positive note, cyclist casualties are below average in the Whangarei
District when compared with other similar local authorities.
Consolidating growth allows for future growth nodes and transport demands to be identified and
planned for proactively, and the most efficient option implemented. Also, concentrated land use is more
commonly associated with lower levels of vehicle use, and higher levels of public transport patronage
than dispersed land use, potentially reducing the environmental consequences of an increased number
of vehicles. An integrated land use and transport framework in the future will also assist in increased
use of walking and cycling as transport modes, by incorporating footpaths, cycle lanes and bus stops.
Mechanisms such as not improving access to the urban fringe can limit opportunities for urban sprawl.
Reducing sprawl keeps development compact and destinations within easier access to each other.
Planning for integrated land use and transport can give certainty to infrastructure provision, including the
location of transport facilities such as expanded roads and carparks. It will also enable future transport

Implementation Methods

6.2 Collaborate with other Northland agencies to support the retention of the rail network, and promote
actions to increase the viability of retaining the rail network. This includes, and partly relies upon,
construction of the rail link to Marsden Point.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS includes provisions relating to the protection and management of land transport
infrastructure and associated facilities in the Whangarei District.

Explanation

During the current review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains strong provisions with
regard to the protection of all land transport modes and associated facilities. Whilst the roading network is
the key mode that needs to be protected, other options such as rail, walking, cycling, and public transport
also need to be provided for. Impact of development on transport facilities, routes, and operations is
likewise a regional issue and would benefit from a regional approach to managing the problem. The
strategic integration of transport infrastructure with land use is a specific function of regional councils
under the RMA. This needs to be addressed in the RPS.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan
4. Asset/Activity Management Plans, LTP
5. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input
to ensure the RPS includes provisions relating to the protection and management of land transport
infrastructure and associated facilities in the Whangarei District.
1.2 During reviews of the Regional Land Transport Strategy for Northland (RLTS), provide input to
ensure the RLTS includes provisions to manage and protect key transport corridors in the Whangarei
District, and facilitates and supports the full range of transport modes in the district.
1.3 Provide input to the RLTS to ensure the RLTS includes provisions supporting the northern motorway
extension to Wellsford as a key economic driver for Northland.
1.4 Provide input to the Regional Public Transport Plan for Northland (RPTP) to ensure the RPTP
includes provisions supporting and extending public transport in Whangarei City and supporting future
public transport between growth nodes identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy.
2.1 Produce an integrated land transport strategy and management plan for Whangarei District that
addresses all modes of land transport, including road (and parking), rail, walking, cycling and public
transport along with demand management and integrated land use and transport planning.
2.2 When developing new structure plans, and reviewing existing structure plans, ensure that land
transport options are taken into account when determining the future spatial arrangement of land uses
so as to protect and facilitate key land transport modes and infrastructure, including road, rail, walking,
cycling, and public transport.
2.3 Review the Whangarei District Walking and Cycling Strategy, and produce a plan to implement the
strategy.

PART A:

Further information: Northland Regional Council, 2010, 30 Year Transport Strategy for Northland
(incorporating the Regional Land Transport Strategy)

groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc) in regard to land transport, including road, rail, public transport,
walking and cycling.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

infrastructure to be ‘future-proofed’ against such eventualities as climate change, which could threaten
coastal routes, especially those prone to flooding. Future routes for road construction are also able to
be identified and protected. Future planning, along with upgrades of the current network, will help to
ensure the district’s network is ‘fit for purpose’ (suitable for the type of use normally expected) as the
district grows.

[PM, R]
Action 1.2

During reviews of the Regional Land Transport Strategy for Northland (RLTS), provide input
to ensure the RLTS includes provisions to manage and protect key transport corridors in the
Whangarei District, and facilitates and supports the full range of transport modes in the district.

Explanation

During reviews of the RLTS it is important to ensure that the RLTS makes provisions with regard to all
land transport modes and associated facility needs. Whilst the roading network is the key transport mode
that needs to be protected, other options such as rail, walking, cycling, and public transport also need to
be provided for within this document and associated plan.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2/On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RLTS

[PM, R]

All (esp. WC, K, M, OT, MP/R)

Action 1.3

Provide input to the RLTS to ensure the RLTS includes provisions supporting the northern
motorway extension to Wellsford as a key economic driver for Northland.

Explanation

The extension of the motorway is regarded as a key economic driver for Whangarei and Northland. Effort
by northern agencies must be expended to ensure that the project proceeds on time and is not affected
by changes in national priorities that may emerge if there was a change in government.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2/On-going

NRC

WDC, FNDC,
KDC [R, PM]

Low

RLTS

WC, K, OT

3.1 Review existing provisions, and update if necessary, objectives, policies, rules and other methods
in the District Plan to protect and facilitate land transport options, and address legislative requirements.
4.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of land transport infrastructure are included in asset/activity
management plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and funding
sources.
5.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of land transport infrastructure and services related to new development.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other business associations, environmental
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Action 1.4

Provide input to the Regional Public Transport Plan for Northland (RPTP) to ensure the RPTP
includes provisions supporting and extending public transport in Whangarei City and supporting
future public transport between growth nodes identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy.

Action 3.1

Review existing provisions, and update if necessary, objectives, policies, rules and other methods
in the District Plan to protect and facilitate land transport options, and address legislative
requirements.

Explanation

Northland Regional Council has proposed the preparation and release of a draft RPTP in 2011, and
is connected to the RLTS. A RPTP is required to contain a description of the public transport services
to be provided in the region, how services will assist the transport disadvantaged, how the plan gives
effect to the public transport service components of the RLTS, public transport policies, controls or
contracting requirements that are to be implemented, and notice periods for commercial services. Public
transport operations are limited in Northland, with the bus service in Whangarei the only public service
of any significance. As the settlement patterns indicated within the Whangarei Growth Strategy emerge
over 30/50 years, opportunities to develop new routes and services will become apparent. Over time,
connecting Whangarei City to the growth nodes and Marsden Point/Ruakaka should be a preferred
long-term outcome in any RPTP.

Explanation

The integration of land use and transport is clearly an important driver for the Whangarei Growth Strategy,
and requirements for integration are found across several statutes. Provisions in the District Plan can
have a significant effect on land transport, and will be key tools in integrating land use and transport.
Future reviews of the District Plan will need to address requirements found in the Land Transport Act,
Land Transport Amendment Act, and provisions found in the RPS and RLTS.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

District Plan

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Nodes

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPTP

WC, UV, GN, MP/R

[PM, R]
Action 2.1

Produce an integrated land transport strategy and management plan for Whangarei District that
addresses all modes of land transport, including road (and parking), rail, walking, cycling and
public transport along with demand management and integrated land use and transport planning.

Explanation

Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated.
This would include integrating roading network plans, traffic management plans, parking strategies,
public transport options, intercity links, walk ways and cycle ways, the railway, and the development of a
transport hub for the central city. The long term transport strategy and management plan for Whangarei
District would address these issues in an integrated manner and provide essential information for
on-going transport planning once completed.

[PM, R]
Action 4.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of land transport infrastructure are included in asset/activity
management plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and
funding sources.

Explanation

Growth related land transport infrastructure will be required to meet the demands of expanding
populations in nodal areas. Some of these activities may require either direction in terms of asset/
activity management or require resources such as funding or staff. These should be recognised in the
asset/activity management plans for various departments within council. The provision of land transport
infrastructure should be based upon outcomes sought in the Growth Strategy and the integrated land
transport strategy.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

AMPs, LTP

[R, G, F, Re]

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Action 5.1

2

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Low

Strategies,
Plans

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of land transport infrastructure and services related to new development.

Explanation

The Local Government Act provides for development contributions to be taken for infrastructure and
services related to growth and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address environment effects
of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be included in the LTP and
appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure and services. Ensure
that funding is made available, and that land transport infrastructure implementation keeps pace with
population growth and economic development.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

[R, PM]

All

Action 2.2

When developing new structure plans, and reviewing existing structure plans, ensure that land
transport options are taken into account when determining the future spatial arrangement of land
uses so as to protect and facilitate key land transport modes and infrastructure, including road,
rail, walking, cycling, and public transport.

Explanation

The integration of land use and transport is clearly an important driver for the Whangarei Growth Strategy,
and requirements for integration are found across several statutes. When preparing new structure
plans, or reviewing existing structure plans, ensure that land transport options are provided for, and
key transport corridors are identified and protected. Take into account future requirements for transport
infrastructure based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM, R]

Review the Whangarei District Walking and Cycling Strategy, and produce a plan to implement the
strategy.

Explanation

The Walking and Cycling Strategy was adopted by Council in 2007. However, it is presently the subject of
a review as council’s operating conditions have changed. The review is expected to identify and prioritise
important routes for walking and cycling, and will require resources to implement. Key outcomes from this
document should be included in the LTP, and resources for implementation will need to be provided.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Strategies,
Plans

[PM, R, PR]
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[R, RS, IP, G]

All

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other business associations,
environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc) in regard to land transport, including road,
rail, public transport, walking and cycling.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the protection and
enhancement of land transport options. It is important that Council liaises with these bodies and the
community, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to
ensure optimal outcomes.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Ongoing

WDC

NZTA, NRC,
Kiwi Rail

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

Action 2.3

Support
Agencies

[R, PM]

All

Explanation

Rail is an important transport option if Whangarei District desires a safe, responsive and resilient transport
network. Whilst road transport (people and freight) is the most significant mode of transport in Northland,
rising fuel costs and other rising costs associated with road traffic means that sole reliance on this mode
of transport is risky. Retaining, and enhancing, the use of rail options is therefore important in allowing
Whangarei District to have a range of transport options and be more resilient.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC, FNDC,
KDC, CoC

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[ED, PM, LT,
IS]

WC, K, OT, MP/R

6.2

Whangarei Airport
PART A:

Collaborate with other Northland agencies to support the retention of the rail network, and
promote actions to increase the viability of retaining the rail network. This includes, and partly
relies upon, construction of the rail link to Marsden Point.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 6.2

The Whangarei Airport is located on an elevated site overlooking the Whangarei Harbour, at the end of
the Onerahi Peninsula. The site covers a total of approximately 60ha. A ten minute drive takes one into
the Whangarei City centre. The surrounding area is characterised mainly by residential development
which imposes limits as to noise generation and the physical expansion of airport operations. Due
to these expansion limitations, it is unlikely that the airport will ever accommodate jet planes. The
Whangarei Airport is a commuter airport used for both private and domestic commercial flights. It is an
important physical resource, serving a local population of around 80,000 people. The airport provides
for recreational and economic opportunities, including daily scheduled flights, training facilities, heliport
and private use facilities. The main operator at the airport is Air New Zealand Link, with regular flights
also undertaken by Salt Air.
The airport terminal provides many facilities, including airline check-in baggage handling and office
space, departure lounge, cafeteria, car rental, restrooms and baggage claim area. It appears no major
difficulties are being experienced with the terminal facilities, even though the terminal could benefit
from reorganization in order to improve the layout and space requirements. However, it may be more
advantageous to construct a new, larger terminal once demand for its facilities outgrows its capacity.
It is considered that the current airport premises have ample land available to accommodate such a
facility. The existing ground access system consisting of the terminal kerbside, rental carparks, public
carparks, staff carparks and airport access road is considered to be adequate for present operations,
apart from a few minor issues such as night time lighting and the provision of a covered walkway and
transfer facilities to and from the secure lock-up carpark. Further expansion within the existing site is
possible should demand increase.
In terms of taxiway/runway system, Whangarei Airport has a single runway with an operational length
of 1,061m or 1,091m depending on whether the runway is used for landing or take-off respectively.
The runway has an associated sealed taxiway which connects the runway with the aircraft apron. The
airport furthermore contains a grass runway and two grass taxiways which are mainly used for pilot
training, micro-light aircraft and helicopter operations. A recent upgrade of the runway has ensured the
airport remains certified to accommodate scheduled airline services for 50 seat capacity aircraft, rather
than just cater for the occasional 50 seat charter plane, even though the majority of scheduled flights
currently only carry a maximum of 19 passengers.
According to the capacity of the upgraded runway, the Annual Service Volume (ASV) is estimated to be
140,000 to 160,000 operations per year. Latest figures obtained from the Airport Manager indicate a
total of 18,770 movements for the 2009 year. The latest forecast modelling carried out in 2002 foresees
a high growth scenario of 45,500 operations per annum by the year 2027. This figure constitutes around
one third of the total capacity of the runway system, and indicates that the airport will be able to serve
the district for at least the next 50 years.
The airport’s present location, close to the urban area and in close proximity to residential land uses that
have grown up with, and around the airport, has both positive and adverse effects. An important positive
effect is the short travelling time from the airport to the main urban CBD area. A further positive effect is
the efficient provision of passenger and freight transport to serve local business, industry and tourism.
The main potential adverse effect of airport activities is noise and its effects on nearby residential
areas, although air emissions, safety and traffic effects may also arise. However, these adverse effects
can be managed with careful planning, and are not seen as threatening the long term viability of the
airport. Adverse effects from an increase in frequency of flights will be partially offset by the trend
towards quieter aircraft in the future. Furthermore, the level of growth required to create the demand
for development of a new greenfield airport is likely to be in the order of a doubling or trebling of the
Whangarei District’s population, a level far beyond the current growth projections for the next 30 to 50
years.
The Regional 30 Year Transport Strategy identifies the Bay of Islands Airport at Kerikeri as the
International Airport for Northland. It already has the ability to clear passengers through customs for
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private international flights and it is the closest airport to the major tourist attractions at the Bay of
Islands, Hokianga and further north. The facility needs considerable upgrading, however, to become a
major airport. The Whangarei Airport, on the other hand, is earmarked as a regional airport to service
domestic tourism, business and commercial travellers’ needs, providing direct flights to different
destinations nationwide. The Transport Strategy identified that the Whangarei Airport, due to physical
limitations, cannot expand any further than the recent runway extensions. Given this constraint, and
noting advances in technology enabling aircraft to carry more passengers and land on shorter runways,
the Strategy advocates that increasing the frequency of flights and destinations per day will be sufficient
to service the district for the foreseeable future.
It seems likely that with increased demand over time an increase in the frequency of flights will become
necessary, possibly requiring the presence of another full time operator in addition to Air New Zealand
Link. The recent extension of the runway system ensures the ability of the airport to accommodate
larger aircraft and increased frequency of flights, while its proximity to the Whangarei CBD has been
recognised as one of its main advantages. Limitations of the existing terminal have been highlighted,
and the need to renovate this terminal or to construct new terminal facilities has been identified. There
is sufficient scope on the existing airport site to accommodate these facilities.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the review of the Regional Land Transport Strategy for Northland (RLTS), provide input to
ensure the RLTS contains provisions with regard to Whangarei Airport as regionally significant
infrastructure.

Explanation

During reviews of the RLTS it is important to ensure that the RLTS contains strong provisions with regard
to Whangarei Airport, and that the criteria used to identify and protect regionally significant infrastructure
will be inclusive of the Airport. Part of the protection for the Airport will be the maintenance of efficient
transport corridors to/from the Airport, especially following the construction of the Lower Hatea River
Crossing.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2/On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RLTS

[PM]

WC, ON

Action 2.1

During future reviews of the Onerahi Structure Plan, take into account the on-going operation of
the Whangarei Airport when planning neighbouring land-uses and provision of infrastructure.

Explanation

It is considered that advances in aircraft technology will, in the future, produce airplanes that are quieter,
offsetting potential increases in noise, and reducing the impact on local residents. These features,
in addition to the airport’s ability to cater for an increased frequency of flights and destinations, are
considered to provide adequate capacity for the next 30 to 50 years.

To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections
in the Growth Strategy. In determining the suitability of land for different purposes, the presence of the
Whangarei Airport should be taken into account, and potential reverse sensitivity issues recognised.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Whangarei Airport Report

7

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statements, Regional Plans

Action 3.1

Review and update provisions relating to the Airport Environment in the District Plan, and the
ongoing implementation of noise contours to ensure community support for customer base
expansion over time. Insert objectives, policies, rules and other methods in the District Plan to
provide continuing protection to the operations of the Airport, if required.

Explanation

The Whangarei District Plan contains a chapter that governs land uses in the Airport Environment, along
with the noise contours. These provisions already contain allowances for an expansion in the frequency
of flights to and from the Airport. Ongoing monitoring of the flight patterns to/from the Airport, and their
impact on the community, is required to ensure that the noise contours remain up-to-date, and takes into
account population growth within the Onerahi node.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan
4. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Actions
1.1 During the review of the Regional Land Transport Strategy for Northland (RLTS), provide input
to ensure the RLTS contains provisions with regard to Whangarei Airport as regionally significant
infrastructure.
2.1 During future reviews of the Onerahi Structure Plan, take into account the on-going operation of the
Whangarei Airport when planning neighbouring land uses and provision of infrastructure.
3.1 Review and update provisions relating to the Airport Environment in the District Plan, and the
ongoing implementation of noise contours to ensure community support for customer base expansion
over time. Insert objectives, policies, rules and other methods in the District Plan to provide continuing
protection to the operations of the Airport, if required.
4.1 Monitor overall patterns of customer usage, whether passenger or freight, at the Whangarei Airport,
including passenger numbers, freight volumes, flight times and flight frequency. Advocate for service
improvements should local demand increase as a result of economic development, and ensure the
transport infrastructure is fit for the purpose.
4.2 Evaluate the need and advocate for Whangarei Airport to obtain Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
(MAF) “Place of First Arrival” status. This status allows for the arrival of small planes from international
destinations.
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ON

Action 4.1

Monitor overall patterns of customer usage, whether passenger or freight, at the Whangarei
Airport, including passenger numbers, freight volumes, flight times and flight frequency. Advocate
for service improvements should local demand increase as a result of economic development,
and ensure the transport infrastructure is fit for the purpose.

Explanation

Flight numbers and frequency are subject to regular monitoring by the operators of the Airport. However,
as the population grows, the potential for changes in frequency or destinations may not be captured
very early. In addition, the RLTS has indicated that Kerikeri is the likely location for a regional airport
with potential international capacity. The RLTS views Whangarei Airport as a commuter airport, where
the frequency of flights is more important rather than the overall size of aircraft. Whangarei Airport has
capacity for larger planes, and increased frequency of flights than at present. As the population grows,
and the economy grows, it is assumed that the number of arrivals at Whangarei Airport could increase,
as well as flight numbers. It is important to ensure that flight times and frequencies of flights do not
artificially constrain economic development, and advocate for different flight arrival times. For example, if
the Hundertwasser Gallery is constructed, there may be more demand for flights at increased frequencies
and at varied times.

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Low

Information,
Advocacy

[Airport
Company]

WC, ON

Action 4.2

Evaluate the need and advocate for Whangarei Airport to obtain Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry (MAF) “Place of First Arrival” status. This status allows for the arrival of small planes
from international destinations.

Explanation

When international planes fly into New Zealand, a restricted number of airports have been given the
capacity to process these arrivals. In Northland, only Kerikeri Airport has MAF “Place of First Arrival”
status for international flights with less than 12 passengers. Whilst customs clearance for all three
Northland airports is available by arrangement, no dedicated customs clearance facilities exist. If an
export orientated local economy emerges, then seeking similar status at Whangarei Airport may become
necessary.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

5

WDC

MAF, NRC

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[Airport
Company]

WC, ON

6.3

Whangarei Port
PART A:

Lead Agency

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Priority/
Timing

Ports have been a key piece of infrastructure in the Northland Region and Whangarei District since
first settled by Europeans. Until the region was serviced by roads and/or rail, sea was the only form
of transport for both people and goods. Currently, there are two main port facilities within the confines
of Whangarei Harbour: Marsden Point including Northport and the New Zealand Oil Refinery, and the
Portland Cement Terminal. The new deep water port at Marsden Point replaced the former Whangarei
City Port, which was closed for commercial port operations in 2007.
At Marsden Point, the natural deep water harbour entrance allows ships of 13m draft to berth at
Northport. Northport Limited, the operating company for the port of Marsden Point, has developed a
three berth facility with resource consents for a fourth berth. There are also plans for further reclamation
and development of a fifth berth should it be required. The location of this port makes it the northernmost multi-purpose port in New Zealand and the closest port to most of New Zealand’s international
markets. Three oil jetties service the New Zealand Oil Refinery Company, and they can handle tankers
up to 150,000 tonnes deadweight with a maximum draft of 15.2m. Portland Cement Terminal has one
jetty which serves the Golden Bay Company cement works.
Whangarei is the largest importer by volume and the third largest import port by value behind both
Auckland and Tauranga. Northport accounts for 28% of all seaport imports into New Zealand by volume
and 12% by value. Whangarei Port has much lower levels of exports, accounting for 5% of total national
seaport exports by volume and less than 1% of exports by value. It is the eighth largest exporter port by
volume and the eleventh largest exporter by value.
From a regional perspective, there are large forestry, wood processing, cement, fertiliser, and primary
production industries in Northland. Products from these industries are relatively bulky and/or difficult
and costly to transport. Therefore they rely on, and benefit greatly from, the ability to transport their
products to market through Whangarei Ports. Similarly, other bulky imports and exports could become
more costly and even uneconomic if they had to be trucked into or out of the region to the nearest ports
in Auckland or Tauranga. As a result, a number of key industries rely on Whangarei Ports for transport
and support services.
Northport serves as a major export/import hub for the forestry, horticulture and agricultural sectors of
the region. Northport has a future of stable and sustainable growth due to the forestry sector. Forestry
projections for Northland continue to be based around a long term sustainable harvest volume of 4.0
to 4.2 million m3 per annum for the combined export and domestic markets. It is projected that the
total exports of logs, woodchip, wood pellets and processed timber will increase 14%, from 1.81 million
revenue tonnes in 2010/11, to 2.12 million revenue tonnes in 2013/14.
The Northport facility totals 48ha of land, with over 30ha now paved and being used for cargo
operations, such as log storage, processed timber products, palletised cement/containers and other
general cargoes. Northland Port Corporation has 62ha of land adjacent to Northport available for port
related business, with some 120 plus hectares behind this area zoned as Business 4 Environment. In
total, there is over 180ha of land owned by Northland Port Corporation outside the port available for
port related ventures.
To increase cargo volumes through Northport, the port needs to look outside the region. Northport is
well positioned and has considerable potential to become a strategic port in New Zealand. Northport has
much flat industrial land available for expansion. This would enable potential trades such as car imports
and coastal feeder trades. There is also sufficient land for a container terminal should this become a
feasible option in the future. However, the key to obtain large future market shares of cargo volumes
is to improve supply links to Auckland and the Central North Island. This would require significant
investments in both infrastructure and port facilities. Improved roading and an upgrade to the main
Auckland trunk rail line are urgently required as is the rail link between Marsden Point and Oakleigh.
Coastal shipping is also likely to increase its role in the future. Currently, around 2.5 million tonnes of
freight are transported annually by coastal shipping in Northland. This represents around 20% of total
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freight movement in Northland. Most of this is fuel products from the Marsden Point Oil Refinery along
with cement products from Portland Cement works. Fuels and cement are expected to continue to be
transported by coastal shipping with some prospect of increased volumes. The further development of
Northport and the Marsden Point Rail Link will increase the options for coastal shipping as an alternative
for transporting general freight. There is also potential to use barges to transport logs and wood products
from Northland forests.
Northland Port Corporation has the significant advantage of having secured land to facilitate future
development and storage facilities. The area is ideally suited to additional dry bulk storage (fertiliser,
coal, woodchip, logs); bulk liquid storage (LNG, tallow, bitumen, etc); containers – empty storage yards,
de-vanning and distribution, repairs and pre-tripping facilities; car storage and pre-delivery inspection
facilities, etc. For Northport to have strategic growth it is essential that there is a high measure of
control over the land use in this area. If this control is lost there is potential for future port growth to be
constrained.
In considering future options for Marsden Point Port the most likely scenario is a continuation of
the present position, with the port mainly catering for bulk cargoes and general cargo commodities.
An alternative option would be for Marsden Point to assume the role as a major hub port replacing
Auckland and/or Tauranga as the preferred port for the Upper North Island and possibly a wider area.
This scenario is regarded as unlikely. Unless the Port of Auckland shifted its container operation to
Whangarei it is unlikely that Whangarei would develop container facilities unilaterally. Furthermore, if
Auckland closed its container port Marsden Point would still need to compete with Port of Tauranga
for the container trade. There is better prospect for Northport to take over the car import trade from
Auckland as the Auckland harbourside is developed for other (civic) uses. The construction of the
Marsden Point rail link and upgrade of the North Auckland line, together with improved roading links to
Auckland, would be necessary to enable such developments.
Overall, it is anticipated that Marsden Point will continue to be a regionally and nationally significant
import and export port – particularly given its natural deep water location and its proximity to international
shipping lanes. Northland Port Corporation also has significant areas of industrial land available
landward of the port facilities for both port expansion and industrial development. The combination of
a deep water port located in close proximity to a significant area of available flat land is unique in New
Zealand. Land use planning must ensure that this land is not developed for activities that may place
future constraints on port development or give rise to reverse sensitivity issues. The port holds much
potential to contribute to the future well being of the Northland Region and the Whangarei District.

3.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
industries, environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, and the public etc.) to assist in the
management and expansion of port facilities in Whangarei District.
3.2 Promote the use of alternative port facilities at the old Whangarei Port in regard to their contribution
to the development of niche industries. Investigate the areas capacity for mixed-use land uses.
3.3 Monitor activities and development at Auckland and Tauranga Ports. Collaborate with other northern
local authorities, Auckland Council, Tauranga City Council, and Bay of Plenty Regional Council through
UNISA to develop a northern regional strategy in terms of port use and possible rationalisation of ports
in the northern North Island.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input
to ensure the RPS contains provisions relating to the protection of the Whangarei ports and
associated facilities, as significant regional infrastructure.

Explanation

During the current review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains strong provisions
with regard to the protection of the ports and associated facilities. Marsden Point and to a lesser degree,
the Portland Cement Terminal, are regionally significant infrastructure and their protection is a significant
regional issue that should be addressed in the RPS. Neighbouring land uses and the possible impacts on
port facilities and operations is likewise a regional issue and would benefit from a regional approach to
managing the issue.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM]
Action 1.2

During future reviews of the Regional Land Transport Strategy for Northland (RLTS), provide input
to ensure the RLTS contains provisions to manage and protect transport corridors leading to the
Whangarei ports and associated facilities.

Explanation

During future reviews of the RLTS it is important to ensure that the RLTS includes provisions to help
manage and protect the transport corridors to Whangarei ports and associated facilities. Marsden Point,
and to a lesser degree, the Portland Cement Terminal, are regionally significant infrastructure resources
and their management and protection is a significant regional issue that should be addressed in the
RLTS. Both road and rail corridors are important to the future of Whangarei ports.

Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Ports of Whangarei Report

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Implementation Methods

2/On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RLTS

[PM, R]

1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. District Plan
3. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

Actions

Action 2.1

Review provisions in the District Plan, and update when necessary, to ensure that neighbouring
land uses do not impede operations and future growth of Whangarei ports.

Explanation

Marsden Port/Ruakaka is identified as an important growth node within Whangarei District. As the
population grows, there is a risk that neighbouring land uses could impact on port development and
prospects for growth. Whilst Northport has already taken steps to reduce this risk through purchase of
land, ongoing monitoring and review of the situation is important. Internationally focussed large ports
tend to keep themselves removed from the population and major industrial areas as a whole, and whilst
this buffer is evident at Marsden Point/Ruakaka, it needs to be maintained into the future. Whilst the
District Plan already contains provisions, these will need to be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure their
effectiveness. The RPS may also contain provisions that the District Plan will need to give effect to in this
process.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

2

WDC

Northport, NRC Current
Resources

1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains provisions relating to the protection of the Whangarei ports and associated
facilities, as significant regional infrastructure.
1.2 During future reviews of the Regional Land Transport Strategy for Northland (RLTS), provide
input to ensure the RLTS contains provisions to manage and protect transport corridors leading to the
Whangarei ports and associated facilities.
2.1 Review provisions in the District Plan, and update when necessary, to ensure that neighbouring land
uses do not impede operations and future growth of Whangarei ports.
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Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method
District Plan

WC, OT, MP/R

Action 3.1

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the management of
Whangarei ports and associated facilities. It is important that Council liaises with these bodies and the
community, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required
to ensure optimal outcomes. Emphasis may need to be given to collaboration with other councils on the
future direction and management of northern North Island ports and associated facilities.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC

Northport,
Golden Bay
Cement

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[PM]

WC, OT, MP/R

Action 3.2

Promote the use of alternative port facilities at the old Whangarei Port in regard to their
contribution to the development of niche industries. Investigate the areas capacity for mixed-use
land uses.

Explanation

Whilst Marsden Port will remain the primary commercial port in Whangarei District, there are still some
facilities available at the old City Port area. Use of these facilities may provide an opportunity for the
development of niche marine industries. The opening of the Lower Hatea River Crossing would allow
better access to airport facilities, which in turn can provide more integrated planning and use of port
facilities and industries in the Old Port area.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

Business
Groups, CoC,
EN

Low/Medium

Information,
Advocacy

[ED, PM]

WC, OT

Action 3.3

Monitor activities and development at Auckland and Tauranga Ports. Collaborate with other
northern local authorities, Auckland Council, Tauranga City Council, and Bay of Plenty Regional
Council through UNISA to develop a northern regional strategy in terms of port use and possible
rationalisation of ports in the northern North Island.

Explanation

Whilst Marsden Port is identified as having substantial growth potential, there is much competition with
other northern ports. More collaboration between the ports has been suggested, with each playing to its
strengths, but completion of this process is yet to be resolved. Recent reorganisation of the Auckland
Council, and development of the spatial plan recognises the importance of the Ports of Auckland to the
future growth of the city. However, it also recognises inter-regional dependencies between Auckland,
Bay of Plenty, Northland, and the Waikato in terms of transports and freight (amongst other issues), and
more clear discussion on the future roles of the northern ports may emerge, and impact on the viability of
Northport, positively and negatively.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/Ongoing

NRC,WDC,
Northport

FNDC, KDC,
AC, TCC,
BoPRC

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[ED, PM, LT]

Telecommunications
PART A:

Explanation

6.4

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
industries, environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, and the public etc.) to assist in the
management and expansion of port facilities in Whangarei District.

Developments in the telecommunications industry, and its effect on economic development in
Whangarei District, is an important factor to consider over the next 30/50 years. Telecommunications
services include fixed line (landline and data services such as cable broadband) and wireless services.
Also included are cell phone/mobile phones, and internet technologies, both broadband and dial-up.
The telecommunications services market in New Zealand was fully opened to competition in 1989
with any entity with at least 10 customers being able to register as a network operator. Since then,
telecommunications planning and product advances have developed with the Government’s role largely
confined to that of regulator. This regulatory role is changing somewhat owing the large investment in
broadband being made by the government through a variety of contracts. The pace of technological
change in the telecommunications sector makes it more risky than other infrastructure sectors. However,
once the basic infrastructure is in place, assets are scalable to an extent not seen in other infrastructure
sectors – for example, once the ducting is in place, it is easy to exponentially increase capacity.
Two percent of Whangarei’s households do not have access to any form of telecommunication, which
is consistent with the national average. Eighty five percent of Whangarei households had access to a
telephone in 2006, compared with 88% of households in New Zealand. Seventy percent of Whangarei
households have access to a cell phone/mobile phone, which is similar to the national average of 71%.
New Zealand ranks 21 in the OECD in the number of mobile subscribers per 100 inhabitants, with
similar subscriptions rates to that of Iceland and Australia. Fifty four percent of Northland households
and 52% of households in the Whangarei District have access to the internet, which is slightly lower
than the national average of 58%. Of these, 31% access the internet by dial-up and 23% by broadband.
In 2006, Northland (23%) had one of the lowest proportions of households with broadband in New
Zealand.
New Zealand has one of the lowest rates of broadband internet connections in the OECD, accounting
for 53% of all internet connections. In the OECD in 2005, dial-up connections accounted for 10%,
compared with 47% of internet connections in New Zealand. Broadband is now the dominant fixed
access method in the OECD, accounting for 90% of all internet connections. New Zealand is catching
up with the OECD average, with New Zealand’s overall ranking in uptake (measured by broadband
subscribers per 100 inhabitants) increasing from 22 out of 30 OECD countries in 2003, to 18 in 2009.
Broadband coverage in New Zealand is now universal, with fixed-line (Digital Subscriber Line-based)
broadband available to approximately 93% of all telephone lines, and either wireless or satellite-based
broadband available to the remainder. The number of broadband subscribers, at over one million for
New Zealand, now exceeds the number of dial-up users. However, given New Zealand’s topography, it
should be noted that the quality of broadband services can vary, and that users in more remote areas do
not generally experience the same level of service as someone connected in an urban area.
To improve broadband services in Northland, Northpower has constructed in excess of 100km of fibre
optic cables in Whangarei District which have been providing services to Whangarei businesses for the
past 18 months. Northpower’s fibre optic cable covers the central area of Whangarei, including State
Highway 14 to Hawken Road and State Highway 1 from Rewarewa Road to Hikurangi. Telecom’s fibre
optic network covers the state highways and main arterial roads in the Whangarei District from Waipu
Cove/Langs Beach in the south, Ruarangi, Maungakaramea, Portland, Waiotama, Maungatapere to
Twin Bridges, Pipiwai Road to Moengawahie, Whangarei Heads Road to Parua Bay, Ngunguru Road
to Matapouri, and Marua Road to Matapouri Road. TelstraClear also provides fibre optic connections to
parts of central Whangarei and along the southern portion of State Highway 1.
The Government wishes to create a step-change in the provision of broadband services. The expansion
and development of broadband is a vital component of New Zealand’s economic growth, productivity
improvements, and the Government’s wider strategy to increase New Zealand’s global competitiveness,
particularly compared to other OECD countries.
The Government’s goal for ultra-fast broadband investment is to accelerate the roll-out of ultra-fast
broadband to 75% of New Zealanders, concentrating in the first six years on priority broadband users
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such as businesses, schools and health services, plus green field developments. The Government’s
objective will be supported by government investment of up to $1.5 billion alongside private sector
investment. Other objectives are to improve coverage of fast broadband services so that 97% of New
Zealand households and enterprises are able to access broadband services of 5 Mbps or better, and to
improve coverage of ultra-fast broadband to 97% of schools (serving 99.7% of New Zealand students).
In December 2010, Northpower signed a deal with Crown Fibre Holdings to increase the roll-out of ultra
fast broadband, which is due to be completed within three years of signing the agreement.
A $900 million plan for a high speed broadband connection aims to close the digital divide between New
Zealand and the rest of the world. This is a private sector initiative to build a 13,000km undersea fibre
cable between Australia, New Zealand and the United States by 2012, with five times the capacity of
the existing Southern Cross cable which connects through Hawaii. The project could generate billions of
dollars for the New Zealand economy. The cable, if completed as planned, would offer our fastest link to
the rest of the world and could also herald the end of internet data caps in New Zealand by substantially
reducing the cost of international bandwidth available to the country.
Increasing access to high speed broadband will benefit the Whangarei District, as it will Northland
and the whole of New Zealand. High speed broadband will benefit the economic, educational and
health sectors by reducing costs and increasing revenues. E-commerce allows companies to reduce
production, administration and sales costs and increase revenues. Telecommuting would save people
and businesses time and money, as well as reducing traffic congestion and its environmental impacts.
High speed broadband would benefit distance education through virtual classrooms, enabling curriculum
sharing and interaction with other students. High speed broadband will also benefit the health sector
through consultation, data collection, record keeping, training and education.
However, care must also be taken with the development of telecommuting, in that there are two main
types of telecommuting activity: a scenario in which a firm uses telecommuting as a strategy to reduce
business land costs, whilst the second is one based around the theory of freelancing. In terms of the first,
the types of employers that desire telecommuting amongst their workers represents a small proportion
of businesses in Whangarei. In terms of freelancing, as more participants enter the worldwide market,
the overall supply outweighs the demand, with a corresponding forcing down of freelancing rates, which
in turn would impact on the viability of the telecommuting scenario or their preferred actions. Whilst
telecommuting is seen as a way of attracting skills to an area with high amenity, the costs associated
with living in high amenity areas may preclude some locations of home-based telecommunication
workers (e-lancers).
Costs of telecommunications remain relatively high in New Zealand compared to other countries in the
OECD, and are probably the biggest factor in preventing people accessing the best telecommunication
technology available to them. As costs reduce, particularly for broadband and mobile technology,
the number of people accessing the technology is likely to increase. As telecommunications become
more sophisticated and applications become more varied, it is important for New Zealand as a whole,
Whangarei and Northland in particular, to keep abreast with technological advances so that economic,
social and cultural well being is maximised over the future.
Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2010, Telecommunications Report

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan
4. Asset/Activity Management Plans, Long Term Plan
5. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
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Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains provisions relating the maintenance and enhancement of telecommunication
infrastructure and services.
2.1 Assist the preparation of a telecommunications strategy to take advantage of the faster broadband
which is being implemented in Whangarei by the Digital Leadership Forum. This should also investigate
options around telecommuting and/or the option of developing business lounge hubs in key locations
such as the Town Basin, Kamo, and growth nodes.
3.1 Review and update objectives, policies, rules and other methods in the District Plan to facilitate
telecommunications infrastructure and services. Ensure that the District Plan is up to date in regard to
providing for digital infrastructure and other forms of telecommunications.
3.2 Map the location of telecommunications facilities in the district and consider including these on the
resource area maps in the District Plan.
4.1 Ensure that funding and resources are included in Asset/Activity Management Plans and future
Long Term Plans (LTPs) to service new development relating to the provision of telecommunication
infrastructure in accordance with the telecommunications strategy.
5.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations,
service providers, other councils, business associations, land owners, developers, environmental
groups, resident/ratepayer groups and the public on the value of telecommunications, and ensuring
access to developing technology across the district.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide
input to ensure the RPS contains provisions relating the maintenance and enhancement of
telecommunication infrastructure and services.

Explanation

During the current review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains provisions with
regard to telecommunications and associated infrastructure and services. Whangarei City is identified
as an important player in terms of the rolling out of ultrafast broadband in Northland, especially in terms
of developing and promoting demand for broadband in Northland as it contains a large pool of potential
users. Reverse sensitivity in terms of the efficient installation and use of facilities and services is an
important consideration, and would benefit from a regional approach to managing the problem.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

[PM, ED]

Explanation

Whangarei is one of the first locations in which ultra fast broadband networks will be rolled out. Local
effort must be undertaken to ensure that this benefit is translated into new opportunities for the district.
This includes the leveraging of businesses services, investigating and promoting telecommuting
options, and developing a strategy to benefit from ultra-fast broadband. Such work is being led by
local major telecommunication providers and users, but local government support is also important
in the development of the local forum being promoted by Enterprise Northland. This support includes
considering efforts to improve the development of the business services sectors in Whangarei. Of
additional import would be promoting the development of business lounge hubs. These are private
businesses that provide flexible business space (including desk space, network space etc) to a number
of small business users. Key locations include the Town Basin, Kamo and the growth nodes. Whilst these
are private businesses, wider reserve and reserve facilities in their vicinity could add to their appeal as a
work space. Consideration must be given to preparation of the physical environment which is conducive
to attracting WIFI users. For example, if free WIFI is offered within the Town Basin or CBD, physical
facilities may be required to facilitate local use. Whilst it expected that most usage will be in the shopping
precincts or in cafes, other locations would add to the use, attractiveness, and visibility of the Town Basin
environment and associated walkway. For example the proposed recreational elements along the public
walkway may be perfect positions for “instant workstations” with specially designed park benches that
laptops or palm pilots could rest on.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Nodes

2

WDC

NRC, Service
Providers

Low/Medium

Strategies, Plans

All (esp. WC, K)

[ED]
Action 3.1

Review and update objectives, policies, rules and other methods in the District Plan to facilitate
telecommunications infrastructure and services. Ensure that the District Plan is up to date in
regard to providing for digital infrastructure and other forms of telecommunications.

Explanation

The District Plan does not have strong provisions as regards digital infrastructure, although there are
limited references in the District Plan proper as well as Environmental Engineering Standards. The recent
development of the National Environmental Standard on Telecommunications Facilities indicated the
importance of dealing with this growing field in the District Plan, and as new facilities emerge, Council
needs to be proactive in terms of adjusting to the new environment, especially as the NES is only
concerned with infrastructure located in road reserves. Whilst the provision of broadband as a modern
piece of infrastructure can be incorporated into new subdivisions, retrofitting cable can reduce the overall
optimisation of data transfer. Simple infill of suburbs can impact on the efficiency of the network, therefore
ensuring that infill development takes account of new technologies is important. A plan change may be
required to ensure that there are no unnecessary impediments over the longer term.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

WDC

NRC, Service
Providers

Low

District Plan

[PM]
Action 3.2

Map the location of telecommunications facilities in the district and consider including these on
the resource area maps in the District Plan.

Explanation

Consideration needs to be given to determining the location of telecommunication facilities and services
in the district and including these on the resource area maps in the District Plan so that this information is
readily available to council staff, developers and land owners. The NRC should be approached to assist in
providing such supplementary information.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

4

WDC

NRC, Service
Providers

Low

District Plan

[PM]

Action 4.1

Ensure that funding and resources are included in Asset/Activity Management Plans and
future Long Term Plans (LTPs) to service new development relating to the provision of
telecommunication infrastructure in accordance with the telecommunications strategy.

Explanation

Growth related telecommunications infrastructure will be required to meet the demands of expanding
populations in nodal areas. Population and economic growth and changes in technology will change the
dynamics in the provision of telecommunications. Responding to these changing dynamics may require
Council input. The provision of telecommunication infrastructure should be based upon outcomes sought
in the Growth Strategy and the telecommunications strategy.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

AMPs, LTP
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Assist the preparation of a telecommunications strategy to take advantage of the faster
broadband which is being implemented in Whangarei by the Digital Leadership Forum. This
should also investigate options around telecommuting and/or the option of developing business
lounge hubs in key locations such as the Town Basin, Kamo, and growth nodes.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 2.1

[ED, G, F, Re]
Action 5.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations,
service providers, other councils, business associations, land owners, developers, environmental
groups, resident/ratepayer groups and the public on the value of telecommunications, and
ensuring access to developing technology across the district.

Explanation

Providing information to the public, land owners, developers and agents to raise awareness of the
importance of telecommunications is one method to engender support for maintaining and enhancing
use of telecommunications technology. The long term economic benefit and increased resilience of the
district, resulting from enhancing use of telecommunications as a business and lifestyle choice, should be
emphasised.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, Service
Providers

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[ED, PM]

All

All
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SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

6.5

Infrastructure and Services

Population growth can have a significant impact on the long term sustainable provision of infrastructure.
Sustainable, in this sense, is the provision of infrastructure to meet future needs in a timely and costeffective manner. Thus a key component of Sustainable Futures 30/50 was the evaluation of future
infrastructure requirements for each of the identified nodes.
The Infrastructure and Services Report was an assessment that took into account existing or planned
Council infrastructure, the extent (by land area) of future settlements, and services required to
accommodate projected growth through to 2061 and meet present Council service levels. Infrastructure
was restricted to those services generally provided by Council, and included Council administered
potable water, stormwater, wastewater, roading, parks and libraries. This analysis was undertaken at
the nodal level. The report also included high level analysis of Council administered infrastructure at a
district level.
Indicative growth projections and costings were initially identified for each of the three alternative future
development paths, using assumptions that were based upon present information and technology, as
well as present service levels. Following selection of the preferred future development path, these initial
indicative costs were then refined through a second round of more detailed analysis undertaken by
Infrastructure and Services Group.
While restricted to a high level analysis, the Infrastructure and Services Report enabled consideration
of financial and non-financial implications for infrastructure provision based on uniform assumptions.
Costs and assumptions associated with infrastructure provision were the subject of further refinement
following identification of the preferred future development path. The results of this refinement can
be found within each of the individual growth nodes, Appendix 5 of the Whangarei Growth Strategy,
and Appendix 1 of the Implementation Plan. The total cost of Council’s growth related infrastructure
provision under Future Three (adopted in the Growth Strategy) was originally estimated at $919.47
million over the 50 year planning horizon ($18.39 million per annum). The reduced cost of infrastructure
provision for this future compared with other options was a function of consolidation of growth and
avoidance of service duplication.
There are infrastructure and service requirements that are important for growth but are unlikely to be
affected by the settlement pattern that eventuates. These include solid waste facilities and services
including landfills, transfer stations and rubbish/recycling collections. A new water source and upgrade
of the existing Whau Valley facility will be required. Costings for the new water source for Whangarei City
is estimated at $18.10 million with $7.5 million being allocated for treatment plant upgrades. Additional
cemetery facilities are also likely to be required to meet population growth estimated at $3.0 million. The
cost of setting up additional sport/stadium facilities to meet projected growth in the south of the District
is estimated at $24.0 million. In terms of civil defence, additional rural fire facilities and equipment will
be needed at an estimated cost of $0.3 million. Early estimates of the Town Basin/CBD enhancement
have been undertaken and amount to approximately $24.0 million not originally included in the figures.
These figures are in current day terms and exclude any increase in operational expenditure associated
with capital projects.
Whilst the Parks and Reserves Department undertook an initial assessment of reserves and facilities
required to accommodate growth, it is also intending to develop a Reserves Strategy that builds on
the work undertaken for the Whangarei Growth Strategy. This strategy will address the question of
service level requirements, and will refine the initial assessment of growth-related reserves within the
context of addressing community outcomes sought in the reserves network. Likewise, Wastes and
Drainage recently progressed a Wastewater Improvement Strategy for consideration by Council (with
Stage 1 funding being approved by Council) and this strategy addresses issues such as the wastewater
treatment plant, concerns over Whangarei Upper Harbour, and the way that wastewater services will be
provided for in Marsden Point/Ruakaka.
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Further Information: Whangarei District Council, 2009, Infrastructure and Services Report

Implementation Methods
1. Regional Policy Statement/Regional Plans/Government Policy Statements
2. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
3. District Plan
4. Infrastructure Provision
5. Asset/Activity Management Plans, LTP
6. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
7. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
8. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input
to ensure the RPS contains provisions relating to infrastructure, the long term protection and use of
Council assets, and recognises and aligns with the provisions of the Whangarei Growth Strategy and
Implementation Plan.
1.2 During future reviews of the National Infrastructure Plan and development of any regional
infrastructure strategies and plans, provide input to ensure they contain provisions recognising and
aligning with the provisions of the Whangarei Growth Strategy and Implementation Plan.
2.1 Review wastewater strategies prepared prior to the adoption of the Whangarei Growth Strategy.
As changes to the settlement pattern across the district will result from a more consolidated approach
under the Growth Strategy, ongoing review will become necessary.
2.2 Review the water demand strategy that was prepared prior to the adoption of the Whangarei Growth
Strategy. As changes to the settlement pattern across the district will result from a more consolidated
approach under the Growth Strategy, on-going review will become necessary.
2.3 Review roading strategies prepared prior to the adoption of the Whangarei Growth Strategy. As
changes to the settlement pattern across the district will result from a more consolidated approach
under the Growth Strategy, on-going review will become necessary.
2.4 Review stormwater catchment plans when required and incorporate in structure plans when
developed or reviewed. Ensure that stormwater catchment plans are prepared prior to greenfield
development. Ensure structure plans show that new development areas are capable of ensuring the
efficient management of stormwater.
2.5 Ensure that outcomes from the future reserves strategy, along with provisions in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy, are incorporated into Council planning processes, asset management plans, District
Plan, and future Long Term Plans (LTPs).
2.6 Consider ecosystem services planning in the preparation and implementation of the reserves
strategy, consider the wider role of parks and reserves as green infrastructure for the district, and
where possible enhance the role of these assets to provide a wide range of services and increased
connectivity between nodes.
3.1 Include objectives, policies, rules and other methods in the District Plan to manage and protect
Council’s present and future provision of infrastructure.

4.2 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2016-2020 are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.3 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2021-2025 are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.4 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2026-2030 are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.5 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2031-2035 are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.6 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2036-2040 are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.7 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2041-2045 are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.8 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2046-2050 are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.9 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2051-2055 are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.10 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2056-2061 are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.11 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2061+ are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

PART A:

4.1 Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major projects
identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2011-2015 are considered in
compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

5.1 Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long Term
Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to wastewater treatment and disposal. Priority should
be given to the development of major projects outlined in relevant wastewater strategies and the
Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

3.2 Regularly review the Environmental Engineering Standards (EES) Chapter of the District Plan
to accommodate changes in either the national policy framework or changes resulting from the
implementation of the Whangarei Growth Strategy.

5.2 Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to water provision. Priority should be given to
the development of major projects outlined in relevant water supply and demand strategies and the
Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet.
5.3 Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long Term
Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to roading. Priority should be given to the development of
major projects outlined in relevant roading strategies and the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet.
5.4 Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to stormwater management. Priority should be
given to the development of major projects outlined in relevant stormwater catchment plans and the
Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet, and actions to improve outcomes concerning contaminant
and sedimentation levels.
5.5 Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to solid waste. Priority should be given to the
development of major projects outlined in relevant solid waste strategies and the Infrastructure and
Services Project Sheet. Emphasis should be given to actions that reduce total throughput of waste and
waste per person, increase recycling and encourage re-use.
5.6 Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long Term
Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to parks and reserves. Priority should be given to the
development of projects outlined in the reserves strategy, when completed.
5.7 Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long Term
Plans (LTPs) relating to the provision of cemeteries in accordance with the Growth Strategy.
5.8 Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long Term
Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to libraries. Priority should be given to the development
of major projects outlined in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet.
6.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development.
7.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other business associations, environmental
groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc) in regard to infrastructure provision. Particular attention should
be paid to the effective sharing of information with network utility providers.
7.2 Liaise with Northland Regional Council concerning provision of infrastructure that assists economic,
social, and cultural wellbeing in the Whangarei District and explore joint funding arrangements.
7.3 Liaise with Central Government concerning provision of infrastructure that assists economic, social,
and cultural wellbeing in the Whangarei District,
7.4 Collaborate with Kaipara District Council to ensure that opportunities arising from the increased
development around Mangawhai and around Waipu /Waipu Cove are maximised.
8.1 Improve relations and communication with tangata whenua on infrastructural matters, including
Council applications for resource consents. Develop terms of reference between Council and tangata
whenua to address infrastructure issues or concerns on a district wide basis.
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SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement for Northland (RPS), provide input to
ensure the RPS contains provisions relating to infrastructure, the long term protection and use of
Council assets, and recognises and aligns with the provisions of the Whangarei Growth Strategy
and Implementation Plan.

Explanation

During the current review of the RPS it is important to ensure that the RPS contains strong provisions
with regard to infrastructure, especially the substantial investment made by Council as well as new
infrastructure. Whilst the Growth Strategy outlines a substantial programme of new investment to meet
projected demands, it is important to ensure that provision is made for existing assets.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

[PM, IS]

Action 2.3

Review roading strategies prepared prior to the adoption of the Whangarei Growth Strategy.
As changes to the settlement pattern across the district will result from a more consolidated
approach under the Growth Strategy, on-going review will become necessary.

Explanation

The Roading Department within Whangarei District Council regularly undertakes strategic assessments
of needs relating to roading, and communicates these to other agencies. Further reviews will be
necessary in the future, especially in light of changing settlement patterns. Such reviews will reveal
potential changes in traffic demand, and help decide on the priorities for future roading development and
enhancement.

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

RPS

3

WDC
[R]

NRC, NZTA

Low

Strategies,
Plans

Action 2.4

Review stormwater catchment plans when required and incorporate in structure plans when
developed or reviewed. Ensure that stormwater catchment plans are prepared prior to greenfield
development. Ensure structure plans show that new development areas are capable of ensuring
the efficient management of stormwater.

Explanation

In the development of new structure plans, stormwater impacts and mitigation activities will need to be
considered, especially in light of the preferred approach which is to mitigate stormwater on site. This is
evident within most of the urban nodes especially. Ensure that at risk stormwater facilities are regularly
inspected, and insured against failure, by regular maintenance.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC
[PM, WD]

NRC

Low

Strategies,
Structure Plans

Action 2.5

Ensure that outcomes from the future reserves strategy, along with provisions in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy, are incorporated into Council planning processes, asset management plans,
District Plan, and future Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

The roles of the future reserves strategy will be to maximise present and future uses of the entire reserve
network, whilst also enhancing ‘sense of place’ within individual nodes. As part of the strategy, levels
of service and facilities provision are being considered. It should evaluate and provide high quality
open space and connections between public spaces in a timely manner. It should also build on present
active recreation and sport facilities, including art and cultural facilities. This action point is not limited
to Council reserves, but will need to encompass other agencies who also contribute to open space
throughout Whangarei District. There may be opportunities to connect present Council reserves to DoC
or other (private or public) agency facilities or reserves. It is noted that there is good access to reserves
and facilities in the coastal area but less opportunities emerge within inland areas. There may also be
opportunities to develop a regional park, either close to the harbour, near the open ocean in Bream Bay,
or at Ngunguru Sandspit with the collaboration of other parties.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

Medium/High

Strategies/
Plans, AMPs/
LTPs

Action 1.2

During future reviews of the National Infrastructure Plan and development of any regional
infrastructure strategies and plans, provide input to ensure they contain provisions recognising
and aligning with the provisions of the Whangarei Growth Strategy and Implementation Plan.

Explanation

In 2010, Central Government produced its first National Infrastructure Plan that outlined governmental
priorities for infrastructure. An update was issued in 2011, and Central Government has signalled that
these will be regularly reviewed and issued over time. Northland Regional Council has also signalled
its intent to prepare a regional infrastructure plan or strategy, in order to facilitate the efficient use and
development of infrastructure. Council needs to engage with both central government and the regional
council to ensure that the Growth Strategy is recognised and provided for in infrastructure planning
documents.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC/

[PM, IS]

Government
Agencies

Current
Resources

Strategies,
Plans

WC, K, M, OT, MP/R

Action 2.1

Review wastewater strategies prepared prior to the adoption of the Whangarei Growth Strategy.
As changes to the settlement pattern across the district will result from a more consolidated
approach under the Growth Strategy, ongoing review will become necessary.

Explanation

The Wastes and Drainage Department within Whangarei District Council regularly undertakes strategic
assessments of needs relating to wastewater. Further reviews will be necessary in the future, especially in
light of changing settlement patterns. Such reviews will reveal potential changes in wastewater demand,
and help decide whether there is a need for the development of new infrastructure relating to wastewater.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC
[WD]

NRC

Low

Strategies,
Plans

Action 2.2

Review the water demand strategy that was prepared prior to the adoption of the Whangarei
Growth Strategy. As changes to the settlement pattern across the district will result from a more
consolidated approach under the Growth Strategy, on-going review will become necessary.

Explanation

The Water Services Department within Whangarei District Council regularly undertakes strategic
assessments of the water resource. Further reviews will be necessary in the future, especially in light of
changing settlement patterns and changing climatic conditions. Such reviews will reveal potential changes
in water demand, and help decide whether there is a need for new sources of water or to provide new
water storage as indicated in the Growth Strategy. Changes in climate may mean further consideration of
water reticulation in some localities.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2

WDC
[WS]

NRC

Low

Strategies,
Plans
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[PR, G, F, Re]

All (esp. WC, K, OT, MP/R)

All

Action 4.1

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2011-2015 are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

In many urban areas, green infrastructure is being increasingly used to manage issues such as
stormwater, sediment loads, and wastewater treatment. Green infrastructure can be used to manage
risks associated with natural hazards, especially water related hazard risks. Council can encourage low
impact stormwater designs, as indicated in the Environmental Engineering Standards 2010 through
the preparation of design guidelines, and preferred options in given areas to promote the provision of
ecosystem services, connectivity to local reserves, and promote a sense of place. As indicated in the
Ecosystem Services Background Report, parks and reserves play an important role in providing a wide
range of ecosystem services, beyond their recreational or aesthetic role. Enhancing this capacity is
important as the population in urban areas of Whangarei District is expected to more than double in size
over the next 50 years. The Growth Strategy estimated that approximately 400 ha of additional park land
with be required to meet population growth and levels of service. Additional park space should be able to
contribute to increasing the depth and range of ecosystem service provision, enable greater accessibility
between different public spaces, provide neighbourhood gathering spaces and be used to promote a
sense of place. However, management of reserves will need to balance needs between primary and
secondary uses. Any additions of reserve space should also be connected to purchasing decisions made
in terms of stormwater catchment plans, and the provision of multi-use reserve spaces.

Explanation

Projects of significance include: roading projects in Otaika at an estimate cost of $35million; wastewater
improvements in Tikipunga at an estimated cost of $8.7million; wastewater treatment capacity in Marsden
Point/Ruakaka at an estimated cost of $27million, roading projects in Marsden Point/Ruakaka at an
estimated cost of $13.3 million; water storage expansion in McLeod Bay/Reotahi at an estimated cost
of $0.32million; local water reticulation upgrades in Waipu at an estimated cost of $0.7million; sewer
reticulation upgrades in Whangarei City at an estimated cost of $16.2million, roading upgrades in
Whangarei City at an estimated cost of $15million.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1-2

WDC

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

1/On-going

WDC

DoC, NRC

Low

Strategies,
Plans

[PR, WD, PM]

All

Action 3.1

Include objectives, policies, rules and other methods in the District Plan to manage and protect
Council’s present and future provision of infrastructure.

Explanation

The Whangarei District Plan contains provisions regarding the protection and management of Council and
other infrastructure. A review of these provisions will be required to ensure good management of present
assets as well as a robust programme for new infrastructure that meets demands of growth in a timely
and efficient manner.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

5/On-going

WDC
[PM]

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

Action 3.2

Regularly review the Environmental Engineering Standards (EES) Chapter of the District Plan
to accommodate changes in either the national policy framework or changes resulting from the
implementation of the Whangarei Growth Strategy.

Explanation

A review of the EES provisions in the District Plan commenced in 2008 and is due to be completed
and incorporated in the District Plan in 2011. The standards contain provisions that will support high
quality development outcomes across the district. Whilst many EES provisions are of a technical nature,
judicious use of some provisions will help achieve different aims of the Growth Strategy, especially in
terms of connectivity within and across nodes. A future review is likely to occur as part of the rolling review
process for the District Plan.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

5/On-going

WDC
[RC, IS]

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[IS]

PART A:

Consider ecosystem services planning in the preparation and implementation of the reserves
strategy, consider the wider role of parks and reserves as green infrastructure for the district,
and where possible enhance the role of these assets to provide a wide range of services and
increased connectivity between nodes.

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 2.6

All

Action 4.2

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2016-2020 are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Projects of significance include: new water reservoir in Kamo at an estimated cost of $1.3million; roading
projects in Kamo at an estimated cost of $1million; roading projects in Otaika at an estimated cost of
$8.1million; a branch library in Otaika at an estimated cost of $4million; sewer reticulation and wastewater
treatment plant installation in Marsden Point/Ruakaka at an estimated cost of $37.6million; upgrades to
the Port Marsden water main at an estimated cost of $3.6million; new water storage at Ruakaka/Marsden
Point an estimated cost of $2million; roading projects at Marsden Point/Ruakaka at an estimated cost of
$11.9million; roading upgrades in Waipu at an estimated cost of $0.7million; water storage upgrades in
Whangarei City at an estimated cost of $0.15million; roading projects in Whangarei City at an estimated
cost of $17million.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

2-3

WDC
[IS]

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision

Action 4.3

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2021-2025 are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Projects of significance include: water reservoir at Kamo at an estimated cost of $2.5million; water trunk
upgrades in Kamo at an estimated cost of $0.7million; library upgrades in Kamo at an estimated cost of
$4.0million; roading projects in Kamo at an estimated cost of $0.5million; water trunk upgrades in Onerahi
at an estimated cost of $3.0million; minor water works in Otaika at an estimated cost of $0.1million;
roading upgrades in Otaika at an estimated cost of $1.8million; roading projects in Tikipunga at an
estimated cost of $0.7million; water trunk reconfiguration in Marsden Point/Ruakaka at an estimated cost
of $0.4million; roading projects in Marsden Point/Ruakaka at an estimated cost of $11.8million; water
pumps upgrade in Parua Bay at an estimated cost of $0.5million; new water storage in Maungakaramea
at an estimated cost of $0.4million; new water trunk line to Ngunguru (if agreed by community) at an
estimated cost of $6million; new water storage at Ngunguru (if agreed by community) at an estimated cost
of $2.0 million; roading projects at Waipu Cove/Langs Beach at an estimated cost of $0.7million; extra
water storage at Waipu at an estimated cost of $1.0million; water reticulation upgrades in Whangarei City
at an estimated cost of $1.0million.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3-4

WDC
[IS]

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision

All

All
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Action 4.4

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2026-2030 are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Action 4.6

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2036-2040 are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Projects of significance include: new roading projects in Kamo at an estimated cost of $3.7million;
new branch library in Maunu at an estimated cost of $4.0million; wastewater reticulation upgrades
and wastewater treatment improvements in Onerahi at an estimated cost of $8.4million; wastewater
reticulation upgrades and wastewater treatment improvements in Otaika at an estimated cost of
$6.2million; water trunk upgrades in Tikipunga at an estimated cost of $1.3million; roading projects in
Tikipunga at an estimated cost of $0.5million; wastewater treatment upgrades in Marsden Point/Ruakaka
at an estimated cost of $13.1million; new reservoirs at Marsden Point/Ruakaka at an estimated cost of
$3.0million; extra water storage in Hikurangi at an estimated cost of $1.5million; new branch library in
Hikurangi at an estimated cost of $2.0million; expanded water storage at Parua Bay at an estimated
cost of $1.0million; water treatment upgrades at Maungakaramea at an estimated cost of $0.6million;
wastewater reticulation upgrades and wastewater treatment improvements in McLeod Bay/Reotahi at an
estimated cost of $6.4million; local water reticulation upgrades in McLeod Bay/Reotahi at an estimated
cost of $0.1million; water reticulation in Ngunguru (if agreed by the community) at an estimated cost of
$2.0million; water reticulation upgrades in Taurikura/Urquharts bay at an estimated cost of $0.1million;
branch library at Tutukaka at an estimated cost of $4.0million; water treatment plant upgrade in Waipu
Cove/Langs Beach at an estimated cost of $1.0 million; roading projects in Waipu cove/Langs Beach
at an estimated cost of $0.7million; roading projects in Waipu at an estimated cost of $0.5million; water
storage in Whangarei City at an estimated cost of $0.85million; new roading projects in Whangarei City at
an estimated cost of $12.0million.

Explanation

Projects of significance include: wastewater reticulation upgrades and increased wastewater treatment
capacity in Kamo at an estimated cost of $8.0million; wastewater reticulation upgrades and increased
wastewater treatment capacity in Maunu at an estimated cost of $5.25million; new water reservoir
in Maunu at an estimated cost of $1.5million; roading projects in Tikipunga at an estimated cost
of $1.0million; increased wastewater capacity in Marsden Point/Ruakaka at an estimated cost of
$13.1million; water treatment plant upgrades at an estimated cost of $7.0million; wastewater reticulation
upgrades and increased wastewater treatment capacity in Hikurangi at an estimated cost of $3.5million;
wastewater reticulation upgrades and increased wastewater treatment capacity in Parua Bay at an
estimated cost of $6.5million; expanded water storage in McLeod Bay/Reotahi at an estimated cost of
$0.4million; wastewater reticulation upgrades and increased wastewater treatment capacity in Ngunguru
at an estimated cost of $6.0million; wastewater reticulation upgrades and increased wastewater treatment
capacity in Oakura at an estimated cost of $10.0million; wastewater reticulation upgrades and increased
wastewater treatment capacity in Taurikura/Urquharts Bay at an estimated cost of $3.8million; wastewater
reticulation upgrades and increased wastewater treatment capacity in Tutukaka at an estimated cost of
$10.5million; wastewater reticulation upgrades and increased wastewater treatment capacity in Waipu
Cove/Langs Beach at an estimated cost of $20.2million; water reticulation upgrades in Waipu Cove/Langs
Beach at an estimated cost of $1.0million; wastewater reticulation upgrades and increased wastewater
treatment capacity in Waipu at an estimated cost of $16.4million; expanded water storage in Whangarei
City at an estimated cost of $1.0million.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

5-6

WDC
[IS]

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision

8-9

WDC

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision

All

[IS]

All

Action 4.5

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2031-2035 are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Action 4.7

Explanation

Projects of significance include: expanded water storage capacity in Onerahi at an estimated cost of
$2.0million; minor water works in Otaika at an estimated cost of $0.1million; expanded water storage
in Tikipunga at an estimated cost of $1.5million; roading projects in Tikipunga at an estimated cost
of $0.3million; wastewater upgrades in Marsden Point/Ruakaka at an estimated cost of $8.0million;
wastewater reticulation upgrades and increased wastewater treatment capacity in Hikurangi at
an estimated cost of $3.5million; new reservoir in Taurikura/Urquharts Bay at an estimated cost
of $0.5million; new water storage at Tutukaka (if agreed by the community) at an estimated cost
of $1.0million; water reticulation in Tutukaka (if agreed by the community) at an estimated cost of
$2.2million; branch library at Waipu or Waipu Cove/Langs Beach at an estimated cost of $4.0million;
roading projects in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach at an estimated cost of $0.7million; extra water storage in
Waipu at an estimated cost of $1.3million; water reticulation upgrades in Whangarei City at an estimated
cost of $1.0million.

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2041-2045 are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Projects of significance include: wastewater reticulation upgrades and increased wastewater treatment
capacity in Kamo at an estimated cost of $8.0million; wastewater trunk upgrades in Marsden Point/
Ruakaka at an estimated cost of $8.0million; roading projects in Hikurangi at an estimated cost of
$1.0million; a branch library in Oakura at an estimated cost of $2.0million; water reticulation upgrades in
Whangarei City at an estimated cost of $1.0million.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

10+

WDC

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

6-7

WDC

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision

[IS]

[IS]
Action 4.8

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2046-2050 are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Projects of significance include: wastewater treatment capacity upgrades in Marsden Point/Ruakaka
at an estimated cost of $13.1million; roading projects in Parua Bay at an estimated cost of $0.5million;
wastewater reticulation installation and upgrades and increased wastewater treatment capacity in
Maungatapere at an estimated cost of $14.0million; wastewater reticulation installation and upgrades
and increased wastewater treatment capacity in Matapouri at an estimated cost of $54.0million; water
treatment plant in Oakura at an estimated cost of $5.0; increased water storage at Waipu Cove/Langs
Beach at an estimated cost of $1.0million; water storage upgrades in Whangarei City at an estimated cost
of $1.0million.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

10+

WDC

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision

All

[IS]
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All

All

Action 5.2

Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to water provision. Priority should be given to
the development of major projects outlined in relevant water supply and demand strategies and
the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet.

Explanation

Projects of significance include: wastewater reticulation and trunk upgrades in Marsden Point /Ruakaka
at an estimated cost of $8.0million; wastewater reticulation installation and upgrades and increased
wastewater treatment capacity in Maungatapere at an estimated cost of $14.0million; new water storage
and water reticulation in Matapouri (if agreed by the community) at an estimated cost of $4.0 million;
new water storage and water reticulation in Oakura at an estimated cost of $5.0 million, wastewater
reticulation installation and increased wastewater treatment capacity in Pataua at an estimated cost of
$11.0million; water reticulation upgrades in Whangarei City at an estimated cost of $1.0million.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure will be required to meet the demands of expanding populations in nodal
areas. The provision of water infrastructure should be based upon outcomes sought in the Growth
Strategy and the Water Strategy. Ensure that funding and resources are made available for these
developments. These include an upgrade of the Whau Valley Water Treatment Plant upgrade and
developing a potential new water source (Wairoa River).
Lead Agency

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Priority/
Timing

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

WDC

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

10+

NRC, Govt
Agencies

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision

[IS]
Action 4.10

All

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2056-2061 are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Projects of significance include: wastewater reticulation installation and upgrades and increased
wastewater treatment capacity in Maungakaramea at an estimated cost of $8.5million; water reticulation
installation in Pataua at an estimated cost of $2.0million.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

10+

WDC

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision

[IS]

All (esp. MK, P)

Action 4.11

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2061+ are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Projects of significance include: wastewater reticulation installation and upgrades and increased
wastewater treatment capacity in Maungakaramea at an estimated cost of $8.5million; expand water
storage and reticulation in Pataua at an estimated cost of $1.5million; water reticulation upgrades in
Whangarei city at an estimated cost of $1.0million.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

10+

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision

[IS]

Action 5.3

Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to roading. Priority should be given to the
development of major projects outlined in relevant roading strategies and the Infrastructure and
Services Project Sheet.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure will be required to meet the demands of expanding populations in nodal
areas. The provision of roading infrastructure should be based upon outcomes sought in the Growth
Strategy and roading strategies, especially in Whangarei South and Marsden Point/Ruakaka. Ensure that
funding is made available for these developments.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

[R, G, F, Re]

All (esp. WC, MK, P)

Action 5.1

Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to wastewater disposal. Priority should be
given to the development of major projects outlined in relevant wastewater strategies and the
Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure will be required to meet the demands of expanding populations in nodal
areas. Ensure that funding is made available for these developments and that wastewater implementation
keeps pace with population growth. Wastewater is a key determinant of the sustainability of small nodes,
especially with the shift away from the use of septic tanks in some coastal settlements, a trend that is
likely to continue. As future reviews will make clear, population growth and changes in technology will
change the dynamics in the provision of wastewater services. Regular review and incorporation into
strategies will be necessary. The provision of wastewater infrastructure should be based upon outcomes
sought in the Growth Strategy.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, Govt
Agencies

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

[WD, G, F, Re]

[WS, G, F, Re]

PART A:

Undertake infrastructure projects to ensure delivery of an appropriate level of service to meet
projected demand from population and economic growth in the district. Ensure that the major
projects identified in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet for the period 2051-2055 are
considered in compiling asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 4.9
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PART A:

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Action 5.4

Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to stormwater management. Priority should be
given to the development of major projects outlined in relevant stormwater catchment plans and
the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet, and actions to improve contaminant/ sedimentation
levels.

Explanation

Council has prepared a series of stormwater catchment plans, and is expecting to develop more of these
plans as resources permit. Whilst new developments are expected to address any stormwater issues
within their respective sites, there may be need to provide additional stormwater infrastructure to meet
future risks outlined in the catchment plans. The provision of stormwater infrastructure should be based
upon outcomes sought in stormwater catchment plans and may need to be prioritised according to the
potential demand outlined in the Growth Strategy. Ensure that funding and resources are made available
for these developments, and regular updates to the stormwater catchment plans. These include:

Action 5.6

Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to parks and reserves. Priority should be
given to the development of projects outlined in the reserves strategy, when completed.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure will be required to meet the demands of expanding populations in nodal
areas. The provision of reserves and open space should be based upon outcomes sought in the Growth
Strategy and Reserves strategy. Ensure that funding and is made available for these developments.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, Govt
Agencies

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

[PR, G, F, Re]

• Awaroa Catchment Drainage Plan (December 1998)
• City Catchment Drainage Plan (October 1999) *
• Hatea River Catchment Drainage Plan (November 1997) *
• Hikurangi Stormwater Catchment Management Plan (June 2000)
• Kirikiri Catchment Drainage Plan (April 2001)
• Limeburners Catchment Drainage Plan (January 2011)
• Marsden Point Catchment Management Plan (December 2006)
• McLeod Bay Stormwater Catchment Management Plan (February 2006)
• Ngunguru Stormwater Catchment Management Plan (October 2002)
• One Tree Point Catchment Management Plan (September 2006)
• Onerahi Stormwater Management Plan (June 2001)
• Parua Bay/Upper Pataua Stormwater Catchment Management Plan (June 2009)
• Port Road Catchment Management Plan (March 2004)
• Raumanga Catchment Drainage Plan (May 1999)
• Ruakaka Stormwater Catchment Management Plan (July 2002)
• Waiarohia Stream Catchment Drainage Plan (December 1998)
• Waikaraka Catchment Management Plan (September 2003)
• Waipu Stormwater Catchment Management Plan (November 2009)
• Waitaua Stream Catchment Drainage Plan (January 2011)
* These plans are currently being revised and new plans will be available late 2011.
Whangarei District Council holds a number of stormwater consents issued by the Northland Regional
Council. Different monitoring programme are part of the consent conditions. However, there is a need to
gain a wider understanding of sedimentation patterns in stormwater. This is especially important for urban
nodes around Whangarei City, as contaminants may be impacting on the health of the upper Whangarei
Harbour.

Action 5.7

Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) relating to the provision of cemeteries in accordance with the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure will be required to meet the demands of expanding populations in nodal
areas. The provision of cemeteries should be based upon outcomes sought in the Growth Strategy and
reserves strategy. Ensure that funding is made available for these developments.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

5/On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Action 6.1

Ongoing

WDC

NRC, Govt
Agencies

Low

AMPs, LTP

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development.

Explanation

The Local Government Act provides for development contributions to be taken for provision of growth
related infrastructure and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address environment effects
of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be included in the LTP and
appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure and services. Ensure that
funding is made available and that infrastructure implementation keeps pace with population growth and
economic development.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

[WD, G, F, Re]
Action 5.5

Explanation

Linked Nodes

Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to solid waste. Priority should be given to the
development of major projects outlined in relevant solid waste strategies and the Infrastructure
and Services Project Sheet. Emphasis should be given to actions that reduce total throughput of
waste and waste per person, increase recycling and encourage re-use.
Solid waste is an important issue, and one that has led to changes in strategy over time, with the
RE:Sort Facility, green waste options, and the newly operational Puwera Landfill all facilities developed
in response to a changing cultural environment. Whilst a zero waste strategy is preferred, as part of the
transition there will need to be a focus on lowering per capita tonnage rate going into landfill. In recent
years, technological advances have allowed the development of small scale energy generation from
waste, and future changes may continue to increase the availability of options.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, Govt
Agencies

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

[WD, G, F, Re]
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[PR, G, F, Re]

All (esp. K, M, ON, OT)

Action 5.8

Ensure that funding and resources are included in asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) to provide infrastructure relating to libraries. Priority should be given to the
development of projects outlined in the Infrastructure and Services Project Sheet.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure will be required to meet the demands of expanding populations in nodal
areas. The provision of libraries should be based upon outcomes sought in the Growth Strategy
and Infrastructure and Services Action Plan. Ensure that funding and is made available for these
developments.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

[L, G, F, Re]

[IS, RC, IP, F]

Support
Agencies

All (esp. WC, K, ON, T, MP/R)

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Low

Financial and
Development
Contributions

Action 7.1

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

WDC

NRC, NIF, Govt Current
Agencies
Resources

[IS, LT]

Cost
Implication

Information,
Collaboration

All

Liaise with Northland Regional Council concerning provision of infrastructure that assists
economic, social, and cultural wellbeing in the Whangarei District and explore joint funding
arrangements.

Explanation

Northland Regional Council has signalled its intention of preparing a regional infrastructure strategy or
plan, although little apart from transport aspects is yet to emerge. Whilst the review of the Regional Policy
Statement is expected to provide direction in terms of infrastructure objectives, policies, and methods
(including rules), there are currently no plans or approaches in regard to regional infrastructure and how
Council’s infrastructure would fit into regional priorities.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, NIF

Low

Information,
Collaboration

Action 7.3

Liaise with Central Government concerning provision of infrastructure that assists economic,
social, and cultural wellbeing in the Whangarei District, and explore joint funding arrangements.

Explanation

In recent years, Central Government has increasingly been involved in the provision of infrastructure
in partnership with local authorities. For example, Central Government has recent granted a subsidy to
the Ruakaka South Sewerage Scheme. To address this action point, Whangarei District Council should
continue to input into various Central Government processes, including NZTA programmes and funding
programmes. Continued engagement is especially important given the increased focus of Central
Government on Auckland and Canterbury.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, Govt
Agencies

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[IS, LT]

Explanation

Mangawhai is a potentially fast growing settlement in Kaipara District which connects strongly to Waipu
cove and Waipu. If the population in Mangawhai reaches the projected 11000 (including peak demand),
this will put much pressure on the roading (in terms of traffic demand and asset management) and
potentially reserve networks (as residents and visitors to Mangawhai make use of wider opportunities)
within Whangarei District. Growth in Mangawhai could also result in increased economic development in
the area, and this will put additional pressure on local infrastructure such as roads and coastal space.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

3

WDC

KDC, NRC

Low

Information,
Collaboration

[IS, PM]

W, WC/LB

Action 8.1

Improve relations and communication with tangata whenua on infrastructural matters, including
Council applications for resource consents. Develop terms of reference between Council and
tangata whenua to address infrastructure issues or concerns on a district wide basis.

Explanation

Provision of new infrastructure, and enhancement of present infrastructure such as roads, can be the
subject of much debate between Council and Iwi. Whilst it is recognised that clear differences of opinion
exist on some matters, there may be some use in preparing terms of reference between council and Iwi,
in order to set broad direction in infrastructure policy, contain strong mechanisms for resolving disputes
between Council and Iwi, and reduce the risk of issues emerging on a piecemeal basis. This would
allow more Iwi input in the development of infrastructure at an early stage. On some issues, such as
wastewater, this approach is increasingly being used, but other types of council infrastructure provision
may also benefit from a more proactive approach.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Low

Tangata
Whenua

Implementation Linked Nodes
Method

Action 7.2

[IS, ED, PM,
LT]

Collaborate with Kaipara District Council to ensure that opportunities arising from the increased
development around Mangawhai and around Waipu /Waipu Cove are maximised.

[IS, MR]

PART A:

A variety of network utility providers operate within Whangarei District. Each of the providers undertakes
of programme of maintenance and enhancement activities, which may impact on other providers, not
least Whangarei District Council. Whilst there are increased attempts to better coordinate programmes
and reduce impacts on public users, including through the Utilities Access Act and the code for Utilities
Access to the Transport Corridors, more effective integration is possible. Being able to signal the
development of large activities in a timely manner to other providers may offer opportunities to coordinate
access to Council infrastructure, and reduce disruption in terms of services whilst also being able to
share costs. It is noted that such endeavours may be subject to commercial sensitivity, which may be an
additional barrier, and in some cases it is not possible to coordinate activities due to technical constraints.
Whilst the Northland Intersectoral Forum allows opportunities for developing awareness amongst service
providers, there can still be difficulties in understanding the spatial framework. A mapping approach
will allow for the better integration of activities between the various agencies in the district and the
infrastructure required to service these activities. Prepare and regularly review community and economic
development activities, and visually plot these in order to enhance decision-making for infrastructure
development for a range of partners, and identify opportunities to develop infrastructure that meets
multiple needs for service providers. A good example of this is in the application of CPTED, in which small
actions in terms of infrastructure provision from different agencies may meet a range of outcomes in an
efficient manner. Such actions can include the development of multi-use infrastructure.

Action 7.4

SUSTAINABLE DISTRICT

Explanation

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other business associations,
environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc) in regard to infrastructure provision.
Particular attention should be paid to the effective sharing of information with network utility
providers.
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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
30/50
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1.2
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4.
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4.1

Kamo

4.2
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4.3
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4.4
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4.5
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6.1
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7.1
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7.2
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8.
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8.1

Matapouri

8.2
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8.3
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8.4
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8.6
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8.7

Tutukaka

8.8

Waipu Cove/Langs Beach
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PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

1. Introduction
Part A of the Implementation Plan outlined district wide initiatives necessary to implement the Growth
Strategy. This part of the Implementation Plan will examine the future development path – Sustainable
Future 30/50 – and outline methods and actions required to implement the preferred settlement pattern
(spatial plan) outlined in the Growth Strategy. Following the approach adopted in Part D of the Growth
Strategy, this part of the Implementation Plan will look first at methods for implementing the settlement
pattern at a broad level and then examine actions required at a nodal level within that broad overview.

1.1

Spatial Planning

Strategic spatial plans are only effective if they are implemented rigorously and consistently. This relies
upon a suite of planning techniques. Determining the spatial arrangement of land uses is fraught with
difficulties unless these techniques are applied in a rigorous and consistent manner. In essence, they
involve management of the land market to bring about desired, pre-determined outcomes. The primary
method is through land use zoning and associated provisions in the District Plan. This process may well
involve structure planning as a mediating step between the strategic spatial plan in the Growth Strategy
and implementation through the District Plan. Structure plans have no statutory mandate and land uses
shown on structure plans are indicative only until incorporated into the District Plan.
The District Plan is the main statutory mechanism for implementing the future settlement pattern
outlined in the Growth Strategy. There is a plethora of policy directives in the Growth Strategy,
Coastal Management Strategy, Urban Growth Strategy, Urban Form Report and the forthcoming
Rural Development Strategy to support a consolidated settlement pattern, limit sprawl and sporadic
development around the urban fringes, restrict widely scattered rural residential development in the
rural areas, limit ribbon development along the coast and transport corridors, and prevent fragmented
commercial and business development in the urban areas. It is critical that the District Plan has strong,
robust provisions able to implement these policy directives. Moreover, the District Plan must structure
its objectives, policies and rules so that they are able to be implemented rigorously, consistently and
withstand challenge. They must give clear directives to those administering the plan and to decision
makers that are unambiguous and unassailable. This has not been the case in the past.
To effectively influence the spatial arrangement of land uses the District Plan must zone land in suitable
locations and in appropriate amounts for particular uses. This may be determined by prior structure
planning. The release of new land must be carefully controlled and released in a staged manner so
that undersupply or oversupply of land does not result in perverse distortions, either in land prices or
location of development. It is preferable to have over-capacity than undersupply as lack of capacity can
increase the cost of land and constrain development. As a rule, structure plans should identify sufficient
land for various uses for a 20/30 year period based upon best available growth projections. The District
Plan should identify sufficient land for various uses for a 10/15 year period. Additional land should be
identified in the District Plan when existing capacity falls below ten years.
For this to be effective, the provisions in the District Plan, together with its administration, must ensure
that activities locate in the appropriate zoning. That is, residential activities locate in residential zones,
rural residential in rural residential zones, industrial and commercial activities in business zones, rural
activities in rural zones, and a range of activities in mixed use zones. At present, this is not the case.
There is widespread rural residential development throughout the rural and coastal environments. There
is significant and continuing commercial and limited industrial development in residential environments.
In some parts of urban Whangarei, particularly the Regent and Maunu Road areas, there is significant
and continuing commercial creep into residential environments. In essence, this represents re-zoning
by default, as a result of incremental creep of commercial activities into residential areas. To prevent
this, sufficient land for commercial activities needs to be proactively zoned and commercial activities
need to be prevented from locating out of the designated zones.
The Whangarei Growth Strategy outlines a consolidated five tier settlement pattern. This consists of
Whangarei City as the primary district and regional urban centre with a strong, protected and enduring
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CBD; a satellite town at Marsden Point/Ruakaka which complements (but does not compete with)
Whangarei City; five urban villages within greater Whangarei urban area; one rural and two coastal
growth nodes; and two rural villages along with eight coastal villages. This five tier settlement pattern
determines both residential and business land use and incorporates a hierarchy of business and
commercial land uses within the settlement pattern. The range of land uses, and the amount of land
required for each land use, in particular locations will depend on the settlement pattern, or spatial
distribution of land uses outlined in the strategic spatial plan.
In broad terms, Whangarei City, the satellite town at Marsden Point/Ruakaka and the three identified
growth nodes at Waipu, Parua Bay and Hikurangi will require a full range of urban environments (living
and business), along with mixed use and intensification areas. The urban villages will require a mix of
living and business environments but will not require all. For example, Tikipunga, Maunu and Onerahi
may not require industrial land whereas Kamo and Otaika will. Some may require mixed use and
intensification areas whereas others will not. The urban villages may also require urban transition and
rural living environments around the urban fringes. The rural and coastal villages, on the other hand,
will require a restricted range of urban environments to exclude heavy industry and restrict intensive
residential development. However, some may require urban transition and rural living environments
around the village fringes. The District Plan, particularly the Built Form and Development Chapter,
needs to reflect this broad settlement pattern. The Built Form and Development Chapter, as presently
constituted, will require some changes to align with the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth
Strategy.
In the main, the broad settlement pattern, or spatial arrangement of land uses, outlined in the Growth
Strategy needs to be translated into detailed structure plans for each node. Some nodes already have
structure plans whilst others do not. Some existing structure plans will require updating whilst new
structure plans will be required where there are none. These structure plans will need to identify the
precise location and amount of land required for a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections
and taking into account biophysical constraints and socio-cultural considerations. Hard and soft
infrastructure requirements and costings are an essential part of structure planning and the collaboration
of infrastructure and planning staff is critical to ensure the efficient, timely provision of infrastructure.
Urban design plans are also required as part of the structure plan exercise to ensure good urban design
outcomes and enhancement of local character and sense of place.
Place making at a grass roots level through community village planning is a method for implementing the
future settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy at a local scale. Community village planning
involves Council working with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/ratepayer
groups to provide infrastructure and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and
sense of place. This may involve concept or community plans produced by the community based upon
locally determined priorities for improving sense of place. This process represents place making at the
grass roots level and self determination by the community as to how their particular place should evolve.
It depends upon community involvement and council commitment to be successful. It is proposed that
community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extended to the rest of the
district over time.

1.2

Infrastructure Provision

Another factor related to the spatial distribution of land uses is the provision of infrastructure. The
availability of infrastructure can be a key driver (or constraint) of future development. Infrastructure
includes roads, water, wastewater, stormwater, parks and amenities like libraries, public toilets and
community halls. Infrastructure also includes the availability of hospitals, schools, emergency services,
police, and arts, cultural and civic amenities. Settlements across Whangarei District have varying levels
of these services with urban areas tending to have more services, and small rural and coastal villages
often having the least.

Related to the provision of infrastructure is the use of development contributions to pay for growth
related infrastructure. The cost of infrastructure provision varies across the district depending on a
range of factors related to the particular services provided. Development contributions can be levied
to cover the actual cost of providing infrastructure required to service growth (i.e. new development)
across the whole district, or in identified areas or ‘catchments’. Applying differential development
contributions can influence the spatial arrangements of land uses and hence the implementation of the
future settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy. If the actual cost of providing infrastructure in
high cost locations is charged to those undertaking such development, while costs in low cost locations
are charged likewise to those undertaking such development, there is an imperative (all other things
remaining equal) to develop in low cost, as opposed to high cost, locations.
Financial contributions, mandated under section 108(2)(a) of the Resource Management Act, could
also play a role in influencing the spatial distribution of land uses through the provision, and funding,
of infrastructure. They may also play a useful role in off-setting actual or potential adverse effects of
an activity where those effects cannot be addressed by other financial or development contributions.
Rating of land can also affect the spatial distribution of land uses. Out of zone land uses appear to be
widespread within the district. This is particularly so for residential development in Countryside and
Coastal Countryside Environments and commercial development in Living Environments. Currently
there are more commercial land uses located in residential zoned areas than there are in the CBD. There
are also double the number of lifestyle and residential lots in the Countryside and Coastal Countryside
Environments than lots for farming purposes. Widespread out of zone commercial development can
result in detrimental effects on the vitality of the CBD and on residential amenity. Widespread residential
development in rural areas can have adverse effects on productive uses and rural amenity.
At present there does not appear to be a robust system in place to capture changes in land use for
rating purposes. Not only does this result in a loss of revenue to Council it provides a perverse incentive
to locate commercial development in Living Environments and residential development in Countryside
and Coastal Countryside Environments as rates are lower for the respective Environments. In the
case of commercial development locating in Living Environments (or Countryside Environments) the
difference in rating can be substantial. An effective system to capture changes in land use and apply
appropriate rating immediately the land use changes needs to be put in place as a matter of urgency.
This will not only result in increased revenue to Council but also remove the perverse incentive to locate
land uses out of zone. In addition, Council needs to consider applying a premium on rates for land uses
locating out of zone to act as a positive incentive to locate within the appropriate zoning.

1.3

Regional Planning

The Northland Regional Council’s Regional Policy Statement along with regional plans, particularly
the Regional Coastal Plan, play a critical role in spatial land use planning and infrastructure provision
(and its integration with land use) as required under section 30(1)(gb) of the Resource Management
Act. During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement, provisions need to be written into
the Regional Policy Statement that support the settlement pattern and infrastructure requirements
outlined in the Growth Strategy. A new chapter in the Regional Policy Statement on strategic spatial
land use planning along with either a separate chapter on strategic regional infrastructure, or a chapter
combining spatial land use planning and infrastructure provision, could be an appropriate approach.
Staff from Whangarei District Council and Northland Regional Council need to work collaboratively
to ensure that future provisions in the Regional Policy Statement are aligned with the spatial plan for
Whangarei District.
Regional plans, particularly the Regional Coastal Plan, will have a role in supporting the future
settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Growth Strategy. The Regional Coastal
Plan will need to be reviewed to incorporate the requirements of the 2010 New Zealand Coastal Policy
Statement. The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 is much more prescriptive as to the
development and protection of the coastal environment and requires regional councils to engage in
strategic spatial planning in the coastal environment. For example, regional councils must now identify
and protect areas where development would be inappropriate, encourage consolidation of existing
coastal settlements to avoid sprawling or sporadic patterns of settlement, and consider where, how
and when to provide for future residential, rural residential, urban development and other activities at
a regional and district level. Future changes to the Regional Coastal Plan need to incorporate, and
support, the coastal settlement pattern and associated infrastructure outlined in the Growth Strategy.
The review of the Regional Coastal Plan, along with future reviews of the Regional Water and Soil Plan
and the Regional Air Quality Plan, also needs to support the environmental outcomes outlined in the
Growth Strategy. Once again, staff from Whangarei District Council and Northland Regional Council
need to work collaboratively to ensure that future provisions in regional plans are aligned with the
Growth Strategy.
The Regional Land Transport Strategy and Regional Land Transport Programme are both produced
by the Northland Regional Council. Both documents can have an influence on the spatial arrangement
of land uses and thus can assist in the implementation of the broad settlement pattern outlined in the
Growth Strategy. During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement, and given the requirements
of section 30(1)(gb) of the Resource Management Act, the relevant aspects of the Regional Land
Transport Strategies/Regional Land Transport Programme need to be incorporated into the Regional
Policy Statement, particularly with respect to strategically integrating transport infrastructure with land
use. These changes need to support the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure,
outlined in the Growth Strategy. During future reviews of the Regional Land Transport Strategies/
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The provision and prioritisation of infrastructure is examined in detail in Section 6, Part A of the
Implementation Plan. That section is largely concerned with the proactive provision of infrastructure
to maximise efficiency and cost effectiveness. However, the staging and timing of infrastructure
provision can also be used as a method for influencing the spatial arrangement of land uses and thus
the implementation of the preferred settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy. If infrastructure
is provided in some locations but not in others, there is an imperative (all other things remaining equal)
to develop where infrastructure is provided as opposed to where it is not. In this way, the level of
infrastructure provision, along with the staging/ timing of infrastructure, can influence development
patterns.

The Long Term Plan outlines the key priorities for council activities and spending over a 3/10 year
period and the funding sources to enable these. The funding sources include general rates, targeted
rates, user-pay charges, development/financial contributions, grants and subsidies, interest and other
income, and borrowing. The Long Term Plan is a pivotal method for implementing the Growth Strategy,
particularly in regard to the provision of council infrastructure and services. The Growth Strategy (based
upon the Whangarei District Council Growth Model) will provide growth projections over the short to
long term upon which the provision, and funding, of infrastructure can be planned and delivered through
the provisions of the Long Term Plan (via asset and activity management plans). The 30/50 year time
period of the Growth Strategy enables a longer planning horizon to inform the 3/10 year time frame of
the Long Term Plan. This is important as major infrastructure projects, such as water supply reservoirs,
sewage treatment plants, landfills, flood control works, parks and reserves, and major roading projects
often require longer planning time frames and funding contributions.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Growth in settlements with low levels of infrastructure provision can be more costly compared with
settlements with high levels of existing infrastructure capacity. Some locations are growing faster than
others, and demand for future services will be higher. Increasingly, some of the cost for providing new
growth related infrastructure is provided by new users through development contributions. Locations
with less numbers of users will have higher potential costs associated with new infrastructure provision
than those areas with high numbers of users. Therefore, there are competing priorities for infrastructure
provision. The Growth Strategy provides direction to prioritise amongst these competing options for the
provision of infrastructure over the next 30/50 years.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Regional Land Transport Programme it is important to ensure that the provisions of both align with, and
support, the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Growth Strategy.
Organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the implementation of the preferred future
settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Growth Strategy. Some will have
a role in providing hard and social infrastructure required by the spatial plan. It is important that
Whangarei District Council liaises with these bodies, provides information when necessary, and works
collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal outcomes. These external organisations
and agencies include government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
environment groups, resident/ratepayer groups, recreational organisations, arts, culture and civic
amenity groups, iwi/hapu authorities, tangata whenua groups and others. The Northland Intersectoral
Forum has a coordinating role here.
The methods have been identified to assist implementation of the broad future settlement pattern, and
associated infrastructure, outlined in the Growth Strategy – Sustainable Futures 30/50. Although listed
separately many of the methods are related and may need to be implemented in an integrated manner.
In some instances there is a preferred hierarchy of actions. For example, strategies, structure plans,
development plans, urban design plans, and community plans would preferably proceed and inform
changes to the District Plan. However, this may not always be possible and in some instances District
Plan changes may be required prior to completing or reviewing relevant structure plans, development
plans, strategies, etc. This is unavoidable in the short term but over time, the preferred hierarchy should
be established and maintained. Administration of the District Plan should be informed by relevant
strategies, structure plans, development plans, urban design plans, and community plans and by
direction from the policy planners. The connection between policy formulation and policy implementation
through the consenting process needs to be strengthened and maintained. To be effective, policy must
be implemented consistently and robustly and attain the outcomes sought by that policy.
Note: ‘rural residential’ development refers to residential development in rural areas generally
(Countryside and Coastal Countryside Environments). It does not refer to a particular zone. The
district Plan has ‘Urban Transition’ and ‘Rural Living’ Environments to accommodate rural residential
development.

General Development Principles
New development should:
(a) support existing urban areas and development nodes in preference to creating new ones, and occur
in a manner that provides clear delineation between urban areas and rural areas;
(b) make use of opportunities for urban intensification and redevelopment to minimise the need for
urban development in greenfield areas;
(c) not compromise the safe, efficient and effective operation and use of existing infrastructure, including
transport infrastructure, and should allow for future infrastructure needs, including maintenance and
upgrading, where these can be anticipated;
(d) connect well with existing development;
(e) be directed away from identified significant mineral resources and their access routes, natural
hazard areas, energy transmission corridors, locations identified as likely renewable energy
generation sites, and productive farmland;
(f) minimise energy and carbon use such as by compact urban form, and design and location which
minimises the need for private motor vehicle use, encourage walking, cycling and use of public
transport and maximise opportunities for people to live, work and play within their local area;
(g) maintain or enhance landscape values and provide for the protection of historic and cultural heritage
from inappropriate subdivision, use and development;
(h) promote positive indigenous biodiversity outcomes and protect significant indigenous vegetation
and significant habitats of indigenous fauna. Development which can enhance ecological integrity,
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such as by improving the maintenance, enhancement or development of ecological corridors,
should be encouraged;
(i) maintain or enhance public access to and along the coastal marine area, lakes and rivers;
(j) avoid as far as practicable adverse effects on natural hydrological characteristics and processes
(including aquifer recharge and flooding patterns), soil stability, water quality and aquatic
ecosystems, including through low impact design methods where appropriate;
(k) adopt, where appropriate, sustainable design technologies such as the incorporation of energyefficient (including passive solar) design, low-energy street lighting, rain gardens, renewable energy
technologies, rainwater harvesting and grey water recycling techniques;
(l) not result in incompatible adjacent land uses, such as with respect to industry, rural activities and
existing or planned infrastructure;
(m) be appropriate with respect to expected effects of climate change and be designed to allow
adaptation to these changes;
(n) consider effects on the unique tangata whenua relationships, values, aspirations, roles and
responsibilities with respect to an area. Where appropriate, opportunities to visually recognise
tangata whenua connections within an area should be considered;
(o) encourage waste minimisation and efficient use of resources (such as through resource-efficient
design and construction methods); and
(p) avoid adverse effects on ecosystem services.

Principles Specific to Rural Residential Development
New rural-residential development should:
(a) be more strongly controlled where demand is high;
(b) be located on land already compromised for productive use by previous subdivision or on land less
suited for productive use;
(c) not conflict with foreseeable long-term needs for expansion of existing urban centres;
(d) avoid open landscapes largely free of urban and rural-residential development;
(e) avoid ribbon development and, where practicable, the need for additional access points, along state
highways and other arterial routes;
(f) recognise the advantages of locating near employment centres or near current or likely future public
transport routes for reducing fuel consumption;
(g) minimise visual effects and effects on rural character such as through locating development within
appropriate topography and through landscaping;
(h) be capable of being serviced by onsite water and wastewater services unless services are to be
reticulated; and
(i) be recognised as a potential method for protecting sensitive areas such as small water bodies if the
development is appropriately managed.

1. Regional Policy Statement, Regional Plans
2. Regional Land Transport Strategy, Regional Land Transport Programme (RLTS, RLTP)
3. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
4. District Plan
5. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
6. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions, Rating
7. Long Term Plan
8. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
9. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure the RPS
incorporates, and supports, the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the
Whangarei Growth Strategy.
1.2 During the current review of the RPS provide input to ensure that the Regional Policy Statement
incorporates relevant aspects of the Regional Land Transport Strategies (RLTS)/Regional Land
Transport Programme (RLTP) to support the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure,
outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy.

4.1 Incorporate the future five-tiered consolidated settlement pattern outlined in the Whangarei Growth
Strategy into the District Plan through appropriate zoning for various land uses along with associated
objectives, policies and methods, including rules.
4.2 Undertake a study of existing land uses in relation to current zoning in the District Plan to determine
the extent and location of out of zone land uses. Carry out a subsequent rationalisation of land use
zoning to incorporate out of zone land uses into relevant zoning by extending and/or changing the
zoning where appropriate.
4.3 Undertake a plan change or variation to align the Built Form and Development Chapter of the District
Plan with the settlement pattern outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy, including the location of
business land and associated activities.
4.4 Incorporate the provisions of the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy and New Zealand
Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS) that relate to strategic land use planning into the District Plan
so as to support the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy. In particular, policies 6 and 7 of the NZCPS relating to activities and strategic planning
in the coastal environment need to be incorporated into the District Plan.
4.5 Increase land for residential use in the District Plan in those areas identified in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy approaching, or below, ten year capacity, taking into account existing constraints, e.g.
Whangarei City, Onerahi, Otaika, and Pataua.

1.3 During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP), Regional Water and Soil Plan (RWSP)
and Regional Air Quality Plan (RAQP), provide input to support the future settlement pattern, and
associated infrastructure, outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy.

4.6 Increase land for business use in the District Plan in those areas identified in the Whangarei Growth
Strategy approaching, or below, ten year capacity, e.g. Parua Bay, Waipu, Oakura, Tutukaka/Ngunguru,
and in those parts of the urban areas that are subject to commercial creep into existing residential
areas.

2.1 During future reviews of the(RLTS and RLTP provide input to ensure that the provisions of both align
with, and support, the land use provisions and settlement pattern in the RPS and Whangarei Growth
Strategy.

4.7 Strengthen provisions in the District Plan to ensure that activities locate in the appropriate zones, in
particular, industrial and commercial activities locate in Business Environments and do not incrementally
creep into existing Residential Environments.

3.1 Complete the Whangarei Rural Development Strategy to reflect the requirements of the Whangarei
Growth Strategy in relation to the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, rural
residential development and the protection of productive farm land, natural and historic/cultural heritage,
and hazards.

4.8 Insert provisions in the District Plan to restrict rural residential development to identified areas
(Environments) around the Whangarei urban area (Kamo, Maunu, Glenbervie, Onerahi, Tikipunga and
Otaika), around the growth nodes (Parua Bay, Hikurangi, and Waipu), the rural villages (Maungatapere,
Maungakaramea), and some of the coastal villages (where appropriate).

3.2 Complete structure plans for those nodes identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy, i.e.,
Whangarei City, Hikurangi, Maungakaramea, Maungatapere, taking into account those issues identified
in Figure 1

4.9 Insert provisions in the District Plan to provide for mixed use development in identified areas in
Whangarei CBD/Town Basin, urban villages, growth nodes, and rural and coastal villages, where
appropriate.

3.3 Update existing structure plans to support the requirements of the Whangarei Growth Strategy,
taking into account those issues identified in Figure 1

4.10 Insert provisions in the District Plan to provide for residential intensification in identified areas in the
Whangarei City centre, urban villages, and growth nodes.

3.4 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage, productive farmland), identify in the
structure plans sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, and mixed use over a
20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy. Release additional land into
the District Plan when existing capacity in the District Plan falls below ten years.

5.1 Provide data to Infrastructure and Services Department to enable planning and prioritisation of
infrastructure to support the future settlement pattern outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy.
This will occur each Long Term Plan cycle, i.e. every three years (see also section 5, Part A of the
Implementation Plan).

3.5 Re-examine the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan together with District Plan provisions relating
to the Structure Plan and rationalise the release of land into the District Plan to ensure consolidated
development of high amenity.

PART B:

Implementation Methods

3.6 Undertake community planning at a village level in collaboration with local residents, businesses,
business associations, and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

2. Implementation of Spatial Plan

6.1 Provide data to the Development Contributions Officer to assist in the calculation of appropriate
development contributions/financial contributions to fund growth related infrastructure and services in
support of the future settlement pattern outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy. This will occur each
Long Term Plan (LTP) cycle, i.e. every three years (see also section 5, Part A of the Implementation
Plan).
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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

6.2 Provide data to the Finance Department to assist in formulating revenue and financial policy in
support of the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy. This will occur each LTP cycle, i.e. every three years.
6.3 Put in place an effective system to capture changes in land use and apply appropriate rating
immediately the land use changes to remove the perverse incentive to locate land uses out of zone. In
addition, Council should consider applying a premium on rates for land uses locating out of zone to act
as a positive incentive to locate within the appropriate zoning.
7.1 Provide data to the Governance Department to assist implementation of the future settlement
pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy when formulating the
LTP. This will occur each LTP cycle, i.e. every three years.
8.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations
and bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
environmental groups, resident/ratepayer groups, etc.) to assist implementation of the future settlement
pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy.

(m) Identify significant cultural and historic heritage features and values and show how they are to be
protected;
(n) Identify significant view shafts to be maintained and enhanced through the avoidance of
inappropriate development;
(o) Show how any adverse effect of increased stormwater runoff is to be mitigated;
(p) Show how other adverse effects on the environment and infrastructure are to be avoided, remedied
or mitigated;
(q) Show how provision has been made for public transport, cycleways and pedestrian connections;
(r) Identify hard and soft infrastructure requirements and costings;
(s) Include Urban Design Plans which:
(i) Apply and demonstrate adherence to the New Zealand Urban Design Protocol (March 2005)
Key Urban Design Qualities and the Whangarei District Council Urban Design Strategy and
Guidelines
(ii) Outline the urban design objectives and rationale

8.2 Liaise and collaborate with the member councils of the Upper North Island Strategic Alliance
(UNISA) to respond to, and manage, a range of inter-regional and inter-metropolitan issues, including
the Auckland Council spatial plan.
9.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to implementation
of the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Whangarei Growth
Strategy.
Figure 1: Requirements of Structure Plans

(iii) Retain and enhance local character
(iv) Maximise sense of place
(t) Promote Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)

Action Plan
Action 1.1

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure the
RPS incorporates, and supports, the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure,
outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy.

Explanation

The RPS will play a critical role in integrating strategic infrastructure provision with spatial land use
planning in the Northland Region. During the current review of the RPS, provisions need to be written
into the RPS that incorporate and support the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure,
outlined in the Growth Strategy.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RPS

Structure plans should, as appropriate:
(a) Identify land which is to be developed for urban purposes, both business and residential, sufficient
for a 20/30 year supply based upon latest growth projections;
(b) Identify intensification areas;
(c) Identify mixed use areas;
(d) Identify urban transition and rural residential areas;
(e) Identify Maori land and existing and future papakainga housing;

[PM, IS]

(f) Show related land uses, including:
(i) Roads and network infrastructure

Action 1.2

During the current review of the Regional Policy Statement (RPS), provide input to ensure
that the RPS incorporates relevant aspects of the Regional Land Transport Strategies (RLTS)/
Regional Land Transport Programme (RLTP) to support the future settlement pattern, and
associated infrastructure, outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy.

Explanation

Section 30(1)(gb) of the RMA prescribes as a function of regional councils the strategic integration
of infrastructure with land use. The integration of transport infrastructure with land use is a critical
element of strategic spatial planning. During the current review of the RPS it is important that the RPS
incorporates relevant aspects of the RLTS/RLTP that supports the future settlement pattern outlined in
the Growth Strategy.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

NRC

WDC, NZTA

Current
Resources

RPS

(ii) Residential, commercial and business centres
(iii) Schools
(iv) Open space (parks, reserves, sportsfields, riparian reserves, etc.)
(v) Land required for recreation
(vi) Land to be reserved or set aside from development for environmental protection purposes
(g) In respect of proposed land uses, demonstrate the live-work-play principle, i.e. spatial relationship
between homes, recreation and work places;
(h) Identify highly productive farmland;
(i) Identify land allocations for community facilities;
(j) Identify all significant natural hazards and contamination that land to be used for urban purposes
may be subject to and show how any risk or adverse effect is to be avoided, remedied or mitigated;
(k) Identify significant natural heritage features and values and show how they are to be protected, e.g.
landscapes, biodiversity, indigenous vegetation and habitats, water quality, natural character areas,
coastal values, etc;
(l) Identify and take into account the provision of ecosystem services;
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1.2, 1.3, 2.1

[PM, R]

1.1, 2.1

Action 1.3

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

NRC

WDC

Current
Resources

RCP, RSWP,
RAQP

[PM, IS]

1.1

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1-3

WDC

NRC

Low

Structure Plans

3.1, 3.4

[PM]
Action 3.3

Update existing structure plans to support the requirements of the Whangarei Growth Strategy,
taking into account those issues identified in Figure 1.

Explanation

Many of the existing structure plans require updating to take into account the requirements of the Growth
Strategy. Over the medium term (around ten years) these plans should be reviewed. The priority should
be for the fastest growing nodes to be updated first. The review of the structure plans should address
the matters listed in Figure 1 and take into account the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy, Urban Form
Report, and Rural Development Strategy where applicable. See action plans for individual nodes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

4/On-going

WDC

NRC

Low

Structure Plans

3.1, 3.4

Action 2.1

During future reviews of the RLTS/RLTP provide input to ensure that the provisions of both
align with, and support, the land use provisions and future settlement pattern in the RPS and
Whangarei Growth Strategy.

Explanation

The provision of transport infrastructure can have an influence on the spatial arrangement of land
uses and thus can assist in the implementation of the broad settlement pattern outlined in the Growth
Strategy. The spatial arrangement of land uses also has an influence on the provision of transport
infrastructure. During future reviews of the RLTS/RLTP it is important to ensure that the provisions of
both align with, and support, the land use provisions and future settlement pattern outlined in the RPS
and Whangarei Growth Strategy.

Action 3.4

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage, productive farmland), identify
in the structure plans sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, and mixed
use over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy. Release
additional land into the District Plan when existing capacity in the District Plan falls below ten
years.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Explanation

2/On-going

NRC

WDC, NZTA

Current
Resources

RLTS, RLTP

To assist implementation of the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy, structure plans should
identify sufficient land for various land uses over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy. The range of land uses, and amount of land required for each land use, in particular
locations will depend on the settlement pattern outlined in the Spatial Plan. Nodes will have different
requirements depending on their position in the five-tired settlement pattern.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM, R]
Action 3.1

Explanation

[PM]

1.2

Complete the Whangarei Rural Development Strategy to reflect the requirements of the
Whangarei Growth Strategy in relation to the future settlement pattern, and associated
infrastructure, rural residential development, the protection of productive farm land, natural and
historic/cultural heritage, and hazards.
Widespread development in the rural and coastal areas of the district has created problems in
regard to infrastructure provision, protecting productive farmland, controlling reverse sensitivity, and
managing cumulative environmental effects. Council has initiated a Rural Strategy to address these
issues (amongst others). The Rural Strategy will need to include provisions to support the spatial plan
outlined in the Growth Strategy and ensure a consolidated pattern of settlement in the rural areas. In
particular, the rural settlement pattern consisting of rural townships (the growth nodes at Hikurangi and
Waipu), rural villages (Maungatapere and Maungakaramea), and rural hamlets (identified in the Growth
Strategy), along with identified rural residential areas, will need to be examined and assessed as to
future roles and development potential.

[PM]

3.2, 3.3, 3.5

Action 3.5

Re-examine the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan together with District Plan provisions
relating to the Structure Plan and rationalise the release of land into the District Plan to ensure
consolidated development of high amenity.

Explanation

The amount of land zoned for urban use in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka area is far in excess legitimised
by recent and projected growth. This has resulted in property speculation and land banking with
consequent loss of productive land use. The structure plan for the node was produced by a private
developer and adopted by Council. This process has inherent risks and should be used sparingly. The
release of land from the adopted structure plan into the District Plan should be carefully controlled to
avoid scattered, disjointed development. See action plans for individual nodes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

1

WDC

NRC

Low

Strategies,
Plans

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

4

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
District Plan

[PM]

3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 4.3
[PM]

Action 3.2

Complete structure plans for those nodes identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy, i.e.,
Whangarei City, Hikurangi, Maungakaramea, Maungatapere, taking into account those issues
identified in Figure 1.

Explanation

Whangarei City, Hikurangi, Maungakaramea, and Maungatapere do not have existing structure plans.
They were all identified in the Growth Strategy as requiring structure plans in the near to medium future,
i.e. by around 2015. Whangarei City, Maungakaramea, Maungatapere, Hikurangi is the recommended
order of priority. The structure plans should address the matters listed in Figure 1 and take into account
the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy and Urban Form Report where applicable. See action plans for
individual nodes.

PART B:

Regional plans, particularly the RCP, will have a role in supporting the future settlement pattern,
and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Growth Strategy. The RCP will need to be reviewed to
incorporate the requirements of the 2010 New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement. During this review,
changes to the RCP need to incorporate, and support, the coastal settlement pattern outlined in the
Growth Strategy. This review, along with future reviews of the RWSP and RAQP, also needs to support
the environmental outcomes outlined in the Growth Strategy.

Priority/Timing

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Explanation

During future reviews of the Regional Coastal Plan (RCP), Regional Water and Soil Plan (RWSP)
and Regional Air Quality Plan (RAQP), provide input to support the future settlement pattern,
associated infrastructure, and environmental outcomes outlined in the Whangarei Growth
Strategy.

3.4

Action 3.6

Undertake community planning at a village level in collaboration with local residents, businesses,
business associations, and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local
infrastructure and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and Otangarei and, if successful, be extended to
other parts of the district over time. Onerahi and Kamo have existing community plans which will be
updated.
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Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1/On-going

WDC

Local
Groups and
Organisations

Medium

Community
Plans

[PM, CS, IS]

Action 4.4

Incorporate the provisions of the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy and New Zealand
Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) that relate to strategic land use planning into the District Plan
so as to support the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the
Growth Strategy. In particular, policies 6 and 7 of the NZCPS relating to activities and strategic
planning in the coastal environment need to be incorporated into the District Plan.

Explanation

The Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy and the NZCPS (policy 6) contain provisions that support
a consolidated settlement pattern and avoidance of scattered and/or ribbon development along the
coast. Moreover, policy 7 of the NZCPS requires plans to identify areas of the coastal environment
where subdivision, use and development is inappropriate and provide protection from such development.
The coastal settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy and the Coastal Management Strategy,
consisting of compact coastal villages separated by coastal protection areas, is critical to maintaining
and enhancing the district’s coastal environment. The District Plan is the main method to achieve this.

3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5

Action 4.1

Incorporate the future five-tiered consolidated settlement pattern outlined in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy into the District Plan through appropriate zoning for various land uses along
with associated objectives, policies and methods, including rules.

Explanation

To effectively influence the spatial arrangement of land uses the District Plan must zone land in suitable
locations and in appropriate amounts for particular uses. The Growth Strategy outlines a consolidated
five tier settlement pattern. This five tier settlement pattern determines both residential and business
land use requirements and incorporates a hierarchy of business and commercial land uses within
the settlement pattern. The consolidated five-tiered settlement pattern must be reflected in all spatial
planning provisions in the District Plan. These provisions must be robust, unambiguous and able to
withstand challenge. The District Plan is critical in implementing the settlement pattern outlined in the
Growth Strategy.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Action 4.5

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

Increase land for residential use in the District Plan in those areas identified in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy approaching, or below, ten year capacity taking into account existing
constraints, e.g. Whangarei City, Onerahi, Otaika, and Pataua.

Explanation

To effectively influence the spatial arrangement of land uses the District Plan must zone land in suitable
locations and in appropriate amounts for particular uses. This may be determined by prior structure
planning. The release of new land must be carefully controlled and released in a staged manner so that
undersupply or oversupply of land does not result in perverse distortions, either in land prices or location
of development. As a rule, the District Plan should identify sufficient land for various uses for a 10/15
year period. Additional land should be released in the District Plan as existing capacity falls below ten
years. See action plans for individual nodes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

3.4,4.3

Action 4.2

Undertake a study of existing land uses in relation to current zoning in the District Plan
to determine the extent and location of out of zone land uses. Carry out a subsequent
rationalisation of land use zoning to incorporate out of zone land uses into relevant zoning by
extending and/or changing the zoning where appropriate.

Explanation

Out of zone land uses appear to be widespread within the district. This is particularly so for residential
development in Countryside and Coastal Countryside Environments and commercial development in
Living Environments. For example, it appears there are more commercial land uses located in residential
zoned areas than there are in the CBD. There are also double the number of lifestyle and residential lots
in the Countryside and Coastal Countryside Environments than lots for farming purposes. This indicates
that current land use planning in the district is not functioning effectively. Widespread out of zone
commercial development can result in detrimental effects on the vitality of the CBD and on residential
amenity. Widespread residential development in rural areas can have adverse effects on productive uses
and rural amenity. A detailed study of existing land uses in relation to current zoning in the District Plan
is required to determine the extent and location of out of zone land uses. A subsequent rationalisation of
land use zoning in the District Plan is necessary to incorporate out of zone land uses into relevant zoning
by extending and/or changing the zoning where appropriate. In future, District Plan provisions, together
with the administration of the District Plan, need to ensure that out of zone land uses are restricted and
become the exception not the rule.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Low

District Plan

[PM]

Increase land for business use in the District Plan in those areas identified in the Growth Strategy
approaching, or below, ten year capacity, e.g. Parua Bay, Waipu, Oakura, Tutukaka/Ngunguru, and
in those parts of the urban areas that are subject to commercial creep into existing residential
areas.

Explanation

To effectively influence the spatial arrangement of land uses the District Plan must zone land in suitable
locations and in appropriate amounts for particular uses. This may be determined by prior structure
planning. The release of new land must be carefully controlled and released in a staged manner so that
undersupply or oversupply of land does not result in perverse distortions, either in land prices or location
of development. As a rule, the District Plan should identify sufficient land for various uses for a 10/15
year period. Additional land should be identified in the District Plan when existing capacity falls below
ten years. To prevent commercial creep, sufficient land for commercial activities needs to be proactively
zoned and commercial activities need to be prevented from locating out of the designated zones.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

6.3

Undertake a plan change or variation to align the Built Form and Development Chapter of the
District Plan with the settlement pattern outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy, including the
location of business land and associated activities.

Explanation

The Built Form and Development Chapter, as presently constituted, will require some changes to align
with the settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy. The Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy
and Urban Form Report need to be referred to and provisions in the Built Form and Development
Chapter relating to the appropriate location of industrial and commercial activities throughout the district
and within urban Whangarei need to be re-examined. A business land development plan should be
developed as part of this process to direct spatial distribution of business activities.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan
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3.4

3.4, 4.6, 4.7

Action 4.6

[PM]
Action 4.3

1.3, 4.1

[PM]

3.4, 4.5, 4.7

Action 4.7

Strengthen provisions in the District Plan to ensure that activities locate in the appropriate
zones, in particular, industrial and commercial activities locate in Business Environments and do
not incrementally creep into existing Living Environments.

Explanation

At present, there is widespread rural residential development throughout the rural and coastal
environments. In the urban area there is significant and continuing commercial and limited industrial
development in residential environments, e.g. Regent, Kamo and Maunu Road areas. In essence, this
represents re-zoning by default. To prevent this, sufficient land for commercial activities needs to be
proactively zoned and commercial activities need to be prevented from locating out of the designated
zones.

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

On-going

WDC

Statistics NZ

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

[PM]

3.4, 4.5, 4.6

[PM, IS]

Appendix 1

Action 4.8

Insert provisions in the District Plan to restrict rural residential development to identified
areas (Environments) around the Whangarei urban area (Kamo, Maunu, Glenbervie, Onerahi,
Tikipunga and Otaika), around the growth nodes (Parua Bay, Hikurangi, and Waipu), rural villages
(Maungatapere, Maungakaramea), and some of the coastal villages (where appropriate).

Action 6.1

Provide data to the Development Contributions Officer to assist in the calculation of appropriate
development contributions/financial contributions to fund growth related infrastructure and
services. This will occur each LTP cycle, i.e. every three years (see also section 5, Part A of the
Implementation Plan).

Explanation

Widespread rural residential development has resulted in the loss of productive farm land, problems
with reverse sensitivity, adverse cumulative environmental effects, and difficulties in planning for
infrastructure. The District Plan needs to restrict, and consolidate, rural residential development to
identified areas in the district. These areas should be those already compromised for rural production
and/or areas of lower primary productive potential. See action plans for individual nodes.

Explanation

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

Information on temporal and spatial growth will assist in the calculation of appropriate development
contributions/financial contributions to fund growth related infrastructure and services. Differential
development/financial contributions can also be used to influence the spatial arrangement of land uses
and thus the implementation of the preferred future settlement pattern. The Growth Strategy, based upon
the WDC Growth Model, provides both projections of growth over time and the spatial distribution of
growth. This information needs to be provided to the Development Contributions Officer for calculating
development contributions to be included in the LTP. This will occur each LTP cycle, i.e. every three
years.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Statistics NZ

Current
Resources

Development
Contributions

[PM]

3.1, 3.4

Action 4.9

Insert provisions in the District Plan to provide for mixed use development in identified areas in
Whangarei CBD/Town Basin, urban villages, growth nodes, and rural and coastal villages, where
appropriate.

Explanation

New urbanism and smart growth advocate enhancing sense of place, inner city vibrancy, connectivity,
urban amenity and local character through urban development encompassing a mix of land uses (mainly
residential and commercial uses). Some urban locations in central Whangarei, the urban villages, growth
nodes and rural and coastal villages would benefit from mixed use development. Appropriate locations
should be identified and provisions inserted into the District Plan to enable mixed use development. See
action plan for individual nodes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

3.2, 3.3, 3.4

Action 4.10

Insert provisions in the District Plan to provide for residential intensification in identified areas in
the Whangarei City centre, urban villages, and growth nodes.

Explanation

Some people, particularly the younger and older age groups, do not wish to live on typical urban/
suburban lots. There is an increasing demand for more intensive forms of housing, such as units,
apartments, terraced housing, retirement villages, etc. This demand can be expected to increase over
time as the population ages. Appropriate locations in central Whangarei, the urban villages and the
growth nodes should be identified and provisions inserted into the District Plan to enable residential
intensification. See action plan for individual nodes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

[PM, RC]

Provide data to the Finance Department to assist in formulating revenue and financial policy in
support of the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy. This will occur each LTP cycle, i.e. every three years.

Explanation

Information relating to implementation of the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure
and services, outlined in the Growth Strategy will be of relevance to the Finance Department when
formulating revenue and finance policy for inclusion in the LTP. This will occur each LTP cycle, i.e. every
three years.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Statistics NZ

Current
Resources

Financial
Contributions

Provide data to Infrastructure and Services Department to enable planning and prioritisation of
infrastructure to support the future settlement pattern outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy.
This will occur each Long Term Plan (LTP) cycle, i.e. every three years (see also section 5, Part A
of the Implementation Plan).

Explanation

Information on temporal and spatial growth will assist in the timely and efficient provision of infrastructure
and services. The staging and timing of infrastructure provision can also be used to influence the spatial
arrangement of land uses and thus the implementation of the preferred future settlement pattern. The
Growth Strategy, based upon the WDC Growth Model, provides both projections of growth over time and
the spatial distribution of growth. This information needs to be provided to Infrastructure and Services
Department for asset management and LTP planning purposes. This will occur each LTP cycle, i.e. every
three years.

5.1, 6.1, Appendix 1

Action 6.3

Put in place an effective system to capture changes in land use and apply appropriate rating
immediately when the land use changes to remove the perverse incentive to locate land uses
out of zone. In addition, Council needs to consider applying a premium on rates for land uses
locating out of zone to act as a positive incentive to locate within the appropriate zoning.

Explanation

Out of zone land uses appear to be widespread within the district. This is particularly so for residential
development in Countryside and Coastal Countryside Environments and commercial development in
Living Environments. Widespread out of zone commercial development can result in detrimental effects
on the vitality of the CBD and on residential amenity. Widespread residential development in rural areas
can have adverse effects on productive uses and rural amenity. At present there appears to be no
effective system in place to capture changes in land use for rating purposes. Not only does this result
in a loss of revenue to Council it provides a perverse incentive to locate commercial development in
Living Environments and residential development in Countryside and Coastal Countryside Environments
as rates are lower for the respective Environments. In the case of commercial development locating
in Living Environments (or Countryside Environments) the difference in rating can be substantial. An
effective system to capture changes in land use and apply appropriate rating immediately the land use
changes needs to be set up as a matter of urgency. This will not only result in increased revenue to
Council but also remove the perverse incentive to locate land uses out of zone. In addition, Council
needs to consider applying a premium on rates for land uses locating out of zone to act as a positive
incentive to locate within the appropriate zoning.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC

QV

Current
Resources

Rating

3.2, 3.3, 3.4

Action 5.1

5.1, Appendix 1

Action 6.2

[PM, F, Re]

[Re, G]

PART B:

Lead Agency

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Priority/Timing

4.2
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Action 7.1

Provide data to the Governance Department to assist implementation of the future settlement
pattern outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy when formulating the LTP. This will occur each
LTP cycle, i.e. every three years.

Action 9.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to
implementation of the future settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the
Whangarei Growth Strategy.

Explanation

Information relating to implementation of the future settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy,
in addition to the provision of infrastructure and services, will be of relevance to the Organisational
Planning Department when formulating the LTP. This may include information on policy initiatives,
community services, urban design plans, development strategies, tangata whenua issues, etc. This
information needs to be provided to the Organisational Planning Department to include in LTP planning
processes. This will occur each LTP cycle, i.e. every three years.

Explanation

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Maori have a long historical association with the Whangarei District. Many sites of significance and
archaeological sites of Maori association are included within the district boundaries. A significant amount
of land in Whangarei District is classified as Maori land. Future settlements of Treaty claims may return
more land to Maori and/or co-management arrangements for assets or resources. Development of Maori
land and the provision of papakainga housing and marae based socio-economic initiatives have been
identified by iwi and hapu as particularly important. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu
groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to implementation of the future
settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Growth Strategy is ensured.

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

LTP

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[PM, G]

5.1, 6.1

Action 8.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
bodies (such as government departments and agencies, other councils, business associations,
environmental groups, resident/ ratepayer groups, etc.) to assist implementation of the future
settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Whangarei Growth Strategy.

Explanation

Organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the implementation of the preferred future
settlement pattern, and associated infrastructure, outlined in the Growth Strategy. Some will have a role
in providing hard and social infrastructure required by the spatial plan. It is important that WDC liaises
with these bodies, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when
required to ensure optimal outcomes. The Northland Intersectoral Forum has a coordinating role here.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

External
Organisations

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[PM, IS]

All

Action 8.2

Liaise and collaborate with the member councils of the Upper North Island Strategic Alliance
(UNISA) to respond to, and manage, a range of inter-regional and inter-metropolitan issues,
including the Auckland Council spatial plan.

Explanation

An Upper North Island Strategic Alliance (UNISA) has been formed encompassing the following councils:
Auckland Council, Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Northland Regional Council, Waikato Regional
Council, Hamilton City Council, Tauranga City Council and Whangarei District Council. The purpose
of the Alliance is to respond to and manage a range of inter-regional and inter-metropolitan issues,
including: economic development linkages; transport, including rail, roads, freight, ports, including inland
ports; tourism, emergency reponses; waste and water, population and settlement patterns; commercial
and industrial land development; international connectivity and competiveness; energy security; and
climate change (amongst others). The councils have agreed to identify strategic opportunities, and to
collaborate on joint initiatives which will support social, economic, environmental and cultural well being
across the four regions.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[LT, PM, ED, IS]
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All

[PM, IS, MR]

All

Whangarei City will retain its status as the primary residential, business and service centre for the
Whangarei District and Northland Region over the next 30/50 years. Whilst port operations and some
heavy industry have located, and will continue to locate, to Marsden Point/Ruakaka (which will develop
over time into a significant town in its own right) Whangarei City will continue to be the main commercial,
business and employment centre for the district and region. It will also remain as the main district and
regional centre for health, education and social services, entertainment, sports and recreational, arts,
culture and heritage, and local and central government services. As outlined in the Growth Strategy, the
projected future of the node is characterised by:
• a strong and vibrant CBD closely linked to the Town Basin with good urban design principles
incorporated into both CBD and Town Basin developments;
• 20/20 Plus vision implemented with the development of mixed use, and residential intensification, in
and around the CBD and Town Basin;
• the main centre for health and educational services, e.g. hospital and tertiary facilities;
• main centre for banking, business and professional services;
• the civic centre for the district with local and Central Government services;
• the entertainment centre for the district with development of theatre, music, cinema, restaurants and
bars;
• the recreational hub for the district and region with a multi-event stadium and major sporting facilities;
• cultural and community centre with well developed community facilities, museum, library, art gallery,
etc.
• improved public transport, cycleway and walkways.
The population in the Whangarei City node was approximately 14,300 in 2006. It is projected to grow
to around 22,000 by 2061 an increase of almost 8,000 people (1% per annum growth rate or an extra
140 people per year). The number of occupied dwellings is expected to increase by around 3,000
(about 60 dwellings per year) over the same period. At present, around 18% of the Whangarei City
nodal population is aged 65 and over. This is projected to rise to 33% by 2041 and 38% by 2061. By
2061, around 8,000 residents within the Whangarei City node will be 65 years and over, up from 2,600
at present. This is a significant increase in older residents and will have a corresponding effect on the
provision of housing, infrastructure and services.
The total land area of the node is 1,825ha. Of this, 679ha is zoned residential, and 349ha is zoned
business. The average residential lot size in Whangarei City is 0.1ha. Based upon this average lot
size, accommodating the future projected population would require 330ha of new residential land.
Given the lack of greenfield sites within the node, and existing biophysical constraints (flooding, land
instability and significant natural habitat), accommodating future population growth will require a range
of approaches, including residential intensification, mixed use initiatives, and brownfield redevelopment.
Given the projected number of people over the age of 65, demand is likely to increase for smaller, easily
maintained lots or for residential village type accommodation. In addition, there may be some increased
demand for apartment style living in locations with high amenity, especially around Whangarei Harbour,
and/or close to green spaces.
At present, there are few existing vacant residential lots in Whangarei City, and a shortfall of residential
land is projected in the near future. The Port Nikau Plan Change should provide increased capacity
over the medium term (for around 4,000 people) but other residential choices need to be provided to
accommodate projected population growth. The other alternative is to locate some of the projected
population in neighbouring nodes, and this is expected to occur over the longer term as available
residential land diminishes within the Whangarei City node. In the meantime, it is essential that a

Whangarei City is the commercial centre for the district/region, and dominates the number of jobs,
industries and the number of larger employers within the district. In 2006 according to census data there
were around 12,000 employees working in the Whangarei City node. The main employment sectors
were retail trade, manufacturing, and professional services. The main occupations were managers
and administrators, technicians, and professionals. This number is projected to rise to 14,286 by
2041, and around 17,000 by 2061. This projection assumes that there is considerable job growth in
Marsden Point/Ruakaka, and some job growth in the various urban nodes and growth nodes, in line
with enhanced population growth in these areas. To maintain Whangarei City as the primary district
and regional commercial/business centre, Council needs to ensure there is sufficient business land
available to accommodate projected growth.
Currently there is around 350ha of business zoned land and around 495,000m2 of business floor area in
Whangarei City. If the relationship between population, employee numbers and business floor area hold
over time, the business floor area is projected to increase to around 670,000m2 in 2041 and 830,000m2
in 2061. The land required for this business floor area expansion is expected to increase to 445ha in
2041 and 530ha in 2061, an increase of around 180ha. Currently there is a significant amount of unused
or under-used business zoned land in the old port area (including Port Nikau) to accommodate demand
in the medium term. Over the longer term, growth in business floor and land requirements may need to
be accommodated in neighbouring nodes or by more multi-level developments in the inner city.
There is an urgent need to rationalise all business zoned land in Whangarei City, including Business
1, 2, 3 and 4 Environments, to ensure there is sufficient land in all four zones to accommodate future
business growth. Given that some existing Business 2 land around the Town Basin may in future be
used for residential and/or mixed use, a compensatory increase in Business 2 land may be required
elsewhere, e.g. in the old port area. The Port Nikau Environment needs to be included in any assessment
of existing zoning and future needs. Retaining sufficient harbour-side land for future marine industries
is an important consideration in any zoning changes. In addition, out of zone land uses need to be
addressed, particularly commercial creep into Living Environments around lower Maunu Road, Tarewa
Road and the Regent. These land uses need to be incorporated into relevant zoning by extending or
changing zoning where appropriate, whilst future out of zone activities need to be restricted.
Whangarei City has enormous potential to become an attractive, world class medium sized city. It has
strong natural, historic and cultural attributes that if integrated into the urban fabric of the city could
transform Whangarei into a highly desirable place to live, work, play and visit. Currently these attributes
are not capitalised upon and as a consequence Whangarei City, particularly the central city area, does
not exhibit consistently high urban amenity nor a coherent sense of place. There are isolated areas of
high amenity and strong sense of place, such as Forum North/Cafler Park, the Cameron Street Mall and
the Town Basin redevelopment. There are further improvements planned for the Town Basin and city
entranceways. However, parts of the CBD are unattractive, ill-kept, and afflicted with on-going vacant
premises, resulting in a depressed, run-down appearance. The central city lacks a coherent sense of
place based on consistent natural, historic and cultural themes coupled with strong, consistently applied
urban design principles.
The central city also lacks a coherent transport/land use strategy to ensure both a people friendly inner
city environment and the effective movement of traffic through the central city. There is a pressing
need for improvements to pedestrian connectivity around much of the inner city, particularly between
the CBD and the Town Basin. Related to this is the need for a continuation in improvements to traffic
flow around the central city area. Works such as Porowini Avenue extension, the second harbour
crossing, and ongoing improvements to State Highway 1, including the Kamo Bypass and Spedding
Road extension will allow for improved traffic movement around the city which, in turn, should allow for
increased pedestrian access in the CBD. Future planning for roading infrastructure needs to be closely
aligned with land use planning, and visa versa. Whangarei’s geography imposes inherent problems to
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Introduction

structure plan is produced for the Whangarei City node and the structure plan identifies sufficient land
for future residential, mixed use and residential intensification over a 20/30 year period based upon
growth projections in the Growth Strategy.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

3. Whangarei City

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

providing transport infrastructure yet the same geography provides the greatest potential for enhancing
the city’s unique sense of place.

the city centre needs to incorporate heritage buildings and precincts wherever possible so as to retain
and enhance the City’s heritage, and contribute to its sense of place.

A strategic approach to long term development/redevelopment of the CBD/Town Basin/Inner City is
required. In the past, an ad hoc approach has been evident in initiating inner city improvements. Whilst
the redevelopment of the Town Basin and the Cameron Street Mall were high quality developments
in themselves, and the present Town Basin revitalisation projects promise further improvements, a
long term comprehensive development plan is required to provide strategic direction to development
of the CBD/Town Basin/Inner City that incorporates a vision of what the central city should look like
in 30/50 years and a policy and implementation framework to achieve that vision. The development
plan should specifically address improving pedestrian connectivity between the Town Basin and the
CBD and providing better pedestrian access around the inner city. The plan should incorporate all
previous development/concept/urban design plans, such as the Whangarei 20/20 Plus – CBD Guideline
Development Plan, and provide a comprehensive and coordinated plan of development over a 20/30
year period. The Whangarei 20/20 Plus – CBD Guideline Development Plan, founded on a ‘precinct’
approach, should provide the basis of the long term comprehensive development plan.

Whangarei City is the arts, amenity and cultural hub for the Northland Region and this role will increase
in importance over the next 30/50 years. The city centre already hosts a range of arts, culture and civic
amenities, such as the art museum, Clapham’s Clocks, art galleries, Quarry Arts Centre, a number
of theatres, the central library, cinemas, music venues and conference facilities. The Whangarei
District Council’s Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy advocates development of a number of arts/cultural
‘precincts’ in different parts of the City including Forum North as a ‘heritage and cultural generator
precinct’ encompassing the central library, the old library building (Arts Promotion Trust), the Capitaine
Bougainville Theatre, the Exhibition Hall and the Whangarei Art Museum building; and the Town Basin
as a ‘heritage and culture experience precinct’ encompassing the existing Clapham’s Clocks Museum,
Reyburn House, the relocated Whangarei Art Museum, and the proposed Hundertwasser Museum and
Maori Cultural Centre on the Hihiaua Peninsula. These proposals need to be incorporated into future
planning initiatives for Whangarei City to ensure Whangarei’s development as the regional arts, amenity
and cultural hub for Northland.

Central Whangarei has an historical harbour-side location and strong natural and cultural attributes.
The Town Basin and the forested slopes of Parihaka and Western Hills/Pukenui Forest framing the
city centre is a superb natural setting. However these attributes are not fully capitalised upon nor well
integrated. There is a lack of green open space in the centre of the City. Tarewa Park, Cafler Park,
Laurie Hall Park and the Town Basin provide quality open space but the inner city would benefit from
more green space in the CBD (possibly an extension of Laurie Hall Park) and the establishment of
‘blue green’ corridors along the urban waterways to connect existing open space with the Harbour and
the surrounding forested slopes. There is considerable potential to use the Hatea River, Waiarohia,
Raumanga, Kirikiri Streams and Limeburners Creek to create a network of blue/green ecological
corridors that together with existing and extended open space in the city centre will greatly enhance
urban amenity, and biodiversity, and contribute to fulfilling Whangarei’s potential as a ‘blue/green’ city.
The section of the Waiarohia Stream through Cafler Park illustrates the potential of these streams to
contribute to the amenity, ecological, social and cultural values of the City and to its sense of place as
a water-based settlement.

Iwi and hapu have a long association with Whangarei City and the inner city area. Many sites of
significance and archaeological sites of Maori association are included within the node, including eight
former pa sites. More sites of significance are likely to be identified in the future. Whangarei City is
located within the Ngapuhi rohe, and the hapu group in the node area is Nga Hapu Katoa. Both Terenga
Paraoa marae (Kaka Porowini) and Otangarei marae are located within the node. A substantial amount
of land (202ha or 11%) in Whangarei City is classified as Maori land. Future settlements of Treaty
claims may return more land to Maori and/or co-management arrangements for assets or resources.
It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in
decisions relating to future development of Whangarei City is ensured.

Flooding and inundation of central Whangarei will become an increasing risk over time due to climate
change and sea level rise. These increased risks need to be taken into account when undertaking long
term land use and infrastructure planning in central Whangarei. Various options available to mitigate
flood risks in central Whangarei have been identified in the Priority Rivers Project initiated by the
Northland Regional Council and in earlier Council studies. Whangarei District Council needs to work
closely with the Northland Regional Council to explore and implement measures to safeguard central
Whangarei from future flooding and inundation. A coordinated and long term approach is needed and
the necessary measures should be implemented as required. One of the options identified to mitigate
flood risks in central Whangarei is the establishment of green ways through the inner city associated
with stream channel capacity upgrades. These flood mitigation measures should be incorporated into
the proposed network of open space and ecological (blue/green) corridors in the inner city area.
Whangarei City has a unique historic and cultural heritage that is not always recognised nor fully
celebrated. This includes both early Maori occupation and later European settlement. To better utilise
existing historic and cultural heritage and maintain and enhance the special sense of place in central
Whangarei any future planning initiatives for the city need to contain strong heritage themes and strong
land use planning and urban design provisions aimed at protecting and utilising Whangarei’s unique
historic and cultural heritage. Such provisions range from building upon the colonial theme of the Town
Basin, protecting and enhancing our historic buildings and architecture, and enhancing Maori cultural
associations with Whangarei. For example, Parihaka holds strong cultural and historical significance
as the location of the largest fortified pa in New Zealand. The site and associated stories could be
better integrated into the cultural and historic fabric of Whangarei City. Similarly, with Whangarei’s early
European history. Heritage buildings and sites need to be protected and maintained. Redevelopment of
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A vibrant night life is an important part of a city’s cultural and economic fabric, but Whangarei’s planning
policies have been largely day-centric in focus and application. At present Whangarei has a limited night
time and weekend economy. Many parts of the city suffer from lack of activity in the evenings and at
weekends and there is an absence of a coherent and integrated night specific place-making strategy. It
is timely to consider the development of Whangarei’s night time (and weekend) activities and spaces.
Council has a role to play in creating a climate for a dynamic, diverse and multi-purpose night time
(and weekend) economy in which public culture and commercial culture intersect. The CBD and the
Town Basin offer opportunities for increased socially inclusive leisure and evening/late night/weekend
uses such as cafes, restaurants, bars, entertainment places, music venues, and street markets. A
four star hotel and conference centre in the Town Basin/CBD area could be part of the mix. Council
should consider developing and implementing an inner city nightlife and entertainment strategy and
management plan to invigorate the night time/ weekend economy in Whangarei. This would be best
done in collaboration with the inner city business community, the arts and culture community, and other
interested parties. Relevant aspects of the strategy should be incorporated into the structure plan for
Whangarei City and the comprehensive development plan for the inner city.
Whangarei City plays a crucial role in the provision of education, health and social services for the
district and the wider Northland region. This role will increase over the next 30/50 years. Government
departmental offices are located in central Whangarei and the regional hospital and Northland
Polytechnic are both located in Whangarei (although outside the Whangarei City node). The University
of Auckland’s Tai Tokerau campus is also in Whangarei City. As the regional and district centre,
Whangarei City is well served by health facilities, including one private hospital (Kensington Hospital),
two hospital level rest home facilities at Lester Heights and Potter Home, 13 medical centres, and six
chemists. The main St. John ambulance station is based in Whangarei City. The Northland Emergency
Services Trust also owns and operates two rescue helicopters which are dispatched via the St. John
communication centre in Kensington.
There are ten retirement villages or rest home facilities located in the node; which is the highest out of
all the nodes. The ageing population will place additional demands on health care services, particularly

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Complete a structure plan for Whangarei City taking into account those issues identified in Figure 1,
the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy, Urban Form Report, and the inner city development plan where
applicable. This is a priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural habitat
and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan sufficient land
for future residential, business, mixed use and residential intensification over a 20/30 year period based
upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.
1.3 Complete a comprehensive development plan for the inner city area to provide a strategic, long
term, integrated development path for the CBD/Town Basin/Inner City. This development plan should
incorporate all previous development/concept/urban design plans, such as the Whangarei 20/20 Plus –
CBD Guideline Development Plan, and provide a comprehensive and coordinated plan of development
over a 20/30 year period. This is a priority.
1.4 Incorporate the Town Basin revitalisation projects identified by Council in 2011 into the comprehensive
development plan for the inner city area and undertake those projects that have been agreed to by
Council for implementation.
1.5 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Whangarei City and the
comprehensive development plan for the inner city. These principles need to be consistently applied
in an integrated manner so that a high quality of urban design is achieved across the central city.
Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

1.7 Incorporate strong arts, culture and civic amenity elements into the structure plan for Whangarei City
and the comprehensive development plan for the inner city and ensure that the arts, culture and civic
amenity themes are utilized in both plans to maintain and enhance Whangarei as the arts and culture
centre for Northland. Include relevant aspects of the Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy, particularly those
elements relating to developing the Town Basin into a ‘heritage and culture experience precinct’ and
Forum North as a ‘heritage and culture generator precinct’.
1.8 Incorporate strong blue/green space provisions in the structure plan for Whangarei City and the
comprehensive development plan for the inner city and ensure that a comprehensive network of open
space, ecological (blue/green) corridors, urban trees and gardens, are a feature of both plans. Include
relevant aspects of the long term open space management plan for Whangarei City when completed.
1.9 Incorporate flood/inundation hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for Whangarei City
and the comprehensive development plan for the inner city and combine flood attenuation measures
with the establishment of a network of open space and ecological (blue/green) corridors in the City area.
Include relevant aspects of the long term flood/inundation attenuation strategy and management plan
for Whangarei City when completed.
1.10 Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Whangarei City and the
comprehensive development plan for the inner city, including the roading network, traffic management,
parking, public transport, intercity links, walking and cycling, the railway, and development of a transport
hub for the central city. Include relevant aspects of the long term transport strategy and management
plan for Whangarei City when completed.
1.11 Develop and implement an inner city nightlife and entertainment strategy and management plan
to invigorate the night time and weekend economy in Whangarei City. Incorporate relevant aspects of
the strategy into the structure plan for Whangarei City and the comprehensive development plan for
the inner city.
1.12 Undertake community planning at a village level in Otangarei. Such community planning should be
carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, resident/ratepayer groups, tangata whenua
and social service agencies to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and
enhance community well being, local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a high priority for
Otangarei.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan as and when required to implement the structure plan for
Whangarei City in a staged and orderly manner.
2.2 Make changes to the District Plan as and when required to implement the comprehensive
development plan for the inner city in a staged and orderly manner.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan as and when required to implement the nightlife and entertainment
strategy and management plan for the inner city in a staged and orderly manner.
2.4 Ensure strong urban design provisions are included in the District Plan for Whangarei City and the
inner city in particular. These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when
administering the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved across the central city.
Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
3.1 Develop and implement a long term open space management plan for Whangarei City to establish
a network of urban parks and reserves, blue/green (ecological) corridors, urban trees and gardens that
maintain and enhance biodiversity, ecosystem services and urban amenity. This should cover a 30/50
year time frame.
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Whangarei City is currently served by a sewerage reticulation system, which is connected to the main
Whangarei Wastewater Treatment Plant at Kioreroa Road. Parts of the network are currently at capacity
with known areas of surcharge during rain events, and significant parts of the infrastructure are ageing.
Whangarei District Council is currently undertaking a range of activities to upgrade and renew the
wastewater system. The Council has voted to spend $10 million in the next three years as part of a
proposed $50 million programme to prevent overflows of untreated sewage from the City’s wastewater
system to the Whangarei Harbour. To ensure that all sewage is treated to a standard acceptable to
the community and spills of untreated sewage to the Harbour are eliminated a long term wastewater
strategy and management plan is required over a 30/50 year time frame. Such a plan is presently being
developed in consultation with the community.

1.6 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Whangarei City and the
comprehensive development plan for the inner city and ensure that historic and cultural themes are
utilized in both plans to maintain and enhance the sense of place in central Whangarei. Include relevant
aspects of the Historic and Cultural Heritage Strategy once completed.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

an increased demand for rest home, hospital and dementia beds. An ageing population is also more
likely to be located within easy access to facilities, i.e. in town and city centres. Thus it is likely that more
rest home/retirement village facilities will be required within Whangarei City in the future. On the other
hand, draft projections from the Ministry of Education indicate that the existing schools in Whangarei
City have sufficient capacity to cope with the predicted increase in population over the next 20 years
(their planning timeframe). It is unlikely that new schools will be required within the Whangarei City node
over the next 30/50 years. Whangarei District Council needs to liaise and collaborate with government
agencies and service providers to facilitate expansion and optimal location of health, education and
social services over the next 30/50 years.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

3.2 Develop and implement a long term flood/inundation attenuation strategy and management plan for
Whangarei City to mitigate the risks from flooding and inundation of the central city area over a 30/50
year time frame in conjunction with the Northland Regional Council. Include the predicted effects of
climate change and sea level rise.
3.3 Develop and implement a long term land transport strategy and management plan for Whangarei
City that includes the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, intercity links,
walking and cycling, the railway, and development of a transport hub for the central city. This should
cover a 30/50 year time frame.

Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan
sufficient land for future residential, business, mixed use and residential intensification over a
20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

Rationalisation of existing zoning in the node, including Business 1, 2, 3 and 4 Environments, Living
1, 2 and 3 Environments, and the Countryside and Town Basin Environments will be required to
accommodate projected population and business needs over the next 20/30 years. Given that new green
field sites are limited, residential expansion may have to take place in existing Living 3 Environments or
through further intensification in and/or expansion of Living 2 Environments, and/or rezoning of Business
Environments, particularly around the lower Town Basin and old Whangarei Port area. Residential
intensification of Living 1 Environments and new mixed use zones are another option. Rationalisation
of Business 1, 2, 3 and 4 Environments is also required to ensure sufficient land in all four zones to
accommodate future business growth. Retaining sufficient harbour-side land for future marine industries
is particularly important. Out of zone land uses need to be addressed particularly commercial creep
into Living Environments around lower Maunu Road, Tarewa Road and the Regent. The Port Nikau
Environment needs to be included in any assessment of existing zoning.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

3.4 Develop and implement a long term wastewater strategy and management plan for Whangarei City
to ensure that all sewage is treated to a standard acceptable to the community and spills of untreated
sewage to the Harbour are eliminated over a 30/50 year time frame.
3.5 Take into account demographic changes, particularly the significant aging of the Whangarei City
population, when developing the structure plan for Whangarei City and comprehensive development
plan for the inner city and when planning for the provision of infrastructure and services and developing
asset/activity management plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development, including those aspects of the open
space management plan, the flood/inundation strategy and management plan, the transport strategy
and management plan, the wastewater strategy and management plan for Whangarei City relating to
new development.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Whangarei City, the comprehensive
development plan for the inner city, the open space management plan, the flood/inundation strategy
and management plan, the transport strategy and management plan, the wastewater strategy and
management plan for Whangarei City and the inner city nightlife and entertainment strategy are
included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and
funding sources.

[PM]
Action 1.3

Complete a comprehensive development plan for the inner city area to provide a strategic, long
term, integrated development path for the CBD/Town Basin/Inner City. This development plan
should incorporate all previous development/concept/urban design plans such as the Whangarei
20/20 Plus – CBD Guideline Development Plan, and provide a comprehensive and coordinated
plan of development over a 20/30 year period.

Explanation

A coordinated approach to long term development/redevelopment of the CBD/Town Basin/Inner City is
required. In the past, an ad hoc approach has been evident in initiating inner city improvements. Whilst
the redevelopment of the Town Basin and the Cameron Street Mall were high quality developments
in themselves, and the present Town Basin revitalisation projects promise further improvements, a
long term comprehensive development plan is required to provide strategic direction to development
of the CBD/Town Basin/Inner City that incorporates a vision of what the central city should look like in
20/30 years and a policy and implementation framework to achieve that vision. A central theme should
be the transformation of the inner city from a car dominated to a people friendly environment. The
development plan should specifically address improving pedestrian connectivity between the Town Basin
and the CBD and providing better pedestrian access around the inner city. The Whangarei 20/20 Plus
– CBD Guideline Development Plan, founded on a ‘precinct’ approach, should provide the basis of the
comprehensive development plan.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Low

Development
Plans

6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of Whangarei City and the inner city area, including business
associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, government
agencies, service providers, Northland Regional Council, and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of Whangarei City and the inner city area.

Action Plan

[PM]

Action 1.1

Complete a structure plan for Whangarei City taking into account those issues identified
in Figure 1 the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy, Urban Form Report and the inner city
development plan where applicable. This is a priority.

Explanation

Whangarei City does not have an existing structure plan and was identified in the Growth Strategy as
requiring a structure plan in the near future, i.e. by around 2013. The structure plan should address the
matters listed in Figure 1 and take into account the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy, Urban Form
Report, and inner city comprehensive development plan where applicable.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Low

Structure Plans

[PM]
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1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.1, 3.6, 5.1

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 2.1, 3.6, 5.1

1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.11, 2.2,
3.6, 5.1

Explanation

Council resolved in late 2010 to proceed with a number of projects aimed at revitalising the Town Basin
and improving entranceways to the inner city to coincide with hosting of Rugby World Cup games in
Whangarei. These projects include:
• Development of the former Hubands building into a destination ‘hub’ during the Rugby World Cup
and a focal point for the Town Basin subsequent to the World Cup. It is proposed that the building will
house the Whangarei Art Gallery (relocated from Cafler Park), a visitor information centre and café,
and an inter-city coach terminal.
• Initiating a ‘ring of walkways’ around the Town Basin that will in time encompass a looped walkway
from the Town Basin, over the lower Hatea bridge (when completed) and back to the Town Basin via
the Victoria Bridge. Short term projects include: an art walk, a heritage trial, additional playgrounds and
a covered market on Victoria Bridge.
• Inner city entranceway improvements along Tarewa Road and Walton Street, including entrance
features, riparian plantings, river accentuation measures, paving improvements, street trees, gardens,
signage and flags to provide an easily identifiable corridor to the CBD and Town Basin.
These projects need to be incorporated into the comprehensive development plan for the inner city to
ensure consistency and continuity over the long term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC, CHART

High

Development
Plans

[PM, IS, P]
Action 1.5

Explanation

1.3, 1.11, 2.2, 5.1

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Whangarei City and
the comprehensive development plan for the inner city. These principles need to be consistently
applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality of urban design is achieved across the
central city. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
Whangarei City in general, and the inner city in particular, suffers from a past lack of good urban design.
Apart from some more recent developments such as Forum North, the Town Basin and Cameron Street
Mall, generally the inner city does not exhibit good urban design. Strong urban design principles need
to be included in the structure plan for Whangarei City and the comprehensive development plan for
the inner city to improve the quality of the urban environment in the central city. Of particular importance
is providing people friendly public places and pedestrian friendly streets by working with transport
engineers to reduce the dominance of cars. These principles need to be applied consistently in an
integrated manner so that the central city incorporates some unifying themes in the urban landscape.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

[PM]
Action 1.6

Explanation

Incorporate strong arts, culture and civic amenity elements into the structure plan for Whangarei
City and the comprehensive development plan for the inner city and ensure that the arts, culture
and civic amenity themes are utilized in both plans to maintain and enhance Whangarei as the
arts and culture centre for Northland. Include relevant aspects of the Arts, Culture and Heritage
Policy, particularly those elements relating to developing the Town Basin into a ‘heritage and
culture experience precinct’ and Forum North as a ‘heritage and culture generator precinct’.

Explanation

Whangarei City is the arts, heritage and cultural hub for the Northland Region and this role will increase
in importance over the next 30/50 years. The Arts, Culture and Heritage Policy advocates development
of a number of arts/cultural ‘precincts’ in different parts of the city including Forum North as a ‘heritage
and cultural generator precinct’ encompassing the central library, the old library building, the Capitaine
Bougainville Theatre, the Exhibition Hall and the Whangarei Art Museum building; and the Town Basin
as a ‘heritage and culture experience precinct’ encompassing the existing Clapham’s Clocks Museum,
Reyburn House, the relocated Whangarei Art Gallery, and the proposed Hundertwasser Museum and
Maori Cultural Centre on the Hihiaua Peninsula. These proposals need to be incorporated into the
structure plan for Whangarei City and the comprehensive development plan for the inner city to ensure
Whangarei’s development as Northland’s arts, heritage and cultural hub.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC, CHART

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM]

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 6.1, 7.1

Action 1.8

Incorporate strong blue/green space provisions in the structure plan for Whangarei City and the
comprehensive development plan for the inner city and ensure that a comprehensive network
of open space, ecological (blue/green) corridors, urban trees and gardens, are a feature of both
plans. Include relevant aspects of the long term open space management plan for Whangarei City
when completed.

Explanation

Central Whangarei has a unique historical harbour-side location and strong natural attributes that are
not fully capitalised upon. The Town Basin is often recognised as the City’s jewel in the crown yet it
is not well connected to the CBD nor to the green spaces of Parihaka or the Western Hills. There is
considerable potential to use the Hatea River, Waiarohia, Raumanga, Kirikiri Streams and Limeburners
Creek to create a network of blue/green ecological corridors that together with existing and extended
open space in the city centre will greatly enhance urban amenity, biodiversity and ecosystem services,
and contribute to fulfilling Whangarei’s potential as a ‘blue/green’ city.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM, PR]

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.9, 3.1, 3.2, 5.1

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 2.4, 5.1

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Whangarei City
and the comprehensive development plan for the inner city and ensure that historic and
cultural themes are utilized in both plans to maintain and enhance the sense of place in
central Whangarei. Include relevant aspects of the historic and cultural heritage strategy once
completed.
Whangarei City has a unique historic and cultural heritage that is not always recognised nor fully
celebrated. This includes both early Maori occupation and later European settlement. To better utilise
existing historic and cultural heritage and maintain and enhance the special sense of place that exists in
central Whangarei the structure plan for Whangarei City and the comprehensive development plan need
to contain strong heritage themes and strong land use planning and urban design provisions aimed at
protecting and utilising Whangarei’s unique historic and cultural heritage. Such provisions range from
building upon the colonial theme of the Town Basin, protecting and enhancing our historic buildings and
architecture, and enhancing Maori cultural associations with Whangarei.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC, NZHPT

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM]

Action 1.7

PART B:

Incorporate the Town Basin revitalisation projects identified by Council in 2011 into the
comprehensive development plan for the inner city area and undertake those projects that have
been agreed to by Council for implementation.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.4

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.7, 7.1

Action 1.9

Incorporate flood/inundation hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for Whangarei
City and the comprehensive development plan for the inner city and combine flood attenuation
measures with the establishment of a network of open space and ecological (blue/green)
corridors in the city area. Include relevant aspects of the long term flood/inundation attenuation
strategy and management plan for Whangarei City when completed.

Explanation

Flooding and inundation of central Whangarei will become an increasing risk over time due to climate
change and sea level rise. These increased risks need to be taken into account when developing the
structure plan for Whangarei City and the comprehensive development plan for the inner city. Various
options are available to mitigate flood risks in central Whangarei including the establishment of green
ways through the inner city associated with stream channel capacity upgrades. These flood mitigation
measures need to be incorporated into the network of open space and ecological (blue/green) corridors
in the inner city area. This, and a range of other options, has been identified in the Priority Rivers
Project initiated by the NRC. WDC needs to work closely with the NRC to explore and implement these
measures.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM, PR, WD]

1.1, 1.3, 1.8, 3.2, 5.1
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Action 1.10

Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Whangarei City
and the comprehensive development plan for the inner city, including the roading network,
traffic management, parking, public transport, intercity links, walking and cycling, the railway,
and development of a transport hub for the central city. Include relevant aspects of the long term
transport strategy and management plan for Whangarei City when completed.

Action 1.12

Undertake community planning at a village level in Otangarei. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, resident/ratepayer groups,
tangata whenua and social service agencies to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and
services to develop and enhance community well being, local amenity, character and sense of
place. This is a high priority for Otangarei.

Explanation

Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated.
When formulating the structure plan for Whangarei City and the comprehensive development plan for
the inner city, transport planning and management is a critical component. This includes the roading
network, traffic management, parking, public transport, intercity links, walk ways and cycle ways, the
railway, and the development of a transport hub for the central city. A central theme should be the
transformation of the inner city from a car dominated to a people friendly environment. Pedestrian
walkways and cycleways in the CBD should predominate whilst maintaining essential automobile
movements through the central city. A long term integrated parking strategy for the city is required as
part of reclaiming the CBD for people. There needs to be a parking building on the southern fringe of the
CBD (around Water Street) to service the Forum North/CBD area, and another on the northern fringe
of the CBD (around lower Hatea Drive) to service the Town Basin/CBD area. The transport hub centred
on Rose Street with upgraded bus shelters, intercity bus connections, public facilities, open space and
amenities, cafes and restaurants, and strong urban design features should provide a high quality, lively
public space and a welcoming arrival point to the City. The long term transport strategy and management
plan for Whangarei City should address these issues in an integrated manner and provide essential
information once completed.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance community well being, local amenity, character and sense of
place. This may involve concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the
local people see as priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the
grass roots level and self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve.
It is proposed that community village planning be trailed at Parua Bay and Otangarei and, if successful,
be extended to other parts of the district over time. A community village plan for Otangarei is seen as a
high priority.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

Community
Groups and

Medium

Community
Plans

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM, R]
Action 1.11

Explanation

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 3.3, 5.1

Develop and implement an inner city nightlife and entertainment strategy and management plan
to invigorate the night time/ weekend economy in Whangarei City. Incorporate relevant aspects of
the strategy into the structure plan for Whangarei City and the comprehensive development plan
for the inner city.
A vibrant night life is an important part of a city’s cultural and economic fabric, but Whangarei’s planning
policies have been largely day-centric in focus and application. At present Whangarei has a limited night
time and weekend economy. Many parts of the city suffer from lack of activity in the evenings and at
weekends and there is an absence of a coherent and integrated night specific place-making strategy. It
is timely to consider the development of Whangarei’s night time (and weekend) activities and spaces.
Council has a role to play in creating a climate for a dynamic, diverse and multi-purpose night time (and
weekend) economy in which public culture and commercial culture intersect. The CBD and the Town
Basin offer opportunities for increased socially inclusive leisure and evening/late night/weekend uses
such as cafes, restaurants, bars, entertainment places, music venues, and street markets. An inner city
nightlife and entertainment strategy and management plan could assist in invigorating the night time and
weekend economy in Whangarei City.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NZ Police, CoC

Low

Strategies,
Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM, ED]

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 2.3, 5.1

[PM, CS, IS]

Organisations

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan as and when required to implement the structure plan for
Whangarei City in a staged and orderly manner.

Explanation

Implementing the structure plan for Whangarei City will necessitate changes to the District Plan in a
staged and orderly manner. These changes may include new provisions or removal or alteration of
existing provisions and/or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the
programme of plan changes and processed as resources permit.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 2.4, 5.1

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan as and when required to implement the comprehensive
development plan for the inner city in a staged and orderly manner.

Explanation

Aspects of the comprehensive development plan for the inner city will require changes to the District
Plan. These may include new provisions or removal or alteration of existing provisions and/or changes
to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the programme of plan changes and
processed as and when resources permit.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.3, 1.4, 2.4, 5.1

Action 2.3

Make changes to the District Plan as and when required to implement the nightlife and
entertainment strategy and management plan for the inner city in a staged and orderly manner.

Explanation

Aspects of the inner city nightlife and entertainment strategy and management plan will require changes
to the District Plan. These may include new provisions or removal or alteration of existing provisions and/
or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the programme of plan changes
and processed as and when resources permit.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC
[PM]
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1.1, 1.3, 1.6, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4,
3.1, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.11, 2.4, 5.1

Explanation

Whangarei City in general, and the inner city in particular, suffers from a past lack of good urban design.
Apart from some more recent developments such as Forum North, the Town Basin and Cameron Street
Mall, generally the inner city does not exhibit good urban design. Strong urban design provisions need to
be inserted into the District Plan to ensure that good urban design principles are included in development
proposals for Whangarei City and the inner city in particular. These provisions may at first be in the
form of guidelines but if these are not successful in improving urban design stronger provisions may be
required. These provisions need to be applied consistently and rigorously when administering the District
Plan to ensure a high quality urban environment in the central city.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

Develop and implement a long term open space management plan for Whangarei City to
establish a network of urban parks and reserves, blue/green (ecological) corridors, urban trees
and gardens that maintain and enhance biodiversity, ecosystem services and urban amenity. This
should cover a 30/50 year time frame.

Explanation

Central Whangarei has a unique historical harbour-side location and strong natural attributes that are
not fully capitalised upon. The Town Basin and the forested slopes of Parihaka and Western Hills/
Pukenui Forest framing the city centre is a superb natural setting. However these attributes are not
well connected. There is a lack of green open space in the centre of the City. Tarewa Park, Cafler Park,
Laurie Hall Park and the Town Basin provide quality open space but the inner city would benefit from
more open space in the city centre (possibly an extension of Laurie Hall Park) and the establishment
of ‘blue green’ corridors along the urban waterways to connect existing open space with the Harbour
and the surrounding forested slopes. There is considerable potential to use the Hatea River, Waiarohia,
Raumanga, Kirikiri Streams and Limeburners Creek to create a network of blue/green ecological
corridors that together with existing and extended open space in the city centre will greatly enhance
urban amenity and biodiversity and contribute to fulfilling Whangarei’s potential as a ‘blue/green’ city. To
accomplish this, a long term open space management plan for Whangarei City needs to be developed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

Action 3.2

Explanation

Explanation

Transport infrastructure, and traffic management, is a critical element in improving both the functionality
and amenity values of the central city. Land transport infrastructure includes the roading network,
railway, public transport, intercity transport links, walkways and cycleways, parking facilities, and how
all modes of transport are integrated and coordinated. A long term transport strategy and management
plan for Whangarei City needs to be developed to ensure transport infrastructure is provided efficiently
and effectively over the next 30/50 years. A central theme of the strategy should be the transformation
of the inner city from a car dominated to a people friendly environment. Pedestrian walkways and
cycleways in the CBD should predominate whilst maintaining essential automobile movements through
the central city. A long term integrated parking strategy for the city is required as part of reclaiming the
CBD for people. There needs to be sufficient parking on the southern fringe of the CBD (around Water
Street) to service the Forum North/CBD area, and sufficient parking on the northern fringe of the CBD
(around lower Hatea Drive) to service the Town Basin/CBD area. Two multi-storied parking buildings
could be an option. The development of a multi-functional transport hub serving Whangarei City and
connecting it to other nodes in the district, other parts of Northland and the rest of New Zealand is also
an essential element. The transport hub centred on Rose Street with upgraded bus shelters, intercity bus
connections, public facilities, open space and amenities, cafes and restaurants, and strong urban design
features should provide a high quality, lively public space and a welcoming arrival point to the City. The
long term transport strategy and management plan for Whangarei City needs to address these issues in
an integrated manner over a 30/50 year time frame.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC, NZTA

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

[R, PM]

Flooding and inundation of the central Whangarei area will become an increasing risk over time due
to climate change and sea level rise. These increased risks need to be taken into account when
undertaking long term land use and infrastructure planning in central Whangarei. Various options
available to mitigate flood risks in central Whangarei have been identified in the Priority Rivers Project
initiated by the NRC and in earlier Council studies. WDC needs to work closely with the NRC to explore
and implement measures to safeguard central Whangarei from future flooding and inundation. A
coordinated and long term approach is needed and the necessary measures need to be implemented
as required. To ensure this, a long term flood/inundation attenuation strategy and management plan for
Whangarei City needs to be developed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.9, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

1.10, 4.1, 5.1

Action 3.4

Develop and implement a long term wastewater strategy and management plan for Whangarei
City to ensure that all sewage is treated to a standard acceptable to the community and spills of
untreated sewage to the Harbour are eliminated over a 30/50 year time frame.

Explanation

Whangarei City is current served by a sewerage reticulation system, which is connected to the main
Whangarei Wastewater Treatment Plant at Kioreroa Road. Parts of the network are currently at capacity
with known areas of surcharge during rain events, and significant parts of the infrastructure are ageing.
WDC is currently undertaking a range of activities to upgrade and renew the present wastewater system.
The Council has voted to spend $10 million in the next three years (Stage One) as part of a proposed
$50 million programme to prevent overflows of untreated sewage from the City’s wastewater system to
the Harbour. To ensure that all sewage is treated to a standard acceptable to the community and spills of
untreated sewage to the Harbour are eliminated a long term wastewater strategy and management plan
is required for a 30/50 year time frame.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1/On-going

WDC

NRC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.8, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

Develop and implement a long term flood/inundation attenuation strategy and management plan
for Whangarei City to mitigate the risks from flooding and inundation of the central city area over
a 30/50 year time frame in conjunction with the Northland Regional Council. Include the predicted
effects of climate change and sea level rise.

[WD]

Develop and implement a long term land transport strategy and management plan for Whangarei
City that includes the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, intercity
links, walking and cycling, railway, and development of a transport hub for the central city. This
should cover a 30/50 year time frame.

2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 5.1

Action 3.1

[PR, PM, WD]

Action 3.3

[WD]

4.1, 5.1

Action 3.5

Take into account demographic changes, particularly the significant aging of the Whangarei
City population, when developing the structure plan for Whangarei City and comprehensive
development plan for the inner city and when planning for the provision of infrastructure and
services and developing asset/activity management plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

At present, around 18% of the Whangarei City nodal population is aged 65 and over. This is projected to
rise to 33% by 2041 and 38% by 2061. By 2061, 8,345 residents within the Whangarei City node could
be 65 years and over, up from 2,607 at present. This is a significant increase in older residents and will
have a corresponding effect on housing requirements, and the provision of infrastructure and services
in the node. This needs to be taken into account when planning for infrastructure and services and
developing asset/ activity management plans and LTPs.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Health and
Social Service
Providers

Current
Resources

Structure Plans
Development
Plans, AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.3, 5.1

[PM, IS]

PART B:

Ensure strong urban design provisions are included in the District Plan for Whangarei City and
the inner city in particular. These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated
manner when administering the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved
across the central city. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles.
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Action 2.4
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Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development, including those aspects
of the open space management plan, the flood/inundation strategy and management plan, the
transport strategy and management plan, the wastewater strategy and management plan for
Whangarei City relating to new development.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environment effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F, IS,
PM]

Iwi and hapu have a long association with Whangarei City and the inner city area. Many sites of
significance and archaeological sites of Maori association are included within the node, including eight
former pa sites. More sites are likely to be identified in the future. Whangarei City is located within the
Ngapuhi rohe, and the hapu group in the node area is Nga Hapu Katoa. Both Terenga Paraoa marae
(Kaka Porowini) and Otangarei marae are located within the node. A substantial amount of land (202ha
or 11%) in Whangarei City is classified as Maori land. Future settlements of Treaty claims may return
more land to Maori and/or co-management arrangements for assets or resources. It is essential that
consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions about
Whangarei City is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5

[PM, IS, MR]

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan for Whangarei City, the comprehensive development plan for
the inner city, the open space management plan for Whangarei City, the flood/inundation strategy and
management plan for Whangarei City, the transport strategy and management plan for Whangarei
City, the wastewater strategy and management plan for Whangarei City and the inner city nightlife
and entertainment strategy need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs
along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity
management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

LTP

1.1, 1.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4,
3.5

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external organisations and
stakeholders to assist in the development of Whangarei City and the inner city area, including
business associations, chamber of commerce, ratepayer/community groups, environment
groups, government departments and agencies, service providers, Northland Regional Council,
and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of
Whangarei City and the inner city area. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, CoC,
Business/
Community
Groups

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[PM, IS]

Explanation

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Whangarei City, the comprehensive
development plan for the inner city, the open space management plan, the flood/inundation
strategy and management plan, the transport strategy and management plan, the wastewater
strategy and management plan for Whangarei City and the inner city nightlife and entertainment
strategy are included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with budgetary
commitments and funding sources.

[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of Whangarei City and the inner city area.

Cost
Implication

Action 5.1

Support
Agencies

Action 7.1
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All

All

This section of the Implementation Plan contains those actions relating to the five urban villages outlined
in the spatial plan for the district. These villages surround the central city at Kamo, Maunu, Onerahi,
Otaika, and Tikipunga. The population of each node is projected to grow to between 7,000 and 18,000
by 2061 (with substantial variation between nodes). As outlined in the Growth Strategy, the projected
future development of these urban nodes is characterised by:
• strong urban containment provisions preventing urban sprawl around the fringes;
• generally mixed use residential, commercial with limited light industrial development but higher levels
of industrial development at northern and southern hubs;
• commercial development consisting of retail shops, supermarkets, gas stations, pubs, post offices,
suburban banking, restaurants, coffee shops, and local professional services;
• local recreational and entertainment facilities;
• some infill residential development around the commercial centres;
• good urban design principles retaining the identity and character of the locality;
• suburban nodes linked to each other and CBD by public transport system and system of cycleways
and walkways.
The Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) was adopted by Council in 2003. There are existing
structure plans for the five urban villages which were formulated subsequent to the WUGS. These
documents provide the policy background for the Whangarei City area and the urban villages. Most of
the policy content in the documents is still valid and should provide further information and support for
those actions outlined in the Implementation Plan for the Growth Strategy.
In most nodes there is sufficient capacity for residential development under existing District Plan zoning
for at least 20 or more years. Hence, there is no need over the short term to zone more residential land
in the District Plan. However, in Otaika and Onerahi nodes, there is less capacity under the District
Plan and there will likely be a need to release some Living Environment from the structure plan into
the District Plan within the next 10 years. There is sufficient capacity in vacant rural residential lots in
most nodes to satisfy projected demand over the next 20 years. Council is currently processing a Urban
Transition Environment plan change, which will increase the capacity for developing rural residential
lots in clearly designated areas. In most nodes there is no need to review the existing structure plans
for at least 30 years, although the structure plans for Otaika and Onerahi nodes will most likely need
reviewing within 20 years.
Two urban villages, Kamo and Otaika, have substantial amounts of land zoned for business use.
Business land in Kamo is separated between a more commercially focussed area in the centre of the
node, and a light industrial area to the north on Springs Flat. Recent plan changes have emphasised
the importance of Kamo as being a secondary industrial area for Whangarei. Business land in Otaika
is contained within a more centralised area and is focussed on providing land for industrial purposes
and big-box retailing. The Otaika Structure Plan has emphasised Otaika’s role as a growing business
area. Industrial areas in both centres are also benefiting from changes in the transportation network,
especially along State Highway 1 that reduces impediments to freight movement and reduces travel
times. These include the extension to the Kamo Bypass and roading changes around Otaika.
Of the other urban villages, business land in Onerahi and Tikipunga is generally for commercial
purposes rather than industrial purposes, and future provision of business land in these two centres is
also likely to be for commercial purposes. Maunu does have a small amount of commercial land zoned
and further provision of business land for commercial purposes is likely to be the outcome for any
expansion of business land. The presence of the hospital may increase the number of health related
businesses in the node.

In terms of infrastructure, all five urban villages will require improvements over the next 50 years in
order to meet population demands. Growth related expenditure in Kamo is estimated at $52.8 million,
mainly for upgrading the wastewater network and acquiring/enhancing reserves. Maunu’s growth
related expenditure is estimated at $15.7 million, mainly for providing reserves, a branch library, and
wastewater upgrades. Onerahi’s growth related infrastructure is estimated at $28 million, mainly for
wastewater and water upgrades, and reserve acquisition and enhancement. Otaika’s growth related
expenditure is estimated at $57 million. Whilst high, the vast bulk of this expenditure is for roading
upgrades that are of benefit to the whole of the district. Apart from roading expenditure, the rest of the
costs in the Otaika node are associated with wastewater upgrades, and provision of a branch library.
Tikipunga’s growth related expenditure is estimated at $25 million, mainly for wastewater, water and
roading upgrades, as well as reserves acquisition and enhancement. Apart from Otaika, the costs per
household of providing growth related infrastructure are all moderate in the urban villages, as there are
benefits from population aggregation and existing infrastructure. If the roading related infrastructure
costs were removed from the estimate for Otaika, household costs of providing infrastructure in Otaika
would be low.
Provision of open space and reserves is an important issue to those living, working and playing in
each urban village. However each node can have quite different needs for open space, both in terms
of area required to meet present levels of services and in terms of the purpose for future open space
and reserve provision. For example, reserve acquisition and enhancement in Kamo may be required
to ensure connectivity between present reserve spaces, including those managed by Department of
Conservation. Reserve provision in Tikipunga is important for connecting the different community assets
already evident, as well as providing a central public space, that can help develop its sense of place.
Reserves in Otaika will be focussed on buffering residential areas from industrial activities, especially as
industrial land uses grow in importance. The development of the William Fraser Reserve on Pohe Island
and enhancing public access to the coast is important in Onerahi, whilst acquisition and enhancement
of reserves in Maunu may be needed to establish corridors between existing reserve areas.
For some of the urban villages, hazards such as flood inundation and high land instability risk are
important considerations. This is especially important in Otaika and Onerahi where high land instability
risk may be a substantial constraint on future residential development. Of note is that all urban villages
have substantial areas of significant natural habitat, often in their upper reaches, and are beneficiaries
of a wide range of ecosystem services. The bush areas in Pukenui Forest, Parihaka, and alongside
Hatea River would be amongst the most accessible bush areas of any city in New Zealand, a fact that
is not widely recognised. Significant areas of highly productive land can be found in Maunu, Kamo,
and Tikipunga. The productive capacity of these areas is at risk as they have been popular for rural
residential development. Further rural residential development in these locations should be restricted
to designated areas (Urban Transition Environments) to allow productive uses to continue unimpeded.
Historic and cultural values, including those of tangata whenua, are also an important aspect for many
of the urban villages in Whangarei. Whangarei City has a long history of settlement and trade, both
Maori and European. Evidence of Maori occupation remains in the numerous archaeological sites, sites
of significance to Maori such as pa sites, pits and terraces, middens and ovens and many waahi tapu
sites including urupa, battlegrounds, and others found in and around the city. Many stories, myths and
legends are embedded in places and landscapes. It is essential that these taonga are protected and
that consultation with iwi and hapu is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future
development of the nodes is ensured. Evidence of Early European colonisation also abounds, with
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Introduction

There may be a need for mixed use zoning and/or residential intensification in some of the nodes,
particularly Kamo, Tikipunga, and Onerahi. Mixed use can be used to invigorate village centres whilst
residential intensification may be a response to an aging population and the desirability of older people
to live in smaller dwellings on smaller lots close to shopping, public transport, and health services. There
may also be an increased demand for rest homes or aged care facilities in these nodes. Mixed use and
residential intensification needs to be carefully sited so that the sense of place is improved rather than
impaired.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

4. Urban Villages

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

historic structures and buildings in the City and surrounding urban villages. These too are associated
with stories from the past and form part of the historic and cultural heritage of the Whangarei District. It
is important to celebrate this heritage and protect and enhance it wherever possible.
Development in all five urban villages will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural
character of the waterways, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain
those values that can make the urban villages of Whangarei attractive and special places. It is important
that human activities and the built environment complement natural values rather than detract from
them. This requires thoughtful planning and careful urban design to ensure that the human built
environment is in harmony with the natural environment.
There is much potential in all nodes to further enhance sense of place. Each urban village has
characteristics peculiar to that location and these can be built upon to maintain and enhance the
aesthetics, amenity and sense of place of that node. For example, Kamo has strong historical values
dating back to its coal mining past, whilst Onerahi has a seaside atmosphere. Maunu and Tikipunga
have more rural bucolic attributes with highly productive volcanic landscapes on the fringes of the built
up area. All nodes can, over time, develop into attractive, distinctive, urban villages of high amenity and
unique sense of place that will serve to attract people to live, work and play there.

4.1

Kamo

Kamo has emerged as one of the fastest growing urban areas within Whangarei District. Kamo is
projected to continue its recent high growth, especially with the growing presence and availability
of residential options targeted at retirees. If projected rates of growth occur, Kamo will remain the
second largest settlement node in Whangarei District in 2061, larger than Marsden Point/Ruakaka, and
would have a population approaching that of central Whangarei. This rapid expansion has led to some
concerns over development within the area, especially expansion onto rural land around Three Mile
Bush Road.
Compared with some urban villages, Kamo has a reasonably centralised commercial and industrial
area, with a wide range of shopping and services. In addition, churches, schools, sports clubs and fields
are relatively central in the settlement. This core of social infrastructure can enable Kamo to continue
to maintain and develop further local services. However, the central area lacks strong connections
between green space options. There is a structure plan for the Kamo node, which was adopted in 2009.
The structure plan was prepared as part of the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) which was
adopted by Council in 2003. These documents provide the policy background for the urban villages. As
a result of the structure plan, one plan change, Business 2 Open Space Springs Flat, has recently been
completed. The Urban Transition Environment plan change is also being processed, which will provide
specified area for rural residential development.
Kamo has been one of the faster growing urban villages over the past 15 years with its permanent
population increasing from 8,364 in 1991 to 10,155 in 2006 (a growth rate of 1.4% per annum). The
permanent population is projected to rise to around 15,000 by 2041 and to 18,000 by 2061. Within the
wider nodal area of 3,428ha, 485ha of land is zoned Living 1 and 3 Environments, with most being
zoned Living 1 Environment. A further 52ha is zoned as Business 2 or Business 3 Environments. The
2006 split between households within the Living Environments and outside of the Living Environments
was 72/28 (percent), with around 2,900 households within Living Environments, and around 1,100
households outside them, including unoccupied dwellings. Over time, a target split of 80/20 (percent)
by 2061 is achievable, which would result in around 6,300 households inside the urban area, and
around 1,600 households outside of the main urban area, including unoccupied dwellings. Notably,
there appears to be a likely shortfall in existing vacant residential lots within four years, whilst vacant
rural residential lots would last approximately 20 years at projected level of demand. The current urban
transition environment plan change will increase capacity for rural residential development within the
node for at least thirty years.
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The average Living Environment lot size in Kamo is 0.12ha, whilst the average rural residential parcel
size outside of the Living Environments is 0.7ha. Based upon a continuation of the average residential
lot sizes and the preferred split, this would equate to around 400ha of new urban land being required
(compared with the current footprint of residential sites), and a further 310ha of rural residential land
being taken up outside of the Living Environments to meet projected demand. There is substantial
capacity to develop more residential lots under both District Plan and structure plan, with thirty five
and seventy years of maximum capacity respectively, although constraints significantly reduce this.
Council may need to release residential land into the District Plan within 25 years to meet projected
demand. This could involve the release of some Living Environments identified in the Kamo Structure
Plan through rezoning in the District Plan or identifying other potential areas of Living 1 Environment.
Infrastructure will be required to meet projected growth. In terms of water, these works would include
the construction of a second reservoir at Dip Road (4,500m3), some renewal and resizing of the trunk
pipeline to main reservoirs, and a requirement to upsize and renew the Kamo pumps at an estimated
cost of $4.5 million. Wastewater works include reticulation upgrades and/or installation of new trunk
sewers, and an increase in capacity at the existing wastewater treatment plant or a new treatment plant
at an estimated cost of $16 million. This capacity issue needs to be addressed before any intensification
can occur in the area. In terms of roading, Stage 2 of the Kamo Bypass is due to be completed in
2011. In conjunction with the Spedding Road Link, the bypass is anticipated to provide greater capacity
for north-south traffic on State Highway 1, reducing travel times through Whangarei and also drawing
through traffic away from the local road network and residential areas. The result of these changes will
need to be monitored over time. With high growth, it is anticipated that more land is required for further
parks and reserves to meet existing service levels. Such activities would include the purchase of a
further 15ha of local parks, some 7ha of sports fields, 10ha for a destination reserve and approximately
24ha of green space or natural areas at an estimated cost of $23.1 million over 50 years. These
purchases can be used to enhance the local sense of place.
Areas of natural hazard risk are located mainly on the fringes of the steep sided hills and alongside
streams running throughout the area. A very low proportion of Kamo node is regarded as being flood
susceptible (around 185ha or 5% of the total land area), much of which is located around Springs Flat.
Despite the small area of flood susceptible land, a large proportion of land parcels (20%) are fully or
partially located on flood susceptible land. A slightly larger area of Kamo node is categorised as having
high land instability risk. These areas are located primarily along the slopes of Parakiore and other
steep hills. Areas with high land instability cover around 300ha (around 9% of the node). Another key
natural hazard, dating back to the origins of Kamo, are mining hazard zones located in some parts of the
node. These are areas where there is risk of subsidence due to past coal mining activities.
The main uses of land in the area are for lifestyle purposes (46%), pastoral farming (15%), and
residential use (12%). Dairying occupies 8% of the land area, whilst horticultural uses occupy 5%.
It is noted that some small orchards can be found in the area, especially in the vicinity of Church
Road and their existence likely reflects effort undertaken by settlers to remove stones from the fields in
order to enable high intensity horticultural uses. Kamo contains a modest amount of highly productive
farmland, despite the strong volcanic origins and presence of volcanic soils in the area. The soils are,
on the whole, a result of the weathering of the underlying (parent) rock. There are significant areas of
productive farmland and this land is under threat from lifestyle development.
A heritage landscape dominates rural areas in the Kamo node, including Three Mile Bush. This landscape
is comprised of strong cultural and historical associations, both European and Maori. Maori heritage
is evident by pa sites on the volcanic cones in the area and the extensive dry stone walling imparts
a European heritage. This is further reinforced by scattered thorn hedgerows, copses, and scattered
historic homesteads. The volcanic cones of Hurupaki and Ngararatunua provide strong contribution to
developing the sense of place, and they act as landmarks in an otherwise flat/rolling landscape. In terms
of natural surroundings, the urban Kamo backdrop is dominated by Parakiore, Hurupaki and Pukenui
Forest. The topography and terrain within the Kamo node is much varied, with low-lying flats on former
swamps, steep sided and bush clad hills, several relatively flat plateau areas, and many small hills

Despite its long history, Kamo has no buildings or sites registered with the Historic Places Trust, but it
does contain 27 recorded archaeological sites and 14 sites containing heritage tree(s) have been listed
for protection in the District Plan. Additional historic features listed in the District Plan include Moehau
House, the old school house on Station Road and the stone bridge off Tuatara Drive. The stone walls
along Three Mile Bush Road are identified as historic heritage, and there are provisions in the District
Plan to protect these.
The median age of residents in Kamo is 40.5 years, which is slightly higher than the district median
age of 38.4 years. Approximately 30% of the population was under the age of 20 in 2006, and this is
expected to decline significantly overtime. In 2006, 18% of the population was aged 65 and over. This
is projected to rise significantly, with approximately 32% of the population being over 65 by 2041, and
37% by 2061. By 2061 approximately 6,500 people in the Kamo node will be over the age of 65 years,
up significantly from the present number of around 1,800 people. This equates to a 262% increase (or
around 5% increase per annum), and suggests that a larger number of health and community services
will be needed for the Kamo population. The median household income of $52,500 is one of the highest
in the district, and around 20% greater than the district’s median income of $43,900. Despite the high
median household income, about 42% of the population is more deprived under the Deprivation Index.
These differences suggest pockets of deprivation within the area.
Kamo has good access to health services, including hospital level rest home facilities at Jane Mander
Retirement Village, Oakhaven Hospital, Potter Home, and Puriri Court Rest Home and Hospital.
There are also three medical centres and one chemist found in the area. Despite the large population,
Kamo appears to have a modest level of civic amenities. Kamo contains its own branch of Council’s
library service. This library may need to be upgraded over the next 50 years. The node contains four
playgrounds, two community halls, one golf club, two public toilets, and a bowling club. Twelve churches
can be found within the confines of Kamo, and are scattered throughout the area. The Kamo Sports
Park is located off Three Mile Bush Road, Lillian Street and Butler Street. The sports park caters for
cricket, rugby, soccer, tennis, bowls and summer rugby clubs. There are a number of scenic and local
purpose reserves in this area that provide for passive recreation.
Kamo is well served by a range of local businesses. The business community comprises retail facilities
such as a small supermarket, cafes, butcher, a post office, bookshops, hairdresser, a hardware store,
some restaurants and takeaway facilities, liquor stores, and a variety of other service shops. Major
employment sectors within Kamo include manufacturing, health and community services, and education.
The largest employers are spread throughout the area and include manufacturing and construction
within Springs Flat, health and community services in Kamo West and Whau Valley, education providers
in Kamo East, and retail trade in the village itself. Many of these industries, especially construction,
health, and education would be expected to maintain their presence and probably grow over the next
50 years.
Despite being the third largest employment area, Kamo is the fifth largest settlement in terms of business
land area, with the fourth largest business zoned floor area. The business land area is expected to
increase from 52ha in 2006 to around 75ha in 2041 and to almost 90ha in 2061. The business floor
area is expected to increase at similar rates to the business land area, from 45,000m2 in 2006 to

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Kamo node taking into account those issues identified in Figure 1,
the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) (and background reports), Urban Form Chapter of the
District Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans. This is priority 2.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and residential
intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth
Strategy.
1.3 Include in the structure plan, when reviewed, strong provisions relating to rural residential
development, reverse sensitivity and the protection of productive farmland. Identify the location of highly
productive farmland in the structure plan.
1.4 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Kamo to maintain and
enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic and Cultural Heritage
Strategy once completed.
1.5 Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Kamo, when reviewed,
including the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, walking and cycling, the
railway and connections to the central city.
1.6 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Kamo node, when reviewed, to give effect to the National Policy
Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management
plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when
completed, so as to maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node.
1.7 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Kamo node when
reviewed. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality
of urban design is achieved across the node. Incorporate Crime PreventionThrough Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles.
1.8 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Kamo node in a
staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the WUGS and associated structure plans.
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Kamo Village itself has a main street area, which has seen some signs of beautification in recent years,
and has a range of shops and services available within its confines. Much of recent residential growth
has been near and above the golf course on Mount Denby. As well as this development, there has been
extensive low density development found across the Three Mile Bush area, especially around the areas
noted for their stone walls. The Kamo node also contains some light industrial activities within Springs
Flat. Springs Flat is an unusual location, combining a mix of light industrial areas with small amounts of
affordable housing, and development of rural lifestyle areas to the east of State Highway 1. Further work
on redeveloping the business land is already underway as part of plan changes.

61,000m2 in 2041 and to 73,000m2 in 2061. The adopted structure plan proposes to reconfigure some
of the business land, extending the commercial area in the vicinity of Kamo Village and, reducing its light
industrial capacity, whilst increasing light industrial capacity in the Springs Flat area.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

featuring residential housing. Kamo node has a reasonable proportion regarded as significant natural
habitat, an area of approximately 530ha (16%) of land area.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Kamo node to
identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural residential development,
and reverse sensitivity issues.
2.3 Review business land requirements for Kamo, following the recent plan changes and impacts of
changes to the main transport routes and traffic patterns, and make changes to the District Plan as
necessary.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC
[PM]

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan,
when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing maximum capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development over the next 35 years, and further capacity identified in the structure plan for 50+ years.
The establishment of the Urban Transition Environment across parts of the Kamo node are likely to
ensure capacity is available to meet rural residential demand over the longer term. When the structure
plan is reviewed a reassessment of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land
for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required)
over a 20/30 year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. When assessing
potential land needs to meet future demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards,
natural habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into
account.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC
[PM]

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

Action 1.3

Include in the structure plan, when reviewed, strong provisions relating to rural residential
development, reverse sensitivity and the protection of productive farmland. Identify the location
of highly productive farmland in the structure plan.

Explanation

Kamo node contains a significant area of productive farmland, but is subject to pressures from
extensive rural residential development. The review of the structure plan should address rural residential
development, reverse sensitivity, and the protection of productive farmland.. The location of highly
productive farmland should be identified in the structure plan.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

2.4 Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential intensification
in identified areas within the Kamo node.
2.5 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Kamo Structure Plan, the NPS
on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long
term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the
sense of place of the node.
2.6 Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Kamo node are included in the District Plan. These
provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the District Plan
so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
3.1 Provide for parks and reserves in the Kamo node as identified in the reserves strategy and any
subsequent review of the Kamo Structure Plan to ensure adequate public open space and increased
opportunities for active/passive recreation.
3.2 Take into account demographic changes within the node, particularly the significant aging of the
Kamo population, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity
management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Kamo node.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, District Plan changes, and the provision of
infrastructure in the Kamo node are included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along
with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Kamo node, including business associations, ratepayer/
community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of Conservation, and
the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Kamo node.

[PM]

Review the structure plan for the Kamo node taking into account those issues identified in Figure
1, the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) (and background reports), Urban Form Chapter
of the District Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans.

Explanation

The structure plan for the Kamo node was adopted by Council in February 2009. There is sufficient
maximum capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential development over the
next 35 years and capacity in the structure plan for 50+ years. However, issues over commercial
development, and intensive residential land, requires a review of the existing structure plan. When the
structure plan is reviewed the issues identified in Figure 1, the WUGS (and background reports), the
Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need to taken
into account. It is important to note that constraints may reduce the rate of lot development. Regular
monitoring of both subdivision and uptake of new lots will reveal the impact of constraints on land
development.
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1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 2.1, 2.5, 5.1

1.1, 2.2

Action 1.4

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Kamo to maintain
and enhance the sense of place in Kamo. Include relevant aspects of the Historic and Cultural
Heritage Strategy once completed.

Explanation

Kamo has a unique historic and cultural heritage that is recognised but may not be fully celebrated within
the node. This includes both early Maori occupation and later European settlement in the area. This
action seeks to better utilise existing historic and cultural heritage to maintain and enhance the sense
of place that exists in the node. The structure plan should contain strong heritage themes and strong
land use planning and urban design provisions aimed at protecting and enhancing sense of place. Such
provisions range from building upon the village theme of Kamo, the volcanic landscape, the coal mining
heritage and enhancing Maori cultural associations with Whangarei, especially in regards to the volcanic
cones in the vicinity of Kamo node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC

NRC, NZHPT

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

Action Plan
Action 1.1

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7

[PM]

1.1

Explanation

Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated.
A central theme in the node should be transforming the village from a car dominated to a people friendly
environment. Pedestrian walkways and cycleways should be developed whilst maintaining essential
vehicle movements through the node, especially around the business area. It is noted that traffic calming
measures may be appropriate to enhance the main street, but this will impact on road usage elsewhere
in the area; e.g. travel patterns from residents in Ruatangata and Hikurangi. The Kamo Bypass extension
will also change the patterns of transport in the area. Assessment of the changes in traffic flow following
completion of the bypass will need to be incorporated into future planning work. Of note is that the new
Bypass includes a contribution to the cycle network and this may be built upon over time.

Action 1.8

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and Otangarei and, if successful, be extend to other
parts of the district over time.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Low

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

2

WDC

Community
Groups and
Organisations

Medium

Community
Plans

[PM, R]
Action 1.6

1.1, 2.3

[PM, CS, IS]

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Kamo node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
National Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy
and management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management
plan for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in
the node.

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the structure plan for Kamo node in a staged
and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the WUGS and associated structure plans.

Explanation

There are low numbers of existing vacant lots in Kamo node, both urban residential and rural residential,
relative to potential demand. Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last only a few
years but sufficient vacant rural residential lots to last 20 years at present rates of uptake. Further rural
residential subdivision in the Kamo area should be restricted to the areas now zoned as the Urban
Transition Environment. There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth
in residential development over the next 35 years, and further capacity identified in the existing structure
plan for the Kamo node. The land identified in the structure plan for future residential use should not
be released into the District Plan until there is around 10 year capacity remaining. It would appear
that rezoning of Kamo is not required in the short term, but monitoring of land uptake should continue
and may reveal the impact of constraints on land development in the node. Following the recent plan
changes, there is sufficient business land currently zoned in Kamo. At present, the growth projections
suggest that there will be little demand for additional business land over what is presently available or
proposed as part of the Kamo business redevelopment plan change.

The node is characterised by a landscape dominated by volcanic cones. Any future review of the
structure plan for the node will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural character,
ecosystem service provision, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain
the special sense of place. There are a number of small reserves that are fragmented across the node.
In some locations, it may be possible to develop more connectivity between these reserves, especially
in the vicinity of the Kamo Sports Ground, and above Fairway Drive. Streams in the node feed into both
the Whangarei Harbour and the Wairoa/Wairua Catchment, and any changes resulting from the NPS on
Freshwater Management will likely affect planning considerations in this node. These factors should also
be taken into account during the development of stormwater infrastructure that takes advantage of the
localities features, being a form of green infrastructure.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

2

WDC

[PM]

1.1, 1.2, 2.5

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Kamo node, when
reviewed. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a
high quality of urban design is achieved across the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Kamo has mixed potential in regard to progressing good urban design, with a reasonably central
business area, but one that is perhaps arranged poorly. Strong urban design principles need to be
included in the development of Kamo, both in terms of the business area, but also in terms of potential
areas for mixed use and/or residential intensification. Of particular importance is providing people
friendly public places and pedestrian friendly streets by working with transport engineers to reduce
the dominance of cars passing through the commercial area. These principles need to be applied
consistently in an integrated manner so that the node incorporates some unifying themes in the urban
landscape and builds the sense of place. The structure plan outlines plans for residential intensification
in parts of the node, but thought needs to be given to ensure that these areas are well-connected to
different social assets, especially green space.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Action 1.7

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

1.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2,
5.1, 6.1, 7.1

Action 2.1

Explanation

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 5.1

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Kamo node
to identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural residential
development, and reverse sensitivity issues.

Explanation

Kamo contains a significant area of productive farmland, but is subject to pressures from extensive rural
residential development. Restrict future rural residential development to those areas identified in the
completed UTE plan change, and any other areas identified as part of a future Rural Living Environment
plan change. Take into account the Rural Development Strategy when completed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

1

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

PART B:

Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Kamo, when
reviewed, including the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, walking
and cycling, the railway and connections to the central city.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.5

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.3, 2.1, 5.1

1.1, 2.6
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Action 2.3

Review business land requirements for Kamo, following the recent plan changes, and impacts of
changes to the main transport routes and traffic patterns, and make changes to the District Plan
as necessary.

Explanation

Given the status of Kamo as an important settlement node over the future, there is considerable interest
in improving the viability and quality of the Kamo shopping area. A wide series of options will need to
be canvassed that reconfigure the area, and develop a stronger coherency and identity for the village
centre. In the main this would be based around continuing the theme of localised village shops, but
some consideration needs to be given to the development of a supermarket area, and developing
pedestrian connections, especially if more intensive housing is developed in the area. Council is has
recently completed one plan change, Business 2 Open Space Springs Flat, and is processing a second
plan change of importance to this action point, this being the Kamo Redevelopment Plan Change. This
plan change seeks to reconfigure the present commercial area in the Kamo node. In total, the resultant
land area of business land is approximately 80ha of business land, which includes Business 1, 2 and
3. Should the plan change area remain the same during the process, this would allow enough business
land to meet demands out to 2041. However, the proposed district wide business land review may reveal
a need to increase the proportion of certain types of business land within the greater Whangarei area,
with relevant impacts on the provision of business land in Kamo.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC

NZTA, CoC,
Business
Groups

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

1.1, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4

Action 2.4

Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential
intensification in identified areas within the Kamo node.

Explanation

In developing a stronger sense of place and to enhance connectivity, urban amenity, and local character,
Kamo would benefit from mixed used development and residential intensification. Potential locations
were identified in the existing structure plan, and these should be reviewed for their appropriateness and
possible identification in the District Plan by way of a plan change and appropriate provisions inserted.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]
Action 2.5

Explanation

Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Kamo node are included in the District Plan.
These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering
the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Kamo node is a mixed bag when it comes to good urban design. Strong urban design provisions need to
be inserted into the District Plan to ensure that good urban design principles are included in development
proposals for Kamo. These provisions may at first be in the form of guidelines but if these are not
successful in improving urban design stronger provisions may be required. These provisions need to be
applied consistently and rigorously when administering the District Plan to ensure a high quality urban
environment and an enhanced sense of place in the node. Connecting the various small reserves, and
ensuring safe public access between them are important factors in this node, as is incorporating historic
and cultural heritage themes. Research in the Kamo business area has been undertaken by applying
CPTED principles, and recommendations from this work should be incorporated into future actions.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 1.7, 1.8, 2.1, 5.1

Action 3.1

Provide for parks and reserves in the Kamo node as identified in the reserves strategy and
any subsequent review of the Kamo Structure Plan to ensure adequate public open space and
increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

The Whangarei Growth Strategy and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and
should be referred to. Kamo has multiple small reserves, but there is little connectivity between many
of them. Compared with both population and nodal size, the park and reserves are few in number and
small in size within the Kamo node. The future design theme in terms of the development of open space
is one of connecting the open spaces, especially of reserves located near the present population, as
well as making use of other land options, including negotiating with DoC to access a substantial area of
reserve located near the railway. In addition, potential new residential areas will need access to reserves.
Future purchases can be used to obtain connections between important points/places in the Kamo node.

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.1, 1.2, 1.8, 2.3

[PR]

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Kamo Structure Plan, the
NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and
the long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and
enhance the sense of place of the node.
Landscape values, natural character of waterways, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Councils must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an important
aspect to consider. There may be a need to give effect to some of these requirements emanating from
the review of the RPS for Northland and NPS on Freshwater Management (and consequent changes
to the Regional Land and Soil Plan) over the short to medium term. The development of a long term
biodiversity strategy and management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan
for Whangarei have been identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. Cognisance must
also be made of the NPS on Freshwater Management, given the number of streams flowing through the
node. This is important in this area, given Kamo’s role in the provision of water to the wider city, and that
many of the city’s streams originate in this area. The proposed NPS on Indigenous Biodiversity is also
important given the natural values evident in the node. The relevant provisions of these strategies and
management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the medium term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

Action 2.6
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1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 5.1

1.8, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

Action 3.2

Take into account demographic changes within the node, particularly the significant aging of the
Kamo population, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/
activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population of the node is expected to grow by around 80%. This is a
significant increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure
and services, including both council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste,
parks and reserves) and social infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities).
Social infrastructure should be provided to meet the needs of the aging population. Appendix 5 of the
Whangarei Growth Strategy provides an indication of the infrastructural requirements and associated
timing to meet projected demand. This needs to be taken into account when planning for infrastructure
and services in the node, developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs. This information also
needs to be circulated to various social agencies.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

[PM, IS]

1.1, 4.1, 5.1

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Kamo node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F, IS]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

1.1, 3.2, 5.1

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of
infrastructure in the Kamo node are included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs
along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes and the provision of infrastructure in
the Kamo node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with
budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management
plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F,
RC]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
2.6, 4.1

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Kamo node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of the
Kamo node. This should build on the work being carried out by Council at the present time in terms
of the business area. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes. This is a critical element in the redevelopment of the business area in the Kamo node, but will
also be a major element in the village planning approach.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Community/

[PM, IS]

Business
Groups, NRC,
DoC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Kamo node.

Explanation

Kamo is located within the rohe of Ngapuhi, and the hapu groups in the area are: Ngati Kahu o
Torongare, Ngati Hine, Te Parawhau, Ngai Tahuhu and Te Uriroroi. The Ngararatunua Marae is located
in the area. At present, around 12% of land in the node (419ha) is Maori land, in particular close to the
marae. A burial ground of significance to Maori is identified in the District Plan, as are other important
features including Te Rauponga, Soda Springs, Thermal Springs, Maunga Parikiore, Maunga Hurupaki,
Ketenikau Papakainga and Urupa, Lake Ora and Papakainga, Pukemiro Papakainga, wahi tapu (bush
area near Holman Homestead), and Puriri Tree – Grant Street (Te Kamo). Further sites of significance
to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans.
Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include two artefact finds, one burial site, seven
pa sites, one historic-domestic site, and 12 pit/terraces – a total of 23. Further archaeological sites may
be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and
participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of Kamo node is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[PM, MR]

All

4.2

Maunu

Maunu is a popular residential area astride the western gateway into Whangarei City, sited amongst a
visually attractive agricultural landscape, dry stone walls, bush clad hills, and deep bush-filled gullies.
The dominating landforms in the area are Maunu Mountain and the ridges that contain Pukenui Forest.
Home to the Whangarei Hospital, Maunu is an area that has a variety of settlement types, but no well
defined central point. There are two separate centres of gravity apparent in Maunu, the first being
the area containing Whangarei Hospital and surrounds, and the second being the education precinct
around Pompallier College. Between these two different centres of gravity is the small service shopping
centre at Tui Crescent, along with a proposed shopping centre located opposite Tui Crescent on State
Highway 14 on a site presently occupied by a garden centre.
The total land area of the Maunu node is around 2,200ha, of which around 422ha is zoned Living
Environments, and a further 5.3ha is zoned for business use. However, the business land zoned in the
node is very isolated and is not easily available for development in the short to medium term. There
is a need to reconsider other locations for business land, although recent demand for rural residential
development is not conducive to initiating larger commercial areas if other options already exist in
Whangarei. There is a structure plan for the Maunu node, which was adopted in 2009. The structure
plan was prepared as part of the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) which was adopted by
Council in 2003. These documents provide the policy background for the urban villages. Apart from the
Urban Transition Environment Plan Change, only one other plan changes is being processed in Maunu
as a result of the structure plan, being Plan Change 112 Te Hape Road.
Maunu has been the fastest growing urban village over the past 15 years with its permanent population
increasing from 3,207 in 1991 to 4,047 in 2006 (a growth rate of 1.7% per annum). The permanent
population is expected to increase to just below 7,000 by 2061. The 2006 split between households in
Maunu was 79/21 (percent), with around 1,300 households within the Living Environments, and 350
households outside them, including unoccupied dwellings. Over time, a target split of 85/15 by 2061
is preferable, which would result in a doubling of households in the urban areas to 2,585, and a small
increase in households (456) outside of the Living Environments, including unoccupied dwellings.
The average Living Environment lot size in Maunu is 0.15ha, whilst the average rural residential parcel
outside of the Living Environments is 0.59ha. Based upon existing average residential lot sizes, this
would equate to 190ha of new urban land required by 2061, and 61ha of rural residential land taken
up outside of the Living Environments. The popularity of Maunu would suggest that existing vacant
residential lots would be exhausted within the next seven years, whilst there is almost 50 years supply
of vacant rural residential lots at the projected rate of uptake. There is substantial capacity for more
residential lots to be created under both District Plan and structure plan, with maximum capacity at 50+
years for both respectively. However, constraints and the linear urban form are important factors in the
area, and may reduce capacity by a significant amount.
Some infrastructure works are required to meet future needs, including the development of a new
storage reservoir at an estimated cost of $1.5 million; wastewater reticulation upgrades and/or
installation of new trunk sewers, and an increase in capacity of existing waste water treatment plant or
a new treatment plant at an estimated cost of $5.25 million over the next 50 years. It is noted that plans
exist for developing a flood retention dam within the Maunu node for the purpose of reducing flooding
within the central City area. This development will have an impact on land capacity. Future potential
roading projects in the node include a State Highway 1/State Highway 14 (Maunu Road) bypass. This
would be a new two lane road (with cycle facilities) from State Highway 1 near Quarry Road in the south
through to Maunu Road (State Highway 14) in the northwest. The link will provide direct access to State
Highway 1 for properties in the Maunu area. A link from Raumanga to Maunu had also been previously
proposed, linking Raumanga Road to Puriri Park Road, although a potential detention dam would affect
the viability of this option. In order to meet future growth needs, it is anticipated that further purchases of
around 7ha of green space or local parks and 7ha of local sports park is required at an estimated cost
of $6.5 million over the next 50 years.
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Priority/Timing

PART B:
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A reasonably high proportion of the node, especially around the hill slopes and along the deeper gullies,
is classified as having high risk of land instability, with around 408ha (19%) being classified. A small
portion of the Maunu node is regarded as being flood susceptible (around 95ha or 4% of the total area
of the node). However, a large proportion of land parcels (19% of the total) are found in flood susceptible
areas, especially in the Kirikiri Catchment area. This illustrates the ongoing attractiveness of living close
to waterways.
The landscape in Maunu is highly regarded, particularly for an urban node, and accounts for much of its
recent popularity as a place to live. Approximately one third (31%) of the node around Pukenui Forest
and Maunu Mountain is regarded as notable landscape as identified in the District Plan (Landscape
Sensitivity 6). Much of the rest is also considered to be an attractive pastoral and bush landscape with
cultural heritage values (Landscape Sensitivity 5). Extensive dry stone walling imparts a European
heritage, which is reinforced by scattered thorn hedgerows, copses, and historic homesteads including
Clarke Homestead. There is approximately 22km of stone walls located in Maunu, which account for
14% of the stone walls located in the district. Maunu Mountain also provides a sense of place, and
acts as a landmark in an otherwise flat/rolling landscape. It is the only Outstanding Natural Feature
and Geological Site in the node. A large proportion of the Maunu area is regarded as significant natural
habitat, encompassing around 510ha or 23% of the total nodal area. This is the highest proportion of
the five urban nodes. Around 443ha or 20% of the nodal area is formally protected by Department of
Conservation reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or private covenanting, especially in Pukenui
Forest but also in the deep gullies.
Water recharge of the local aquifers, and the role of biodiversity in cleansing the water, is probably
the most important ecosystem services in terms of the wider node. Other ecosystem services of
some importance in the node include food and fibre provision, erosion control, pest regulation, flood
attenuation, limited pollination, and nutrient cycling. However, as present land uses do not reflect the
potential of this land, this may not be of significance to the wider community. Offsetting this, the growth
of lifestyle properties in Maunu has enabled habitat restoration in some circumstances, creating more
potential for the generation of ecosystem services. Conversely, growth in lifestyle blocks can have an
impact on groundwater and streams, both in terms of quantity and quality, and fragmentation of bush on
the edge of Pukenui Forest will reduce generation of some ecosystem services.
A significant portion of Maunu contains highly productive farmland. The main land uses found within the
node includes lifestyle (38%), pastoral (14%), residential (8%) and some forestry (9%). There is also
some small scale horticultural production occurring within different parts of the Maunu area (6%). As is
apparent from these figures, only a small amount of horticulture or arable production is occurring within
Maunu compared to its potential. As the population grows, the land occupied by residential land uses
will increase, mainly at the expense of land occupied by pastoral and lifestyle uses, and most likely
horticultural uses as well. Ongoing development within this area reduces the capacity to utilise highly
productive land, and can also exacerbate traffic problems that are becoming apparent.
Over time, a series of quite different character areas have developed in Maunu. In Horahora, older villas
and houses are predominant, and give the area a heritage ‘feel’. The second area is in the vicinity of
Barge Park and Puriri Park, which tends to combine a feeling of spaciousness with many trees creating
a strong park-like feel in an area that saw expansion in the 1980s. In addition, there is a reasonably
new brick and tile area along Pompallier Estate that is yet to develop a strong identity. Outside of these
areas, many large modern dwellings can be found in the area popular for lifestyle reasons. Maunu
contains some strongly visible historic heritage values, with 74 archaeological sites and 18 heritage
trees located within the node. As well as these sites, three buildings are registered on the Historic
Places Trust Register, including Clarke Homestead, Carruth House, McDonald House, and the Oruaiti
Chapel.
The median age of residents within Maunu is 41.3 years, 2.9 years older than the average age in the
Whangarei District. In 2006, approximately 26% of the population was 20 years or younger, which is the
smallest proportion amongst the Whangarei urban areas. Nineteen percent of the population was aged
65 years and over in 2006. This proportion is expected to increase to 34% in 2041, and to 39% by 2061.
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By 2061, approximately 2,600 residents in the Maunu node will be over the age of 65 years, up from 750
people in 2006. This is equivalent to an increase of 247% of (or around 4.5% per annum). The ageing
population will place additional demands on health care services.
Maunu node includes a number of civic amenities and recreational facilities, such as the Museum and
Heritage Park and Barge Park Showgrounds. There are two medical centres and one chemist located
in the Maunu area. The Whangarei Hospital is also located within the node, which is the regional
medical facility for Northland. Hospital level aged care facilities are also available at Selwyn Park Rest
Home. There are two rest home/retirement village facilities located in the area. Two small retail areas
are located within the node, one near West End Avenue, and the second at the corner of Tui Crescent
and State Highway 14. The West End retail centre has the wider range of available services of these
two centres.
The median household income in the node is $47,300, which is around 10% higher than the district
average of $43,900. Around 24% of the population is categorised as more deprived under the Deprivation
Index. This is one of the lower deprivation figures in the district. There were 1,720 people who worked
within the Maunu area in 2006. The main employment sectors included health and community services,
education and professional services, with over half of these being employed as professionals. The
number of people who work within the Maunu area is expected to increase from 1,720 in 2006 to 3,215
in 2041 and to 3,816 by 2061. Given that the health and community services industry is projected to
grow, especially as an ageing population requires further services, it is expected that many future jobs
will be created in the health services industry.
In terms of business land requirements, Maunu does present something of an anomaly. There is currently
around 5ha of business zoned land in the Maunu area, accommodating around 500m2 of business floor
area. The business land area is projected to double by 2041 to 10ha and increase to 12ha by 2061.
Business floor area is expected to increase at similar rates to the business zoned land area, from over
500m2 in 2006, to over 700m2 in 2041 and to almost 900m2 in 2061. With two small retail centres already
present, and plans for a third in the future, Maunu probably has enough commercial capacity over the
foreseeable future to meet the population projections, especially as much of the residential growth has
been low density residential development that is vehicle dependant, and may readily use central City
services in preference to closer businesses. Within the 50 year time frame, however there may be a
need for a new commercial centre including a local supermarket. This is best located on the present
fringe of the urban area, around Austin Road, but will be dependant on the development of the link road
between SH14 and SH1.

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Maunu node taking into account those issues identified in Figure 1,
the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) and any other relevant strategies and plans.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and residential

1.4 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Maunu node, when reviewed, to give effect to National Policy
Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management
plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when
completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node.
1.5 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Maunu. These
principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality of urban design
is achieved across the Maunu node. Incorporate Crime PreventionThrough Environmental Design
(CPTED) principles.
1.6 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the review of the structure plan for Maunu
to maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic and
Cultural Heritage once completed.
1.7 Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Maunu, including
the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, and walking and cycling. Include
relevant aspects of long term road transport planning, especially the possible link between State
Highway 1 and State Highway 14 and the possible connection between Raumanga and Maunu.
1.8 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a low priority for the Maunu node.

3.1 Provide for parks and reserves in the Maunu node as identified in the reserves strategy and any
subsequent review of the Maunu Structure Plan to ensure adequate public open space along waterways,
and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.
3.2 Take into account demographic changes within the wider node, particularly the significant aging of
the Maunu population, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/
activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in the Maunu node.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Maunu, District Plan changes, and the provision
of infrastructure in the Maunu node are included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs
along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Maunu node, including business associations, ratepayer/
community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of Conservation, and
the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Maunu node.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for the Maunu node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) and any other relevant strategies and
plans.

Explanation

The structure plan for the Maunu node was adopted by Council in 2009. No changes to the District Plan
have resulted from the structure plan as yet. There is sufficient existing maximum capacity under the
District Plan for projected growth in residential development for the next 50+ years, and more available
under the structure plan. It is important to note that constraints may reduce the rate of lot development.
Given the presence of high instability risk in some locations and highly productive farmland in other
locations, careful consideration of these issues is needed. Regular monitoring of both subdivision
and uptake of new lots will reveal the impact of constraints on land development. If these constraints
are significant, this may result in a structure plan review being needed earlier than stated for this
node. Consideration of zoning business land near Pompallier School or Austin Road seems to be an
important consideration, although this would be dependant upon certainty of a link between Maunu and
State Highway 1. Others issue include the potential to increase cycling and walking access between
Raumanga and Maunu and the formalisation of some informal pathways.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

6

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Maunu node in a
staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the WUGS and associated structure plans.
2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Maunu node to
identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural residential development
and reverse sensitivity issues.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Maunu Structure Plan, UGS,
the NPs on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the
long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the
special sense of place of the node.
2.4 Review business land requirements for Maunu following impacts of changes to the main transport
routes and traffic patterns, and make changes to the District Plan as necessary.

[PM]

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 5.1

2.5 Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Maunu node are included in the District Plan. These
provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the District Plan
so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime PreventionThrough
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
2.6 Take into account the possible construction of a detention dam in Maunu for flood management
purposes in future reviews of land use planning in the District Plan.
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1.3 Include in the structure plan, when reviewed, strong provisions relating to rural residential
development, reverse sensitivity and the protection of productive farmland. Identify the location of highly
productive farmland in the structure plan.

2.7 Ensure that the proposed link between State Highway 1 and State Highway 14 and the possible link
between Raumanga and Maunu is accommodated within the District Plan to the best advantage of the
node and the wider city.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan,
when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing maximum capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development for the next 50+ years, but constraints could reduce that capacity. The establishment of the
Urban Transition Environment across parts of the Maunu node are likely to ensure capacity is available
to meet rural residential demand over the longer term. The review of the existing structure plan is
accorded a low priority. When the structure plan is reviewed a reassessment of land supply and demand
will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use
and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon updated projections
in the Growth Strategy. When assessing potential land needs to meet future demand, the constraints
identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic
and cultural heritage) need to be taken into account. Zoning more business land near Pompallier and
Maunu Primary Schools seems to be an important consideration over the medium to long term, although
dependant upon certainty of a link between Maunu and State Highway 1.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

6

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 5.1

Action 1.3

Include in the structure plan, when reviewed, strong provisions relating to rural residential
development, reverse sensitivity and the protection of productive farmland. Identify the location
of highly productive farmland in the structure plan.

Explanation

Maunu contains a significant area of highly productive farmland but is subject to pressures from
extensive rural residential development. The review of the structure plan should address rural residential
development, reverse sensitivity, and the protection of productive farmland. The location of highly
productive farmland should be identified in the structure plan.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

6

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]
Action 1.4

1.1, 1.2, 2.2

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Maunu. These
principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality of
urban design is achieved across the Maunu node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Maunu suffers from a past lack of good urban design and is linearly spread out over a substantial
distance alongside State Highway 14. This linear form was also determined by a substantial amount
of hazard prone land and deep gullies throughout the node. State Highway 14, and, to a much lesser
extent, informal paths through gullies and bush are the main forms of connectivity throughout the node.
The population density within the node is very low, and not conducive to the development of amenities
or business land. However, two centres have emerged, these being the hospital and surrounds in
the lower parts of Maunu, and the education/history/recreational area around Barge Park/Pompallier
School/Museum. Connections within these centres and their zones of influence would appear to be a
key element, rather than connections between the two centres. This will, in turn, affect the possibility
of developing more business land in this node over time. Connection to State Highway 1 needs to be
considered. Any business land proposals may be dependant upon the development of a connection
between State Highway 14 and State Highway 1.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

6

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Explanation

The node is characterised by a heritage landscape of stone walls, pasture and bush-clad hills. Any future
review of the structure plan for the node will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural
character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense of
place of the area, and the historic association with volcanic peaks and the deep gullies in the area. The
bush gullies provide good opportunities for both wildlife corridors and for the development of recreation
connections. Streams in the node feed into the Whangarei Harbour, and any changes resulting from
the NPS on Freshwater Management will likely affect planning considerations in this node. These
factors should also be taken into account during the development of stormwater infrastructure that takes
advantage of the locality features, being a form of green infrastructure.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

6

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans
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1.1, 1.2, 2.3

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

1.1, 1.8, 2.5

Action 1.6

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the review of the structure plan for Maunu
and enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic and Cultural
Heritage Strategy once completed.

Explanation

Maunu has a unique historic and cultural heritage that includes both early Maori occupation and later
European settlement. It also plays an important role in the preservation of Whangarei Heritage, though
the Museum and Kiwi House Heritage Park. This heritage needs to be incorporated into future reviews
of the structure plan. Such provisions range from building upon the colonial theme evident around Barge
Park, protecting and enhancing the historic stone walls and architecture, and enhancing Maori cultural
associations with Maunu.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

6

WDC

NRC, NZHPT

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM]

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Maunu node, when reviewed, to give effect to National
Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan
for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the
node.

[PM]

Action 1.5

1.1, 1.2

Action 1.7

Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Maunu, including
the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, and walking and cycling.
Include relevant aspects of long term road transport planning, especially the possible link
between State Highway 1 and State Highway 14 and the possible connection between Raumanga
and Maunu.

Explanation

Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated,
especially because State Highway 14 passes through the node. A central theme should be the promotion
of pedestrian walkways and cycleways, whilst maintaining essential vehicle movements through the
node to the central City. The major upgrade of the SH1/SH14 intersection will enable accommodation of
additional population at both Maungatapere and Maunu, but further work on providing alternative routes
between SH14 and SH1 remains an important factor. Any long term road strategy for Whangarei District
should address the need for a connection between State Highway 14 and State Highway 1 and the
possible connection between Raumanga and Maunu.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

6

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Low

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM, R]

1.1, 2.4, 2.7

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trailed at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extended to other parts of
the district over time. A community village plan for the Maunu node is seen as a low priority, with other
design elements probably being necessary in the first instance, such as the identification and provision
of a public gathering place.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

6

WDC

Community
Groups and

Medium

[PM, CS, IS]

Action 2.3

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Maunu Structure Plan,
the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan
and the long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain
and enhance the special sense of place of the node.

Explanation

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Landscape values, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity are all matters that Council
must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an important aspect to consider. There may
be a need to give effect to some of these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional Land
and Soil Plan emerging from the NPS on Freshwater Management) over the short to medium term.
The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and a long term landscape
strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been identified in the Implementation Plan as
district wide actions. Another issue is the proposed NPS on Freshwater Management, especially given
the streams that flow through the node and enter the harbour near the city centre. The proposed NPS
on Indigenous Biodiversity is also important given the natural values evident in the node. The relevant
provisions of these strategies and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan
over the short to medium term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Community
Plans

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

4

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 2.4, 2.5, 3.1, 3.2, 5.1,
6.1, 7.1

Organisations

[PM]

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Maunu node in a
staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes
to implement the WUGS and associated structure plans.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development over the next 50+ years, and further capacity identified in the existing structure plan for
the Maunu node, but constraints do reduce the maximum capacity. The land identified in the structure
plan for future residential use should not be released into the District Plan until there is less than 10
year capacity remaining. Further rural residential subdivision in the Maunu area should be restricted
to the areas zoned as the Urban Transition Environment. In this node, it would appear that rezoning of
land may not be necessary over the medium term, but re-evaluation of options due to constraints and
the possibility of the flood retention dam may necessitate a shorter timeframe. There is little business
land currently zoned in Maunu. At present, the growth projections suggest that there will be only minor
demand for small areas of business land over the short term, but there are difficulties in locating
appropriate land that will not impact on the roading network. A review of the structure plan, and the
results of the business land survey, will assess the need and location of future business land. This may
be dependant on the SH1/SH14 bypass link.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

Makes changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Maunu node
to identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural residential
development and reverse sensitivity issues.

Explanation

Maunu contains a significant area of highly productive farmland, but is subject to pressures from
extensive rural residential development. Restrict rural residential development to those areas identified
in the completed UTE plan change, and any other areas identified as part of a future Rural Living
Environment plan change. Take into account the Rural Development Strategy when completed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

1

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Review business land requirements for Maunu, following the impacts of changes to the main
transport routes and traffic patterns, and make changes to the District Plan as necessary.

Explanation

Business land is limited in Maunu, with little available beyond the presence of two small shopping
centres. Consent has been granted for another small shopping centre on SH14, located on the site of a
garden centre, which may increase options in the node. As the population grows, there may be demands
for other business land to be made available, especially if the link road between SH1 and SH14 is
constructed. At that stage, the level of business land may need to be reviewed, and the district plan
changed as necessary. There may be a need for business land to be zoned on the urban fringe near
Austin Road.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

4

WDC

NZTA, CoC,
Business
Groups

Low

District Plan

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.3, 2.1, 5.1

1.7, 2.7, 5.1

Action 2.5

Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Maunu node are included in the District Plan.
These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering
the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Maunu does not display good urban design, and consists of residential areas sprawled along a liner
form. Strong urban design provisions need to be inserted into the District Plan to ensure that good urban
design principles are included in development proposals for Maunu. These provisions may at first be in
the form of guidelines but if these are not successful in improving urban design stronger provisions may
be required. These provisions need to be applied consistently and rigorously when administering the
District Plan to ensure a high quality urban environment and an enhanced sense of place in the node.
Connecting the various reserve areas and ensuring safe public access between them are important
factors in this node, as is incorporating historic/cultural themes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 5.1

Action 2.2

1.2, 1.4, 5.1

Action 2.4

[PM]

[PM]

Support
Agencies

PART B:

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a low priority for Maunu
node.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.8

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.8, 2.7, 3.1, 5.1
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Action 2.6

Take into account the possible construction of a detention dam in Maunu for flood management
purposes in future reviews of land use planning in the District Plan.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Explanation

A site in Maunu has been identified as being important for the mitigation of flooding in Whangarei City
by constructing a flood detention basin. The site is presently zoned as either Living 1 Environment
or future Living 1 Environment, due in part to possible road connections to Raumanga. This area is
also susceptible to high instability risk, although the results of geotechnical analysis suggest that the
dam would still be viable. Should this option proceed, some consideration is required to provide for
replacement Living 1 Environment land elsewhere within the Maunu node, away from the gullies and
land with high instability risk.

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1-10

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM, WD]

Ensure that the proposed link between State Highway 1 and State Highway 14 and the possible
link between Raumanga and Maunu is accommodated within the District Plan to the best
advantage of the node and the wider city.

Explanation

An alternate route connecting SH14 and SH1 has been a long term proposal of major transport
providers, with several options being canvassed over the years, often in association with localised
development in either Raumanga or Maunu. It is recognised that progressing this road would allow a
more consolidated residential pattern to emerge in Maunu, but care must be taken in regards to the
actual impact of the proposed route on future land use in the node, including residential, rural residential,
and business land use.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NZTA, NRC

Low

District Plan

Explanation

Provide for parks and reserves in the Maunu node as identified in the reserves strategy and any
subsequent review of the Maunu Structure Plan to ensure adequate public open space along
waterways, and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.
A key consideration is the enhancement of connectivity and walking opportunities within the Maunu
node. A number of old walkways exist within the node, and there may be opportunities to connect them
to wider parts and activities, such as rock climbing cliffs below Ngahere Drive, Raumanga Reserve,
freshwater swimming holes, and so on. Whilst Barge Park is regularly used for events, especially
equine, large numbers of other users need to be accommodated with the park. The Draft Barge Park
Management Plan had various options, many of which were incorporated into the Pukenui Forest
Management Plan. The policies contained in this plan are of value in planning open space across the
wider node. Thus the provision of future park facilities need to be cognisant of this management plan
and any future review. The WUGS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and
should be referred to when planning for open space in the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

[PR]

1.8, 2.6, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

Action 3.2

Take into account demographic changes within the wider node, particularly the significant aging
of the Maunu population, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing
asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population in the node is expected to grow by about 60%. This is a
significant increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure
and services, including both council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, parks
and reserves) and social infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities). Social
infrastructure should be provided to meet the needs of the significantly ageing population. Appendix
5 of the Whangarei Growth Strategy provides an indication of the infrastructural requirements and
associated timing to meet projected demand. This needs to be taken into account when planning for
infrastructure and services in individual nodes, developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs.
This information also needs to be circulated to social agencies.
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Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Maunu node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F, PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

1.1., 3.2, 5.1

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Maunu, District Plan changes, and the
provision of infrastructure in the Maunu node are included in asset/activity management plans
and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan for Maunu, the District Plan, and the provision of infrastructure
in the Maunu node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with
budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management
plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

1.7, 1.8, 2.4, 2.5

[PM, R]

1.1, 4.1, 5.1

Action 4.1

1.2, 1.4, 2.3, 3.1

Action 2.7

Action 3.1

[PM, IS]

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F,
Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
3.2, 4.1

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Maunu node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of the
Maunu node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides information
when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal outcomes. This
will be important in the development of a central public gathering space and in the village planning
approach.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Community
Groups, NRC,
DoC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[PM, IS]

All

Explanation

Maunu is located within the rohe of Ngapuhi, and the hapu groups in the area are: Te Parawhau and
Te Uriroroi. There are no marae recorded within the node area, and this may be something to develop
over time. Around 4% or 85ha of the Maunu area is classified as being Maori land. There are two sites of
significance to Maori identified in the District Plan in the node, included on a Maori reserve (wahi tapu).
Other important features include Pukawakawa Pa (hospital area), Pa in the valley at the end of Puriri
Park Road, Limestone area above the hospital along Nikau Place and waterfall, and the Silverstream
area. Significant landscapes include: Omaunu, Maungatapere, Te Umu Pāhaha, Te Wai o te Tuna,
Ringa, Pukenui and Rua Whakautu. Further sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future,
particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. Archaeological sites of Maori association in
the node include two artefact finds, two botanical evidence finds, two burial sites, five pa sites, four Maori
horticulture finds, 14 midden/ovens and 41 pit/terraces – a total of 70. Further archaeological sites may
also be found in future.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[PM, MR]

All

4.3

Otaika

Otaika is the southern gateway to Whangarei City, with residential, commercial and industrial land
spreading out on either side of State Highway 1. In recent years, development within the area has
switched focus from residential to commercial/industrial, with a substantial increase in the availability,
and uptake, of industrial and commercial land. There is also potential to increase this business
development further. The total land area of the Otaika node is around 1,300ha, of which 319ha is
zoned Living 1, 2 or 3, and a further 135ha is zoned Business (commercial and/or industrial). Otaika
has experienced a reasonably high level of growth and development in business land in recent years,
and this is likely to continue. There is a structure plan for the Otaika node, which was adopted in 2009.
The structure plan was prepared as part of the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) which was
adopted by Council in 2003. These documents provide the policy background for the urban villages.
Apart from the Urban Transition Environment plan change, one other plan change in Otaika has been
processed as a result of the structure plan, being the rezoning of land located above Limeburners Creek
for business and residential purposes.
Otaika has been the slowest growing urban village over the past 15 years with its permanent population
increasing from 4,917 in 1991 to 5,091 in 2006 (a growth rate of 0.2.% per annum). The permanent
population is projected to increase to almost 7,000 people by 2041, and to over 8,000 by 2061. The
2006 split between households in Otaika is 89/11 (percent), with over 1,565 households within the
Living Environments, and around 191 households outside of them, including unoccupied dwellings.
Over time, a target split of 92/8 by 2061 is preferable, which would result in around 3,300 households in
the Living Environments and 290 households outside of the Living Environments, including unoccupied
dwellings. There are limited numbers of existing vacant residential lots within the area, and it is unlikely
that the numbers will meet projected demand over five years. There is approximately 24 years of vacant
rural residential lots to meet projected demand.
The average size of a property zoned Living Environment in Otaika is 0.13ha, whilst the average
residential/lifestyle lot outside of the Living Environments is 0.4ha. Based upon existing average
residential lot sizes, this would equate to over 225ha of new urban land being required, and 38ha of
rural residential land being taken up outside of the Living Environments over the next 50 years. There is
about 20 years of supply for residential development under the District Plan, although constraints are a
limiting factor, whilst the structure plan contains approximately 40 years of capacity.
Otaika has substantial areas of land that have a high risk of instability. This risk covers 760ha of land, or
nearly 60% of the node. Around 60% of land parcels are found in areas with a high risk of land instability,
indicating difficulties in developing this area for residential use. A large proportion of the Otaika area
is flood susceptible, with about 210ha or 16% of the total land area being susceptible to flooding, and
30% of land parcels are found within flood susceptible areas. These parcels include both residential
and commercial land. Thus there may be some constraints around future residential development in the
area, with instability a key natural hazard in the node, especially west of the Raumanga area.
Much of the land with lower levels of natural hazard risks is being utilised for commercial and industrial
uses. There is limited capacity to develop more land without increasing the overall hazard risk. It is
noted that most residential areas will expand onto locations with high levels of land instability, with
continuing difficulties in enabling the level of growth indicated above. Some of the overflow population
may have to locate to other areas such as Tikipunga. However, it is also noted that Otaika has one of
the district’s older housing stocks, and there may be opportunities to develop new forms of residential
development in the area that meets some of the population growth, as well as potential development in
rural residential areas near Toetoe Road in the south of the node.
A variety of infrastructure upgrades are required to meet future population growth. Anticipated works
include wastewater reticulation upgrades and/or installation of new trunk sewers, and an increase
in capacity of existing waste water treatment plant or new plant at an estimated cost of $6.2 million
over the next 50 years. It is anticipated that a further 20ha of new local parks and natural areas are
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Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Maunu node.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 7.1

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

required at an estimated cost of approximately $2 million. Stormwater disposal should not require major
spending by Council.
The roading network is an important issue in the Otaika node. As the southern gateway to both Marsden
Point and Auckland, and being an area that has seen an increase in manufacturing and big-box retailing,
there are multiple works and improvements needed within the area to meet anticipated growth. The
overall cost for the substantial level of works will require an estimated $45 million of additional Council
administered roading expenditure. State Highway 1 through Whangarei plays a very important role
in the transport network. There are several upgrades planned for the near future and further projects
identified to improve traffic flow and safety through the City. These include improvements from Murdoch
Crescent to Maunu Road (State Highway 14) including the widening of State Highway 1 from two
lanes to four lanes from Murdoch Crescent to Maunu Road (State Highway 14), the signalisation of
the State Highway 1/Tarewa Road intersection, and an upgrade of the Maunu Road (State Highway
14) signalised intersection. It is also proposed to upgrade the existing signalised seagull intersection at
State Highway 1/Rewa Rewa Road.
A new link road is proposed that will connect land uses west of State Highway 1 to Tauroa Street
through “Southdale” land at Southend Avenue. The State Highway 1/State Highway 14 bypass will be
a new two lane road (with cycle facilities) from State Highway 1 near Quarry Road in the south through
to Maunu Road (State Highway 14) in the northwest. A new two lane road is proposed (with cycle
lanes and the possibility for 4 lanes in the future) linking the Port Nikau area to State Highway 1 near
Quarry Road (in the same location as the proposed State Highway 1/State Highway 14 bypass) as is
an interchange at the intersection of State Highway 1 and the potential new roads linking to Port Nikau
and State Highway 1/State Highway 14 bypass. A grade separated interchange is proposed as it is a
high capacity intersection and provides users with the ability to cross the state highway and connect to
communities without having to use the state highway.
Otaika has some important amenity values and contains areas of visual and ecological significance.
The Otaika node transitions from an urban landscape to a rural one heading south along State Highway
1. Bordering part of the urban area close to the City is the Otaika Valley Forest, including the Otaika
Valley Scenic Reserve. This bush clad hill country provides a scenic natural backdrop for this part of
the node, and is considered notable landscape in the District Plan. Overall, approximately 20% of
the node is considered to be notable landscape (Landscape Sensitivity 6). To the west it is bounded
by the uplands associated with Otaika Valley, and to the east by the mangroves and mud flats of the
Whangarei Harbour. Otaika includes a number of valuable natural features such as Raumanga Falls
and a number of important stream corridors. The significant natural areas within this node equate to
approximately 230ha or 18% of the total area. Around 221ha or 17% of the nodal area is formally
protected by Department of Conservation reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or private
covenanting. Otaika has benefited from vegetation, both indigenous and exotic, in managing the high
land instability risk and wider erosion potential. Other ecosystem services of importance include water
purification and waste treatment. Population growth in the area will continue to rely on land stabilising
qualities and flood attenuation.
The median age in Otaika is 30.8 years, almost 8 years younger than the district’s median age. In
2006 the proportion of the population under 20 years of age was almost 40%, and 8% of the Otaika
population was aged 65 years and over. The over 65 year age group is projected to increase to 15% by
2041, and to 17% by 2061. By 2061, it is expected that around 1,300 of Otaika’s residents will be over
the age of 65, up from 417 people in 2006, which equates to an increase of 230% or 4% per annum.
The median household income of Otaika node is $40,950, which is about 7% less than the district
average of $43,900. A substantial proportion of the population is considered to be more deprived under
the Deprivation Index, with Otaika being one of three locations in the district that has a deprivation rate
over 80%.
Northland Polytech is the region’s largest provider of tertiary education and the main campus is located
within the Otaika node. There is considerable opportunity to expand student numbers and upgrade the
existing Otaika campus over the next 30/50 years. There are two schools within the node, including
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He Mataariki School for Teen Parents and Manaia View School. Within the Otaika node, there is one
medical centre and one chemist. There is one respite care facility for elderly people located in the
area. There are few other civic amenities found in Otaika node, with two churches, two marae, one
community hall and two public toilets and the Visitor Information Centre situated in the node.
Many of the businesses in the area are geared towards manufacturing, or are regional in their focus,
as well as a small shopping centre. There are large retail stores around Rewa Rewa and Tauroa
Roads, such as Bunnings Warehouse and Harvey Norman. The Otaika Quarry, operated by Winstone
Aggregates, is one of only two quarries in Northland that produces more than 500,000 tonnes of rock
aggregate per year. It is also one of only five producing sealing chip, concrete aggregates and other high
quality products. Future population increases, and subsequent growth in the demand for infrastructure
will increase the demand for aggregate. Northland may become a strategic supplier to the Auckland
Region, as its aggregate resources become compromised by residential development. Some aggregate
is already transported from quarries in the south of Northland, and there is potential for more, including
transport by barge.
In 2006, 1,100 people were employed in the Otaika node. Their key industries were education,
manufacturing, and wholesale trade. The number of employees who work within the Otaika node is
expected to increase substantially from 1,100 in 2006 to over 3,200 in 2041 and to 3,800 in 2061,
meaning that Otaika would remain the fourth largest employment centre, after central Whangarei,
Marsden Point/Ruakaka and Kamo. It is expected that the Otaika business district will grow rapidly
in the future. Otaika has the third largest area of business zoned land in the Whangarei District. It is
anticipated that this will increase from 136ha in 2010 to 260ha in 2041 and to 310ha in 2061. However,
there may be some difficulties in providing this amount of business land, given natural hazard constraints
throughout the node, so therefore more cognisance of the overall efficiency in business land use will
be considered – this is the level of building floor area per business land hectare. The conversion rate in
other cities, in terms of mature manufacturing areas, is approximately 29%, but in Otaika the rate was
8% in 2006. Future review of this estimate may reveal changes in the overall conversion rate. In terms
of business floor area, Otaika has around 110,000m2 of business zoned floor area, the third largest area
of business floor in the Whangarei District. Otaika’s business floor area is expected to increase from
110,000m2 in 2006 to around 150,000m2 in 2041 and to a total of 196,000m2 in 2061.

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for Otaika taking into account those issues identified in Figure 1 the
Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS), Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan, and other
relevant strategies and plans. This is a medium priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and residential
intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth
Strategy.

1.4 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Otaika node, when reviewed, to give effect to the National Policy
Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management
plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when
completed, so as to maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node.

4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Otaika node.

1.5 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Otaika node, when
reviewed. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high
quality of urban design is achieved across the Otaika node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
1.6 Incorporate hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Otaika node, when reviewed,
particularly in regard to land instability and flood susceptibility. Include relevant aspects of the WUGS
(and background reports), the Regional Soil and Water Plan, the results from the Priority River
Programme when completed, and any other relevant policies and plans.
1.7 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a medium priority for Otaika node.

5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Otaika, the District Plan, and the provision of
infrastructure in the Otaika node are included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along
with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Otaika node, including business associations, ratepayer/
community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of Conservation, and
the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Otaika node.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for Otaika taking into account those issues identified in Figure 1 the
Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS), the Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan, and
other relevant strategies and plans. This is a medium priority.

Explanation

Otaika has an existing structure plan adopted by council in 2009. The expansion of the business area is
a feature of the structure plan. Given that there is sufficient existing maximum capacity under the District
Plan for projected growth in residential development over the next 20 years, and sufficient capacity
under the structure plan for 40 years, a review of the existing structure plan is accorded a medium
priority. The structure plan when reviewed should address the matters listed in Figure 1 and take into
account the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy, Urban Form Report, and other reports where applicable.
There is are several large sites available for residential development, as well as some infill options, but
much of the less constrained land is found within the business areas. It is recognised that constraints
may impact on the rate of development. Regular monitoring of both creation and uptake of new lots will
reveal the impact of constraints on land development. If these constraints are significant, then this may
result in a structure plan review being needed earlier than stated for this node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.8 Prepare a development plan including projects to establish a village centre for the Otaika node. This
is connected to the urban design action point.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Otaika in a staged
and orderly manner. This should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to implement
the WUGS and associated structure plans.
2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to release residential land from the Otaika structure plan into the
District Plan within the next 10 years.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to address natural hazard risks in Otaika node, particularly in
regard to land instability and flood susceptibility.
2.4 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Otaika Structure Plan, the NPS
on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long
term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the
sense of place of the node.
2.5 Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Otaika node are included in the District Plan. These
provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the District
Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved across the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
2.6 Review business land requirements for Otaika, following impacts of changes to the main transport
routes and traffic patterns, and make changes to the District Plan as necessary. Promote business land
efficiency, should updated data about business floor area show a continuation of present patterns of
development.
3.1 Provide for parks and reserves in the Otaika node as identified in the reserves strategy and any
subsequent review of the Otaika Structure Plan to ensure the buffering of residents from the effects of
industrial activity and the Otaika Quarry, and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation in
the node.

[PM]

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.8,
2.1, 2.2, 5.1

Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan,
when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development over the next 20 years in terms of maximum capacity, and further capacity identified in
the structure plan for 40 years. When the structure plan is reviewed a reassessment of land supply and
demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required),
business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon
updated projections in the Growth Strategy. When assessing potential land needs to meet future
demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat and biodiversity,
landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into account. In particular, risks from
land instability and flood susceptibility need to be assessed and incorporated into the structure plan.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

1.1, 1.4, 1.6, 2.1, 2.2, 5.1
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3.2 Take into account demographic changes and business growth within the Otaika node, when
planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans and
Long Term Plans (LTPs).

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

1.3 Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan, when reviewed, for
Otaika node, including the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, and walking
and cycling, and connections to the central city, Port Nikau and State Highway 14.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.3

Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan, when reviewed, for
Otaika node, including the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, and
walking and cycling, and connections to the central city, Port Nikau and State Highway 14.

Explanation

Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated
within the Otaika node, especially given the access to industrial land in the area. Transport is an
important consideration around Otaika, with link roads and roading improvement being proposed to
improve efficiencies in connecting SH1 to Port Nikau and State Highway 14 in the wider area. With the
expected growth in business opportunities, care must be taken that transport patterns do not exacerbate
the isolation evident for some residential housing within the area.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM, R]
Action 1.4

Explanation

1.1, 1.5, 2.6

Explanation

Land instability is recognised as a significant natural hazard in the Otaika node, whilst flooding in the
Otaika Stream is being addressed as part of the Priority Rivers Programme undertaken by NRC. The
relevant provisions of this programme should be included in any future review of the structure plan for
the Otaika node. Any future review of the structure plan for this node will need to take careful account of
land instability when assessing future development options in the node. These include higher levels of
residential density within existing residential locations, a change to the preferred population split which
gives more emphasis to accommodating population increases in rural residential areas, or encouraging
development in alternative nodes facing fewer constraints.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

1.2, 2.3

Action 1.7

Any future review of the structure plan for the node will need to take careful account of landscape values,
natural character, ecosystem services provision, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
in order to maintain the sense of place of Otaika. The proposed long term biodiversity strategy, and long
term landscape strategy should be taken into account when completed. The Otaika River is an important
feeder waterway in the upper Whangarei Harbour, thus policy direction arising in the NPS on Freshwater
Management will need to be taken into account. These factors should also be taken into account during
the development of stormwater infrastructure that makes advantage of the localities features.

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a medium priority for
Otaika node.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trailed at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extended to other parts of the
district over time. A community village plan for the Otaika node is seen as a medium priority, given the
social context within the node. It could be developed in conjunction with the future review of the structure
plan for the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

Community
Groups and

Medium

Community
Plans

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

Explanation

Incorporate hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Otaika node, when
reviewed, particularly in regard to land instability and flood susceptibility. Include relevant
aspects of the WUGS (and background reports), the Regional Soil and Water Plan, the results
from the Priority River Programme when completed, and any other relevant policies and plans.

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Otaika node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
National Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy
and management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan
for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node.

Priority/Timing

Action 1.5

Action 1.6

1.1, 1.2, 1.6, 2.3, 2.4

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Otaika node, when
reviewed. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a
high quality of urban design is achieved across the Otaika node. Incorporate Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
Otaika suffers from a past lack of good urban design, especially in terms of connectivity between the
different residential areas and the development of a strong sense of place. The presence of SH1 also
separates different communities. Strong urban design principles need to be included in the structure
plan, and more consideration given to how the residential areas relate to the business areas. Of
particular importance is providing people friendly public places and pedestrian friendly streets by working
with transport engineers to reduce the dominance of cars and the connection of new areas. These
principles need to be applied consistently in an integrated manner so that the Otaika incorporates some
unifying themes in the urban landscape. There has been ongoing discussion over connecting Raumanga
to SH14 for some time, and Maunu and Otaika share many important natural areas which may be
important in this process.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

5

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

[PM, CS, IS]

Organisations

Action 1.8

Prepare a development plan including projects to establish a village centre for the Otaika node.
This is connected to the urban design action point.

Explanation

Otaika has no easily identifiable central point, although the small shopping centre is probably the most
obvious location. It is important to ensure that there is connectivity between different locations and
that a more central space is formed that help build community links. The completion of the various
roading projects in the Otaika node (e.g. SH1/SH14 and Port Nikau links) will have an impact on
transport patterns throughout the node. The effect of these changes are likely to be two-fold, one,
they will more strongly separate the residential areas from the business areas, and two, they may
reduce pressure along State Highway 1 as it passes through the node. The present Otaika Shopping
centre remains the most accessible location for much of the residential population, but does not have
much capacity for expansion or the development of a village centre with accompanying public space.
Sensitive development of public space in the vicinity of the shopping centre which connects to schools,
polytechnic, and recreational space and to other nodes could be important, or, alternatively another
location is found that is more suitable.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, NZTA,
Community/

Low

Development
Plans

1.7, 1.8, 2.5

[PM,CS]
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1.1, 1.5, 1.8, 2.5, 3.1, 5.1,
6.1, 7.1

Business
Groups

1.5, 1.7, 2.5, 3.1, 5.1

Explanation

Implementing the structure plan for Otaika will necessitate changes to the District Plan in a staged
and orderly manner. These changes may include new provisions or removal or alteration of existing
provisions and/or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the programme
of plan changes and processed as resources permit.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

3

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

Action 2.5

Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Otaika node are included in the District Plan.
These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering
the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved across the node. Incorporate
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Otaika node suffers from a past lack of good urban design that recognises the two quite separate
interests of residential and industrial land in the node. It is also noted that there are pockets of residential
settlement that are quite separated from the rest of the urban fabric. Strong urban design provisions
need to be inserted into the District Plan to ensure that good urban design principles are included in
development proposals for Otaika. These provisions may at first be in the form of guidelines but if these
are not successful in improving urban design stronger provisions may be required. These provisions
need to be applied consistently and rigorously when administering the District Plan to ensure a high
quality urban environment in the Otaika node. Adherence to CPTED principles will be of much value in
some areas that do suffer from a lack of good urban design.

1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 5.1

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan to release residential land from the Otaika structure plan into
the District Plan within the next 10 years.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Explanation

A priority action for this node is the release of land from the structure plan to enable more Living
Environment land to be zoned. A change to the District Plan is most likely required within the next 10
years.

On-going

WDC

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Action 2.6

3

WDC

Review business land requirements for Otaika, following impacts of changes to the main
transport routes and traffic patterns, and make changes to the District Plan as necessary.
Promote business land efficiency, should updated data about business floor area show a
continuation of present patterns of development.

Explanation

The Growth Strategy projected that business land needs will exceed the business land capacity,
including any new areas developed as per the Otaika Structure Plan. However, this projection assumes
a similar relationship between business floor area and actual zoned business land (in terms of use
ratio) as the present ratio. For example, in Auckland the rate 3.4 (land) to 1 (floor area) seems to be
the accepted ratio for industrial areas. This rate has also been used in Hamilton’s business land need
calculations. At present, the present ratio in Otaika node is close to 10 to 1, which appears to be fairly
inefficient, so there may be room for improvement. Business floor projections are also connected to
projections around labour force needs, employment density, and employee projections, so a wider review
is important for future planning

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

6

WDC

Business
Groups, CoC

Low

District Plan

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

Make changes to the District Plan to address natural hazard risks in Otaika node, particularly in
regard to land instability and flood susceptibility.

Explanation

Land instability is recognised as a significant natural hazard in the Otaika node, especially on the slopes
above the main residential areas. Changes to the District Plan may be required to ensure that any
development in the node contains measures to address this hazard. This may include the development
of a change to the District Plan that addresses land instability issues, whilst other options would include
the development of provisions to allow for higher levels of residential density in existing residential
locations.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

1.6, 2.1, 5.1

Action 2.4

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Otaika Structure Plan,
the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan
and the long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain
and enhance the sense of place of the node.

Explanation

Landscape values, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity are all matters that Council
must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an important aspect to consider. The
development of a long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and a long term landscape
strategy and management plan for Whangarei District have been identified in the Implementation
Plan as district wide actions. Of additional note in this regard is the release of the NPS on Freshwater
Management, especially given the presence of a key stream flowing into the upper Whangarei Harbour.
The proposed NPS on Indigenous Biodiversity is also important given the natural values evident in the
node. The relevant provisions of these strategies and management plans may need to be incorporated
into the District Plan over the short to medium term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

7

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

[PM]

1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 5.1

Action 2.3

Support
Agencies

[PM, ED]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.5, 1.7, 3.1, 5.1

1.3, 5.1

Action 3.1

Provide for parks and reserves in the Otaika node as identified in the reserves strategy and any
subsequent review of the Otaika Structure Plan to ensure the buffering of residents from the
effects of industrial activity and the Otaika Quarry, and increased opportunities for active/passive
recreation in the node.

Explanation

Otaika contains a range of different reserves, many of which are located alongside streams passing
through the node. Future reserve provision needs to connect these different reserves, as well as provide
a buffer between residential areas and business areas. The WUGS and the WDC Reserves strategy
also contain relevant provisions and should be referred to. Increased public access to the harbour area
within the Otaika area may be beneficial, as such options are very limited at present. It is noted that
developments in the old city port (as part of Port Nikau) will increase public access to this part of the
harbour, but other options for improved access could emerge over time, especially if there are changes
in regard to transport infrastructure.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

[PR]

PART B:

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the structure plan for Otaika in a staged and
orderly manner. This should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to implement
the WUGS and associated structure plans.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 2.1

1.5, 2.5, 1.7, 3.2, 5.1

1.4, 3.1, 5.1
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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 3.2

Take into account demographic changes and business growth within the Otaika node, when
planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management
plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population of the node is expected to increase by about 60%. This is a
reasonable increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure
and services, including both council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, parks
and reserves) and social infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities). Significant
business growth is also project for the Otaika node, and this too will have a corresponding effect on the
proviso of infrastructure and services, particularly transport infrastructure. Appendix 5 of the Whangarei
Growth Strategy provides an indication of the infrastructural requirements and associated timing to meet
projected demand. This needs to be taken into account when planning for infrastructure and services in
individual nodes, developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

[PM, IS]

1.1, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Otaika node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

1.1, 3.2, 5.1

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Otaika, the District Plan, and the provision
of infrastructure in the Otaika node are included in asset/activity management plans and future
LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan for Otaika, the District Plan, and the provision of infrastructure
in the Otaika node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with
budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management
plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative. Of these, the most critical is the
overall transport strategy and the Regional Land Transport Strategy, especially give that Otaika is the
gateway into Whangarei.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F,
Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.8, 2.1., 2.2, 2.3, 2.4,
2.5, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Otaika node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of the
Otaika node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides information
when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal outcomes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[PM, IS]
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All

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Otaika node.

Explanation

Otaika is located within the rohe of Ngapuhi, and the hapu groups in the area are: Te Parawhau, Uri o te
Tangata, Te Uri o Hau and Te Uriroroi. The Northland Polytech marae (Te Puna O Te Matauranga) and
the Toetoe Marae are located in the node, the Otaika Marae being just outside the node boundaries.
About 7% of the node (93ha) is noted as being Maori land, and is located close to the estuary. Two
burial grounds are sites of significance to Maori located within the Otaika node. Also Ruarangi Pa
in Otaika Valley, and Raumanga Valley and waterfall are significant features to Maori. Significant
landscapes include: Oruarangi, Toetoe, Tikorangi, Motu Kiwi, Onemama and Rewarewa. Further sites
of significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management
Plans. Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include one artefact find, two botanical
evidence finds, three burial sites, three pa sites, five Maori horticulture sites, 27 midden/ovens, and 11
pit/terraces – a total of 52. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future. It is essential
that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating
to future development of Otaika node is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[PM, MR]

All

4.4

Onerahi

The 2006 split between households in Onerahi was 89/11 (percent), with 2,650 households within the
Living Environments, and 310 households outside them, including unoccupied dwellings. Over time,
a target split of 92/8 (percent) by 2061 is preferable. This is a small level of consolidation over time,
reflecting the relatively high level of urbanisation already found in the area. This would result in 4,650
households in the Living Environments, and 405 households outside of them, including unoccupied
dwellings. The average Living Environment lot in Onerahi is 0.1ha, whilst the average rural residential
lot outside of the Living Environments is 0.3ha. Based upon these existing average residential lot sizes,
this would equate to 200ha of new urban land being required, and 28ha of rural residential land being
taken up outside of the Living Environments over the next 50 years.
Notably, there appears to be a likely shortfall in existing vacant residential lots within four years, whilst
vacant rural residential lots would last approximately 25 years at present level of demand. There is
substantial capacity to develop more residential lots under both District Plan and structure plan, with 28
and 44 years of maximum capacity respectively, although constraints significantly reduce the capacity.
The current Urban Transition Environment plan change will increase capacity for rural residential
development within the node.
The main natural hazard found within the Onerahi node is that of high land instability, with around
41% (1,200ha) of the area being categorised as having high land instability risk. This area of high land
instability is just north of, and includes some of, the main residential areas. Whilst there is 28 years of
maximum capacity available under the District Plan, the constrained capacity is quite limited. In some
cases, good engineering solutions can be found that can alleviate the risk of new developments. These
figures appear to suggest that there are significant difficulties in expanding the Living Environments in
Onerahi. Given the large band of high land instability to the north, it is unlikely that some parts of this
land can be used for medium density housing development, without increasing hazard risks. Some of
the projected population may need to be accommodated elsewhere, or through more intensive housing
options over time, especially with the older housing stock in some areas.
There are some infrastructural requirements that are necessary to accommodate projected growth.
These include an upgrade of the local water trunk line and upgrading the Onerahi Reservoir capacity
at an estimated cost of $5 million; wastewater reticulation upgrades and/or installation of new trunk
sewers, and an increase in capacity of existing waste water treatment plant or new plant at an estimated
cost of $8.5 million; approximately 17ha of local parks/destination reserves/natural areas, and 2ha of
sports fields are required at an estimated cost of $15 million. There are also several roading projects of

Overall, there is little highly productive farmland found in the vicinity of Onerahi. The main land uses
in the area include forestry (35%), rural residential (21%), pastoral (15%) and residential (11%). A
major land use in the node is the Whangarei Airport, occupying around 60ha of the land area. For
further details see the airport chapter. A moderate amount of the node is considered to be significant
natural habitat, a total of 470ha or 17% of the land area. Around 501ha or 18% of the nodal area
is formally protected by Department of Conservation reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or
private covenanting. Onerahi is a beneficiary of the role of vegetation in managing land instability and
erosion, especially in the upper parts of the node. However, some parts of the node do contribute
sediment into the harbour via the waterways, and this is influencing mangrove expansion in the area.
Other ecosystem services of importance include some natural hazard regulation, and improvements in
water quality along the coast.
Onerahi Township’s main role is as a service centre through which traffic to Parua Bay and Whangarei
Heads passes, leading to the wide range of rural, coastal and marine experiences along Whangarei’s
eastern seaboard. The village centre has an array of shops, a supermarket, library, police station,
extensive medical centre, Post Shop and Kiwibank, reflecting the more independent nature of Onerahi.
As an established urban village, Onerahi is provided with some services and civic amenities. These
include three churches, a community hall, three playgrounds, the Onerahi Library, and the retail centre
with a wide range of services. Matakohe/Limestone Island is also popular with residents and visitors
for its natural and historical values, and is used as a resource by local community groups and schools.
There are 100 known archaeological sites and six sites containing heritage trees found within the node.
Although there are no places or buildings registered on the Historic Places Trust Register, there are
three buildings registered within the District Plan, which include the Old Onerahi Post Office, Eureka
House on Tanekaha Drive, and Colonial House on Domain Road. There are also significant sites on
Matakohe/Limestone Island.
The median age of the node at present is 39.5 years, over one year older than the median age of the
district. In 2006, 33% of the residential population was under 20, which is a reasonably high proportion
of young people, and approximately 16% of the population was aged 65 and over. The over 65 year
age group is projected to reach 28% by 2041 and 33% by 2061, which is quite similar to the district as
a whole. By 2061, this would mean that 3,746 residents are over the age of 65 within the node, up from
the present 1,125. This equates to an increase of 233%, and will require some investment in services
and facilities for a more aged population.
The median income within the node is $47,000, which is around 10% higher than the district’s average
of $43,900. However, over 46% of Onerahi’s population is considered to be more deprived, under the
Deprivation Index. This suggests that disparity in income and resources exists in Onerahi.
There is a local medical centre, a local chemist, and the hospital is around 9km from the Onerahi
Shopping Centre. There are no retirement villages or rest home facilities located in the area, which
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Onerahi has experienced relatively slow growth over the past 15 years with its permanent population
increasing from 6,765 in 1991 to 7,161 in 2006 (a growth rate of 0.4% per annum). The permanent
population of approximately 7,000 residents is projected to increase to approximately 11,500 by 2061.
The total land area of the node is around 2,790ha, which is relatively large and includes many lifestyle
blocks. The area of Living 1, 2, 3 Environments within the node is around 350ha. The amount of business
land in Onerahi is quite limited, at around 20ha. This area excludes the land used by the airport, which is
approximately 60ha in area, and an important part of local transport infrastructure. There is a structure
plan for the Onerahi node, which was adopted in 2009. The structure plan was prepared as part of the
Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) which was adopted by Council in 2003. These documents
provide the policy background for the urban villages. Apart from the Urban Transition Environment plan
change, no other plan changes in Onerahi have been processed as a result of the structure plan.

The Onerahi node is situated on the edge of Whangarei Harbour and offers views of the harbour
seascape, surrounds, and the Whangarei Heads. Limestone Island (Landscape Sensitivity 5) is also
visible from Onerahi. The node itself contains urban, rural and coastal landscapes. The coastal areas
in the node are typically estuary areas, characterised by a detachment from the open coastline, and a
strong degree of shelter and enclosure. Mangrove swamps are also prevalent in these areas. There
are no landscape areas of high sensitivity in the node. However several Outstanding Natural Features
and Geological Sites – the Abbey Caves, Onerahi Overturned Syncline and Port Whangarei Fossil
Beds are located within the node. Onerahi contains a variety of parks and reserves, which equate to
approximately 387ha of land throughout the wider area, including Department of Conservation reserves.
A large part of this reserve area is contained within the Parihaka Reserve and William Fraser Reserve
on Pohe Island, and is actually distant from much of Onerahi’s population.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Onerahi is a harbour-side settlement, located between central Whangarei and the coastal route towards
Parua Bay and Whangarei Heads. Of the five urban nodes, Onerahi is the most separated from the
rest of urban Whangarei, with mangrove estuaries, reclaimed land and causeways occupying the
spaces between it and the rest of Whangarei City. This separation has allowed Onerahi to develop
its own identity and sense of place. Today, Onerahi is a flourishing suburb of Whangarei with a village
atmosphere and an active community. It has a busy shopping centre and many residential areas with
harbour views.

significance to Onerahi including the Lower Hatea River Crossing, the Onerahi Bypass, and Riverside
Drive upgrade. Funding has been allocated for these projects. Improvement at the William Fraser
Reserve of Pohe Island will also be evident over time.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

is surprising given that it is one of the main urban nodes. In terms of local employment, Onerahi has
708 local employees according to the 2006 Census. The main occupation of local employees varies,
with many people employed as professionals, sales workers, or managers. The biggest employers in
the node were involved within the retail trade, government administration, and education industries.
The numbers of local employees are expected to rise to 814 by 2041, and 966 by 2061. In terms of
business area, there is only a limited amount of land presently used or projected to be used in Onerahi.
The business floor areas is expected to increase from 23,000m2 in 2006 to 32,000m2 in 2041, and
39,000m2 in 2061. The present business land area zoned within the node is approximately 19ha. This
land is primarily used for commercial purposes, and is expected to reach 24ha in 2041 and 29ha by
2061.

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Onerahi node taking into account those issues identified in Figure
1, the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS), Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan, and any
other relevant strategies and plans. This is a medium priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and residential
intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth
Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Onerahi node, when reviewed, to give effect to the WUGS,
NZCPS, the National Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity
strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management
plan for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node.
1.4 Incorporate hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Onerahi node, when reviewed,
particularly in regard to land instability. Include relevant aspects of the WUGS (and background reports),
the Regional Soil and Water Plan, and any other relevant policies and plans.
1.5 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Onerahi node, when
reviewed. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high
quality of urban design is achieved across the Onerahi node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
1.6 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Onerahi and to maintain
and enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic and Cultural
Heritage Strategy once completed.
1.7 Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Onerahi including
the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, and walking and cycling, and
connections to the city and Whangarei Heads, including the Lower Hatea River Crossing, the Onerahi
Bypass, and the Riverside Drive upgrade.
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1.8 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a medium priority for Onerahi.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Onerahi node in a
staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the WUGS and structure plans.
2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to release residential land from the structure plan into the District
Plan within the next 15 years.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to address natural hazard risks, particularly in regard to land
instability.
2.4 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Onerahi Structure Plan, the
NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape strategy
and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the sense of place of the node.
2.5 Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential intensification
in identified areas within Onerahi node.
2.6 Review business land requirements for Onerahi, following recent plan changes at Port Nikau, and
impacts of changes to the main transport routes and traffic patterns and make changes to the District
Plan as necessary.
2.7 Ensure strong urban design provisions are included in the District Plan for the node. These
provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the District Plan
so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
3.1 Provide for parks and reserves in the Onerahi node as identified in the reserves strategy and any
subsequent review of the Onerahi Structure Plan to ensure adequate public open space and increased
opportunities for active/passive recreation.
3.2 Take into account demographic changes within the node, particularly the aging of the Onerahi
population, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity
management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Onerahi node.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Onerahi, the District Plan changes, and the
provision of infrastructure in the Onerahi node included in asset/activity management plans and future
LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Onerahi node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Onerahi node.

Action Plan

Explanation

The structure plan for the Onerahi node was adopted by Council in 2009. No changes to the District Plan
have resulted from the structure plan as yet. Given that there is sufficient maximum capacity under the
District Plan for projected growth in residential development over the next 28 years and capacity in the
structure plan for 34 years, a review of the existing structure plan is accorded a medium priority. When
the structure plan is reviewed the issues identified in Figure 1, the WUGS, the Urban Form Chapter in
the District Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need to taken into account. It is important
to note that constraints, particularly land instability, may reduce the rate of lot development. Regular
monitoring of both subdivision and uptake of new lots will reveal the impact of constraints on land
development. If these constraints are significant, this may result in a structure plan review being needed
earlier than stated for this node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]
Action 1.2

Explanation

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7,
2.1, 3.2, 5.1

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan,
when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy.
There is sufficient existing maximum capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development over the next 24 years, and further capacity identified in the structure plan for 35 years. The
establishment of the Urban Transition Environment across parts of the Onerahi node are likely to ensure
capacity is available to meet rural residential demand over the longer term. When the structure plan is
reviewed a reassessment of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for
future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over
a 20/30 year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. When assessing potential
land needs to meet future demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into account.
The split adopted in the Whangarei Growth Strategy may have to be revisited, if avoidance of constraints
becomes a critical factor and thus more use of the rural residential option emerges.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 2.1, 2.4

Action 1.3

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Onerahi node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
WUGS, NZCPS, the National Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term
biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy
and management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the sense
of place in the node.

Explanation

The node is characterised by a landscape of plantation and bush forested hills, estuarine areas, and an
outlook over the harbour. Any future review of the structure plan for the node will need to take careful
account of landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
in order to maintain the special sense of place of the Whangarei Harbour. The NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development and these
should be addressed in any future review of the structure plan for the Onerahi node. Likewise, the NPS
on Freshwater Management promotes a more integrated vision for freshwater management, and the
connections between freshwater and the coastal environment, and will impact on regional plans and
in turn the District Plan. This should also be taken into account during the development of stormwater
infrastructure that takes advantage of the locality features and co-benefit opportunities with the provision
of other services such as reserves.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

1.1, 1.2

Action 1.4

Incorporate hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Onerahi node, when
reviewed, particularly in regard to land instability. Include relevant aspects of the WUGS (and
background reports), the Regional Soil and Water Plan, and any other relevant policies and plans.

Explanation

Land instability is recognised as a significant natural hazard in the Onerahi node, especially on the
slopes above the main residential areas. Any future review of the structure plan for this node will need
to take careful account of land instability when assessing future development options in the node. These
include higher levels of residential density within existing residential locations, a change to the preferred
population split which gives more emphasis to accommodating population increases in rural residential
areas, or encouraging development in alternative nodes facing fewer constraints.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

1.1, 1.2, 2.3

Action 1.5

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Onerahi node when
reviewed. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a
high quality of urban design is achieved across the Onerahi node. Incorporate Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Onerahi has some elements of good urban design, especially around the commercial area. However,
these need to be further enhanced. Of particular importance over the longer term is the provision
of connected people friendly public places and pedestrian friendly streets by working with transport
engineers to reduce the dominance of cars, especially along the main street. These principles need to be
applied consistently in an integrated manner so that Onerahi incorporates some unifying themes in the
urban landscape. Should the Onerahi Bypass be progressed as an option, then other opportunities may
emerge in terms of redesigning the main public streets.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

5

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

1.8, 2.5, 2.7

Action 1.6

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Onerahi and
enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic and Cultural
Heritage Strategy once completed.

Explanation

Onerahi has a unique historic and cultural heritage that is not always recognised nor fully celebrated,
especially in terms of the role of Matakohe/Limestone Island and settlements on the mainland opposite.
This includes both early Maori occupation and later European settlement, for example the Maori gardens
on Matakohe/Limestone Island. There is a need to better utilise existing historic and cultural heritage
and maintain and enhance the special sense of place that exists in Onerahi. The structure plan needs
to contain strong heritage themes and strong land use planning and urban design provisions aimed at
protecting and enhancing Onerahi’s unique historic and cultural heritage.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, NZHPT

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM]

PART B:

Review the structure plan for the Onerahi node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS), Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan,
and any other relevant strategies and plans. This is a medium priority.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.1

1.1, 1.2
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Action 1.7

Explanation

Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Onerahi including
the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, and walking and cycling, and
connections to the city and Whangarei Heads, including the Lower Hatea River Crossing, the
Onerahi Bypass, and the Riverside Drive upgrade.
Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated.
A central theme should be the transformation of the business area from a car dominated to a people
friendly environment. Such work has been ongoing. Pedestrian walkways and cycleways should be a
major part of the urban fabric whilst maintaining essential automobile movements through the central
business area in the short term. Over time, the issue of an Onerahi Bypass will need to be reconsidered,
dependant upon the growth rates around Parua Bay and the wider Whangarei Heads, especially with
the promotion of growth around Parua Bay and potential economic development in the area. The Lower
Hatea River Crossing and Riverside Drive upgrade will have an effect on future land use.

Explanation

A medium priority action for this node is the release of land from the structure plan to enable more Living
Environment land to be zoned. A change to the District Plan is most likely required within the next 10-15
years.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

4

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 2.1, 5.1

Make changes to the District Plan to address natural hazard risks, particularly in regard to land
instability.

Explanation

Land instability is recognised as a significant natural hazard in the Onerahi node, especially on the
slopes above the main residential areas. Changes to the District Plan may be required to ensure that any
development in the node contains measure to address this hazard. This may include the development of
a change to the District Plan that address land instability issues, whilst other options would include the
development of provisions to allow for higher levels of residential density in existing residential locations.

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a medium priority for
Onerahi.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

4

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trailed at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extended to other parts of the
district over time. A community plan already exists for Onerahi. A review of this community village plan is
seen as a medium priority. It could be developed in conjunction with a future review of the structure plan
for the node.

Action 2.4

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Onerahi Structure Plan,
the WUGS, the NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long
term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance
the sense of place of the node.

Explanation

Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an important
aspect to consider. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong provisions relating to activities in the
coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural character, indigenous biodiversity, and
natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may be a need to give effect to some of these
requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional Coastal Plan) over the short to medium term.
The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and a long term landscape
strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been identified in the Implementation Plan as district
wide actions. The NPS on Freshwater Management is also important given the multiple streams that flow
through the node. The relevant provisions of these strategies and management plans may need to be
incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

7

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Low

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM, R]

Explanation

Make changes to the District Plan to release residential land from the structure plan into the
District Plan within the next 15 years.

Action 2.3

Priority/Timing

Action 1.8

Action 2.2

1.1, 2.1, 2.6

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

6

WDC

Community
Groups and

Medium

Community
Plans

[PM, CS, IS]

1.1, 1.5, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 3.1,
5.1, 5.1, 7.1

Organisations

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Onerahi node in a
staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes
to implement the WUGS and associated structure plans.

Explanation

There are low numbers of existing vacant residential lots in Kamo node, relative to potential demand.
Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last only 4 years. However, there are sufficient
vacant rural residential lots to last 25 years at present rates of uptake. Further rural residential
subdivision in the Onerahi node should be restricted to the areas now zoned as the Urban Transition
Environment. There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in
residential development over the next 24 years, and further capacity identified in the existing structure
plan for the Kamo node. The land identified in the structure plan for future residential use should not be
released into the District Plan until there is around 10 year capacity remaining. Monitoring of land uptake
should continue and may reveal the impact of constraints on land development in the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

[PM]

[PM]

1.3, 3.1, 5.1

Action 2.5

Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential
intensification in identified areas within Onerahi node.

Explanation

In developing a stronger sense of place and to enhance connectivity, urban amenity, and local character,
Onerahi would benefit from mixed used development and residential intensification. Potential locations
were identified in the existing structure plan, and these should be reviewed for their appropriateness
and possible inclusion in the District Plan by way of a plan change and appropriate provisions inserted.
Residential intensification could serve two purposes: one, to accommodate an aging population’s desire
to live on smaller lots close to services, and two, to accommodate future population growth in a more
compact settlement because of high land instability constraints. Cognisance should also be made of the
noise contours for the Whangarei Airport and associated provisions in the Airport Environment chapter of
the District Plan.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

3

WDC

1.1, 2.2, 5.1

[PM]
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1.2, 1.4, 5.1

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.5, 1.7, 2.6, 2.7, 5.1

Action 3.2

Take into account demographic changes, particularly the aging of the Onerahi population, when
planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management
plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

There is 20ha of business land currently zoned in Onerahi. At present, the growth projections suggest
that there will be some demand for additional business land over the medium term. Increased access
to the industrial areas in Whangarei City and Otaika through the development of the Lower Hatea River
Crossing with approximately 3 km cut off the journey will influence the need and desirability of more
business land directly within Onerahi. Commercial activities are the preferred business land use in this
node, with most light or heavy industrial being located at Otaika and the old port area. The commercial
area in Onerahi has also seen revitalisation works in the past few years, which has enhanced the
aesthetics and the local sense of place. It is acknowledged that further works will be required over
time, and more planning around this may be required. This may be connected to the development of a
potential business improvement district, but is also connected to the development of the Lower Hatea
River Crossing and potential changes in traffic flow generated by the presence of the crossing, which will
have both direct and indirect impacts on the present business area. The Onerahi Bypass, if constructed
would also influence the amount and location of business land in the node.

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population of the node is expected to grow by about 60%. This is a significant
increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure and
services in the node, including both council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste,
parks and reserves) and social infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities).
Social infrastructure should be provided to meet the needs of the aging population. Appendix 5 of the
Whangarei Growth Strategy provides an indication of the infrastructural requirements and associated
timing to meet projected demand. This needs to be taken into account when planning for infrastructure
and services in individual nodes, developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision,
AMPs, LTP

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NZTA, CoC,
Business
Groups

Low

District Plan

[PM]

1.5, 1.7, 2.5, 2.7, 5.1

Action 2.7

Ensure strong urban design provisions are included in the District Plan for urban and growth
nodes. These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when
administering the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved across the
Onerahi node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Onerahi node suffers from a lack of good urban design in the past. Strong urban design provisions
need to be inserted into the District Plan to ensure that good urban design principles are included in
development proposals for Onerahi. These provisions may at first be in the form of guidelines but if these
are not successful in improving urban design stronger provisions may be required. These provisions
need to be applied consistently and rigorously when administering the District Plan to ensure a high
quality urban environment in the node. Cognisance of the research and assessment of the business area
in terms of CPTED also needs to be incorporated in this process.

[PM, IS]

1.1, 4.1, 5.1

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Onerahi node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

1.1, 3.2, 5.1

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Onerahi, District Plan changes, and the
provision of infrastructure are included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs
along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan for Onerahi, District Plan changes, and the provision of
infrastructure need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with
budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management
plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative. This includes the results of any
business area revitalisation projects.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Approximately 19ha of reserve space may be needed over time, beyond that which is already provided
and should be used for connecting the residential population with wider opportunities, such as public
access to the coastal environment. The development of Pohe Island is a key issue for both Onerahi and
Whangarei City, as is the development of more natural areas in different parts of the node. There are
provisions and direction in the William Fraser Memorial Park on Pohe Island Management Plan which
are of import in this process. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking
access to and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on
beaches and along the foreshore). The WDC Reserves strategy also contains relevant provisions and
should be referred to.

On-going

WDC

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Onerahi node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Explanation

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision,
Structure Plans

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of
the Onerahi node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes. This has been initiated through the process for the business area redevelopment, but will
need to be continued over time.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]
Action 3.1

Explanation

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.5, 1.8, 2.5, 2.6, 5.1

Provide for parks and reserves in the Onerahi node as identified in the reserves strategy and
any subsequent review of the Onerahi Structure Plan to ensure adequate public open space and
increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

[PR]

1.8, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

[PM, IS, G, F,
Re]

Support
Agencies

PART B:

Review business land requirements for Onerahi, following the recent Port Nikau plan change,
and impacts of changes to the main transport routes and traffic patterns and make changes to
the District Plan as necessary.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 2.6

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
2.7, 4.1
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Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Community/

[PM, IS]

Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Onerahi node.

Explanation

Onerahi is located within the rohe of Ngapuhi, and the hapu group in the area is Te Parawhau. There are
no marae located within the node. Very little of the Onerahi node is Maori land, with only 1% (17ha) of
the area being classified as such. There is one site of significance to Maori identified in the District Plan
located within the node, being a pa site with pits and midden. Other important features include Owhiua
Pa, Stephans and Kaiwaka Point, Airport and surrounding area, Pa (Cartwright Road), Stone Adze
Quarry - Onerahi Foreshore, Matakohe Island, Motuotaua Island, Onemana Pa, and Motukiwi – Tapu
Point. Further sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development
of Iwi Management Plans. Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include two burial sites,
12 pa sites, two Maori horticulture sites, 31 midden/ovens, 46 pit/terraces, two unclassified sites and
two working areas - a total of 97. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in the future. It is
essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions
relating to future development of Onerahi node is ensured. The eventual construction of a marae within
the node may also be appropriate.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[PM, MR]

All

4.5

Tikipunga

Tikipunga is an important urban node located on the farming plains and low hills to the northeast of
Whangarei City. In recent years Tikipunga has seen a modest level of growth around locations like
Bushhaven Drive, above the golf course, and lifestyle development around Vinegar Hill and Glenbervie.
Within Tikipunga node there is a series of different features and characters, ranging from high quality
horticultural areas, farming and lifestyle development, areas of affordable housing, and an earlier
developed area around Tikipunga School. Glenbervie, Harris Road, and Vinegar Hill Roads are all
popular lifestyle areas, whilst locations near Gillingham Road, near the Countdown supermarket, and
around Balmoral Drive are all more affordable housing locations.
The bulk of Tikipunga’s population is located in a relatively defined area, and there is much scope to
develop the node in a more consolidated manner. The Paramount Plaza Shopping Centre, and the
other retail shops near the Kiripaka Road roundabout are important focal points for the residential
areas. Although there are a range of activities provided in Paramount Parade, more facilities could be
developed in this centre, such as a cinema. Urban design elements, such as streetscape, walkability,
mixed use development and sustainable design could also be applied to improve the shopping centre
in the future, which could develop into the central point of Tikipunga. There is a structure plan for the
Tikipunga node, which was adopted in 2009. The structure plan was prepared as part of the Whangarei
Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) which was adopted by Council in 2003. These documents provide the
policy background for the urban villages. Apart from the Urban Transition Environment plan change, no
other plan changes in Tikipunga have been processed as a result of the structure plan.
Tikipunga has been growing at a moderate rate over the past 15 years with its permanent population
increasing from 6,351 in 1991 to 7,521 in 2006 (a growth rate of 1.2% per annum). The permanent
population is projected to reach 10,027 in 2041, and 11,904 by 2061. The total land area of the Tikipunga
node is 3,544ha, of which Living Environments constitute around 465ha. In addition, there is a further
23ha zoned as business land, mainly around the supermarket and another, smaller shopping centre.
The 2006 split between households in Tikipunga is 78/22 (percent), with 2,166 households within the
Living Environments, and 607 households outside them, including unoccupied dwellings. Over time, a
target split of 84/16 by 2061 is preferable. This would double the number of households in the Living
Environments to 4,368, but also allow for an increase in the number of households outside of the Living
Environments at 832, including unoccupied dwellings.
The average Living Environment lot size in Tikipunga is 0.17ha, whilst the average size of a rural
residential lot outside of the Living Environments is 0.7ha. Based upon existing average residential lot
sizes, this would equate to 375ha of new urban land being required and 158ha of rural residential land
outside the Living Environments by 2061, when taking into account unoccupied dwellings.
Tikipunga appears to have significant capacity for residential growth under both the District Plan and
the structure plan, with maximum capacity of at least 70 years. Notably, there appears to be a likely
shortfall in existing vacant residential lots within three years, whilst vacant rural residential lots would
last approximately 23 years at projected levels of demand. The current Urban Transition Environment
plan change will increase capacity for rural residential development within the node. The limited number
of existing residential vacant lots suggests that the potential to accommodate growth with the District
Plan is not being realised, and actions may be required to promote development in Tikipunga. As
constraints in both Otaika and Onerahi may limit the rate of development in those areas, this may mean
that development in Tikipunga becomes more attractive, with a correspondingly higher rate of growth
compared with the historical rate.
Infrastructure is required to meet projected population growth, including increasing water storage
at Vinegar Hill and Trunk Line renewals/upsizing, at an estimated cost of $2.8 million; wastewater
reticulation upgrades and/or installation of new trunk sewers and developing an increase in capacity
of existing waste water treatment plant or new plant at an estimated cost for the anticipated growth of
$8.7 million; roading upgrades will require an estimated $2.5 million of additional Council expenditure
to meet population growth. Of importance is the Spedding Road extension due to be completed by the
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A small proportion of the node has significant natural habitat, with a total of 261ha (7.4%) across the
area. Around 212ha or 6% of the nodal area is formally protected by Department of Conservation
reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or private covenanting, which is a high proportion of the
overall amount. There are areas of productive farmland in the node and areas of highly productive land
near Glenbervie. The main land uses in the area include lifestyle (46%), pastoral (22%) and residential
(9%). As the population grows, the land occupied by residential uses will grow, and is likely to be at the
expense of land occupied by pastoral and lifestyle uses, and possibly horticultural uses. The protection
of productive farmland is an important issue in the node. The Tikipunga area provides several ecosystem
services of importance to the district, especially food in the pastoral areas, fibre in the Glenbervie
Forest, and some water quality and quantity provision. Population growth will see an increased demand
for services such as natural hazard regulation, air quality regulation, erosion regulation, and in terms
of local production, pollination, nutrient cycling and soil formation could be important. Some of these
services are equally important for Whangarei City, downstream from Tikipunga.
A portion of the node (about 394ha or 11% of the land area) is susceptible to flooding, mainly the areas
in proximity to Waitaua and Mangakino Streams, and north of Harris Road. Approximately 17% of the
total land parcels in Tikipunga are located in flood susceptible areas. About 10% (357ha) of the node is
identified as having a risk of high land instability, mostly on the bounds of Glenbervie Forest and above
Sands Road, away from the main future growth areas, although some pockets of land instability risk
also exist in different parts of Vinegar Hill. The main concern for the Tikipunga area, apart from those
impacts that affect the whole of the district, is an increased risk around inundation in the vicinity of the
waterways, and the influences on downstream flooding.
Glenbervie has always been a farming and fruit growing area, with Huanui Orchards as one of the
early orchards still thriving in the area. Parts of the Glenbervie area are characterised by historic stone
walls. These walls are made from volcanic rock that was collected and cleared from the land to allow for
farming, with the earliest walls dating back to 1850. Glenbervie has approximately 24km of stone walls,
which account for 15% of the stone walls located in the district. Glenbervie has other historic places
registered on the Historic Places Trust, which are mainly burial sites, middens, pits and terraces located
in the Glenbervie Forest.
The median household income in the node is $46,700, which is above the district average of $43,900.
In terms of deprivation, however, Tikipunga has one of the higher levels of deprivation, with about
63% of the node being more deprived under the Index of Deprivation. This suggests that there are
substantial levels of inequality across Tikipunga. The median age in the node is 33 years, which is the
second youngest in the district. Approximately 34% of the population was under 20 years, which is the
third highest proportion in the district. Approximately 14% of the population was aged 65 years and over
in 2006. This is expected to reach 25% by 2041, and 29% by 2061, but this level is below the district
average over that period. By 2061, this would mean that 3,481 residents within the node are over the
age of 65 years, up from the present 1,059. This equates to an increase of 229%. Some additional

Tikipunga, with its various schooling options, would appear to have excess capacity at present and
it is unlikely new schools would be required over the next 30/50 years. Tikipunga is also reasonably
well served by medical facilities, with a medical centre, two chemists and other health-related services
located in the node, including the North Haven Hospice. It is also reasonably close to facilities in Kamo
and Kensington. There are two rest home/retirement village facilities located in the node, and it is likely
that more rest home/retirement village facilities will be required. Tikipunga is relatively well served by
civic amenities, with seven churches, two retail centres, and one community hall in the node. The
area of Tikipunga, Glenbervie and Vinegar Hill contain quite a number of scenic walks and reserves,
including Whangarei Falls and AH Reed Reserve with elevated boardwalks through a grove of Kauri
trees. The Whangarei Golf Club also has open space characteristics and serves a recreation need, but
this facility is a private commercial business and its longevity cannot be guaranteed.
Tikipunga is well served by a selection of shops and businesses, including a major supermarket,
butchery, bakery, general store, greengrocers, post office and liquor stores, but doesn’t have many
other wider services. In 2006, 3,045 employees lived in the node. Work options within the node are
limited, with 972 people working in Tikipunga in 2006. The main employment sectors were retail trade,
manufacturing, and education and training. The occupations were professionals, sales workers, and
managers and administrators. Local employment options are projected to rise to 1,349 by 2041, and
1,596 by 2061. Tikipunga west, around the supermarket, contained the most employees and the largest
employers in the node. Other larger employers were in education and health and community services.
In terms of business area, there is a small amount of business land zoned in Tikipunga, mainly used for
the commercial centre on Paramount Parade. The business floor projections increase from 9,500m2 in
2006 to 13,000m2 in 2041, and 16,000m2 in 2061. The amount of business land area to meet demand is
expected to rise from 23ha, to 32ha in 2041 and 38ha by 2061. Much of this land would likely be used
in commercial services as opposed to industrial uses, which are more likely to be located in the Kamo
node around Springs Flat.

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Tikipunga node taking into account those issues identified in Figure
1, the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) (and background reports), Urban Form Chapter of
the District Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans. This is a medium priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and residential
intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth
Strategy.
1.3 Include in the structure plan, when reviewed, strong provisions relating to rural residential
development, reverse sensitivity and the protection of productive farmland. Identify the location of highly
productive farmland in the structure plan.
Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan
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Tikipunga contains a range of residential, recreational, commercial and rural land uses, whose character
and distinctiveness is provided by the combination of urban and rural landscapes. A large portion of
Tikipunga node (23%) is rated as significant (Landscape Sensitivity 5) in an initial landscape study
of the district associated with the heritage values in the area. Heritage landscapes are comprised of
strong cultural and historical associations, both European and Maori. There is one Outstanding Natural
Feature and Geological Site of Regional Importance in the area – Glenbervie (Maruata) cone which
is also of strong significance to Maori. Whangarei Falls are located in the Tikipunga node, and are an
important landmark and feature in the landscape, as well as a tourist attraction.

services would be required to meet the needs of the aged population, but this is less than most other
urban nodes. This proportion could change, as retirement villages are increasingly popular in Tikipunga.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

end of 2011. This link will provide a more direct access to/from State Highway 1 for the communities of
Tikipunga and Otangarei, facilitating reduced travel times and better community connectivity. This will,
in turn, influence development in the area. To meet present service levels, it is anticipated that a further
32ha of local parks or natural area reserve is required to meet population growth, at an estimated cost
of $11 million. The use of additional park space will be important for the development of the sense of
place in the node, and may become Tikipunga strongest social asset if done well.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

1.4 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Tikipunga node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
National Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for
Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node.
1.5 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Tikipunga node, when
reviewed. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality
of urban design is achieved across the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles.
1.6 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Tikipunga node, when
reviewed, especially that around Glenbervie, to maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node.
Include relevant aspects of the Historic and Cultural Heritage Strategy once completed.
1.7 Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Tikipunga node,
when reviewed, including the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, walking
and cycling and connections to the central city, including the Spedding Road extension and the Kamo
Bypass when completed.
1.8 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a medium priority.

3.2 Take into account demographic changes within the node, particularly the aging of the Tikipunga
node, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management
plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Tikipunga node.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Tikipunga, District Plan changes, and the
provision of infrastructure in the Tikipunga node are included in asset/activity management plans and
future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Tikipunga node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Tikipunga node.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for the Tikipunga node taking into account those issues identified
in Figure 1, the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy (WUGS) (and background reports), Urban
Form Chapter of the District Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans. This is a medium
priority.

Explanation

The structure plan for the Tikipunga node was adopted by Council in 2009. Given that there is sufficient
existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential development over the next
50+ years, a review of the existing structure plan is accorded a medium priority. When the structure
plan is reviewed the issues identified in Figure 1, the WUGS (and background reports), the Urban Form
Chapter in the District Plan, and any other relevant strategies, and plans need to taken into account. It
is important to note that constraints may reduce the rate of lot development. Regular monitoring of both
subdivision and uptake of new lots will reveal the impact of constraints on land development. If these
constraints are significant, this may result in a structure plan review being needed earlier than stated for
this node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.9 Prepare a development plan including projects to establish a village centre for the Tikipunga node.
This is connected to the urban design action point.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Tikipunga node in
a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the WUGS and associated structure plans.
2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Tikipunga node to
identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural residential development
and reverse sensitivity issues.
2.3 Review business land requirements for Tikipunga, following the impacts of changes to the main
transport routes and traffic patterns and make changes to the District Plan as necessary.
2.4 Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Tikipunga node are included in the District Plan.
These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the
District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
2.5 Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential intensification
in identified areas within the Tikipunga node.

[PM]
Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan,
when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development over the longer term (50+ years), although this reduces under the constrained capacity.
There is substantial further capacity identified in the existing structure plan for the Tikipunga node. The
establishment of the Urban Transition Environment in the node will ensure capacity is available to meet
rural residential demand over the longer term. When the structure plan is reviewed a reassessment
of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future residential, rural
residential, business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period
based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. When assessing potential land needs to
meet future demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat and
biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into account. The provisions
within any other relevant strategies and plans need also to be taken into account.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

2.6 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Tikipunga Structure Plan, the
NPs on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the
long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the
sense of place of the node.
3.1 Provide for parks and reserves in the Tikipunga node as identified in the reserves strategy and any
subsequent review of the Tikipunga Structure Plan ensure adequate public open space, potentially
along waterways, and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

[PM]
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1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7

1.1, 1.4, 5.1

Explanation

Tikipunga node contains a significant area of productive farmland, especially around Glenbervie, but
is subject to pressures from extensive rural residential development. The review of the structure plan
should address rural residential development, reverse sensitivity, and the protection of productive
farmland. The location of highly productive farmland should be identified in the structure plan.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Tikipunga node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
National Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy
and management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan
for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node.

Explanation

The node is characterised by a predominantly rural landscape over much of its area, but important
environmental features do exist. Any future review of the structure plan for the node will need to take
careful account of landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense of place in the area. The stone walls, bush fragments,
and so on are important contributors to the character of the landscape, as are the waterways flowing
through the node. This should also be taken into account during the development of stormwater
infrastructure that takes advantage of the local features and potential co-benefit opportunities with the
provision of other services such as reserves, as a form of green infrastructure.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 2.6

Action 1.5

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Tikipunga These
principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality of urban
design is achieved across the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Tikipunga in general suffers from a past lack of good urban design and connectivity between different
elements. Of particular importance is providing people friendly public places and pedestrian friendly
streets by working with transport engineers to reduce the dominance of cars in the wider area. These
principles need to be applied consistently in an integrated manner so that the node incorporates some
unifying themes in the urban landscape. However, it is recognised that cars remain the dominant
transport use in the short term, and the Spedding Road extension is likely to exacerbate this situation.
Over time, as more pedestrian friendly and public transport orientated options emerge, reducing
the dominance of cars becomes an option. The application of CPTED principles, and an element of
retrofitting, is important in Tikipunga, with a large number of poorly designed, and potentially unsafe
areas requiring change. New reserve land, and future land development, should help ameliorate these
issues.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

5

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, NZHPT

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

1.1, 1.8, 1.9, 2.4

Action 1.6

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Tikipunga node,
when reviewed, especially that around Glenbervie, to maintain and enhance the sense of place in
the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic and Cultural Heritage Strategy once completed.

Explanation

Tikipunga has a historic and cultural heritage that is not always recognised nor fully celebrated, although
more is evident around Glenbervie. This includes both early Maori occupation and later European
settlement. Overall, there is a need to better utilise existing historic and cultural heritage features and
themes within Tikipunga and build on the sense of place that already exists. Whilst Tikipunga does not
have a strongly evident heritage, there are disparate elements throughout the node, including stone
walls on the fringes around Glenbervie, which was the focus of more historic development.

1.1, 1.2

Action 1.7

Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Tikipunga node,
when reviewed, including the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport,
walking and cycling and connections to the central city, including the Spedding Road extension
and the Kamo Bypass when completed.

Explanation

Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated.
A central theme for Tikipunga should be transforming the node from a car dominated to a people friendly
environment. Pedestrian walkways and cycleways in the main should be an important component whilst
maintaining essential automobile movements through the node. Longer term changes resulting from
the new Spedding Road connection also need to be monitored. Tikipunga is also important in terms of
providing a sizable catchment for public transport options, due to areas of large potential population
growth being located close to the main bus routes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.2

Action 1.4

[PM]

Priority/Timing

[PM, R]

1.1

Action 1.8

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trailed at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extended to other parts of the
district over time. A community village plan for the Tikipunga node is seen as a medium priority. This
may well be connected to efforts that connect the disparate elements of Tikipunga, and in addressing
concerns raised as part of CPTED evaluation.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

Community
Groups and

Medium

Community
Plans

[PM, CS, IS]

PART B:

Include in the structure plan, when reviewed, strong provisions relating to rural residential
development, reverse sensitivity and the protection of productive farmland. Identify the location
of highly productive farmland in the structure plan.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.3

1.1, 1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.4, 3.1,
3.2, 4.1, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1

Organisations

Action 1.9

Prepare a development plan including projects to establish a village centre for the Tikipunga
node. This is connected to the urban design action point.

Explanation

Tikipunga has no easily identifiable central point, although the supermarket/shopping centre is probably
the most obvious, with the Spedding Road Shops a close second. The completion of the Spedding Road
Link will have an impact on transport patterns throughout the node, with more movement along the
bypass expected. With the faster times to the central city, more residential development in the node may
be expected, especially around locales such as Sands, Clapham, and Corks Roads. Substantial capacity
to develop new lots already exists within the area, and their uptake should be promoted as part of other
action points. It is important to ensure that there is connectivity between different locations and that a
more central space is formed that help build community links. Sensitive development of public space in
the vicinity of the shopping centre which connects to schools and recreational space and to other nodes
is important. For example, a walkway that connects Springs Flat and the city centre, much of which
passes through Tikipunga, is a possible long term option, with secondary paths connecting to them.
The shape of Tikipunga means that several options for such walking connections exist. Connecting the
business area to new residential and recreational amenities is also important and could be connected to
the wider area.
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Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC,
Community/
Business
Groups

Low

Development
Plans

[PM]

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Tikipunga node
in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the WUGS and associated structure plans.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development over the next 50+ years, and further capacity identified in the existing structure plan for
the Tikipunga node. The land identified in the structure plan for future residential use should not be
released into the District Plan until there is less than 10 year capacity remaining. In this node, it would
appear that rezoning of land is not required for some time. However, given the constraints in Otaika and
Onerahi, population growth may occur faster than the historical trends. The zoning of Urban Transition
Environment will also create additional capacity for rural residential development within the node.
Lead Agency

2

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]
Action 2.2

Explanation

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

Tikipunga contains a significant area of productive farmland, especially around Glenbervie, but is subject
to pressures from extensive rural residential development. Restrict rural residential development to
those areas identified in the completed UTE plan change, and any other areas identified as part of a
future Rural Living Environment plan change. Take account of the Rural Development Strategy when
completed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.3, 2.1, 5.1

Action 2.3

Review business land requirements for Tikipunga, following the impacts of changes to the main
transport routes and traffic patterns and make changes to the District Plan as necessary.

Explanation

There is some business land currently zoned in Tikipunga. At present, the growth projections suggest
that there will be some demand for additional business land over the medium term, especially more
commercial land rather than industrial land. Developments such as business park development in Kamo,
the Kamo bypass, and the future construction of the Lower Hatea River Crossing (providing access to
the old port area via Abbey Caves Road) will influence potential need for business land in Tikipunga.
Overall, it is expected that Tikipunga is likely to grow as a residential centre with small-medium
commercial area, rather than other types of land development such as light industrial business.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, NZTA,
Business
Groups

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]
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Explanation

Tikipunga node suffers from a past lack of good urban design and a distinct lack of connectivity. Strong
urban design provisions need to be inserted into the District Plan to ensure that good urban design
principles are included in development proposals for the Tikipunga node. These provisions may at first
be in the form of guidelines but if these are not successful in improving urban design stronger provisions
may be required. These provisions need to be applied consistently and rigorously when administering
the District Plan to ensure a high quality urban environment in the Tikipunga node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

1.1, 1.8, 2.4, 2.5, 5.1

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.5, 1.8, 5.1

Action 2.5

Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential
intensification in identified areas within the Tikipunga node.

Explanation

In developing a stronger sense of place and to enhance connectivity, urban amenity, and local character,
Tikipunga would benefit from mixed used development and residential intensification. Potential locations
were identified in the existing structure plan, and these should be reviewed for their appropriateness and
possible inclusion in the District Plan by way of a plan change and appropriate provisions inserted.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 5.1

Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Tikipunga node
to identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural residential
development and reverse sensitivity issues.

[PM]

Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Tikipunga node are included in the District Plan.
These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering
the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

1.5, 1.8, 2.4, 2.5, 5.1

Action 2.1

Priority/Timing

Action 2.4

[PM]

1.1, 1.8, 1.9, 2.3, 5.1

Action 2.6

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Tikipunga Structure
Plan, the NPs on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management
plan and the long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to
maintain and enhance the special sense of place of the node.

Explanation

Landscape values, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity are all matters that Council
must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an important aspect to consider. There may
be a need to give effect to some of these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional Policy
Statement) over the short to medium term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been
identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. Of additional note is the recent adoption
of the NPS on Freshwater Management and the way that water quality and quantity are managed.
Waterways that pass through the residential areas are an important feature of Tikipunga node, and
hence the NPS will likely be of enhanced importance in this node. The relevant provisions of these
strategies and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to
medium term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 3.1, 5.1

Action 3.1

Provide for parks and reserves in the Tikipunga node as identified in the reserves strategy and
any subsequent review of the Tikipunga Structure Plan to ensure adequate public open space
along waterways, and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

Tikipunga Sports Ground and the Whangarei Falls reserves are the most widely known sites in the
node. As the population growth, it is expected that 32ha of additional reserve is needed to meet present
service levels. Much of this may be connected to the development of land adjacent to Waitaua Stream,
with other suitable locations being required in the wider area. A further area for exploration is developing
stronger connections between Parihaka Reserve and Glenbervie Forest and its recreational aspects,
perhaps using unformed roads in the node, although these do not directly connect the two areas.
Provisions in the Parihaka and Hatea Reserve Management Plan are important for providing direction
to the development of reserve space in this node. The WDC Reserves Strategy will contain relevant
provisions and should be referred to.

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

[PR]

Take into account demographic changes within the node, particularly the aging of the Tikipunga
node, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity
management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population of the node is expected to grow by 60%. This is a significant
increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure and services
in the node, including both council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, parks
and reserves) and social infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities). Social
infrastructure should be provided to meet the needs of the aging population. Although presently not as
significant as other locations but the increased presence of retirement centres may quickly shift this
demography. Appendix 5 of the Whangarei Growth Strategy provides an indication of the infrastructural
requirements and associated timing to meet projected demand. This needs to be taken into account
when planning for infrastructure and services in individual nodes, developing asset/activity management
plans and LTPs.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Tikipunga node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure and services.
Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Tikipunga, District Plan changes, and the
provision of infrastructure in the Tikipunga node are included in asset/activity management plans
and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, changes to the District Plan, and the provision of infrastructure
in the Tikipunga node for Tikipunga need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future
LTP’s, along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity
management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[PM, IS, G, F,
Re]

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of
the Tikipunga node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes. Tikipunga High School and the local Marae play prominent roles in the local community,
and their efforts on inclusion need to be supported. For example, some of the CPTED research and
recommendations is highly applicable to this action point and future discussion with the community.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[PM, IS]

All

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Tikipunga node.

Explanation

Iwi and hapu have a long association with Whangarei including the Tikipunga node. Tikipunga is located
within the rohe of Ngati hine, and there are a number of hapu groups located in the area. There are two
marae located in the node. There are two sites of significance to Maori identified in the District Plan in
the node, including the marae, urupa and church, and Puketotara Maunga, a wahi tapu. Also located
in the node and important to Maori are the Otuihau (Whangarei) Falls, Paranui Falls, Tawatawhiti
Papakainga (Mairtown area) and Puna on land next to the golf club. Further sites of significance to Maori
may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. Archaeological
sites of Maori association in the node include one Maori horticulture find, one midden/oven, and five pit/
terraces - a total of seven. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

[PM, MR]

All

1.1, 3.2, 5.1

Action 5.1

Support
Agencies

Explanation

1.1, 4.1, 5.1

Action 4.1

Priority/Timing

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies
and stakeholders to assist in the development of the Tikipunga node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Council, and the public generally.

1.8, 1.9, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

Action 3.2

[PM, IS]

Action 6.1

PART B:

Lead Agency

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Priority/Timing

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 3.1,
3.2, 4.1
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5. Satellite Town: Marsden Point/Ruakaka
Introduction
Over the next 50 years, Marsden Point/Ruakaka is projected to develop into a satellite town of around
15,000 people which complements (but does not compete with) Whangarei City. As outlined in the
Growth Strategy, the projected future development of the satellite town is characterised by:
• a mixture of residential development including permanent residences, retirement villages and holiday
homes;
• development of an industrial hub for the district and wider region based around the deep water port
and refinery at Marsden Point;
• major residential/commercial marina development;
• business/commercial development that complements Whangarei City but does not rival it;
• a wide range of medium size retailing, large supermarket facilities, gas stations, restaurants, bars;
• health care facilities that support Whangarei Hospital as the main regional hospital;
• primary and secondary schools but no separate tertiary institution except possibly an outpost of
Northland Polytechnic associated with Ruakaka aquaculture research facility;
• strong transport links to both Whangarei and Auckland including rail and road;
• development of a public transport system both locally and linked to Whangarei.
The Marsden Point/Ruakaka node is a substantial area encompassing a number of settlements,
each having a character of its own. The main built-up areas include the settlement of Ruakaka with
accompanying commercial area/recreational facilities near the Ruakaka River mouth; homes and
holiday houses located at One Tree Point; the marine village development between One Tree Point
and Marsden Point; and the industrial area centred on the Marsden Point Oil Refinery and Northport’s
deep water port. Takahiwai contains a large area of farmland and multiple scattered dwellings near a
major local marae.
Marsden Point/Ruakaka has been identified as an area with significant growth potential. The existing
oil refinery, the recent development of the deep water port and a large expanse of flat, easily developed
land adjacent to the port is unique in New Zealand. The proposed rail link to the port adds to the area’s
attraction as a major industrial/residential development node. There is no doubt that the Marsden Point/
Ruakaka area has considerable potential for significant development in the future. However, projecting
the timing and quantum of that development is extremely difficult because of the complex mix of
potential drivers involved, together with a very low existing population and industrial base to project out
from. Because of the uncertainties surrounding such projections for this area, the Growth Strategy has
included two sets of growth projections, a lower growth scenario (based upon the Whangarei District
Council Growth Model) and a higher growth scenario based on the Whangarei District Council Marsden
Point/Ruakaka Development Model (formulated specifically for the area).
The Growth Strategy adopts the high growth scenario for Marsden Point/Ruakaka. This is in recognition
of the unusual, unrealised development potential in the area. This, together with improved transport
links to Auckland (including the proposed rail link) has the potential to result in substantial development
in the future. The timing of this development depends on a range of factors, but for the purposes of the
Growth Strategy a population of 15,000 by 2061 has been projected for the area as a reasonable and
realistic possibility.
The population of the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node was 3,114 in 2006. The average growth rate for the
last 20 years was 0.85% per annum. According to the Whangarei District Council Growth Model, the
population of Marsden Point/Ruakaka node is projected to increase from 3,108 in 2006 to 6,294 in 2041
and to 7,634 in 2061. This represents an average annual increase of 2.65%, or 82 additional people per
annum, and 4,520 additional people in total. Allowing for the considerable development potential in the
Marsden Point/Ruakaka area and the low initial population, a high growth scenario has been developed
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for the purposes of the Growth Strategy. This puts the projected increase in population as 10,378 in
2041, and 14,587 in 2061, an average annual increase of 6.7%, an additional 210 people per annum,
and 11,473 additional people in total.
The current number of residential dwellings in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node is 1,614 of which
1,206 are occupied, and the remaining 25% (408 dwellings) are unoccupied (i.e. holiday homes). The
average growth rate for the last 20 years was 1.42% per annum. The number of occupied residential
dwellings in the node is projected to increase from 1,203 in 2006 to 2,622 in 2041, and to 3,181 in
2061. This represents an average annual increase of around 2.98%, or 36 additional dwellings per
annum, and 1,975 additional dwellings in total. Allowing for the considerable development potential in
the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node and the low number of existing dwellings, a high growth scenario has
been developed for the purposes of the Growth Strategy. This puts the projected increase in occupied
dwellings at 4,324 in 2041, and 6,078 in 2061, an average annual increase of 7.34%, an additional 89
dwellings per annum, and 4,872 additional dwellings in total.
In recognition of the high potential for development in Marsden Point/Ruakaka a structure plan was first
prepared by Council in 2000. A review of the structure plan was undertaken in 2008. This structure plan
was produced by a private developer/landowner and adopted by Council in 2009. This comprehensive
structure plan has capacity for the development of a city of 40,000 people together with around 840ha
of industrial land and 200ha of commercial land. The quantity of land identified in the structure plan is far
in excess legitimised by recent and projected growth. This has resulted in property speculation and land
banking with consequent reduction in productive land use. There have been no council initiated plan
changes to implement the structure plan, but a private plan change, Northgate-Port Marsden Industrial
Area, is presently being considered. This plan change proposes a mixed commercial/industrial/
residential area near One Tree Point Road and Port Marsden Highway. Most of the area is expected
to be used for industrial purposes, but there is provision for 400 residential units. The Northgate-Port
Marsden Industrial Area will be developed over time according to a master plan that is flexible in terms
of population and industrial growth.
At present, 280ha of the node is zoned Living 1 or Living 3 Environments, with a more substantial
area of 1,024ha being zoned for a variety of business uses. The 2006 split between households within
the Living Environments and outside of the Living Environments was 79/21 (percent), with around
1,268 households within the Living Environments, and around 345 households outside them, including
unoccupied dwellings. Over time, the same split has been used because of the major difficulties in
estimating future population and the substantial size of the nodal area. This would result in around
5,347 households inside the urban area, and around 1,457 households outside of the main urban area,
including unoccupied dwellings.
There are large numbers of existing vacant lots in the area (628). There is sufficient capacity in vacant
residential lots to satisfy projected high growth scenario demand for eight years. There is also sufficient
capacity in vacant rural residential lots to satisfy projected demand for approximately 10 years.
Additionally, the capacity for developing new residential lots is high, whether under the District Plan or
structure plan. Constraints may limit this potential somewhat, especially in terms of the District Plan.
There is sufficient capacity for residential development under existing district plan zoning for the next
23 or more years, using the enhanced projected population figures. If the existing Future Living 1
Environment zoning is included in calculations, then there is sufficient capacity for close to 100 years.
It is noted that Future Living 1 Environment zoning is already being used in locations close to One Tree
Point, but a second area of this special zoning located near Ruakaka has not been used. Under the
structure plan, there is sufficient capacity to over 150 years. The average Living Environment lot size in
Marsden Point/Ruakaka is 0.12ha, whilst the average rural residential parcel size outside of the Living
Environments is 0.56ha. Based upon a continuation of the average lot sizes and the projected split, this
would equate to around 490ha of new urban land being required (compared with the current footprint
of residential sites), and a further 623ha of rural residential land being taken up outside of the Living
Environments to meet demand.

Infrastructure will be required to meet projected growth at Marsden Point/Ruakaka and projected costs
for infrastructure are likely to be high. In terms of water, these works include the reconfiguration of trunk
lines around the Water Treatment Plant, reservoirs and McCathie Road. It has also been projected
that an extra storage reservoir at Sergeants Hill is required. In addition, upgrades to the Port Marsden
Highway Water Main, the Ruakaka Reservoirs Three and Four, and stage two upgrades to the Ruakaka
Water Treatment Plant are required at an estimated cost of $16 million. In terms of wastewater, works
range from reticulation upgrades and/or installation of new trunk sewers and an increase in capacity of
the existing wastewater treatment plant or a new plant at an estimated cost of $128 million. A strategy for
the provision of wastewater treatment for Marsden Point/Ruakaka is being developed to address long
term growth projections. Capacity issues needs to be addressed before any significant intensification
can occur in the area.
In terms of roading, there is also a known backlog and future roading works that will need to be met
in order to provide for projected traffic volumes. This will require an estimated $41 million of additional
Council administered roading expenditure. With high growth, it is anticipated that more land will be
required for further parks and reserves to meet service levels. This would include the purchase of
a further 10ha of neighbourhood parks, some 11ha of sports fields, 9ha for a destination reserve
and approximately 4ha of coastal access parks at an estimated cost of $30.5 million over 50 years.
Stormwater attenuation and treatment is expected to be provided as part of on-site development, similar
to other developments in the district.
A substantial proportion of the node is regarded as being flood susceptible - about 1,180ha or 29% of
the node. The flood susceptible land is located across the whole of the area, especially around, but
not limited to, the Ruakaka River. Other areas are near small streams or are areas where ponding
occurs. In addition, approximately 28% of the total parcels of land available for development in the area
are located within flood susceptible areas. Most transport routes are potentially affected by flood risk.
Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Marsden Point/Ruakaka, especially around One Tree
Point. The Bream Bay Coast and the harbour shoreline are both identified as coastal hazard areas in
the District Plan. Tsunami risk is also a factor at Marsden Point/Ruakaka and needs to be included in
land use planning decisions. Over the longer term (and the scope of this strategy), sea level rise could
cause increased erosion along the coast as well as changes in water flow patterns in Ruakaka River. If
sea level rise occurs more swiftly than presently predicted, there may be concerns relating to flooding
risk across the node.
Marsden Point/Ruakaka contains a heavily modified landscape, consisting of four main types: the
coastal dunes and their associated mix of indigenous and exotic coastal vegetation; the bush-clad

Iconic of the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node, is the expansive and exposed beach at Bream Bay.
The flat and open topography brings a sense of spaciousness to the shore, and the breadth of the
open sea and continuity of the horizon is emphasised. The Whangarei Heads across the harbour are
strikingly visible from this node. Contributing to the ‘marine’ sense of place of the node was the recent
construction of the marine village in Marsden Bay, featuring canal side residential development along
with some associated commercial development including restaurants, shops, bars, etc. Further inland,
land use turns rural in nature, characterised by a landscape of farmed coastal flats. A regular paddock
and shelterbelt pattern dominates, and gives a controlled production atmosphere to the area. A small
proportion of notable landscape (Landscape Sensitivity 6) as identified in the District Plan – mainly
around the coastal dunelands. A smaller portion is regarded as significant (Landscape Sensitivity 5)
according to an earlier study of the district.
Some significant natural habitat (760ha or 19%) is contained within this node, most of which is
located along the coast and includes some estuarine areas, especially the Ruakaka Wildlife Refuge
and the Ruakaka Dunelands. Little remains of significant vegetation remnants elsewhere. In terms of
ecosystem services, dunelands along the coast play an important role in buffering wave action along
the coast behind which is located low lying land. The vegetation in the upper hills of the Ruakaka
Catchment and the Takahiwai Hills, just outside the node, provides high quality water, water recharge,
and flood attenuation services. However, in the face of expanded residential demand, increased use
and restoration of vegetation for the purposes of flood attenuation is likely to be necessary alongside
waterways throughout the area, a point reflected in the design of the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure
Plan. Air quality management is also important, given potential industrial development in the wider area.
The Marsden Port airshed is already close to capacity for sulphur dioxide and has relatively high levels
of particulate matter. This may place constraints on some types of industrial land uses in the future.
The median household income within Marsden Point/Ruakaka area is $45,000, which is just above
the district average of $43,900. However, about 49% of the population are more deprived under the
Deprivation Index. This suggests a wide diversity in income and resources across the area. The median
age of permanent residents within the node was 42.3 years in 2006. About 30% of the population was
under 20 years of age in 2006, and this is projected to decline as a proportion over time, but actual
numbers increase as resident numbers increase. In 2006, approximately 16% of the population was
aged 65 years and over. This is projected to reach 29% by 2041, and 34% by 2061. By 2061, this would
mean that 4,971 residents over the age of 65 years would live within the node, up from the present 510.
This equates to an increase of 16% per annum, which suggests a significant need for accommodation
and services suited to an older population.
Marsden Point/Ruakaka has two medical centres and one chemist facility located in the node.
Ruakaka shopping village is approximately 30km to the Whangarei Hospital, whilst One Tree Point is
approximately 36km to the Hospital. A small St. John ambulance station is located at Bream Bay, and
employs 2 full time equivalent ambulance officers along with 16 volunteers. Three schools, including
one secondary school, are located within the settlement or on its edges. These include Bream Bay
College, One Tree Point Primary School and Ruakaka Primary School, all decile 4 schools. If there
is significant growth in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka area, it is likely that more primary schools, and
potentially another secondary school will be required. Land use planning in the node needs to take into
account future provision of schools in the node.
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Future projections, based upon business floor area assumptions in the Growth Strategy, suggest a
continuing demand for business land in Marsden Point/Ruakaka. Based on the employee projections
for Marsden Point/Ruakaka and an employee density of 17, there is no necessity to increase business
zoned land in Marsden Point/Ruakaka over the next 50 years. Future business land requirements could
be met by developing existing vacant business land. The uptake of business land in Marsden Point/
Ruakaka will be influenced by events in the Auckland region, as well as Treaty of Waitangi Settlements.
Despite the large amount of business land, there may be a need for further commercial/retail land
(Business 3) to be zoned over the medium term. Some of this requirement could be accommodated
within the mixed use zoning options of the Marsden Point Structure Plan.

Takahiwai Hills; urban settlements; and pastoral farming in between. In addition to this, there is some
limited riparian vegetation on the banks of the Ruakaka River and other streams throughout the area.
There is a small amount of highly productive land located on gravel beds near the Ruakaka River.
Otherwise, 34% of the area is classified as productive farmland. Despite the area of productive farmland,
relatively little of the land is being used for productive farming purposes, except near Takahiwai. The
main land uses in the area include lifestyle blocks (27%), industrial purpose (24%) or present and future
residential needs (17%). As the population grows, it is expected that the land occupied by residential
and commercial purposes will grow, at the expense of remnant pastoral uses.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

The 1,024ha of business land is broken down into a variety of business land types. This includes 119ha
of land used for the Marsden Point Oil Refinery, 176ha of land used for various port purposes, 127ha
of land used for Business 2 (Light Industrial), 11ha of land for Business 3 (Commercial) at Ruakaka
Village and One Tree Point, 459ha of land used for Business 4, and a new mixed business/residential
zoning (Northgate/Port Marsden Industrial Area) of 132ha. It is clear that there is a significant amount of
business land is available within the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node, much of which is zoned for industrial
purposes. Excluding the Marsden Point Port land, 476ha of business zoned land is unoccupied by a
building, and is therefore considered fully vacant. Around 372ha of business zoned land is occupied by
at least one building used for business purposes.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

There are no retirement villages or rest home facilities in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node, with the
nearest being located at Waipu. The number of people aged 65 years and over is expected to increase
significantly and it is expected that retirement facilities and rest homes will be needed in the area. There
is currently a small police station and volunteer fire station located within the node. Ruakaka node has
one community library and one community hall within its confines, both of which are at Ruakaka Village.
In addition, there is also a Whangarei District Council Service Centre located at Ruakaka. Sports club
grounds can be found in Ruakaka Village, including football fields and bowling greens.
Marsden Point/Ruakaka has a reasonably sizable commercial community, especially when compared
with the size of the permanent population. Two small local business centres are located in the node; one
being the existing primary centre at Ruakaka, and the other is the existing/proposed extended centre
near the One Tree Point residential area. In 2006, a total of 1,356 employees lived in node, many of
whom were employed in manufacturing, construction, and health industry sectors. Jobs within the node
are more limited, with around 1,100 jobs being noted. The main industry sectors are manufacturing,
financial services, and education and training. The numbers of employees working in the node is
projected to rise from around 1,100 in 2006 to 3,285 in 2041, and 4,617 in 2061. This estimate would
see Marsden Point/Ruakaka becoming the second largest employment area in Whangarei District,
outpacing Kamo, but would still contain less than 25% of the employment in Whangarei City.
With the development of the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan, the Marsden Point/Ruakaka area
has a unique opportunity to be developed as a healthy, safe and attractive place where business,
social and cultural life can flourish. A well designed and well managed public realm will contribute
to community pride and identity for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka area, in conjunction with strong and
diversified employment opportunities. In doing so, one of the most important components of creating
a sustainable town is to identify and promote development of a primary mixed use centre in Marsden
Point. The primary centre can integrate a hierarchy of density, diversity of residences, and a mix of
uses, within a well connected and coherent public transport, walking and cycling network. There is
considerable opportunity to ensure a centre of high aesthetic and amenity value by employing high
quality urban design in planning/development processes.

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node taking into account those issues
identified in Figure 1, Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS), New Zealand Coastal Policy
Statement (NZCPS), Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan, and any other relevant strategies and
plans. This is a low priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the
Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka
node, when reviewed, particularly in regard to coastal erosion and flood susceptibility. Include relevant
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aspects of the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, the long term coastal hazard attenuation
strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, the Priority River Programme, and any
other relevant policies and plans.
1.4 Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Marsden Point including
the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, walking and cycling. Connections
within the node between proposed residential and industrial areas, and between present and future
commercial areas are important, as are connections to Waipu, Whangarei City and Auckland.
1.5 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node, when reviewed, to give effect
to the WCMS, NZCPS, the National Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the long term
biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and
management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as to enhance and develop the sense of place
in the node.
1.6 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Marsden Point/Ruakaka.
These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality of urban
design is achieved throughout the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) principles.
1.7 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a low priority for Marsden Point/Ruakaka node.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Marsden Point/
Ruakaka node in a staged and orderly manner. Any changes should be prioritised as part of a
programme of plan changes to implement the structure plan over time to ensure demand is met, yet
oversupply of land is avoided.
2.2 Re-examine the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan together with District Plan provisions relating
to the Structure Plan and rationalise the release of land into the District Plan to ensure consolidated
urban development of high amenity. It is noted that there are competing outlooks in terms of future
urban form in the node, each with advantages and disadvantages over different time frames.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazards and flooding risks and give effect to
the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, the coastal
hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, the Priority River
Programme, and any other relevant policies and plans.
2.4 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Marsden Point/Ruakaka
Structure Plan, the WCMS, NZCPS, the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity
strategy and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and management plan when
completed, and to maintain and enhance sense of place of the node.
2.5 Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node are included in
the District Plan. These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when
administering the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
3.1 Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in relation to infrastructure,
including wastewater disposal, water provision, stormwater runoff, solid waste disposal, and access to
the coast.

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan,
when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business,
mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth
projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing maximum capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development over the next 23 years, additional capacity if the Future Living 1 Environment is included
at approximately 100 years, and further capacity identified in the structure plan for 150 years. There
is also sufficient industrial land in the District Plan for over 50 years and all business land (industrial
and commercial) under the structure plan for over 100 years. When the structure plan is reviewed
a reassessment of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future
residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required)
over a 20/30 year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. When assessing
potential land needs to meet future demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards,
natural habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into
account. The structure plan presently identifies land for all land uses in excess of what is legitimised by
recent or projected growth. This has resulted in property speculation and land bank with a consequent
reduction in productive land use. This should be avoided in future structure plans reviews.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

10+

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Marsden Point/Ruakaka node.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of
infrastructure in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node are included in asset/activity management plans and
future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node taking into account those issues
identified in Figure 1, Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS), New Zealand Coastal
Policy Statement (NZCPS), Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan, and any other relevant
strategies and plans. This is a low priority.

Explanation

The structure plan for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node was adopted by Council in November 2009. No
council initiated changes to the District Plan have resulted from the structure plan as yet, but a private
plan change is presently being processed. There is sufficient maximum capacity under the District
Plan for projected growth in residential development over the next 23 years. If Future Living 1 zoning is
included then there is capacity for 100 years and capacity in the structure plan for 150 years. A review
of the existing structure plan is accorded a low priority. When the structure plan is reviewed the issues
identified in Figure 1, WCMS, NZCPS, the Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans need to taken into account. It is important to note that the Marsden Point
Structure Plan assesses the total capacity for the node, rather than any time-based projections. It uses a
series of potential drivers and triggers, e.g. the completion of the rail link between Oakleigh and Marsden
Point, to project when changes to the present zoning will be required rather than a date. This has been
done as there are significant difficulties in projecting population for the node, especially with the low
present population, low increases, but high potential for growth. Regular monitoring of both subdivision
and uptake of new lots will reveal the impact of these drivers and triggers, as well as any constraints on
land development. If these drivers or constraints are significant in their influence, this may result in a
structure plan review being needed earlier than stated for this node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

10+

WDC

NRC

Low

Structure Plans

[PM]

[PM]

1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 2.3

Action 1.3

Incorporate hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka
node, when reviewed, particularly in regard to coastal erosion and flood susceptibility. Include
relevant aspects of the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, the long term coastal hazard
attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, the Priority River
Programme, and any other relevant policies and plans.

Explanation

Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Marsden Point/Ruakaka especially around One Tree
Point, which along with the Bream Bay coast, is identified in the District Plan as coastal hazard area and
any future review of the structure plan for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node needs to take these into
account. Coastal hazards can include coastal erosion and coastal inundation. Flooding and ponding is
also an identified hazard in the node, particularly around the Ruakaka River. In terms of climate change
effect, the main specific consideration for the node is potential sea level rise and whether this will have
a significant impact on coastal erosion or inundation. Several locations in the node are low-lying, and
may be subject to more regular inundation in the future. Coastal erosion may also be exacerbated by
sea level rise. The development of a long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management
plan for Whangarei has been identified in the Implementation Plan as a district wide action. The relevant
provisions of this strategy and management plan should be included in any future review of the structure
plan for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node. WDC should work collaboratively with the NRC when
developing the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei.
The Priority Rivers Programme includes Ruakaka River in its analysis and the results of the programme
should be incorporated in flood mitigation measures in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

10+

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 2.1,
3.2, 5.1

PART B:

3.3 Take into account demographic changes within the node, and the high potential for industrial
development, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity
management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Action 1.2

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

3.2 Provide for parks and reserves in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node as identified in the reserve
strategy and any subsequent review of the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan to ensure adequate
public open space and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

1.1, 2.3

Action 1.4

Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Marsden Point
including the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, walking and
cycling. Connections within the node between proposed residential and industrial areas, and
between present and future commercial areas are important, as are connections to Waipu,
Whangarei City and Auckland.

Explanation

Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated.
A central theme in the node should be ensuring the urban areas are people friendly environments, whilst
ensuring efficient movement of freight from to/from the port or businesses. Pedestrian walkways and
cycleways should be developed whilst maintaining essential vehicle movements within and through
the node, especially around the present and new business areas. There needs to be a consideration of
intra-nodal connections between the various land uses, as well as the external connections to Waipu,
Whangarei City and Auckland including road, rail and public transport.
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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

10

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM]

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node, when reviewed, to give
effect to the WCMS, NZCPS, the National Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, the
long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape
strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as to enhance and develop
the sense of place in the node.

Explanation

The node is characterised by a flat coastal plan overlooked by the Takahiwai and Whangarei Heads hills,
and separated from the ocean by a substantial series of sand-dunes. Any future review of the structure
plan for the node will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural character, ecosystem
service provision, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special
sense of place. The Marsden Point Structure Plan outlines plans to develop a high level of connectivity
between residential areas, business areas and reserves as well as linking the reserve areas themselves.
These factors should also be taken into account during the development of stormwater infrastructure
that takes advantage of the localities features, being a form of green infrastructure. The WCMS, NZCPS
and the NPS on Freshwater Management all have provisions that will be applicable, as will the proposed
NPS on Indigenous Biodiversity.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

10+

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.4

Action 1.6

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Marsden Point/
Ruakaka. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high
quality of urban design is achieved throughout the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Marsden Point/Ruakaka has substantial potential in regard to progressing good urban design, with a
blank canvas to work with. However, there are a number of distinct settlements, and competing visions
for Marsden Point/Ruakaka, and integration of these areas and visions could prove difficult over time. Of
particular importance in terms of urban design is providing people friendly public places and pedestrian
friendly streets by working with transport engineers to reduce the dominance of cars passing through
the area, and perhaps viewing streets as multiple use areas. This has been outlined in the Marsden
Point structure Plan. Design principles need to be applied consistently in an integrated manner so that
the node incorporates some unifying themes in the new urban landscape and builds the sense of place.
There are plans for residential intensification in parts of the node (under the Marsden Point Structure
Plan), and much thought has been given to ensure that these areas are well-connected to different social
assets, especially green space and the commercial areas. However, the timing of development may be a
constraining factor, rather than the planning phase.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

10+

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans, Structure
Plans
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Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services
to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a low priority for
Marsden Point/Ruakaka node.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extend to other parts of the
district over time. Marsden Point/Ruakaka is a low priority.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

10

WDC

Community
Groups and
Organisations

Medium

Community
Plans

1.1, 2.2

Action 1.5

[PM]

Action 1.7

1.1, 1.7, 2.5, 3.1

[PM, CS, IS]

1.6, 2.5, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 5.1,
6.1, 7.1

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Marsden Point/
Ruakaka node in a staged and orderly manner. Any changes should be prioritised as part of a
programme of plan changes to implement the structure plan over time to ensure demand is met,
yet oversupply of land is avoided.

Explanation

There are high numbers of existing vacant lots in Marsden Point/Ruakaka node, both urban residential
and rural residential, relative to the present demand but low when compared with the projected demand.
Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last eight years and sufficient vacant rural
residential lots to last 10 years at projected high growth rates of uptake. There is sufficient existing
capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential development for the next 23 years,
capacity identified in the Future Living 1 Environment (100 years), as well as further capacity in the
structure plan (150 years). Given the amount of land available, any future land release should be
connected to the establishment of the different drivers and triggers noted in the Marsden Point Structure
Plan. There may be a need to release some residential land from the structure plan into the District
plan over the next 10-15 years. Whilst there is sufficient industrial land in the District Plan, there may
be a need to release some commercial land (Business 3) from the structure plan into the District Plan
over the next 10-15 years. Such changes should ensure that the release of land from the structure
plan into the District Plan should be carefully managed to ensure a consolidated urban form and avoid
scatter, disjointed development. Monitoring of land uptake should continue and may reveal the impact of
constraints and drivers on land development in the node. Changes to the District Plan may result.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 2.2, 5.1

Action 2.4

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Marsden Point/
Ruakaka Structure Plan, the WCMS, NZCPS, the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long
term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and
management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance sense of place of the node.

Explanation

Given the status of Marsden Point/Ruakaka as an important growth node over the future, there is a need
to ensure that the substantial area of urban land identified in the structure plan is used efficiently and
effectively. Various options to redeveloping and reshaping urban form, especially commercial land uses,
have emerged. The Marsden Point Structure Plan proposes an entirely new town centre, with the early
stages implemented through the Northgate/Marsden Town Centre Master Plan. The second option would
result in expansions to the present shopping centre at Ruakaka. The Northgate/Marsden Town Centre
option is the more ambitious of the two, with a whole-scale development of a new town centre being
proposed, using a master plan approach. However, the proposed centre relies on a number of drivers or
triggers to increase population, which may not occur over the short to medium term. The other option,
the expansion of the Ruakaka Town Centre, proposes an expansion of the present business centre
northwards. Its advantage lies in that it can expand on a more piecemeal way, according to actual growth
in the population, whilst the Marsden Town Centre may not emerge until enough trigger points have been
met. The Ruakaka centre is also closer to proposed developments at Ruakaka Racecourse, as well as a
variety of community assets. Another factor that will need to be considered is a commercial development
(28ha) containing a highway service centre and associated business activities near State Highway 1 on
rural land. It is noted that Council infrastructural plans, especially roading and wastewater, have been
developed around triggers and thresholds in terms of population and business development. Whilst the
services may not be available at present, a modular approach to the installation of infrastructure has
been adopted.

Explanation

Landscape values, natural character of waterways, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Councils must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an important
aspect to consider. There may be a need to give effect to some of these requirements emanating from
the review of the RPS for Northland, NZCPS, and the NPS on Freshwater Management (and consequent
changes to the Regional Land and Soil Plan) over the short to medium term. The development of a long
term biodiversity strategy and management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management
plan for Whangarei have been identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. Cognisance
must also be made of the NPS on Freshwater Management, given the streams flowing through or on the
margins of this node. The proposed NPS on Indigenous Biodiversity is also important given the natural
values evident in the node. The relevant provisions of these strategies and management plans may need
to be incorporated into the District Plan over the medium term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

8

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

4/5

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

1.1, 2.1

Action 2.3

Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazards and flooding risks and give effect
to the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, the
coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, the
Priority River Programme, and any other relevant policies and plans.

Explanation

Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Marsden Point/Ruakaka node, especially around
One Tree Point and Bream Bay which are identified in the District Plan as coastal hazard areas. As
further information becomes available future changes to the District Plan may be required. In One
Tree Point there have been on-going threats from coastal erosion to existing housing. A mixture of
mitigation measures have been applied to address those threats including beach replenishment and
hard structures including sea walls of various compositions. It is likely that Council will continue to be
involved in on-going costs to address these risks. It is important not to add to these costs by allowing
inappropriate location of development in the future. The development of a long term coastal hazard
attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei has been identified in the Implementation Plan
as a district wide action. Changes may need to be made to the District Plan to address provisions in
this strategy and management plan when completed. Changes may also need to be made to the District
Plan to address provisions in the NZCPS (and consequent changes to the Regional Coastal Plan) which
require the identification and assessment of coastal hazard risks, including tsunami and sea level rise,
over a period of at least 100 years, along with the protection of land uses from identified coastal hazards.
WDC should work collaboratively with the NRC to identify and assess coastal hazards. Flooding risk is
also an issue in the node. The Priority Rivers Programme undertaken by the NRC includes the Ruakaka
River, and the results of the programme should be incorporated in flood mitigation measures in the
Marsden Point/Ruakaka node.

[PM]

1.5, 5.1

Action 2.5

Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node are included in the
District Plan. These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when
administering the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node.
Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Marsden Point/Ruakaka has substantial potential in regard to progressing good urban design, with a
blank canvas to work with, and some strong principles incorporated within the Marsden Point Structure
Plan. However, there are a number of distinct settlements, as well as competing visions for Marsden
Point/Ruakaka, and integration of these areas and visions could prove difficult over time. Strong urban
design provisions need to be inserted into the District Plan to ensure that good urban design principles
are included in any development proposals for Marsden Point/Ruakaka. These provisions may at first
be in the form of guidelines but if these are not successful in improving urban design stronger provisions
may be required. These provisions need to be applied consistently and rigorously when administering
the District Plan to ensure a high quality urban environment and an enhanced sense of place in the
node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.6, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2, 5.1

Action 3.1

Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in relation to infrastructure,
including wastewater disposal, water provision, stormwater runoff, solid waste disposal, and
access to the coast.

Explanation

The Marsden Point/Ruakaka node is a popular holiday destination and contains many holiday homes.
The peak holiday population in the node is around 7,500 people, more than double the usually
resident population. The large increase in population over summer can place stress on infrastructure
and services. The effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in relation to infrastructure
and services need to be monitored to ensure there is enough capacity to meet peak demands and
environmental effects are managed adequately.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

5

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

[PM]

1.2, 1.3, 5.1

[PM, IS]

PART B:

Re-examine the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan together with District Plan provisions
relating to the Structure Plan and rationalise the release of land into the District Plan to ensure
consolidated urban development of high amenity. It is noted that there are competing outlooks in
terms of future urban form in the node, each with advantages and disadvantages over different
time frames.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 2.2

4.1, 5.1
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Action 3.2

Provide for parks and reserves in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node as identified in the reserve
strategy and any subsequent review of the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan to ensure
adequate public open space and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of
infrastructure in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node are included in asset/activity management
plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Given the significant development potential in the node, it is important to ensure adequate parks and
reserves are provided for future residents and visitors. The Growth Strategy and the structure plan
for Marsden Point/Ruakaka contain provisions outlining required parks and reserves and the costs of
these. The WDC Reserves strategy contains relevant provisions and should be referred to. Marsden
Point/Ruakaka has multiple small reserves, but there is little connectivity between some of them, apart
from coastal reserves. The future design theme in terms of the development of open space is one
of connecting the open spaces, especially of reserves located near the present population, as well
as making use of other land options, including negotiating with DoC to access a substantial area of
reserve located along the coast. In addition, potential new residential areas will need access to parks
and reserves. The Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan has a comprehensive vision for green space
throughout the node, but may prove difficult to implement in the short term.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes and the provision of infrastructure in the
Marsden Point/Ruakaka node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs
along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity
management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative, but is also dependant
on the various triggers and drivers noted in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka Structure Plan.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision,
Structure Plans

[PR]

Take into account demographic changes within the node, and the high potential for industrial
development, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/
activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population of the node is expected to grow five-fold. This is a significant
increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure and
services, including both council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, parks
and reserves) and social infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities). Social
infrastructure should be provided to meet the needs of the node as a whole taking into account the
projected population of 15,000. Appendix 5 of the Whangarei Growth Strategy provides an indication
of the infrastructural requirements and associated timing to meet projected demand. This needs to be
taken into account when planning for infrastructure and services in the node, developing asset/activity
management plans and LTPs. Information also needs to be circulated to various social agencies.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

[PM, IS]

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Marsden Point/Ruakaka
node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[IP, RC, F, IS]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions
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1.1, 3.2, 5.1

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.2,
3.3, 4.1

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node, including
business associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional
Council, Department of Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of the
Marsden Point/Ruakaka node. This should build on the work being carried out by Whangarei District
Council at the present time in terms of the business area. It is important that WDC liaises with these
bodies and the community, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with
them when required to ensure optimal outcomes. This is a critical element in the redevelopment of
the business area in the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node, but will also be a major element in the village
planning approach.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC,
DoC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

[PM, IS]

All

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Marsden Point/Ruakaka node.

Explanation

Marsden Point/Ruakaka is located within the rohes of Ngatiwai and Ngati Whatua; the hapu groups
in the area are: Patuharakeke, Te Koiwi, Te Parawhau and Ngati Tu. The Takahiwai Marae (Rangiora)
is located in the area. Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
Council in 2004 and produced an Environmental Plan in 2007. These should be taken into account
when undertaking planning functions in the area. Notably, no Maori land is recorded as being within
the Marsden Point/Ruakaka boundaries, although there is Maori land located to the west of Takahiwai
Marae. Significant features to Maori prominently viewable from the node include Bream Head and
Mount Manaia; no sites of significance to Maori are identified in the node in the Whangarei District
Plan. However, sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future. Archaeological sites of Maori
association in the node include two artefact finds, six pa sites, 99 midden/oven sites (reflecting the
coastal location), seven pit/terraces, and two unclassified – a total of 116. Further archaeological sites
may also be uncovered in future.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

1.1, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

Action 4.1

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F,
Re]

1.1, 1.7, 2.2, 2.4,3.3, 4.1, 5.1

Action 3.3

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, MR]

All

This section of the Implementation Plan contains those actions relating to the three growth nodes
outlined in the spatial plan for the district. These growth nodes are located in the north, south and east
of the district at Hikurangi, Waipu, and Parua Bay. The population of each node is projected to grow
to around 5,000 by 2061 (with some variation between nodes). As outlined in the Growth Strategy, the
projected future development of these growth nodes is characterised by:
• a rural township at Hikurangi servicing its rural hinterland and parts of the northern coastal area;
• two coastal townships, one at Parua Bay serving the north harbour, Pataua, and Whangarei Heads
area, and the second at Waipu serving the southern Bream Bay area;
• strong urban containment provisions limiting urban sprawl around the fringes;
• mixed use residential, commercial and light industrial development;
• commercial development consisting of retail shops, supermarkets, gas stations, pubs, post offices,
suburban banking, restaurants, coffee shops, and local professional services;
• local recreational and entertainment facilities;
• good urban design principles retaining the identity and character of the locality;
• townships linked to Whangarei by public transport service.
The Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) and the Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy
(WUGS) were adopted by Council in 2003. There are existing structure plans for the two coastal growth
nodes, but no structure plan has yet been developed for the rural growth node. These documents
provide the policy background for the Whangarei Coast and the coastal settlements, along with the
urban areas in the district. Most of the policy content in the documents is still valid and should provide
further information and support for those actions outlined in the Implementation Plan for the Growth
Strategy.
Each of the nodes has a wide range of attributes that point to them being growth nodes in the future.
Hikurangi has both rural and historic attributes, and easy access to various amenities. It is also a
reasonably affordable location, whether in terms of local land prices or the cost of providing infrastructure,
and could be of increasing interest to families over time as a residential option. It also provides an
economic/service role for the northern parts of the district, and could be influential over the wider area.
In the Hikurangi node there is 20 years capacity under the District Plan for residential development
but only sufficient vacant rural residential lots for 4 years. It will be necessary to prepare a structure
plan, and this is seen as a high priority. There will be a need to address rural residential development
in the node under the District Plan within the next 10 years to prevent scattered development, retain
productive farmland, reduce reverse sensitivity issues and protect natural and cultural heritage in the
Hikurangi node. The structure plan should specifically provide for rural residential development within
the node in identified areas.
Hikurangi has a substantial amount of business land zoned which is probably sufficient to meet demand
over the next 50 years. However, the location and amount of business land (and types of business land)
may need to be reviewed to ensure efficient use.
Parua Bay has both rural and coastal attributes, and has seen a high level of population growth in
recent years. Of the three nodes, Parua Bay is most closely linked to Whangarei City, and is likely to
growth in a complementary fashion rather than independently. In the Parua Bay node there is 15 years
capacity under the District Plan for residential development and a further 20 years capacity under the
structure plan. Hence, a review of the structure plan will be required by 2031, and there will be a need
to zone more Living Environment land in the District Plan within 15 years. It may also be necessary to
specifically provide for rural residential development within the node to prevent scattered development

Parua Bay has only small area of business land zoned. Parua Bay is likely to be the service centre for
the wider Whangarei Heads and Pataua areas, especially in terms of supplementing a tourist industry
which is developing in the area. There will be a need to ensure that provision is made for further
business land over the medium term.
Like Hikurangi, Waipu has historical, cultural, and rural attributes, but also contains coastal influences.
Its presence at the southern boundary of the district, on the way to Auckland, and an aging population
trend, points to it providing a role in terms of providing overflow capacity from Auckland. However,
to reduce the risk of it simply being regarded as a retirement village, some thought to the creation of
business land is important, especially with population growth in the wider area resulting in a higher need
for jobs locally. In the Waipu node, recent plan changes have allowed for 30 years capacity under the
District Plan for residential development. There are sufficient vacant rural residential lots for 17 years.
Hence, a review of the structure plan will not be required until 2041 and is seen as a low priority. It will
be necessary to specifically provide for rural residential development within the node and there will be
a need to address rural residential development under the District Plan.
Waipu has a large amount of business land zoned, but this is not sufficient to meet demand over the
long term. It is likely that more business land will need to be identified in the District Plan within the
next 10 years. Given the quite compact design in Waipu, there will be challenges in connecting present
business area with any future business zoning.
In each of the nodes, there may be a need to provide for mixed use and residential intensification. Mixed
use can be used to invigorate township centres whilst residential intensification may be a response
to an aging population and the desirability of older people to live in smaller dwellings on smaller lots
close to shopping, public transport, and health services. There may also be an increased demand for
rest homes or aged care facilities in these nodes, especially in Parua Bay and Waipu. Mixed use and
residential intensification needs to be carefully sited so that the sense of place is improved rather than
impaired.
Council infrastructure and services are provided to growth nodes to varying degrees. Hikurangi is well
served by infrastructure. To meet projected growth needs, approximately $14.1 million will need to be
spent on growth related infrastructure, especially wastewater. This is a relatively small sum compared
with the potential population growth. Waipu is also relatively well served by infrastructure. Growth
related expenditure for Waipu over 50 years is approximately $35.5 million, mostly on wastewater and
reserves. Whilst higher than Hikurangi, it is still relatively low, given the projected population increase.
Parua Bay is also relatively inexpensive to outfit. Growth-related infrastructure expenditure is estimated
at $20 million, which is, once again, a relatively small sum compared with the projected population
increases. The cost per household of providing growth related infrastructure are all low to moderate in
the growth nodes as there are benefits from population aggregation and existing infrastructure. Whilst
Waipu has the highest cost per household, amongst the growth nodes, it is also the closest to the
Auckland Region, and is likely to see pressure for development emerging from Auckland.
Social services, such as education, medical, emergency, and police facilities are unevenly spread
between the three nodes. There are primary schools and medical facilities at all three nodes, whilst
Hikurangi is the only growth node with a police presence. As the population increases, there will be a
need to provide other social infrastructure within each of the growth nodes. Open space and access to
the coast or to waterways is an important issue to those living, working and playing in the three growth
nodes. It is important to ensure adequate public open space, public access to the coast and waterways,
and maximise recreational opportunities in all three nodes.
In terms of natural hazards, flooding and coastal hazards are important considerations for Waipu, whilst
Hikurangi and Parua Bay do not have significant constraints in terms of these two hazards. Inundation
in Waipu may be exacerbated by future sea level rise due to climate change and an increase in extreme
weather events. Hikurangi does have both land instability and mining hazards risks, both of which need
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and protect natural heritage in Parua Bay, although there is approximately 20 years supply of vacant
rural residential lots available. This is seen as a medium priority.
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to be taken into account in future planning. Whilst flooding is a significant issue for land around the
Hikurangi node (e.g. Hikurangi Swamp), it is not as significant within the node itself. Parua Bay node
does not face serious constraints from natural hazards, although there is some land instability on the
steeper slopes.
Historic and cultural values, including those of tangata whenua, are also an important aspect of the
nodes. Whilst all three growth nodes have a long history of settlement, both Maori and European, this
heritage is most apparent in Hikurangi and Waipu. Hikurangi retains much of it historical coal mining
and dairy processing heritage and contains many historic buildings, while Waipu celebrates its Scottish
settler history and related structures and buildings.
Evidence of Maori occupation remains in the numerous archaeological sites, sites of significance to
Maori such as pa sites, pits and terraces, middens and ovens and many waahi tapu sites including
urupa, battlegrounds, and others found in and around the different growth nodes. Many stories, myths
and legends are embedded in places and landscapes. It is essential that these taonga are protected
and that consultation with iwi and hapu is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to
future development of the nodes is ensured. It is important to celebrate this heritage and protect and
enhance it wherever possible. Whilst cultural heritage is not are readily apparent in Parua Bay as it is in
Waipu and Hikurangi, natural heritage is of high value.
It is critical that these nodes do not lose their unique identity and sense of place nor have them degraded.
In fact, it is desirable, and achievable with careful planning, to enhance this sense of place. In the
main, this can be achieved by protecting the natural heritage surrounding each node, and connecting
their various attributes and features. It is important that human activities and the built environment
complement natural values rather than detract from them. This requires thoughtful planning and careful
urban design to ensure that the human built environment is in harmony with the natural environment
and enhances, not detracts from, the special sense of place for each location. There is much potential
in each node to further enhance sense of place. Each node has characteristics unique to that location,
and these can be built upon to maintain and enhance the aesthetics, amenity, and sense of place in that
node. For example, Hikurangi and Waipu have strong historical values dating back to, in the case of
Hikurangi its coal mining past, and in the case of Waipu, its early Scottish heritage. Parua Bay, on the
other hand, has a seaside, holiday atmosphere with high natural heritage and scenic values. All nodes
can, over time, develop into attractive, distinctive townships of high amenity with a unique identity and
special sense of place.

6.1

Hikurangi

Hikurangi is a historic settlement located just north of Whangarei, originally developed and built around
the exploitation of coal and limestone resources beginning in the late nineteenth century. Hikurangi,
given its present infrastructure, location, long history, and relative affordability has an opportunity to
develop as an important settlement node in the north of the district. It already holds some status as
being the northern service centre, supplying services to the people living and working along the northern
coast and inland areas surrounding the Hikurangi Swamp Basin. It has a large area of business land
available, relative to Hikurangi’s current population size, and there remain some opportunities to extend
this should future growth warrant it.
Hikurangi is identified as a growth node in the Whangarei Growth Strategy and is projected to grow to
around 5,000 people by 2061 under the proposed consolidated settlement pattern. Hikurangi has been
a slow growing node over the last 20 years, with the population increasing from 1,527 in 1991 to 1,557
in 2006 (0.1% per annum). There is no existing structure plan for Hikurangi, and as the township is
identified as a growth node, developing a structure plan is a high priority.
The Hikurangi nodal land area (597ha) is comprised of 76ha of Living Environments, and 28ha of
Business Environment land, which is relatively high for a small settlement, and is the result of Hikurangi’s
past settlement. The 2006 split between households in Hikurangi is 60/40 (percent), with 354 households
within the Living Environments, and 233 households outside them, including unoccupied dwellings.
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Over time, a target split of 75/25 (percent) by 2061 is preferable. This would result in 1,627 households
in Living Environments, and 542 households outside of Living Environments, including unoccupied
dwellings.
The average lot size in the Living Environments in Hikurangi is 0.14ha, whilst the average rural
residential lot outside of the Living Environments is 0.6ha. Based upon existing average residential lot
sizes, this would equate to 178ha of new urban land being required, and 184ha of new rural residential
land taken up outside of the Living Environments by 2061. Notably, there appears to be a likely shortfall
in existing vacant residential lots within a couple of years, whilst vacant rural residential lots would last
approximately four years at present level of demand. There is sufficient maximum capacity under the
District Plan to last 20 years for residential development, but the constrained capacity is much reduced.
Hikurangi has enough water capacity to meet the expected population growth until 2026, after which
additional water storage capacity is required at a potential cost of $1.5 million. There is present capacity
in the wastewater system to accommodate the expected levels of growth until 2031. To meet population
demands beyond 2031, required works include a further upgrading of the present waste water treatment
plant as well as an upgrade of the main trunk sewer line. The cost estimate for this work is $7 million.
The only major roading growth related expenditure is expected to be an upgrade of the roading network
at an estimated cost of $1 million. Hikurangi is well served by recreational facilities and reserves, with
approximately 28ha of reserves in the node, concentrated around the sports fields and around Lake
Waro. However, some additional 10 ha of reserve is required at an estimated cost of $2.6 million.
Despite being located on the fringes of the Hikurangi Swamp Basin, only 83ha (14%) of the Hikurangi
node is regarded as flood susceptible, and these locations are in close proximity to the small waterways.
Approximately 16% of the total land parcels are in flood susceptible areas, whether fully or partially.
Some of the hills above Hikurangi are classified as having high instability risk, with about 110ha (19%)
falling into this category. Another key hazard, dating back to the origins of Hikurangi, are mining hazard
zones located in some parts of the node. These are areas where there is risk of subsidence due to
past coal mining activities in the area. This is a hazard type that Hikurangi shares with parts of Kamo.
In general terms, most mining hazard areas are located in the north of Hikurangi Township around
Boundary Road, the upper part of King Street, and in close proximity to Lake Waro. The highest levels
of mining hazard risk are close to Lake Waro, medium levels of mining hazard risk are along the upper
parts of King Street and near the Wilsonville Quarry entrance, whilst the lowest areas of mining hazard
risk are along the slopes of Mount Hikurangi.
Little of the Hikurangi node is noted as having high landscape values (Landscape Sensitivity 5, 6, or
7). However, several landforms contribute to the amenity of the location, including Mount Hikurangi, the
reserve around Lake Waro, and the relatively undeveloped uplands between Hikurangi and Glenbervie
Forest. The wider area of Hikurangi contains many Outstanding Natural Features and Geological Sites
of National or Regional Importance. These include the Hikurangi Dome, Hikurangi Shaft Coal Mine
Relicts, Waro Coal Mine Relicts, and the Waro Coal Mine Karst.
The key land use activities found within the node include dairying (22%), pastoral farming (20%) and
some lifestyle (25%) land uses. Another land use of importance is mining which occupies 12% of the
land area. The Hikurangi node contains little identified significant natural habitat, with only 21ha (3.5%)
being noted within the area, spread across the Whangaruru Ecological District or Whangarei Ecological
District. Around 50ha or 8% of the nodal area is formally protected by Department of Conservation
reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or private covenanting. The key ecosystem services
in the Hikurangi node and surrounding catchments are services that generate much food and fibre.
The forested hills above the township also help manage water quality and provide flood attenuation
services, but overall, Hikurangi is more a consumer of services than a generator. Pollination of pasture,
nutrient cycling and soil formation are also important within the wider area of the node, given the
importance of primary production. As Hikurangi grows, maintaining or improving services for natural
hazard attenuation, whether flooding or land instability, will increase in importance, especially as the
waterways connect to the Wairoa/Wairua system and thus the Kaipara Harbour.

Implementation Methods

The Wilsonville Quarry, near Hikurangi, operated by Golden Bay Cement since 1974, is an important
local business. It supplies crystalline limestone to the Portland cement manufacturing plant, and
constitutes 25% of the raw materials for the plant. It is indicated that there is enough raw material at
this location to continue quarrying operations for another 40-60 years. Given the anticipated population
growth in the Hikurangi node, and continuation and expansion of quarrying activities, reverse sensitivity
effects, such as blast vibration, traffic movements and visual amenity are likely over the next 30/50
years. These effects will have to be carefully managed to allow both land uses to continue and expand.

Actions

The 2006 median household income in the node was $39,450, which is around 10% below the district’s
median income. When using tools such as the Deprivation Index, much of the population is classified
as more deprived, with Hikurangi being one of three locations in the district that has a deprivation rate
over 80%. Hikurangi has a relatively young population in the context of the wider district, with a median
age of 36 in 2006. Approximately 12% of the population was aged 65 and over in 2006, which is low
by district standards. In 2006, 36% of the node was under 20, which is one of the highest proportions
in the district. In 2041 the proportion of the population over 65 years is projected to reach 20%, and to
reach 23% by 2061. Whilst high, this proportion remains one of the lowest in the district. By 2061, this
would mean that 1,160 residents within the node are over the age of 65, up from 170 at present. This
may have an influence on housing preferences, public transport options, and services required over the
future. In terms of health and education, Hikurangi contains a medical centre and Hikurangi Primary
School (years 1-8). There are no retirement villages or rest home facilities located in the node.
Hikurangi is first and foremost a service centre to the local agricultural industry. There are a variety
of shops located in the town, mainly to service the agricultural industry and local community, a public
house, and a selection of dairies and takeaway businesses. In terms of employees working within the
node, 216 stated that they work within the Hikurangi node. However, there were not enough responses
from the local industries to make an assessment of their main occupations. Local employment within
Hikurangi is projected to rise to 396 in 2041, and 605 by 2061.
At present, Hikurangi has a wide range and area of business land available within the node. This
includes a 10ha block zoned Business 2 located between King Street and State Highway 1, and
a business zoned area located in the south of the settlement, along with some Business 2 zoned
land around Factory Lane. In addition, there is an area presently zoned Living 1 (1.3ha) that may be
more appropriately zoned Business 2 to fit with the surrounding zoning. This business land would
meet Hikurangi’s needs over the next 50 years. However, it is noted that commercial and industrial
development has been occurring in the wider area, and should this be consolidated into Hikurangi
then additional land may yet be required. There may be opportunities in the future to use some of the
business land in the centre of the township for mixed use. This may help to revitalise the town centre
and make better use of underutilised former industrial land.

Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
District Plan
Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
Long Term Plan
Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
Tangata Whenua
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Despite the early settlement of Hikurangi, no archaeological sites have been identified in the node.
There are no archaeological sites or sites registered with the New Zealand Historic Places Trust located
in the area and there are 12 sites containing heritage trees found within the settlement and a total of
12 buildings and sites have been registered in the District Plan, including the Hikurangi Courthouse/
Lock-up, Hikurangi Hotel, and the old BNZ Building.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.1 Prepare a structure plan for Hikurangi node taking into account those issues identified in Figure 1,
the Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan (and background reports), and any other relevant strategies
and plans. This is a high priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
prepared, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the
Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the future structure plan for the Hikurangi node, when developed, to give effect to
the National Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management and long term biodiversity strategy
and management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for
Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node.
1.4 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the future structure plan for Hikurangi node.
These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality of urban
design is achieved in the Hikurangi node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) principles.
1.5 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Hikurangi to maintain
and enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic and Cultural
Heritage Strategy once completed.
1.6 Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Hikurangi, including
the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, walking and cycling, the railway, and
connections to Whangarei City.
1.7 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a high priority for Hikurangi.
1.8 Prepare a local economic development plan for the Hikurangi node that includes a package
of revitalisation projects, and undertake those projects that have been agreed to by Council for
implementation.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the structure plan, when completed, for Hikurangi
node in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the structure plans for the growth nodes of Hikurangi, Parua Bay, and Waipu.
2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to zone more residential land in the Hikurangi node within the
next 10 years, and make provision for rural residential subdivision. This may involve identifying specific
areas for future rural residential development.
2.3 Review business land requirements for Hikurangi node, following completion of the structure plan,
and make changes to the District Plan as necessary.
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Hikurangi still contains distinctive heritage themes such as its main street character, old mining cottages,
and the remains of the old dairy factory. The railway line to the west behind the town and some of the
associated structures of earlier industry provide some of the rail heritage character of the node. The
collective value of heritage buildings and sites adds to the emergence and enhancement of a distinctive
local identity and sense of place. As a consequence of this linear form, the settlement suffers from a
lack of connectivity (pedestrian linkage). There is much potential to enhance Hikurangi’s local character
and sense of place in future urban development by incorporating its unique historic/cultural heritage,
and by using quality urban design principles to ensure future development is compatible with existing
heritage styles.
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2.4 Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential intensification
in identified areas within Hikurangi node.

Action 1.2

2.5 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the proposed Hikurangi Structure
Plan, the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan
and the long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and
enhance the sense of place of the node.

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan,
when prepared, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business,
mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth
projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development over the next 20 years, but constraints will need to be carefully considered. There
are limited existing vacant lots for rural residential use. When the structure plan is developed a
reassessment of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future
residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a
20/30 year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. When assessing potential
land needs to meet future demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into account.
Constraints will likely have an impact on the overall form of Hikurangi. It will be necessary to provide
for future rural residential development when formulating the structure plan. Specific areas for rural
residential living will need to be identified.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

2.6 Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Hikurangi node are included in the District Plan. These
provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the District Plan
so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
3.1 Provide for parks and reserves in the Hikurangi node as identified in the reserves strategy and any
subsequent structure plan to ensure adequate public open space, public access to the waterways, and
increased opportunities for active/passive recreation. Connecting the various community assets is a
major consideration in the Hikurangi node.
3.2 Take into account demographic changes within the node, and the significance of Hikurangi being
identified as growth node, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/
activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

[PM]

1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2

Action 1.3

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the future structure plan for the Hikurangi node, when developed, to give effect
to the National Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management and long term biodiversity
strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and
management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the sense of
place in the node.

Explanation

7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Hikurangi node.

Any future development of a structure plan for the node will need to take careful account of landscape
values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain
the special sense of place. Of further importance is the recent NPS on Freshwater Management, and
the connections between Hikurangi and the Wairoa/Wairua Catchment. As the largest catchment in
Northland, the Wairoa/Wairua catchment is likely to feature strongly in regional council efforts to give
effect to this document. This should also be taken into account during the development of stormwater
infrastructure that takes advantage of the locality features and social assets as green infrastructure.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Action Plan

3

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Hikurangi node.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the proposed structure plan for Hikurangi node, District Plan changes,
and the provision of infrastructure in the Hikurangi node are included in asset/activity management
plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Hikurangi node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.

Action 1.1

Explanation

Prepare a structure plan for Hikurangi node taking into account those issues identified in Figure
1, the Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan (and background reports), and any other relevant
strategies and plans. This is a high priority.
Hikurangi does not have an existing structure plan and was identified in the Growth Strategy as requiring
a structure plan in the near future, i.e. before 2015. The structure plan should address the matters listed
in Figure 1 and take into account the Urban Form Chapter of the District Plan, where applicable, as well
as any outcomes that may emerge through the proposed multi-sport venue under current consideration.
There is at present limited vacant lots for residential and rural residential development and only 20 years
of maximum capacity under the District Plan. It is important to note that constraints may reduce the rate
of lot development. Regular monitoring of both subdivision and uptake of new lots will reveal the impact
of constraints on land development.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

[PM]

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 2.1,
2.3, 3.2, 5.1

[PM]
Action 1.4

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the future structure plan for Hikurangi
node. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high
quality of urban design is achieved in the Hikurangi node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Hikurangi suffers from a past lack of good urban design, due in part to the quite different land uses
that have emerged over the last century, and their impact on the way that the node developed. Strong
urban design principles need to be included in the structure plan for Hikurangi to improve the quality
of the urban environment. Of particular importance is connecting the people friendly public places and
pedestrian friendly streets and residential areas. These principles need to be applied consistently in an
integrated manner so that Hikurangi incorporates some unifying themes in the local urban landscape.
The application of CPTED principles will be important in this process.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

3

WDC
[PM]
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1.1, 2.1, 2.5

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

1.7, 2.4, 2.6, 2.7

Action 1.8

Prepare a local economic development plan for the Hikurangi node that includes a package of
revitalisation projects, and undertake those projects that have been agreed to by Council for
implementation.

Explanation

Hikurangi has a unique historic and cultural heritage that is recognised but is not necessarily fully
celebrated or utilised in the node. This includes both early Maori occupation and later European
settlement. The structure plan needs to contain strong heritage themes and strong land use planning
and urban design provisions aimed at protecting and utilising Hikurangi’s unique historic and cultural
heritage. Such provisions range from building upon the colonial theme of the area, protecting and
enhancing the historic buildings and architecture. Such unified examples of heritage are rare in the
district and perhaps the northern position of Hikurangi has led to an under-appreciation of its merits.

Explanation

In conjunction with the preparation of the structure plan and other initiatives in the area, a development
plan for the Hikurangi node is required, including the need for revitalisation projects for the node to take
advantage of opportunities that may emerge from regeneration and redevelopment in the area. Hikurangi
has a wealth of amenities, and others proposed, but more thought must be given to maximising the use
of these as an attractant to the node. In terms of amenities, Hikurangi has a wider range of potential than
both Waipu and Parua Bay. The existing business land also presents opportunities that neither of these
other two growth nodes presently have.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NRC, NZHPT

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

2

WDC

Community/

Medium/High

[PM, ED, PR]

Business
Groups

Development
Plans

[PM]

1.1, 1.7, 5.1

Action 1.6

Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Hikurangi,
including the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, walking and
cycling, the railway, and connections to Whangarei City.

Explanation

Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated,
but this is not a high priority at present when compared with the importance of enhancing connectivity
between the different amenities of Hikurangi. A central theme should be the transformation of the town
from a car dominated to a people friendly environment, by connecting the various spaces. Pedestrian
walkways and cycle-ways in the main should predominate whilst maintaining essential vehicle
movements through the node, especially in terms of access to the coast. The development of walking/
cycling options to connect the main residential areas, the commercial area, and the various recreational
options would be the preferred outcome. The need for public transport connections to Whangarei City
may arise over the longer term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

[PM, R]

1.1, 2.3, 5.1

Action 1.7

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a high priority for
Hikurangi node.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trailed at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extended to other parts of the
district over time. A community village plan for the Hikurangi node is seen as a medium priority. It could
be developed in conjunction with the proposed structure plan for the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

2

WDC

Community
Groups and

Medium

Community
Plans

[PM, CS, IS]

1.7, 2.3, 2.4, 5.1

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the structure plan, when completed, for Hikurangi
node in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the structure plans for the growth nodes of Hikurangi, Parua Bay, and
Waipu.

Explanation

Implementing the future structure plan for Hikurangi will necessitate changes to the District Plan in a
staged and orderly manner. These changes may include new provisions or removal or alteration of
existing provisions and/or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the
programme of plan changes and processed as resources permit.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

3/On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 2.2, 5.1

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan to zone more residential land in the Hikurangi node within the
next 10 years, and make provision for rural residential subdivision. This may involve identifying
specific areas for future rural residential development.

Explanation

There are limited numbers of existing vacant lots in Hikurangi node, both urban residential and rural
residential. There is, however, sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet
residential demand for the next 20 years, which is one of the lower levels of capacity amongst the nodes.
Hence, there is a need to zone more residential land over the next 10 years. Given that there are limited
vacant lots for rural residential use in the node, there is a need to make provision for rural residential
living. It may be necessary to identify specific areas for rural residential development within the node
so as to avoid scattered development throughout the area. The Rural Development Strategy should be
taken into account when completed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

[PM]

1.1, 2.1, 5.1

Action 2.3

Review business land requirements for Hikurangi node, following completion of the structure
plans, and make changes to the District Plan as necessary.

Explanation

Hikurangi has a mix of local service orientated businesses and some small scale industrial business. It
also has a substantial area of business land, especially relative to the present population size. Whilst
there may not be any need to provide for further business land over the medium term, the present
location of business land may not be optimal and an assessment of the location and amount of business
land is needed during the structure plan exercise. This may lead to changes to the District Plan.
Monitoring of business land uptake is important for assessing new pressures.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

4

WDC

NRC, CoC,
Business
Groups

Low

District Plan

1.4, 1.8, 2.3, 2.4, 3.1, 3.2,
5.1, 6.1, 7.1

Organisations

[PM]

PART B:

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Hikurangi to
maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic
and Cultural Heritage Strategy once completed.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.5

1.1, 1.7, 2.1, 2.4, 5.1
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PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 2.4

Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential
intensification in identified areas within Hikurangi node.

Explanation

In developing a stronger sense of place and enhance connectivity, urban amenity, and local character,
Hikurangi node could benefit from mixed used development and residential intensification. Potential
locations could be identified in the future structure plan, and these should be assessed for their
appropriateness and possible identification in the District Plan by way of a plan change and appropriate
provisions. Whilst it is noted that this is not necessary in the short term, there is value in this approach
over the longer term. This is also connected to the business land review action point.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

4

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]
Action 2.5

Explanation

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan

Landscape values, natural character of the waterways, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an
important aspect to consider. There may be a need to give effect to some of these requirements over
the short to medium term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and management plan
and a long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei District have been identified in
the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. Of further import is the connection between Hikurangi
and the Wairoa/Wairua River system, and thus the Kaipara Harbour, and the possible impact of the NPS
on Freshwater Management. The relevant provisions of these strategies and management plans may
need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

6

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.2, 1.3, 3.1, 2.1, 5.1

Action 2.6

Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Hikurangi node are included in the District Plan.
These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering
the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Hikurangi has few elements of good urban design, despite substantial historic and cultural heritage.
The high levels of population growth indicated for the node means that the challenge in Hikurangi is to
develop a compact design. Strong urban design provisions need to be inserted into the District Plan to
ensure that good urban design principles are applied in development proposals. Incorporate the existing
historical and cultural heritage into the urban fabric to enhance the sense of place. These provisions may
at first be in the form of guidelines but if these are not successful in improving urban design stronger
provisions may be required. These provisions need to be applied consistently and rigorously when
administering the District Plan to ensure a high quality urban environment in the Hikurangi node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

3

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

District Plan
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Provide for parks and reserves in the Hikurangi node as identified in the reserves strategy and
any subsequent structure plan to ensure adequate public open space, public access to the
waterways, and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation. Connecting the various
community assets is a major consideration in the Hikurangi node.

Explanation

Hikurangi has good access to recreational opportunities at present, but further increases in reserve
space is required over time to meet projected demand. Much of the increased space could be given
to improving connectivity between different points of interest within the node, especially historical and
community assets. Further consideration needs to be given to the implications should the proposed
multi-sport venue be approved, especially in regard to developing pedestrian and cycle connections
to the proposed venue and enabling loop routes. The development of reserve management plans
(potentially consolidated across the different reserve types) will be an important resource, especially
around Lake Waro, and in conjunction with Iwi and DoC. The WDC Reserves strategy should be taken
into account.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.1, 1.7, 2.1, 2.3, 5.1

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the proposed Hikurangi
Structure Plan, the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan and the long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed,
and to maintain and enhance the sense of place of the node.

[PM]

Action 3.1

1.1, 1.4, 1.7, 2.1, 3.1, 5.1

[PR]

1.8, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

Action 3.2

Take into account demographic changes within the node, and the significance of Hikurangi being
identified as growth node, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing
asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population of the node is projected to grow five-fold in size. This is a
significant increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure
and services, including both council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, parks
and reserves) and social infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities). Social
infrastructure should be provided to meet the needs of the growing population. Appendix 5 of the
Whangarei Growth Strategy provides an indication of the infrastructural requirements and associated
timing to meet projected demand. This needs to be taken into account when planning for infrastructure
and services, developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

[PM, IS]

3.1, 4.1, 5.1

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Hikurangi node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[IS, IP, RC, F]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

1.1, 3.2, 5.1

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan for Hikurangi, District Plan changes and the provision of
infrastructure in the Hikurangi node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future
LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity
management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F,
Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5,
2.6, 3.1, 4.1

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies
and stakeholders to assist in the development of the Hikurangi node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of
the Hikurangi node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes. There are strong local community organisations that can help implement many of the future
projects, and this will be important in regard to the village planning approach.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC

Community/

[PM, IS]

Business
Groups, NRC,
DoC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Hikurangi node.

Explanation

Hikurangi is located within the rohes of Ngatiwai and Ngapuhi. The hapu groups in the area are: Ngati
Hau, Ngati Hao, Ngati Hine and Ngati Kahu o Torongare. The Whakapara Marae (Te Ihi o Nehua)
is located in the wider area. There is no Maori land or sites of significance to Maori identified in the
District Plan located within the node. However, further sites of significance to Maori may be identified
in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. Significant features to Maori
include the Hikurangi Swamp, the Waro Limestone Rocks (Nga Toka Pakeho o Waro), Waro Lake,
Maunga Hikurangi and Kaurihohore. Currently, there are no archaeological sites of Maori association in
Hikurangi. However, further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in the future. It is essential that
consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to
future development of Hikurangi node is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation Linked Actions
Method

On-going

WDC
[PM, MR]

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata
Whenua

All

6.2

Waipu

Waipu is one of the oldest European settlements in the district and has a well documented history that
is reflected in the character, and to a certain extent, marketing of the township. Fertile productive land
and bush clad hills surround the town. Waipu could also be called the town of streams, located where
multiple small catchments converge before flowing into the Waipu River estuary on Bream Bay. Waipu
is located a considerable distance away from Whangarei City, a distance that has probably fostered
independent development of the town, and allowed the development of a wide range of services relative
to its population. In recent years, Waipu has seen reasonable growth in population, as have the coastal
communities further down the coast. There is some evidence of urban sprawl and scattered rural
residential development on productive farm land in the node. Future planning needs to manage the
spatial arrangement of land uses to protect the most productive farmland from urban sprawl and rural
residential development. Residential development should be consolidated around the existing township
and rural residential development located on less productive land, particularly on hill country rather than
on flat productive land.
Waipu is identified as a growth node in the Whangarei Growth Strategy and is projected to grow to
around 5,000 people by 2061 under the proposed consolidated settlement pattern. Waipu has been
a rapidly growing node, with the population increasing from 783 in 1991 to 1,035 in 2006 (2.1% per
annum). There is an existing structure plan for Waipu. This was prepared as part of the Whangarei
Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) which was adopted by Council in 2003. A plan change that
re-zoned land in the node was prepared as a result of the structure plan, which has now been completed
and incorporated into the District Plan.
The total land area of the node is 1,132ha, of which 69ha is presently Living 1, 2 or 3 Environments. In
addition, there is approximately 9ha of business land zoned within the node, including both commercial
and industrial land. The present split between urban and non-urban households in Waipu is 53/47
(percent), with 251 households within the Living Environments, and 236 households outside them,
including unoccupied dwellings. Over time, a target split of 75/25 (percent) by 2061 is preferable, given
the status as a growth node. Achieving this split would result in approximately 1,640 households in
Living Environments, and approximately 550 households outside of them.
The average Living Environment lot size in Waipu is 0.16ha, whilst the average rural residential lot
outside of the Living Environments is nearly 2ha. Based upon existing average residential lot sizes,
this would equate to 222ha of new urban land being required, and 618ha of rural residential land being
taken up outside of the Living Environments by 2061 to meet the projected demand, including making
allowance for unoccupied dwellings. Notably, there appears to be a likely shortfall in existing vacant
residential lots within two years, whilst vacant rural residential lots would last approximately 17 years at
present level of demand. There is capacity in the District Plan to accommodate projected demand for
residential lots for the next 30 years, under the maximum capacity.
To meet future population growth, there is a variety of infrastructure that is required. This includes
local water reticulation upgrades, the development of extra storage at the Waipu Reservoir, and Cove
Road water line upgrades, estimated at $3 million; wastewater reticulation upgrades and increase in
capacity of the existing wastewater treatment plant or new plant at an estimated cost of $16.4 million.
The recently completed Catchment Management Plan for Waipu and Waipu Cove (2009) indicates
significant tracts of land that are susceptible to flooding both from extreme storm events and future
sea level rise. A number of mitigating options are presented in the report but it largely recommends
minimising flood risk to existing development. It is also anticipated that some future transportation
works are required to meet projected growth. These would include the development of South Road
intersection and at Cove Road Bridge. Such works will require an estimated $1.2 million of additional
Council administered roading expenditure. The main intersections to/from Waipu on State Highway 1
may also need upgrading to meet future traffic increases, and are the subject of ongoing discussion
between the New Zealand Transport Agency, the local community, and Council.
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PART B:

Ensure that relevant aspects of the proposed structure plan for Hikurangi node, District Plan
changes, and the provision of infrastructure in the Hikurangi node are included in asset/activity
management plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 5.1

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Few Council reserves are located within the node, although a large recreation area owned by the
Caledonian Society does play a major role as a recreation asset. To meet the demands of 5,000 people,
it is anticipated that 35ha of local/destination/natural area reserves and 3ha of sports parks are required
to meet present service levels. This would require an estimated $11 million of additional expenditure.
The Waipu node is largely rural in nature, with landscapes in the area consisting of farmed flats, and
rolling to steep pasture with pockets of vegetation. A large part of the node is comprised of productive
farmland, some of it highly productive, mainly located on gravel beds near the township. The main land
uses in the node are evenly split between dairying (34%), pastoral farming (21%), and lifestyle (30%)
with some cropping and limited horticulture.
The most notable natural hazard risk in Waipu is flooding, with (22%) of the wider node classified as
being flood susceptible, some of which is close to the present Township. However, the proportion of land
parcels either fully or partially located within flood susceptible areas is only 16%. As a fringe coastal
settlement, Waipu does have some increased exposure to issues such as sea level rise, which it has in
common with other coastal settlements. Sea level changes and inundation would be the two key issues
within the Waipu node. Many of the local streams that have strong tidal character would be expected
to change under projected climate changes, whilst inundation is projected to rise in both frequency and
magnitude.
Waipu has only a small proportion of significant natural area within the node at 35ha (3%) in total.
This probably reflects the reasonably rich soils, and longer history of development in the area leading
to substantial vegetation clearance. Almost none of this land is presently protected, whether privately
or publicly, apart from a very small strip of esplanade reserve. In areas of rolling to steep pasture,
vegetation has often been heavily modified, although this is variable and some pockets of indigenous
and other vegetation remain. Built development tends to be scattered, the most intrusive sites being
where the siting is sensitive and the scattered distribution of vegetation provides limited opportunity for
screening. Despite the small amount of significant indigenous vegetation in the area, about 22% of the
node is classified as being notable landscape in the District Plan (Landscape Sensitivity 6), especially
along the waterways north and east of Waipu.
Waipu Township has a rich historic and cultural heritage including early Scottish settlement from Nova
Scotia. Its heritage features, natural features (e.g. white sandy surf beaches, tranquil rural scenery,
native bush, waterfalls and caves), and other key attractions (e.g. horse treks, golf, surf casting, fishing,
dive charters and boat hire) make Waipu unique. In addition to these arts and culture amenities, events
like the Waipu Highland Games and Waipu Winter Festival offer lively cultural experiences for the whole
community. A number of specific heritage features are worthy of protection in Waipu. There are 40
archaeological sites and five Historic Places Trust designations in the node.
The median household income in the node is $43,600 which is just under the district average of
$43,900. Of significance is that much (69%) of the population is classified as being more deprived
under the Deprivation Index, which is surprisingly high, but also reflects the large number of retirees
living in the area on a fixed income. The median age is 50.2 years, which is one of the highest in the
district. In 2006, around 30% of the population was aged 65 and over, which is the highest in the district
by a substantial margin. This is projected to reach 52% by 2041, and perhaps 60% by 2061. By 2061,
this would mean that 2,980 residents within the node are over the age of 65 years, up from the present
297. There are two rest home/retirement village facilities located in the node. The ageing population
will place additional demands on health care services, particularly an increased demand for rest home,
hospital and dementia beds. Accordingly, Waipu is expected to increase its rest homes and retirement
village capacity over the medium to long term. This projection also suggests that the proportion of
working age people in Waipu is already limited, and is expected to decline over time.
There is one school in the vicinity of Waipu, Waipu Primary School, with a decile rating of seven.
Secondary students must travel to Bream Bay College at Ruakaka or further still, to Whangarei City.
Waipu is reasonably well serviced for health care, with one medical centre and one chemist located
within the node. Hospital level aged care facilities are also available at Ranburn Rest Home and
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Hospital. The Waipu node has a wide selection of goods and services located within its bounds. These
include butchers, bakers, real estate agents, a pharmacy, takeaways, general stores, gift shops, cafes,
restaurants, and so on. Employment options within the node are varied, with 384 people working in
2006. The main employment sectors were manufacturing, accommodation, cafes and restaurants,
healthcare, agriculture, forestry and fishing. The number of employees working within the node is
projected to rise to 1,357 by 2041, and reach 1,878 by 2061.
In terms of business area, there is a small amount of business land zoned in Waipu. There was
12,000m2 of business floor area in 2006, which is projected to increase to 23,000m2 in 2041 and
33,000m2 in 2061. At present, there is 9ha of land zoned for business purposes. With the recent plan
change, the total area of land zoned for business purposes will increase to 13ha. Even with these
changes, there will not be enough business land to meet projected demand, which is 34ha of business
land in 2041 and 48ha by 2061. This is almost four times as much as the land zoned for business
purposes (13ha) and needs to be factored into future planning.

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the future structure plan for the Waipu node taking into account those issues identified
in Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, the National Policy
Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, and any other relevant strategies and plans. This is a
medium priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and residential
intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth
Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate coastal hazard and flooding mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Waipu
node when reviewed. Include relevant aspects of the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS,
the Regional Coastal Plan, the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan
for Whangarei, and the stormwater catchment plan when completed. Climate change is expected to
increase natural hazard risk in the node.
1.4 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for the Waipu node. These
principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality of urban design
is achieved in the Waipu node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles.
1.5 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Waipu node, when reviewed, to give effect to the WCMS,
NZCPS, the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and management
plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when
completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node.

1.8 Provide for public open space, and incorporate public access provisions and recreational values
into the structure plan for the Waipu node, when reviewed, to ensure adequate public open space, easy
public access to the coast and waterways, and maximise recreational opportunities in the Waipu node.
Address relevant provisions in the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District
Council Reserves strategy.
1.9 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a medium priority for Waipu node.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the structure plan for Waipu in a staged and orderly
manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to implement the structure
plan, when reviewed, for the growth nodes of Waipu, Hikurangi, and Parua Bay.

5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Waipu, when reviewed, District Plan changes,
and the provision of infrastructure in the Waipu node are included in asset/activity management plans
and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Waipu node, including business associations, ratepayer/
community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of Conservation, and
the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Waipu node.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Review the future structure plan for the Waipu node taking into account those issues identified
in Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, the National
Policy Statement (NPS) on Freshwater Management, and any other relevant strategies and plans.
This is a medium priority.

Explanation

The structure plan for the Waipu node was adopted by Council in February 2009. A plan change based
upon the structure plan was recently completed in Waipu. Given that there is sufficient existing capacity
under the District Plan for projected growth in residential development over the next 30 years, a review
of the structure plan is accorded a low priority. When the structure plan is reviewed the issues identified
in Figure 1, the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, the NPS on
Freshwater Management, and any other relevant strategies and plans need to taken into account. It is
recognised that additional land will be required over the longer term, including the zoning of business
land, to meet projected high rates of growth. There is a need to avoid or reduce access to locations that
have substantial natural hazard constraints, or are home to high quality soils. At the present size of lots,
it is clear that a substantial amount of land may be required, and promoting a smaller lot size becomes
more critical, whether urban or rural.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7,
1.8, 2.1, 5.1

2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Waipu node to
identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural residential development
and reverse sensitivity issues. Expansion of residential land needs to be carefully managed for the
same reason.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential intensification
in identified areas within the Waipu node.
2.4 Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazard and flooding risks to give effect to the
Waipu structure plan, the RPS, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, the NPS on Freshwater
Management, the Regional Land and Soil Plan, the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and
management plan for Whangarei, when completed, and the stormwater catchment plan for Waipu.
2.5 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Waipu structure plan, when
reviewed, the WCMS, NZCPS, the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy
and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed,
and to maintain and enhance the special sense of place of the Waipu node.
2.6 Review business land requirements for Waipu, and make changes to the District Plan as necessary.
This is a medium priority and may need to be actioned within the next 10 years.

[PM]
Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan,
when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in
the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development over the next 30 years. However, there are only sufficient vacant lots for rural residential
use to last 22 years. When the structure plan is reviewed, a reassessment of land supply and demand
will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use
and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon updated projections in
the Growth Strategy. This will include identifying specific areas for future rural residential development
in the node, preferably on less productive or already compromised land. When assessing potential land
needs to meet future demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat
and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into account. The
provisions within WCMS, the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and
plans need also to be taken into account.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.6, 2.2, 2.6

2.7 Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Waipu node are included in the District Plan. These
provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the District Plan
so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the Waipu node. Incorporate Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
3.1 Provide for parks and reserves in the Waipu node as identified in the reserves strategy and any
review of the structure plan to ensure adequate public open space, public access to the waterways and
coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.
3.2 Take into account demographic changes within the node, particularly the significant aging of the
Waipu population and the status of Waipu as a growth node, when planning for provision of infrastructure
and services, developing asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

[PM]
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1.7 Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Waipu, when reviewed,
including the roading network, traffic management, public transport, parking, walking and cycling, and
connections to Whangarei City. Connections to Mangawhai are also important over the longer term.

4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Waipu node.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

1.6 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Waipu node, when
reviewed, to maintain and enhance the sense of place in Waipu. Include relevant aspects of the Historic
and Cultural Heritage Strategy once completed.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

PART B:

Action 1.3

Explanation

Priority/Timing
4

Incorporate coastal hazard and flooding mitigation measures into the structure plan for the
Waipu node when reviewed. Include relevant aspects of the WCMS (and background reports),
the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and
management plan for Whangarei, and the stormwater catchment plan when completed. Climate
change is expected to increase natural hazard risk in the node.
Flood hazard, and to a lesser extent, coastal hazards, are important considerations in the Waipu node.
Coastal hazards can include coastal erosion and coastal inundation. In terms of climate change effect,
the main specific consideration for the node is potential sea level rise and whether this will have a
significant impact on coastal erosion or inundation. Several locations in the node are low-lying, and may
be subject to more regular inundation in the future. Coastal erosion may also be exacerbated by sea
level rise. The development of a long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for
Whangarei District has been identified in the Implementation Plan as a district wide action. The relevant
provisions of this strategy and management plan should be included in the preparation of any future
structure plan for the Waipu node. WDC should work collaboratively with the NRC when developing the
long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei. Likewise, the many
different streams that flow through Waipu are important factors to consider in terms of flood susceptibility,
as the recent stormwater catchment plan indicates.
Lead Agency
WDC

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1,1.2, 2.4

[PM]
Action 1.4

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for the Waipu node.
These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high
quality of urban design is achieved in the Waipu node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

The potential growth of the urban area, and associated business sector, has the potential to transform
the node. Waipu already has a fairly compact design, and many of the features of Waipu need to be
carried over into future development of the node. Connecting any new business areas to the existing
area may be one of the larger future challenges in terms of urban design. With good urban design,
incorporating existing historic and cultural heritage features, Waipu Township has considerable potential
to enhance its unique sense of place that will serve to attract residents, businesses and visitors to the
area.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

1.9, 2.3, 2.6, 2.7

4

WDC
[PM]

Action 1.5

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Waipu node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
WCMS, NZCPS, the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan for Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan
for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the
node.

Explanation

The node is characterised by a landscape of pastoral farming, and coastal margins. The review of the
structure plan for the node will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense of place
of the Bream Bay coast. It is noted that there is little significant natural habitat in the node, and that
the streams that pass through Waipu will be very important considerations in future development. The
NZCPS contains strong provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to
protect landscapes, natural character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate
development and these should be addressed in any future review of the structure plan for the Waipu
node. Importantly, the NZCPS also notes the importance of connecting land uses with the coastal
environment, a point worth considering in Waipu with the number of streams flowing through the
node and into the local estuary and wildlife refuge. This should also be taken into account during the
development of stormwater infrastructure that makes advantage of the localities features, as a form of
green infrastructure.
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Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.5

[PM]
Action 1.6

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Waipu node, when
reviewed, to maintain and enhance the sense of place in Waipu. Include relevant aspects of the
Historic and Cultural Heritage Strategy once completed.

Explanation

Waipu has a unique historic and cultural heritage that is both recognised and celebrated. This includes
both early Maori occupation and later European settlement, especially the Scottish heritage and
connections to Nova Scotia. It is important to utilise existing historic and cultural heritage and maintain
and enhance the special sense of place that exists. This is critical given the importance of the role
historic heritage plays in the local marketing and economic wellbeing of Waipu.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC, NZHPT

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

1.1, 1.2

[PM]

Action 1.7

Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Waipu, when
reviewed, including the roading network, traffic management, public transport, parking, walking
and cycling, and connections to Whangarei City. Connections to Mangawhai are also important
over the longer term.

Explanation

Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated.
A central theme will be the continuing role of the automobile as the predominant form of transport
(whether for local residents or visitors), whilst walking and cycling grow over time. Eventually public
transport capable of providing access between Waipu, Ruakaka, Whangarei and Mangawhai will
become important, given the aging population and the need to access more specialised health services
in Whangarei.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

1.1, 2.6

[PM, R]

Action 1.8

Provide for public open space, and incorporate public access provisions and recreational
values into the structure plan for the Waipu node, when reviewed, to ensure adequate public
open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise recreational
opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS, NZCPS,
Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.

Explanation

The Bream Bay coast, including the Waipu node, is well known for its coastal amenity, history, and
recreational opportunities. It is often the reason for people living there and is a major draw card for
holiday makers and tourists. Waipu has a unique historical estuarine location and strong natural
attributes that are not fully capitalised upon. It is important to ensure adequate public open space,
easy public access to the coast, and maximise recreational opportunities in the coastal marine
area during any future review of the structure plan for the Waipu node. The NZCPS also contains
provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and along the coast, and vehicle access
for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along the foreshore). The WCMS and
the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and should also be referred to. Access
between Waipu and the coast is not strong (at least in turns of non-vehicle access), and as part of the
future development, other opportunities to increase other types of public access may emerge. There
is considerable potential to use the various local streams to create a network of blue/green ecological
corridors that together with existing and extended open space in the town centre will greatly enhance
urban amenity, biodiversity and ecosystem services, and contribute to fulfilling Waipu potential as a
‘blue/green’ town. These streams take on an enhanced role as there is little other significant natural
habitat in the node.

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.9, 2.5, 3.1

[PM]
Action 1.9

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a medium priority for
Waipu node.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self-determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trailed at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extended to other parts of the
district over time. A community village plan for the Waipu node is seen as a medium priority, given the
potential levels of growth in the area over time, but also the reasonably intact central core area. It could
be developed in conjunction with the future review of the structure plan for the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

4

WDC

Community
Groups and

Medium

Community Plans 1.4, 1.8, 2.7, 3.1, 3.2,
5.1, 6.1, 7.1

[PM, CS, IS]

Action 2.1

Explanation

Organisations

Much of the structure plan for Waipu has been implemented through the recent plan change for
Waipu. A review of the structure plan is accorded a low priority and should not be required until 2041.
Implementing any new structure plan for Waipu will necessitate changes to the District Plan in a staged
and orderly manner. These changes may include new provisions or removal or alteration of existing
provisions and/or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the programme
of plan changes and processed as resources permit.
Lead Agency

3

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Waipu node
to identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural residential
development and reverse sensitivity issues. Expansion of residential land needs to be carefully
managed for the same reason.

Explanation

Waipu contains a significant area of productive farmland but is subject to pressures from extensive rural
residential development. Recent changes to the District Plan allowed further zoning of residential land,
but made little provision for rural/residential living in the wider area, although further growth is expected.
It is envisaged that there will continue to be a need for rural residential development around the node.
However, consideration needs to be made to promote the creation of smaller (on average) rural/
residential lots to minimise loss of large blocks of land. Management of residential land or subdivision
for rural residential purposes is necessary to protect productive farmland. Future rural residential
development may be better suited on the foothills behind Waipu, located on some of the less productive
land. The most promising areas for residential expansion is still upon productive land, with other
alternatives in close proximity to the node centre being flood susceptible. It is important to minimise loss
of productive land, although some loss is to be expected as Waipu grows. Intensive housing options in
Waipu may also need to be considered, in order to reduce the demand for high quality land, but also
increase choice in the area.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 2.1, 5.1

[PM]

Linked Actions

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the structure plan for Waipu in a staged
and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the structure plan, when reviewed, for the growth nodes of Waipu, Hikurangi, and
Parua Bay.

Priority/Timing

Action 2.2

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 2.2, 5.1

Action 2.3

Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential
intensification in identified areas within the Waipu node.

Explanation

In developing a stronger sense of place and to enhance connectivity, urban amenity, and local
character, Waipu could benefit from mixed used development and residential intensification. Potential
locations could be identified in the reviewed structure plan, and these should be assessed for their
appropriateness and possible identification in the District Plan by way of a plan change and appropriate
provisions. It may be necessary to address these issues before the projected review of the structure
plan in 30 years.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

4

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.4, 1.9, 2.1, 2.6, 2.7,
5.1

Action 2.4

Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazard and flooding risks to give effect
to the Waipu structure plan, the RPS, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, the NPS
on Freshwater Management, the Regional Land and Soil Plan, the long term coastal hazard
attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei, when completed, and the stormwater
catchment plan for Waipu.

Explanation

Coastal hazards and flooding are important considerations in Waipu. The development of a long term
coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei has been identified in the
Implementation Plan as a district wide action to be undertaken in conjunction with Northland regional
Council. Changes may need to be made to the District Plan to address provisions in this strategy and
management plan when completed. Changes may also need to be made to the District Plan to address
provisions in the NZCPS (and consequent changes to the Regional Coastal Plan) which require the
identification and assessment of coastal hazard risks, including tsunami and sea level rise, over a
period of at least 100 years, along with the protection of land uses from identified coastal hazards. The
stormwater catchment plan also recognised the need to address flooding issues which are projected to
be exacerbated by climate change impacts. WDC should work collaboratively with the NRC to identify
and assess coastal and flooding hazards.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.2, 1.3, 5.1

[PM]
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Action 2.5

Explanation

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Waipu structure
plan, when reviewed, the WCMS, NZCPS, the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long
term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and
management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the special sense of place of
the Waipu node.
Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an important
aspect to consider. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong provisions relating to activities in the
coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural character, indigenous biodiversity,
and natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may be a need to give effect to some of
these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional Coastal Plan) over the short to medium
term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and a long term
landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been identified in the Implementation
Plan as district wide actions. There is also growing interest in the status of freshwater in the district and
nationally, with the government having just released the NPS on Freshwater Management. This is likely
to have an impact on the management of the connections between land use and freshwater throughout
the district and Waipu’s location at the confluence of many streams means that this is an important
factor to consider in the node. The relevant provisions of these strategies and management plans may
need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

7

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.5, 5.1

[PM]
Action 2.6

Review business land requirements for Waipu, and make changes to the District Plan as
necessary. This is a medium priority and may need to be actioned within the next 10 years.

Explanation

Another important consideration is the development of business land opportunities in the node. With
a growing population, and the identification of Waipu as a growth node, business land requirements
are likely to exceed the present level of available land. Therefore some consideration is needed to
ensure that other opportunities for developing business land occur, for both commercial and industrial
land. Assessment of both the amount and location of suitable land is required. Decisions will need
to be made as to whether the new business land is connected to the present areas, or whether it is
separated from the area into an entirely new location within the node. Each option has its advantages
and disadvantages. A business park option may also need to be considered. There is presently on 9ha
of business land zoned in the District Plan. There is a projected need for 34ha of business land by 2041
and 48ha by 2061. A review of business land may be required within the next 10 years.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

3

WDC

NRC, CoC,
Business Groups

Low

District Plan

1.1, 1.9, 2.3, 2.6, 5.1

[PM]
Action 2.7

Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Waipu node are included in the District Plan.
These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering
the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the Waipu node.
Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Waipu has many elements of good urban design. However, the high levels of population growth
indicated for the node means that the challenge in Waipu is to keep its compact urban form. Strong
urban design provisions need to be included into the District Plan to ensure that good urban design
principles are applied to development proposals to enhance the sense of place for the Waipu node.
These provisions may at first be in the form of guidelines but if these are not successful in improving
urban design stronger provisions may be required. These provisions need to be applied consistently
and rigorously when administering the District Plan to ensure a high quality urban environment in the
Waipu node. Incorporate strong principles based on existing historic and cultural heritage into the urban
fabric to enhance existing sense of place.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

3

WDC
[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.4, 1.9, 5.1

Action 3.1

Provide for parks and reserves in the Waipu node as identified in the reserves strategy and
any review of the structure plan to ensure adequate public open space, public access to the
waterways and coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

The NZCPS contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and along the
coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along the
foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and should be
referred to. There is a substantial amount of reserve land required in the node to meet present levels
of service, and the purchasing thereof needs to be carefully considered, especially given some of the
flood attenuation necessity that was indicated in the catchment plan for the node. Taking advantage of
the many different waterways passing through the townships is also important in terms of the provision
of open space. Council should ensure that esplanade reserves are taken when the opportunity arises to
provide public access to waterways and the opportunity to create ecological corridors where desirable,
particularly in esplanade priority areas.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.8, 1.9, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

[PR]
Action 3.2

Take into account demographic changes within the node, particularly the significant aging
of the population and the status of Waipu as a growth node, when planning for provision of
infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans
(LTPs).

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population of the Waipu node is projected to quadruple in size. The
proportion of the population over 65 may actually increase at an even faster rate. This is a significant
increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure and
services in the node, including both council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste,
parks and reserves) and social infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities).
Social infrastructure should be provided to meet the needs of the local population. Appendix 5 of the
Whangarei Growth Strategy provides an indication of the infrastructural requirements and associated
timing to meet projected demand. This needs to be taken into account when planning for infrastructure
and services in individual nodes, developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 4.1, 5.1

[PM, IS]

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Waipu node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[IP, RC, F]
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Support
Agencies

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

1.1, 3.2, 5.1

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure view, when reviewed, District Plan changes and the provision of
infrastructure in the Waipu node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future
LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity
management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4,
2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 3.1, 3.2,
4.1

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Waipu node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of the
Waipu node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides information
when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal outcomes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

WDC

Community/

[PM, IS]

Cost
Implication

Current
Business Groups, Resources
NRC, DoC

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Information,
Collaboration

All

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Waipu node.

Explanation

Iwi and hapu have a long association with the Whangarei coastline including the Waipu node. Waipu is
located within the rohes of Ngatiwai and Ngati Whatua; the hapu groups in the area are: Patuharakeke,
Te Koiwi, Te Parawhau and Ngati Tu. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is
undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of Waipu node is
ensured. There are no marae, or sites of significance to Maori (as identified in the District Plan) located
within the node. However, sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the
development of Iwi Management Plans. Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include
one pa site, 26 midden/ovens and 12 pit/terraces - a total of 39. Further archaeological sites may be
uncovered in future. There is no Maori land located within the node. A marae within the township is
something that Maori may consider in the future.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

[PM, MR]

6.3

Parua Bay

Parua Bay is a small coastal township located on the northern side of Whangarei Harbour. In recent years,
Parua Bay has begun to emerge as a potentially significant residential hub, with some accompanying
prospects for commercial growth. It is recognised that there is much potential to continue developing
Parua Bay as an important growth node, including longer term visions of an expanded commercial
function and the potential for public transportation options. In essence, Parua Bay would become the
hub of the wider area including Whangarei Heads and Pataua. There is an existing structure plan for the
Paua Bay node which was adopted in 2009. The structure plan was produced as part of the Whangarei
Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) which was adopted by Council in 2003.
Existing community infrastructure and assets are located in different parts of the node, the result of the
overall haphazard nature of development in the past. For example, the Parua Bay Tavern is located
around 4km from the small commercial centre within Parua Bay Village, on the site of an old dairy
factory. The school, service station and community facilities are located closer to the main residential
areas, and connecting them to other community assets remains problematic and solutions need to be
considered carefully. Other civic amenities are likely to be developed closer to the residential population
over time. Parua Bay is identified as a growth node in the Whangarei Growth Strategy and is projected
to grow to around 5,000 people by 2061 under the proposed consolidated settlement pattern proposed
in the Growth Strategy. Parua Bay has been a rapidly growing node, with the population increasing from
612 in 1991 to 1,068 in 2006 (5.0% per annum).
At present, 84ha of land is zoned Living Environments, and 2ha is zoned as business land, within a
total area of 1,911ha. In terms of constraints, Parua Bay has relatively few constraints, especially when
compared to other nodes within the district. The most critical issues for the settlement will continue to
be transport linkages and developing a sense of place in the node. The 2006 split between households
in Parua Bay was 42/58 (percent), with around 193 households within the Living Environments, and 248
households outside them, including unoccupied dwellings. Over time, a target split of 75/25 by 2061
is preferable, which would result in a large increase in households in the urban areas to 1,639, and
more than a doubling in households (546) outside of the Living Environments, including unoccupied
dwellings.
The average Living Environment lot size in Parua Bay is 0.2ha, the second largest average size in
the district, whilst the average rural residential lot outside of the Living Environments is 1.7ha. The
growth in the area would mean that approximately 290ha of residential and 500ha of rural residential
land is required to meet projected growth. Much of the residential growth is expected to be around
Taihoa Road, and towards the Whangarei Heads end of the node. Notably, there appears to be a likely
shortfall in existing vacant residential lots within two years, whilst vacant rural residential lots would last
approximately 22 years at present level of demand. There is capacity to develop more residential lots
under both District Plan and structure plan, with 15 and 35 years respectively, although constraints do
reduce the overall capacity somewhat.
To accommodate future growth, some infrastructure will be required. This includes expanded water
storage at Parua Bay Reservoir and water pumps upgrade at an estimated cost of $1.50 million;
some wastewater works including reticulation upgrades, and some increase in capacity of the existing
wastewater treatment plant or a new plant at an estimated cost of $6.5 million. The Whangarei Heads
Road and the Pataua South Road intersection would need to be upgraded at an estimated $0.50
million. Parks and reserves within the node are limited and it is anticipated that 7.5ha of sport fields,
24.26ha of local/destination/natural area reserves and an additional boat ramp at a total estimated cost
of $11.4 million is required.
The Parua Bay node is situated adjacent to the Whangarei Harbour and offers views of the harbour
seascape and surrounds, including Motukiore Island. Two prominent headlands – Manganese and
Reserve Points – wrap around the entry into the bay, their rolling profile separating most of the bay
from the harbour. Despite development, a portion of the harbour coastline around Parua Bay has been
identified as being of high natural character. Rural landscapes in the area are characterised by rolling
to steep pasture with pockets of scrub/bush. Vegetation has often been heavily modified in these areas,
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PART B:

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Waipu, when reviewed, District Plan
changes, and the provision of infrastructure in the Waipu node are included in asset/activity
management plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 5.1

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

although this is variable and some indigenous areas remain. Built development tends to be scattered,
the most intrusive sites being where the siting is sensitive and the scattered distribution of vegetation
provides limited opportunity for screening by existing trees. Only 1% of the node is considered to be
notable landscape in the District Plan (Landscape Sensitivity 6). In addition, about 24% of the node is
regarded as significant (Landscape Sensitivity 5), which is associated with the coastal landscapes of
the area. Like many coastal sites throughout the district, Parua Bay has many different archaeological
sites (53) within its confines. In addition there is a single heritage tree recorded for the node. No sites
are noted within the District Plan, or on the Historic Places Trust Register.

is expected to be required by 2041 and 11.5ha by 2061. Given the status as a future growth node, it is
expected that an expansion of the present commercial area is required. In addition, thought needs to
be given to developing light industrial options in the node. It is noted that there are already a few light
industrial/contracting services scattered throughout Parua Bay, and their numbers may grow over time.

Very little of the node is subject to natural hazard constraints, with only 17ha of land being flood
susceptible, or 1% of the nodal area. However, 8% of the total land parcels are found in flood susceptible
areas, either fully or partially. About 46ha of Parua Bay is regarded as having high land instability (about
2.4%), much of this on steeper slopes. A desire for views has contributed to 15% of the land parcels
being located on land with high instability risk. Little in the way of highly productive farmland is located
within the node. The main land uses in the area include lifestyle (44%) pastoral farming (29%) and
remnant dairying (7%). As the population grows, the land occupied by residential and commercial
activities is likely to grow, mainly at the expense of pastoral farming. About 336ha (11%) of the node
area is regarded as significant natural habitat. Adjacent to the node boundary is the Whangarei Harbour,
also an area of ecological significance.

3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans

The services in Parua Bay are located along Whangarei Heads Road, adjacent to Lamb Road. These
services include a school, petrol station and medical centre. New development has recently occurred
here, with a café, liquor store, real estate office and a Four Square store. There is much potential to
improve the sense of place in Parua Bay Village by applying good urban design principles and urban
planning to ensure a compact, well connected village-like settlement with high amenity and functionality.
The local community has been involved in initial projects to improve the village centre, and more
involvement is expected over time. Council needs to continue liaison with the community to advance
these projects, and produce a feasible concept plan acceptable to the community that will ensure Parua
Bay Village reaches its potential as a future growth node for the area. For this reason, Parua Bay is
identified for trialling the community village planning programme. If it is successful in Parua Bay, the
programme will be extended to other nodes.
The median household income within the node is $55,700, which is one of the highest in the district, and
about 26% higher than the district average of $43,900. No part of the population is considered deprived
under the Deprivation Index, which suggests a low level of inequality in the area. The present median
age within the node is 40.5 years which is above the district average of 38.4 years. Around 12% of the
population was aged 65 and over in 2006, roughly the same as the district average. This is expected to
reach 21% by 2041, and 24% by 2061. By 2061, this would mean that 1,196 residents would be over
the age of 65 years within the node, up from the present 123. This is a significant increase of 872%, one
of the highest in the district, but as a proportion of the population, Parua Bay is less aged than other
locations. The ageing population will place additional demands on health care services, particularly an
increased demand for rest home, hospital and dementia beds. Parua Bay has a medical centre in the
village. There is a small store, takeaway store and café opposite on Te Rongo Road, with an art gallery
further up. Two kilometres along the main road is the Parua Bay Community Centre, a school, garage,
petrol station, hair dresser, sports ground, small shopping complex and community hall. There are no
churches in Parua Bay, although services are held at the community hall.
Businesses in Parua Bay generally service the local population, and summertime visitors. Services
include a tavern, cafes, small general store, service stations, and a variety of other small services
such as mechanics and electricians. Work within the node is more limited, with 273 people working in
the area. Most of these are self-employed/sole operators. Their numbers are projected to rise to 563
by 2041, and 987 by 2061. In terms of business area, there is only a small amount of business land
presently zoned in Parua Bay (2.3ha). The business floor projections increase from 134m2 in 2006
to 244m2 in 2041, and 345m2 in 2061. This is significantly lower that one would expect in an area
identified as a growth node, so it is likely that additional business land will be required. Around 6.5ha
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Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Parua Bay node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the New
Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant
strategies and plans. This is a medium priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the
Growth Strategy.
1.3 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Parua Bay node when
reviewed. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high
quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles.
1.4 Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Parua Bay, when
reviewed, including the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, walking and
cycling, and connections to Whangarei City and Whangarei Heads.
1.5 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Parua Bay node, when reviewed, to give effect to the WCMS,
NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term
landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and
enhance the special sense of place in the node.
1.6 Provide for public open space within the node and along the coast, and incorporate public access
provisions and recreational values into the structure plan for the Parua Bay node, when reviewed,
to ensure adequate public open space, easy public access to the coast, and maximise recreational
opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional
Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.
1.7 Undertake community planning at a village level in Parua Bay node. If this community village
planning trial at Parua Bay is deemed successful it should be extended to other nodes. Such community
planning should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop
and enhance community well being, local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a high priority
for Parua Bay node.

Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for the Parua Bay node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans. This is a medium priority and will be necessary around 2031.

Explanation

The structure plan for Parua Bay node was adopted by Council in February 2009. No changes to
the District Plan have resulted from the structure plan as yet. There is sufficient capacity under the
structure plan for 35 years, based upon projected growth. Given the status of Parua Bay as a growth
node, a review will be required within 20 years. The future review of the structure plan will be influenced
significantly by the village community plan exercise that is identified as a high priority for the Parua
Bay node. In terms of business land, the area under the structure plan is probably sufficient to meet
the areas needs in the short to medium term, although higher levels of demand need to be taken
into account as part of the review in order to future proof business land needs. When the structure
plan is reviewed the issues identified in Figure 1, the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS,
the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need to taken into account.
In particular, requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon
development, avoid development in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back
development from the coast and other water bodies to protect the natural character, open space, public
access and amenity values of the coastal environment, need to be addressed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6,
2.1, 5.1

2.3 Review business land requirements for Parua Bay following the village planning process and make
changes to the District Plan as necessary. This is a medium priority and may need to be actioned within
the next 10 years.
2.4 Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Parua Bay node are included in the District Plan.
These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the
District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
2.5 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Parua Bay Structure Plan,
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape
strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the sense of place of
the node.
3.1 Provide for parks and reserves in the Parua Bay as identified in the reserves strategy and any
review of the structure plan to ensure adequate public open space in the node and along the coast,
public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation. Connecting various
community assets is a major consideration in the Parua Bay node.
3.2 Take into account demographic changes within the node, particularly the aging of the Parua Bay
population and the significance of Parua Bay node being identified as a growth node, when planning
for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans and Long Term
Plans (LTPs).

[PM]
Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure
plan, when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed
use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth
projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

Parua Bay has been identified as an important growth node for the district. There is sufficient existing
capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential and rural residential development
over the next 15 and 22 years respectively. When the structure plan is reviewed a reassessment of land
supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future residential, rural residential,
business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon
updated projections in the Growth Strategy. In particular, there will most likely to be a need to consider
identifying specific land for future rural residential development. When assessing potential land needs
to meet future demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat
and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into account. The
provisions within WCMS, the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and
plans need also to be taken into account.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.5, 2.5

4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Parua Bay node.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Parua Bay, the village community plan, District
Plan changes, and the provision of infrastructure in the Parua Bay node are included in asset/activity
management plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Parua Bay node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Parua Bay node.

[PM]
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PART B:

2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential intensification
in identified areas within Parua Bay node, if indicated as appropriate through the village planning
process, and structure plan review.

Action Plan
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the structure plan for Parua Bay node, when
reviewed in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the structure plans for the growth nodes of Parua Bay, Waipu and Hikurangi.
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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.3

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Parua Bay node
when reviewed. These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner
so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Parua Bay suffers from a past lack of good urban design, for example the substantial separation of
different social assets within the node. Of particular importance is managing the traffic movements
through the node, providing and connecting people friendly public places and pedestrian friendly
streets, all of which needs to be done by working with transport engineers to reduce the dominance
of cars. These principles need to be applied consistently in an integrated manner so that the growing
town incorporates some unifying themes in its urban landscape. There are also some concerns about
reducing the speed level through the township, which needs to be addressed. Given the projected level
of population increase, much needs to be done to ensure connectivity within the node, and the use of
new principles to build a showcase town for the district. The community village planning exercise should
assist in this regard.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

4

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Explanation

The Whangarei Harbour, including Parua Bay, is known for its coastal amenity and recreational
opportunities. Access to the coast is relatively poor in the Parua Bay node, and more needs to be
done to improve access from throughout the node, especially as the population grows. It is important
to ensure adequate public open space within the node, public access to the coast, and maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area during any future review of the structure plan for
the Matapouri node. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access
to and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches
and along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions
and should also be referred to.

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

1.1, 1.6, 1.7, 2.4

4

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.6, 1.7, 3.2

[PM]

Incorporate land transport management provisions into the structure plan for Parua Bay, when
reviewed, including the roading network, traffic management, parking, public transport, walking
and cycling, and connections to Whangarei City and Whangarei Heads.

Explanation

Land use and infrastructure planning, particularly in regard to transport, need to be closely coordinated.
A central theme should be the transformation of Parua Bay to a people friendly environment and
showcase destination, especially with a tourism focus. Pedestrian walkways and cycleways in the main
should predominate whilst maintaining essential vehicle movements through the node. Public transport
options may increase over time. Ensuring a central location for public transport is also important over
the longer term as the population grows and ages, as is addressing concerns about traffic speed and
providing infrastructure such as footpaths.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC, NZTA

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

1.1, 1.3, 2.4

Action 1.5

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Parua Bay node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and
the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as
to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node.

Explanation

The node is characterised by a landscape of harbour view, bush clad hills and pastoral farming areas.
The review of the structure plan for the node will need to take careful account of landscape values,
natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the
special sense of place around the Parua Bay and harbour environments. The NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development and these
should be addressed in any future review of the structure plan for the Parua Bay node. Relative to other
coastal nodes, however, there is more capacity to avoid sensitive landscape areas. This should also
be taken into account during the development of stormwater infrastructure that takes advantage of the
local features as green infrastructure.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 1.6, 2.5, 3.2

[PM]

Provide for public open space within the node and along the coast, and incorporate public
access provisions and recreational values into the structure plan for the Parua Bay node,
when reviewed, to ensure adequate public open space, easy public access to the coast, and
maximise recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in
the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.

Cost
Implication

Action 1.4

[PM, R]

Action 1.6
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Action 1.7

Undertake community planning at a village level in Parua Bay node. If this community village
planning trial at Parua Bay is deemed successful it should be extended to other nodes. Such
community planning should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses,
business associations, and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local
infrastructure and services to develop and enhance community well being, local amenity,
character and sense of place. This is a high priority for Parua Bay node.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance community well being, local amenity, character and sense of
place. This may involve concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the
local people see as priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the
grass roots level and self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve.
It is proposed that community village planning be trailed at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extended to
other parts of the district over time. A community village plan for the Parua Bay node is seen as a high
priority.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

1

WDC

Community
Groups and
Organisations

Medium

Community Plans 1.1, 1.3, 1.6, 2.2, 2.3,
2.4, 3.1, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1

[PM, CS, IS]

Linked Actions

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the structure plan for Parua Bay node, when
reviewed, in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme
of plan changes to implement the structure plans for the growth nodes of Parua Bay, Waipu and
Hikurangi.

Explanation

There are low numbers of existing vacant residential lots in the Parua Bay node at about 2 years
of supply, although there is close to 22 years of vacant rural residential lots at projected levels of
demand. There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development over the next 15 years for the Parua Bay node, and further capacity in the structure plan
(35 years). The land identified in the structure plan for future residential use should not be released into
the District Plan until there is less than 10 year capacity remaining. There are specific requirements in
the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon development, avoid development
in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back development from the coast and
other water bodies to protect natural character, open space, public access and amenity values of the
coastal environment.

3

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 2.2, 5.1

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan to provide for mixed use development and residential
intensification in identified areas within Parua Bay node, if indicated as appropriate through the
village planning process, and structure plan review.

Explanation

In developing a stronger sense of place and to enhance connectivity, urban amenity, and local
character, Parua Bay could benefit from mixed used development and residential intensification.
Potential locations were identified in the existing structure plan, and these should be reviewed for their
appropriateness and possible inclusion in the District Plan by way of a plan change and appropriate
provisions inserted. The community village planning exercise should assist here.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

6

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.7, 2.1, 2.3, 5.1

Action 2.5

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Parua Bay Structure
Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long
term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance
the sense of place of the node.

Explanation

Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an important
aspect to consider. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong provisions relating to activities in the
coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural character, indigenous biodiversity, and
natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may be a need to give effect to some of these
requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional Coastal Plan) over the short to medium term.
The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and a long term landscape
strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been identified in the Implementation Plan as
district wide actions. The proposed NPS on Indigenous Biodiversity is also important given the natural
values evident in the node. The NPS on Freshwater Management is of reduced consequence in Parua
Bay when compared with most other nodes in the District. The relevant provisions of these strategies
and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium
term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.2, 1.3, 1.8, 3.1, 5.1

Action 2.3

Review business land requirements for Parua Bay following the village planning process and
make changes to the District Plan as necessary. This is a medium priority and may need to be
actioned within the next 10 years.

4

Explanation

There is some business land currently zoned in Parua Bay. Growth projections suggest that there will
be demand for additional business land in Parua Bay over the medium and longer term, but the area
noted in the present structure plan is sufficient for the medium term, based upon present demand.
However, there may be a need to release more business land from the structure plan to the District
Plan within the next 10 years. The village community planning exercise is likely to raise other issues in
regards to business land development in the node.

Action 3.1

Provide for parks and reserves in the Parua Bay as identified in the reserves strategy and any
review of the structure plan to ensure adequate public open space in the node and along the
coast, public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.
Connecting various community assets is a major consideration in the Parua Bay node.

Explanation

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
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Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

3

WDC

NRC, CoC,
Business Groups

Low

District Plan

1.1, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2, 5.1

Parks and reserve provision in Parua Bay is limited, and rectifying this is an important consideration
for the future. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and
along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and
along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and
should be referred to. The reserve network is likely to be expanded by significant amounts (30ha) in the
node over time, including recreational reserves and sports ground facilities. Future reserve provision
needs to ensure a higher level of connectivity between community assets in the area.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Reserves
strategy, AMPs,
LTPs

1.3,1.6, 1.7, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

[PM]
Action 2.4

Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Parua Bay node are included in the District Plan.
These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering
the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Parua Bay has few elements of good urban design. The high levels of population growth indicated
for the node and scattered community assets means that the challenge in Parua Bay is to develop a
compact and integrated design. Strong urban design provisions need to be inserted into the District
Plan to ensure that good design principles are applied in development proposals. Incorporate any
existing historical and cultural heritage into the urban fabric to enhance the sense of place. These
provisions may at first be in the form of guidelines but if these are not successful in improving urban
design stronger provisions may be required. These provisions need to be applied consistently and
rigorously when administering the District Plan to ensure a high quality urban environment in the Parua
Bay node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency
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Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.3, 1.7, 3.1, 5.1

[PM]

[PM]

[PR]
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Action 3.2

Take into account demographic changes within the node, particularly the aging of the
Parua Bay population and the significance of Parua Bay node being identified as a
growth node, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing
asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies
and stakeholders to assist in the development of the Parua Bay node, including
business associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland
Regional Council, Department of Conservation, and the public.

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population in Parua Bay node is expected to grow by more than
400%. This is a significant increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the
provision of infrastructure and services along the coast, including both council infrastructure
(water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, parks and reserves) and social infrastructure
(education, medical, emergency, and police facilities). Social infrastructure should be provided
to meet the needs of the local population and the wider Whangarei Heads area. As an identified
growth node, Parua Bay will serve a wide catchment including the Whangarei Heads area and
Pataua for much of the education, health, safety and other social infrastructure. Appendix 5 of
the Whangarei Growth Strategy provides an indication of the infrastructural requirements and
associated timing to meet projected demand. This needs to be taken into account when planning
for infrastructure and services in individual nodes, developing asset/activity management plans
and LTPs. An aging population will have a discernable impact on both social and business needs
in the node.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development
of the Parua Bay node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community,
provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required
to ensure optimal outcomes. This will be particularly important when undertaking the village
community planning exercise in Parua Bay node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
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WDC
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Priority/Timing
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1.1, 4.1, 5.1

[PM, IS]

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund
the provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Parua Bay
node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments
necessitating the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides
for development contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial
contributions to address environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/
financial contributions should be included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover
the cost of growth related infrastructure and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F]

Cost
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Implementation
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1.1, 3.2, 5.1

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Parua Bay, the village community
plan, District Plan changes, and the provision of infrastructure in the Parua Bay node
are included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with budgetary
commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan for Parua Bay, the village plan, District Plan changes, and
the provision of infrastructure need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future
LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/
activity management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Support
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Cost
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Implementation
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1.1, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2,
2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 3.1,
3.2, 4.1
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[PM, IS]

Cost
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NRC, DoC

Implementation
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Information,
Collaboration

All

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Parua Bay node.

Explanation

Parua Bay is located within the rohe of Ngapuhi, and the hapu groups in the area are:
Te Parawhau, Ngati Kahu o Torongare and Ngai Tahuhu. There are no marae, or sites of
significance to Maori (as identified in the District Plan) located within the node. Although
one site, a private burial ground is located on Reserve Point adjacent to the node. Further
sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of
Iwi Management Plans. About 2% of the node is Maori Land. Archaeological sites of Maori
association in the node include one artefact find, nine pa sites, 31 midden/ovens and 12 pit/
terraces - a total of 53. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future. It is
essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in
decisions relating to future development of Parua node is ensured. A marae within the future
township is something that Maori may consider in the future.
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[PM, MR]

This section of the Implementation Plan outlines those actions relating to the two rural villages
contained in the spatial plan for the district. These villages are located inland from Whangarei City at
Maungatapere and Maungakaramea. Both nodes have experienced significant levels of growth over
recent times and this is expected to continue. The population of each node is projected to grow to
around 1,400 by 2061 (this is a doubling of present population). As outlined in the Growth Strategy, the
projected future development of these rural nodes is characterised by:
• rural residential development controlled and widespread sporadic development restricted;
• productive farmland protected, reverse sensitivity issues greatly reduced and rural amenity enhanced;
• strong urban containment provisions to limit sporadic and ribbon development along transport routes;
• some local community facilities and small scale recreational and entertainment facilities;
• mainly residential with limited commercial development and little or no industrial development;
• natural character of the nodes protected from inappropriate development;
• tangata whenua values and sites of significance to Maori/archaeological sites recognised and
provided for; and,
• the special sense of place of the rural villages protected and enhanced.
No structure plans have been developed for the two rural nodes, yet both nodes have experienced high
levels of recent growth. The attractive qualities of these nodes mean that demand will likely remain high
for residential and rural residential development. At present, both nodes have shortages in existing
vacant urban residential lots. There is some capacity for further subdivision in terms of existing Living
Environments under the District Plan, but the capacity to develop further land is relatively low. It is
essential that a structure plan is produced for each node and the structure plan identifies sufficient land
for future residential, business, mixed use (if required) and rural residential development over a 20/30
year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.
Maungatapere contains a sizable area of business land located on both sides of State Highway 14.
However, much of this land is occupied by the former dairy factory and the Anawhata Museum Trust,
and may not be readily available for other business purposes. There is no business land zoned in
Maungakaramea, and there will be a need to ensure that provision is made for business land in the
near future.
Council infrastructure and services are provided to these nodes to varying degrees. Although both nodes
are currently reticulated for water provision, the system is reasonably limited in the Maungakaramea
node. Should the growth rates increase faster than projected there would be a need for a water
treatment plant in Maungakaramea node. Both nodes do not have a wastewater network. In order to
meet anticipated population growth, some wastewater infrastructure would be required, although this
is not likely to occur until the latter part of the anticipated growth levels (in around 30-40 years). There
is also a lack of parks and reserves in both nodes. Identifying suitable locations for future parks and
reserves and the cost of purchasing these are important issues.
There are few natural hazard constraints within the nodal boundaries. However, there are significant
areas of highly productive farmland in both nodes. The Maungakaramea and Maungatapere nodes
contain the highest proportion of highly productive farmland in the district. Because of its versatility
and lower natural hazard constraints, this highly productive land is most at risk from residential, rural
residential (lifestyle) development. If this highly versatile and productive land resource is not protected
from residential and rural residential development it will be lost within a relatively short space of time.
Sporadic residential and rural residential development needs to be carefully managed in these nodes.
There are few social services located within the two rural nodes. There are schools at Maungatapere
and Maungakaramea, and a volunteer fire service at Maungakaramea. Over the next 50 years the

Both nodes have high heritage values (both natural and cultural) and scenic qualities. These are
built upon the productive rural landscape dominated by volcanic cones and extensive stone walling.
Pastoral land use and intensive horticulture add to the rural bucolic characteristic of the nodes. The
landscape of both nodes are rated significant in the District Plan. There is little significant natural habitat
remaining in either node (between 5-6%) and little is formally protected by Department of Conservation
or Council reserves (between 1-8%). There are some examples of rare habitat, e.g. Maungatapere
and Maunu Mountains, and Kokopu Block Road contain rare examples of volcanic broadleaf forests
while Maungakaramea Mountain is a geo-preservation site of regional significance containing an area
of rare wetland habitat. It is important to protect and enhance natural habitat and biodiversity wherever
possible within these two nodes.
Maungatapere and Maungakaramea share a very similar sense of place. Both nodes are notable for
their attractive productive landscape, with extensive dry stone walls imparting a Europe heritage. These
features play a significant role in the character and amenity value of the nodes. The heritage landscape
is comprised of strong cultural and historical associations, both European and Maori. It is critical that
the rural countryside does not lose this sense of place nor have it degraded. In fact, it is desirable,
and achievable with careful planning, to enhance this special sense of place. In the main, this can be
achieved by protecting the natural heritage of the rural countryside including landscape values, natural
character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity.
But it also requires human activities to be in harmony with the natural environment, and that human
activities do not degrade those natural values that give the rural countryside its sense of place. Strong
provisions relating to rural residential development, reverse sensitivity and the protection of productive
farmland need to be included in future planning documents. It is also important to incorporate good
urban design principles so as to maximise the potential to develop these rural nodes into attractive rural
villages in a highly attractive rural setting.

7.1

Maungatapere

Maungatapere is a small settlement inland from Whangarei City, developed around a dairy factory that
used to process milk from the Mangakahia Valley. Whilst the dairy factory is no longer in operation, it
continues to stand unused, and is the most prominent feature of the settlement. Despite the closure,
several other small businesses operate around the village centre. Local facilities within Maungatapere
are both limited and scattered rather than being centralised. For example, the community hall and main
bowling club are located some distance from the centre, close to Pukeatua Road. Maungatapere has
the potential to develop into an attractive rural village. Its natural setting has much potential to build
upon. The village is surrounded by highly productive farmland featuring many stone walls, with the
volcanic cones of Maungatapere, Maunu, and Whatitiri providing a dramatic backdrop. The village at
present has a run-down/derelict look about it, but with careful planning incorporating good urban design,
the aesthetics could be much improved to provide a rural village of considerable amenity. To ensure this,
a structure plan is required for the node in the near future. This is rated as a high priority.
A feature of land development in the Maungatapere node over the past 20 years has been the rapid
increase in rural residential development comprising mainly lifestyle blocks. The attractive rural setting,
combined with its proximity to central Whangarei has meant that large numbers of lifestyle residents
have located in the node, resulting in widespread scattered development, ribbon development along
transport routes, loss of productive farmland and increased reverse sensitivity issues. At present, within
the node only 15 households are located within Living Environments and over 200 households are
located in the Countryside Environment. This is mostly a result of unregulated and unplanned rural
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number of people aged 65 and over within both nodes is expected to increase significantly and there
may be need for more aged facilities such as retirement villages and expansion in health services. Over
the long term, monitoring of services provision should assist in future decisions to provide services, and
the optimal timing of such provision.
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residential development. It is important to manage such development in the future and consolidate rural
residential development in less productive or already compromised areas.
Maungatapere has seen a moderate level of growth over the past 15 years, and this trend looks set to
continue. The permanent population in Maungatapere increased from 444 in 1991 to 645 in 2006 (an
annual growth rate of 2%). It is projected to grow to around 1,239 people by 2061 (a growth rate of 1.7%
per annum). This is a significant rise in population, with close to double the present population being
projected. Currently there are 15 holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node. This is projected to
increase to 31 by 2061 an increase of 16. The number of occupied dwellings is expected to increase by
around 295 over the same period from 221 in 2006 to 512 in 2061. Taking into account holiday homes,
the total number of dwellings is projected to increase from 236 in 2006 to 543 in 2061, an increase of
307.
The average Living Environment lot size in Maungatapere is 0.1ha, whilst the average rural residential
lot outside of the Living Environments is 3ha. Based upon existing average residential lot sizes, this
would equate to 11ha of new urban land being required, and 310ha of rural residential land being
taken up outside of the Living Environments. The present split between households in Maungatapere is
7/93 (percent), with 15 households within the Living Environments, and 206 households outside them.
This perverse split is indicative of the significant rural residential development that has occurred in the
Maungatapere node, mostly unregulated and unplanned. Over time, a target split of 25/75 (percent)
by 2061 is preferable, resulting in 136 households in Living Environments, and 407 households in
non-Living Environments. A more balanced split (i.e. 50/50) is more desirable, but given the number of
existing vacant lots it is likely to be unachievable over this time frame.
There are a relatively high number of existing vacant rural residential lots (40) in Maungatapere node.
Currently there are sufficient vacant rural residential lots to last 12 years. In contrast, there is a serious
shortage of existing vacant urban residential lots in the node with only 3 lots available. The existing
vacant urban residential lot will shortfall in 2012 based on growth projections. There are some rooms
for further subdivision in terms of existing Living Environments under the District Plan. It is projected
present maximum capacity under the District Plan will shortfall in 2046 (this could reduce slightly given
existing constraints). It is essential that a structure plan is produced for the Maungatapere node and the
structure plan identifies sufficient land for future residential, mixed use and rural residential development
over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.
In terms of business area, there is a sizable area (5ha) of business land zoned in Maungatapere.
Business land is located on both sides of State Highway 14, with commercial land on the eastern side
and industrial land on the western side. Land is zoned for both light and heavy industry. Much industrial
land, however, is occupied by the former dairy factory and the Anawhata Museum Trust, and may not be
readily available for other business purposes in the near future. There are locations that may be suitable
for business land expansion if considered necessary, but care must be taken to buffer residential areas
from possible impact. It is not envisaged that further business land needs to be zoned in the District
Plan over the medium term.
Maungatapere is currently reticulated for water, with the main source of water being Poroti. The water
pipe network extends over the whole settlement. At present, there is no further water infrastructure
required to meet the demands of anticipated growth. Council does not currently have any wastewater
network at Maungatapere. In order to meet future population growth, it is estimated that wastewater
infrastructure will need to be provided. This includes the installation of new trunk sewers, reticulation
upgrades and new wastewater treatment plant capacity. The estimated cost of providing reticulation
and treatment is $28 million, based on current development contribution estimates. Alternately, if zoning
is such that minimum lot sizes are restricted to 2,000m2 then the current practice of individual onsite
wastewater treatment and disposal systems may prove acceptable. Otherwise, future options need
to be examined to accommodate projected population growth. It is unlikely that Maungatapere will be
reticulated for wastewater until 2041.
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Council has some stormwater assets but no network. In alignment with current best practice, future
stormwater management is envisaged to be a continuation of current stormwater policies (through the
Environmental Engineering Standards). Parks and reserves in the Maungatapere node are extremely
limited. Future parks and reserves costs are estimated to be around $5.3 million (present value) based
on projected growth and present service levels. In terms of roading network, Maungatapere is currently
serviced by a roading network catering for close to 8,000 vehicles per day. The number is substantial
due to the state highway passing through the town, and because Mangakahia Valley Road also passes
through the settlement. There are no known backlog requirements in the node that cannot be met under
existing programmes.
Few natural hazard constraints exist within the nodal boundaries. However, there are significant areas
of highly productive farmland in the node but these have been facing increased pressure from lifestyle
development in recent years. As the population grows, the land occupied by residential and lifestyle
activities will grow, probably at the expense of pastoral land, but potentially also on highly productive
land. If this highly versatile and productive land resource is not protected from residential and rural
residential development this valuable resource will be lost within a relatively short space of time.
Therefore, sporadic residential and rural residential development needs to be carefully managed if this
resource is to be retained for future productive use.
Very little significant natural habitat remains in the Maungatapere node, with only about 52ha of natural
habitat remaining, or 6% of the node. These ecological areas are important in that they provide habitat
for threatened and regionally significant species. The Maungatapere and Newton Road Remnants,
Maunu Mountain and Kokopu Block Road sites all contain examples of volcanic broadleaf forests – a
nationally rare vegetation type. Around 5ha or 1% of the nodal area is formally protected by Department
of Conservation reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or private covenanting. This includes 4ha
(7%) of PNA areas (areas of ecological significance). Ninety eight percent of the total node area (339ha)
is classified as acutely or chronically threatened (<20% indigenous vegetation cover remaining). There
are limited bush fragments remaining within acutely and chronically threatened environments, but some
are protected by a QEII covenant.
The Maungatapere node is identified as a cultural heritage landscape, and widely regarded as being a
very attractive scenic area. Accordingly, the entire node has been classified as significant (Landscape
Sensitivity 5), as identified in an initial landscape study of the district. The heritage landscape of
the node is comprised of strong cultural and historical associations, both European and Maori.
Maungatapere Mountain acts as a landmark in an otherwise flat/rolling landscape, and is also the only
Outstanding Natural Feature and Geological Site in the area, although Whatitiri Volcanic Shield further
to the south west of Maungatapere Township is also an Outstanding Natural Feature and Geological
Site. Maungatapere has the most extensive series of stone walls in the district, some of which are in
extremely good condition. There are approximately 55km of stone walls in the area, which accounts for
36% of the stone walls located in the district. These stone walls impart a European heritage which is
further reinforced by scattered thorn hedgerows, copses, and historic homesteads.
The existing sense of place within the node is provided by the highly productive landscape around
Maungatapere, with its volcanic cones, intensive orchards and stonewall enclosures. The area has
a predominantly rural pastoral character. The Maungatapere node has a defined centre, situated
around the former dairy factory and surrounding services such as churches, schools, service station,
and takeaway bar. Improving the ‘community hub’ for Maungatapere would be one way to ensure the
commercial and industrial area of the village stays relatively compact. However, the village straddles
State Highway 14, exposing people patronising businesses on both sides of the highway to the hazard
of through traffic. There are no pedestrian crossings so it is relatively dangerous for pedestrians crossing
a busy state highway. This is an issue that needs to be addressed in the structure plan. It is possible
for Maungatapere to be a settlement with a sense of identity, which retains and continues to develop its
rural character, and celebrates the natural beauty of its location. The village, if planned appropriately
incorporating good urban design principles, has the potential to become an attractive rural village, in a
highly attractive rural setting.

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Complete a structure plan for the Maungatapere node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Rural Development Strategy (and background reports) and any other relevant strategies
and plans where applicable. This is a high priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural habitat
and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan sufficient land
for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use, residential intensification (if required), and
parks and reserves over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate strong provisions relating to rural residential development, reverse sensitivity and the
protection of productive farmland in the structure plan. Identify the location of highly productive farmland
in the structure plan.
1.4 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
into the structure plan for the Maungatapere node and give effect to the long term biodiversity strategy
and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei
when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node.

2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the structure plan for Maungatapere when completed
in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the Rural Development Strategy and rural structure plans.
2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Maungatapere
node to identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural residential
development, and reverse sensitivity issues.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Maungatapere Structure Plan,
the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and
management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the special sense of place of the
node.
2.4 Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Maungatapere node are included in the District
Plan. These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the
District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
2.5 Review business land requirements for Maungatapere and make changes to the District Plan as
necessary.
3.1 Take into account demographic changes within the Maungatapere node, including the projected
ageing population, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity
management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).
3.2 Provide for parks and reserves in the Maungatapere node as identified in the reserves strategy and
any subsequent structure plan to ensure adequate public open space and increased opportunities for
active/passive recreation.
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Maungatapere node, particularly
when wastewater infrastructure is planned.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Maungatapere, district plan changes, and
provision of infrastructure in the Maungatapere node, are included in asset/activity management plans
and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Maungatapere node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Maungatapere node.

1.5 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Maungatapere. These
principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality of urban
design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime PreventionThrough Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles.
1.6 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Maungatapere to
maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic and
Cultural Heritage Strategy once completed.
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Maungatapere is located within the rohe of Ngapuhi, and the hapu groups in the area are: Te Parawhau
and Te Uriroroi. There are no marae located in the node area. About 1% (8ha) of the node is Maori
land. One site of significance to Maori – an urupa – is located at Maungatapere and identified in the
District Plan. However, further sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with
the development of Iwi Management Plans. No historic buildings are listed on the Historic Places Trust
Register or District Plan, and only six known archaeological sites are found within the node. Further
archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future.

1.7 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

There is only one school located within the node. An increase in population may mean that the school
would need to be expanded. There are no medical facilities located in the node, and Maungatapere is
located about 15km from the Whangarei Hospital. The population is expected to almost reach the size
recognised as requiring a GP in the next 50 years. With the ongoing development of the village, and
its crossroads location, Maungatapere may be able to attract a small medical centre over the next 50
years. There is one retirement village located in the area. The number of people aged 65 and over is
expected to increase over time and there may be need for more aged facilities in the future. There are
no police or fire facilities located within the node, the closest being in Whangarei City. It is unlikely that
either service will require facilities in Maungatapere over the next 50 years.
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Action Plan
Action 1.1

Complete a structure plan for the Maungatapere node taking into account those issues
identified in Figure 1, the Rural Development Strategy (and background reports) and any other
relevant strategies and plans where applicable. This is a high priority.

Explanation

Maungatapere does not have an existing structure plan and was identified in the Growth Strategy as
requiring a structure plan in the near future, i.e. by 2015. The structure plan should address the matters
listed in Figure 1 and take into account the Rural Development Strategy (and background reports)
and any other relevant strategies and plans where applicable. In particular, the structure plan should
address the widespread rural residential development in the node and improve the urban form and
amenity of the village centre. An assessment of business land use is required to revitalise the village
centre, including the option of mixed land use on some of the existing under utilised business zoned
land.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6,
2.1, 5.1

[PM]

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure
plan sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use, residential
intensification (if required), and parks and reserves over a 20/30 year period based upon growth
projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

Rationalisation of existing zoning in the node, including Business 2, 3 and 4 Environments, Living 1
and 3 Environments, and the Countryside Environment will be required to accommodate projected
population and business needs over the next 20/30 years. Maungatapere has a substantial number of
existing vacant rural residential lots, but the availability of vacant urban residential lots is limited. There
is capacity for further subdivision in terms of existing Living Environments under the District Plan. It
is projected present maximum capacity under the District Plan will shortfall in 2046 (this could reduce
slightly given existing constraints). It is essential that the structure plan identifies sufficient land for
future residential, mixed use (if required) and rural residential development over a 20/30 year period
based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy. This includes identifying locations for future rural
residential development. In addition, resolving business land needs, including identifying business land
capacity, is important. The planning of a village centre will be necessary as part of the structure plan
process. In terms of parks and reserves, there appears to be a limited number of parks and reserves in
the node, and this can be addressed through a reserves strategy, or during the structure plan process.

3

Lead Agency
WDC

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6

[PM]
Action 1.3

Incorporate strong provisions relating to rural residential development, reverse sensitivity
and the protection of productive farmland in the structure plan. Identify the location of highly
productive farmland in the structure plan.

Explanation

Maungatapere contains a significant area of productive farmland but is subject to pressures from rural
residential development. Strong provisions relating to rural residential development, reverse sensitivity
and the protection of productive farmland need to be included in the structure plan. The location of
highly productive farmland should be identified in the structure plan. Specific areas for future rural
residential development should also be identified to restrict scattered development, loss of productive
farmland and reverse sensitivity issues. Less productive land or land already compromised by lifestyle
development should be identified as preferred locations.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

3

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 2.2

[PM]

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Maungatapere node and give effect to the long
term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and
management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special
sense of place in the node.

Explanation

The node is characterised by a landscape dominated by volcanic cones, pastoral farming, intensive
orcharding and stonewalls. The entire Maungatapere node area has been classified as significant
(Landscape Sensitivity 5), as identified in an initial landscape study of the district. There is only limited
area of significant natural habitat remaining in the node and these should be protected and enhanced
wherever possible. Landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity need to be incorporate into the structure plan in order to maintain the special rural sense of
place.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

3

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.3

[PM]

Action 1.2

Priority/Timing

Action 1.4
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Action 1.5

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Maungatapere.
These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality
of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

The existing sense of place is provided by the highly productive landscape around Maungatapere,
with its volcanic cones, intensive orchards and stonewall enclosures. The area has a predominantly
rural pastoral character. The Maungatapere node has a defined centre, situated around the former
dairy factory and surrounding services such as churches, schools, service station, and takeaway and
industrial area. The village is relatively compact. However, the centre has a run-down/derelict look about
it. The village straddles State Highway 14, exposing people patronising businesses on both side of the
highway to the hazard of through traffic. This is an issue that needs to be addressed in the structure
plan. Strong urban design principles need to be included in the structure plan for Maungatapere to
improve the aesthetics and provide a rural village of considerable amenity. The village, if planned
appropriately incorporating good urban design principles, has the potential to become an attractive rural
village, in a highly attractive rural setting.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

3

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

1.7, 2.4, 2.5, 3.2

Action 1.6

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Maungatapere to
maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic
and Cultural Heritage Strategy once completed.

Explanation

The Maungatapere node is identified as a cultural heritage landscape, and widely regarded as being
a very attractive scenic area. The heritage landscape of the node is comprised of strong cultural and
historical associations, both European and Maori. Maungatapere has the most extensive series of stone
walls in the district, some of which are in extremely good conditions. Extensive stone walling imparts
a European heritage which is further reinforced by scattered thorn hedgerows, copses, and historic
homesteads. To better utilise existing historic and cultural heritage and maintain and enhance the
special sense of place that exists in Maungatapere the structure plan needs to contain strong heritage
themes and strong land use planning and urban design provisions aimed at protecting and enhancing
sense of place. Such provisions range from building upon the village theme of Maungatapere, the
volcanic landscape and the extensive stonewalls. It may be possible to incorporate some of the former
dairy factory buildings into the urban fabric to add a further historical dimension to the village centre.

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

3

WDC

NRC, NZHPT

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

1.1, 1.2

[PM]

Action 1.7

Undertake community planning at a village level in Maungatapere if the community village
planning trial at Parua Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such
community planning should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses,
business associations, and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local
infrastructure and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extend to other parts of the
district over time. A community village plan for the Maungatapere node is seen as a moderate priority. It
could be developed in conjunction with the formulation of the structure plan for the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

3

WDC

Community
Groups and

Medium

Community Plans 1.5, 2.4, 2.5, 3.2

[PM, CS, IS]

Linked Actions

Organisation

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan as and when required to implement the structure plan for
Maungatapere when completed in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as
part of a programme of plan changes to implement the Rural Development Strategy and rural
structure plans.

Explanation

Implementing the structure plan for Maungatapere will necessitate changes to the District Plan in a
staged and orderly manner. These changes may include new provisions or removal or alteration of
existing provisions and/or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the
programme of plan changes and processed as resources permit.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

6

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Maungatapere
Structure Plan, the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy
and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and management plan when
completed, and to maintain and enhance the special sense of place of the node.

Explanation

Landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity are all
matters that Council must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an important aspect
to consider. There may be a need to give effect to some of these requirements emanating from the
review of the RPS for Northland and NPS on Freshwater Management (and consequent changes
to the Regional Land and Soil Plan) over the short to medium term. The development of a long term
biodiversity strategy and management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan
for Whangarei have been identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. Cognisance
must also be made of the proposed NPS on Biodiversity. The relevant provisions of these strategies
and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the medium term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

7

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.2, 1.4, 5.1,

[PM]
Action 2.4

Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Maungatapere node are included in the
District Plan. These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when
administering the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node.
Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

The village in Maungatapere at present has a run-down/derelict look about it. The dairy factory is no
longer in operation, and is the most prominent feature of the settlement. The village straddles State
Highway 14, exposing people patronising businesses on both sides of the highway to the hazard of
through traffic. The village in general, suffers from a past lack of good urban design. Strong urban
design provisions need to be inserted into the District Plan to ensure that good urban design principles
are included in development proposals for Maungatapere. These provisions may at first be in the
form of guidelines but if these are not successful in improving urban design stronger provisions may
be required. These provisions need to be applied consistently and rigorously when administering
the District Plan to ensure a high quality urban environment and an enhanced sense of place in the
node. Improving the ‘community hub’ for Maungatapere is important factor in this node to ensure good
connection between social infrastructure and services, and the village centre.

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 5.1

6

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Maungatapere
node to identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural
residential development, and reverse sensitivity issues.

Explanation

Maungatapere contains a significant area of productive farmland but is subject to pressures from
extensive rural residential development. Changes to the District Plan are necessary to restrict scattered
rural residential development, loss of productive farmland and prevent reverse sensitivity problems.
This will include identifying specific areas for future rural residential development in the node. Less
productive land or areas already compromised by lifestyle development should be identified as
preferred locations. Provisions in the Rural Development Strategy, when completed, should be taken
into account.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.3, 5.1

[PM]

Action 2.3

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.5, 1.7, 3.1, 5.1

Action 2.5

Review business land requirements for Maungatapere and make changes to the District Plan as
necessary.

Explanation

There is a sizeable area of business land zoned in Maungatapere. Business land is located on both
side of State Highway 14, with commercial land on the eastern side and industrial land on the western
side. Land is zoned for both light and heavy industry. Much industrial land, however, is occupied
by the former dairy factory and the Anawhata Museum Trust, and may not be readily available for
other business purposes in the near future. Some of this existing business land may be appropriate
for future mixed use so as to revitalise the village centre. Resolving business land needs, including
identifying business land capacity is important. These could be addressed as part of the structure plan
process. When the structure plan is completed, changes to the location of various land uses should be
incorporate into the District Plan by way of a plan change and appropriate provisions inserted.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

6

WDC

NRC, CoC,
Business Groups

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.5, 1.7, 5.1

[PM]
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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 3.1

Take into account demographic changes within the Maungatapere node, including the projected
ageing population, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing
asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Maungatapere, district plan changes,
and provision of infrastructure in the Maungatapere node, are included in asset/activity
management plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

The population of the node is projected to double over the next 50 years. It will also get older. At
present, around 16% of the Maungatapere nodal population is aged 65 and over. This is expected to
reach 26% by 2041 and 30% by 2061. By 2061, 371 residents within the Maungatapere node could be
65 years and over, up from the present 93. This is a significant increase in older residents and will have
a corresponding effect on housing requirements, and the provision of infrastructure and services in the
node, including both council infrastructure and social infrastructure, particularly health services and
retirement facilities. This needs to be taken into account when planning for infrastructure and services
and developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan for Maungatapere, district plan changes, and the provision of
infrastructure in the Maungatapere node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and
future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/
activity management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

WDC

Health and Social Current
Service Providers Resources

[PM, IS]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.7, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

Action 3.2

Provide for parks and reserves in the Maungatapere node as identified in the reserves strategy
and any subsequent structure plan to ensure adequate public open space and increased
opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

Parks and reserves around Maungatapere are extremely limited, with most council reserve land
being used for the community hall and bowling club, or for the water pipelines. An analysis of
‘Neighbourhood’, ‘Sports’ and ‘Other’ parks found 0.4, 1.3 and -0.3ha of existing capacity respectively.
In order to meet future growth needs and meet present levels of service, Maungatapere would require
the purchase of 2ha of local parks, 2.2ha of sports fields, 1.4ha of destination reserve, and 6ha of
natural areas. Some of the sport field requirements may be met by the Mangakahia Sports Fields.
As well as the land, it is expected that other facilities would be constructed within present and future
reserve areas. The estimated cost of meeting these demands are approximately $5.3 million. When
developing the structure plan for Maungatapere node, it is necessary to identify potential future open
space in the node and this should be considered in decisions over the future provision of parks and
reserves. A central village green should be considered. The WDC Reserves strategy contains relevant
provisions and should be referred to.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.4, 1.7, 2.4, 5.1

[PR]
Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Maungatapere node,
particularly when wastewater infrastructure is planned.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services. A major future cost will be the reticulation of the node for wastewater disposal. This is
unlikely to occur for 30 years, but planning to fund costs must be initiated prior to this.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[IP, RC, F]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

1.1, 3.1, 3.2, 5.1
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Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Low

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
2.4, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1

[PM, IS, G, F, Re]
Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Maungatapere node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of the
Maungatapere node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

[PM, IS]

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Maungatapere node.

Explanation

Maungatapere is located within the rohe of Ngapuhi, and the hapu groups in the area are: Te Parawhau
and Te Uriroroi. There are no marae located in the node area. About 1% (8ha) of the node is Maori land.
One site of significance to Maori – an urupa – is located at Maungatapere and identified in the District
Plan. However, further sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the
development of Iwi Management Plans. There are six known archaeological sites found within the node.
Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with iwi
and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of
Maungatapere node is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

[PM, MR]

7.2

Maungakaramea

Maungakaramea has been one of the fastest growing nodes in the district over the past 15 years with its
permanent population increasing from 429 in 1991 to 756 in 2006 (a growth rate of 5.1% per annum). It
is projected to grow to around 1,334 people by 2061 (a growth rate of 1.4% per annum). The node does
not contain many holiday homes. Currently there are 21 holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the
node. This is projected to increase to 37 by 2061 an increase of 16. The number of occupied dwellings
is expected to increase by around 263 over the same period from 294 in 2006 to 557 in 2061. Taking
into account holiday homes, the total number of dwellings is projected to increase from 315 in 2006 to
594 in 2061, an increase of 279. The average Living Environment lot size in Maungakaramea is 0.14ha,
whilst the average rural residential lot size outside of the Living Environments is 2.4ha. Based upon
existing average residential lot sizes, this would equate to 26ha of new urban land being required, and
180ha of rural residential land taken up outside of the Living Environments. The present split between
households in Maungakaramea is 12/88 (percent), with 39 households within the Living Environments,
and 255 households outside them. Over time, a target split of 40/60 (percent) by 2061 is preferable,
resulting in 223 households in Living Environments, and 334 households in non-Living Environments.
There are a relatively high number of existing vacant rural residential lots (58) in Maungakaramea node.
Currently there are sufficient vacant rural residential lots to last 40 years. In contrast, there is a serious
shortage of existing vacant urban residential lots in the node with only 5 lots available. The existing
vacant urban residential lots will shortfall in 2012. There is some capacity for further subdivision in
terms of existing Living Environments under the District Plan. It is projected present maximum capacity
under the District Plan will shortfall in 2041 (this could reduce slightly given existing constraints). It
is essential that a structure plan is produced for the Maungakaramea node and the structure plan
identifies sufficient land for future residential, mixed use (if required) and rural residential development
over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy. In terms of business
area, there is no business land zoned in Maungakaramea. It is necessary to zone some business land
in the future. However, it may be difficult to do this within the village itself, and may be more appropriate
on the outskirts of the village or near the entrance to the node. A future structure plan for the node needs
to examine the need for, and location of, business land.
The Maungakaramea node is currently reticulated for water, but the system is reasonably limited.
In terms of future water infrastructure requirements, it is unlikely that the projected rates of growth
would warrant further water treatment over the lifetime of this strategy. However, should the growth

Some of the Maungakaramea node is regarded as flood susceptible, with approximately 17% of the
total land parcels situated upon flood susceptible land. Much of this is in use as dairy farming. There is a
significant area of highly productive farmland within the Maungakaramea node. As the population grows,
the land occupied by residential and lifestyle purposes will grow, probably at the expense of pastoral
or horticultural land uses, depending on the location of residential development. If this highly versatile
and productive land resource is not protected from residential and rural residential development this
valuable resource will be lost within a relatively short space of time. Sporadic residential development
and lifestyle uses need to be carefully managed.
Only a small portion of the node is regarded as significant natural habitat, about 43ha or 5% of the
node. These ecological areas are important in that they provide habitat for threatened and regionally
significant species. Some sites also contain uncommon (riverine forest, swamp forest) and nationally
rare (volcanic broadleaf forest) vegetation types. Maungakaramea Mountain is a geo-preservation site
of regional importance, and contains an area of wetland, a rare habitat within this Ecological District.
The Maungakaramea Landcare Group operates in this area. Around 21ha or 8% of the nodal area
is formally protected by Department of Conservation reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or
private covenanting. This includes 10ha (23%) of PNA areas (areas of ecological significance). Eighty
nine percent of the total node area (234ha) is classified as acutely or chronically threatened (<20%
indigenous vegetation cover remaining).
Maungakaramea is notable for its attractive productive landscape, with about half the node being
classified as significant (Landscape Sensitivity 5) as identified in an initial landscape study of the district.
The Tangihua Ranges provide an attractive backdrop to the settlement. Strong cultural elements,
both Maori and European define certain parts of the landscape. Maungakaramea Mountain acts as a
landmark in an otherwise flat/rolling landscape. There are no notable or outstanding landscapes noted
in the area, although Maungakaramea Mountain is regarded as an Outstanding Natural Feature and
Geological Site of Regional Importance. Maungakaramea is reliant on high quality ecosystem services
for continued well being. Key ecosystem services include food and fibre provision, nutrient cycling
and soil formation. There is also provision of other important services including freshwater quality and
quantity, water purification and waste treatment (both surface and groundwater), pollination, and pest
regulation.
Maungakaramea has a relatively compact character, dating back over 150 years. As such, the settlement
retains a historic core. A primary characteristic of the area is the strong cultural heritage. A range of
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A feature of land development in the Maungakaramea node over the past 20 years has been the rapid
increase in rural residential development comprising mainly lifestyle blocks. The attractive rural setting,
combined with its proximity to central Whangarei has meant that large numbers of lifestyle residents
have located in the node, resulting in widespread scattered rural residential development, ribbon
development along transport routes, loss of productive farmland and increased reverse sensitivity
issues. At present, within the node only 39 households are located within Living Environments and
255 households are located in the Countryside Environment. This is mostly a result of unregulated and
unplanned rural residential development. It is important to manage such development in the future and
consolidate rural residential development in less productive or already compromised areas.

Recreational parks in the area are limited to the Maungakaramea Sports Park. The park is approximately
3ha in area, and contains the local recreational centre. An analysis of ‘Neighbourhood’, ‘Sports’ and
‘Other’ parks found 0ha, 3.9ha and 2.3ha of existing capacity respectively. Future development around
existing open space is encouraged (i.e. in proximity to existing sports fields.) In order to meet future
growth needs and meet present levels of service, it is expected that 7ha of local parks, 1ha of destination
reserve, and 4ha of natural areas would be required over the lifetime of this Strategy. As well as the
land, it is expected that other facilities would be constructed within present and future reserve areas.
This high level of need reflects the substantial population living within the wider area including Tauraroa
and other smaller settlements. Costs are estimated at around $3 million.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Maungakaramea is a small rural settlement located south-west of Whangarei, with a distinct and
noticeable historic/rural identity. Maungakaramea celebrated 150 years of settlement in 2009, which
is a significant period for settlements within Whangarei District. Maungakaramea has considerable
potential to develop into the quintessential rural village. There are some attractive historic buildings in
the node, including a former hotel, a number of churches and many historic stone walls. Its rural setting
is attractive, with the village surrounded by productive farmland, including horticultural land uses, with
Mount Maungakaramea and the Tangihua Range providing a dramatic scenic backdrop. To ensure that
future development is managed to maximise the potential of these attributes, a structure plan is required
to determine the need and location for increased zoning of residential and business/commercial land
within the node. The development of Maungakaramea must use good urban design principles to ensure
the village retains and enhances its high aesthetic and amenity values.

rates increase faster than projected, then there would be a need for a water treatment plant. A
500m³ reservoir and water treatment plant upgrade could be required at an estimated cost of $1
million. Council does not currently have any wastewater network in Maungakaramea. In order to meet
anticipated population growth, some wastewater infrastructure would be required, although this is not
likely to happen until the latter part of the anticipated growth levels (probably around 40 years hence).
These include the installation of new trunk sewers, some reticulation upgrades and probably some
new wastewater treatment plant capacity. Estimated cost of providing reticulation and treatment is
$17 million, based on current development contribution estimates. In terms of stormwater, Council
has some stormwater assets but no network in the node. In alignment with current best practice future
stormwater management is envisaged to be a continuation of current stormwater policies (through the
Environmental Engineering Standards).
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elements contribute to the sense of history conveyed by the landscape. Extensive dry stone walls
are an element throughout this area, imparting a European heritage theme which is further reinforced
by scattered thorn hedgerows and copses of mature exotic trees such as oak and macrocarpa.
Maungakaramea has approximately 24km of stone walls, which accounts for 15% of the stone walls
located in the Whangarei District.
There are several prominent hills in the area, including a volcanic cone. Most of them are free of
built development and several are predominantly clad with indigenous vegetation. However, there are
houses built on Mount Maungakaramea. In recent years Maungakaramea has seen much lifestyle block
development in the wider area, which has had the impact of fragmenting productive land and increasing
built elements in the landscape. There is a need to carefully manage development of Maungakaramea
Village if its potential as an attractive rural village is to be maximised. Good urban design is required.
Such urban design can build upon historic features and buildings presently existing, along with the
present layout of the village including its central village green, community hall and local school. A strong
historic, rural sense of place is achievable.
In terms of education, Maungakaramea Primary School is located within the node, whilst Tauraroa Area
School is located just outside the node. The population in Maungakaramea is expected to nearly double
over the next 50 years. In the first instance, capacity at the primary school will act to accommodate
increased demand for education services. A further secondary school within the node is unlikely over
the next 50 years. The Whangarei Hospital is located around 20km from the settlement. The population
in Maungakaramea is expected to grow to around the size recognised as requiring a GP over the next
50 years. Two or more villages in the area may support a small medical centre at some stage. There
is one retirement village located in the node. The number of people aged 65 and over is expected to
increase significantly, and an expansion in services or other retirement villages is likely. There is a
volunteer rural fire service at Maungakaramea. Any increase in the need for fire services in the area
over the next 30/50 years, will likely result in an expansion of the existing service. There are no police
facilities located in the node, the closest being in Whangarei and Ruakaka.
Maungakaramea is located within the rohe of Ngapuhi, and the hapu groups in the area are: Te
Parawhau and Te Uriroroi. There are no marae, no sites of significance to Maori (as identified in the
District Plan), and no Maori land located in the node area. However, further sites of significance to
Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. Currently,
there are no archaeological sites of Maori association in the node, however there are several pits and
terraces located on Maungakaramea Mountain. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in
future.

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use, residential intensification (if required), and
parks and reserves over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate strong provisions relating to rural residential development, reverse sensitivity and the
protection of productive farmland in the structure plan. Identify the location of highly productive land in
the structure plan.
1.4 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Maungakaramea node and give effect to the long term
biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and management
plan for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the
node.
1.5 Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Maungakaramea. These
principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high quality of urban design
is achieved across the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles.
1.6 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Maungakaramea to
maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic and
Cultural Heritage Strategy once completed.
1.7 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the structure plan for Maungakaramea when
completed in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the Rural Development Strategy and rural structure plans.
2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the Maungakaramea
node to identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid scattered rural residential
development, and reverse sensitivity issues.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Maungakaramea Structure
Plan, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape strategy
and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the special sense of place of
the node.
2.4 Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Maungakaramea node are included in the District
Plan. These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when administering the
District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.
2.5 Review business land requirements for Maungakaramea and make changes to the District Plan as
necessary.

Actions

3.1 Take into account demographic changes within the Maungakaramea node, particularly the projected
ageing population, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity
management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

1.1 Complete a structure plan for the Maungakaramea node taking into account those issues identified
in Figure 1, the Rural Development Strategy (and background reports) and any other relevant strategies
and plans where applicable. This is a high priority.

3.2 Provide for parks and reserves in the Maungakaramea node as identified in the reserves strategy
and any subsequent structure plan to ensure adequate public open space and increased opportunities
for active/passive recreation.

7. Tangata Whenua

1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural habitat
and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan sufficient land
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Incorporate strong provisions relating to rural residential development, reverse sensitivity
and the protection of productive farmland in the structure plan. Identify the location of highly
productive farmland in the structure plan.

Explanation

6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and stakeholders
to assist in the development of the Maungakaramea node, including business associations, ratepayer/
community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of Conservation, and
the public generally.

Over half of the Maungakaramea node is comprised of highly productive farmland, which is the highest
proportion of any settlement in the district. Currently The node is subject to pressures from rural
residential development. Strong provisions relating to rural residential development, reverse sensitivity
and the protection of productive farmland need to be included in the structure plan. The location of
highly productive farmland should be identified in the structure plan. Specific areas for future rural
residential development should also be identified to restrict scattered development, loss of productive
farmland and reverse sensitivity issues. Less productive land or land already compromised by lifestyle
development should be identified as preferred locations.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Maungakaramea node.

2

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.2

5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Maungakaramea, district plan changes, and
provision of infrastructure in the Maungakaramea node, are included in asset/activity management
plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

[PM]

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Complete a structure plan for the Maungakaramea node taking into account those issues
identified in Figure 1, the Rural Development Strategy (and background reports) and any other
relevant strategies and plans where applicable. This is a high priority.

Explanation

Maungakaramea does not have an existing structure plan and was identified in the Growth Strategy as
requiring a structure plan in the near future, i.e. by 2015. The structure plan should address the matters
listed in Figure 1, take into account the Rural Development Strategy (and background reports) and any
other relevant strategies and plans where applicable. In particular the structure plan should address
the widespread rural residential development in the node, examine options for future business land and
ensure that future development of the village centre protects and enhances existing urban form and
amenity.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

2

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6,
2.1, 5.1

[PM]
Action 1.2

Explanation

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure
plan sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use, residential
intensification (if required), and parks and reserves over a 20/30 year period based upon growth
projections in the Growth Strategy.
Maungakaramea has a substantial number of existing vacant rural residential lots, but the availability
of vacant urban residential lots is limited. It is projected present maximum capacity under the District
Plan will shortfall in 2041 (this could reduce slightly given existing constraints). It is essential that a
structure plan is produced for the Maungakaramea node and the structure plan identifies sufficient land
for future residential, mixed use (if required) and rural residential development over a 20/30 year period
based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy. This includes identifying locations for future rural
residential development. In addition, assessing business land needs, including identifying business land
location, is important. The planning of a village centre will be necessary as part of the structure plan
process. In terms of parks and reserves, there appears to be a limited number of parks and reserves in
the node, and this can be addressed through a reserves strategy, or during the structure plan process.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

2

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.4, 1.6

[PM]

Action 1.4

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Maungakaramea node and give effect to the long
term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and
management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special
sense of place in the node.

Explanation

Maungakaramea has considerable potential to develop into the quintessential rural village. The base
elements are present with existing residential development around a village green and community hall,
a local school, a volunteer rural fire service, service station and sports centre with squash courts, rugby,
hockey, cricket, tennis, bowling, and croquet clubs. There are some attractive historic buildings in the
node, including a former hotel, a number of churches and many historic stone walls. Its rural setting
is attractive, with the village surrounded by productive farmland, including horticultural land uses, with
Mount Maungakaramea and the Tangihua Range providing a dramatic scenic backdrop. There is a
need to carefully manage development of Maungakaramea Village if its potential as an attractive rural
village is to be maximised. Good urban design is required. Such urban design can build upon historic
features and buildings presently existing, along with the present layout of the village including its central
village green, community hall and local school. A strong historic, rural sense of place is achievable.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

2

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

[PM]

Implementation
Method
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Action 1.3

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the provision
of infrastructure and services related to new development in Maungakaramea node, particularly when
wastewater infrastructure is planned.

Linked Actions
1.1, 2.3

Action 1.5

Ensure strong urban design principles are included in the structure plan for Maungakaramea.
These principles need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner so that a high
quality of urban design is achieved across the node. Incorporate Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Maungakaramea has a relatively compact character, dating back over 150 years. As such, the
settlement retains a historic core. A primary characteristic of the area is the strong cultural heritage. A
range of elements contribute to the sense of history conveyed by the landscape. Extensive dry stone
walls are an element throughout this area. Maungakaramea has approximately 24km of stone wall,
which accounts for 15% of the stone walls located in the Whangarei District. Due to the walls being
easily viewed from main arterial roads, they play a significant role in the character and amenity value of
the area. There are several prominent hills in the area, including a volcanic cone. Most of them are free
of built development and several are predominantly clad with indigenous vegetation. However, there are
houses built on Mount Maungakaramea. In recent years Maungakaramea has seen much lifestyle block
development in the wider area, which has had the impact of fragmenting productive land and increasing
built elements in the landscape. There is a need to carefully manage development of Maungakaramea
Village if its potential as an attractive rural village is to be maximised. Good urban design needs to be
included in the structure plan for Maungakaramea to enhance existing aesthetics and provide a rural
village of considerable amenity.
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Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Urban Design
Plans

1.1, 1.7, 2.4

Action 1.6

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan for Maungakaramea to
maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node. Include relevant aspects of the Historic
and Cultural Heritage Strategy once completed.

Explanation

The Maungakaramea node is identified as a cultural heritage landscape, and widely regarded as being
a very attractive scenic area. The heritage landscape of the node is comprised of strong cultural and
historical associations, both European and Maori. Maungakaramea has the most extensive series of
stone walls in the district, some of which are in extremely good conditions. Extensive stone walling
imparts a European heritage which is further reinforced by scattered thorn hedgerows, copses, and
historic homesteads. To better utilise existing historic and cultural heritage and maintain and enhance
the special sense of place that exists in Maungakaramea the structure plan needs to contain strong
heritage themes and strong land use planning and urban design provisions aimed at protecting
and enhancing sense of place. Such provisions range from building upon the village theme of
Maungakaramea, the volcanic landscape and protecting stonewalls.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

2

WDC

NRC, NZHPT

Current
Resources

Structure Plans,
Development
Plans

1.1

[PM]

Action 1.7

Undertake community planning at a village level in Maungakaramea if the community village
planning trial at Parua Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such
community planning should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses,
business associations, and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local
infrastructure and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community based upon what the local people see as
priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots level and
self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed that
community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extend to other parts of the
district over time. A community village plan for the Maungakaramea node is seen as a medium priority.
It could be developed in conjunction with the formulation of the structure plan for the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

4

WDC

Community
Groups and
Organisation

Medium

Community Plans 1.1, 1.5, 2.4, 2.5, 3.2,
4.1, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1

[PM, CS, IS]

Linked Actions

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan as and when required to implement the structure plan for
Maungakaramea when completed in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised
as part of a programme of plan changes to implement the Rural Development Strategy and rural
structure plans.

Explanation

Implementing the structure plan for Maungakaramea will necessitate changes to the District Plan in
a staged and orderly manner. These changes may include new provisions or removal or alteration of
existing provisions and/or changes to the planning maps. These changes need to be included in the
programme of plan changes and processed as resources permit.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

5/On-going

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4,
2.5, 5.1

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan to restrict rural residential development in the
Maungakaramea node to identified areas so as to better protect productive farmland, avoid
scattered rural residential development, and reverse sensitivity issues.

Explanation

The Maungakaramea node contains significant areas of highly productive farmland. These areas are
subject to pressures from extensive rural residential development. The loss of this land for productive
use does not accord with the concept of sustainable management. Sporadic residential development
and lifestyle uses need to be carefully controlled in this node. Changes to the District Plan are
necessary to restrict scattered rural residential development, loss of productive farmland and prevent
reverse sensitivity problems. This will include identifying specific areas for future rural residential
development in the node. Less productive land or areas already compromised by lifestyle development
should be identified as preferred locations. Provisions in the Rural Development Strategy, when
completed, should be observed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.3, 2.1, 5.1

[PM]
Action 2.3

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Maungakaramea
Structure Plan, the NPS on Freshwater Management, the long term biodiversity strategy
and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and management plan when
completed, and to maintain and enhance the special sense of place of the node.

Explanation

Landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity are all
matters that Council must address under the RMA. Ecosystem services are also an important aspect
to consider. There may be a need to give effect to some of these requirements emanating from the
review of the RPS for Northland and NPS on Freshwater Management (and consequent changes
to the Regional Land and Soil Plan) over the short to medium term. The development of a long term
biodiversity strategy and management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan
for Whangarei have been identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. Cognisance
must also be made of the proposed NPS on Biodiversity. The relevant provisions of these strategies
and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the medium term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.3, 3.2, 5.1,

[PM]
Action 2.4

Ensure strong urban design provisions for the Maungakaramea node are included in the
District Plan. These provisions need to be consistently applied in an integrated manner when
administering the District Plan so that a high quality of urban design is achieved in the node.
Incorporate Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

Explanation

Maungakaramea has considerable potential to develop into the quintessential rural village. The base
elements are present with existing residential development around a village green and community
facilities and social infrastructure. There are some attractive historic buildings in the node, including
a former hotel and a number of churches. Its rural setting is attractive, with the village surrounded
by farmland, including horticultural land uses, with Mount Maungakaramea and the Tangihua Range
provide a dramatic scenic backdrop. Strong urban design provisions need to be inserted into the
District Plan to ensure that good urban design principles are included in development proposals
for Maungakaramea. These provisions may at first be in the form of guidelines but if these are not
successful in improving urban design stronger provisions may be required. These provisions need to
be applied consistently and rigorously when administering the District Plan to ensure a high quality
urban environment and an enhanced sense of place in the node. Improving the ‘village hub’ for
Maungakaramea is important factor in this node to ensure that future development is managed to
maximise the potential of these attributes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

5/On-going

WDC
[PM]
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Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.5, 1.7, 2.5, 5.1

Explanation

There is no business land zoned in Maungakaramea. The identification of suitable business/commercial
land is important as Maungakaramea serves a wider population than the node itself. This could be
addressed as part of the structure plan process. When the structure plan is completed, locations
for business land should be included in the District Plan by way of a plan change and appropriate
provisions inserted.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5

WDC

NRC, CoC,
Business Groups

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.5, 1.7, 2.4, 5.1

[PM]
Action 3.1

Take into account demographic changes within the Maungakaramea node, including the
projected ageing population, when planning for provision of infrastructure and services,
developing asset/activity management plans and Long Term Plans (LTPs).

Explanation

The population of the node is projected to nearly double over the next 50 years. It will also get older. At
present, around 13% of the Maungakaramea nodal population is aged 65 and over. This is expected
to reach 24% by 2041 and 27% by 2061. By 2061, this would mean that 363 residents within the
Maungakaramea node could be 65 years and over, up from the present 99. Although this is not as high
as other parts of the district, it is a substantial increase in older residents and will have a corresponding
effect on housing requirements, retirement facilities, and the provision of infrastructure and services in
the node, including both council infrastructure and social infrastructure particularly health services and
retirement facilities. This needs to be taken into account when planning for infrastructure and services
and developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

WDC

Health and Social Current
Service Providers Resources

[PM, IS]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

AMPs, LTP

1.7, 3.2, 4.1, 4.1, 5.1

Action 3.2

Provide for parks and reserves in the Maungakaramea node as identified in the reserves
strategy and any subsequent structure plan to ensure adequate public open space and
increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

Recreational parks in the area are limited to the Maungakaramea Sports Park. The park is
approximately 3ha in area, and contains the local recreational centre. An analysis of ‘Neighbourhood’,
‘Sports’ and ‘Other’ parks found 0ha, 3.9ha and 2.3ha of existing capacity respectively. Future
development around existing open space is encouraged (i.e. in proximity to existing sports fields.) In
order to meet future growth needs and meet present levels of service, it is expected that 7ha of local
parks, 1ha of destination reserve, and 4ha of natural areas would be required over the lifetime of this
Strategy. As well as the land, it is expected that other facilities would be constructed within present and
future reserve areas. This high level of need reflects the substantial population living within the wider
area including Tauraroa and other smaller settlements. Costs are estimated at around $3 million. When
developing the structure plan for Maungakaramea node, it is necessary to identify potential future open
space in the node and this should be considered in decisions over the future provision of parks and
reserves. The WDC Reserves strategy contains relevant provisions and should be referred to.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2.4, 3.1,
4.1, 5.1

[PR]

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Maungakaramea node,
particularly when wastewater infrastructure is planned.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services. A major future cost will be the reticulation of the node for wastewater disposal. This is
unlikely to occur for around 40 years, but planning to fund costs must be initiated prior to this.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

1.1, 3.1, 5.1

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan for Maungakaramea, district plan changes,
and provision of infrastructure in the Maungakaramea node, are included in asset/activity
management plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan for Maungakaramea, district plan changes, and the provision of
infrastructure in the Maungakaramea node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and
future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/
activity management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
2.4, 2.5, 3.1, 3.2

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Maungakaramea node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of the
Maungakaramea node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Advocacy,
Collaboration

All

[PM, IS]

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Maungakaramea node.

Explanation

Maungakaramea is located within the rohe of Ngapuhi, and the hapu groups in the area are: Te
Parawhau and Te Uriroroi. There are no marae, no sites of significance to Maori (as identified in the
District Plan), and no Maori land located in the node area. However, further sites of significance to
Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. Currently,
there are no archaeological sites of Maori association in the node. However, there are several pits and
terraces located on Maungakaramea Mountain. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in
future. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori
in decisions relating to future development of Maungakaramea node is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

[PM, MR]
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Review business land requirements for Maungakaramea and make changes to the District Plan
as necessary.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 2.5
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8. Coastal Villages
Introduction
This section of the Implementation Plan contains those actions relating to the eight coastal villages
outlined in the spatial plan for the district. These villages are located along the coastline (from north
to south) at Oakura, Matapouri, Tutukaka, Ngunguru, Pataua, McLeod Bay/Reotahi, Urquharts Bay/
Taurikura and Waipu Cove/Langs Beach. The population of each node is projected to grow to around
2,000 by 2061 (with some variation between nodes). As outlined in the Growth Strategy, the projected
future development of these coastal nodes is characterised by:
• strong urban containment provisions to limit sporadic and ribbon development between villages;
• mainly residential with limited commercial development and little or no industrial development;
• rural residential development controlled and widespread sporadic development restricted;
• commercial development mainly small scale local retail shops with some aimed at the tourist market,
small supermarkets, local garage, pub, hotels, back packers, guest houses, home stays, camping
grounds, tourist ventures, etc.
• some local community facilities and small scale recreational and entertainment facilities;
• natural and cultural heritage of the coast protected from inappropriate development and public access
to the coast maintained and enhanced;
• natural hazards, particularly coastal erosion and inundation, avoided or mitigated;
• settlements connected together and to Whangarei City by coastal tourist loop roads;
• tangata whenua values on the coast recognised and provided for;
• the special sense of place of the coastline as a whole, and the individual villages, protected and
enhanced.
The Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) was adopted by Council in 2003. There are
existing structure plans for all eight coastal villages which were formulated subsequent to the WCMS.
These documents provide the policy background for the Whangarei Coast and the coastal settlements.
Most of the policy content in the documents is still valid and should provide further information and
support for those actions outlined in the Implementation Plan for the Growth Strategy. Only two structure
plans have resulted in changes to the District Plan – McLeod Bay/Reotahi and Taurikura/Urquharts Bay.
In both instances, increased residential land was zoned into the District Plan, amongst other changes.
In most nodes (with some exceptions as noted below) there is sufficient capacity for residential
development under existing district plan zoning for the next 30 or more years. Hence, there is no need
over the medium term to zone more residential land in the District Plan. There is also sufficient capacity
in vacant rural residential lots in most nodes to satisfy projected demand over a similar period. Hence,
there is little need over the medium term for further rural residential subdivision. Any further zoning
of residential land or subdivision for rural residential use will exacerbate existing over supply. In most
nodes there is no need to review the existing structure plans for 30 years. It may become necessary as
a result of demand, or to implement the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS), to zone land
specifically for rural residential development in some of the nodes. If so, careful scrutiny is required as
to the most suitable land for future rural residential development.
In the Oakura node there is 25 years capacity under the District Plan for residential development and
only a further ten years capacity under the structure plan. Hence, a review of the structure plan will
be required within 20 years and there will be a need to zone more Living Environment land in the
District Plan within 15 years. In the Pataua node there is only 16 years capacity under the District Plan
for residential development but 50+ years capacity identified in the structure plan. Hence, a review
of the structure plan will not be required for 30 years but there will be a need to zone more Living
Environment land in the District Plan within five years. In the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node there is
50+ years capacity under the District Plan for residential development but only sufficient vacant rural
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residential lots for 16 years. There will be a need to address rural residential development in the node
under the District Plan within the next 10 years to prevent scattered development and protect natural
and cultural heritage. It may be necessary to zone land specifically for rural residential development
within the node to ensure this.
In most nodes there is little business land zoned, nor much projected demand for it over the medium
term. The exceptions are Ngunguru and Tutukaka. In Ngunguru there is a need to zone more land for
business use, especially as the Ngunguru node is seen as the preferred location for future business
land to serve the whole of the Tutukaka Coast (in particular light industrial land). In Tutukaka there is
a need to rezone existing commercial uses to Business 3, and make provision for future commercial
activities by zoning sufficient business land for the next 20 years.
Council infrastructure and services are provided to coastal nodes to varying degrees. Some nodes are
reticulated for water provision and wastewater disposal. These include McLeod Bay/Reotahi, Taurikura/
Urquharts Bay, and Waipu Cove/Langs Beach. Others are reticulated for wastewater disposal but not
water provision, such as Oakura, Tutukaka and Ngunguru. The remaining two nodes, Matapouri and
Pataua, are unreticulated for either water or wastewater. It is expensive to provide council infrastructure
and services to coastal locations. The extension of reticulated services needs to be carefully planned
over the next 50 years and adequate development contributions are required to help fund such
extensions. It is unlikely that Matapouri or Pataua will be fully reticulated within the next 30 years, while
Oakura, Tutukaka and Ngunguru are likely to be reticulated for water over a 20-50 year period.
Social services, such as education, medical, emergency, and police facilities are thinly spread along
the Whangarei Coast. There are primary schools at Ngunguru and Whangarei Heads, a medical centre
at Ngunguru, and volunteer fire services at Ngunguru and McLeod Bay.
Over the next 50
years the population along the Whangarei Coast is expected to more than double. This is a significant
increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision of social services along the
coast. Social infrastructure should be provided to meet the needs of extended parts of the coast and
located within the nodes most suitable to enable this. This means that the bulk of future social services
will be located in Ngunguru to serve the Tutukaka Coast, Parua Bay to serve the Whangarei Heads
area, and Waipu to serve the southern Bream Bay area.
At most nodes there is a significant increase in population over the peak holiday period. The large
summer increase in population has important implications for the provision of services and infrastructure
particularly those nodes not currently reticulated for water and/or wastewater. The large increase in
population over summer often places stress on on-site provision of water and wastewater disposal.
This can lead to adverse effects on the environment including reduced water quality and increased
soil contamination risk, along with raised expectations for reticulated services in areas that would
otherwise not warrant them. The effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in relation to
infrastructure, including wastewater disposal, water provision, stormwater runoff, solid waste disposal,
access to the coast, and roading infrastructure need to be monitored and adverse effects avoided,
mitigated or remedied. Over the long term, monitoring of environmental effects should assist in future
decisions to provide services, and the optimal timing of service provision.
Open space and access to the coast is an important issue to those living, working and playing in the
coastal environment. It is important to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public
access to the coast, and maximise recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. The NZCPS
also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and along the coast, and
vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along the foreshore).
The Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy and the Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy
also contain relevant provisions and should be referred to when planning for open space and public
access to the coast. The costs of acquiring parks and reserves along the coast are extremely high
and to met adequate service levels sufficient reserve contributions need to be obtained during the
development process.

The Whangarei Coast as a whole, and the individual settlements along the coast, has a unique and
special sense of place that draws people to live, work and play there. It is a major attractor for people
to live in the district and to remain there. It is a major reason why people come to Whangarei to holiday
and why foreign tourists visit the district. It is critical that the coast does not lose this sense of place nor
have it degraded. In fact, it is desirable, and achievable with careful planning, to enhance this sense
of place. In the main, this can be achieved by protecting the natural heritage of the coast including
landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity. But it also
requires human activities to be in harmony with the natural environment, and that human activities
do not degrade those natural values that give the coast its sense of place. It is important that human
activities and the built environment complement natural values rather than detract from them. This
requires thoughtful planning and careful urban design to ensure that the human built environment is in
harmony with the natural environment and enhances, not detracts from, the special sense of place of
the Whangarei Coast.
Historic and cultural values, including those of tangata whenua, are also an important aspect of the
coastal environment. The Whangarei Coast has a long history of settlement, both Maori and European.
Evidence of Maori occupation remains in the numerous archaeological sites, sites of significance to
Maori such as pa sites, pits and terraces, middens and ovens and many waahi tapu sites including
urupa, battlegrounds, and others. Many iwi and hapu have rohe along the Whangarei coastline. Many
stories, myths and legends are embedded in places and landscapes. It is essential that these taonga are
protected and that consultation with iwi and hapu is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions
relating to future development of the coast is ensured. Evidence of Early European colonisation also
abounds, with historic structures and buildings remaining along the coast and in many of the coastal
settlements. These too are associated with stories from the past and form part of the historic and
cultural heritage of the Whangarei District. It is important to celebrate this heritage and protect and
enhance it wherever possible. It too contributes to that special unique sense of place that characterises
the Whangarei Coast.

Matapouri

Matapouri, Woolleys Bay and Sandy Bay are small coastal settlements situated near white sandy
beaches framed by bush clad headlands and hinterlands. These settlements make up the Matapouri
node. There is an existing structure plan for the Matapouri node which was last revised in 2009. The
structure plan was produced as part of the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) which
was adopted by Council in 2003. These documents provide the policy background for the Whangarei
Coast and the coastal settlements. Most of the policy content in the documents is still valid and should
provide further information and support for those actions outlined in the Implementation Plan for the
Growth Strategy.
The node is a popular holiday destination and contains many holiday homes. Currently there are 276
holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node. This is projected to increase to 491 by 2061 an
increase of 215. The peak holiday population at Matapouri is around 2,500 people, seven times the
usually resident population. Household occupancy increases from 2.5 people per household off-peak
to an average of seven people per household during the peak period. The large summer increase in
population has important implications for the provision of services and infrastructure in the Matapouri
node which is currently not reticulated for water and wastewater. The large increase in population over
summer often places stress on on-site provision of water and wastewater disposal. This can lead to
adverse effects on the environment including reduced water quality and increased soil contamination
risk and raised expectations for reticulated services in areas that would otherwise not warrant them.
Matapouri has been one of the fastest growing nodes in the district over the past 15 years with its
permanent population increasing from 198 in 1991 to 372 in 2006 (a growth rate of 5.9% per annum).
The permanent population is projected to grow to around 814 by 2061 an increase of 442 people (and a
growth rate of 2.2% per annum). The number of occupied dwellings is expected to increase by around
185 over the same period from 153 in 2006 to 339 in 2061. Taking into account holiday homes, the
total number of dwellings is projected to increase from 429 in 2006 to 829 in 2061, an increase of 401.
The average residential lot size in the node is 0.1ha, whilst the average rural residential lot outside of
the Living Environments is 1.3ha. Based upon existing average residential lot sizes, this would equate
to 37ha of new residential land being required, and 123ha of land outside of the Living Environments
taken up by rural residential development. The present split between residential and rural residential
households in Matapouri is 64/36 (percent), with 275 households within the Living Environments, and
154 households outside them. Over time, under the consolidated settlement pattern, the preferred split
would be 70/30 by 2061, resulting in 581 households in Living Environments, and 249 households in
non-Living Environments.
There are relatively high numbers of existing vacant lots in Matapouri node, both urban residential and
rural residential (79 and 86 respectively). Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last 14
years and sufficient rural residential lots to last around 50 years based on projected uptake. There is
also sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for the next
40 years (this could reduce significantly given existing constraints). The structure plan for Matapouri
node extends the maximum capacity to around 54 years. Hence, there is no need to zone more
residential land over the next 30 years or for further rural residential subdivision over the same period.
Any further zoning of residential land or subdivision for rural residential purposes would exacerbate
existing oversupply. There is no business land currently zoned in Matapouri. At present, the population
projections suggest that there will be little demand for business land in Matapouri over the medium
term, especially if business land is increased at either Ngunguru or Tutukaka, or both. However, should
a need arise over the longer term there are 2.7ha of business land indicated in the Matapouri Structure
Plan. Business land should be restricted to commercial and perhaps limited light industrial use.
The Matapouri node is not reticulated for water provision or wastewater disposal currently relying upon
on-site provision for both. The cost to reticulate the node is estimated at around $60 million (present
value). Given that the projected permanent population for the node is 685 in 2041 and 814 by 2061, it is
unlikely that a reticulated system for water and wastewater would be cost effective for at least 30 years.
Any water reticulation project would be the last step as part of staged reticulation along the Tutukaka
Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan
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The Whangarei Coast is renowned for its natural heritage and scenic qualities. The Tutukaka Coast
has been described in international publications as one of the top five coastlines in the world for scenic
qualities and natural heritage values. The coastline north of Whangarei Harbour is characterised by
a landscape of rocky coast interspersed with white sandy bays. Pohutukawa clad headlands form
prominent features, and give a rugged nature to the surrounds, contrasting with the relatively sheltered
coves and bays. South of Whangarei Harbour the coastline is characterised by the wide sweeping
vista of Bream Bay with the Whangarei Heads forming a stunning backdrop. Residential development
in the past was mostly located in backshore flats close to the beaches. Recently, it has spread to hill
slopes and ridges and in some cases coastal headlands. Future development should be restricted to
unobtrusive locations and prohibited from headlands and prominent ridgelines. All coastal development
will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and
indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain those values that make the Whangarei Coast an attractive
and special place.

8.1

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Coastal hazards are an important consideration along the Whangarei Coast and future development in
the coastal environment needs to take these into account. Coastal hazards can include coastal erosion
and coastal inundation. Coastal erosion and inundation may also be exacerbated by future sea level
rise due to climate change. A number of nodes are already affected by coastal erosion and inundation
and others may be affected in the future. Coastal Hazard Areas are identified in the District Plan in a
number of areas. In Matapouri Bay, One Tree Point and Waipu Cove there have been on-going threats
from coastal erosion to existing land uses. A mixture of mitigation measures have been applied to
address those threats including beach replenishment, dune stabilisation, and hard structures including
sea walls of various composition. It is likely that Council will continue to be involved in on-going costs
to address these risks. It is important not to add to these costs by allowing inappropriate location of
development in the future. Other nodes that are at particular risk from coastal erosion include Oakura,
Ngunguru, and Pataua,
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Coast. Future development will need to rely upon on-site solutions, which have the potential for adverse
effects on coastal and groundwater quality. These on-site systems will need to be closely monitored to
ensure they do not result in adverse cumulative effects on the environment. The existing stormwater
network is largely open drains and natural waterways. Future developments are expected to undertake
on-site attenuation and upgrades to the network. Future parks and reserves costs are estimated to be
around $6.8 million (present value) based on projected growth and present service levels. Given the
very large costs associated with infrastructure provision in the Matapouri node, it is important, once
again, to restrict further zoning of residential land and subdivision for rural residential purposes until
a decision is made to provide reticulated water and wastewater services. At that point development
contributions will need to reflect the costs of providing that infrastructure.

consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to
future development of the Matapouri node is ensured.

Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Matapouri Bay, Woolleys Bay and Sandy Bay
especially near the beaches and estuaries. All three are identified in the District Plan as coastal
hazard areas and any future development needs to take these into account. Coastal hazards can
include coastal erosion and coastal inundation. In terms of climate change effect, the main specific
consideration for the node is potential sea level rise and whether this will have a significant impact
on coastal erosion or inundation. Several locations in the node are low-lying, and may be subject to
more regular inundation in the future. Coastal erosion may also be exacerbated by sea level rise. In
Matapouri Bay there have been on-going threats from coastal erosion to existing housing. A mixture of
mitigation measures have been applied to address those threats including beach replenishment, dune
stabilisation, and hard structures including sea walls of various composition. It is likely that Council will
continue to be involved in on-going costs to address these risks. It is important not to add to these costs
by allowing inappropriate location of development in the future.

1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans

The Tutukaka coast has been described in international publications as one of the top five coastlines
in the world for scenic qualities and natural heritage values. Matapouri node (as part of that coastline)
exhibits strong scenic and natural heritage values that contribute to this unique sense of place. The
node is characterised by a landscape of rocky coast interspersed with sandy beaches. Pohutukawa
clad headlands form prominent features, and give a rugged nature to the surrounds, contrasting with
the relatively sheltered coves and bays. In calm conditions, the colour and clarity of the water adds to
the scenic quality of the landscape. Residential development is generally located in backshore flats
and future development should likewise be restricted to such locations and prohibited from headlands
and prominent ridgelines. A large part of the node is regarded as having high landscape values. Some
parts of the node are identified as areas having a high degree of natural character, particularly along
the coast.
A reasonable proportion of the node is significant natural habitat, and part of this is classified as acutely or
chronically threatened. These ecological areas are important in that they provide habitat for threatened
and regionally significant species, and provide links with other habitats. The estuaries are important
habitat for wading and migrant birds, and the Matapouri Bush Block contains one of the largest North
Island Brown Kiwi populations in the district. Around 164ha or 9% of the nodal area is formally protected
by Department of Conservation reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or private covenanting.
Only a few fragments of habitat remain outside of the main bush area on the headlands and beside the
estuary, and very little of this is protected, whether publicly or privately. Future development will need to
take careful account of landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense of place of the Tutukaka coast in general and the
Matapouri node in particular.
Matapouri is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu groups in the area are: Te Whanau a
Rangiwhakaahu, Ngati Toki, Te Akitai, Ngati Rehua and Te Aki Toki. The Matapouri Marae (Te Whanau
o Rangiwhakaahu) is located in the area. A relatively small amount, approximately 5% (90ha), of the
area is Maori Land. There are two sites of significance to Maori identified in the District Plan located
in the node, including two pa sites. Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include one
artefact find, four pa sites, six midden/ovens, and one pit/terrace - a total of 12. It is essential that
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There are few social services located within the Matapouri node. The closest school and medical centre
are at Ngunguru. The closest fire station is an unattended, volunteer station at Ngunguru. There are no
policing or emergency services along the Tutukaka coast. There is likely to be a need for expansion of
all these services along the Tutukaka coast over the next 50 years, but it is unlikely that any will locate
at Matapouri. Ngunguru or Tutukaka are more likely locations for providing new services or expanding
existing facilities that would serve the entire Tutukaka coast.

Implementation Methods
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Matapouri node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the New
Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant
strategies and plans. This is a low priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the
Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate coastal hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Matapouri node
when reviewed. Include relevant aspects of the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS, the
Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan
for Whangarei when completed.
1.4 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Matapouri node, when reviewed, to give effect to the WCMS,
NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term
landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed so as to maintain and
enhance the special sense of place in the node and along the Tutukaka coast.
1.5 Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Matapouri node, when reviewed, to ensure adequate
public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and to maximise recreational
opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional
Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.
1.6 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a low priority for Matapouri node.

Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for the Matapouri node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans. This is a low priority.

Explanation

The structure plan for the Matapouri node was adopted by Council in 2009. No changes to the District
Plan have resulted from the structure plan as yet. Given that there is sufficient existing capacity
under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected growth in residential and rural residential
development over the next 30 years, and the cost of providing reticulated infrastructure restricts
significant increases in residential development over a similar period, a review of the existing structure
plan is accorded a low priority over the short to medium term. When the structure plan is reviewed
the issues identified in Figure 1, the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS, the Regional
Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need to taken into account. In particular,
requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon development,
avoid development in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back development
from the coast and other water bodies to protect the natural character, open space, public access and
amenity values of the coastal environment, need to be addressed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

8

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.1,
5.1

2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazard risks and give effect to the Matapouri
Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the coastal hazard attenuation strategy
and management plan for Whangarei when completed.
2.4 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Matapouri Structure Plan,
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape
strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the special sense of
place of the node and Tutukaka coast.
3.1 Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in the Matapouri node in relation
to infrastructure, including wastewater disposal, water provision, stormwater runoff, and solid waste
disposal.
3.2 Provide for parks and reserves in the Matapouri node as identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy
and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access
to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.
3.3 Take into account demographic changes along the entire Tutukaka coast when planning for
provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans, and Long Term
Plans (LTPs) in the Matapouri node.
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in the Matapouri node, particularly
when reticulated water and wastewater infrastructure is planned.

[PM]
Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure
plan, when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required),
business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based
upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected growth
in residential and rural residential development over the next 30 years, and further capacity identified in
the existing structure plan for the Matapouri node. When the structure plan is reviewed a reassessment
of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future residential, rural
residential (if required), business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30
year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. In particular, the necessity for rural
residential zoning needs to be assessed and if necessary suitable areas for rural residential zoning
need to be identified. When assessing potential land needs to meet future demand, the constraints
identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and
cultural heritage) need to be taken into account. The provisions within WCMS, the NZCPS, the Regional
Coastal Plan, and other relevant strategies and plans need also to be taken into account.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

8

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.1,
5.1

5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Matapouri node, are included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs
along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Matapouri node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of Council,
and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Matapouri node.

[PM]
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2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land and further subdivision
for rural residential living in Matapouri node; and resist private plan changes that seek to expand
residential zoned land or subdivide land for rural residential living, to help consolidate coastal settlement.

Action Plan
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Matapouri node in
a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans.
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Action 1.3

Explanation

Incorporate coastal hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Matapouri
node when reviewed. Include relevant aspects of the WCMS (and background reports), the
NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and
management plan for Whangarei when completed.
Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Matapouri Bay, Woolleys Bay and Sandy Bay
especially near the beaches and estuaries. All three are identified in the District Plan as coastal
hazard areas and any future review of the structure plan for the Matapouri node needs to take these
into account. Coastal hazards can include coastal erosion and coastal inundation. In terms of climate
change effect, the main specific consideration for the node is potential sea level rise and whether
this will have a significant impact on coastal erosion or inundation. Several locations in the node are
low-lying, and may be subject to more regular inundation in the future. Coastal erosion may also be
exacerbated by sea level rise. The development of a long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy
and management plan for Whangarei has been identified in the Implementation Plan as a district
wide action. The relevant provisions of this strategy and management plan should be included in any
future review of the structure plan for the Matapouri node. WDC should work collaboratively with the
NRC when developing the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for
Whangarei.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

8

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.3

[PM]
Action 1.4

Explanation

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Matapouri node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and
the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as
to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node and along the Tutukaka coast.
The Tutukaka coast has been described in international publications as one of the top five coastlines
in the world for scenic qualities and natural heritage values. Matapouri node (as part of that coastline)
exhibits strong scenic and natural heritage values that contribute to this unique sense of place. The
node is characterised by a landscape of rocky coast interspersed with sandy beaches. Pohutukawa
clad headlands form prominent features, and give a rugged nature to the surrounds, contrasting with
the relatively sheltered coves and bays. Residential development is generally located in backshore flats
and future development should likewise be restricted to such locations and prohibited from headlands
and prominent ridgelines. Any future review of the structure plan for the Matapouri node will need to
take careful account of landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense of place of the Tutukaka coast in general and the
Matapouri node in particular. The NZCPS contains strong provisions relating to activities in the coastal
environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural
habitat from inappropriate development and these should be addressed in any future review of the
structure plan for the Matapouri node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

8

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.4

[PM]
Action 1.5

Explanation

Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Matapouri node, when reviewed, to ensure
adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS,
NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.
The Tutukaka coast, including the Matapouri node, is renowned for its coastal amenity and recreational
opportunities. It is often the reason for people living there and is a major draw card for holiday makers
and tourists. It is important to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access
to the coast, and maximise recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area during any future
review of the structure plan for the Matapouri node. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring
public open space, walking access to and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but
restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves
strategy also contain relevant provisions and should also be referred to.
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Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

8

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 1.6, 3.2, 5.1

[PM]
Action 1.6

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services
to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a low priority for
Matapouri node.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community, and ‘owned’ by the community, based upon
what the local people see as priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making
at the grass roots level and self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should
evolve. It is proposed that community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be
extended to other parts of the district over time. A community village plan for the Matapouri node is seen
as a very low priority. It could be developed in conjunction with a future review of the structure plan for
the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

7

WDC

Community
Groups and
Organisations

Medium

Community Plans 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 5.1, 6.1,
7.1

[PM, CS, IS]

Linked Actions

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Matapouri node
in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans.

Explanation

The existing structure plan supports the consolidated settlement pattern outlined in the Growth
Strategy by requiring clustered residential settlement within the backshore flats of the various bays
and avoiding ribbon development between the settlements and/or scattered settlement throughout the
node. There are specific requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid
ribbon development, avoid development in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to
set back development from the coast and other water bodies to protect natural character, open space,
public access and amenity values of the coastal environment. There is sufficient existing capacity
under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected growth in residential and rural residential
development over the next 30 years, and further capacity identified in the existing structure plan for
the Matapouri node. The land identified in the structure plan for future residential use should not be
released into the District Plan until there is less than 10 year capacity remaining. There is no business
land currently zoned in Matapouri. At present, the growth projections suggest that there will be little
demand for business land in Matapouri over the medium term, especially if business land is increased
at either Ngunguru or Tutukaka, or both. However, should a need arise over the longer term there are
2.7ha of business land indicated in the Matapouri Structure Plan. Business land should be restricted to
commercial and perhaps limited light industrial use. It may become necessary as a result of demand,
or to implement the NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential development. If so, careful scrutiny is
required as to the most suitable land for future rural residential development.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

3/On-going

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Cost Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 5.1

Explanation

There are relatively high numbers of existing vacant lots in Matapouri node, both urban residential and
rural residential. Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last 14 years and sufficient rural
residential lots to last 50 years. There is also sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning
to meet residential demand for the next 40 years (this could reduce due to existing constraints). The
structure plan for Matapouri node extends the maximum capacity to around 54 years. Hence, there is
no need to zone more residential land over the next 30 years or for further rural residential subdivision
over the same period. Any further zoning of residential land or subdivision for rural residential purposes
would exacerbate existing oversupply. Changes to the District Plan may be required to ensure
consolidated residential development in the node and prevent further scattered or ribbon development
along the coast, i.e. strong provisions to restrict subdivision for rural residential purposes and to
resist plan changes to extend residential zoning. It may become necessary as a result of demand or
to implement the NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential development at some point. If so, careful
attention is required as to the most suitable land for future rural residential development. The present
split between residential and rural residential households in Matapouri is 64/36 (percent), with 275
households within the Living Environments, and 154 households outside them. Over time, under the
consolidated settlement pattern, the preferred split would be 70/30 by 2061, resulting in 581 households
in Living Environments, and 249 households in non-Living Environments.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 5.1

[PM]
Action 2.3

Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazard risks and give effect to the
Matapouri Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal
hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed.

Explanation

Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Matapouri Bay, Woolleys Bay and Sandy Bay
especially near the beaches and estuaries. All three are identified in the District Plan as coastal hazard
areas and as further information becomes available future changes to the District Plan may be required.
In Matapouri Bay there have been on-going threats from coastal erosion to existing housing. A mixture
of mitigation measures have been applied to address those threats including beach replenishment,
dune stabilisation, and hard structures including sea walls of various composition. It is likely that Council
will continue to be involved in on-going costs to address these risks. It is important not to add to these
costs by allowing inappropriate location of development in the future. The development of a long term
coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei has been identified in the
Implementation Plan as a district wide action. Changes may need to be made to the District Plan to
address provisions in this strategy and management plan when completed. Changes may also need
to be made to the District Plan to address provisions in the NZCPS (and consequent changes to
the Regional Coastal Plan) which require the identification and assessment of coastal hazard risks,
including tsunami and sea level rise, over a period of at least 100 years, along with the protection of
land uses from identified coastal hazards. WDC should work collaboratively with the NRC to identify
and assess coastal hazards.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.3, 2.1, 5.1,

[PM]

Action 2.4

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Matapouri Structure
Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long
term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance
the special sense of place of the node and Tutukaka coast.

Explanation

Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may
be a need to give effect to some of these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional
Coastal Plan) over the short to medium term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been
identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. The relevant provisions of these strategies
and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium
term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 2.1, 3.2,
5.1

[PM]
Action 3.1

Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in the Matapouri node in the
Matapouri node in relation to infrastructure, including wastewater disposal, water provision,
stormwater runoff, and solid waste disposal.

Explanation

The Matapouri node is a popular holiday destination and contains many holiday homes. The peak
holiday population at Matapouri is around 2,500 people, seven times the usually resident population.
Household occupancy increases from 2.5 people per household off-peak to an average of seven people
per household during the peak period. The large increase in population over summer often places
stress on on-site provision of water and waste water disposal. This can lead to adverse effects on
the environment including reduced water quality and increased soil contamination risk. The effects of
increased population at peak holiday periods in relation to infrastructure, including wastewater disposal,
water provision, stormwater runoff, and solid waste disposal need to be monitored and adverse effects
avoided, mitigated or remedied. Over the long term, monitoring of environmental effects should assist in
future decisions to provide reticulated services, and the optimal timing of service provision.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision

1.1, 1.6, 2.1, 3.2, 4.1,
5.1

[PM, IS]
Action 3.2

Provide for parks and reserves in the Matapouri as identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy
and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public
access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

A recent analysis of ‘Neighbourhood’, ‘Sports’ and ‘Other’ parks found 1.13ha, -0.41ha and 5ha of
existing capacity respectively. To meet future growth needs, and meet present service levels, would
require the purchase of approximately 6ha of local parks, 1.2ha of sports fields, and 1ha of destination
reserve. As well as land acquisition, it is expected that other facilities would be constructed within
present and future reserve areas. The estimated costs for these activities would be approximately $6.8
million over the next 50 years. The allocation for sports fields could be transferred to another location
such as Ngunguru. The Matapouri Structure Plan has identified potential future open space in the node
and this should be considered in decisions over the future provision of parks and reserves. Access
to the coast, both pedestrian and vehicular should be considered as should walking tracks within the
node and between neighbouring nodes. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open
space, walking access to and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions
for vehicles on beaches and along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also
contain relevant provisions and should be referred to.
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Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land and further
subdivision for rural residential living in Matapouri node; and resist private plan changes that
seek to expand residential zoned land or subdivide land for rural residential living to help
consolidate coastal settlement.
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Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.5, 1.6, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

[PR]
Action 3.3

Take into account demographic changes along the entire Tutukaka coast, when planning for
provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans, and
Long Term Plans (LTPs) in the Matapouri node.

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population on the Tutukaka coast, including Ngunguru, Tutukaka and
Matapouri is expected to double in size. This is a significant increase in population and will have a
corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure and services along the coast, including both
council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, parks and reserves) and social
infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities). Social infrastructure should be
provided to meet the needs of the entire Tutukaka coast and located within the node most suitable
to enable this. Council infrastructure, particularly network infrastructure, should be provided in a
staged manner extending existing facilities. This needs to be taken into account when planning for
infrastructure and services in individual nodes, developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

2.1, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

[PM, IS]
Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in the Matapouri node,
particularly when reticulated water and wastewater infrastructure is planned.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

3.1, 3.2, 5.1

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Matapouri node, are included in asset/activity management plans and
future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of infrastructure in the
Matapouri node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with
budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management
plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.6, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
2.4, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1
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Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies
and stakeholders to assist in the development of the Matapouri node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of
the Matapouri node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

[PM, IS]
Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Matapouri node.

Explanation

Iwi and hapu have a long association with the Whangarei coastline including the Matapouri node.
Matapouri is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and there are a number of hapu groups located in
the area. The Matapouri Marae (Te Whanau o Rangiwhakaahu) is located in the area. A relatively
small amount, approximately 5% (90ha), of the area is Maori Land. There are two sites of significance
to Maori identified in the District Plan located in the node, including two pa sites. Further sites of
significance to Maori may be identified in future. Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node
include one artefact find, four pa sites, six midden/ovens, and one pit/terrace - a total of 12. Further
archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu
groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of Matapouri
node is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC
[PM, MR]

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

8.2

McLeod Bay/Reotahi

McLeod Bay/Reotahi has experienced a moderate level of growth over the past 15 years, and this
trend looks set to continue. The permanent population in McLeod Bay/Reotahi increased from 486 in
1991 to 629 in 2006 (an annual growth rate of 1.9%). It is projected to grow to around 1,135 people by
2061 (a growth rate of 1.5% per annum). The number of occupied dwellings is expected to increase by
around 194 over the same period from 279 in 2006 to 473 in 2061. Taking into account holiday homes,
the total number of dwellings is projected to increase from 378 in 2006 to 649 in 2061, an increase of
271. The total land area of this node is 825ha, of which 121ha is zoned Living 1 or 3 Environments.
The average Living Environment lot size in McLeod Bay/Reotahi is 0.15ha, whilst the average rural
residential lot size outside of the Living Environments is 0.9ha. Based upon existing average residential
lot sizes, this would equate to 39ha of new urban land being required and 11ha of land outside of the
Living Environments taken up by rural residential development. The present split between households
in McLeod Bay/Reotahi is 86/14 (percent), with 325 households within the Living Environments, and
53 households outside them. Over time, a target split of 90/10 by 2061 is preferable, resulting in 584
households in Living Environments, and 65 households in non-Living Environments.
There are a high number of existing vacant urban residential lots and a relatively high number of
vacant rural residential lots in McLeod Bay/Reotahi node (98 and 44 respectively). Currently there are
sufficient vacant residential lots to last 21 years and sufficient rural residential lots to last 50+ years
based on projected uptake. There is also sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to
meet residential demand for 50+ years (this could reduce significantly given existing constraints). The
structure plan for McLeod Bay/Reotahi node extends the maximum capacity even further. Hence, there
is no need to zone more residential land over the next 30 years or for further rural residential subdivision
over the same time. Any further zoning of residential land or subdivision for rural residential purposes
would exacerbate existing oversupply. In terms of business area, there is one small area of business
land zoned in McLeod Bay/Reotahi (0.5ha). Overall, little business land is projected to be required in the
node. Within the wider area, the potential availability of business land at Parua Bay will probably meet
most future business demands for Whangarei Heads. There may be a need for more commercial land
if a local shopping centre develops in the node over the next 30/50 years.
The McLeod Bay/Reotahi node is reticulated for water provision and wastewater disposal. To meet future
demands, it is anticipated that there will be a need to expand existing water storage at McLeod Bay,
as well as local reticulation upgrades. This is estimated to cost in the region of $0.80 million. In terms

The landscape of the Whangarei Heads is iconic of the district. The prominently visible nature of the
‘Heads’ also makes the landscape extremely sensitive to change and development, and accordingly,
much of the area has been afforded the highest sensitivity rating of 7. The stunning backdrop to the
McLeod Bay node is Mount Manaia, which towers imposingly above the settlement. Mount Aubrey is
also another prominent landmark in the area. The steepness and size of the uplands gives an imposing
quality to the landscape. The McLeod Bay settlement is orientated looking out over the Whangarei
Harbour, affording highly scenic views of the coastal landscape. A very large portion of the node is
regarded as Outstanding Landscape in the District Plan (40%), especially around Mount Manaia. In
addition, another 25% is regarded as significant in an initial landscape study of the district.
The whole of the Whangarei Heads area has a special and unique sense of place, largely due to the
dramatic, almost haunting volcanic landscapes viewed against backdrops of blue ocean and harbour.
The area also contains significant ecological values visually evident as areas of indigenous forest,
particularly on Beam Head. Efforts to turn Beam Head into a ‘mainland’ island will enhance these
ecological values considerably. This uncommon combination of landscape, seascape and ecology
produces a sense of place unique to New Zealand, and rare on a global scale. At the same time, the
very values that contribute to this special sense of place are most at risk from inappropriate subdivision
and development. To protect these values development in this node must be managed very carefully
and be subject to robust scrutiny through the planning process.
In terms of historic and cultural heritage, the Whangarei Heads area has had a long history of settlement,
both Maori and European. McLeod Bay/Reotahi is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu
groups in the area are: Ngati Manaia, Te parawhau, Ngati Kahu o Torongare and Ngai Tahuhu. There
are no marae or sites of significance to Maori (as identified in the District Plan) located in the area.
However, significant features to Maori abound including Mount Manaia and Mount Aubrey. There are
many different locations of importance to Maori within the wider area. Further sites of significance may
also be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. McLeod Bay/
Reotahi has many archaeological sites and historic sites on the Historic Places Trust Register, including
Stuart House on Stuart Road, and the Presbyterian Church located on the corner of Stuart Road and
Whangarei Heads Road. These sites are identified in the District Plan, along with Aubrey House on
Norfolk Avenue.
There are few services located within the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node. Local students either go to nearby
Whangarei Heads School, or into Whangarei City. Re-establishing a ferry service from Whangarei
Heads to Marsden Point may be a future option, allowing easier access to secondary school facilities
(Bream Bay College), or other primary schools. There are no medical, ambulance or police services
located within the nodal area. There is, however, a small volunteer fire station at McLeod Bay. There
is likely to be a need for expansion of all these services in the Whangarei Heads area over the next 50
Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan
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The node has a higher proportion of permanent residents and a smaller peak holiday population in the
summertime (although it still remains relatively high) than some other coastal settlements. Currently
there are 99 holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node. This is projected to increase to 176 in
2061 an increase of 77. The peak population at McLeod Bay/Reotahi is around 2,100, over three times
the usually resident population. The large summer increase in population has important implications
for the provision of services and infrastructure in the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node. Asset management
planning needs to take into account peak summer population to ensure infrastructure and services are
able to cope with demand, e.g. roading, access to coast, boat ramps, solid waste collection etc.

Being a significant distance from the Whangarei CBD has fostered a strong sense of independence that,
when combined with the unique environment, has led to high environmental awareness within the area.
This is reflected in the large number of activities of landcare groups in the node and in development
of future plans by the community. Approximately 52% of the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node (425ha) is
regarded as significant natural habitat. Areas within the node include Manaia Ridge Scenic Reserve and
Surrounds and Mount Aubrey Coastal Forest and Shrubland. Some of the McDonald Coastal Shrubland
is within the node, and located in the adjoining harbour area is Motukaroro Island. These ecological
areas are important in that they provide habitat for threatened and regionally significant species, such
as kiwi.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Nestled between the slopes of Mount Manaia Reserve, Mount Aubrey and Whangarei Harbour, McLeod
Bay and Reotahi Bay are popular family destinations at Whangarei Heads, and have a beach, bach
and fishing character about them. The bulk of residents in the area are clustered close to the main
settlement at the foot of Mount Manaia and Reotahi/Mount Aubrey. There is an existing structure plan
for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node which was adopted in 2003. The structure plan was produced as
part of the Whangarei Coastal management Strategy (WCMS) which was adopted by Council in 2003.
These documents provide the policy background for the Whangarei Coast and the coastal settlements.
As a result of the structure plan a statutory change to the Whangarei District Plan was adopted in
2009 (Plan Change 70: McLeod Bay Rezoning. This plan change extended the Living 1 and Living 3
Environments, created an Open Space Environment and a Business 3 Environment at the intersection
of Whangarei Heads Road and Reotahi Road. An area north of Craig Road and east of Whangarei
Heads Road has been changed from Coastal Countryside to Countryside Environment.

of wastewater disposal, it is anticipated that further upgrades to the wastewater system are necessary
to meet projected growth. Such work would require reticulation upgrades and/or installation of new
trunk sewers, and a small increase in capacity of existing wastewater treatment plant or new plant. The
estimated cost for these works is $6.4 million. In terms of stormwater, the current network is generally
sufficient to service a 1 in 5 year rainfall event. Future developments are expected to undertake on-site
attenuation and upgrades to the network. Future parks and reserves costs are estimated to be around
$3.8 million (present value) based on projected growth and present service levels.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

years. Parua Bay is more likely the location for providing new services or expanding existing facilities
that would serve the entire Whangarei Heads. Any increase in demand for fire fighting facilities in the
Heads area is likely to involve an expansion of existing facilities at McLeod Bay.

Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS and the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the
long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the
special sense of place of the node.

Implementation Methods

3.1 Provide for parks and reserves in the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node as identified in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast,
easy public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration

3.2 Take into account demographic changes across the entire Whangarei Heads area when planning
for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans, and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) in McLeod Bay/Reotahi.
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in McLeod Bay/Reotahi node.

Actions

5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node, are included in asset/activity management plans and
future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

1.1 Review the structure plan for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node taking into account those issues
identified in Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports),
the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans. This is a low priority.

6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of McLeod Bay/Reotahi area, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.

1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed use and residential
intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth
Strategy.

7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of McLeod Bay/Reotahi area.

7. Tangata Whenua

1.3 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node, when reviewed, to give effect to
the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management
plan and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, so
as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node and the Whangarei Heads area.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node taking into account those issues
identified in Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMC) (and background
reports), the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan,
and any other relevant strategies and plans. This is a low priority.

Explanation

The structure plan for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node was adopted in 2003. Changes to the District Plan
have resulted from the structure plan (Plan Change 70: McLeod Bay Rezoning), which were adopted
in 2009. The plan change involved changes to certain zoning at McLeod Bay and included limitation
on keeping cats and dogs. Given that there is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan and
existing vacant lots for projected growth in residential and rural residential development over the next
50 years, a review of the existing structure plan is accorded a low priority. When the structure plan is
reviewed the issues identified in Figure 1, the Coastal Management Strategy (and background reports),
the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need to taken into
account. In particular, requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid
ribbon development, avoid development in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set
back development from the coast and other water bodies to protect the natural character, open space,
public access and amenity values of the coastal environment, need to be addressed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

7

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.1,
5.1

1.4 Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node, when reviewed, to
ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and to maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS,
NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.
1.5 Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan, when reviewed, for McLeod
Bay/Reotahi node, and ensure that historic and cultural themes are utilised to maintain and enhance
the special sense of place in the coastal settlement. Include relevant aspects of the historic and cultural
heritage strategy once completed.
1.6 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village trial at Parua Bay is deemed
successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should be carried out in
collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/ratepayer groups
to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance local amenity,
character and sense of place.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land and further subdivision
for rural residential living in the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node; and resist private plan changes that seek to
expand residential zoned land or subdivide land for rural residential living, to help consolidate coastal
settlement.
2.2 Make changes to the District plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the McLeod Bay/Reotahi
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[PM]

Action 1.4

Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node, when reviewed,
to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and to
maximise recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in
the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected
growth in residential and rural residential lots over the next 50 years, and further capacity identified
in the existing structure plan for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node. When the structure plan is reviewed
a reassessment of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future
residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required)
over a 20/30 year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. In particular, the
necessity for rural residential zoning needs to be assessed and if necessary, suitable areas for rural
residential zoning need to be identified. When assessing potential land needs to meet future demand,
the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat and biodiversity, landscapes,
and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into account. The provisions within WCMS, the
NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need also to be taken
into account.

Explanation

Throughout the structure plan consultation, special sense of place values were identified including
the ability to access and walk along the coastal marine area. It is important to ensure adequate public
open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise recreational opportunities
in the coastal marine area during any future review of the structure plan for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi
node. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and along
the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along
the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and
should also be referred to. The location of the marine reserve adjacent to the node should be taken into
account when planning for access and open space.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

7

WDC
[PM]

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 3.2

Action 1.5

Incorporate existing historic and cultural heritage into the structure plan, when reviewed, for
McLeod Bay/Reotahi, and ensure that historic and cultural themes are utilised to maintain and
enhance the special sense of place in the coastal settlement. Include relevant aspects of the
historic and cultural heritage strategy once completed.

Explanation

The Whangarei Heads area has had a long history of settlement, both Maori and European. Much
evidence of pre-European Maori occupation can be found in the wealth of pits, terraces, middens
and pa sites. There was a high density of Maori settlement in the area, owing to the abundance of
marine resource, freshwater, access to water transport, and high defensive positions across much of
the area. Such evidence of Maori occupation includes the presence of stone rows and mounds used
for gardening around McLeod Bay. McLeod Bay/Reotahi has many archaeological sites and historic
sites on the Historic Places Trust Register. There are also historic and cultural sites identified in the
District Plan. Many of these relate to early Scottish settlement of the Whangarei Heads, including the
church and school. To better maintain and enhance the special sense of place that exists in McLeod
Bay/Reotahi the structure plan, when reviewed, needs to contain strong heritage themes and strong
land use planning and urban design provisions aimed at protecting and utilising McLeod Bay/Reotahi’s
unique historic and cultural heritage.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

7

WDC
[PM]

NRC, NZHPT

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 2.2

Action 1.6

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village trial at Parua Bay is
deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and
resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community, and ‘owned’ by the community, based upon
what the local people see as priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making
at the grass roots level and self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should
evolve. It is proposed that community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be
extended to other parts of the district over time. McLeod Bay/Reotahi node may be appropriate over the
medium term. The local community is very aware of the special sense of place existing there and are
likely to be motivated in regard to community village planning.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

6

WDC

Community
Groups and
Organisations

Medium

Community Plans 1.1, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1, 6.1,
7.1

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

7

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1,1.3, 1.4, 5.1

[PM]
Action 1.3

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node, when reviewed, to give
effect to the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy
and management plan and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for
Whangarei when completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the
node and the Whangarei Heads area.

Explanation

The whole of the Whangarei Heads area has a special and unique sense of place, largely due to
the dramatic, almost haunting volcanic landscapes viewed against backdrops of blue ocean and
harbour. The landscape of the Whangarei Heads is iconic of the district, and indicative of ‘coming
home’ when entering the district from the south after cresting the Brynderwyn Hills. The upland ranges
at the Heads are largely unmodified and remain covered in indigenous vegetation, affording a high
degree of naturalness to the area. The stunning backdrop to the McLeod Bay node is Mount Manaia,
which towers imposingly above the settlement. Mount Aubrey is also another prominent landmark
in the area. The steepness and size of the uplands gives an imposing quality to the landscape. The
residential population is spread along the bays below these geological features. Residential dwellings
in McLeod Bay parallel the main road running through the settlement. Larger groups of houses can
be found in Reotahi. Any future review of the structure plan for the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node will
need to take careful account of landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and
indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense of place of the Whangarei Heads. The
NZCPS contains strong provision relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to
protect landscapes, natural character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate
development and these should be addressed in any future review of the structure plan for the McLeod
Bay/Reotahi node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

7

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.2

[PM]

[PM, CS, IS]

PART B:

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure
plan, when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential, business, mixed
use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth
projections in the Growth Strategy.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.2

Linked Actions
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PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land and further
subdivision for rural residential living in the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node; and resist private plan
changes that seek to expand residential zoned land or subdivide land for rural residential living,
to help consolidate coastal settlement.

Action 3.1

Provide for parks and reserves in the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node as identified in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along
the coast, easy public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive
recreation.

Explanation

There are a high number of existing vacant urban residential lots and a relatively high number of
vacant rural residential lots in McLeod Bay/Reotahi node (98 and 44 respectively). Currently there are
sufficient vacant residential lots to last 21 years and sufficient rural residential lots to last 50+ years.
There is also sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand
for 50+ years (this could reduce significantly given existing constraints). The structure plan for McLeod
Bay/Reotahi node extends the maximum capacity even further. Hence, there is no need to zone more
residential land over the next 30 years or for further rural residential subdivision over the same time.
Any further zoning of residential land or subdivision for rural residential purposes would exacerbate
existing oversupply. Changes to the District Plan may be required to ensure consolidated residential
development in the node and prevent further scattered or ribbon development along the coast, i.e.
strong provisions to restrict further subdivision for rural residential purposes and to resist plan changes
to extend residential zoning. It may become necessary as a result of demand, or to implement the
NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential development. If so, careful scrutiny is required as to the most
suitable land for future rural residential development. The present split between residential and rural
residential households in McLeod Bay/Reotahi is 86/14 (percent), with 325 households within the Living
Environments, and 53 households outside them. Over time, a target split of 90/10 by 2061 is preferable,
resulting in 584 households in Living Environments, and 65 households in non-Living Environments.

Explanation

A recent analysis of ‘Neighbourhood’, ‘Sports’, and ‘Other’ parks found 0.02ha, -0.64ha and -0.44ha
of existing capacity respectively. To meet future growth needs, and meet present service levels, would
require the purchase of approximately 4.3ha of reserve for sport or local purposes. As well as the land,
it is expected that other facilities would be constructed within present and future reserve areas. This
is estimated to cost $3.8 million for additional land over the next 50 years. The McLeod Bay/Reotahi
structure plan has identified potential future open space in the node and this should be considered
in decisions over the future provision of parks and reserves. However, lack of suitable flat land for
a neighbourhood park and limitations on access to the coast (including parking) are seen as key
constraints. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and
along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and
along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and
should be referred to.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.4, 1.6, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies
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Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 5.1

[PM]
Action 2.2

Make changes to the District plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the McLeod Bay/Reotahi
Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS and the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan
and the long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain
and enhance the special sense of place of the node.

Explanation

Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may
be a need to give effect to some of these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional
Coastal Plan) over the short to medium term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been
identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. The relevant provisions of these strategies
and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium
term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

3/On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.3, 5.1

[PM]

[PR]
Action 3.2

Take into account demographic changes across the entire Whangarei Heads area when
planning for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management
plans, and Long Term Plans (LTPs) in McLeod Bay/Reotahi.

Explanation

Over the next 50 years, the permanent population of the Whangarei Heads area is expected to double
in size. This is a significant increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision
of infrastructure and services in the area, including both council infrastructure (water, wastewater,
stormwater, solid waste, parks and reserves) and social infrastructure (education, medical, emergency,
and police facilities). Social infrastructure needs to be planned across the whole of the Whangarei
Heads area and also take into account the identified growth node at Parua Bay. Parua Bay is likely to
provide many services for the wider Whangarei Heads area.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs,
LTP

1.1, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

[PM, IS]

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in McLeod Bay/Reotahi
node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[IP, RC, F]
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Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

3.1, 3.2, 5.1

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of infrastructure in the
McLeod Bay/Reotahi node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs
along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity
management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of McLeod Bay/Reotahi area, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in development of McLeod
Bay/Reotahi area. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies, provides information when
necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal outcomes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

[PM, IS]

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of McLeod Bay/Reotahi area.

Explanation

McLeod Bay/Reotahi is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu groups in the area are: Ngati
Manaia, Te Parawhau, Ngati Kahu o Torongare and Ngai Tahuhu. There are no marae or sites of
significance to Maori (as identified in the District Plan) located in the area. However, significant features
to Maori abound including Mount Manaia and Mount Aubrey. There are many different locations of
importance to Maori within the wider area. Further sites of significance may be identified in future,
particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. A total of 61 archaeological sites of Maori
association are located in the node, including one burial site, four pa sites, one Maori horticulture site,
37 midden/ovens, and 18 pit/terraces. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in the future.
It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in
decisions relating to future development of McLeod Bay/Reotahi is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

[PM, MR]

8.3

Ngunguru

Ngunguru is a popular coastal settlement 25km from Whangarei. It is located at the mouth of the
Ngunguru River sheltered from the open sea by the visually imposing Ngunguru Sandspit. There is an
existing structure plan for the Ngunguru node which was adopted by Council in 2009. The structure plan
was produced as part of the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) which was adopted
by Council in 2003. These documents provide the policy background for the Whangarei Coast and the
coastal settlements. Most of the policy content in the documents is still valid and should provide further
information and support for those actions outlined in the Implementation Plan for the Growth Strategy.
Ngunguru has a higher proportion of permanent residents and a smaller peak population in the
summertime (although it still remains relatively high) than some of the other coastal settlements.
Ngunguru thus functions as a commuter suburb for Whangarei as well as a holiday settlement. Currently
there are 123 holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node. This is projected to increase to 219 in
2061. The peak holiday population at Ngunguru is around 2,400, nearly three times the usually resident
population. The large summer increase in population has important implications for the provision of
services and infrastructure in the Ngunguru node. The large increase in population over summer often
places stress on on-site provision of water, solid waste disposal, access to the coast, boat ramps, etc.
Ngunguru has seen high levels of growth over the past 15 years, and this trend looks set to continue.
The permanent population in Ngunguru increased from 552 in 1991 to 846 in 2006 (a growth rate
of 3.6% per annum). It is projected to grow to around 1,405 by 2061 (and a growth rate of 1.2% per
annum). The number of occupied dwellings is expected to increase by around 225 over the same period,
from 360 in 2006 to 585 in 2061. Taking into account holiday homes, the total number of dwellings is
projected to increase from 483 in 2006 to 804 in 2061, an increase of 321. The total land area of the
node is 1,781ha. Living Environments comprise around 123ha. The average Living Environment lot
size in Ngunguru is 0.12ha, whilst the average rural residential lot outside of the Living Environment is
1.3ha. Based upon existing average residential lot sizes, this would equate to 34ha of new urban land
required and 47ha of land outside of the Living Environments taken up by rural residential development.
The present split between residential and rural residential households in Ngunguru is 74/26 (percent),
with 357 households within the Living Environments, and 126 households outside them. Over time,
under the consolidated settlement pattern, the preferred split would be 80/20 by 2061, resulting in 643
households in Living Environments, and 161 households in non-Living Environments.
There are a relatively high number of existing vacant urban residential lots and rural residential lots in
Ngunguru node (67 and 44 respectively). Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last
13 years and sufficient rural residential lots to last 50+ years based on projected uptake. There is also
sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for the next
49 years (this could reduce significantly given existing constraints). The structure plan for Ngunguru
node extends the maximum capacity to around 58 years. Hence, there is no need to zone more
residential land over the next 30 years or for further rural residential subdivision over the same period.
Any further zoning of residential land or subdivision for rural residential purposes would exacerbate
existing oversupply. In terms of business area, there is only a small area of business land zoned in
Ngunguru (0.5ha). The business floor projections increase from 300m2 in 2006 to 500m2 in 2061. Future
development along the Tutukaka coast may mean that there needs to be an expansion of business land
in the Ngunguru node. This has been proposed under the Ngunguru Structure Plan, with an expansion
of the current commercial area from 0.5ha to 2ha, and an additional 5ha for a proposed light industrial
area on Waiotoi Road. Ngunguru, as the gateway to the Tutukaka coast, is the most appropriate area
for expansion of business land to provide for both commercial and light industrial uses.
The Ngunguru node is not reticulated for water. The cost to reticulate the node is estimated at
around $10 million. Based on the existing level of growth, and the lack of demand from the Ngunguru
community, it is anticipated that no water services are required for Ngunguru at present. However,
should these demands change, future development will require a new trunk line to Ngunguru, building
a new reservoir at Look Out Hill and a need to reticulate the existing Ngunguru township. This would
be required as a first step for staged reticulation along the Tutukaka Coast. Ngunguru is reticulated
Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan
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PART B:

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the McLeod Bay/Reotahi node, are included in asset/activity management
plans and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 5.1

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

for wastewater disposal through to the Ngunguru Wastewater Treatment Plant. Anticipated growth
levels indicate that future wastewater works are required, and the estimated cost for this node is $6
million. The stormwater network is generally sufficient to service a 1 in 5 year rainfall event. Future
developments are expected to undertake on-site attenuation and upgrades to the network. Future parks
and reserves costs are estimated to be around $6.3 million (present value) based on projected growth
and present service levels.

locations for providing new services or expanding existing facilities that would serve the entire Tutukaka
Coast.

Coastal hazards are not considered a major risk in Ngunguru, but the impact of climate change (i.e. sea
level rise) will affect transportation linkages should increased flooding occur. Whilst the areas of bush
surrounding the settlement would attenuate some of the immediate impact of inundation, the Ngunguru
River does not have the same attenuation in the upper reaches. Parts of the settlement are already
at risk of flooding. Rising sea levels may also exacerbate coastal erosion, particularly with respect to
the Sandspit. The seaward side of the Sandspit is designated coastal hazard in the District Plan and
erosion may worsen with predicted sea level rise.

3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans

Ngunguru node has one of the highest percentages of significant natural areas in the district. This
suggests that much of the land classified as pastoral or lifestyle contains native vegetation of a high
quality. These ecological areas are important in that they provide habitat for threatened and regionally
significant species, and provide links with other habitats. The Ngunguru Sandspit and associated estuary
are iconic, and it is one of the least modified sandspits in private ownership. The nature of sandspits
means they are visible from both inland and the sea, making them particularly sensitive to any form of
alteration. The Ngunguru Sandspit is notable because it remains largely undeveloped, contributing to
high natural character of the coast. The sandspit is also an important cultural landscape. They are many
sites of significance to Maori located on the spit, indicative of previous occupation and history.
Approximately 76% of the Ngunguru node is regarded as Notable Landscape in the District Plan
(Landscape Sensitivity 6). A further 6% of the area is regarded as Outstanding Landscape (Landscape
Sensitivity 7), located on the Ngunguru Sandspit which is also regarded as an Outstanding Natural and
Geological Site. Some parts of the node, including the Sandspit, are identified as having a high degree
of natural character. Future development will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural
character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense
of place that distinguishes the Ngunguru node.
Ngunguru is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu groups in the area are: Ngati Taka, Ngati
Korora, Te Waiariki, Ngati Marutauhu and Ngati Taka Pari. The Ngunguru Marae (Paratene Te Manu)
is located in the area. A large amount, 28% (496ha), of the node is classified as Maori land. There are
12 sites of significance to Maori identified in the District Plan in the node, mostly associated with the
Ngunguru Sandspit. The Sandspit is also registered with the Historic Places Trust on a wahi tapu site.
Further sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi
Management Plans. Fifty-five archaeological sites of Maori association are located in the node. Further
archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu
groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions in relating to future development of the
Ngunguru node is ensured.
Ngunguru contains one medical centre and the Ngunguru Primary School. Ngunguru School is close
to, or exceeding, its capacity. Over the next 50 years, the population on the Tutukaka coast including
Ngunguru is expected to double. Given the lack of capacity at Ngunguru School to meet future growth
demand, further school facilities on the Tutukaka coast could be needed within 50 years. The medical
centre at Ngunguru is the only one located on the Tutukaka Coast. The centre may need expanding
over the next 50 years. In terms of ambulance services, a small ambulance station is due to be built on
the Tutukaka Coast. This new station will provide cover for the expanding population in this area. There
are no police facilities at Ngunguru, but there is an unattended fire station manned by volunteers in the
node. Populations of settlements on the Tutukaka Coast including Matapouri, Tutukaka and Ngunguru
are projected to approach 2,000 each over the next 50 years. This will probably necessitate a police
station on this part of the coast at some stage in the future. This is particularly relevant during summer
months when populations are at their peak. Generally speaking, Ngunguru or Tutukaka are more likely
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Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for Ngunguru node taking into account those issues identified in Figure
1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the New Zealand
Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies
and plans. This is a low priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the
Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Ngunguru node, when reviewed, to give effect to the WCMS,
NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term
landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed so as to maintain and
enhance the special sense of place in the node and along the Tutukaka coast.
1.4 Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Ngunguru node, when reviewed, to ensure adequate
public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise recreational
opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions into the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional
Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.
1.5 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Ngunguru node in
a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans. This will include releasing
more business land from the structure plan into the District Plan to service Ngunguru and the Tutukaka
Coast within the next 10 years.
2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land and further subdivision
for rural residential living in the Ngunguru node; and resist private plan changes that seek to expand
residential zoned land or subdivide land for rural residential living, to help consolidate coastal settlement.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Ngunguru Structure Plan,
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure
plan, when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required),
business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based
upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected growth
in residential and rural residential development over the next 30 years, and further capacity identified in
the existing structure plan for the Ngunguru node. When the structure plan is reviewed a reassessment
of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future residential, rural
residential (if required), business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30
year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. In particular, the necessity for rural
residential zoning needs to be assessed and if necessary, suitable areas for rural residential zoning
need to be identified. When assessing potential land needs to meet future demand, the constraints
identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and
cultural heritage) need to be taken into account. The provisions within WCMS, the NZCPS, the Regional
Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need also to be taken into account.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

8

WDC

3.1 Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in relation to infrastructure
(including water provision) and services (including solid waste disposal) in Ngunguru node.
3.2 Provide for parks and reserves in the Ngunguru node as identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy
and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access
to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.
3.3 Take into account demographic changes along the entire Tutukaka coast when planning for
provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans, and Long Term
Plans (LTPs) in the Ngunguru node.
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Ngunguru node, particularly
when reticulated water infrastructure is planned.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Ngunguru node, are included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs
along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of Ngunguru node, including business associations, ratepayer/
community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of Council, and the
public generally.
6.2 Liaise with the Northland Regional Council, Department of Conservation, New Zealand Historic
Places Trust, the landowner, tangata whenua and the community with a view to establishing long term
protection to the landscape, hazard protection, ecological, historical and cultural values of the Ngunguru
Sandspit.

[PM]

Explanation

The structure plan for the Ngunguru node was adopted by Council in February 2009. No changes to the
District Plan have resulted from the structure plan as yet. Given that there is sufficient existing capacity
under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected growth in residential and rural residential
development over the next 30 years, a review of the existing structure plan is accorded a low priority
over the short to medium term. When the structure plan is reviewed the issues identified in Figure 1,
the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant
strategies and plans need to taken into account. In particular, requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate
existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon development, avoid development in sensitive areas such
as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back development from the coast and other water bodies to
protect the natural character, open space, public access and amenity values of the coastal environment,
need to be addressed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

8

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.1, 5.1

[PM]

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.3, 1.4

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Ngunguru node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and
the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed so as
to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node and along the Tutukaka coast.

Explanation

Ngunguru has one of the highest percentages of significant natural areas in the district. These
ecological areas are important in that they provide habitat for threatened and regionally significant
species, and provide links with other habitats. Approximately 76% of the Ngunguru node is regarded as
Notable Landscape in the District Plan (Landscape Sensitivity 6). A further 6% of the area is regarded
as Outstanding Landscape (Landscape Sensitivity 7), located on the Ngunguru Sandspit which is
also regarded as an Outstanding Natural and Geological Site. Some parts of the node, including the
Sandspit, are identified as having a high degree of natural character. The outstanding natural heritage
associated with Ngunguru greatly contributes to its unique sense of place. Any future review of the
structure plan for the Ngunguru node will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural
character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense
of place of the Tutukaka coast in general and the Ngunguru node in particular. The NZCPS contains
strong provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes,
natural character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development and these
should be addressed in any future review of the structure plan for the Ngunguru node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

8

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.3

Action Plan
Review the structure plan for Ngunguru node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans. This is a low priority.

Cost
Implication

Action 1.3

7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of Ngunguru node.

Action 1.1

Support
Agencies

[PM]
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Action 1.2

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

strategy and management plan when completed and, to maintain and enhance the special sense of
place of the node and Tutukaka coast.
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PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.4

Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Ngunguru node, when reviewed, to ensure
adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions into the
WCMS, NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Ngunguru node
in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans. This will
include releasing more business land from the structure plan into the District Plan to service
Ngunguru and the Tutukaka Coast within the next 10 years.

Explanation

The Tutukaka coast, including the Ngunguru node, is renowned for its coastal amenity and recreational
opportunities. Throughout the structure plan consultation, special sense of place values were identified
with respect to the coastal marine area and the importance of being able to access this area. It is
important to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and
maximise recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area during any future review of the structure
plan for the Ngunguru node. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking
access to and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on
beaches and along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant
provisions and should also be referred to.

Explanation

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

8

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.5, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2

The existing structure plan supports the consolidated settlement pattern outlined in the Growth
Strategy by requiring clustered residential settlement around the Ngunguru Estuary. There are specific
requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon development,
avoid development in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back development
from the coast and other water bodies to protect natural character, open space, public access and
amenity values of the coastal environment. There is sufficient existing capacity under the District
Plan for projected growth in residential and rural residential development over the next 30 years, and
further capacity identified in the existing structure plan for the Ngunguru node. The land identified in
the structure plan for future residential use should not be released into the District Plan until there is
around 10 year capacity remaining. In terms of business area, there is only a small area of business
land zoned in Ngunguru (0.5ha). Future development along the Tutukaka coast may mean that there
needs to be an expansion in commercial facilities in the Ngunguru node. This has been proposed under
the Ngunguru Structure Plan, with an expansion of the current commercial area from 0.5ha to 2ha,
and an additional 5ha for a proposed light industrial area on Waiotoi Road. Ngunguru, as the gateway
to the Tutukaka coast, is the most appropriate area for expansion of business land to provide for both
commercial land light industrial uses. It may become necessary as a result of demand, or to implement
the NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential development. If so, careful scrutiny is required as to the
most suitable land for future rural residential development.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2/On-going

WDC

[PM]
Action 1.5

Explanation

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.
Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community, and ‘owned’ by the community, based upon
what the local people see as priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making
at the grass roots level and self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should
evolve. It is proposed that community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be
extended to other parts of the district over time. A community village plan for the Ngunguru node is seen
as a low priority at this point in time. It could be developed in conjunction with a future review of the
structure plan for the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

7

WDC

Community
Groups and
Organisations

Medium

Community Plans 1.1, 1.4, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1,
6.1, 7.1

[PM, CS, IS]

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 5.1

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land and further
subdivision for rural residential living in the Ngunguru node; and resist private plan changes
that seek to expand residential zoned land or subdivide land for rural residential living, to help
consolidate coastal settlement.

Explanation

There are a relatively high number of existing vacant urban residential lots and rural residential lots in
Ngunguru node (67 and 44 respectively). Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last
13 years and sufficient rural residential lots to last around 50+ years. There is also sufficient maximum
capacity under District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for the next 49 years (this could reduce
significantly given existing constraints). The structure plan for Ngunguru node extends the maximum
capacity to around 58 years. Hence, there is no need to zone more residential land over the next 30
years or for further rural residential subdivision over the same period. Any further zoning of residential
land or subdivision for rural residential purposes would exacerbate existing oversupply. Changes to
the District Plan may be required to ensure consolidated residential development in the node and
prevent further scattered or ribbon development along the coast, i.e. strong provisions to restrict future
subdivision for rural residential purposes and to resist plan changes to extend residential zoning. It may
become necessary as a result of demand, or to implement the NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential
development at some point. If so, careful attention is required as to the most suitable land for future
rural residential development. The present split between residential and rural residential households in
Ngunguru is 74/26 (percent), with 357 households within the Living Environments, and 126 households
outside them. Over time, under the consolidated settlement pattern, the preferred split would be
80/20 by 2061, resulting in 643 households in Living Environments, and 161 households in non-Living
Environments.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

1

WDC

Linked Actions

[PM]
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Support
Agencies

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 2.1, 3.1, 5.1

Action 2.3

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.3, 3.2, 5.1

[PM]
Action 3.1

Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in relation to infrastructure
(including water provision) and services (including solid waste disposal) in Ngunguru node.

Explanation

Ngunguru has a higher proportion of permanent residents and a smaller peak population in the
summertime (although it still remains relatively high) than some other coastal settlements. Ngunguru
thus functions as a commuter suburb for Whangarei as well as a holiday settlement. The peak holiday
population at Ngunguru is around 2,400, nearly three times the usually resident population. The large
summer increase in population has important implications for the provision of services and infrastructure
in the Ngunguru node. The large increase in population over summer often places stress on on-site
provision of water and solid waste disposal. Monitoring the effects of peak holiday populations will assist
in future decisions to provide reticulated services, and the optimal timing of service provision.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision

1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 3.3, 4.1,
5.1

[PM, IS]
Action 3.2

Provide for parks and reserves in the Ngunguru node as identified in the Whangarei Growth
Strategy and/or the reserves to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy
public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

A recent analysis of ‘Neighbourhood’, ‘Sports’ and ‘Other’ parks found 0.2ha, 2.1ha and 4.7ha of
existing capacity respectively. While some capacity is present the low indices of neighbourhood parks
is of concern. To meet future growth needs and meet present service levels, it is anticipated that the
following reserves are required, including the development of coastal car parking and access. The
purchase of 5ha of local parks and destination reserves, and an additional 2ha of sport parks is deemed
to be required. The estimated costs for these activities would be approximately $6.3 million over the
next 50 years. The Ngunguru Structure Plan has identified potential future open space in the node
and this should be considered in decisions over the future provision of parks and reserves. Access
to the coast, both pedestrian and vehicular should be considered as should walking tracks within the
node and between neighbourhood nodes. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open
space, walking access to and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions
for vehicles on beaches and along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also
contain relevant provisions and should be referred to.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.4, 1.5, 3.1, 3.3, 4.1,
5.1

[PR]

Take into account demographic changes along the entire Tutukaka coast when planning for
provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans, and
Long Term Plans (LTPs) in the Ngunguru node.

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population on the Tutukaka coast, including Ngunguru, Tutukaka and
Matapouri is expected to double in size. This is a significant increase in population and will have a
corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure and services along the coast, including both
council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, parks and reserves) and social
infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities). Social infrastructure should be
provided to meet the needs of the entire Tutukaka coast and located within the node most suitable
to enable this. Council infrastructure, particularly network infrastructure, should be provided in a
staged manner extending existing facilities. This needs to be taken into account when planning for
infrastructure and services in individual nodes, developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

2.1, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

[PM, IS]

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund
the provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Ngunguru node,
particularly when reticulated water infrastructure is planned.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

1.5, 3.1, 3.2, 5.1

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Ngunguru node, are included in asset/activity management plans and
future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of infrastructure in the
Ngunguru node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with
budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management
plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
3.1, 3.2, 4.1

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of Ngunguru node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of
Ngunguru area. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes.
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Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may
be a need to give effect to some of these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional
Coastal Plan) over the short to medium term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been
identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. The relevant provisions of these strategies
and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium
term.

Action 3.3

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Explanation

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Ngunguru Structure
Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long
term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance
the special sense of place of the node and Tutukaka coast.
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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-Going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

[PM, IS]

Action 6.2

Liaise with the Northland Regional Council, Department of Conservation, New Zealand Historic
Places Trust, the landowner, tangata whenua and the community with a view to establishing
long term protection to the landscape, hazard protection, ecological, historical and cultural
values of the Ngunguru Sandspit.

Explanation

The Ngunguru Sandspit represents a unique combination of historic, cultural and natural heritage and
it is one of only a few unmodified and unprotected sandspits remaining in New Zealand. Ngunguru
Sandspit is of considerable significance to tangata whenua as it had a long of occupation and has
significant cultural, spiritual, historical, and environment values. Ngunguru Sandspit is also a significant
ecological site and an outstanding landscape area in the Whangarei District. In addition, the entire
Ngunguru Sandspit has been registered with the New Zealand Historic Places Trust as a wahi tapu
site, and is identified in the District Plan as a site of significance to Maori. There are on-going concerns
expressed by the Ngunguru community over possible future development of the Sandspit. The Sandspit
is in private ownership and under the RMA cannot be rendered void of reasonable use. The relevant
authorities (NRC, DoC, WDC and NZHPT), together with other interested parties (tangata whenua and
the local community) need to discuss future options for the Sandspit with the landowner with a view
to securing long term protection of the landscape, hazard protection, ecological, historical and cultural
values of the Sandspit. These could include joint purchase of the Sandspit or a land swap to create a
regional park or reserve that would guarantee protection in perpetuity.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

1-10

WDC

NRC, DoC,
NZHPT

Low

Information/
Advocacy

All

[PM, LT]
Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of Ngunguru node.

Explanation

Ngunguru is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu groups in the area are: Ngati Taka, Ngati
Korora, Te Waiariki, Ngati Marutuahu and Ngati Taka Pari. The Ngunguru Marae (Paratene Te Manu)
is located in the area. A large amount, 28% (496ha), of the node is classified as Maori land. There are
12 sites of significance to Maori identified in the District Plan located in the node, mostly associated
with the Ngunguru Sandspit and include middens, a battle field, burial place and pa site. Other sites
of significance in the node include a Maori reserve and burial reserve. Further sites of significance
to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans.
Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include three artefact finds, two burial grounds,
four pa sites, 44 midden/ovens, and five pit/terraces – a total of 58. Further archaeological sites may
also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and
participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of Ngunguru is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

[PM, MR]

8.4

Oakura

Oakura is the most northerly settlement node in Whangarei District, located on the coast just off the Old
Russell Road that connects Whangarei and Far North Districts via Opua and Russell. It is dominated
by holiday houses and a pleasant bach settlement, surrounded by a highly wooded landscape and the
water. There is an existing structure plan for the Oakura node which was adopted by Council in 2009.
The structure plan was produced as part of the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS)
which was adopted by Council in 2003. These documents provide the policy background for the
Whangarei Coast and the coastal settlements. Most of the policy content in the documents is still valid
and should provide further information and support for those actions outlined in the Implementation Plan
for the Growth Strategy.
The node is a popular holiday destination and contains many holiday homes. Currently there are
312 holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node. This is projected to increase to 555 by 2061
an increase of 243. The peak holiday population at Oakura is around 2,300 people, five times the
usually resident population. The large summer increase in population has important implications for the
provision of services and infrastructure in the Oakura node which is not currently reticulated for water.
The large increase in population over summer often places stress on on-site provision of water, solid
waste disposal, access to the coast, boats ramps, etc.
As the most isolated coastal settlement in the district, Oakura has not experienced high levels of
permanent population growth in recent years. In fact, the permanent population declined from 369
in 1991 to 345 in 2006 (a rate of -0.4% per annum). It is projected to grow to around 836 by 2061 an
increase of 491 people (and a growth rate of 2.6% per annum). The number of occupied dwellings is
expected to increase by around 225 over the same period from 123 in 2006 to 348 in 2061. Taking
into account holiday homes, the total number of dwellings is projected to increase from 435 in 2006 to
903 in 2061, an increase of 468. The average Living Environment lot size in Oakura is 0.1ha, whilst
the average rural residential lot size outside of the Living Environments is 1.4ha. Based upon existing
average residential lot sizes, this would equate to 41ha of new urban land being required, and 84ha of
land outside of the Living Environments taken up by rural residential development. The present split
between residential and rural residential households in Oakura is 62/38 (percent), with 270 households
within the Living Environments, and 165 households outside them. Over time, a target split of 75/25 by
2061 is preferable. This would result in 677 households in the Living Environment, and 226 households
outside of the Living Environments.
There are relatively high numbers of existing vacant lots in Oakura node, both urban residential and
rural residential (72 and 75 respectively). Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last 10
years and sufficient rural residential lots to last 50+ years based on projected uptake. There is sufficient
maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for the next 25 years. The
structure plan for Oakura node extends the maximum capacity to around 35 years. Hence, there is no
need for further rural residential subdivision over the next 30 years. Any further subdivision for rural
residential purposes would exacerbate existing oversupply. There will be a need to release some land
from the structure plan to enable more Living Environment land to be zoned in the District Plan within
the next 15 years. In terms of business area, there is no business land zoned in the Oakura node. Whilst
rezoning present retail facilities may be useful, it is unlikely that, in the foreseeable future, much more
business land will be required.
The Oakura node is not currently reticulated for water. To meet future population demands, it
is anticipated that some water infrastructure works are required. The cost to reticulate the node is
estimated at $10 million. Oakura has a wastewater treatment plant which has recently been upgraded.
The extent of wastewater reticulation is limited to the main settlement area. Reticulation is sufficient to
service existing demand and will require renewal/rehabilitation, as necessary, over the next 50 years. To
meet anticipated growth, some works will be required. These works mainly include reticulation upgrades
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Oakura’s sense of place is connected to the wider area which extends from the northern boundary of
the district (Bland Bay) through to Mimiwhangata (the Department of Conservation and Marine Park).
The existing and traditional pattern of built development along this part of the coastline is one of small
discrete settlements tightly clustered in their respective bays. Residential development is generally
located in backshore flats and is relatively well integrated with the landscape, rather than being located
on the sensitive headlands. Oakura is characterised by a landscape of rocky coast interspersed with
beaches. The Pohutukawa clad headlands form prominent features, and give a rugged nature to the
surrounds, contrasting with the relatively sheltered coves and bays. A significant part of the Oakura
node (22%) is considered to be Notable Landscape in the District Plan (Landscape Sensitivity 6), and
about a third is significant (Landscape Sensitivity 5), according to an initial landscape study for the
district. Parts of the node are recognised as having a high degree of natural character.
An extensive area of the node is regarded as significant natural habitat, and part of this is classified
as acutely or chronically threatened. These ecological areas are important in that they provide habitat
for threatened and regionally significant species, and provide links with other habitats. The Punaruku/
Parorerahi Bay coastal habitat contains a sequence of habitat types – from shrubland to coastal forest
and wetland to estuary and coast. The node area and surrounds is identified as being habitat for kiwi,
and the Oakura Foreshore and Residents and Ratepayers Association operates as a Landcare Group
in the area. Around 61ha or 7% of the nodal area is formally protected by Department of Conservation
reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or private covenanting. Future development will need to
take careful account of landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense of place of the Oakura node.
Oakura is rich in Maori heritage. There are a number of wahi tapu and sites of significance to tangata
whenua throughout this area, many of which are not formally identified or protected. Oakura is located
within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu group in the area is Te Uri o Hikihiki. The Oakura Marae is
located in the area. Twenty-nine percent of the node is classified as Maori land, which is one of the
highest proportions in the Whangarei District. There are seven sites of significance to Maori identified
in the District Plan located in the node. Further sites of significance to Maori may be identified in
future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. A total of 33 archaeological sites of
Maori association are located in the node. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is
undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of the Oakura node
is ensured.
There is a lack of services located within the Oakura node. There is no school located within the node,
although land on which a former school stood is still owned by the Ministry of Education. The closest

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Oakura node taking into account those issues identified in Figure
1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the New Zealand
Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies
and plans.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, natural character and landscape values, historic and cultural heritage), identify
in the structure plan, when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required),
business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon
growth projections in the Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate coastal hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Oakura node
when reviewed. Include relevant aspects of the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS, the
Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan
for Whangarei when completed.
1.4 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Oakura node, when reviewed, to give effect to the WCMS,
NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term
landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed so as to maintain and
enhance the special sense of place in the node and along the Whangaruru Harbour.
1.5 Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Oakura node, when reviewed, to ensure adequate
public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and to maximise recreational
opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional
Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.
1.6 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a low priority for the Oakura node.
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Coastal hazards are an important consideration in the Oakura node, especially near the sandy
beaches, and also alongside streams running into the bays. Coastal hazards include coastal erosion
and coastal inundation processes. Both Oakura and Ohawini Bays are subject to coastal erosion and
are identified in the District Plan as Coastal Hazard Areas. In terms of climate change effect, increased
risk of landslides near the main transport routes to and from Oakura, and increased risk of flooding and
coastal erosion are of concern. With many properties located in flood susceptible areas and close to
beach frontages, and a potential increase in their number, sea level rise and impacts on tidal energy and
flows is especially important. Future planning needs to take these factors into account.

school to Oakura is Whangaruru School to the north. There are no local medical or police services
located in Oakura. However, there is a volunteer rural fire station located at Oakura/Whangaruru. The
closest other facilities are located at Russell in the Far North District, and Hikurangi in the Whangarei
District. The population in Oakura is not expected to grow to the size recognised as requiring a GP.
However, taking into account surrounding settlements such as Whangaruru and Helena/Teal Bay, and
the remoteness of location, it may be that a small medical centre is required for the extended area over
the next 50 years. As population grows in the area, a police presence may be required. It may be that
this facility is only required during summer months when populations are at their peak.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

and/or installation of new trunk sewers and an increase in capacity of existing wastewater treatment
plant or new plant. The estimate costs for this work is $10 million. The stormwater network is generally
sufficient to service a 1 in 5 year rainfall event. Future developments are expected to undertake on-site
attenuation and upgrades to the network. Future parks and reserves costs are estimated to be around
$5.5 million (present value) based on projected growth and present service levels. As the most isolated
coastal settlement in the district, Oakura is currently serviced by a roading network catering for just
fewer than 1,500 vehicles per day. The most important part of the local roading road network are the
two roads that connect Oakura with other parts of the district. These roads are often affected by slips
during extreme rainfall events. In terms of future requirements, it is anticipated that most future growth
related roading demands will be covered within existing programmes.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Oakura node in a
staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

10

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.1,
2.2, 5.1

2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to extend urban residential land in the Oakura node but restrict
further subdivision for rural residential living to help consolidate coastal settlement.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazard risks and give effect to the Oakura
Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the coastal hazard attenuation strategy
and management plan for Whangarei when completed.
2.4 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Oakura Structure Plan,
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape
strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the special sense of
place of the node.

[PM]
Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, natural character and landscape values, historic and cultural heritage),
identify in the structure plan, when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural
residential (if required), business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a
20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected growth
in residential development for the next 25 years and rural residential development for the next 50+
years. Further capacity for residential development is identified in the existing structure plan for the
Oakura node. When the structure plan is reviewed a reassessment of land supply and demand will be
necessary to provide sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required) and business
land (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. In
particular, the necessity for rural residential zoning needs to be assessed and if necessary, suitable
areas for rural residential zoning need to be identified. When assessing potential land needs to
meet future demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat and
biodiversity, natural character and landscape values, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be
taken into account. The provisions within WCMS, the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans need also to be taken into account.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

10

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.1,
5.1

3.1 Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in the Oakura node in relation to
infrastructure (including water provision) and services (including solid waste disposal).
3.2 Provide for parks and reserves in the Oakura node as identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy
and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access
to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Oakura node, particularly when
reticulated water and wastewater infrastructure is planned.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Oakura node, are included in asset/activity management plans and future Long
Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Oakura node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.

[PM]
Action 1.3

Incorporate coastal hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Oakura
node when reviewed. Include relevant aspects of the WCMS (and background reports), the
NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and
management plan for Whangarei when completed.

Explanation

Coastal hazards are an important consideration in the Oakura node, especially near the sandy
beaches, and also alongside streams running into the bays. Both Oakura and Ohawini Bays are subject
to coastal erosion and are identified in the District Plan as Coastal Hazard Areas. Coastal hazards
include coastal erosion and coastal inundation processes. In terms of climate change effect, the main
specific consideration for the node is potential sea level rise and whether this will have a significant
impact on coastal erosion or inundation. Increased risks of landslides near the main routes to and
from Oakura, and increased risk of flooding, are also of concern. The development of a long term
coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei has been identified in the
Implementation Plan as a district wide action. The relevant provisions of this strategy and management
plan should be included in any future review of the structure plan for the Oakura node. WDC should
work collaboratively with the NRC when developing the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy
and management plan for Whangarei.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

10

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.3

7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Oakura node.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for the Oakura node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans.

Explanation

There is an existing structure plan for the Oakura node which was adopted by Council in 2009. No
changes to the District Plan have resulted from the structure plan as yet. There are sufficient vacant
rural residential lots to last 50+ years. Hence, there is no need for further rural residential subdivision
over the next 30 years. The maximum capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential
development will be reached in 2036. The structure plan for Oakura has capacity for another 10 years.
The land identified in the structure plan for future residential use should be released into the District
Plan when there is around 10 year capacity remaining (most likely in around 15 years). When the
structure plan is reviewed the issues identified in Figure 1, the WCMS (and background reports), the
NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need to taken into
account. In particular, requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid
ribbon development, avoid development in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set
back development from the coast and other water bodies to protect the natural character, open space,
public access and amenity values of the coastal environment, need to be addressed.
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[PM]

Action 1.6

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services
to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This is a low priority for
Oakura node.

Explanation

Oakura is characterised by a landscape of rocky coast interspersed with beaches. The Pohutukawa
clad headlands form prominent features, and give a rugged nature to the surrounds, contrasting with
the relatively sheltered coves and bays. With the existing settlement pattern, the coastal settlements
appear as small communities, appropriately located and contained within their natural landscape
surroundings or backdrops. The distinctive landscape features and valued vegetation (particularly
Pohutukawa) of the backshore hills have attributed to the special sense of place of this area. Any future
review of the structure plan for the Oakura node will need to take careful account of landscape values,
natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special
sense of place of the Oakura. The NZCPS contains strong provisions relating to activities in the coastal
environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural
habitat from inappropriate development and these should be addressed in any future review of the
structure plan for the Oakura node.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community, and ‘owned’ by the community, based upon
what the local people see as priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making
at the grass roots level and self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should
evolve. It is proposed that community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be
extended to other parts of the district over time. A community village plan for the Oakura node is seen
as a low priority. It could be developed in conjunction with a future review of the structure plan for the
node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

9

WDC

Community
Groups and
Organisations

Medium

Community Plans 1.1, 3.2, 4.1,5.1, 6.1, 7.1

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

10

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.4

[PM]
Action 1.5

Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Oakura node, when reviewed, to ensure
adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS,
NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.

Explanation

Throughout the structure plan consultation, special sense of place values were identified including the
ability to access and walk along the coastal marine area. Boating and access to the coastal marine
area were identified as important recreation values in Oakura/Ohawini. The boat ramp and parking
areas were identified both in the structure plan as valued recreation activities and as current issues for
management, with heavy use of ramp facilities in summer and erosion of the foreshore by parking along
the road at Oakura. Vehicle parking at Ohawini was also identified as an issue. It is important to ensure
adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast (i.e., formalise coastal
walkway around Oakura, and expand reserve and open space network along foreshore), and maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area during any future review of the structure plan for
the Oakura node. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to
and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and
along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and
should also be referred to.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

10

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 1.6, 3.2

[PM]

[PM, CS, IS]

Linked Actions

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Oakura node
in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans.

Explanation

The existing structure plan supports the consolidated settlement pattern outlined in the Growth
Strategy by avoiding sprawl or ribbon development connecting settlement areas. There are specific
requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon development,
avoid development in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back development
from the coast and other water bodies to protect natural character, open space, public access and
amenity values of the coastal environment. Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last
10 years and sufficient rural residential lots to last 50+ years. There is sufficient maximum capacity
under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for the next 25 years. The structure plan for
Oakura node extends the maximum capacity to around 35 years. The land identified in the structure
plan for future residential use should be released into District Plan when there is less than 10 year
capacity remaining. At present, there is no business land zoned in the Oakura node. Whilst rezoning
present retail facilities may be useful, it is unlikely that, in the foreseeable future, much more business
land will be required. It is probably best to look at zoning some business land when rezoning more land
for Living Environments. It may become necessary as a result of demand, or to implement the NZCPS,
to zone land for rural residential development. If so, careful scrutiny is required as to the most suitable
land for future rural residential development.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

2/On-going

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

PART B:

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Oakura node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and
the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, so
as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node and along the Whangaruru
Harbour.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.4

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 5.1
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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan to extend urban residential land in the Oakura node but
restrict further subdivision for rural residential living to help consolidate coastal settlement.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Explanation

Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last 10 years and sufficient rural residential lots to
last 50+ years. There is sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential
demand for the next 25 years. The structure plan for Oakura node extends the maximum capacity to
around 35 years. Hence, it will be necessary to look at releasing some land from the structure plan to
increase Living Environments in the District Plan over the medium term (within 15 years). Changes to
the District Plan may be required to prevent further scattered or ribbon development along the coast,
i.e. strong provisions to restrict future subdivision land for rural residential purposes. It may become
necessary as a result of demand, or to implement the NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential
development. If so, careful attention is required as to the most suitable land for future rural residential
development. The present split between residential and rural residential households in Oakura is 62/38
(percent), with 270 households within the Living Environments, and 165 households outside them. Over
time, under the consolidated settlement pattern, the preferred split would be 75/25 by 2061, resulting in
677 households in Living Environments, and 226 households in non-Living Environments.

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.4, 3.2, 5.1

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

2.1, 5.1

[PM]

[PM]
Action 3.1

Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in the Oakura node in
relation to infrastructure and services (including water provision and solid waste disposal).

Explanation

The node is a popular holiday destination and contains many holiday homes. There are 312 holiday
homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node. This is projected to increase to 555 by 2061 an increase
of 243. The peak holiday population at Oakura is around 2,300 people, five times the usually resident
population. The large summer increase in population has important implications for the provision of
services and infrastructure in the Oakura node which is not currently reticulated for water. The large
increase in population over summer often places stress on on-site provision of water and solid waste
disposal. Monitoring the effects of peak holiday population will assist in future decisions to provide
reticulated services, and the optimal timing of service provision.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision

1.6, 2.1,3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

[PM, IS]
Action 2.3

Explanation

Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazard risks and give effect to the Oakura
Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal hazard
attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed.
Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Oakura, especially near the sandy beaches, but
also alongside streams running into the bays. Coastal hazards include coastal erosion and coastal
inundation processes. Both Oakura and Ohawini Bays are identified as coastal hazard areas in
the District Plan. In terms of climate change effect, the main specific consideration for the node is
potential sea level rise and whether this will have a significant impact on coastal erosion or inundation.
Potential increased risks of land slippage near the main routes to and from Oakura are also in a
consideration. The development of a long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management
plan for Whangarei has been identified in the Implementation Plan as a district wide action. Changes
may need to be made to the District Plan to address provisions in this strategy and management plan
when completed. Changes may also need to be made to the District Plan to address provisions in
the NZCPS (and consequent changes to the Regional Coastal Plan) which require the identification
and assessment of coastal hazard risks, including tsunami and sea level rise, over a period of at least
100 years, along with the protection of land uses from identified coastal hazards. WDC should work
collaboratively with the NRC to identify and assess coastal hazards.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.3, 5.1

[PM]
Action 2.4

Explanation

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Oakura Structure Plan,
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term
landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the
special sense of place of the node.
Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may
be a need to give effect to some of these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional
Coastal Plan) over the short to medium term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been
identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. The relevant provisions of these strategies
and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium
term.
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Action 3.2

Provide for parks and reserves in the Oakura node as identified in the Whangarei Growth
Strategy and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast,
easy public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

Oakura contains around 4ha of parks and reserves. An analysis of ‘Neighbourhood’, ‘Sports’ and
‘Other’ parks found 0ha, 1.6ha and 5.1ha of existing capacity respectively. To meet future growth
needs, and meet present service levels, would require the purchase of approximately 12ha of local/
destination/natural area reserves. As well as land acquisition, it is expected that other facilities would
be constructed within present and future reserve areas. The estimated costs for these activities would
be approximately $5.5 million over the next 50 years. The issue with this node is that limited land is
available for sportsfields and neighbourhood parks and the focus is on coastal access and a central
sports park. The Oakura Structure Plan has identified potential future open space in the node and this
should be considered in decisions over the future provision of parks and reserves. The NZCPS also
contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and along the coast, and vehicle
access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along the foreshore). The
WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy should also be referred to.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.5, 1.6, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

[PR]
Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund
the provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Oakura node,
particularly when reticulated water and wastewater infrastructure is planned.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[IP, RC, F]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

3.1, 3.2, 5.1

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of infrastructure in
the Oakura node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with
budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management
plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4,
3.1, 3.2, 4.1

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Oakura node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, Far North District Council and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of
the Oakura node. As the most isolated coastal settlement in the district, there is a lack of social
infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities) within the node. For instance, the
closest medical or police services are located at Russell in the Far North District, and Hikurangi in the
Whangarei District. Future actions could include working with Far North District Council to enhance the
connection of Oakura with settlements further north, such as Russell. It is important that WDC liaises
with these bodies and the community, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively
with them when required to ensure optimal outcomes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC,
FNDC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

[PM, IS]

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Oakura node.

Explanation

Oakura is rich in Maori heritage. A number of areas were identified as having particular cultural and
archaeological significance. It is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu group in the area is
Te Uri o Hikihiki. The Oakura Marae is located in the area. Twenty-nine percent of the node is classified
as Maori land, which is one of the highest proportions in the Whangarei District. There are seven sites
of significance to Maori identified in the District Plan located in the node. Further sites of significance to
Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. A total of
33 archaeological sites of Maori association are located in the node. Further archaeological sites may
also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and
participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of the Oakura node is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

[PM, MR]

8.5

Pataua

Pataua is one of two settlements in Whangarei District which is split in two by a small estuary area, but
connected by a pedestrian bridge (the other being Whananaki to the north). Pataua North is generally
located on coastal dunelands, whereas Pataua South is located on the estuary plain. The pedestrian
bridge has also played a role in the development of the Pataua sense of place. There is an existing
structure plan for the Pataua node which was adopted by Council in 2009. The structure plan was
produced as part of the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) which was adopted by
Council in 2003. These documents provide the policy background for the Whangarei Coast and the
coastal settlements. Most of the policy content in the documents is still valid and should provide further
information and support for those actions outlined in the Implementation Plan for the Growth Strategy.
The node is a popular holiday destination and there are a high proportion of holiday homes in both
Pataua North and South. Currently there are 177 holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node.
This is projected to increase to 315 by 2061 an increase of 138. The peak holiday population at Pataua
is around 1,200 people, nearly double the usually resident population. The large summer increase in
population has important implications for the provision of services and infrastructure in the Pataua
node which is currently not reticulated for water and wastewater. The large increase in population over
summer often places stress on on-site provision of water and waste water disposal. This can lead to
adverse effects on the environment including reduced water quality and increased soil contamination
risk and raised expectations for reticulated services in areas that would otherwise not warrant them.
Pataua has been the fastest growing nodes in the district over the past 15 years with its permanent
population increasing from 234 in 1991 to 480 in 2006 (a growth rate of 7.0% per annum). The permanent
population is projected to grow to around 1,001 by 2061 an increase of 521 people (and a growth rate
of 2.0% per annum). The number of occupied dwellings is expected to increase by around 234 over
the same period from 183 in 2006 to 417 in 2061. Taking into account holiday homes, the total number
of dwellings is projected to increase from 360 in 2006 to 732 in 2061, an increase of 372. The average
Living Environment lot size in Pataua is 0.08ha, whilst the average rural residential lot size outside of
the Living Environment is 2.5ha. Based upon existing average residential lot sizes, this would equate
to 28ha of new residential land being required, and 48ha of land outside of the Living Environments
taken up by rural residential development. The present split between residential and rural residential
households in Pataua is 44/56 (percent), with 158 households within the Living Environments, and
202 households outside them. Over time, under the consolidated settlement pattern, the preferred split
would be 70/30 by 2061, resulting in 512 households in Living Environments, and 220 households in
non-Living Environments.
There are high numbers of existing vacant rural residential lots (82) in Pataua. Currently there are
sufficient vacant rural residential lots to last 50+ years. Hence, there is no need for further rural
residential subdivision over the next 30 years. Any further subdivision for rural residential purposes
would exacerbate existing oversupply. In contrast, the existing vacant urban residential lots will shortfall
in 2013 with only 10 lots available. There is limited capacity for further subdivision in terms of existing
Living Environments under the District Plan. It is projected present maximum capacity under the District
Plan will shortfall in 2027 (this could reduce given existing constraints). The structure plan for Pataua
node extends the maximum capacity to around 57 years. Hence, there will be a need to release more
residential land from the structure plan into the District Plan within the next five years. In terms of
business area, there is no business land currently zoned in Pataua. There appears to be little demand
for business land in Pataua in the near future. However, larger populations in Pataua North could lead to
the presence of a permanent shop, and perhaps small tourist ventures. This may require some business
land to be zoned over the longer term.
The Pataua node is not reticulated for water and wastewater disposal currently relying upon on-site
provision for both. The cost to reticulate the node is estimated at around $14.5 million (present value).
Given that the projected permanent population for the node is around 843 in 2041 and 1,001 by 2061, is
unlikely that a reticulated system for water and wastewater would be cost effective for at least 30 years.
Future development will need to rely upon on-site solutions which have the potential for adverse effects
Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan
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on coastal and groundwater quality. These on-site systems will need to be closely monitored to ensure
they do not result in adverse cumulative effects on the environment. Whangarei District Council has
some stormwater assets but no network in the node. Future developments are expected to undertake
on-site attenuation and upgrades to the network. Future parks and reserves costs are estimated to be
around $3.8 million (present value) based on projected growth and present service levels.
A vehicle bridge connecting Pataua South to Pataua North has been the subject of regular debate in past
years, and is likely to be the subject of further discussion in the future, especially with population growth
in the wider area. A vehicle bridge would have both advantages and disadvantages to development in
the area, and these will need to be considered carefully by Whangarei District Council in concert with
local communities.
Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Pataua, especially in Pataua North along the coast
near the sandy beach, but also in Pataua South beside the estuary. Coastal hazards can include coastal
erosion and coastal inundation processes. The beachfront along Pataua North and the estuarine
shoreline are both identified as coastal hazard areas in the District Plan. In terms of climate change
effect, the main specific consideration for the node is potential sea level rise and whether this will have
a significant impact on coastal erosion or inundation. Changes in beach morphology and potential
increased risk of land slippage near the main routes to and from Pataua (especially the north side) are
also a consideration. It is likely that Council will continue to be involved in on-going costs to address
these risks. It is important not to add to these costs by allowing inappropriate location of development
in the future.
The landscape at Pataua is dominated by the estuary, although the exposed beach forming the coastline
to the north and rocky coastal areas to the south, also feature. In the estuary there is a strong degree of
shelter and enclosure, and a sense of detachment from the open coastline. Development is generally
located in backshore flats. The backdrop to the settlement is rural rolling to steep pasture with pockets
of vegetation. Approximately half of the Pataua node is regarded as Notable Landscape identified in the
District Plan, which is one of the higher proportions for a settlement node in the district. A further 27%
of the area is regarded as significant in an initial landscape survey of the district. A large part of Pataua
is also identified as having a high degree of natural character.
A large part of the area is regarded as significant habitat, approximately 241ha or 25%; and eight
percent of the total node area (79ha) is classified as acutely or chronically threatened. These ecological
areas are important in that they provide habitat for threatened and regionally significant species, and
provide links with other habitats. Parauwanui Beach is one of the largest and least modified habitats
in the Whangaruru Ecological District. Taiharuru and Pataua estuaries are good examples of estuarine
habitat, and important for wading and migrant birds. The forest remnants contain nationally rare coastal
forest, including old growth Pohutukawa, and provide an important buffer function for the estuaries.
The Pataua node and surrounding area is also identified as being habitat for kiwi. Around 116ha or
12% of the nodal area is formally protected by Department of Conservation reserve, Council reserve,
esplanade reserve or private covenanting. Future development will need to take careful account of
landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to
maintain the special sense of place of the Pataua node.
Pataua, is common with other coastal settlements in Whangarei District, has a long history of Maori
settlement, with many sites and archaeological remains testifying to this. Pataua is located within the
rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu groups in the area are Ngati Korora, Te Waiariki and Ngati Marutuahu.
The Pataua Marae is located in the node. Twenty percent (192ha) of the node is Maori land, mainly
around Pataua South. There are six sites of significance to Maori identified in the District Plan located in
the node, including two Maori reserves and sites associated with Pataua Island. However, further sites
of significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management
Plans. Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include on burial site, three pa sites, one
Maori horticulture site, 28 midden/ovens, and six pit/terraces – a total of 39. Further archaeological sites
may also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken
and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of the Pataua node is ensured.
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There are few social services located within the Pataua node. The closest school and medical facilities
to Pataua are located in Tikipunga (Pataua North) and Parua Bay (Pataua South). There are no fire or
police services located at Pataua. The closest fire stations are located in Kamo or Whangarei central
for Pataua North, and Onerahi or Whangarei central for Pataua South. There is likely to be a need for
expansion of all these services over the next 50 years, but it is unlikely that any will locate at Pataua.
Parua Bay is more likely to be the location for providing new services or expanding existing facilities
that would serve the Pataua area.

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Pataua node taking into account those issues identified in Figure
1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the New Zealand
Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies
and plans. This is a low priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, natural character and landscape values, historic and cultural heritage), identify
in the structure plan, when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required),
business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon
growth projections in the Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate coastal hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Pataua node when
reviewed. Include relevant aspects of the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS, the Regional
Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for
Whangarei when completed.
1.4 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Pataua node, when reviewed, to give effect to the WCMS,
NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term
landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed so as to maintain and
enhance the special sense of place in the node.
1.5 Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Pataua node, when reviewed, to ensure adequate
public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and to maximise recreational
opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional
Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.
1.6 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place.

Action Plan
Review the structure plan for the Pataua node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans. This is a low priority.

Explanation

There is an existing structure plan for the Pataua node which was adopted by Council in 2009. No
changes to the District Plan have resulted from the structure plan as yet. Given that the existing vacant
rural residential lots are sufficient to meet demand for 50+ years and the structure plan for Pataua
node has maximum capacity for residential development for around 57 years, a review of the existing
structure plan is accorded a low priority and should not be required until 2041. When the structure
plan is reviewed the issues identified in Figure 1, the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS,
the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need to taken into account.
In particular, requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon
development, avoid development in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back
development from the coast and other water bodies to protect the natural character, open space, public
access and amenity values of the coastal environment, need to be addressed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.1,
5.1

2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to extend urban residential land in the Pataua node but restrict
further subdivision for rural residential living to help consolidate coastal settlement.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazard risks and give effect to the Pataua
Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the coastal hazard attenuation strategy
and management plan for Whangarei when completed.
2.4 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Pataua Structure Plan,
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape
strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the special sense of
place of the node.
3.1 Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in the Pataua node in relation
to infrastructure, including wastewater disposal, water provision, stormwater runoff, and solid waste
disposal.
3.2 Provide for parks and reserves in the Pataua node as identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy
and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access
to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Pataua node, particularly when
reticulated water and wastewater infrastructure is planned.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Pataua node, are included in asset/activity management plans and future Long
Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

[PM]
Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, natural character and landscape values, historic and cultural heritage),
identify in the structure plan, when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural
residential (if required), business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a
20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is a noticeable lack of existing vacant urban residential lots in Pataua node. The existing vacant
urban residential lots will shortfall in 2013, although there are substantial numbers of rural residential
lots in the area. There is limited capacity in terms of Living Environments under the District Plan. Further
capacity for around 57 years is identified in the existing structure plan for the Pataua node. When the
structure plan is reviewed a reassessment of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide
sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required) and business over a 20/30 year period
based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. In particular, the necessity for rural residential
zoning needs to be assessed and if necessary suitable areas for rural residential zoning need to be
identified. When assessing potential land needs to meet future demand, the constraints identified in the
Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat and biodiversity, natural character and landscape values,
and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into account. The provisions within WCMS, the
NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need also to be taken
into account.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.1

6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Pataua node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Pataua node.

[PM]
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2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Pataua node in a
staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes to
implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans.
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Action 1.3

Explanation

Incorporate coastal hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Pataua
node when reviewed. Include relevant aspects of the WCMS (and background reports), the
NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and
management plan for Whangarei when completed.
Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Pataua, especially in Pataua North along the coast
near the sandy beach, but also in Pataua South beside the estuary. Coastal hazards can include
coastal erosion and coastal inundation processes. The beachfront along Pataua North and the
estuarine shoreline are both identified as coastal hazard areas in the District Plan. In terms of climate
change effect, the main specific consideration for the node is potential sea level rise and whether
this will have a significant impact on coastal erosion or inundation. The development of a long term
coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei has been identified in the
Implementation Plan as a district wide action. The relevant provisions of this strategy and management
plan should be included in any future review of the structure plan for the Pataua node. WDC should
work collaboratively with the NRC when developing the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy
and management plan for Whangarei.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.3

[PM]
Action 1.4

Explanation

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Pataua node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and
the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as
to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node.
The landscape at Pataua is dominated by the estuary, although the exposed beach forming the
coastline to the north, and rocky coastal areas to the south also feature. In the estuary there is a strong
degree of shelter and enclosure, and a sense of detachment from the open coastline. Traditionally,
development within Pataua has focused around the river mouth with limited spread along the beach to
the north. Recently, residential dwellings have been located in the dune areas to the north. Settlement
at Taiharuru sits on a low isthmus between the river estuary and the ocean beach. Some recent housing
is starting to be located on the slopes at the southern end of Taiharuru Bay and a small, outlying cluster
of housing has emerged on a prominent ridgeline south of the bay, amid open pasture. Any future
review of the structure plan for the Pataua node will need to take careful account of landscape values,
natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special
sense of place of the Pataua node. The NZCPS contains strong provisions relating to activities in the
coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural character, indigenous biodiversity, and
natural habitat from inappropriate development and these should be addressed in any future review of
the structure plan for the Pataua node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.4

[PM]
Action 1.5

Explanation

Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Pataua node, when reviewed, to ensure
adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS,
NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.
Throughout the structure plan consultation, special sense of place values were identified including
the ability to access and walk along the coastal marine area. It is important to ensure adequate public
open space network along foreshore, easy public access to the coast, and maximise recreational
opportunities in the coastal marine area during any future review of the structure plan for the Pataua
node. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and along
the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along the
foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and should
also be referred to.
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Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 1.6, 3.2

[PM]
Action 1.6

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community, and ‘owned’ by the community, based upon
what the local people see as priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making
at the grass roots level and self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should
evolve. It is proposed that community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be
extended to other parts of the district over time. A community village plan for the Pataua node is seen
as a low priority at this point in time. It could be developed in conjunction with a future review of the
structure plan for the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

8

WDC

Community
Groups and

Medium

Community Plans 1.1, 1.5, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1,
5.1, 6.1, 7.1

[PM, CS, IS]

Linked Actions

Organisations

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Pataua node
in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans.

Explanation

The existing structure plan supports the consolidated settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy
by avoiding ribbon development along the coast and on the hills. There are specific requirements in
the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon development, avoid development
in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back development from the coast and
other water bodies to protect natural character, open space, public access and amenity values of the
coastal environment. The existing vacant urban residential lots will shortfall in 2013 with only 10 lots
available. It is projected present maximum capacity under the District Plan will shortfall in 2027 (this
could reduce given existing constraints). The structure plan for Pataua node extends the maximum
capacity to around 57 years. Land should be released from the structure plan to enable more Living
Environment land to be zoned in the District Plan when there is less than 10 years capacity. There is
no business land currently zoned in Pataua. There appears to be little demand for business land in
Pataua in the near future. However, larger populations in Pataua North could lead to the presence of a
permanent shop, and perhaps small tourist ventures. It may become necessary as a result of demand,
or to implement the NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential development. If so, careful scrutiny is
required as to the most suitable land for future rural residential development.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

4/On-going

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 5.1

Explanation

There are high numbers of existing vacant rural residential lots (82) in Pataua. Currently there are
sufficient vacant rural residential lots to last 50+ years. Hence, there is no need for further rural
residential subdivision for around 30 years. Any further subdivision for rural residential purposes would
exacerbate existing oversupply. In contrast, the existing vacant urban residential lots will shortfall in
2013 with only 10 lots available. There is limited capacity in terms of Living Environments in the District
Plan. It is projected present maximum capacity under the District Plan will shortfall in 2027 (this could
reduce given existing constraints). The structure plan for Pataua node extends the maximum capacity
to around 57 years. A priority action for this node is the release of land from the structure plan to enable
more Living Environment land to be zoned, especially in Pataua North. A change to the District Plan is
most likely required within the next 5 years. Changes to the District Plan may also be required to ensure
consolidated residential development in the node and prevent further scattered or ribbon development
along the coast, i.e. strong provisions to control rural residential subdivision. It may become necessary
as a result of demand, or to implement the NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential development at
some point. If so, careful attention is required as to the most suitable land for future rural residential
development. The present split between residential and rural residential households in Pataua is 44/56
(percent), with 158 households within the Living Environments, and 202 households outside them. Over
time, under the consolidated settlement pattern, the preferred split would be 70/30 by 2061, resulting in
512 households in Living Environments, and 220 households in non-Living Environments.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

2

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 5.1

[PM]
Action 2.3

Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazard risks and give effect to the Pataua
Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal hazard
attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed.

Explanation

Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Pataua, especially in Pataua North along the coast
near the sandy beach, but also in Pataua South beside the estuary. Coastal hazards can include
coastal erosion and coastal inundation processes. The beachfront along Pataua North and the
estuarine shoreline are both identified as coastal hazard areas in the District Plan. In terms of climate
change effect, the main specific consideration for the node is potential sea level rise and whether
this will have a significant impact on coastal erosion or inundation. The development of a long term
coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei has been identified in the
Implementation Plan as a district wide action. Changes may need to be made to the District Plan to
address provisions in this strategy and management plan when completed. Changes may also need
to be made to the District Plan to address provisions in the NZCPS (and consequent changes to
the Regional Coastal Plan) which require the identification and assessment of coastal hazard risks,
including tsunami and sea level rise, over a period of at least 100 years, along with the protection of
land uses from identified coastal hazards. WDC should work collaboratively with the NRC to identify
and assess coastal hazards.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

4

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.3, 2.1, 5.1,

[PM]

Action 2.4

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Pataua Structure Plan,
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term
landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the
special sense of place of the node.

Explanation

Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may
be a need to give effect to some of these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional
Coastal Plan) over the short to medium term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been
identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. The relevant provisions of these strategies
and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium
term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

6

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.4, 2.1, 5.1

[PM]
Action 3.1

Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in the Pataua node in
relation to infrastructure, including wastewater disposal, water provision, stormwater runoff,
and solid waste disposal.

Explanation

There are a high proportion of holiday homes in both Pataua North and South. Currently there are
177 holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node. This is projected to increase to 315 by 2061
an increase of 138. The peak holiday population at Pataua is around 1,200 people, nearly double
the usually resident population. The large increase in population over summer often places stress
on on-site provision of water and waste water disposal. This can lead to adverse effects on the
environment including reduced water quality and increased soil contamination risk. The effects of
increased population at peak holiday periods in relation to infrastructure, including wastewater disposal,
water provision, stormwater runoff, and solid waste disposal need to be monitored and adverse effects
avoided, mitigated or remedied. Over the long term, monitoring of environmental effects should assist in
future decisions to provide reticulated services, and the optimal timing of service provision.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC
[PM, IS]

NRC

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision

1.1, 2.1, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

Action 3.2

Provide for parks and reserves in the Pataua node as identified in the Whangarei Growth
Strategy and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast,
easy public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

An analysis of ‘Neighbourhood’, ‘Sports’ and ‘Other’ parks found 0.52ha, -0.53ha and 4.70ha of existing
capacity respectively. To meet future growth needs, and meet present service levels, would require the
purchase of approximately 5.5ha of local/destination/natural area reserves. As well as land acquisition,
it is expected that other facilities would be constructed within present and future reserve areas. The
estimated costs for these activities would be approximately $3.8 million over the next 50 years. While
sports field are under represented this is not a priority node for provision in the projected timeframe.
The allocation for sports fields could be transferred to another location such as Parua Bay. The Pataua
Structure Plan has identified potential future open space in the node and this should be considered
in decisions over the future provision of parks and reserves. Access to the coast, both pedestrian and
vehicular should be considered as should walking tracks within the node. The NZCPS also contains
provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and along the coast, and vehicle access for
boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along the foreshore). The WCMS and the
WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and should be referred to.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.5, 1.6, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

[PR]
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Make changes to the District Plan to extend urban residential land in the Pataua node but
restrict further subdivision for rural residential living to help consolidate coastal settlement.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50
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Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund
the provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Pataua node,
particularly when reticulated water and wastewater infrastructure is planned.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

3.1, 3.2, 5.1

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Pataua node, are included in asset/activity management plans and future
Long Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of infrastructure in
the Pataua node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with
budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management
plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.6, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
2.4, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Pataua node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of
the Pataua node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Advocacy,

All

[PM, IS]
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Collaboration

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Pataua node.

Explanation

Iwi and hapu have a long association with the Whangarei coastline including the Pataua node. Pataua
is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu groups in the area are Ngati Korora, Te Waiariki
and Ngati Marutuahu. The Pataua Marae is located in the node. Twenty percent (192ha) of the node
is Maori land, mainly around Pataua South. There are six sites of significance to Maori identified in
the District Plan located in the node, including two Maori reserves and sites associated with Pataua
Island. However, further sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the
development of Iwi Management Plans. Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include on
burial site, three pa sites, one Maori horticulture site, 28 midden/ovens, and six pit/terraces – a total of
39. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with iwi
and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of
the Pataua node is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

[PM, MR]

8.6

Taurikura/Urquharts Bay

Taurikura/Urquharts Bay has seen a relatively high level of growth over the past 15 years with its
permanent population increasing from 234 in 1991 to 339 in 2006 (a growth rate of 3% per annum).
The permanent population is projected to reach 895 by 2061 (and a growth rate of 3% per annum). The
number of occupied dwellings is expected to increase by around 229 over the same period from 144 in
2006 to 373 in 2061. Taking into account holiday homes, the total number of dwellings is projected to
increase from 228 in 2006 to 522 in 2061, an increase of 294. The average residential lot size in the node is
0.15ha, whilst the average rural residential lot outside of the Living Environments is 1.05ha. Based upon
existing average residential lot sizes, this would equate to 35ha of new residential land being required,
and 66ha of land outside of the Living Environments taken up by rural residential development. The
present split between residential and rural residential households in Taurikura/Urquharts Bay is 59/41
(percent), with 135 households within the Living Environments, and 93 households outside them. Over
time, under the consolidated settlement pattern, the preferred split would be 70/30 by 2061, resulting in
365 households in Living Environments, and 157 households in non-Living Environments.
There is a moderate number of existing vacant lots in Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node, both urban
residential and rural residential (35 and 18 respectively). Currently there are sufficient vacant residential
lots to last eight years and sufficient rural residential lots to last 16 years. There is also sufficient
maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for 50+ years (this could
reduce significantly given existing constraints). The structure plan for Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node
extends the maximum capacity even further. Hence, a review of the existing structure plan is accorded
a low priority. In regard to rural residential land, there is a need to examine the necessity to provide
for rural residential development over the medium term. There is no business land currently zoned in
Taurikura/Urquharts Bay. Whilst a small amount of land may be useful over time, much of the business
land in the wider area is likely to be concentrated in Parua Bay, given its future status of being the main
growth node for the wider area.
The Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node is currently reticulated for water provision and wastewater disposal
by Council services. To meet future population demands in terms of water, it is anticipated that an
upgrade of the reticulation system is required, and the development of a water reservoir near Urquharts
Bay. This is estimated to cost $0.6 million. To meet the demands of future population growth, reticulation
upgrades and/or installation of new trunk sewers and an increase in capacity of the existing wastewater
treatment plant or a new plant is required for the wastewater system. The estimated cost for these works
is $3.8 million. The stormwater network is generally sufficient to service a 1 in 5 year rainfall event.

The landscape of the Whangarei Heads is iconic of the district, indicative of ‘coming home’ when
entering the district from the south after cresting the Brynderwyn Hills. The upland ranges at the
Heads are largely unmodified and remain covered in indigenous vegetation, affording a high degree of
naturalness to the area. Consequently, a large part of the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node is identified as
having a high degree of natural character. The prominently visible nature of the Heads, including Bream
Head, makes the landscape extremely sensitive to change and development and, much of the area has
been afforded the highest sensitivity rating of 7. The stunning backdrop of Taurikura/Urquharts Bay is
Bream Head which towers imposingly above the settlement. Mount Manaia and Mount Aubrey are also
prominent landmarks in the area. Development is typically confined to individual bays, although some
housing is starting to spread onto the low mantle of ridges along the main ranges. A very large part
of the node (54%) is considered to be Outstanding Landscape in the District Plan. This is the highest
proportion amongst the settlements. In addition to this, a small amount (about 10%) of land is regarded
as significant as identified in an initial landscape survey of the district.
Approximately 40% of the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node (412ha) is regarded as significant natural
habitat, and part of this is classified as acutely or chronically threatened. These ecological areas are
important in that they provide habitat for threatened and regionally significant species, and provide links
with other habitats. The Bream Head Reserve also contains the largest and highest quality coastal
broadleaf forest remaining in Northland, and the Bream Head Conservation Trust has been set up
in recognition of the significance of cultural and natural heritage in the area. The mainland sites are
all part of the Whangarei Kiwi Sanctuary where numbers are monitored, and active pest control is
undertaken. Several landcare groups in the area undertake invaluable work towards maintaining kiwi
populations, including the Taurikura Ridge Landcare Group. Around 425ha or 41% of the nodal area
is formally protected by Department of Conservation reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or
private covenanting. Future development will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural
character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense
of place of the Whangarei Heads in general and the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node in particular.
The Whangarei Heads area has had a long history of settlement, both Maori and European. Much
evidence of pre-European Maori occupation can be found in the number of pits, terraces, middens and
pa sites. The Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu groups
in the area are: Ngati Manaia, Te Parawhau, Ngati Kahu o Torongare and Ngai Tahuhu. There are no
marae located in the area, nor any Maori land. One site of significance to Maori is recorded in the District
Plan within the node – a pa site with pits and midden. However, further sites of significance to Maori may
be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. Archaeological sites
of Maori association in the node include four pa sites, 50 midden/ovens, and 24 pit/terraces – a total of
78. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with
iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development
of the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node is ensured.
There are few social services located within the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node. There is one primary
school located within the node, Whangarei Heads School which is close to present capacity. Over
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The node is a popular holiday destination and there is a high proportion of holiday homes. Currently
there are 84 holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node. This is projected to increase to 149 by
2061 an increase of 65. The peak holiday population at Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node is around 1,350
people, nearly triple the usually resident population. The summer increase in population has important
implications for the provision of services and infrastructure in the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node. Asset
management planning needs to take into account peak summer population to ensure infrastructure
and services are able to cope with demand, e.g. solid waste disposal, roading, access to coast, boat
ramps, etc.

The largest natural hazard constraint in this location, by area, is land identified as erosion prone.
There is about 379ha affected, mainly in the hill slopes above Taurikura and Urquharts Bay (about
37% of the nodal area). A small area of the node is flood susceptible, with about 124ha (12%) affected.
Approximately 20% of the total land parcels are either fully or partially located on flood susceptible land,
mainly in Urquharts Bay. About the same amount is classified as having a high risk of land instability
106ha (10%). However, 64% of the total land parcels are partially or fully located on land subject to high
instability risk. The main area at risk of high instability is Urquharts Bay, but there are other pockets
across the area. As a small coastal settlement, Taurikura/Urquharts Bay does have increased exposure
to issues such as sea level rise, which it has in common with other coastal settlements.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

The Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node includes the coastal settlements of McGregors Bay, Taurikura Bay,
McKenzie Bay and Urquharts Bay. These are the last settlements on the Whangarei Heads before
Ocean Beach. The settlements spread out alongside the Pohutukawa fringed harbour coastline. There
is an existing structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node which was adopted in 2003. The
structure plan was produced as part of the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) which
was adopted by Council in 2003. These documents provide the policy background for the Whangarei
Coast and the coastal settlements. As a result of the structure plan a statutory change to the Whangarei
District Plan was adopted in 2009 (Plan Change 74: Taurikura Urquharts Bay Rezoning). This plan
change rezoned approximately 1.5ha of Coastal Countryside Environment adjoining the former Living
1 Environment at Urquharts Bay into Living 1 Environment; and extended the Living 3 and Coastal
Countryside Environments.

Future developments are expected to undertake on-site attenuation and upgrades to the network.
Future parks and reserves costs are estimated to be around $4.9 million (present value) based on
projected growth and present service levels.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

the next 50 years growth in the Whangarei Heads area may provide the impetus for expansion of the
Whangarei Heads School or another primary school to be located in the area. Although there is spare
capacity at Parua Bay School, growth in the node may limit the availability of this capacity for other
areas. There are no medical, fire, ambulance or police services located within the node. The closest
medical facility is in Parua Bay and the closest fire station is an unattended one manned by volunteers
at McLeod Bay. The closest police station is at Onerahi. There will likely need to be more medical
services for the Whangarei Heads in future to cope with growth in the area over the next 50 years. One
option is to increase capacity at Parua Bay, making this the centre for the wider area. Another is to have
a small medical centre located in the Whangarei Heads area itself. The establishment of a police station
at Parua Bay to service the Whangarei Heads area will need to be considered if the population reaches
projected levels. There is an existing volunteer fire station at McLeod Bay. Any increase in demand for
fire fighting facilities is more likely to involve an expansion of this, rather than the creation of a new one
in the area.

2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land in Taurikura/Urquharts
Bay and resist private plan changes that seek to expand residential zoned land in the node. Also make
changes to the District Plan to manage future rural residential development in the node so as to prevent
scattered development and protect natural and historic/cultural heritage.

Implementation Methods

3.2 Take into account demographic changes across the entire Whangarei Heads area when planning
for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans, and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) in Taurikura/Urquharts Bay.

1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node taking into account those issues
identified in Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports),
the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans. This is a low priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the
Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node, when reviewed, to give effect
to the WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the
long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed so as to maintain
and enhance the special sense of place in the node and the Whangarei Heads.
1.4 Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node, when reviewed, to
ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and to maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS,
NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.
1.5 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place.
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2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay
Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long
term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the
special sense of place of the node and the Whangarei Heads area.
3.1 Provide for parks and reserves in the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node as identified in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast,
easy public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node, are included in asset/activity management plans
and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node taking into account those
issues identified in Figure 1, the WCMS (and background reports), the New Zealand Coastal
Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies
and plans. This is a low priority.

Explanation

The structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node was adopted in 2003. Changes to the District
Plan have resulted from the structure plan (Plan Change 74: Taurikura/Urquharts Bay Rezoning) which
was adopted in 2009. The purpose of the plan change was to rezone more land for various uses in
the node. There is now sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential
demand for 50+ years (this could reduce significantly given existing constraints). A review of the existing
structure plan is accorded a low priority. When the structure plan is reviewed the issues identified in
Figure 1, the WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans need to taken into account. In particular, requirements in the NZCPS to
consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon development, avoid development in sensitive
areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back development from the coast and other water
bodies to protect the natural character, open space, public access and amenity values of the coastal
environment, need to be addressed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 5.1

[PM]

Action 1.2

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.3, 1.4

[PM]
Action 1.3

Explanation

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node, when reviewed, to
give effect to the WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for
Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when
completed so as to maintain and enhance the sense of place in the node and Whangarei Heads.
The landscape of the Whangarei Heads is iconic of the district, and indicative of ‘coming home’ when
entering the district from the south after cresting the Brynderwyn Hills. The upland ranges at the Heads are
largely unmodified and remain covered in indigenous vegetation, affording a high degree of naturalness
to the area. Bream Head, Mount Manaia and Mount Aubrey are prominent landmarks in the area. The
steepness and size of the surrounds gives an imposing quality to the landscape. Any future review of the
structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node will need to take careful account of landscape values,
natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special
sense of place of the Whangarei Heads in general and the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node in particular. The
NZCPS contains strong provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect
landscapes, natural character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development
and these should be addressed in any future review of the structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay
node.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.2

[PM]

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 3.1, 3.2

[PM]
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There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan for projected growth in residential development for
the next 50+ years, and further capacity identified in the existing structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts
Bay node. However, there are only sufficient vacant rural residential lots for the next 16 years. When the
structure plan is reviewed it will be necessary to re-examine land supply for rural residential use. It may be
necessary to zone land specifically for rural residential development. When the structure plan is reviewed a
reassessment of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future residential,
rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30
year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. When assessing potential land needs
to meet future demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat and
biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into account. The provisions
within WCMS, the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need also
to be taken into account.

Priority/
Timing

Action 1.5

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua Bay
is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should be
carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and
enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure and
services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve concept or
community plans produced by the community, and ‘owned’ by the community, based upon what the local
people see as priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots
level and self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed
that community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extended to other parts of the
district over time. A community village plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node is seen as a low priority at
this point in time. It could be developed in conjunction with a future review of the structure plan for the node.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

8

WDC

Community
Groups and
Organisations

Medium

Community Plans 1.1, 1.4, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1,5.1,
6.1, 7.1

[PM, CS, IS]

Linked Actions

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land in Taurikura/Urquharts
Bay and resist private plan changes that seek to expand residential zoned land in the node. Also
make changes to the District Plan to manage future rural residential development in the node so as
to prevent scattered development and protect natural and historic/cultural heritage.

Explanation

There is sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand over the
next 50+ years (this could reduce significantly given existing constraints). The structure plan for Taurikura/
Urquharts Bay node extends the maximum capacity even further. Hence, there is no need to zone more
residential land over the next 30 years. However, there are only sufficient vacant rural residential lots for the
next 16 years. Hence, there is a need to examine the necessity to provide for rural residential development
over the next 10 years. Changes to the District Plan may be required to prevent scattered development and
protect natural and historic/cultural heritage. It may be necessary to zone land specifically for rural residential
development. The present split between residential and rural residential households in Taurikura/Urquharts
Bay is 59/41 (percent), with 135 households within the Living Environments, and 93 households outside
them. Over time, under the consolidated settlement pattern, the preferred split would be 70/30 by 2061,
resulting in 365 households in Living Environments, and 157 households in non-Living Environments.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 5.1

[PM]

Action 1.4

Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node, when reviewed, to
ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS,
NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay
Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the
long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance
the special sense of place of the node and the Whangarei Heads area.

Explanation

Throughout the structure plan consultation, special sense of place values were identified including the ability
to access and walk along the coastal marine area. It is important to ensure adequate public open space
along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise recreational opportunities in the coastal
marine area during any future review of the structure plan for the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node. The NZCPS
also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and along the coast, and vehicle
access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along the foreshore). The WCMS and
the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and should also be referred to.

Explanation

Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may be a
need to give effect to some of these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional Coastal Plan)
over the short to medium term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and management
plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been identified in the
Implementation Plan as district wide actions. The relevant provisions of these strategies and management
plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium term.
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Explanation

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan,
when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business,
mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth
projections in the Growth Strategy.

PART B:
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Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.4, 5.1

[PM]
Action 3.1

Explanation

Provide for parks and reserves in Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node as identified in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the
coast, easy public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.
An analysis of ‘Neighbourhood’, ‘Sports’ and ‘Other’ parks found -0.46ha, -0.53ha and 0.69ha of existing
capacity respectively. This node has limited existing capacity and challenging geography for any future
parks. A special need for more carparks on the coast is currently required. To meet future growth needs,
and meet present service levels, would require the purchase of approximately 7ha of local park/destination/
natural area reserves and 2ha of coastal reserves. As well as land acquisition, it is expected that other
facilities would be constructed within present and future reserve areas. The estimated costs for these
activities would be approximately $4.9 million over the next 50 years. The Taurikura/Urquharts Bay Structure
Plan recognises the importance of providing passive recreation facilities and reserve land. The structure
plan has identified potential future open space and walkways in the node and this should be considered in
decisions over the future provision of parks and reserves. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring
public open space, walking access to and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but
restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy
also contain relevant provisions and should be referred to.

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node, are included in asset/activity management plans
and future LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of infrastructure in the
Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs
along with budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity
management plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of the
Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community,
provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.4, 1.5, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

[PR]

[PM, IS]

Action 3.2

Take into account demographic changes across the entire Whangarei Heads area, when planning
for provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) in Taurikura/Urquharts Bay.

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population of the Whangarei Heads area is expected to double in size. This is
a significant increase in population and will have a corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure
and services in the area, including both council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste,
parks and reserves) and social infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities). Social
infrastructure should be planned to meet the needs of the entire Whangarei Heads area and located within
the node most suitable to enable this. Parua Bay is likely to provide most social services for the wider
Whangarei Heads area.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

3.1, 4.1, 5.1

[PM, IS]

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Taurikura/Urquharts Bay
node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating the
extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development contributions
to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address environmental effects
of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be included in the LTP and
appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure and services.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[IP, RC, F]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

3.1, 3.2, 5.1
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Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node.

Explanation

The Whangarei Heads area has had a long history of settlement, both Maori and European. Much evidence
of pre-European Maori occupation can be found in the number of pits, terraces, middens and pa sites.
The Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu groups in the area
are: Ngati Manaia, Te Parawhau, Ngati Kahu o Torongare and Ngai Tahuhu. There are no marae located
in the area, nor any Maori land. One site of significance to Maori is recorded in the District Plan and the
New Zealand Historic Places Trust Register – a pa site with pits and midden. However, further sites of
significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans.
Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include four pa sites, 50 midden/ovens, and 24 pit/
terraces – a total of 78. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future. It is essential that
consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future
development of the Taurikura/Urquharts Bay node is ensured.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

[PM, MR]

8.7

Tutukaka

Tutukaka has experienced both residential and commercial development in recent years. It has seen
moderate levels of growth over the past 15 years with its permanent population increasing from 570 in
1991 to 756 in 2006 (a growth rate of 2.2% per annum). This population is projected to reach 1,730 by
2061 (a growth rate of 2.2% per annum). The number of occupied dwellings is expected to increase by
around 382 over the same period from 339 in 2006 to 721 in 2061. Taking into account holiday homes,
the total number of dwellings is projected to increase from 531 in 2006 to 1,062 in 2061, an increase of
531. The average residential lot size in Tutukaka is 0.16ha, whilst the average rural residential lot size
outside of the Living Environments is 1.02ha. Based upon existing average residential lot sizes, this
would equate to 78ha of new urban land being required, and approximately 43ha of land outside the
Living Environments taken up by rural residential development. The present split between residential
and rural residential households in Tutukaka is 78/22 (percent), with 414 households within the Living
Environments, and 117 households outside them. Over time, a target split of 85/15 by 2061 is preferable,
resulting in 903 households in Living Environments, and 159 households in non-Living Environments.
There are high numbers of existing vacant lots in Tutukaka node, both urban residential and rural
residential (106 and 62 respectively). Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last 12 years
and sufficient rural residential lots to last 50+ years based on projected uptake. There is also sufficient
maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for the next 50+ years (this
could reduce significantly given existing constraints). The structure plan for Tutukaka node extends the
maximum capacity even further. Hence, there is no need for further rural residential subdivision over the
next 30 years or to zone more land for residential use. In terms of business area, there is currently no
business land zoned in Tutukaka, although a retail area does exist near the marina. However, there is
9.3ha of commercial land proposed under the Tutukaka Structure Plan within the vicinity of the Tutukaka
marina. Future population growth along the Tutukaka coast may warrant additional investigation on
whether more land is required over and above that indicated in the structure plan.
The Tutukaka node does not have a water reticulation scheme, and there doesn’t appear to be any
desire within the local community for one in the short to medium term. However, should this view
change and the community demand water services, to meet future population growth it is anticipated
that a trunk line connecting Ngunguru to Tutukaka, a water reservoir in the vicinity of Wellingtons Bay
is required, and reticulation in Tutukaka would be necessary. Reticulation of Tutukaka would require
reticulation of Ngunguru in the first instance. The estimated cost for these works is $3.2 million. The
node is reticulated to the Tutukaka Wastewater Treatment Plant. Reticulation is sufficient to service
existing demand and will require renewal/rehabilitation as necessary. In order to meet future population
growth, it is anticipated that reticulation upgrades and/or installation of new trunk sewers and an
increase in capacity of the existing wastewater treatment plant or new plant is needed. The estimated

The Tutukaka coast has been described in international publications as one of the top five coastlines in
the world for scenic qualities and natural heritage values. Tutukaka node is characterised by a landscape
of rocky coast interspersed with beaches around the harbour. The Pohutukawa clad headlands form
prominent features, and give a rugged nature to the surrounds, contrasting with the relatively sheltered
coves and bays. In calm conditions, the colour and clarity of the water adds to the scenic quality of the
landscape. The marina adds a human dimension, and some residential development is occurring in
more sensitive hill parts of the area. About 8% of the node is classified as being Notable Landscape
in the District Plan, and about 25% of the node is regarded as significant, as identified in an initial
landscape survey of the district. Some parts of the node are identified as areas having a high degree
of natural character.
About 269ha within the Tutukaka node is classified as significant natural habitat, or 17.6% of the total
area. Six percent of the total node area (87ha) is classified as acutely or chronically threatened. These
ecological areas are important in that they provide habitat for threatened and regionally significant
species, and provide links with other habitats. The Tutukaka node and surrounds is identified as being
habitat for kiwi, and two landcare groups operate in the area: Tutukaka Landcare Coalition and Tutukaka
Peninsula Landcare Group. Around 201ha or 13% of the nodal area is formally protected by Department
of Conservation reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or private covenanting. Some significant
habitat fragments remain in the area, outside of large bush patches, and some of these have been
legally protected, both privately and publicly. Future development will need to take careful account of
landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to
maintain the special sense of place of the Tutukaka coast in general and the Tutukaka node in particular.
Tutukaka is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu groups in the area are: Te Whanau a
Rangiwhakaahu, Ngati Toki, Te Akitai, Ngati Rehua and Te Aki Toki. There are no marae or sites of
significance to Maori identified in the District Plan located in the node. However, sites of significance to
Maori may still be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. About
4% (58ha) of the nodal areas is Maori land. Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include
seven pa sites, 10 midden/ovens, and three pit/terraces – a total of 20. Further archaeological sites
may also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken
and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of the Tutukaka node is ensured.
There are few social services located within the Tutukaka node. The closest school and medical centre
are at Ngunguru. A small ambulance station is due to be built on the Tutukaka coast; there are already
six volunteer ambulance officers based in the area. This new station will provide cover for the expanding
population in this area. The closest fire station is an unattended one manned by volunteers at Ngunguru.
There are no policing or emergency services along the Tutukaka coast. Population at settlements on
the Tutukaka coast including Matapouri, Tutukaka and Ngunguru are projected to approach 2,000 each
over the next 50 years. This will probably necessitate a police station and emergency services on this
part of the coast at some stage in the future. This is particularly relevant during summer months when
Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan
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The node is a popular holiday destination and contains many holiday homes. Currently there are 192
holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node. This is projected to increase to 341 by 2061 an
increase of 149. The peak holiday population at Tutukaka is around 2,700 people, three times more
than the usually resident population. The large summer increase in population can place stress on
on-site provision of water, solid waste disposal, access to the coast/boat ramps.

About one quarter of the node is regarded as having risks from high land instability, and a further
108ha is considered erosion prone. However, 78% of the land parcels in Tutukaka are either partially or
fully located upon land with high instability risks. High land instability represents the largest constraint
for future growth within the node. Coastal hazards are not considered a constraint in Tutukaka, but
the eastern bays coastline around Whangaumu, facing towards Ngunguru Sandspit has much of its
length zoned coastal hazard in the District Plan. Coastal hazards can include coastal erosion and
inundation processes. In terms of climate change for Tutukaka, the impact of sea level rise will affect
transportation linkages should flooding occur. Sea level rise may also exacerbate coastal hazards
around the Whangaumu coastline.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Tutukaka is generally associated with big-game fishing as well as other recreational activities. Much of
the settlement is built around the marina and the small harbour and bays with another small settlement
to the south at Whangaumu Bay. Tutukaka is the most famous ‘name’ along the coastline north of
Whangarei Harbour, and features in tourism promotion as the Tutukaka coast. Tutukaka is the launching
point of many marine based activities, including diving at the world famous Poor Knights Islands Marine
Reserve. There is an existing structure plan for the Tutukaka node which was adopted by Council
in 2009. The structure plan was produced as part of the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy
(WCMS) which was adopted by Council in 2003. These documents provide the policy background for
the Whangarei Coast and the coastal settlements. Most of the policy content in the documents is still
valid and should provide further information and support for those actions outlined in the Implementation
Plan for the Growth Strategy.

cost for these works is $10.5 million. The stormwater network is generally sufficient to service a 1 in 5
year rainfall event. Reticulation will require renewal/rehabilitation as necessary. Future developments
are expected to undertake on-site attenuation and upgrades to the network. Future parks and reserves
costs are estimated to be around $7.3 million (present value) based on projected growth and present
service levels.

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

populations are at their peak. Ngunguru or Tutukaka are more likely locations for providing new services
or expanding existing facilities that would serve the entire Tutukaka coast.

strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the special sense of
place of the node and Tutukaka coast.

Implementation Methods

3.1 Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in the Tutukaka node in relation
to infrastructure (including water provision) and services (including solid waste disposal).

1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Tutukaka node taking into account those issues identified in Figure
1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the New Zealand
Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies
and plans. This is a low priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the
Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Tutukaka node, when reviewed, to give effect to the WCMS,
NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the long term
landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed so as to maintain and
enhance the special sense of place in the node and along the Tutukaka coast.
1.4 Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Tutukaka node, when reviewed, to ensure adequate
public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and to maximise recreational
opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS, NZCPS, Regional
Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.

3.2 Provide for parks and reserves in the Tutukaka node as identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy
and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access
to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.
3.3 Take into account demographic changes along the entire Tutukaka coast when planning for
provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans, and Long Term
Plans (LTPs) in Tutukaka node.
4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Tutukaka node, particularly when
reticulated water infrastructure is planned.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Tutukaka node, are included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs
along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Tutukaka node, including business associations,
ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council, Department of
Conservation, and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Tutukaka node.

Action Plan
Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for the Tutukaka node taking into account those issues identified in
Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports), the
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans. This is a low priority.

Explanation

The structure plan for the Tutukaka node was adopted by Council in 2009. No changes to the District
Plan have resulted from the structure plan as yet. Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots
to last 12 years and sufficient rural residential lots to last 50+ years based on projected uptake. There
is also sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for
the next 50+ years (this could reduce significantly given existing constraints). The structure plan for
Tutukaka node extends the maximum capacity even further. Hence, there is no need for further rural
residential subdivision over the next 30 years or to zone more land for residential use over the same
period. Due to demand or to implement the NZCPS, the necessity for rural residential zoning may need
to be assessed and if necessary, suitable areas for rural residential zoning need to be identified. When
the structure plan is reviewed the issues identified in Figure 1, the WCMS (and background reports),
the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies and plans need to taken into
account. In particular, requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid
ribbon development, avoid development in sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set
back development from the coast and other water bodies to protect the natural character, open space,
public access and amenity values of the coastal environment, need to be addressed.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.1, 5.1

1.5 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place.
2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Tutukaka node in
a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan changes
to implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans. Priority should be given
to zoning existing commercial uses Business 3 and providing sufficient business land for the next 20
years.
2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land and further subdivision
for rural residential living in the Tutukaka node; and resist private plan changes that seek to expand
residential zoned land or subdivide land for rural residential living to help consolidate coastal settlement.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Tutukaka Structure Plan,
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long term landscape
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Action 1.5

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning
should be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations,
and resident/ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to
develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected
growth in residential and rural residential development over the next 50+ years, and further capacity
identified in the existing structure plan for the Tutukaka node. When the structure plan is reviewed
a reassessment of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future
residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required)
over a 20/30 year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. When assessing
potential land needs to meet future demand, the constraints identified in the Growth Strategy, (hazards,
natural habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage) need to be taken into
account. The provisions within WCMS, the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant
strategies and plans nee to be taken into account.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure
and services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve
concept or community plans produced by the community, and ‘owned’ by the community, based upon
what the local people see as priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making
at the grass roots level and self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should
evolve. It is proposed that community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be
extended to other parts of the district over time. A community village plan for the Tutukaka node is seen
as a low priority at this point in time. It could be developed in conjunction with a future review of the
structure plan for the node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

9

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 5.1

8

WDC

Community
Groups and
Organisations

Medium

Community Plans 1.1, 1.2,1.4, 3.1, 3.2,
4.1, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1

[PM]
Action 1.3

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Tutukaka node, when reviewed, to give effect to the
WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and
the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed, so as
to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node and along the Tutukaka coast.

Explanation

The Tutukaka coast has been described in international publications as one of the top five coastlines
in the world for scenic qualities and natural heritage values. Tutukaka node is characterised by a
landscape of rocky coast interspersed with beaches around the harbour. The Pohutukawa clad
headlands form prominent features, and give a rugged nature to the surrounds, contrasting with the
relatively sheltered covers and bays. In clam conditions, the colour and clarity of the water adds to the
scenic quality of the landscape. Any future review of the structure plan for the Tutukaka node will need
to take careful account of landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense of place of the Tutukaka node. The NZCPS contains
strong provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes,
natural character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development and these
should be addressed in any future review of the structure plan for the Tutukaka node.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.3

[PM]
Action 1.4

Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Tutukaka node, when reviewed, to ensure
adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS,
NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.

Explanation

The Tutukaka coast is renowned for its coastal amenity and recreational opportunities. It is often the
reason for people living there and is a major draw card for holiday makers and tourists. It is important
to ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area during any future review of the structure plan for
the Tutukaka node. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access
to and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches
and along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions
and should also be referred to.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

9

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 3.1, 3.2

[PM]

[PM, CS, IS]

Linked Actions

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Tutukaka node
in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans. Priority
should be given to zoning existing commercial uses Business 3 and providing sufficient
business land for the next 20 years.

Explanation

The existing structure plan supports the consolidated settlement pattern outlined in the Growth
Strategy by requiring clustered residential settlement and avoiding ribbon development between the
settlements and/or scattered development throughout the node. There are specific requirements in the
NZCPS to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon development, avoid development in
sensitive areas such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back development from the coast and
other water bodies to protect natural character, open space, public access and amenity values of the
coastal environment. Currently there are sufficient vacant rural residential lots to last 50+ years. There
is sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for the next
50+ years. The structure plan for Tutukaka node extends the maximum capacity even further. The land
identified in the structure plan for future residential use should not be released into District Plan until
there is around 10 year capacity remaining. There is no business land currently zoned in Tutukaka.
However, there is 9.3ha of commercial land proposed under the Tutukaka Structure Plan, within the
vicinity of the Tutukaka marina. Future population growth along the Tutukaka coast may warrant
additional investigation on whether more land is required over and above that indicated in the structure
plan. Priority should be given to zoning existing commercial uses Business 3 and providing sufficient
extra business land for the next 20 years. It may become necessary as a result of demand, or to
implement the NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential development. If so, careful scrutiny is required
as to the most suitable land for future rural residential development.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

4/On-going

WDC
[PM]

Support
Agencies

PART B:

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure
plan, when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required),
business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based
upon growth projections in the Growth Strategy.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 1.2

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 5.1
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PART B:

Action 2.2

Explanation

Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land and further
subdivision for rural residential living in the Tutukaka node; and resist private plan changes
that seek to expand residential zoned land or subdivide land for rural residential living to help
consolidate coastal settlement.
There are high numbers of existing vacant lots in Tutukaka node, both urban residential and rural
residential (106 and 62 respectively). Currently there are sufficient vacant residential lots to last 12
years and sufficient rural residential lots to last 50+ years. There is sufficient maximum capacity under
District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for the next 60+ years (this could reduce significantly
given existing constraints). The structure plan for Tutukaka node extends the maximum capacity even
further. Hence, there is no need for further rural residential subdivision over the next 30 years. Any
further subdivision for rural residential purposes would exacerbate existing oversupply. In terms of
residential land, there is sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential
demand for the next 50+ years (this could reduce significantly given existing constraints). The structure
plan for Tutukaka node extends the maximum capacity further. Changes to the District Plan may be
required to ensure consolidated residential development in the node and prevent further scattered or
ribbon development along the coast, i.e. strong provisions to restrict subdivision for rural residential
purposes and to restrict plan changes to extend residential zoning. It may become necessary as a
result of demand, or to implement the NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential development. If so,
careful attention is required as to the most suitable land for future rural residential development. The
present split between residential and rural residential households in Tutukaka is 78/22 (percent), with
414 households within the Living Environments, and 117 households outside them. Over time, a target
split of 85/15 by 2061 is preferable, resulting in 903 households in Living Environments, and 159
households in non-Living Environments.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

2.1, 5.1

[PM]
Action 2.3

Explanation

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Tutukaka Structure
Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long
term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance
the special sense of place of the node and Tutukaka coast.
Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may
be a need to give effect to some of these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional
Coastal Plan) over the short to medium term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and
management plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been
identified in the Implementation Plan as district wide actions. The relevant provisions of these strategies
and management plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium
term.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.3, 2.1, 5.1

[PM]
Action 3.1

Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in the Tutukaka node
in relation to infrastructure (including water provision) and services (including solid waste
disposal).

Explanation

The Tutukaka node is a popular holiday destination. The peak holiday population at Tutukaka is around
2,700 people, three times more than the usually resident population. The large summer increase in
population has important implications for the provision of services and infrastructure in Tutukaka node.
The large increase in population over summer often places stress on on-site provision of water, solid
waste disposal, access to the coastal marine area, boat ramps, etc. Monitoring the effects of peak
holiday population will assist in future decisions to provide reticulated services, and the optimal timing of
service provision.
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Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Infrastructure
Provision

1.1, 2.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.1,
5.1

[PM, IS]
Action 3.2

Provide for parks and reserves in the Tutukaka node as identified in the Whangarei Growth
Strategy and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast,
easy public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

An analysis of ‘Neighbourhood’, ‘Sports’ and ‘Other’ parks found -0.70ha, -0.83ha and 5.97ha of existing
capacity respectively. To meet future growth needs, and meet present service levels, would require the
purchase of approximately 25.6ha of local/destination/natural area reserves at an estimated cost of $7.3
million for additional land over the next 50 years. This node uses the Ngunguru sport fields and has
limited suitable land for neighbourhood reserves. Where land is available it is likely to be expensive.
The Tutukaka Structure Plan has identified potential future open space in the node and this should
be considered in decisions over the future provision of parks and reserves. Access to the coast, both
pedestrian and vehicular should be considered as should walking tracks within the node and between
neighbouring nodes. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access
to and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches
and along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions
and should be referred to.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

1.4, 1.5, 3.2, 4.1, 5.1

[PR]
Action 3.3

Take into account demographic changes along the entire Tutukaka coast, when planning for
provision of infrastructure and services, developing asset/activity management plans and Long
Term Plans (LTPs) in Tutukaka node.

Explanation

Over the next 50 years the population on the Tutukaka coast, including Ngunguru, Tutukaka and
Matapouri is expected to double in size. This is a significant increase in population and will have a
corresponding effect on the provision of infrastructure and services along the coast, including both
council infrastructure (water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, parks and reserves) and social
infrastructure (education, medical, emergency, and police facilities). Social infrastructure should be
provided to meet the needs of the entire Tutukaka coast and located within the node most suitable
to enable this. Council infrastructure, particularly network infrastructure, should be provided in a
staged manner extending existing facilities. This needs to be taken into account when planning for
infrastructure and services in individual nodes, developing asset/activity management plans and LTPs.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

2.1, 3.1,3.2, 3.3 4.1, 5.1

[PM, IS]

Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund
the provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Tutukaka node,
particularly when reticulated water infrastructure is planned.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating
the extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development
contributions to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address
environmental effects of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be
included in the LTP and appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure
and services.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[IP, RC, F]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

3.1, 3.2, 3.3 5.1

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of infrastructure in the
Tutukaka node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with
budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management
plans and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
3.1, 3.2, 3.3

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies
and stakeholders to assist in the development of the Tutukaka node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of
the Tutukaka node. It is important that WDC liaises with these bodies and the community, provides
information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when required to ensure optimal
outcomes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC,

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

[PM, IS]

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Tutukaka node.

Explanation

Iwi and hapu have a long association with the Whangarei coastline including the Tutukaka node.
Tutukaka is located within the rohe of Ngatiwai, and the hapu groups in the area are: Te Whanau a
Rangiwhakaahu, Ngati Toki, Te Akitai, Ngati Rehua and Te Aki Toki. There are no marae or sites of
significance to Maori identified in the District Plan located in the node. However, sites of significance
to Maori may still be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans.
About 4% (58ha) of the nodal areas is Maori land. Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node
include seven pa sites, 10 midden/ovens, and three pit/terraces – a total of 20. Further archaeological
sites may also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is
undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development of the Tutukaka node
is ensured.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

[PM, MR]

8.8

Waipu Cove/Langs Beach

Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is the southernmost settlement node in Whangarei District, spread along
Cove Road that connects Waipu with Mangawhai in the Kaipara District. The coastline around Waipu
is characterised by an open sandy bay influenced by the Waipu River estuary. Langs Beach is a small
sandy bay contained by rocky forested headlands. There is an existing structure plan for the Waipu
Cove/Langs Beach node which was adopted by Council in 2009. The structure plan was produced as
part of the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) which was adopted by Council in 2003.
These documents provide the policy background for the Whangarei Coast and the coastal settlements.
Most of the policy content in the documents is still valid and should provide information and support for
actions outlined in the Implementation Plan for the Growth Strategy.
Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is a popular holiday destination and contains many holiday homes. Currently
there are 324 holiday homes (unoccupied dwellings) in the node. This is projected to increase to 576
by 2061 an increase of 252. The peak holiday population at Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is around 2,600,
nearly six times the usually resident population. The large increase in population over summer has
important implications for the provision of services and infrastructure in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach. Asset
management planning needs to take into account peak summer population to ensure infrastructure and
services are able to cope with demand, e.g. roading, solid waste disposal, access to coast, boat ramps,
etc.
The node has experienced relatively high levels of growth in recent years, and this looks set to continue
(a growth rate of 3.1% per annum between 1991 and 2006). The present permanent population of the
node is 450. This is projected to rise to 1,645 by 2061 and increase of 1,205 (and a growth rate of
4.8% per annum). The number of occupied dwellings is expected to increase by around 485 over the
same period from 200 in 2006 to 685 in 2061. Taking into account holiday homes, the total number
of dwellings is projected to increase from 524 in 2006 to 1,261 in 2061, an increase of 737. This is a
substantial rise. The close proximity to Auckland, and the longer term prospects of Mangawhai, which
is projected to increase to a population of 11,000, would indicate that demand for property within the
Waipu Cove/Langs Beach area is likely to remain high in the foreseeable future.
The total land area of this node is 2,720ha, of which 75ha is Living 1, 2 or 3 Environment. The average
Living Environment lot size in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is 0.1ha, whilst the average rural residential lot
size outside of the Living Environments is 1ha. Based upon existing average residential lot sizes, this
would equate to 61ha of new urban land being required, and the equivalent of 154ha of land outside
the Living Environments. The present split between households in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is 58/42
(percent), with 305 households within the Living Environments, and 221 households outside them. Over
time, a target split of 68/32 by 2061 is preferable, resulting in 874 households in Living Environments,
and 411 households in non-Living Environments.
Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node has the highest number of existing vacant lots amongst all of the coastal
settlements, both urban residential and rural residential (132 and 156 respectively). Currently, there are
sufficient vacant residential lots to last 13 years and sufficient rural residential lots to last around 47
years. There is also sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential
demand for the next 38 years (this could reduce significantly given existing constraints). The Structure
Plan for Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node extends the maximum capacity to 50+ years. Hence, there is
no need to zone more residential land over the next 30 years or for further rural residential subdivision
over the same period. Any further zoning of residential land or subdivision for rural residential purposes
would exacerbate existing oversupply. In terms of business area, there is no business land zoned in
Waipu Cove/Langs Beach. Given potential growth in both Waipu and Mangawhai, it is unlikely that
Waipu Cove will experience much business expansion in the medium term, except for a small increase
in local shops and tourism activities. To accommodate this, a small area of commercial land may be
required at Waipu Cove which should also encompass existing commercial uses.
Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is reticulated for water and wastewater treatment. To meet future population
growth, it is anticipated that an upgrade of the Ahuroa Water Treatment Plant, Cove Road reticulation
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PART B:

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Tutukaka node, are included in asset/activity management plans and future
LTPs along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 5.1

PART B:

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

and pumps, and additional storage at Langs Beach Reservoir is required. This is estimated to cost
approximately $3 million. Some wastewater works will also be required to meet future demand. The
works include reticulation upgrades and/or installation of new trunk sewers, and increasing capacity
of existing wastewater treatment or new plant. The cost estimate for this node is $20 million. In terms
of stormwater, the network is generally sufficient to service a 1 in 5 year rainfall event. Some property
flooding occurs in more extreme events. Future developments are expected to undertake on-site
attenuation and upgrades to the network. Future parks and reserves costs are estimated to be around
$12.8 million (present value) based on projected growth and present service levels.
Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach, especially near the sandy
beaches and near the Waipu River mouth. Coastal hazards can include coastal erosion and coastal
inundation processes. The whole of Bream Bay beach, from Waipu Cove to Ruakaka is identified in the
District Plan as a coastal hazard area. There is evidence of coastal erosion at Waipu Cove, particularly
in front of the Surf Life Saving Club. In terms of climate change, Waipu Cove does have increased
exposure to sea level rise, which it has in common with other coastal settlements along the open coast.
There are several very low-lying areas within the node, including near some transport linkages, which
may be of growing concern in terms of localised flooding. However, coastal erosion is already a serious
issue in Waipu Cove, and this is likely to worsen with the effects of sea level rise. It is likely that Council
will continue to be involved in on-going costs to address these risks. It is important not to add to these
costs by allowing inappropriate location of development in the future.
The Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node is characterised by a landscape of open sandy beaches of
Bream Bay and a small sandy bay at Langs Beach surrounded by rocky coast on either side. Waipu
River estuary is an important natural landscape feature in the area. It is comprised of a sandspit and
lagoon which remain unmodified, and are feature protected for the purpose of wildlife conservation.
The estuary is home to many coastal bird species, some of which use the area for breeding. Some
residential development is occurring in more sensitive hill parts of the node, particularly at Langs Beach,
compromising the natural character of the coast in these areas. Only a small amount of land in the
node (about 7%) is regarded as Notable Landscape in the District Plan, and is associated with the
forested hills surrounding the node. Some parts of the node around the headlands and Waipu estuary
are identified as having a high degree of natural character.
There is a large area of significant natural habitat within the node, around 676ha or 25%. Eight percent
of the total node area (214ha) is classified as acutely or chronically threatened. These ecological
areas are important in that they provide habitat for threatened and regionally significant species, and
provide links with other habitats. The Brynderwyn Hills Forest Complex is the largest indigenous forest
area in the Waipu Ecological District, and is very ecologically diverse. The Waipu River Estuary is the
largest river estuary in the Waipu area, and is the only breeding site for the nationally critical Fairy
Tern. The site is legally protected for conservation purposes. Around 296ha or 11% of the nodal area
is formally protected by Department of Conservation reserve, Council reserve, esplanade reserve or
private covenants. Future development will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural
character, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense
of place of the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach.
Waipu is associated with a strong Scottish heritage dating to the group of Nova Scotian settlers that
arrived in 1855. Many small schools were set up around the area, including one at Waipu Cove in 1860.
Whilst farming was the main activity, other activities undertaken by the colonists included ship building,
and boarding houses for travellers. Over time, the area around Waipu Cove became more of a holiday
location and it has continued this function. Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is located within the rohes of
Ngatiwai and Ngati Whatua. The hapu groups in the area are Patuharakeke, Te Koiwi, Te Parawhau and
Ngati Tu. There are no marae or sites of significance to Maori identified in the District Plan. However,
sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future, particularly with the development of Iwi
Management Plans. No Maori land is located within the area. Archaeological sites of Maori association
in the node include one artefact find, five pa sites, six midden/ovens, and four pit/terraces – a total of
16. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future. It is essential that consultation with
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iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions relating to future development
of the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node is ensured.
There is no local school in the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach area; the closest primary school is located
at Waipu. It is unlikely that a new primary school would be needed in the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach
node, given the proximity to Waipu. There are no health services located in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach,
and the closest medical facilities are in Waipu and Mangawhai. It is unlikely that Waipu Cove/Langs
Beach will support its own medical centre over the medium term. It is more likely to necessitate extra
capacity at Waipu. The closest fire and police services are located at Waipu. There is likely to be a need
for expansion of existing facilities rather than the creation of new ones in the future. In addition, Waipu
Cove/Langs Beach is currently serviced by a roading network catering for just over 6,000 vehicles
per day. This is the highest number of vehicle movements for any coastal settlement, and reflects the
important connections to places like Mangawhai. Mangawhai is projected to grow quickly, and will likely
increase pressure for development in Waipu Cove. It is essential to look into ways to enhance transport
links between the two settlement areas in the future.

Implementation Methods
1. Strategies, Structure Plans, Development Plans, Urban Design Plans, Community Plans
2. District Plan
3. Infrastructure Provision, Asset Management Plans
4. Development Contributions, Financial Contributions
5. Long Term Plan
6. Information, Education, Advocacy and Collaboration
7. Tangata Whenua

Actions
1.1 Review the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node taking into account those issues
identified in Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background reports),
the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other
relevant strategies and plans. This is a low priority.
1.2 Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan, when
reviewed, sufficient land for future residential, rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and
residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth projections in the
Growth Strategy.
1.3 Incorporate coastal hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/
Langs Beach node when reviewed. Include relevant aspects of the WCMS (and background reports),
the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and
management plan for Whangarei when completed.
1.4 Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node, when reviewed, to give effect
to the WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for Whangarei and the
long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed so as to maintain
and enhance the special sense of place in the node and along the Bream Bay coast.
1.5 Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node, when reviewed, to
ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and to maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS,
NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.

Action 1.1

Review the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node taking into account those issues
identified in Figure 1, the Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy (WCMS) (and background
reports), the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS), the Regional Coastal Plan, and
any other relevant strategies and plans. This is a low priority.

Explanation

The structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node was adopted by Council in 2009. No changes to
the District Plan have resulted from the structure plan as yet. Given that there is sufficient existing capacity
under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected growth in residential and rural residential
development over the next 30 years, a review of the existing structure plan is accorded a low priority
over the short to medium term. When the structure plan is reviewed the issues identified in Figure 1, the
WCMS (and background reports), the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and any other relevant strategies
and plans need to taken into account. In particular, requirements in the NZCPS to consolidate existing
coastal settlements, avoid ribbon development, avoid development in sensitive areas such as headlands
and ridgelines, and to set back development from the coast and other water bodies to protect the natural
character, open space, public access and amenity values of the coastal environment, need to be addressed.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

10

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.1, 5.1

2.2 Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land and further subdivision
for rural residential living in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach; and resist private plan changes that seek to
expand residential zoned land or subdivide land for rural residential living, to help consolidate coastal
settlement.
2.3 Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazard risks and give effect to the Waipu
Cove/Langs Beach Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the coastal hazard
attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed.
2.4 Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, to give effect to the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach
Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the long
term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance the
special sense of place of the node and along the Bream Bay.
3.1 Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in the Waipu/Langs Beach node
in relation to infrastructure, including roading, access to coast, boat ramps and solid waste collection.
3.2 Provide for parks and reserves in the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node as identified in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the coast,
easy public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

[PM]
Action 1.2

Taking into account constraints identified in the Whangarei Growth Strategy (hazards, natural
habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, historic and cultural heritage), identify in the structure plan,
when reviewed, sufficient land for future residential and rural residential (if required), business,
mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30 year period based upon growth
projections in the Growth Strategy.

Explanation

There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected growth
in residential and rural residential development over the next 30 years, and further capacity identified in
the existing structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node. When the structure plan is reviewed a
reassessment of land supply and demand will be necessary to provide sufficient land for future residential
and rural residential (if required), business, mixed use and residential intensification (if required) over a 20/30
year period based upon updated projections in the Growth Strategy. In particular, the necessity for rural
residential zoning needs to be assessed and if necessary, suitable areas for rural residential zoning need to
be identified. When assessing potential land needs to meet future demand, the constraints identified in the
Growth Strategy, (hazards, natural habitat and biodiversity, landscapes, and historic and cultural heritage)
need to be taken into account. The provisions within WCMS, the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and
any other relevant strategies and plans need also to be taken into account.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

10

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5

4.1 Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach.
5.1 Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node, are included in asset/activity management plans
and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.
6.1 Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, Kaipara District Council and the public generally.
7.1 Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the development
of the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node.

[PM]
Action 1.3

Incorporate coastal hazard mitigation measures into the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs
Beach node when reviewed. Include relevant aspects of the WCMS (and background reports),
the NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and
management plan for Whangarei when completed.

Explanation

Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach, especially near the sandy
beaches and near the Waipu River mouth. The whole of Bream Bay beach, from Waipu Cove to Ruakaka
is identified in the District Plan as a coastal hazard area. There is evidence of coastal erosion at Waipu
Cove, particularly in front of the Surf Life Saving Club. In terms of climate change, Waipu Cove does
have increased exposure to issue such as sea level rise, which it has in common with other coastal
settlements along the open coast. There are several very low-lying areas within the node, including near
some transport linkages, which may be of growing concern in terms of localised flooding. Coastal erosion
is already a serious issue in Waipu Cove, and this is likely to worsen with the effects of sea level rise. The
development of a long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei has
been identified in the Implementation Plan as a district wide action. The relevant provisions of this strategy
and management plan should be included in any future review of the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/
Langs Beach. WDC should work collaboratively with the NRC when developing the long term coastal hazard
attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei.

Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan

PART B:

2.1 Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Waipu Cove/Langs
Beach node in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of plan
changes to implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans.

Action Plan
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

1.6 Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua
Bay is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should
be carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and enhance
local amenity, character and sense of place.
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Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

10

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.3

10

WDC

Community
Groups and

Medium

Community Plans 1.1, 1.4, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1,5.1,
6.1, 7.1

[PM]
Action 1.4

[PM, CS, IS]

Incorporate landscape values, natural character, significant natural habitat and indigenous
biodiversity into the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node, when reviewed, to
give effect to the WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan for
Whangarei and the long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei when
completed, so as to maintain and enhance the special sense of place in the node and along the
Bream Bay coast.

Explanation

The Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node is characterised by open sandy beaches of Bream Bay and a small
sandy beach at Langs Beach surrounded by a rocky coast on either side. The Waipu River estuary is an
important natural landscape feature in the area. It is comprised of a sandspit and lagoon which remain
unmodified, and are entirely protected for the purpose of wildlife conservation. The estuary is home to many
coastal bird species, some of which use the area for breeding. Any future review of the structure plan for
the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node will need to take careful account of landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity in order to maintain the special sense of place of the
Bream Bay in general and the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node in particular. The NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development and these should be
addressed in any future review of the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

10

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 2.4

[PM]
Action 1.5

Explanation

Provide for public open space along the coast, and incorporate public access provisions and
recreational values into the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node, when reviewed, to
ensure adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise
recreational opportunities in the coastal marine area. Address relevant provisions in the WCMS,
NZCPS, Regional Coastal Plan, and Whangarei District Council Reserves strategy.
During the structure plan consultation, a network of walkways, recreation access points and linkages were
identified as important for recreation values of the coastal settlements in the node. It is important to ensure
adequate public open space along the coast, easy public access to the coast, and maximise recreational
opportunities in the coastal marine area during any future review of the structure plan for the Waipu Cove/
Langs Beach node. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to and
along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and along
the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and should also
be referred to.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

10

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

Structure Plans

1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 3.2

[PM]
Action 1.6

Undertake community planning at a village level if the community village planning trial at Parua Bay
is deemed successful and should be extended to other nodes. Such community planning should be
carried out in collaboration with local residents, businesses, business associations, and resident/
ratepayer groups to plan for, and implement, local infrastructure and services to develop and
enhance local amenity, character and sense of place.

Explanation

Community village planning involves Council working with a community to provide local infrastructure and
services to develop and enhance local amenity, character and sense of place. This may involve concept or
community plans produced by the community, and ‘owned’ by the community, based upon what the local
people see as priorities for improving their particular place. This represents place making at the grass roots
level and self determination by the community as to how their sense of place should evolve. It is proposed
that community village planning be trialled at Parua Bay and, if successful, be extended to other parts of the
district over time. A community village plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node is seen as a low priority at
this point in time. It could be developed in conjunction with a future review of the structure plan for the node.
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Linked Actions

Organisations

Action 2.1

Make changes to the District Plan to implement the existing structure plan for Waipu Cove/Langs
Beach node in a staged and orderly manner. These should be prioritised as part of a programme of
plan changes to implement the Coastal Management Strategy and coastal structure plans.

Explanation

The existing structure plan supports the consolidated settlement pattern outlined in the Growth Strategy
by requiring clustered residential settlement on the coast and avoiding ribbon development between the
settlements and/or scattered settlement throughout the node. There are specific requirements in the NZCPS
to consolidate existing coastal settlements, avoid ribbon development, avoid development in sensitive areas
such as headlands and ridgelines, and to set back development from the coast and other water bodies
to protect natural character, open space, public access and amenity values of the coastal environment.
There is sufficient existing capacity under the District Plan and existing vacant lots for projected growth in
residential and rural residential development over the next 30 years, and further capacity identified in the
existing structure plan for the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node. The land identified in the structure plan for
future residential use should not be released into the District Plan until there is less than 10 year capacity
remaining. There is no business land currently zoned in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach. Given potential growth in
both Waipu and Mangawhai, it is unlikely that Waipu Cove will experience much business expansion in the
medium term, except for a small increase in local shops and tourism activities. To accommodate this, a small
area of commercial land may be required at Waipu Cove and should encompass existing commercial uses. It
may become necessary as a result of demand, or to implement the NZCPS, to zone land for rural residential
development. If so, careful scrutiny is required as to the most suitable land for future rural residential
development.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

3/On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[PM]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 5.1

Action 2.2

Make changes to the District Plan to restrict further zoning of residential land and further
subdivision for rural residential living in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach; and resist private plan changes
that seek to expand residential zoned land or subdivide land for rural residential living to help
consolidate coastal settlement.

Explanation

Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node has the highest number of existing vacant lots amongst all of the coastal
settlements, both urban residential and rural residential (132 and 156 respectively). Currently, there are
sufficient vacant residential lots to last 13 years and sufficient rural residential lots to last around 47 years.
There is also sufficient maximum capacity under the District Plan zoning to meet residential demand for
the next 38 years (this could reduce significantly given existing constraints). The Structure Plan for Waipu
Cove/Langs Beach node extends the maximum capacity to 50+ years. Hence, there is no need to zone
more residential land over the next 30 years or for further rural residential subdivision over the same period.
Any further zoning of residential land or subdivision for rural residential purposes would exacerbate existing
oversupply. Changes to the District Plan may be required to ensure consolidated residential development in
the node and prevent further scattered or ribbon development along the coast, i.e. strong provisions to resist
further subdivision of land for rural residential purposes and to resist plan changes to extend residential
zoning. It may become necessary as a result of demand, or to implement the NZCPS, to zone land for rural
residential development at some point. If so, careful attention is required as to the most suitable land for
future rural residential development. The present split between households in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is
58/42 (percent), with 356 households within the Living Environments, and 168 households outside them.
Over time, a target split of 68/32 by 2061 is preferable, resulting in 857 households in Living Environments,
and 404 households in non-Living Environments.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

1

WDC

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

2.1, 5.1

[PM]

Action 3.2

Provide for parks and reserves in the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach as identified in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy and/or the reserves strategy to ensure adequate public open space along the
coast, easy public access to the coast and increased opportunities for active/passive recreation.

Explanation

Coastal hazards are an important consideration in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach, especially near the sandy
beaches and near the Waipu River mouth. The whole of Bream Bay beach, from Waipu Cove to Ruakaka is
identified in the District Plan as a coastal hazard area. There is evidence of coastal erosion at Waipu Cove,
particularly in front of the Surf Life Saving Club where coastal protection works have been an on-going
necessity. It is likely that Council will continue to be involved in on-going costs to address these risks. It
is important not to add to these costs by allowing inappropriate location of development in the future. The
development of a long term coastal hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei has
been identified in the Implementation Plan as a district wide action. Changes may need to be made to the
District Plan to address provisions in this strategy and management plan when completed. Changes may
also need to be made to the District Plan to address provisions in the NZCPS (and consequent changes to
the Regional Coastal Plan) which require the identification and assessment of coastal hazard risks, including
tsunami and sea level rise, over a period of at least 100 years, along with the protection of land uses from
identified coastal hazards. WDC should work collaboratively with the NRC to identify and assess coastal
hazards.

Explanation

An analysis of ‘Neighbourhood, ‘Sports’ and ‘Other’ parks found 0.55ha, -0.50ha and 8.79ha of existing
capacity respectively. To meet future growth needs, and meet present service levels, would require the
purchase and development of 43.5ha of local/destination/natural area reserves. To meet growth, an
estimated $12.8 million of additional land for reserves is required. The challenge is that sports parks are
currently underrepresented in this node and purchasing land for future parks is likely to be expensive. The
Waipu Cove/Langs Beach Structure Plan has identified potential future open space in the node and this
should be considered in decisions over the future provision of parks and reserves. Access to the coast,
both pedestrian and vehicular should be considered as should walking tracks within the node and between
neighbouring nodes. The NZCPS also contains provisions requiring public open space, walking access to
and along the coast, and vehicle access for boat launching (but restrictions for vehicles on beaches and
along the foreshore). The WCMS and the WDC Reserves strategy also contain relevant provisions and
should be referred to.
Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Lead Agency

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Priority/
Timing

On-going

WDC

NRC, DoC

High

1.5, 1.6, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

4

WDC

Infrastructure
Provision, AMPs

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

NRC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.3, 2.1, 5.1

[PM]
Action 2.4

Explanation

Make changes to the District Plan to protect and enhance landscape values, natural character,
significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity, give effect to the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach
Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the long term biodiversity strategy and management plan and the
long term landscape strategy and management plan when completed, and to maintain and enhance
the sense of place of the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node and Bream Bay coast.
Landscape values, natural character of the coast, significant natural habitat and indigenous biodiversity
are all matters that Council must address under the RMA. In addition, the new NZCPS contains strong
provisions relating to activities in the coastal environment and the need to protect landscapes, natural
character, indigenous biodiversity, and natural habitat from inappropriate development. There may be a
need to give effect to some of these requirements (and consequent changes to the Regional Coastal Plan)
over the short to medium term. The development of a long term biodiversity strategy and management
plan and a long term landscape strategy and management plan for Whangarei have been identified in the
Implementation Plan as district wide actions. The relevant provisions of these strategies and management
plans may need to be incorporated into the District Plan over the short to medium term.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

6

WDC

NRC, DoC

Current
Resources

District Plan

1.4, 1.5, 2.1, 3.2, 5.1

[PM]
Action 3.1

Monitor the effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in the Waipu/Langs Beach
node in relation to infrastructure, including roading, access to coast, boat ramps and solid waste
collection.

Explanation

The Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is a popular holiday destination and contains many holiday homes. The
peak holiday population at Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is around 2,600, nearly six times the usually resident
population. The effects of increased population at peak holiday periods in relation to infrastructure, including
roading, access to coast, boat ramps and solid waste collection need to be monitored and adverse effects
avoided, mitigated or remedied. Over the long term, monitoring of environmental effects should assist in
future decisions to provide reticulated services, and the optimal timing of service provision.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Health, Social
and Education
Providers

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.6, 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

[PM, IS]

[PR]
Action 4.1

Ensure that appropriate development and/or financial contributions are collected to fund the
provision of infrastructure and services related to new development in Waipu Cove/Langs Beach
node.

Explanation

Growth related infrastructure and services costs should be funded by those developments necessitating the
extension of infrastructure and services. The Local Government Act provides for development contributions
to be taken for such costs and the RMA provides for financial contributions to address environmental effects
of new development. Sufficient development/financial contributions should be included in the LTP and
appropriated from developers to cover the cost of growth related infrastructure and services.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC

Support
Agencies

[IP, RC, F]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

Development
and Financial
Contributions

3.1, 3.2, 5.1

Action 5.1

Ensure that relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and provision of
infrastructure in the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node, are included in asset/activity management
plans and future Long Term Plans (LTPs) along with budgetary commitments and funding sources.

Explanation

Relevant aspects of the structure plan, district plan changes, and the provision of infrastructure in the Waipu
Cove/Langs Beach node need to be included in asset/activity management plans and future LTPs along with
budgetary commitments and funding sources. The timing of inclusion into asset/activity management plans
and LTPs will depend upon the priority given to each initiative.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

On-going

WDC
[PM, IS, G, F, Re]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Current
Resources

AMPs, LTP

1.1, 1.6, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4,
3.1, 3.2, 4.1

Action 6.1

Provide information to, liaise with, and collaborate when required with external bodies and
stakeholders to assist in the development of the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node, including business
associations, ratepayer/community groups, environment groups, Northland Regional Council,
Department of Conservation, Kaipara District Council and the public generally.

Explanation

Local communities, organisations and agencies outside council can assist in the development of the
Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node. Waipu Cove/Langs Beach has strong connections to Mangawhai, outside
of the Whangarei District. Future actions could include working with Kaipara District Council to enhance
the connection of Waipu Cove/Langs Beach with Mangawhai. It is important that WDC liaises with these
bodies and the community, provides information when necessary, and works collaboratively with them when
required to ensure optimal outcomes.

Whangarei District Growth Strategy Implementation Plan

PART B:

Make changes to the District Plan to address coastal hazard risks and give effect to the Waipu Cove/
Langs Beach Structure Plan, WCMS, NZCPS, the Regional Coastal Plan, and the long term coastal
hazard attenuation strategy and management plan for Whangarei when completed.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 30/50

Action 2.3
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Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Community/
Business
Groups, NRC

Current
Resources

Information,
Collaboration

All

[PM, IS]

Action 7.1

Consult with, and facilitate participation of, local iwi and hapu in initiatives relating to the
development of the Waipu Cove/Langs Beach node.

Explanation

Waipu Cove/Langs Beach is located within the rohes of Ngatiwai and Ngati Whatua. The hapu groups in the
area are Patuharakeke, Te Koiwi, Te Parawhau and Ngati Tu. There are no marae or sites of significance
to Maori identified in the District Plan. However, sites of significance to Maori may be identified in future,
particularly with the development of Iwi Management Plans. No Maori land is located within the area.
Archaeological sites of Maori association in the node include one artefact find, five par sites, six midden/
ovens, and four pit/terraces – a total of 16. Further archaeological sites may also be uncovered in future. It
is essential that consultation with iwi and hapu groups is undertaken and participation of Maori in decisions
relating to future development of Matapouri node is ensured.

Priority/
Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Current
Resources

Tangata Whenua

All

[PM, MR]
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PART C:

MONITORING AND REVIEW

Introduction
The Whangarei Growth Strategy provides a policy framework and spatial plan for the sustainable
development of the district over the next 30/50 years. The Implementation Plan contains a programme
of actions to enable sustainable development of the district in line with the policy principles and spatial
plan in the Growth Strategy. In order to ensure that actions are undertaken in an efficient and timely
manner and that progress towards a sustainable future is occurring, a monitoring, reporting and review
programme is required. This chapter of the Implementation Plan outlines a broad programme of
monitoring, reporting and review to monitor the implementation of the Growth Strategy and evaluate its
effectiveness. In addition, there will be a need to review monitoring data and potentially re-evaluate the
prioritisation of actions over time in order to address changing circumstances.
One of the key aims of a monitoring programme is to recognise cause and effect relationships wherever
possible, and then account for these relationships in future planning, including modifications or
amendments to the overall direction of the Growth Strategy. Thus there is a need to ‘close the loop’
to ensure that results from monitoring are used in reviewing policy and informing new policy. The key
challenge in ‘closing the loop’ is to move beyond the measurement of processes, achievements and
outputs to establishing causal links between outputs and outcomes.

1. Monitoring
Monitoring encompasses the measurement of outputs, trends and outcomes. The first type of monitoring
refers to outputs. Outputs, in this sense, refers to progress that Council has made in implementing
actions listed in Parts A and B of the Implementation Plan. Assessment of progress should take into
account the priorities specified in the Implementation Plan. This is important as actions have been
prioritised and sequenced in connection with Long Term Plan periods, in order to provide a long term
programme or suite of actions that spreads financial and other risks and resourcing requirements over
an extended time frame.
The second type of monitoring is focussed on environmental, economic, cultural and social trends
evident across the district, especially in regard to those issues identified in the Growth Strategy and
accompanying background reports. The Growth Strategy provided substantial baseline information over
a range of issues, the key elements of which are captured in Part B and Part D of the Growth Strategy.
Over time, it will be possible to compare new data with the original baseline, and therefore be able to
assess progress or trends either towards or away from a more sustainable future. Some trends, or
aspects thereof, will be monitored as part of statutory requirements, for example, through the Resource
Management Act 1991 in relation to environmental issues, or in the Long Term Plan in regard to other
matters relating to economic, social and cultural well being. Actions relating to infrastructure provision
will likely be monitored as part of the Annual Report or the Long Term Plan review required under the
Local Government Act.
A third type of monitoring is focused on outcomes, which comprises measures that identify or establish
a causal relationship between the monitoring of outputs (actions) against recorded trends. These are
the most difficult measures to address because of their reliance on substantial data sources, accurate
measurements, and detailed data analysis often over extended time. periods Despite this, they are very
important as they can inform the policy process and relationships between changes in the settlement
patterns and policy approaches outlined in the Growth Strategy become evident. The assessment,
in this case, may require expert opinion as to the relative effect of any action in the identified trend.
For example, actions in terms of preparing structure plans or village planning approaches may lead
to higher levels of population growth in the node relative to historical trends. However, other factors
could have also contributed to the higher levels of growth. Thus it will be necessary to make reference
to trends in nodes facing similar conditions or pressures to evaluate the relative important of various
influences.
Monitoring programmes can require substantial investment in resources, so monitoring actions should
be structured to maximise their value in the decision-making process. The monitoring framework will
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also need to be integrated with other monitoring programmes that are already taking place within
the Council. These include the aforementioned monitoring and reporting obligations under the Local
Government Act and Resource Management Act. Likewise, there are reporting obligations derived from
the Land Transport Management Act. Monitoring, reporting and review processes for the Whangarei
Growth Strategy will also need to be cognisant of, and connected to, community outcomes that
are identified within the Long Term Plan. The initial prioritisation process took into account current
community outcomes. Over time, should the community outcomes identified in the Long Term Plan
change substantially, a re-prioritisation of the actions may become necessary.
In the early stages of monitoring, emphasis will be placed on monitoring outputs or progress that
Council is making on undertaking the actions outlined in the Implementation Plan. As time progresses,
more emphasis will be given to the monitoring of economic, environmental, social and cultural trends,
especially those monitored for other statutory purposes. During the later stages of the monitoring
programme, attempts to establish causal relationships between identified trends and actions become
important. However, given that this is a long term strategy, it will be between 5-10 years before any type
of causal relationship is likely to be established.
Thus, the early monitoring programme will consist of two parts:
(a) Monitoring the implementation of actions (outputs): This focuses on whether actions outlined in
the Implementation Plan have actually been implemented, whether fully, partially, or not at all,
according to the programme priorities outlined in the Implementation Plan. Table 5 indicates the
probable structure of the report:
Table 6:
Action

Lead Agency

Support Agency

Progress to date

Completed

(b) Monitoring district wide trends: This focuses on the identification of trends over time to assess what
changes are occurring in relation to a range of issues. Trends analysis will be based upon all four
well-beings, infrastructure provisions and the overall settlement pattern (spatial plan).

2. Reporting
An important aspect of the monitoring programme is the need to report on monitoring results. Reporting
is about the communication of information to an audience on how particular indicators have changed
over time. An audience can include peers, Councillors, council staff, wider stakeholders and the public.
Council already carries out various forms of reporting, including state of the environment reports, or
through the annual report process. Whilst reporting for other statutory functions may be similar, it should
also be noted that the focus of monitoring these other documents can differ quite markedly from the
purpose of monitoring in terms of the Growth Strategy. For example, whilst the Annual Plan and the Long
Term Plan report on how well Council is doing in achieving declared levels of service, monitoring for
these documents does not necessarily compare the present situation with what happened in previous
years, and thus allow evaluation over time.
Three basic types of approaches can be used in the reporting framework, either comprehensive reports
on a regular basis, the use of a small number of indicators on a regular basis, or a mixture of the two.
The first approach is to provide all the monitored information in a comprehensive and structured way,
similar to the approach undertaken in the background reports. The various background reports made
information available about the present state of different issues in the district, and implications from
changing settlement patterns, in a structured way. Where possible, they also included information about
trends over time, but in general, they provided a strong baseline of information against which future
trends can be assessed. Whilst information rich, this approach requires substantial levels of resources.

8. Collaborative monitoring

In regard to the Growth Strategy and Implementation Plan, two types of monitoring reports are
proposed. Firstly, an actions implementation report will be prepared on a three yearly cycle coinciding
with the requirements of the Long Term Plan process. This report will record whether actions have
been implemented, not implemented or partially implemented. Depending on progress in implementing
identified actions, a reprioritisation may be required. Secondly, the reporting of district wide trends is
proposed on a five yearly cycle, to coincide with new census data. This data will be included in a trends
report, or series of reports. It is noted, however, that other types of reporting will occur within Council,
particularly in terms of annual plan/reporting and state of the environment reporting.

3.1 Monitor and report on economic development trends in concert with government and private
agencies. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Whilst the proposed monitoring programme assesses outputs and trends, and reporting makes this
information accessible to a wider audience, a review is required of the effectiveness of the Growth
Strategy and Implementation Plan in achieving its objectives. This evaluation involves establishing
causal links between outputs (implemented actions from the Implementation Plan) and trends (changes
over time) established by the trends monitoring, and evaluation of the implementation programme
in light of this analysis. This should take place every 5-10 years. Information from the trends report
will be assessed against implemented actions from the Implementation Plan and causal relationships
established where possible. Actions can then be assessed for their effectiveness in producing the
preferred outcomes outlined in the Growth Strategy.
Through this process, in a wider sense, the Growth Strategy itself can be evaluated and reviewed. The
policy framework and spatial plan outlined in the Growth Strategy need to be continuously reviewed and
updated as new information comes to hand and circumstances change. Aspects of the Growth Strategy
may need to be changed over time which may necessitate changes to the Implementation Plan. Both
should be viewed as living documents capable of responding to changing circumstances - economic,
environmental, social or cultural. In this way, an adaptive flexible approach to growth management can
be established that will assist the long term sustainable development of the district for the benefit of
present and future generations.

Implementation Methods
1. Action implementation monitoring
2. Settlement pattern monitoring
3. Economic trends monitoring
4. Environmental trends monitoring
5. Social trends monitoring
6. Cultural trends monitoring
7. Infrastructure monitoring

PART C:

3. Review

9. Review

Actions
1.1 Monitor and report on implementation of actions contained within the Implementation Plan.
2.1 Monitor and report on broad land development trends for the district.
2.2 Monitor, and compare, ratios of the population living in urban nodes against settlement patterns
found in rural and coastal areas. Compare against the preferred pattern outlined in the Whangarei
Growth Strategy.
2.3 Monitor the rate of development of land subject to constraints, including land instability, flooding
risk, and significant indigenous vegetation, and assess the impact of constraints on settlement patterns.

3.2 Monitor and report on development strategy trends in concert with local agencies, including both
resident and business associations. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
3.3 Monitor and report on mineral and aggregate trends in concert with government and private
agencies. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
3.4 Monitor and report on energy trends in concert with government and private agencies. Develop key
indicators for reporting purposes.
4.1 Monitor and report on land use trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
4.2 Monitor and report on natural hazard trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
4.3 Monitor and report on biodiversity trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
4.4 Monitor and report on landscape/natural character trends. Develop key indicators for reporting
purposes.
4.5 Monitor and report on air quality trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
4.6 Monitor and report on water resource trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
4.7 Monitor and report on contaminated land trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
4.8 Monitor and report on climate change trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
4.9 Monitor and report on ecosystem services trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
5.1 Monitor and report on demographic trends in concert with government and local agencies. Develop
key indicators for reporting purposes.
5.2 Monitor and report on socio-economic trends in concert with government and local agencies.
Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
5.3 Monitor and report on health services trends in concert with government and local agencies.
Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
5.4 Monitor and report on education/training trends in concert with government and local agencies.
Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
5.5 Monitor and report on public safety trends in concert with government and local agencies. Develop
key indicators for reporting purposes.
5.6 Monitor and report on ‘sense of place’/urban design trends. Develop key indicators for reporting
purposes.
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The second approach to reporting, using selected indicators, may be more appropriate when fewer
resources are available. Indicators are a subset of measurements that provide accessible information
about what is happening across the district, and are generally suitable for repeated recording over time. A
well known example of a global indicator is Gross Domestic Product which capture a substantial amount
of information in terms of economic data. Rather than focussing on every aspect of an issue, indicators
are developed as data aggregates that are representative of a wider set of information. Indicators
are best used in trend analysis reporting. Key indicators of interest to growth management include
population growth, patterns of residential development, residential densities, commercial and industrial
land development, transport, the sequencing of district and regional infrastructure, and environmental
indicators. A simple indicator set is best for giving regular up-dates to the widest audience. For example,
many metropolitan areas use quality of life surveys as part of their monitoring programme, in order to
gauge how activities are affecting the lives of their citizens. The development of an indicator set here
could undertake a similar purpose.

PART C:

MONITORING AND REVIEW

6.1 Monitor and report on community development/ethnic diversity trends. Develop key indicators for
reporting purposes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

6.2 Monitor and report on historic/cultural heritage trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

5-yearly

WDC

NRC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

6.3 Monitor and report on arts/culture and civic amenity trends. Develop key indicators for reporting
purposes.

[PM]

Linked Actions

Action 2.2

Monitor, and compare, ratios of the population living in urban nodes against settlement
patterns found in rural and coastal areas. Compare against the preferred pattern outlined in the
Whangarei Growth Strategy.

Explanation

A key theme for the Growth Strategy is consolidation. In order to understand whether the Growth
Strategy is providing effective outcomes, simple measurements that outline and provide timely
information in regard to settlement patterns are required. This action point includes comparisons of both
subdivision patterns as well as building consents issued in coastal and rural areas against numbers
issued urban areas, at the district wide level and within the nodes. If the preferred settlement pattern is
emerging, we would expect to see the proportions of population in the urban areas relative to coastal
and rural areas to be increasing over time.

7.5 Monitor and report on infrastructure and services trends. Develop key indicators for reporting
purposes.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

8.1 Collaborate with Northland Regional Council and other parties to ensure that their monitoring is
timely and effective, and can be used within decision making processes of Council.

5-yearly

WDC

Statistics New
Zealand

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

6.4 Monitor and report on tangata whenua trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
7.1 Monitor and report on land transport trends in concert with government and local agencies. Develop
key indicators for reporting purposes.
7.2 Monitor and report on Whangarei Airport trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
7.3 Monitor and report on Whangarei Port trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
7.4 Monitor and report on telecommunications trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

[PM]

Linked Actions

8.2 Develop, in concert with Northland Regional Council, a Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) for the
Whangarei District, and monitor and report upon it.

Action 2.3

8.3 Collaborate with iwi/hapu to develop a cultural health index for water resources, and/or other natural
and physical resources, and ensure that mechanisms are available to report back on these findings to
the wider public.

Monitor the rate of development of land subject to constraints, including land instability,
flooding risk, and significant indigenous vegetation, and assess the impact of constraints on
settlement patterns.

Explanation

Different nodes are subject to a range of natural hazard risks and other constraints. Whilst constraints
have always been evident, recent patterns of development tended to focus on mitigating the constraint
rather than avoiding the constraint. With an increased national focus on reducing natural hazard
risk and maintaining/enhancing significant indigenous habitat, there is a likelihood that avoidance of
constraints identified in the Growth Strategy will increase. For example, the NZCPS 2011 contains
provisions that are designed to constrain development in some locations, and change current patterns
of settlement, in the coastal environment. There are also economic considerations, especially as costs
around home insurance rise, properties located in areas with a high natural hazard risk may face higher
premiums, higher excess costs, or may actually be regarded as uninsurable. Council thus needs to
monitor the development of constrained land to confirm whether avoidance strategies are taking place.
If avoidance strategies are evident, this may mean that the constrained nodal land capacity figures
contained in the Growth Strategy are a more accurate assessment of capacity. This, in turn, may lead
to reduced requirements in terms of land and infrastructure provision in affected nodes. This may,
however, result in higher land and infrastructure requirements in locations with lesser natural hazard
risk or areas of significant indigenous vegetation.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NRC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

9.1 Review the effectiveness of the Growth Strategy and Implementation Plan through the establishment
of causal relationships between outputs (actions) and trends monitoring.
9.2 Review the effectiveness of the Growth Strategy in progressing towards a sustainable future.

Action Plan:
Action 1.1

Monitor and report on implementation of actions contained within the Implementation Plan.

Explanation

The Implementation Plan contains a programme of actions that have been prioritised according to
LTP cycles in order to facilitate the efficient and effective roll-out of actions. Regular reporting in terms
of progress on the implementation of actions is required. The structure of the report will need to be
determined at a later date, but is likely to be similar to that outlined in Table 5. This exercise will also
involve re-prioritising the action programme for the next LTP, and transferring incomplete actions to the
next LTP cycle.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

3-yearly

WDC

NRC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

2.1

[PM]
Action 2.1

Monitor and report on broad land development trends for the district.

Explanation

The broad development trends for the district could be indicated by the number of land use, subdivision
and building consents issues over time, together with the spatial distribution of each types of consent
issued. In other words, the spatial arrangement of development – where development is occurring at
present, and where it is expected to occur in the future, can be mapped and quantified. The amount of
land in each Environment, including present and future types, could also be quantified. Information on
development density, consolidation, sporadic subdivision and ribbon development could be obtained
by analysis of the existing land use and development patterns together with the broad development
patterns. Trends relating to density, consolidation, sporadic subdivision and ribbon development could
be established over time. Many of these trends are identified in the annual Resource Consents and
Complaints Monitoring Report undertaken by Council.
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[PM]

Linked Actions

Action 3.1

Monitor and report on economic development trends in concert with government and private
agencies. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to economic development. A collaborative relationship
with government agencies and others in economic development and the business sector will be
required to access data. A selection of possible indicators relating to economic development can
include, but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Per capita district GDP level and relative change;
District GDP growth compared against national rates;
Employment/Unemployment rates;
Changes in the relative contribution of primary, secondary, and tertiary industries to the local
economy.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Economic Profile of Whangarei District and Drivers of the
Northland Economy Background Reports, and within the WDC Monitoring Strategy. Reference should
also be made to the proposed Whangarei Economic Development Strategy.

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, EN, CoC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[ED]
Action 3.2
Explanation

Linked Actions

Monitor and report on development strategy trends in concert with local agencies, including
both resident and business associations. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
Information is required for monitoring in relation to development strategies and their uptake or
effectiveness. A collaborative relationship with local agencies in economic development and the
business sector will be required to assess their effectiveness or desirability. A selection of possible
indicators relating to development strategies can include, but is not limited to:

5-yearly

Lead Agency
WDC
[PM,ED]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

NRC, CRRA, BA, Low
CoC

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Monitoring/
Reporting

Monitor and report on mineral and aggregate trends in concert with government and private
agencies. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to economic development. A collaborative relationship
with government agencies and others in the minerals and aggregates business sector will be required
to access data. A selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:
• Changes in total tonnage of mineral and aggregates production;
• Contribution of minerals and aggregates to local employment and GDP;
• Accessibility to new potential sources of minerals and aggregates.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Minerals and Aggregates Background Report and the
WDC Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the proposed Economic Development
Strategy and any management plan that results from the current survey on mineral production in
Northland.

5-yearly

Lead Agency
WDC
[ED, PM]

Support
Agencies
NRC, MED,
Industry Groups

Cost
Implication
Low

Implementation
Method

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, MED,
EECA, Energy
Providers

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

Linked Actions

Monitoring/
Reporting

Action 3.4

Monitor and report on energy trends in concert with government and private agencies. Develop
key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to energy demands and use, energy generation and
security of supply. A collaborative relationship with government agencies and others in the energy
sector will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:
• Changes in per capita energy demand compared with national rates of use;
• Changes in the make up of energy demand;
• Changes in proportion of renewable energy sources within energy supply;
• Changes in level and type of local energy generation.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Energy Background Report and the WDC Monitoring
Strategy. Reference should also be made to the proposed Whangarei Economic Development Strategy,
the proposed regional sustainable energy strategy for Northland, and reports compiled by agencies
such as EECA.

Linked Actions

Action 4.1

Monitor and report on land use trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to land use and land use patterns. A collaborative
relationship with government agencies and others in the primary sector will be required to access data.
A selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:
• Proportion of highly productive farmland converted to residential or business land;
• Changes to land uses that reflect the underlying land capability;
• Changes in the relative proportion of different land uses across the district.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Land Use Background Report and the WDC Monitoring
Strategy. Reference should also be made to the WDC Rural Development Strategy and to Regional/
District State of the Environment Reports prepared to meet obligations under the RMA.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, Primary
Sector

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

4.8

[PM]

Action 3.3

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

[ED, PM]

• Relative proportion of ‘creative class’ employment found in the local economy;
• Scale and contribution of industry clusters to the local economy;
• Relative employment levels outside of the CBD;
• Numbers of Business Improvement Districts.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Development Strategies Background Report and the
WDC Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the proposed Whangarei Economic
Development Strategy.
Priority/Timing

Priority/Timing

PART C:

Lead Agency

MONITORING AND REVIEW

Priority/Timing

Action 4.2

Monitor and report on natural hazard trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to natural hazards. A collaborative relationship with
government agencies will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators can include, but
is not limited to:
• Changes in the severity and type of natural hazards;
• Level of development on land subject to natural hazards.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Natural Hazards Background Report and the WDC
Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the Climate Change Background Report and
Regional/District State of the Environment reports prepared to meet obligations under the RMA.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, MCDEM

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

4.8, 4.9

[PM]
Action 4.3

Monitor and report on biodiversity trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to indigenous biodiversity. A collaborative relationship
with government agencies and community organisations will be required to access data. A selection of
possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:
• Changes in the number and status of threatened and at-risk species;
• Modification and loss of indigenous habitat;
• Changes in the amount of formally protected land;
• Number and geographical extent of landcare and other community groups.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Biodiversity Background Report and the WDC Monitoring
Strategy. Reference should also be made to the PNAP reports prepared by DoC and to Regional/
District State of the Environment reports prepared to meet obligations under the RMA.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, DoC,
CRRA

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

4.8, 4.9
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Action 4.4
Explanation

Monitor and report on landscape/natural character trends. Develop key indicators for reporting
purposes.
Information is required for monitoring in relation to landscape/natural character. A collaborative
relationship with government agencies and other organisations will be required to access data. A
selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:

Action 4.7

Monitor and report on contaminated land trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to contaminated land. A collaborative relationship with
government agencies, local bodies and business sector organisations will be required to access data. A
selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:
• Number and distribution of confirmed contaminated sites;
• Number and distribution of remediated or managed contaminated sites;
• Location and type of development on, or near to, contaminated sites.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Contaminated Land Background Report and the WDC
Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the Regional/District State of the Environment
Reports prepared to meet obligations under the RMA.

• Changes in the level of development in sensitive landscapes and natural character areas;
• Changes in the proportion of each sensitivity class of landscape.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Landscape/Natural Character Background Report and
the WDC Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the Regional/District State of the
Environment reports prepared to meet obligations under the RMA.
Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, DoC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM]

Linked Actions

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

NRC

WDC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM]

Linked Actions

Action 4.5

Monitor and report on air quality trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Action 4.8

Monitor and report on climate change trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to air quality. A collaborative relationship with
government agencies and local bodies will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators
can include, but is not limited to:

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to climate change. A collaborative relationship with
government agencies, local bodies, and others in affected sectors will be required to access data. A
selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:

• Changes to the number and extent of air sheds found in Whangarei District;
• Changes to air quality within air sheds over time.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Air Quality Background Report and the WDC Monitoring
Strategy. Reference should also be made to Regional/District State of the Environment Reports
prepared to meet obligations under the RMA.
Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

NRC

WDC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM], NDHB

Linked Actions

Action 4.6

Monitor and report on water resource trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to water resources including water quality and quantity.
A collaborative relationship with government agencies, community organisations and others in the
primary sector will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators can include, but is not
limited to:
• Level of development on land above at-risk aquifers;
• Changes in the consented level of water take from surface and ground water sources;
• Changes in quality of surface and ground water.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Water Resources Background Report and the WDC
Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to national research on the water resources and to
Regional/District State of the Environment Reports prepared to meet obligations under the RMA.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

NRC

WDC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM, WS]

• Number of recorded hot days;
• Number of climate related health impacts;
• Number of climate related impacts on council infrastructure and associated costs.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Climate Change Background Report and the WDC
Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the Natural Hazards Background Report, the
Biodiversity Background Report, the Land Use Background Report, the Water Resources Background
Report, the Health, Education and Safety Background Report, and to Regional/District State of the
Environment Reports prepared to meet obligations under the RMA.
Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, MfE,
NDHB, DoC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.6, 4.9,
5.3, 7.5

[PM, IS]
Action 4.9

Monitor and report on ecosystem services trends. Develop key indicators for reporting
purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to ecosystem services. A collaborative relationship with
government agencies, local bodies and others will be required to access data. A selection of possible
indicators can include, but is not limited to:
• Extent of new development on sites that provide a number of ecosystem services;
• Extent of provision of ecosystem services that provide natural hazard attenuation.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Ecosystem Services Background Report, and in the future
ecosystem services management framework. Reference should also be made to Regional/District State
of the Environment Reports prepared to meet obligations on related issues such as biodiversity under
the RMA.

Linked Actions
Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, MfE

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM,IS]
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Linked Actions

Action 5.4

Monitor and report on education/training trends in concert with government and local agencies.
Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to demographic trends. A collaborative relationship with
government agencies will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators can include, but
is not limited to:

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to education and training. A collaborative relationship
with government agencies and other education providers will be required to access data. A selection of
possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:

• Population growth, over time and spatial distribution;
• Changes in age structure;
• Migration levels;
• Household trends.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Demographic Profile Background Report, and in the
WDC Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the Socio-Economic Background Report.
A five yearly demographic report will be produced by Council to provide data for the Growth Strategy
Monitoring Report.
Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

5-yearly

WDC

Statistics NZ

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

5.2

[PM, CS]
Action 5.2

Monitor and report on socio-economic trends in concert with government and local agencies.
Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to socio-economic trends. A collaborative relationship
with government agencies and others in the community development sector will be required to access
data. A selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:
Household/personal income levels;
Changes in the extent of more deprived populations;
Income inequality;
Numbers of population/households in the bottom quartile of household incomes compared with the
national levels;
• Skill levels of residents (compared with national level changes).
Other potential indicators can be found in the Socio-economic Trends Background Report and the WDC
Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the Demographic Profile Background Report
and to the future Economic Development Strategy. A five yearly socio-economic report will be produced
by Council which will provide data for the Growth Strategy Monitoring Report.

• Percentage of population with tertiary qualifications;
• School leaver education attainment (NCEA level, UE);
• School retention rates;
• Percentage of youth Not Engaged in Employment, Education or Training (NEET).
Other potential indicators can be found in the Education, Health and Safety Background Report, the
Demographic Profile Background Report and the WDC Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be
made to reports prepared by the Ministry of Education.
Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

MEd, Northtec,
NIF, Training
Providers

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM,CS, ED]

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

5-yearly

WDC

MSD, MED,
Low
Statistics NZ, NIF

[PM,ED]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Monitoring/
Reporting

5.1

Action 5.3

Monitor and report on health services trends in concert with government and local agencies.
Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to health services. A collaborative relationship with
government agencies and others in the health services sector will be required to access data. A
selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:

Monitor and report on public safety trends in concert with government and local agencies.
Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to public safety. A collaborative relationship with
government agencies will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators can include, but
is not limited to:
• Perception of safety/fear of crime;
• Crime statistics (type, rate);
• Road casualties, including those involving alcohol as a contributing factor.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Health, Education and Safety Background Report and the
WDC Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to reports prepared in concert with the WDC
City Safe programme.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

Police, NIF

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM,CS)

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

5-yearly

WDC

NDHB, MoH, NIF, Low
Health Providers

[PM,CS]

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method
Monitoring/
Reporting

Linked Actions

Linked Actions

Action 5.6

Monitor and report on ‘sense of place’/urban design trends. Develop key indicators for
reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to sense of place. A collaborative relationship with
communities and others will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators can include,
but is not limited to:
• Public perception of ‘sense of place’ indicated by community;
• Use of urban design panel;
• Number and extent of mixed use zones;
• Number and extent of new public places;
• Revitalisation and patronage of existing public places;
• Council initiated projects to enhance sense of place.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Sense of Place/Urban Design Background Report.
Reference should also be made to the Development Strategy Background Report given the linkages
between ‘sense of place’ and outlined development strategies. Reference should also be made to
activities undertaken by the local business sector, such as Northland Chamber of Commerce’s Vitalise
Whangarei programme.

• Numbers and range of certified hospital providers and number of patients;
• Percentage of population 65 years and older, 85 years and older, demand for rest home and hospital
beds;
• Infant mortality rates;
• Life expectancy rates.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Health Services Background Report and the WDC
Monitoring Strategy.
Priority/Timing

Linked Actions

Action 5.5

•
•
•
•

Priority/Timing

PART C:

Monitor and report on demographic trends in concert with government and local agencies.
Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

MONITORING AND REVIEW

Action 5.1

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

CoC, CRRA,
NRC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM,IS]

Linked Actions
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Action 6.1
Explanation

Monitor and report on community development/ethnic diversity trends. Develop key indicators
for reporting purposes.
Information is required for monitoring in relation to ethnic diversity/community development/settlement
support. A collaborative relationship with communities and local community/ethnic groups will be
required to access data. A selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:
• Changes in ethnic diversity.
• Implementation of Community Development Strategy, when completed;
• Implementation of Positive Aging Strategy, Youth Policy, Youth Strategy, and Youth Action Plan;
• Level of support and engagement in activities undertaken for community development.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Community Development/Ethnic Diversity Background
Report and in the WDC Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the Community
Development Strategy when completed.

Priority/Timing
5-yearly

Lead Agency
WDC
[PM,CS]

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

MSD, NIF,
Statistics NZ

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

Linked Actions

Monitor and report on historic/cultural heritage trends. Develop key indicators for reporting
purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to historic/cultural/heritage trends. A collaborative
relationship with NZHPT, local groups and tangata whenua will be required to access data. A selection
of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:
• Number of new heritage items (i.e. sites of significance to Maori, archaeological sites, heritage
buildings) registered/protected in the District Plan;
• Number of new heritage items registered on the NZHPT Register.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Historic Heritage Background Report and in the WDC
Monitoring Strategy.
Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, NZHPT,
Iwi/Hapu

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM, MR]

Linked Actions

Monitor and report on arts/culture and civic amenity trends. Develop key indicators for
reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to arts/culture and civic amenities. A collaborative
relationship with communities, especially in the cultural services sector, will be required to access data.
A selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:
• Number of arts/culture/civic amenity facilities in the district, and patronage numbers;
• Employment opportunities in arts, cultural and creative industries (an increase in the cultural service
or recreational services sector registered in the Census);
• Number of night time attractions and entertainment facilities;
• Number of sporting and recreational facilities and patronage/membership numbers.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Arts/Culture and Civic Amenities Background Report and
the WDC Monitoring Strategy.
Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

CHART, Sport
Northland, NRC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM, CS, VE, IS,
MR]
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• Number of sites of significance to Maori and wahi tapu areas identified in the District Plan;
• Number of iwi/hapu management plans received by Council;
• Initiatives relating to marae development and papakainga housing;
• Recognition of customary rights, cultural and spiritual values and traditional practices.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Iwi/Hapu Report and the WDC Monitoring Strategy.
Reference should also be made to Iwi Management Plans lodged with Council.
Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

Iwi/Hapu

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

Linked Actions

Linked Actions

Action 7.1

Monitor and report on land transport trends in concert with government and local agencies.
Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to land transport. A collaborative relationship with
government agencies will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators can include, but
is not limited to:
• Changes in modes of land transport, including road, rail and other options;
• Changes in cycling and walking levels;
• Public transport provision and patronage;
• Changes in proportion of freight carried by different transport modes.
Other potential indicators can be found in the RLTS and the WDC Monitoring Strategy. Reference
should also be made to the Infrastructure and Services Report.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NZTA, NRC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM, R]

Action 6.3

Priority/Timing

Monitor and report on tangata whenua trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
Information is required for monitoring in relation to tangata whenua. A collaborative relationship with
Iwi and Hapu will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators can include, but is not
limited to:

[PM, MR]

Action 6.2

Priority/Timing

Action 6.4
Explanation

Linked Actions

Action 7.2

Monitor and report on Whangarei Airport trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to Whangarei Airport. A collaborative relationship with
the Airport Company and communities will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators
can include, but is not limited to:
• Use of Whangarei airport and expansion in customer numbers;
• Airport noise levels;
• Number of aircraft movements and total tonnage of freight.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Whangarei Airport Background Report and the WDC
Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the RLTS.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, Airport
Authority

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM, P]

Linked Actions

Action 8.1

Collaborate with Northland Regional Council and other parties to ensure that their monitoring is
timely and effective, and can be used within decision making processes of Council.

Explanation

Like Whangarei District Council, Northland Regional Council is required to undertake State of the
Environment monitoring and reporting under the RMA in regard to natural and physical resources,
including all topics covered in the RPS. Examples of this include air quality and water quality. However,
whilst the information may be useful in terms of environmental policy, other material may be monitored
for the purpose of Growth Strategy monitoring. Given the expanded focus of the RPS in preparation,
many of the topics will be of interest in terms of growth management in Whangarei District

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

On-going

WDC

NRC, NIF

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

• Use of Whangarei Ports and expansion in cargo volumes;
• Changes in the types and tonnage of cargo;
• Changes in neighbouring land uses.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Whangarei Ports Background Report and the WDC
Monitoring Strategy.
Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, Northport

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM, ED]

Linked Actions

[PM, ED, CS]

Action 7.4

Monitor and report on telecommunications trends. Develop key indicators for reporting
purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to telecommunications. A collaborative relationship with
telecommunication services providers will be required to access data. A selection of possible indicators
can include, but is not limited to:

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NRC, Telecom
Providers

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[ED, PM]

Linked Actions

Develop, in concert with Northland Regional Council, a Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) for the
Whangarei District, and monitor and report upon it.

Explanation

Economic development (and GDP) is a key measure of well being, especially given Northland’s
erratic economic performance. However, there are other aspects of well being important to Whangarei
communities, including social, cultural, and environmental indicators. There may be value in developing
a measure that is broader than simply looking at GDP, and disseminating this information more
widely. One other type of indicator is the Genuine Progress Indicator, which helps to measure overall
community well being. In recent years, different agencies have been working on a Genuine Progress
Indicator, whether nationally or internationally, as a measure of well being. This indicator has arisen as
an alternative to, or can complement the use of GDP, and covers all aspects of well being, rather than
just economic factors. Whilst such an indicator has been prepared and used in other locations, e.g.
Wellington Region, developing a GPI can require significant resources, and will need to be undertaken
in collaboration with a number of partners.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

On-going

WDC

NRC, NDHB, NIF Low

Monitor and report on infrastructure and services trends. Develop key indicators for reporting
purposes.

Explanation

Information is required for monitoring in relation to infrastructure and services provided by Council. A
selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:
• Rate of infrastructure development and provision compared to projections outlined in the Growth
Strategy;
• Provision of open space in accordance with the reserves strategy;
• Numbers of new connections to council operated water and wastewater systems;
• Comparison of residential connections to public water and wastewater systems against numbers of
private or on-site systems;
• Patronage levels across Council’s library network.
Other potential indicators can be found in the Infrastructure and Services Background Report and the
WDC Monitoring Strategy. Reference should also be made to the Annual Plan, LTP and Annual Reports
produced by WDC and NRC.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5-yearly

WDC

NRC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM,IS]

Cost
Implication

[PM,CS]

Action 7.5

Linked Actions

Linked Actions

Action 8.2

• Implementation of the Telecommunication Strategy;
• Rate of UFB use and customer uptake and access;
• Rate of increase in internet related business;
Other potential indicators can be found in the Telecommunications Background Report and the WDC
Monitoring Strategy.

Implementation
Method

Linked Actions

Monitoring/
Reporting

Action 8.3

Collaborate with iwi/hapu to develop a cultural health index for water resources, and/or other
natural and physical resources, and ensure that mechanisms are available to report back on
these findings to the wider public.

Explanation

Whilst most forms of monitoring will be undertaken by public agencies including NRC, WDC and
government agencies, there is a wealth of other types of monitoring that will be valuable in monitoring
progress towards a more sustainable future. Iwi and hapu are increasingly interested, and involved,
in monitoring of environmental trends, especially around coastal and freshwater quality, or in terms of
mahinga kai sites. An example of this is the development of the Cultural Health Index as a tool for Maori
to be included in the monitoring of freshwater. Any monitoring programme undertaken by WDC should
include scope for including information derived from the cultural health index or similar programmes.
Information from such indices may be used for wider modelling purposes, for example in regard to the
Whangarei Harbour.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

On-going

WDC

Iwi/Hapu, NRC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM, MR]

PART C:

Monitor and report on Whangarei Port trends. Develop key indicators for reporting purposes.
Information is required for monitoring in relation to Whangarei Ports. A collaborative relationship with
local and regional agencies, Northport and others in the transport sector will be required to access data.
A selection of possible indicators can include, but is not limited to:

MONITORING AND REVIEW

Action 7.3
Explanation

Linked Actions
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PART C:

MONITORING AND REVIEW

Action 9.1

Review the effectiveness of the Growth Strategy and Implementation Plan through the
establishment of causal relationships between outputs (actions) and trends monitoring.

Explanation

Assessment should be made as to the overall effectiveness of the Growth Strategy and Implementation
Plan in pursuit of a sustainable future. These reviews should assess whether actions outlined in the
Growth Strategy and Implementation Plan are having a discernable influence on various environmental,
economic, social, and cultural trends in the district through careful analysis of data. As noted in the
introduction, establishing causal relationships between actions and trends can be difficult, but it is
required to ensure that the outlined programme of actions is effective and efficient. The result of these
assessments could be used to review priorities in terms of actions, propose new actions, withdraw
proposed actions or amend the policy framework and spatial plan outlined in the Growth Strategy.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5/10 yearly

WDC

NRC

Medium

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM]

Linked Actions

Action 9.2

Review the effectiveness of the Growth Strategy in progressing towards a sustainable future.

Explanation

An evaluation should be made as to the overall effectiveness of the Growth Strategy in pursuit of a
sustainable future. This could be undertaken by an independent party. It should assess the way that
the Growth Strategy has been embedded in Council planning, and service provision. The result of this
review should be used to review priorities in terms of actions in the Implementation Plan, or the policy
framework and spatial plan outlined in the Growth Strategy. Whilst many of the individual monitoring
actions contribute to an assessment of parts of the Growth Strategy and Implementation Plan, this
action is targeted toward an overall evaluation of the Strategy as a whole, rather than individual parts.

Priority/Timing

Lead Agency

Support
Agencies

Cost
Implication

Implementation
Method

5/10 yearly

WDC

NRC

Low

Monitoring/
Reporting

[PM]
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1. Abbreviations
AC

Auckland Council

NIF

Northland Intersectoral Forum

AMP

Asset/Activity Management Plan

NLTS

National Land Transport Strategy

ASV

Annual Service Volume

NPS

National Policy Statement

BA

Business Associations

NRC

Northland Regional Council

BID

Business Improvement District

NZAA

New Zealand Archaeological Association

BoPRC

Bay of Plenty Regional Council

NZCPS

New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement

BRANZ

Building Research Association of New Zealand

NZHPT

New Zealand Historic Places Trust

CHART

Culture, Heritage, Arts Resource Trust

NZRA

New Zealand Recreation Association

CoC

Chamber of Commerce

NZTA

New Zealand Transport Agency

CPTED

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design

OTS

Office of Treaty Settlements

CRI

Crown Research Institute

PAAG

Positive Ageing Advisory Group

CRRA

Community, Resident, and Ratepayer Associations

PHO

Primary Health Organisation

DHB

District Health Board

QV

Quotable Value

DoC

Department of Conservation

RAQP

Regional Air Quality Plan

DoL

Department of Labour

RCP

Regional Coastal Plan

DSRG

Disability Sector Reference Group

RLTP

Regional Land Transport Programmes

EECA

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority

RLTS

Regional Land Transport Strategy

EES

Environmental Engineering Standards

RMA

Resource Management Act (1991)

EN

Enterprise Northland

RoNS

Road of National Significance

FNDC

Far North District Council

RPS

Regional Policy Statement

FTE

Full Time Equivalent

RPTP

Regional Public Transport Plan

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

RWSP

Regional Water and Soil Plan

GMO

Genetically Modified Organism

SNZ

Statistics New Zealand

HAIL

Hazardous Activities and Industry List

SSNZ

Settlement Support New Zealand

KDC

Kaipara District Council

TCC

Tauranga City Council

LGNZ

Local Government New Zealand

TEC

Tertiary Education Commission

LTMA

Land Transport Management Amendment Act (2008)

TPK

Te Puni Kōkiri

LTP

Long Term Plan

UFB

Ultra fast Broadband

MAF

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries

WCMS

Whangarei Coastal Management Strategy

MCDEM Ministry of Civil Defence and Emergency Management

WDC

Whangarei District Council

MED

Ministry of Economic Development

WHIMS

Whangarei Harbour Integrated Management Strategy

MEd

Ministry of Education

WUGS

Whangarei Urban Growth Strategy

MfE

Ministry for the Environment

MoH

Ministry of Health

MSD

Ministry of Social Development

NDHB

Northland District health Board

NEET

Not engaged in Employment, Education or Training

NES

National Environment Standard

NESAQ National Environmental Standards for Air Quality
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Plans

3. Background Reports
Background Research Reports Produced by Whangarei District Council

Priority

Community Plans

Structure Plans

Air Quality in the Whangarei District. (2010).

1

Parua Bay, Otangarei

Whangarei City (new)

Analysis of Public Feedback. (2009).

2

Hikurangi, Kamo

Kamo, Maungakaramea (new)

3

Maungatapere, Tikipunga

Hikurangi (new), Maungatapere (new)

Analysis of Public Feedback. (2010).

4

Waipu, Maungakaramea

Parua Bay, Waipu,

Arts, Culture and Civic Amenities. (2010).

5

Otaika, Onerahi

Otaika, Tikipunga

Assessment of Alternative Futures. (2010).

6

Maunu, McLeod Bay/Reotahi

Onerahi, Maunu

7

Matapouri, Ngunguru

McLeod Bay/Reotahi,Taurikura/Urquharts Bay

Contaminated Land in the Whangarei District. (2010).

8

Tutukaka, Pataua

Matapouri, Ngunguru

Demographic Profile of the Whangarei District. (2009).

9

Oakura, Taurikura/Urquharts Bay

Tutukaka, Pataua

Energy Resources. (2010).

10

Waipu Cove, Marsden Point/Ruakaka

Oakura, Waipu Cove

Ethnic Diversity of the Whangarei District. (2009).

10+
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2. Indicative Programme of Community and Structure

Marsden Point/Ruakaka

Health, Education and Safety Report for the Whangarei District. (2010).
Infrastructure and Services Three Futures Analysis. (2009).
Minerals and Aggregates Background Report. (2010).
Ports of Whangarei. (2010).
Sense of Place: Urban Design, Amenity, Local Character and Heritage. (2010).
Socio-Economic Profile of the Whangarei District. (2009).
Telecommunication in the Whangarei District. (2010).
Water Resources in the Whangarei District.(2010).
Whangarei Airport. (2010).
Whangarei District Biodiversity Background Report. (2010).
Whangarei District Climate Change Constraints Report. (2009).
Whangarei District Development Strategies Background Report. (2010).
Whangarei District Ecosystem Services Background Report. (2009).
Whangarei District Historic Heritage Report. (2009).
Whangarei District Land Use Report. (2009).
Whangarei District Natural Hazard Constraints Report. (2009).

Background Research Reports Produced for the Whangarei District Council
Drivers of Economic Growth in the Northland Regional Economy. (2009). Infometrics Ltd.
Historical Performance of the Northland Regional Economy. (2009). Infometrics Ltd.
Summary of Economic Performance of Whangarei District. (2009). Infometrics Ltd.
Iwi/Hapu Report. (2009). Repo Consultancy Ltd.
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4. Growth Related Infrastructure Expenditure by Node
*Note: This table does not include costs associated with the wastewater treatment plant upgrade, which is estimated at $50.0m.
Settlement Type

2011-2015

2016-2020

2021-2025

2026-2030

2031-2035

2036-2040

2041-2045

2046-2050

2051-2055

2056-2060

2061+

Whangarei City

$34.0m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP/Roading

$20.0m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP/Roading

$4.0m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP/water

$14.8m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP/Roading

$2.9m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP/Water

$2.9m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP

$2.9m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP/Water

$2.9m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP

$2.9m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP/Water

$1.8m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP

$2.9m
Reserves/Trunk/
WWTP/Water

Kamo

$4.1m
Reserves

$4.3m
Reserves/Water

$10.0m
Reserves/ Water/
Library

$5.5m
$1.8m
Reserves/Roading Reserves

$9.8m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$10.0m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$1.8m
Reserves

$1.8m
Reserves

$1.8m
Reserves

$1.8m
Reserves

Tikipunga

$9.7m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$1.0m
Reserves

$1.7m
$2.8m
Reserves/Roading Reserves/Water/
Roading

$2.0m
$1.0m
Reserves/Roading Reserves

$1.0m
Reserves

$1.0m
Reserves

$1.0m
Reserves

$5.0m
Library/Reserves

Maunu

$0.2m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$4.6m
Library

$7m
Trunk/WWTP

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

Otaika

$35.0m
Roading

$12.0m
Library/Roading

$2.1m
Roading

$6.4m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$0.3m
Water/Reserves

$0.2m
Reserves

$0.2m
Reserves

$0.2m
Reserves

$0.2m
Reserves

$0.2m
Reserves

$0.2m
Reserves

$2.1m
Reserves

$5.1m
Water/Reserves

$9.7m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$3.3m
Water/Reserves

$1.3m
Reserves

$1.3m
Reserves

$1.3m
Reserves

$1.4m
Reserves

$5.3m
Library/Reserves

$1.3m
Reserves

$58.0m
Trunk/WWTP/
Roading/Reserve

$15.0m
Roading/Reserve

$19.2m
WWTP/Water/
Reserve

$11.0m
Trunk/Reserve

$23.2m
WWTP/Water/
Reserve

$11.0m
Trunk/Reserve

$16.2m
WWTP/Reserve

$11.0m
Trunk/Reserve

$3.0m
Reserves

$3.0m
Reserves

$4.0m
Library/Water

$3.6m
Trunk/Sewer

$3.5m
Trunk/WWTP

$1.5m
Roading/Reserves

$2.0m
Water/Reserves

$1.0m
Reserves

$7.5m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$1.0m
Reserves

$1.5m
$1.0m
Reserves/Roading Reserves

$1.0m
Reserves

$1.0m
Reserves

$0.9m
Reserves

$0.9m
Reserves

$0.9m
Reserves

$0.9m
Reserves

$0.9m
Reserves

$0.8m
Reserves

$8.5m
Trunk/WWTP

$9m
Trunk/WWTP

$14.5m
Trunk/WWTP

$14.8m
Trunk/WWTP

$0.4m
Reserves

$0.4m
Reserves

$56.0m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$4.0m
Water/Roading

Urban Village

Onerahi

Marsden Point/Ruakaka

$43.0m
Library/Roading/
WWTP

$2.8m
Water/Reserves

Growth Nodes
Hikurangi

$0.2m
Reserves

Parua Bay

$1.7m
Reserves

$1.0m
Reserves

$1.5m
Reserves/Water

Waipu

$2.2m
Reserves/Water

$1.6m
$1.9m
Reserves/Roading Water/Reserves

$1.4m
$6.3m
Roading/Reserves Library/Reserves/
Water

$17.3m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

Maungakaramea

$0.2m
Reserves

$0.5m
Reserves

$0.5m
Water/Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.8m
Reserves

Maungatapere

$0.3m
Reserves

$0.4m
Reserves

$1.3m
Reserves

Matapouri

$0.4m
Reserves

$1.2m
Reserves

McLeod Bay/Reotahi

$0.5m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.3m
Reserves

$7.0m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

Ngunguru

$0.7m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$8.5m
Water/Reserves

$3.0m
Water/Reserves

Oakura

$0.5m
Reserves

Pataua

$0.6m
Reserves

$1.3m
Reserves

Rural Village

$0.8m
Reserves

$0.4m
Reserves

Coastal Village
$1.7m
Reserves

$1.8m
Reserves
$0.3m
Reserves

$0.4m
Reserves
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$0.3m
Reserves

$0.3m
Reserves

$1.7m
Reserves

$0.3m
Reserves

$0.7m
Reserves

$0.3m
Reserves

$0.3m
Reserves

$0.3m
Reserves

$0.3m
Reserves

$6.6m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.5m
Reserves

$0.4m
Reserves

$10.5m
Trunk/WWTP

$2.5m
Library/Reserves

$5.5m
Water/Reserves

$5.5m
Water/Roading/
Reserves

$0.5m
Reserves

$0.5m
Reserves

$0.3m
Reserves

$0.4m
Reserves

$0.3m
Reserves

$0.3m
Reserves

$11.3m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$2.3m
Water/Reserves

$1.8m
Trunk/WWTP/
Water/Reserves

2011-2015

2016-2020

2021-2025

2026-2030

2031-2035

2036-2040

2041-2045

2046-2050

2051-2055

2056-2060

2061+

Taurikura/Urquharts

$0.4m
Reserves

$0.4m
Reserves

$0.5m
Reserves

$0.5m
Reserves

$0.9m
Reserves

$4.2m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$0.5m
Reserves

$0.4m
Reserves

$0.5m
Reserves

$0.4m
Reserves

$0.5m
Reserves

Tutukaka

$1.0m
Reserves

$0.7m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$3.7m
Library/Reserves

$3.8m
Water/Reserves

$11.2m
Trunk/WWTP/
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.7m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

$0.7m
Reserves

$0.6m
Reserves

Waipu Cove/ Langs Beach

$1.5m
Reserves

$1.0m
Reserves

$2.1m
Reserves

$2.9m
Water/Roading/
Reserves

$1.7m
$22.2m
Roading/Reserves Truck/WWTP/
Water

$1.2m
Reserves

$2.1m
Water/Reserves

$1.1m
Reserves

$1.1m
Reserves

$1.1m
Reserves
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Settlement Type

Total spend on major node projects = $814.5m over fifty years or $16.3m per annum.
2011-2015

2016-2020

2021-2025

2026-2030

2031-2035

2036-2040

2041-2045

2046-2050

2051-2055

2056-2060

2061+

Total 5 Year period

$119.8m

$106.5m

$57.9m

$88.4m

$42.1m

$131.7m

$36.6m

$106.8m

$60.3m

$31.7m

$32.7m

Annual Spend (5Y)

$24.0m

$21.3m

$11.6m

$17.7m

$8.4m

$26.3m

$7.3m

$21.4m

$12.1m

$6.3m

$6.5m

Total 10 Period

$226.3m

$146.3m

$173.8m

$143.4m

$92.0m

Annual Spend (10Y)

$22.6m per annum

$14.6m per annum

$17.4m per annum

$14.3m per annum

$9.2m per annum

The figures are indicative high level assessments and do not include an assessment of the efficiency of development (e.g. cost per household unit equivalent). In addition, some costs have already been
incorporated within the present LTCCP programme.
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